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IN T R O D U C T IO N
The adjustment of the fluoride content of community water supplies to an optimal level as a 
method to prevent tooth decay began in January 1945 in Grand Rapids, Michigan. At the present time, 
over 121 million citizens in more than 7,700 communities throughout the Nation are receiving the benefits 
of optimally adjusted fluoridated water. An additional 9 million people in 1,909 communities are using 
water with naturally occurring fluoride at levels of 0.7 parts per million or higher. Therefore, 40 years after 
the first water system was fluoridated, more than 53 percent of the Nation’s population has access to 
water with a dentally significant concentration of fluoride.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) contracted with Alliance Technologies Corporation to col­
lect data to determine the current population, location, and status of communities in the United States 
using optimally adjusted or naturally occurring fluoridated water. These data were provided to Alliance 
Technologies Corporation by State and Territorial Dental Health Directors. The tabulation of the data, as 
they appear in this publication, revises and updates previous editions of the Fluoridation Census.1
Adjusted fluoridation is the conscious maintenance of the optimal fluoride concentration in the 
water supply for preventing dental carles. The optimal concentration may be accomplished by adding  
fluoride chemicals to fluoride deficient water; by blending two or more sources of water naturally contain­
ing fluoride to achieve the optimal concentration; or by partial defluoridation, that is, removing naturally 
occurring excessive fluorides to obtain the recommended level. Water systems are considered to have 
dentally significant natural fluoridation If they contain 0.7 parts per million (ppm) or more of naturally oc­
curring fluoride. W ater systems and communities with optimally adjusted fluoride and naturally occurring 
fluoride in water are listed in this publication. Adjusted water systems are fluoridated at the optimal level 
according to the average maximum daily air temperature in the community. (Recommended concentra­
tions, according to National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations, 1975, are shown on Table A.) 
Although the term natural fluoridation has no particular scientific or official connotation, it has been used 
in this publication for the sake of simplification.
TA B LE A
RECOMMENDED OPTIMAL FLUORIDE LEVEL
Annual Average of 


















40.0 - 53.7 1.2 5.4 1.1 1.7 4.3 6.5
53.8 - 58.3 1.1 5.0 1.0 1.6 4.0 6.0
58.4 - 63.8 1.0 4.5 0.9 1.5 3.6 5.4
63.9 - 70.6 0.9 4.1 0.8 1.4 3.3 4.9
70.7 - 79.2 0.8 3.6 0.7 1.3 2.9 4.3
79.3 - 90.5 0.7 3.2 0.6 1.2 2.6 3.8
2Based on temperature data obtained for a minimum of five years.
Based on 4.5 times the optimum fluoride level for communities
Source: Centers for Disease Control, Center for Prevention Services, Dental Disease Prevention Activity.
M E T H O D O L O G Y
A computer printout of the fluoridation status for each State as it was collected for the 1980 
Fluoridation Census was forwarded to the Director, Division of Dental Health (or the equivalent), in every 
State health department as a guide to updating information for the 1985 Fluoridation Census. They 
were requested to update, change, and verify the information presented and to include new fluoridation 
installations while deleting those that were inappropriate. A request was made to update the population 
figures to reflect 1985 census estimates. This information was then submitted in a different format for 
the 1985 Fluoridation Census: States were asked to report each fluoridated water system and the com ­
munities each system served; the status of fluoridation, adjusted, consecutive, or natural; the system  
from which water was purchased, if consecutive; the population receiving fluoridated water; the date on 
which fluoridation started; and the chemical used for fluoridation, if adjusted.
The updated Information was returned to Alliance Technologies Corporation where a master file 
was created to incorporate the new format and to reflect changes made in the previous data provided 
by State health officials. The dental directors were informed that unless they made specific changes in 
their State’s printout, the data on the existing printout would be used in the publication of the 1985 
Fluoridation Census. In essence, this publication is a report of the Status of Fluoridation made by the 
States, and the data herewith reported has been provided by the individual States.
1, "Fluoridation Census, 1967," Division of Dental Health, National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare.
"Fluoridation Census, 1969,“ Division of Dental Health, National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. Natural Fluoride Content of Community Water Supplies, Division of Dental, NIH, DHEW.
"Fluoridation Census, 1975,“ Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Bureau of State Services, Center for Disease Control, Public 
Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
"Fluoridation Census, 1980,“ Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Bureau of State Services, Center for Disease Control. P..* nc 
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POPULATION AND PERCENT SERVED WITH ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATED  
WATER BY REGION AND STATE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985
TABLE I.
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED POPULATION SERVED % PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY RANK 
POPULATION* BY PUBLIC WATER FLUORIDATED WATER POPULATION DRINKING  
SU PPLY** FLUORIDATED WATER
U N ITE D  STATES 243,195,000 211,730,873 130,172,334 61
R EG IO N  I 12,699,500 11,272,500 6,998,513 62
C ONNECTICUT 3,182,000 2,558,000 2,365,309 92 10
MAINE 1,169,000 804,000 407,297 51 37
MASSACHUSETTS 5,826,500 5,826,500 3,112,368 53 35
NEW  HAMPSHIRE 1,013,000 749,000 125,367 17 47
RHODE ISLAND 971,000 928,000 743,319 80 20
VERMONT 538,000 407,000 244,853 60 30
R EG IO N  II 28 ,641,500 27,540,000 15,364,770 56
NEW  JERSEY 7,593,000 7,593,000 1,170,047 15 50
NEW  YORK 17,770,500 16,669,000 11,673,411 70 25
PUERTO RICO 3,278,000 3,278,000 2,521,312 77 22
R EG IO N  III 25,233,000 21,038,000 14,755,219 70
DELAWARE 627,500 627,500 418,593 67 27
DISTRICT O F COLUMBIA 625,500 625,500 625,500 100 1
MARYLAND 4,427,000 3,361,000 3,226,818 96 5
PENNSYLVANIA 11,879,000 9,883,000 5,290,153 54 34
VIRGINIA 5,748,500 4,774,000 4,043,125 85 15
WEST VIRGINIA 1,927,000 1,767,000 1,151,030 65 28
R EG IO N  IV 42,387,000 33,893,373 24,015,862 71
ALABAMA 4,036,000 3,474,000 2,925,570 84 16
FLORIDA 11,529,500 10,255,373 4,860,794 47 38
GEORGIA 6,037,500 4,235,000 4,044,438 96 6
KENTUCKY 3,727,500 2,967,000 2,467,378 83 17
MISSISSIPPI 2,619,000 2,328,000 1,093,800 47 39
NORTH CAROLINA 6,296,000 4,448,000 3,329,736 75 23
SOUTH CAROLINA 3,358,000 2,532,000 2,357,061 93 9
TENNESSEE 4,783,000 3,654,000 2,937,085 80 19
R EG IO N  V 45,889,000 38,090,000 34,944,342 92
ILLINOIS 11,545,000 11,407,000 11,105,505 97 2
INDIANA 5,502,000 3,765,000 3,660,005 97 3
M ICHIG AN 9,114,000 6,825,000 6,218,797 91 11
*Based on 1985 Bureau of Census estimates
**Federa l Reporting Data System PWS service populations exceeded the Bureau of Census estimates for CO, DE, DC, KS, 
MA, NV, NJ, PR, UT, and TX.
TABLE I. (CONTINUED)
POPULATION AND PERCENT SERVED WITH ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATED  
WATER BY REGION AND STATE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED POPULATION SERVED % PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY RANK 
POPULATION* BY PUBLIC WATER FLUORIDATED WATER POPULATION DRINKING  
SUPPLY** FLUORIDATED WATER
MINNESOTA 4,203,000 3,689,000 2,998,883 81 18
O H IO 10,748,000 9,109,000 8,033,399 88 13
W ISCONSIN 4,780,000 3,295,000 2,927,753 89 12
REGION VI 28,166,000 26,253,000 15,515,286 59
ARKANSAS 2,366,000 2,003,000 1,173,604 59 33
LOUISIANA 4,493,000 3,896,000 1,978,703 51 36
NEW  MEXICO 1,465,000 1,178,000 787,655 67 26
OKLAHOMA 3,306,000 2,639,000 1,576,681 60 32
TEXAS 16,537,000 16,537,000 9,998,643 60 29
REGION VII 11,971,000 10,050,000 6,632,825 66
IOWA 2,866,000 2,290,000 1,990,832 87 14
KANSAS 2,455,000 2,455,000 981,562 40 41
MISSOURI 5,050,000 4,364,000 3,097,162 71 24
NEBRASKA 1,602,000 941,000 563,269 60 31
REGION VIII 7,624,000 6,912,000 4,453,381 64
COLORADO 3,250,000 3,250,000 3,144,949 97 4
MONTANA 821,000 567,000 164,283 29 44
NORTH DAKOTA 682,000 516,000 492,717 95 7
SOUTH DAKOTA 708,000 533,000 502,739 94 8
UTAH 1,655,000 1,655,000 33,522 2 51
W YOM ING 509,000 391,000 115,171 29 43
REGION IX 31,925,000 29,816,000 4,913,851 16
ARIZONA 3,235,000 2,980,000 613,479 21 46
CALIFORNIA 26,680,000 24,991,000 4,140,978 17 48
HAWAII 1,058,000 893,000 142,570 16 49
NEVADA 952,000 952,000 16,824 2 52
REGION X 8,660,000 6,866,000 2,578,285 38
ALASKA 527,000 405,000 311,547 77 21
IDAHO 1,003,000 694,000 234,207 34 42
OREGON 2,694,000 1,975,000 483,930 25 45
W ASHINGTON 4,436,000 3,792,000 1,548,601 41 40
*Based on 1985 Bureau of Census estimates
**Federal Reporting Data System PWS service populations exceeded the Bureau of Census estimates for CO, DE, DC, KS,, 
MA, NV, NJ, PR, UT, and TX.
TABLE II.
Num ber of Public Water Systems, Communities, and Populations Using 
Adjusted and Natural Fluoridation by Region as of December 31, 1985
SYSTEMS*
USING ADJUSTED  
COMM UNITIES POPULATION SYSTEMS*
USING NATURAL 
C OM M UNITIES POPULATION
U N ITE D  STATES 8,913 7,772 121,425,572 3,445 1,909 9,005,262
R EG IO N 1 267 337 6,986,286 9 16 12,227
CONNECTICUT 37 88 2,364,279 4 1 1,030
MAINE 75 90 407,297 0 0 0
MASSACHUSETTS 66 99 3,111,971 3 0 397
NEW  HAMPSHIRE 10 8 114,567 2 2 10,800
RHODE ISLAND 14 21 743,319 0 0 0
VERM ONT 65 31 244,853 0 0 0
R EG IO N  II 689 676 15,249,709 17 22 115,061
NEW  JERSEY 28 64 1,056,302 15 20 113,745
NEW  YORK 622 570 11,672,095 2 2 1,316
PUERTO RICO 39 42 2,521,312 0 0 0
R EG IO N  III 487 856 14,750,147 271 66 263,572
DELAWARE 9 11 413,225 6 2 5,368
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 1 1 884,000 0 0 0
MARYLAND 88 121 3,182,845 57 13 49,973
PENNSYLVANIA 140 445 5,290,153 0 0 0
VIRGINIA 121 158 3,828,894 208 50. 214,231
WEST VIRGINIA 128 121 1,151,030 0 0 0
R EG IO N  IV 1,748 1,301 22,646,348 276 123 1,369,514
ALABAMA 240 174 2,865,939 26 18 59,631
FLORIDA 75 97 4,081,812 35 31 778,982
GEORGIA 288 255 4,028,398 5 4 16,040
KENTUCKY 345 226 2,467,378 0 0 0
MISSISSIPPI 195 105 1,020,704 43 13 73,096
NORTH CAROLINA 237 148 3,248,435 29 23 81,301
SOUTH CAROLINA 173 138 1,996,597 138 34 360,464
TENNESSEE 195 158 2,937,085 0 0 0
R EG IO N  V 3,485 2,787 33,185,724 901 538 1,758,618
ILLINOIS 1,338 972 10,155,738 215 153 949,767
INDIANA 450 300 3,397,565 92 78 262,440
MICHIGAN 354 240 6,094,799 96 53 123,998
MINNESOTA 653 641 2,994,771 14 12 4,112
O H IO 370 371 7,791,641 332 118 241,758
W ISCONSIN 320 263 2,751,210 152 124 176,543
*Note: System refers to fluoridating systems plus consecutive systems
xii
Num ber of Public Water Systems, Communities, and Populations Using 
Adjusted and Natural Fluoridation by Region as of December 31, 1985
TABLE II. (CONTINUED)
SYSTEMS*
USING ADJUSTED  
COMMUNITIES POPULATION SYSTEMS*
USING NATURAL 
C OM M UNITIES POPULATION
REGION VI 683 464 12,345,239 786 405 3,170,047
ARKANSAS 182 109 1,156,799 14 7 16,805
LOUISIANA 52 73 1,747,024 94 33 231,679
NEW MEXICO 48 18 542,042 86 41 245,613
OKLAHOMA 158 93 1,467,529 55 36 109,152
TEXAS 243 171 7,431,845 537 288 2,566,798
REGION VII 595 727 5,991,585 423 355 641,240
IOWA 292 297 1,666,149 242 192 324,683
KANSAS 47 170 848,348 83 85 133,214
MISSOURI 203 205 2,932,091 84 65 165,071
NEBRASKA 53 55 544,997 14 13 18,272
REGION VIII 505 319 3,487,983 567 287 965,398
COLORADO 145 51 2,382,836 306 110 762,113
MONTANA 25 9. 60,114 65 28 104,169
NORTH DAKOTA 118 109 463,370 83 63 29,347
SOUTH DAKOTA 198 137 460,698 83 67 42,041
UTAH 11 4 27,282 18 8 6,240
W YOM ING 8 9 93,683 12 11 21,488
REGION IX 144 94 4,489,180 120 48 424,671
ARIZONA 66 6 203,816 104 44 409,663
CALIFORNIA 55 82 4,140,878 1 0 100
HAWAII 10 3 142,570 0 0 0
NEVADA 13 3 1,916 15 4 14,908
REGION X 310 211 2,293,371 75 49 284,914
ALASKA 190 135 311,547 0 0 0
IDAHO 8 4 48,842 40 18 185,365
OREGON 32 25 444,230 20 19 39,700
W ASHINGTON 80 47 1,488,752 15 12 59,849

















F l u o r i d a t i o n  G r o w t h ,  b y  P o p u l a t i o n
United States 1945  -  1985
□  Total US Population + Public Water Supply Total Fluoridated WaterPopulation Population
 ^ Naturally Fluoridated Water 
Population
TABLE III.
SCHOOL POPULATION AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS USING ADJUSTED 
AND NATURAL FLUORIDATION BY REGION AND STATE AS OF DECEMBER 31,1985
USING ADJUSTED* USING NATURAL*
POPULATION NUMBER OF POPULATION NUMBER OF
SCHOOLS SCHOOLS
UNITED STATES 149,243 456 20,727 48
REGION I 8,290 39 0 0
MAINE 2,939 13 0 0
VERMONT 5,351 26 0 0
REGION III 3,020 5 0 0
VIRGINIA 3,020 5 0 0
REGION IV 83,722 247 11,903 36
KENTUCKY 39,447 138 0 0
MISSISSIPPI 1,500 1 0 0
NORTH CAROLINA 41,658 103 585 2
SOUTH CAROLINA 450 1 11,318 34
TENNESSEE 667 4 0 0
REGION V 49,593 149 6,719 2
INDIANA 42,332 106 0 0
WISCONSIN 7,261 43 6,719 2
REGION VI 1,410 2 1,045 6
NEW MEXICO 1,410 2 1,045 6
REGION VII 1,025 1 400 1
MISSOURI 0 0 400 1
NEBRASKA 1,025 1 0 0
REGION VIII 1,504 6 0 0
MONTANA 300 1 0 0
SOUTH DAKOTA 1,204 5 0 0
REGION IX 195 2 660 3
ARIZONA 170 1 660 3
NEVADA 25 1 0 0
REGION X 484 5 0 0
ALASKA 484 5 0 0
*Schools are fluoridated at 4.5 times the recommended optimal levels for communities. 
Note: Schools include all American Indian and Alaskan Native Reservation Schools.
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TABLE IV.
POPULATION, NUMBER OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKAN NATIVE 




POPULATION NUMBER OF 
SYSTEMS
POPULATION NUMBER OF  
SYSTEMS
UNITED STATES 181,761 325 17,629 53
REGION IV 4,041 8 0 1
MISSISSIPPI 2,280 3 0 0
NORTH CAROLINA 1,761 5 0 1
REGION V 8,137 11 0 0
W ISCONSIN 8,137 11 0 0
REGION VI 29,035 26 8,978 30
NEW  MEXICO 28,495 24 8,978 30
OKLAHOMA 540 2 0 0
REGION VII 0 0 1,560 1
NEBRASKA 0 0 1,560 1
REGION VIII 30,327 61 821 4
MONTANA 7,846 11 421 2
NORTH DAKOTA 5,993 13 0 0
SOUTH DAKOTA 11,794 30 0 0
UTAH 3,621 6 400 2
W YOM ING 1,073 1 0 0
REGION IX 59,132 78 6,270 17
ARIZONA 56,996 64 6,070 15
CALIFORNIA 245 2 100 1
NEVADA 1,891 12 100 1
REGION X 51,089 141 0 0
ALASKA 48,689 140 0 0
OREGON 2,400 1 0 0
x v i
TABLE IV. (CONTINUED)
POPULATION, NUMBER OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKAN NATIVE 




POPULATION NUMBER OF 
SCHOOLS
POPULATION NUMBER OF  
SCHOOLS
U N ITE D  STATES 3,593 15 8,824 12
R EG IO N  V 0 0 6,719 2
W ISCONSIN 0 0 6,719 2
R EG IO N  VI 1,410 2 1,045 6
NEW MEXICO 1,410 2 1,045 6
R EG IO N  V II 0 0 400 1
MISSOURI 0 0 400 1
R EG IO N  V III 1,504 6 0 0
MONTANA 300 1 0 0
SOUTH DAKOTA 1,204 5 0 0
R EG IO N  IX 195 2 660 3 \
ARIZONA 170 1 660 3
NEVADA 25 1 0 0
R EG IO N X 484 5 0 0
ALASKA 484 5 0 0
‘ Schools are fluoridated at 4.5 times the recommended optimal levels for communities.
xvii
TABLE V.
RESIDENT POPULATION, NUMBER OF MILITARY INSTALLATIONS USING  










U N ITE D  STATES 1,813,906 134 44,977 19
R EG IO N  1 18,325 7 0 0
MAINE 10,300 4 0 0
MASSACHUSETTS 8,000 2 0 0
NEW  HAMPSHIRE 25 1 0 0
R EG IO N  II 45,552 6 0 0
NEW  JERSEY 35,952 3 0 0
NEW YORK 9,600 3 0 0
R EG IO N  III 550,539 13 27 2
DELAWARE 8,900 2 0 0
MARYLAND 74,200 6 27 2
PENNSYLVANIA 0 0 0 0
VIRGINIA 467,439 5 0 0
R EG IO N  IV 527,153 44 4,233 2
ALABAMA 27,594 3 0 0
FLORIDA 109,127 12 1,072 1
GEORGIA 86,200 6 0 0
KENTUCKY 50,000 1 0 0
MISSISSIPPI 31,397 3 0 0
NORTH CAROLINA 120,200 10 0 0
SOUTH CAROLINA 44,593 6 3,161 1
TEN N ESSEE 58,042 3 0 0
R EG IO N  V 118,995 10 1,525 2
ILLINOIS 97,695 5 25 1
INDIANA 1,500 1 0 0
M ICHIG AN 19,800 4 0 0
O H IO 0 0 1,500 1
R EG IO N  VI 176,371 21 6,630 3
ARKANSAS 10,700 2 0 0
LOUISIANA 22,100 3 1,700 1
OKLAHOMA 14,096 4 0 0
TEXAS 129,475 12 4,930 2
xviii
TABLE V. (CONTINUED)
RESIDENT POPULATION, NUMBER OF MILITARY INSTALLATIONS USING  










REGION VII 68,987 5 4,250 2
IOWA 0 0 250 1
KANSAS 37,700 3 0 0
MISSOURI 22,500 1 4,000 1
NEBRASKA 8,787 1 0 0
REGION VIII 77,967 5 7,602 2
COLORADO 0 0 0 0
MONTANA 3,000 1 7,602 2
NORTH DAKOTA 65,686 2 0 0
SOUTH DAKOTA 5,000 1 0 0
UTAH 4,281 1 0 0
REGION IX 142,570 10 20,710 6
ARIZONA 0 0 19,200 5
HAWAII 142,570 10 0 0
NEVADA 0 0 1,510 1
REGION X 87,447 13 0 0
ALASKA 30,238 9 0 0
IDAHO 6,000 1 0 0
W ASHINGTON 51,209 3 0 0
x i x
TABLE VI.
NUMBER OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS AND POPULATION SERVED BY EACH 
OF THE MAJOR CHEMICALS BY REGION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985
HYDROFLUOSILICIC SODIUM SODIUM
ACID SILICOFLUORIDE FLUORIDE
POPULATION #  SYSTEMS POPULATION #  SYSTEMS POPULATION #  SYSTEMS
U N ITED  STATES 68,701,152 4,721 34,027,385 1,331 10,496,199 2,221
REG IO N 1 4,458,875 99 1,688,891 30 838,120 138
CONNECTICUT 1,668,039 24 559,500 5 136,740 8
MAINE 240,756 33 82,600 5 83,941 37
MASSACHUSETTS 2,261,838 21 357,845 6 492,288 39
NEW HAMPSHIRE 65,942 4 0 0 48,625 6
RHODE ISLAND 88,199 1 638,946 13 16,174 1
VERMONT 134,101 16 50,000 1 60,352 47
R EG IO N II 4,456,648 543 8,044,038 65 2 ,781,827 82
NEW JERSEY 645,005 18 317,600 3 80,697 6
NEW YORK 3,811,643 525 7,726,438 62 179,818 37
PUERTO RICO 0 0 0 0 2,521,312 39
R EG IO N III 10,645,156 198 2,028,717 89 1,503,994 163
DELAWARE 0 0 140,000 1 42,925 5
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 884,000 1 0 0 0 0
MARYLAND 2,839,145 46 136,075 8 27,700 7
PENNSYLVANIA 4,3704,760 81 513,269 28 244,069 24
VIRGINIA 2,047,055 48 889,141 36 892,698 37
WEST VIRGINIA 504,196 22 350,232 16 296,602 90
R EG IO N IV 9,953,176 542 7,447,029 295 2,149 ,113 503
ALABAMA 2,791,890 231 73,425 9 0 0
FLORIDA 1,747,001 47 2,097,222 10 8,615 3
GEORGIA 2,181,557 119 987,270 45 853,971 124
KENTUCKY 0 0 0 0 0 0
MISSISSIPPI 14,851 7 351,787 10 653,786 177
NORTH CAROLINA 1,152,672 57 1,378,260 13 343,607 126
SOUTH CAROLINA 916,607 56 935,125 91 141,872 22
TENNESSEE 1,148,598 25 1,623,940 117 147,262 51
R EG IO N  V 25,356,903 2,489 6,037,935 279 1,292,787 661
ILLINOIS 9,117,358 995 629,527 84 408,853 261
INDIANA 1,413,161 106 1,274,845 42 701,988 283
M ICHIGAN 5,267,583 284 432,309 26 42,199 11
M INNESOTA 2,681,152 604 253,599 19 57,634 26
Note: Chemical used was not indicated for all systems, so these data are not consistent with other summary tables.
XX
TABLE VI. (CONTINUED)
NUMBER OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS AND POPULATION SERVED BY EACH 
O F THE MAJOR CHEMICALS BY REGION AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985
HYDROFLUOSILICIC SODIUM SO D IU M
ACID SILICOFLUORIDE FLUORIDE
POPULATION #  SYSTEMS POPULATION #  SYSTEMS POPULATION #  SYSTEM
O H IO 4,734,113 260 2,876,911 82 45,617 27
W ISCONSIN 2,143,536 240 570,744 26 36,496 53
REGION VI 7,878,446 323 3,811,548 261 641,745 98
ARKANSAS 683,416 78 466,170 100 7,213 4
LOUISIANA 1,747,024 52 0 0 0 0
NEW MEXICO 399,250 4 4,500 1 138,292 43
OKLAHOMA 178,503 29 1,071,569 108 217,457 21
TEXAS 4,870,253 160 2,269,309 52 278,783 30
REGION VII 4,554,198 366 1,313,430 100 305,772 123
IOWA 1,278,111 263 369,557 21 18,481 9
KANSAS 411,136 17 614,760 27 18,273 3
MISSOURI 2,367,699 47 299,184 48 265,208 109
NEBRASKA 497,252 39 29,929 4 3,810 2
REGION VIII 276,672 116 2,800,322 159 368,834 221
COLORADO 77,000 3 2,155,496 109 108,700 26
MONTANA 0 0 40,100 4 19,499 19
NORTH DAKOTA 89,591 52 317,522 18 56,257 48
SOUTH DAKOTA 95,530 58 190,545 21 174,623 119
UTAH 3,004 2 15,596 1 8,682 8
W YOM ING 11,547 1 81,063 6 1,073 1
REGION IX 12,973 2 135,000 1 204,031 82
ARIZONA 12,000 1 135,000 1 56,816 64
CALIFORNIA 973 1 0 0 4,070 6
HAWAII 0 0 0 0 142,570 10
NEVADA 0 0 0 0 575 2
REGION X 1,108,105 43 720,475 52 409,976 150
ALASKA 0 0 0 0 256,732 125
IDAHO 0 0 48,842 8 0 0
OREGON 20,000 1 408,980 26 15,250 5
W ASHINGTON 1,088,105 42 262,653 18 137,994 20
Note: Chemical used was not indicated for all systems, so these data are not consistent with other summary tables.
XX i
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 



















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 5790
ALBERTVILLE 0000933 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 05/57 32328
BQAZ 0000936 MARSHALL CONS 7650
CREMS 0000938 ETOWAH CONS 2601
NEW UNION 0000586 ETOWAH CONS 405
SARDIS CITY 0000947 ETOWAH CONS 2529
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 45513
ALEXANDER CITY 0001265 TALLAPOOSA Acid ADJ 10/69 16200
HACKNEYVILLE 0001541 TALLAPOOSA CONS 552
JACKSON GAP 0001279 TALLAPOOSA CONS 3450
KELLYTON 0000352 COOSA OONS 1431
NEW SITE 0001283 TALLSPOOSA CONS 1209
DAVISTON 0001274 TALLAPOOSA CONS 600
RAY COMMUNITY 0001285 COOSA OONS 795
ROCKFORD 0000353 COOSA OONS 990
SOUTH TALLAPOOSA 0001429 TALLAPOOSA OONS 1650
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---- - 26877
ALICEVILLE 0001102 PICKENS Acid ADJ 07/78 3177
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 3177
ANDALUSIA 0000356 COVINGTON NATL 13065
OCWMUNITY 0001499 COVINGTON OONS 714
HEATH 0000368 COVINGTON OONS 318
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 14097
ANNISTON 0000133 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 07/60 56700
PORT MCCLELLAN 0001493 CALHOUN OONS 9950
HOBSON CITY 0000149 CALHOUN CONS 900
CKF10RD 0000162 CALHOUN OONS 12600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 80150
ARAB 0000934 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 12/72 21750
JOPPA-HULAOO-RYAN 0000409 CULLMAN CONS 2835
UNION GROVE 0000951 MARSHALL OONS 1758
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---- - 26343
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED. NAT OPT
■ . ■; ____________________ ________________NO___________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
ARIEY 0001403 WINSTON NATL 1593 0.8
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1593
ATHENS 0000824 LIMESTONE Acid ADJ 02/62 19050 1.0
ELKM0MT RURAL VIL. 0000829 LIMESTONE, CONS 240
LIMESTONE COUNTY 0000833 LIMESTONE CONS 14100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- -^----------  33390
ATMDRE 0000553 ESCAMBIA Acid ADJ 10/74 10500 1.0
PERDIDO 0001546 BALDWIN CONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 13575
AUBURN 0000804 LEE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/60 21300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------- ■---------- 21300
BAY MINETTE. 0000023 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 12/80 8589 1.0
PINE GROVE 0000056 BALDWIN CONS 1926
WHITE HOUSE 0000076 BALDWIN CONS 1842
TOfmL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  12357
BELK 0000595 FAYETTE NAIL 465 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  465
BIRMINGHAM 0000738 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 09/81 483420 1.0
BESSEMER 0000737 JEFFERSON CONS 83274
BROOKSIDE 0000741 JEFFERSON CONS 3189
GRAYSVILLE . 0000748 JEFFERSON OONS 9006
MULGA 0000755 JEFFERSON CONS 6819
PLEASANT GROVE 0000757 JEFFERSON (JONS 8742
WEST JEFFERSON 0000765 JEFFERSON OONS 2505
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  596955
BOWDON, GA 0220164 CARROLL ADJ /79 0 1.0
RANBURNE 0000283 CLEBURNE OONS 624
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  624
BRANTLEY 0000385 CRENSHAW Acid ADJ 10/82 1188 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1188
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-_________ __________________________________ NO___________________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRUNDIDGE 0001110 PIKE NAIL 3750 1.0
BANKS 0001108 PIKE OONS 678
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 4428
BUTLER 0000232 CHOCTAW Acid ADJ 01/82 2538 1.0
MDUNT STERLING 0000240 CHOCTAW OONS 780
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  - 3318
CAMDEN 0001374 WILOCK NATL 3600 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3600
CENTRE 0000188 CHEROKEE Acid ADJ 01/82 3666 0.0
CEDAR BLUFF 0000187 CHEROKEE OONS 1674
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5340
CENTREVILLE 0000092 BIBB Acid ADJ 10/84 2700 1.0
BIBB COUNTY 0001543 BIBB OONS 1161
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3861
CHAEMAN 0000121 BUTLER NATL 213 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  213
CHEROKEE 0000311 COLBERT Acid ADJ 05/67 1950 1.0
BARTON 0000308 COLBERT OONS 1350
WHITE PIKE 0000333 COLBERT CONS 495
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3795
CHILDERSBURG 0001228 TALLADEGA Acid ADJ 08/85 7011 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED ÈY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7011
CLAY 00 0000266 CLAY Acid ADJ 08/81 32 1.0
ASHLAND 0000264 CLAY OONS 2400
UNEVILLE 0000268 CLAY " X  CONS 2400
MILLERVILLE 0000270 CLAY OONS 555
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5387
CULLMAN 0000398 CULLMAN Acid ADJ 11/67 20400 1.0
CULLMAN CO. OOf«M. 0000394 CULLMAN OONS 29448
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
EAST CULLMAN 0000402 CULLMAN CONS 7080
HANCEVILLE 0000406 CULLMAN 00NS 4050
JOHNSON'S CROSSING 0000408 CULLtfAN 00NS 1860
VAW 0000413 CUUMAN 00NS 8250
WALTER 0000414 CULIMN CONS 810
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------71898
DADEVILLE 0001273 TALLAPOOSA Acid ADJ 12/67 3600 1.0
WALNUT HILL 0001289 TALLAPOOSA CONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 6600
DALEVILLE 0000420 DALE Acid ADJ 07/81 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3000
DAPHNE 0000029 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 11/82 12594 1.0
BELPOREST 0000025 BALDWIN OONS 1242
PARK CITY 0000028 BALDWIN OONS 375
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------14211
DECATUR 0001084 MORGAN Acid ADJ 04/66 45153 1.0
TRINITY 0001091 MORGAN OONS 1380
WEST MORGAN 0001092 MORGAN OONS 15870
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------  62403
DEMOPOLIS 0000908 MARENGO NATL 8100 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 8100
DOTHAN 0000681 HOUSTON Acid ADJ 04/59 55842 1.0
NAPIER FIELD 0000693 DALE OONS 1314
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 57156
ENTERPRISE 0000296 OOFFEE Acid ADJ /74 23400 1.0
BETHANY 0000287 OOFFEE OONS 570
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  23970
EUFAULA 0000085 BARBOUR Acid ADJ 05/72 14490 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    14490
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________ ;_________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
EUEAW 0000636 GREENE NATL 3600 1.0
GREENE COUNTY 0000643 GREENE OONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3900
EVERGREEN 0000338 CONECUH Acid ADJ 06/85 6411 1.0
LYEFFION 0000341 CONECUH OONS 924
OWASSA-BROWNVILLE 0000393 OONECUH OONS 1470
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8805
FAIRHOPE 0000035 BAIXWIN Acid ADJ 03/81 17571 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  17571
FAYETTE 0000597 FAYETTE Acid ADJ 02/57 7266 1.0
CAIN’S RIDGE 0000601 FAYEHE OONS 66
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7332
FLORENCE 0000783 LAUDERDALE Acid ADJ 06/68 47535 1.0
CHISHOLM HEIGHTS 0000777 LAUDERDALE 00NS 855
EAST LAUDERDALE 0001424 LAUDERDALE OONS 27%
LETOCT0N 0000788 LAUDERDALE CONS 1830
WATERLOO 0000793 LAUDERDALE OONS 390
WEST LAUDERDALE 0000794 LAUDERDALE CONS 5289
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  58695
FDLEY 0000036 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 10/63 6774 1.0
OYSTER BAY 0000055 BALDWIN OONS 113
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6887
PORKLAND 0001428 GREENE NATL 843 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  843
PORT DEPOSIT 0000846 LOWNDES Acid ADJ 06/84 1869 1.0
LOGAN 0000851 LOWDNES OONS 459
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2328
PORT PAYNE 0000509 DEKALB Acid ADJ 02/64 14400 1.0
CROSSVILLE 0000508 DEKALB OONS 1560
MENTONE 0000515 DEKALB CONS 930
NORTHEAST ALABAMA 0001422 DEKALB OONS 10500
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
. _______________ ___________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
NORTHEAST ALABAMA 0001422 DEKALB CONS 10500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  37890
PORT RUCKER 0001489 DALE Acid ADJ 11/61 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  15000
FREEMANVILLE 0000561 ESCAMBIA Acid ADJ 06/84 1830 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1830
GADSDEN 0000577 ETOWAH Acid ADJ 09/80 558% 1.0
ATTALLA 0000572 ETOWAH CONS 8400
BIG WILLS 0001505 ETOWAH CONS 855
HIGHLAND 0000580 ETOWAH CONS 2898
RAINBOW 0000588 ETOWAH CONS 7668
TTLLISON BEND 0000583 ETOWAH OONS 555
WEST ETOWAH 0000582 ETOWAH CONS 3405
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------7%77
GEDRGIANA 0000123 BUTLER NATL 2400 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2400
GORDO 0001105 PICKENS Acid ADJ 02/65 2532 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------    2532
GRAND BAY 0000983 MOBILE Acid ADJ 04/82 5700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5700
GREENVILLE 0000125 BUILER NATL 8526 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 8526
GUIN 0000924 MARION Acid ADJ 04/80 3900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3900
GULF SHORES 0000038 BALDWIN Acid AEJ 03/82 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 15000
GUNTERSVILLE 0000943 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 11/60 9594 1.0
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A L A B A M A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
ASBURY 0000935 MARSHALL OONS 1734
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11328
HARTSELLE 0001086 MORGAN Acid ADJ 02/73 14115 1.0
FALKVTLLE 0001085 MORGAN OONS 1320
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  15435
HEADLAND 0000664 HENRY Acid ADJ 11/68 3618 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3618
HEFLIN 0000279 CLEBURNE Acid ADJ 03/81 3300 1.0
EDWARDSVILLE 0000277 CLEBURNE OONS 390
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAT® SYSTEM  ------------------  3690
HILLSBORO 0000797 LAWRENCE NATL 804 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 804
HOLTVILLE 0000540 ELMORE Acid ADJ 03/82 3630 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3630
HUNTSVILLE 0000882 MADISON Acid ADJ 09/59 143000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 143000
IRONDALE 0000751 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 09/82 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 9000
JACKSON 0000256 CLARKE Acid ADJ 02/84 6900 1.0
CLARKE COUNTY 0000250 CLARKE CONS 231
MCVAY 0000258 CLARKE OONS 750
SALITPA 0000260 CLARKE CONS 579
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 8460
JACKSONVILLE 0000154 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 01/81 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 12000
JASPER 0001336 WALKER Acid ADJ 10/68 18000 1.0
BOLDO 0001322 WALKER OONS 2100
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A L A B A M A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_____________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
COPELAND FERRY 0001327 WALKER CJONS 285
CORDOVA 0001326 WALKER CONS 4650
OJRRY-THACH 0001432 WALKER CONS 8997
QAKMAN 0001343 WALKER CONS 1623
PARRISH 0001344 WALKER G0NS 4734
PROVIDENCE 0001345 WALKER CONS 933
TOWNLEY 0001353 WALKER CONS 2025
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 43347
LA FAYETTE 0000178 CHAMBERS Acid ADJ 01/63 3975 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3975
LINDEN 0000914 MARENGO NATL 3300 3.2
SOUTH MARENGO 0001439 MARENGO CJONS 1098
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4398
LIVINGSTON 0001220 SUMER Acid ADJ 10/55 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3300
LUVERNE 0000390 CRENSHAW Acid ADJ 10/80 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3300
MACEDONIA 0000300 DALE Acid ADJ 10/82 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-------------------- 750
MADISON GO 0000888 MADISON Acid ADJ 10/84 28374 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 28374
MEADOWBROOKE 0001386 WILOQX NATL 141 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 141
MOBILE 0001005 SHELBY Acid ADJ 07/58 270000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 270000
MONROEVILLE 0001052 M3NROE Acid ADJ 05/82 6600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAJER SYSTEM------------------- 6600
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
MONTEVALLO 0001160 SHELBY Acid ADJ 05/63 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---- 6000
MONTGOMERY 0001070 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 05/79 185000 1.0
EAST MONTGOMERY 0001064 MONTGOMERY OONS 2559
MONTQCMERY NORTH 0001064 MONTGOMERY CONS ¿559
PINTLALLA 0001073 MONTGOMERY OONS 2400
REDIAND 0000535 ELMORE CONS 3219
WALLSBORO-SANTUCK 0000550 E2M»E OONS 11100
WETLMPKA 0000551 ELMORE OONS 4878
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 211715
MOULTON 0000798 LAWRENCE Acid ADJ 07/71 5562 1.0
OOURTLAND 0000795 LAWRENCE OONS 2190
WEST LAWRENCE 0000801 LAWRENCE OONS 8466
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---- - 16218
MUSCLE SHOALS 0000321 OOLBERT Acid ADJ 02/75 11280 1.0
OOLBERT C0UN1Y 0000314 OOLBERT cans 5400
LAGRANGE MOUNTAIN 0000318 COLBERT OONS 750
SPRING VALLEY 0000329 COUBERT OONS 2793
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 20223
NORTH MARSHALL 0000945 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 02/71 5100 1.0
SWEARENGIN 0000949 MARSHALL OONS 1125
VALLEY 0000952 MARSHALL CONS 1287
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 7512
NORTHEAST MORGAN 0001088 MORGAN Acid ADJ 09/73 11655 1.0
SHERBROOKE 0001089 MORGAN OONS 510
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 12165
ONEONIA 0000103 BLOUNT Acid ADJ 02/62 8334 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 8334
OPELIKA 0000816 LEE Acid ADJ 07/& 22857 1.0
COLONY 0000803 LEE OONS 36
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 22893
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A L A B A M A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
ORANGE BEACH 0000053 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 02/83 5301 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5301
QRRVILLE 0000484 DALLAS N£TL 345 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  345
OZARK 0000441 DALE Acid ADJ 08/60 15228 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM--------------------  15228
PELL CITY 0001204 ST. CLAIR Acid ADJ 12/80 8292 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8292
PERDIDO BAY 0001490 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 06/82 2475 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2475
PHENIX CITY 0001142 RUSSELL Acid ADJ 02/75 24600 1.0
SMITHS 0000820 LEE OONS 7950
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  32550
PIEDMONT 0000164 CLAHOUN Acid ADJ 03/85 7593 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7593
PINE APPLE 0001391 WILOCK NATL 444 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 444
PINE HILL 0001393 WILOCK Acid ADJ 10/82 1275 1.0
THCMASVILLE 0000262 CLARKE OONS 5145
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 6420
PRATTVILLE 0000017 AUTAUGA Acid ADJ 01/81 24000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 24000
PRICHARD 0001015 MOBILE Acid ADJ 04/83 42375 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 42375
RAMER 0001074 MONTGOMERY NATL 1305 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1305
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and ' 1 EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT . OPT
_______ __ _______________________________________ NO ________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
REDSTONE ARSENAL 0000899 MADISON Acid ADJ 06/56 11280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  11280
RUSSELLVILLE: 0000610 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 10/67 9600 1.0
ISBELL 0000605 FRANKLIN CONS 879
ROCKWOOD 0000609 FRANKLIN CONS 195
SILOAM 0000611 FRANKLIN OONS 450
WACO 0000613 FRANKLIN OONS 807
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11931
SOOTTSBORD 0000729 JACKSON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/61 16530 1.0
CUMBERLAND 0000717 JACKSON OONS 2502
HOLLYWOOD 0000719 JACKSON OONS 1260
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  20292
SECnON/DimON 0000728 JACKSON Acid ADJ 04/65 15900 1.0
NORTH JACKSON 0000723 JACKSON OONS 2373
SAND M X M A I N  0000520 DEKALB OONS 2298
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 20571
SELLERS STATION 0001077 MONTGOMERY NATL 1302 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 1302
SELMA 0000490 DALLAS Acid ADJ 11/79 25404 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  25404
SHADY ACRES SUBD (CAMDEN) 00013% WILCOX NATL 48 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  48
SHEFFIELD 0000327 COLBERT Acid ADJ 12/52 13080 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  13080
SILVERHILL 0000065 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 07/84 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------   900
SOUTHSIDE 0000591 ETOWAH Acid ADJ 02/84 5610 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------  5610
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
SIM4ERDALE 0000073 BALDWIN Acid ADJ 02/83 705 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 705
SYLACAUGA 0001258 TALLADEGA Acid ADJ 11/82 23100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------23100
TALLADE1GA 0001260 TALLADEGA Acid ADJ 02/79 16131 1.0
WALDO 0001250 TALLADEGA CONS 258
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 16389
0000548 ELMORE Acid ADJ 02/67 6972 1.0
0000533 ELMORE OONS 2628
0000537 ELMORE OONS 1752
0001288 TALLAPOOSA CONS . 3240
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 14592
THOMASTON 0000919 MARENGO NATL 834 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 834
TROY 0001124 PIKE Acid ADJ 05/74 13800 1.0
PIKE COUNTY 0001120 PIKE OONS 5445
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 19245
TRUSSVILLE 0000761 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 02/82 9000 1.0
ARGO 0001431 ST. CLAIR OONS 1491
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 10491
TUSCALOOSA 0001313 TUSCALOOSA Acid ADJ 07/51 97914 1.0
CARROLL'S CREEK 0001540 TUSCALOOSA CONS 3306
COALING 0001298 TUSCALOOSA OONS 1575
ENGLEWOOEHIULL 0001301 TUSCALOOSA CONS 2190
FOSTERS-RALPH 0001302 TUSCALOOSA cogs 1320
MITCHELL 0001306 TUSCALOOSA CONS 4518
NORTHPORT 0001307 TUSCALOOSA OONS 15201
PETERSON 0001390 TUSCALOOSA OONS 1230
SAND SPRINGS 0001430 TUSCALOOSA CONS 1725
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 128979







WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
LITTLEVILUE 0000320 COLBERT CONS 2760
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 14481
TUSKEGEE 0000870 MACON Acid ADJ 02/67 22200 1.0
CHEHAW 0000857 MACON CONS 384
LOACHAPOLKA 0000814 LEE CONS 2733
MACON 00 0000867 MACON CONS 3270
FRANKLIN 0000860 MACON CONS 78
NOTASULGA 0000862 MACON CONS 1995
STAR-MINDINGALL 0000865 MACON CONS 1188
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 31848
UPPER BEAR CREEK 0000927 MARION Acid ADJ 06/80 32 1.0
BEAR CREEK 0000920 FRANKLIN CONS 1434
DOUBLE SPRINGS 0001410 WINSTON CONS 1968
HALEYVILLE 0001411 WINSTON OONS 8550
PHIL CAMPBELL 0000606 FRANKLIN CONS 3150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 15134
VERNON 0000773 LAMAR Acid ADJ 02/81 3900 1.0
LAMAR COUNTY 0000771 LAMAR OONS 1221
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 5121
WARRIOR RIVER AUTHORITY 0000763 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 06/82 10050 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 10050
WEST POINT PEP. 0000184 CHAMBERS NaSiF6 ADJ 10/58 90 1.0
EAST ALABAMA 0000174 CHAMBERS OONS 12042
HUGULEY 0000177 CHAMBERS OONS 6171
IANETT 0000179 CHAMBERS CONS 8190
LEE-CHAMBERS 0000180 CHAMBERS OONS 5340
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 31833
WEST WILCOX 0001371 WILCOX NATL 1845 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 1845
WINFIE3-D 0000930 MARION Acid ADJ 12/72 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 6000
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ALABAMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
YORK 0001223 SIMER Acid ADJ 01/59 3411 1.0
CUBA 0001217 SUMTER CONS 540
S I M M  COUNTY 0001222 SIMER OONS 6000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 9951
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
AKHIOK 0225003 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 103 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  103
AKUTAN 0226025 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS NaF ADJ 169 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  169
ALAKANUK 0227036 WADE HAMPTON NaF ADJ 570 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  570
ALLAKAKET 0230020 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 216 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  216
AMBLER 0230021 KDBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 130 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  130
ANCHORAGE 0221090 ANCHORAGE BOROUGH NaF ADJ 160000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  160000
ANQOON 0213001 SKAGWAY-YAKUTAT-ANGO NaF ADJ 500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  500
ANNETTE PRINCE OF WALES NaF ADJ 64 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  64
ANVIK 0228017 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ 104 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  104
ANVIL MIN OORREC CNTR 0234059 ADJ 92 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  92
ARCTIC VILLAGE 0230022 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 138 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSIEM-------------------  138
A1KA 0226005 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS NaF ADJ 93 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------  93
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
A3MAUTL11AK 0227103 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 240 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------    240
BADGER M.H.P. 0231064 FAIRBANKS ADJ 60 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  60
BARROW 0232007 NORTH SLOPE ADJ 2300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2300
BERGSTADS TRAILER COURT 0237004 DELTA JUNCTION ADJ 75 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 75
BETHEL 0227034 BEIHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 4800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4800
BETHEL HIS HOSPITAL 0227108 BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  100
BIRCHVIEW TRAILER COURT 0231083 FAIRBANKS ADJ 69 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  69
BIRCHWOOD M.H.P. 0237006 NORTH POLE ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  150
BREVIG MISSION 0234041 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 159 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------   159
BUCXLAND 0234012 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  150
CENIRE PARK SUBDIVISION 0237153 ADO 80 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  80
CHALKYITSIK 0230018 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 92 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  92
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO________________________   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHEPORNAK 0227091 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 257 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  --------------  257
CHEVAK 0227032 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 530 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 530
CHIGNIK BAY 0226022 DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ 73 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 73
CHIGNIK LAKE 0226109 DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ 138 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 138
CHUA3HBALUK SCHOOL 0227088 BETHEL CENSUS ADJ 124 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3IR SYSTEM------------------ 124
CLARKS POINT 0226020 DILLINGHAM CENSUS NaF ADJ 81 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 81
CLEAR AIR FORCE STATION 0239075 ADJ 400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 400
COLLEGE UTILITIES CORP 0231090 FAIRBANKS ADJ 7000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 7000
CRAIG 0212019 PRINCE OF' WALES NaF ADJ 1000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1000
DEERING 0234022 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 150
DENALI NATIONAL PARK HQ 0239058 ADJ 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 50
DILLINGHAM 0226019 DILLINGHAM CENSUS NaF ADJ 1841 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  1841
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DOT LAKE 0238060 SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS NaF ADJ 83 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  83
EAGLE VILLAGE 0236001 SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS NaF ADJ 125 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  125
EAGLE VILLAGE CLINIC 0236029 SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS ADJ 30 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  30
EEK 0227028 BEIHEL CENSUS NaF ADJ 265 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  265
EIELSON AIR FORCE BASE 0237062 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 2000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2000
EKQJTNA 0221301 NaF ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
ELIM 0234034 NOME NaF ADJ 250 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 250
ELMENDORF AIR ECRCE BASE 0221142 ANCHORAGE BOROUGH ADJ 9000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 9000
EM40NAK 0227029 WADE HAMPTON NaF ADJ 581 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 581
ENGLISH BAY 0224046 KENAI PENINSULA NaF ADJ 125 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 125
FAA NORTHWAY 0238047 ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
FAIRBANKS 0231073 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR NaF ADJ 26000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 26000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSÉCUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
;  ._________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FALSE PASS 0226031 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS ADJ 65 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  65
PORT GREELY-BOLIOLK 0237075 ADJ 37 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  37
PORT GREELY-MAIN POST 0237078 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 1000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1000
PORT RICHARDSON 0221203 ANCHORAGE BOROUGH ADJ 7000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------    7000
PORT WAINWRIGHT 0231091 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 7000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7000
PORT YUKON 0236025 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 672 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  672
GALENA 0236027 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 806 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  806
GAMBELL 0234030 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 550 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  550
GOLOVIN 0234021 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  150
GRAYLING 0238021 YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADÜ 148 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  148
HOLY CROSS 0228007 YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 243 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  243
HOONAH 0213006 SKAGWAY-YAKLTEAT-ANGO NaF ADJ 865 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 865
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOOPER BAY #1 0227031 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 325 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  325
HOOPER BAY #2 0227127 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 326 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  326
HUFFMAN M.H.P. 0231081 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 65 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  65
HUGHES 0230027 YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 105 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  105
HUSLIA 0230019 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 212 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  212
HYDABURG 0212022 PRINCE OF WALES NaF ADJ 450 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  450
IGIUGIG 0226081 DILLINGHAM NaF ADJ 33 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  33
JUNEAU 0211034 JUNEAU BOROUGH NaF ADJ 17000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  17000
KAKE 0213008 WRANGELL-PETERSBURG NaF ADJ 68 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  68
KAKTOWIK 0232024 NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH NaF ADU 165 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  165
KALTAG 0236014 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  300
KANAKANAK HOSPITAL 0226128 NaF ADJ 35 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 35
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ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KARLUK 0225008 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 94 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------  94
KASAAN 0212060 PRINCE OF WALES NaF ADJ 75 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  75
KASIGLUK 0227079 BEIHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 328 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  328
KIANA 0234023 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 270 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  270
KIPNUK 0227073 BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ 430 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  430
KIVALINA 0234011 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 252 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  252
KLAWOCK 0212016 PRINCE OF WALES NaF ADJ 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  300
KLUKWAN 0211056 HAINES BOROUGH NaF ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  150
KOBUK 0234056 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 64 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM--------------------  64
KDLIGANEK 0226004 DILLINGHAM CENSUS NaF ADJ 130 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- ■------  130
KONGIGANEX 0227101 BEIHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 235 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  235
KDTLIK 0227013 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 413 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAJER SYSTEM-------------------  413
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER-SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________ NO________     DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KOTZEBUE 0234006 KQBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 3250 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -  ---------------- 3250
KDYUK 0234016 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 207 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 207
KDYUKUK 0236021 YUKDN-KQYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 120 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------  120
KWETHLUK 0227000 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 467 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   467
LAKEVIEW TiRRACE TRAILER CT 0231039 FAIRBANKS NORTH ADJ 500 1.2
TOTAL POPULmON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------   500
LAKEVIEW TRAILER CJOURT 0231038 FAIRBANKS NORTH ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM------------------  150
LARRY'S APARTMENTS 0237087 FAIRBANKS NORTH ADJ 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  50
LARSEN BAY 0225013 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 180 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -  ------------  180
LITTLE DIOMEDE 0234014 NaF ADJ 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  50
LIVING WORD ACADEMY 0238032 ADJ 130 1.2
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   130
LOWER KALSAG 0227069 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 260 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 260
MANLY 0230048 ADJ 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    50
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ALASKA__________________________________________ _____________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MANOKOEAK 0226009 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 299 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------  299
MARLOR APTS #1 0231065 FAIRBANKS NORTH ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  25
MARSHALL 0227027 NaF ADJ 261 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  261
MOGRATH 0228015 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 497 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  497
METLAKATLA 0211202 KETCHIKAN GATEWAY NaF ADJ 1080 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  1080
MINTO 0230015 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 190 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  190
MOOSE CREEK APTS 0237055 FAIRBANKS NORTH ADJ 199 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  199
MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 0227015 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ 667 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  667
NAKNEK 0226100 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 317 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  317
NAPAKLAK 0226012 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 286 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  286
NAPASKIAK 0226013 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 278 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  278
NAVAL ARCTIC RES STA 0232005 ADJ 200 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------  200
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEMAHA 0239006 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 600
NEW STUYAH0K 0226036 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 337 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 337
NEWHALEN SUBDIVISION 0226006 ADJ 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 140
NEWTOK 0227071 BEIHEL/WADE HAMPTON NaF ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
NOAIAK 0234015 KOBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 300
NOME 0234001 NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ 3500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3500
NONDALTON 0226026 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 176 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------  176
NOORVIK 0234010 KDBUK CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 500
NORTH POLE UTILITIES 0231067 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 823 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 823
NORTH STAR RENT-MISSION 0231199 NORTH STAR BOROUGH ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
NORTH STAR RENT-WYAIT 0231198 NORTH STAR BOROUGH ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
NUIQSUT 0232026 NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH NaF ADJ 319 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 319
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 1' 31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NULATO (PUS) 0236043 YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 225 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  225
NULAIO (VSW) 0236013 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 450 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 450
NUNAPITCHUK 0226082 BEIHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 313 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 313
OLD HARBOR 0225006 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 355 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 355
OSCARVILLE 0227006 BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ 51 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 51
OUZINKIE 0225005 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 233 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 233
PEACEFUL MEADOWS M.H.P. 0231063 ADJ 28 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 28
PEBRYVILLE 0226035 DILLINGHAM NaF ADJ 108 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 108
PETERSBURG 0213014 WRANGELL-PEIERSBURG NaF ADJ 2800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 2800
PILOT STATION 0226016 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 337 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 337
PITKAS POINT 0227010 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 88 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 88
POINT LAY 0232025 NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH ADJ 94 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 94
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ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PORT GRAHAM 0224049 KENAI PENINSULA NaF ADJ 162 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  162
PORT LIONS 0225004 KODIAK ISLAND NaF ADJ 291 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  291
PTARMIGAN HEIGHTS UTIL 0231093 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 60 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  60
QUINHAGAK 0227104 BE3HEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 427 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  427
RAINBOW VALLEY M.H.P. 0231087 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  300
RIVERVIEW M.H.P. 0231086 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 90 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   90
RUSSIAN MISSION 0227016 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 175 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  175
SAINT MARY'S 0227017 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ 584 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   584
SAINT MICHAEL 0234033 NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ 240 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  240
SAINT MICHAEL SCHOOL 0234053 ADJ 71 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  71
SAINT PAUL 0226028 PRIBILOF ISLANDS ADJ 551 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  551
SAND POINT 0226029 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS NaF ADJ 797 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 797
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________  NO  ;__________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SAVOONGA 0234018 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 530 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  530
SAXMAN 0212012 KETCHIKAN GATEWAY NaF ADJ 460 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  460
SCAhMDN BAY 0227018 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 251 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  251
SELAWIK 0234037 KQBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ 650 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------  650
SELDCWIA 0224070 KENAI PENINSULA ADJ 473 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 473
SHACK!JUK 0228004 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 136 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------- 136
SHAKTOOLIK 0234044 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 177 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 177
SHELDONS POINT 0227020 WADE HAMPTON CENSUS NaF ADJ 107 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------- 107
SHISMAREF 0234048 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 432 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 432
SHISMAREF SCHOOL 0234029 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 135 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 135
SHUNGNAK 0234036 KQBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ 201 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER' SYSTEM----------------  201
SITKA 0213007 SITKA BOROUGH NaF ADJ 9000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - - ------------  9000
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ALASKA_________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATUFIAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
MO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SMITH'S GREEN ACRES MHP 0237082 ADJ 40 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 40
SOUTH NAKNEX 0226033 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 147 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  147
S T M  ORCUIT APTS 0237034 SOUIHEAST FAIRBANKS ADJ 60 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  60
SIEBBINS 0234049 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 440 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  440
SIEBBINS SCHOOL 0234035 NCME CENSUS AREA ADJ 129 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  129
STEVENS VILLAGE 0236044 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 70 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  70
TAKCHNA 0228016 YUKDN-KQYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 48 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  48
TANACROSS 0238053 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR NaF ADJ 90 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  90
TANANA (VSW) 0236010 YURON-KDYUKUK CENSUS NaF ADJ 400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  400
TATITLEK 0229113 VALDEZ-CORDOVA Nat' ADJ 68 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  68
TELLER 0234024 NCME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 62 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  62
TEILIN 0238063 SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS NaF ADJ 85 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 85
30
ALASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________ N O _____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
THE VILLAGE M.H.P. 0231080 ADJ 345 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  345
TDGIAK 0226032 BRISTOL BAY NaF ADJ 545 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  545
TOKS00K BAY 0227021 BEIMEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 357 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  357
TOWN & 00UNIRY TRLR CT 0231089 ADJ 200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  200
TULUKSAK 0227022 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 243 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  243
TUNTUTULIAK 0227121 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 233 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  233
TUNUNAK 0227023 BETHEL CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 302 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  302
TWIN HILLS 0226003 DILLINGHAM CENSUS NaF ADJ 70 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  70
TYONEK 0224047 KENAI PENINSULA NaF ADJ 239 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  239
U.S. AIR PORCE-GALENA 0236015 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ 310 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  310
U.S. CUSTOMS BORDER STATION 0238046 YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ 28 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  28
UNALAKLEET 0234038 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 750 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 750
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A LA SK A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT 1
___________________ NO_________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
UNALASKA SCHOOL ALEUTIAN ISLANDS NaF ADJ 25 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  25
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 0231068 FAIRBANKS ADJ 2000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2000
USOG KODIAK SUPPORT Cffi 0225012 ADJ 3500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  3500
USOG PORT CLARENCE LORAN 0234008 NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ 28 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  28
VALLEY WATER 00 0231092 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ 612 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  612
V EN E1TE 0230024 YUKDN-KDYUKUK NaF ADJ 160 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  160
WALES 0234019 NOME CENSUS AREA NaF ADJ 134 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  134
WILDWOOD M.H.P. 0231085 FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR AIXJ 219 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  219
YAKUTAT 0213017 SKAGWAY-YAKLflAT-ANQO NaF ADJ 700 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 700
32
A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
AJO IMPBOV 00 0410001 PIMA NAIL 3000 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3000
AJO IMPBOV OO-PD PLANT 0410221 PIMA NATL 500 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 500
AJO-AZ WIR 00 0410003 PIMA NATL 2400 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2400
APACHE JUNCTION 0411004 PINAL NATL 12000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 12000
AQUILA 0407003 MARICOPA NATL 600 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 600
ARIZONA CITY 0411008 PINAL NATL 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1200
AVONDALE 0407088 MARIOOPA NATL 10000 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  10000
AZ WATER CO-WHITE TANK 0407128 MARIOOPA NAIL 1400 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1400
BAGDAD 0413011 YAVAPAI NATL 1600 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1600
BARROWS REMAL PARK 0402327 COCHISE NATL 100 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  100
BENSON 0402005 COCHISE NATL 4500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4500
BISBEE 0402001 OOCHISE Acid ADJ /73 12000 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 12000
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A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_______________ _________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BLUE GAP-TACHEE 0400363 NAVAJO NAIL 560 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM   -   ---------   560
BOUSE 0415038 LA PAZ NATL 250 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 250
BUCKEYE 0407089 MARICOPA NATL 3800 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 3800
CAMERON COMMUNITY 0403010 COCONINO NATL 540 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 540
CANYON DAY 0400080 GILA NaF ADJ 04/85 1050 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------    1050
CAREFREE 0407015 MARICOPA NATL 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2200
CARRIZO 0400244 GILA NaF ADJ 04/85 220 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  220
CASA GRANDE 0411009 PINAL NATL 16500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  16500
CAVE CREEK 0407016 MARICOPA NATL 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1200
CEDAR CREEK 0400081 GILA NaF ADU 04/85 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  200
CHAPARRAL WC-POUNTAIN HILLS 0407017 MARICOPA NATL 3500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3500
CHILQIINBETO OCfrMJNITY 0400290 NaF ADJ 530 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 530
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A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO___________________   DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHINLE OCmjNITY 0400174 NaF ADJ 1890 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1890
CHLORIDE 0408005 M3HAVE NAIL 250 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  250
CIBICUE 0400243 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 04/85 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 25
CITIZENS UTIL CD-TUBAL SYS 0412001 SANTA CRUZ NATL 620 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 620
COLORADO RIVER INDIAN TRIBES 0400051 LA PAZ NaF ADJ 06/84 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3000
CONCHO Wffi GO 0401011 APACHE NATL 168 0.9
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 168
CONSOL WTO OO-CITY CIRCLE 0407112 MARICOPA NATL 252 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 252
COOLIDGE 0411014 PINAL NATL 6967 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 6967
CORNFIELDS OdtdUNITY 0400255 NaF ADJ 180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 180
CORNFIELDS EL PASO 0400325 APACHE NATL 220 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  220
COTTONWOOD COMMUNITY 0403021 NaF ADJ 190 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  190
DATELAND 0414003 Yl*iA NATL 60 7.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  60
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________  . NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
DENNEHOTSO OOMJNITY 0400296 NaF ADJ 540 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 540
DILOON 0400342 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 435 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  435
DOUGLAS 0402014 COCHISE NATL 17300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  17300
DRAGOON 0402015 OOCHISE NATL 152 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  152
DUNCAN 0406001 GREENLEE NATL 2534 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2534
E OOOOPAH 0400073 YIMA NaF ADJ 04/85 500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------------------  500
EAGAR 0401004 APACHE NATL 4400 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 4400
EAST PORK 0400246 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 04/85 25 l.C
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 25
ELOY 0411030 PINAL NATL 7000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 7000
FLORENCE 0411017 PINAL NATL 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------- 6500
FOREST LAKE COMMUNITY 0400182 NAVAJO NAIL 225 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM------------------------------  225
PORT THOMAS 0405001 GRAHAM NATL 708 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  708
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/POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM, /
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85) j
A R IZ O N A  /
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT;
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FT APACHE JUNCTION 0400245 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 04/85 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ---------    25
FT DEFTANCE-WINDOW ROCK 0403000 NaF ADJ 10650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 10650
FT HUACHUCA 0402078 COCHISE NATL 9000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  9000
FT MCDOWELL 0400088 MARICOPA NATL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 275
FT MOJAVE 0400300 MOHAVE NaF ADJ 10/80 500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 500
GANADO COMMUNITY 0403001 NaF ADJ 1320 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------- 1320
GAP-CEDAR RIDGE-BITTER SPRINGS 0403009 NaF ADJ 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  600
GARCIA WC-SWEEIWATER # 1 0407036 M/&ICOPA NATL 80 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  80
GARDEN CITY 0407037 MARICOPA NATL 200 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  200
GILA BEND 0407069 MARICOPA NATL 4600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4600
GILA BEND AFB 0407055 MARICOPA NATL 700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------- 700
GILBERT 0407092 MARICOPA NAIL 18000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 18000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________  DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
GOODYEAR FARMS 0407628 MARIOOPA NAIL 120 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 120
GKEASEWOOD 0436008 NAVAJO NATL 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1500
HARD ROCK WELL #4-525 0400811 NAVAJO NAIL 50 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  50
HAVASU WATER 00 0408015 MOHAVE NATL 1500 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1500
HAYDEN 0404054 GILA NAIL 1205 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1205
HOUCK COMMUNITY 0400280 NaF ADJ 240 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 240
IMPERIAL OASIS INC 0414345 YUMA NATL 512 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ----------------------------  512
INDIAN WELLS 0400378 NAVAJO NATL 150 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 150
INSCRIPTION HOUSE 0400283 NaF ADJ 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  300
IRON SPRINGS 0413054 YAVAPAI NATL 75 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  75
JEDDITO COMMUNITY 0408100 NaF ADJ 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  600
K & V WIR 00 0410133 PIMA NATL 1000 2.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________ ______________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
KAIBAB 0400274 0000NIN0 NaF ADJ 07/84 221 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------- 221
KAIBEK) 0CM4UNITY 0400348 NaF ADJ 420 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  420
KAYENTA 0433008 NAVAJO NATL 500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  500
KAYENTA COMMUNITY 0403003 NaF ADJ 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1600
KEARNY 0411031 PINAL NATL 2646 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2646
KINGMAN 0408020 MOHAVE NATL 20000 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------- 20000
KINLICHE CCmjNITY 0400321 NaF ADJ 225 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  225
KITSILUE COMMUNITY 0400253 NaF ADJ 160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  160
KLAGETOH COMMUNITY 0403026 NaF ADJ 470 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  470
KYKDTSM3VI 0400105 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 08/83 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  400
L. PERIDOT 0400112 GILA NaF ADJ 05/85 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  800
LAKE HAVASU CITY 0408022 MOHAVE NAIL 17500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 17500
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________ ’_________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LEMON TREE TR CT 0414359 YUMA NAIL 310 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 310
LEUPP-DIST 5 0403033 NaF ADJ 1150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1150
LITCHFIELD PARK 0407046 MARICOPA NAIL 6000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------   6000
LITTLE TUCSON 0400040 PIMA NaF ADJ 10/81 250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  250
LITTLEFIELD 0408025 MOHAVE NAIL 50 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  50
LUKACHUKAI OCM4UNITY 0403047 NaF ADJ 860 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  860
LUKE AFB 0407305 MARICOPA NATL 6000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  6000
LUPTON COMMUNITY 0400282 NaF ADJ 420 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  420
LUPTON SOUTH 0400485 NaF ADJ 75 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  75
LUPTON SOUTH 0400845 APACHE NATL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  75
MAMDTH 0411018 PINAL NATL 1900 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  -  1900
MANY FARMS BIA 0435008 APACHE NATL 2030 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 2030
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A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MANY FARMS OttMUNITY 0400252 APACHE NATL 1300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1300
MANY FARMS ELEM 0403019 APACHE NATL 460 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 460
MARICOPA MTN Wffi CO NORTH 0411322 PINAL NAIL 350 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 350
MCNEAL 0402016 COCHISE NATL 112 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 112
MIDDLE VERDE 0400116 YAVAPAI NaF ADJ 01/82 115 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 115
MOENKQPI 0400104 COCONINO NaF ADO 08/83 444 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  444
MOHAWK WTR CO 0411328 PINAL NAIL 200 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  200
MOUNTAIN VIEW WIR CO 0401033 APACHE NAIL 150 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SQURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  150
NAZLINI COMMUNITY 0400397 NaF ADJ 132 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  132
NOGALES WAIER DEPT 0412004 SANTA CRUZ NAIL 13500 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 13500
NORTH PORK-DIAMOND CREEK 0400087 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 04/85 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  600
OAK SPRINGS OCfrMJNITY 0403015 NaF ADJ 180 1.0




POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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WATER SYSTEM and " EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________  NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
OUT WEST MOBILE VILLAGE 0411320 PINAL NATL 100 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 100
PALM SPRINGS SUB 0411039 PINAL NATL 7000 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7000
PALO VERDE 0407412 MARICOPA NATL 3500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3500
PALO VERDE SUB 0407431 MARICOPA NATL 650 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 650
PARKER 0415013 LA PAZ NAIL 11467 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------11467
PAYSON 0404032 GILA NATL 7000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7000
PEACH SPRINGS 0400108 MOHAVE NaF ADJ 03/81 25 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 25
PIMA 0405002 GRAHAM NATL 2783 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2783
PINON 0435010 NAVAJO NATL 120 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  120
PINON COMMUNITY 0435012 NaF ADJ 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  200
RAINBOW VALLEY 0407443 MARICOPA NATL 50 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  50
RED LAKE COMMUNITY 0400379 NaF ADJ 560 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 560
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________  NO_________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
RED MESA OOM4UNI1Y 0403017 NaF ADJ 120 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 120
RED RIVER 0411356 PINAL NATL 150 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  150
RED VALLEY OCMUNITY 0403058 NaF ADJ 190 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  190
ROCK POINT 0435011 APACHE NATL 450 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  450
ROCK POINT OOMMTY 0403048 NaF ADJ 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  300
ROCKY LAKE WC 0405004 GRAHAM NATL 400 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM-------------------------------  400
ROUGH ROCK COMMUNITY 04003% APACHE NATL 150 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  150
ROUGH ROCK DEMD SCHOOL 0435112 APACHE NATL 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  150
ROUGH ROCK HIGH SCHOOL 0435212 APACHE NATL 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 50
ROUND ROCK COMMUNITY 0403023 NaF ADJ 175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 175
SAFPORD 0405005 GRAHAM NATL 14000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 14000
SALT RIVER 0400109 MARICOPA NaF ADJ 06/82 4000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  4000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 . .  ._____________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SAN CARLOS BIA 0400060 GILA NaF ADJ 05/85 6600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  -  6600
SAN MANUEL 0411020 PINAL NATL 5500 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5500
SAN SIMON 0402027 COCHISE NATL 300 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 300
SAWMILL COMMUNITY 0403025 NaF ADJ 150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 150
SCOTTSDALE 0407098 MARICOPA NATL 108000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 108000
SEBA DALKAI 0436019 NAVAJO NATL 225 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ---------------------  225
SECOND MESA DAY SCHOOL 0400061 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 08/83 170 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  170
SELLS 0400042 PIMA NaF ADJ 04/84 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4000
SHIPAULOVI 0400107 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 08/83 270 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 270
SHIPAULOVI MISHCNGNO 0400394 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 07/84 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------  25
SHONIO OCmjNITY 0400322 NaF ADJ 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  ------------------------  200
SHONTO JCT COMMUNITY 0400326 NaF ADJ 500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 500
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A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________ __________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE________  LEVEL LEVEL
SOUTH KDMEUK 0400014 PIMA NaF ADJ 10/81 119 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  119
ST DAVID WTR ASSN 0402039 00CHISE NAIL 736 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  736
STOTONIC FLATS 04000% MARICOPA NATL 500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  500
SUE JUAN WIR 00 0402032 OOCHISE NATL 165 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  165
SWEEIWATER OOMUNITY 0400399 NaF ADJ 195 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 195
TACNA 0414018 YUMA NATL 420 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  420
TALIESIN WEST 0407072 MARICOPA NATL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------- : -  75
TEEC NOS POS OmJNITY 0403055 NaF ADJ 325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  325
TEMPE 0407100 MARICOPA NaSiF6 ADJ /65 135000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  135000
THIMB BirnE wm ASSN 0408060 MOHAVE NATL 100 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  100
TOMBSTONE 0402033 OOCHISE NATL 7341 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- — 7341
TCMO-APACHE 0400343 GILA NaF ADJ 07/84 60 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 60
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and “  “  EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________  NO______________________________  DATE______ LEVEL LEVEL
TSAILE OCt-MUNITY 0403005 NaF ADJ 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -   ---------  1000
TUBA CITY CCM4UNITY 0400206 NaF ADJ 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------  -  5000
US ARMY-YPG MAIN POST 0414403 YLMA NATL 1500 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1500
VALENCIA WIR 00 0407078 MARIOOPA NATL 2000 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2000
W OOOOPAH 0400071 YUMA NaF ADJ 04/85 500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  500
WEARWATER UTIL 00 0407019 MARIOOPA NAIL 400 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  400
WHEATFIELDS OCM4UNITY 0400812 NaF ADJ 240 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSHM-------------------------------  240
WHITE HILLS WATER 00 0408039 MOHAVE NATL 74 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 74
WHITE RIVER 0400079 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 06/85 350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 350
WHITE TANK 0407084 MARIOOPA NATL 600 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM------------------------------- 600
WHY UTIL 00 0410118 PIMA NATL 75 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  75
WILLOCK 0402035 OOOflSE NATL 6937 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  6937
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A R IZ O N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WINKELMAN 0404003 GIIA NATL 1389 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1389
YUCCA 0408042 MOHAVE NATL 50 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 50
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
___________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALTHEIMER 0000271 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 07/69 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1500
ARBOR 00 WATER SYS 0000456 POINSETT Acid ADJ /79 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  50
ARKADELPHIA 0000085 CLARK NaSiF6 ADJ 06/63 10600 0.8
CADDO VALLEY 0000515 CLARK CONS 500
GUM SPRINGS 0000086 CLARK OONS 900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 12000
ATKINS 0000441 POPE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/76 3147 0.8
POTTSVTLLE 0000455 PORE OONS 420
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 3567
AUGUSTA 0000597 WOODRUFF Acid ADJ 09/70 3906 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3906
BALD KNOB 0000584 WHITE Acid ADJ /61 4400 0.8
BALD KNOB NORTH 0000689 WHITE OONS 1920
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  6320
BATES LAPILE WTR UTIL 0000622 UNION NATL 622 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------  622
BATESVILLE 0000250 INDEPENDENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/56 8263 0.8
BETHESDA 0000627 INDEPENDENCE OONS 857
DENNY HILL ASSN 0000079 INDEPENDENCE OONS 700
PFEIFER ASSOC 0000251 INDEPENDENCE OONS 2200
RUDDLEHILL WATER ASSOC 0000253 INDEPENDENCE CONS 700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 12720
BEARDEN 0000401 OUACHITA Acid ADJ 03/85 1800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1800
BENNETT ACRES 0000455 SALINE NATL 100 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  100
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________ ______  NO________________________________________ DATE_________  LEVEL LEVEL .
BENTON 0000484 SALINE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/58 2490 0.8
SALEM WIR ASSN 0000492 SALINE CONS 6930
SOUTH WEST WATER ASSOC 0000495 SALINE CONS 3800
TULL WATER ASSOC 0000220 SALINE 00NS 1200
WEST BAUXITE ASSOC 0000497 SALINE CONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   14920
BIG FLAT 0000026 BAXTER NATL 189 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  189
BLYfflEVILLE 0000365 MISSISSIPPI NaSiF6 ADJ 12/68 25844 0.8
DELL 0000367 MISSISSIPPI OONS 1602
NE MISSISSIPPI GO WATER ASSOC 0000673 MISSISSIPPI G0NS 750
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 28196
BLYTHEVILLE AFB 0000364 MISSISSIPPI NaSiF6 ADJ 12/68 3700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3700
BOIS D'ARC 0000178 HEMPSTEAD NATL 100 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
BRADLEY 0000294 LAFAYETTE NATL 550 0.9
WALNUT HILL 0000298 LAFAYETTE OONS 250
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  800
BRINKLEY 0000384 MONROE Acid ADJ 02/84 5000 0.8
EAST MONROE COUNTY 0000715 MONROE OONS 1460
MADISON 0000534 ST. FRANCIS OONS 1800
UNITED WTR USERS 0000654 MONROE OONS 819
WHEATLEY 0000535 MONROE OONS 1250
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 10329
CABOT 0000338 LONOKE Acid ADJ 03/70 4900 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4900
CAMDEN 0000404 OUACHITA NaSiF6 ADJ 07/53 21000 0.8
BUENA VISTA-OGEMAW 0000737 OUACHITA OONS 400
FRENCH PORT 0000636 OUACHITA OONS 1552
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 22952
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














CARLISLE 0000339 LONOKE Acid ADJ 07/82 2600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------- 2600
CLARKSVILLE 0000289 JOHNSON NaSiF6 ADJ 03/55 5327
COAL HILL 0000290 JOHNSON OONS 1505
HARTMAN 0000286 JOHNSON OONS 1260
HORSEHEAD WATER ASSOC 0000617 JOHNSON OONS 1763
KNOXVILLE 0000287 JOHNSON OONS 240
LAMAR 0000288 JOHNSON CONS 1088
LUDWIG WATER ASSOC 0000292 JOHNSON OONS 850
SPADA GOOSE CAMP ASSOC 0000293 JOHNSON OONS 490
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ---------- 12523
CLINTON 0000564 VAN BUREN NaSiF6 ADJ 05/82 5440
BEE BRANCH WA 0000462 VAN BUREN OONS 1984
BURNT RIDGE WA 0000729 VAN BUREN OONS 352
DAMASCUS 0000190 VAN BUREN OONS 688
DENNARD WA 0000461 VAN BUREN OONS 528
VAN BUREN 00 WATER ASSOC 0000727 VAN BUREN OONS 1549
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------ 10541
CONWAY 0000189 FAULKNER NaSiF6 ADJ 06/68 16500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-










TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
0000017 ASHLEY NaSiF6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
0000449 PRAIRIE NaSiF6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------
0000243 HOWARD NaSiF6































A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
PENDLETON-PEA RIDGE 0000649 DESHA CONS 860
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8080
ENGLAND 0000341 LONOKE NaSiFÓ ADJ 02/82 3100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  3100
EUDORA 0000083 CHICOT Acid ADJ 03/85 3840 0.8
READLAND-GRAND LAKE WA 0000084 CHICOT CONS 350
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4190
FAYETTEVILLE 0000569 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 05/82 44609 0.9
ELKINS 0000567 WASHINGTON CONS 450
FARMINGTON 0000568 WASHINGTON CONS 1428
GREENLAND 0000570 WASHINGTON CONS 650
MT OLIVE 0000688 WASHINGTON CONS 1800
WASHINGTON WATER ALTTH 0000574 WASHINGTON CONS 2700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 51637
PORDYCE 0000164 DALLAS NaSiF6 ADJ 09/73 6500 0.8
PORDYCE RURAL 0000635 DALLAS CONS 1298
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7798
FORREST CITY 0000004 ST. FRANCIS Acid ADJ 03/55 15870 0.8
CALDWELL 0000532 ST. FRANCIS CONS 1100
NEWCASTLE RD ASSOC 0000541 ST. FRANCIS CONS 420
PALESTINE 0000536 ST. FRANCIS CONS 1050
ST FRANCIS ASSOC 0000537 ST. FRANCIS CONS 1150
WIDENER 0000538 ST. FRANCIS CONS 650
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 20240
GRAVETTE 0000051 BENTON NATL 2187 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 2187
GURDON 0000087 CLARK NATL 3000 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3000
HAMBURG 0000015 ASHLEY Acid ADJ 02/58 3391 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------- 3391
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and' EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
_______________ ._____________ NO___________________________   DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HARRISON 0000062 BOONE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/54 14300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  14300
HEBER SPRINGS 0000104 CLEBURNE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/59 8400 0.8
MOUNTAIN TOP WATER ASSOC 0000454 CLEBURNE CONS 2086
TUMBLING SHOALS 0000579 CLEBURNE CONS 1732
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------12218
HELENA 0000419 PHILLIPS Acid ADJ 12/85 10000 0.8
LONG LAKE WATER ASSOC 0000274 PHILLIPS GONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------10150
HOPE 0000230 HEMPSTEAD Acid ADJ /82 10290 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------  10290
HOHE 0000301 LAWRENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/82 2961 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  2961
HWY 15 WATER ASSOC 0000107 CLEVELAND Acid ADJ 05/83 4550 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  4550
JONESBORO 0000124 CRAIGHEAD NaSiF6 ADJ 10/51 31530 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 31530
JUDSONIA 0000582 WHITE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/53 3097 0.8
NORTH WHITE 00 0000583 WHITE CONS 1885
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  4982
LAKE VILLAGE 0000081 CHICOT NaSiF6 ADJ 07/83 3310 0.8
CHICOT JUNCTION 0000661 CHIOOT CONS 875
LAKE CHIOOT 0000080 CHIOOT CONS 330
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  4515
LEOLA 0000218 GRANT Acid ADJ /78 800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 800
LEWISVILLE 0000297 LAFAYETTE Acid ADJ 10/81 1720 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1720
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
LITTLE ROCK 0000465 PULASKI Acid ADJ 04/51 211500 0.8
CENTRAL ARKANSAS WA 0000724 PULASKI CONS 1763
JACKSONVILLE 0000466 PULASKI CONS 24100
DICK-JETER 0000246 PULASKI CONS 330
FURLOW 0000645 PULASKI cms 192
LITTLE ROCK AFB 0000690 PULASKI CJONS 7000
NORTH LITTLE ROCK 0000453 PULASKI cms 116800
NORTH PULASKI WATER ASSOC 0000728 PULASKI OONS 1978
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 363663
LONOKE 0000343 LONOKE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/70 4445 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 4445
MALVERN 0000237 HOT SPRINGS NaSiF6 ADJ 02/59 11300 0.8
HOT SPRING 00 WATER ASSOC 0000236 HOT SPRINGS 0»JS 2200
MAGNET BUTTERFIELD 0000241 HOT SPRINGS cms 1600
PERLA WATER ASSOC 0000623 HOT SPRINGS cms 1589
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 16689
MARIANNA 0000310 LEE Acid ADJ 09/54 6220 0.8
GARRETT GROVE 0000312 LEE cms 200
LEE COUNTY ASSOC 0000313 LEE cms 4200
MM) 0000314 LEE cms 327
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 10947
MARION 0000152 CRITTENDEN Acid ADJ 02/77 4200 0.8
CLARKDAUE-JERICHO 0000148 CRITTiNDEN OONS 990
HIGHLAND PARK 0000750 CRITTENDEN cms 225
HIGHWAY 64 ASSOC 0000749 CRITTENDEN ocws 50
HIGHWAY 77 ASSOC 0000751 CRITTENDON CONS 250
SUNSET 0000472 CRITTENDON cms 660
I I 5S § BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 6375
MARKED TREE 0000430 POINSETT Acid ADJ 08/82 3325 0.8
NORTH (MO WATER ASSOC 0000175 POINSET cms 1550
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 4875
MALMELLE NEWTOWN WW 0000463 PULASKI Acid ADJ 01/84 2000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 2000
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
•__________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MCCRORY 0000599 WOODRUFF Acid ADJ 02/62 2000 0.8
PATTERSON 0000598 WOODRUFF (DNS 975
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2975
MOGEHEE 0000170 DESHA Acid ADJ 04/72 5664 0.8
WKM4 WATER ASSOC 0000700 DESHA CONS 560
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  6224
MELBOURNE 0000256 IZARD Acid ADJ 10/83 2750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  2750
MINERAL SPRINGS 0000242 HOWARD NATL 936 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------- 936
MITCHELLVILLE 0000169 DESHA Acid ADJ 10/84 618 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 618
tO in  CELLO 0000184 DREW Acid ADJ 09/83 10000 0.8
ENON 0000183 DREW OONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  10300
MOUNTAIN HCME 0000025 BAXTER NaSiF6 ADJ 03/55 12840 0.8
LAKEVIEW MIDWAY 0000027 BAXTER OONS 2500
NE WATER ASSOC 0000033 BAXTER OONS 2653
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  17993
NASHVILLE 0000244 HOWARD NaF ADJ 01/82 5554 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------------- 5554
NEWPORT 0000264 JACKSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/82 8400 0.8
CAMPBELL STATION 0000261 JACKSON OONS 297
DIAZ 0000269 JACKSON OONS 1192
JACKSON PORT 0000263 JACKSON OONS 288
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------10177
OSCEOLA 0000375 MISSISSIPPI NaSiF6 ADJ 10/82 8881 0.8
DRIVER-CRIDER WA 0000369 MISSISSIPPI OONS 410
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9291
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
PARAGOULD 0000222 GREENE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/83 15214 0.8
OAK GtOVE 0000221 GREENE OONS 765
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  15979
PARKIN 0000160 CROSS Acid ADJ 12/82 2065 0.8
PARKIN RURAL WATER ASSOC 0000662 CROSS OONS 1225
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    3290
PIGQOTT 0000090 CLAY Acid ADJ 02/83 3762 0.8
EASTERN CLAY COUNTY 0000733 CLAY OONS 800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4562
PINE BUFF 0000272 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 03/69 64000 0.8
HARDIN 0000273 JEFFERSON CONS 3325
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  67325
POCAHONIAS 0000474 RANDOLPH NaSiF6 ADJ 08/67 6800 0.8
SHANNON 0000478 RANDOLPH OONS 310
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7110
PORTLAND 0000018 ASHLEY NaSiF6 ADJ 08/70 850 0.8
MMROSE 0000020 ASHLEY OONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  1450
PRESCOTT 0000394 NEVADA NATL 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4000
RUSSELLVILLE 0000446 POPE NaSiF6 ADJ 02/60 21000 0.8
LONDON 0000443 POPE CONS 540
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------21540
SEARCY 0000590 WHITE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/53 13720 0.8
POUR MILE HILL 0000586 WHITE CONS 2079
KENSETT 0000588 WHITE CONS 2100
SE WHITE COUNTY ASSOC 0000594 WHITE OONS 4200
SW WHITE COUNTY ASSOC 0000185 WHITE CONS 2700
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 24799
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ ______________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHERIDAN 0000215 GRANT NaSiF6 ADJ 02/70 4844 0.8
LITTLE CREEK 0000214 GRANT OONS 1400
SOUTH SHERIDAN 0000219 GRANT CONS 1750
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7994
SPARKMAN 0000166 DALLAS NATL 663 0.8
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  663
SPRINGDALE 0000575 BENTON/WASHINGTON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/78 34013 0.9
CAVE SPRINGS 0000043 BENPON CONS 480
JOHNSON 0000571 WASHINGTON CONS 564
H3WELL 0000050 BENTON OONS 923
T0NIT0WN 0000566 WASHINGTON OONS 564
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 36544
ST PAUL 0000347 MADISON NATL 158 1.5
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------      158
STUTTGART 0000013 ARKANSAS NaSiF6 ADJ 02/69 11000 0.8
(SAND PRAIRIE REGIONAL 0000738 ARKANSAS CONS 9912
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 20912
TRUMANN 0000435 POINSETT NaSiF6 ADJ 06/62 6044 0.8
TRUMANN RURAL 0000434 POINSETT (JONS 1910
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  7954
WAINUT RIDGE 0000309 LAWRENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/52 5000 0.8
LAWRENCE GO 0000688 LAWRENCE CONS 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6500
WARREN 0000066 BRADLEY Acid ADJ 10/61 10000 0.8
BRADLEY COUNEY 0000054 BRADLEY CONS 900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  10900
WEST HELENA 0000416 PHILLIPS NaSiF6 ADJ 09/54 11370 0.8
BARTON-LEXA 0000415 PHILLIPS OONS 2400
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  13770
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A R K A N S A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ ________________________________ NO_________________________________________DATE _______ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST MEMPHIS 0000156 CRITTENDEN Acid ADJ 04/62 28140 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------28140
WHITE HALL 0000285 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 07/83 2214 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  2214
WHITE RIVER RURAL 0000578 WASHINGTON NATL 2800 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  2800
WILSON 0000370 MISSISSIPPI NaF ADJ 08/82 1300 0.8
CRAINE CO 0000457 MISSISSIPPI CONS 72
MARIE WATER ASSOC 0000382 MISSISSIPPI CONS 287
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  1659
WOODLAND HILLS WATER ASSOC 0000491 SALINE NATL 1250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  1250
WYNNE 0000163 CROSS Acid ADJ 03/55 7805 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  7805
YELLVILLE 0000356 MARION Acid ADJ 08/82 2000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  2000
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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C A L IF O R N IA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ ■ _________________________________ NO_________________________________________DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALAMEDA COUNTY WD 0110001 ALAMEDA ADJ 06/71 203477 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 203477
AMHOGH 0710001 CONTRA COSTA ADJ 08/52 34950 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 34950
ARCAIA 1210001 HUMBOLDT ADJ 01/64 17500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 17500
BENECIA UTILITIES 4810001 SOLANO ADJ 05/71 17339 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  17339
BEVERLY HILLS 1910156 LOS ANGELES ADJ 03/74 43000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  43000
BIG PINE 0600120 INYO NaF ADJ 08/84 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  200
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICE 0410005 BUTTE ADJ 04/58 11200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------11200
CITIZENS UTIL C0-R0SEM3NT 3410034 SACRAMENTO ADJ 12/56 18721 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------   18721
CONTRA COSTA WD 0710003 CONTRA COSTA ADJ 05/65 158839 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  158839
CRESCENT CITY 0810001 EEL NORTE ADJ 11/69 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7500
DUBUN-SAN RAMON SERVICE 0110009 CONTRA COSTA ADJ 04/80 15642 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  15642
EAST BAY MUD 0110005 ALAMEDA ADJ 06/711050000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1050000
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C A L IF O R N IA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.  NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EUREKA 1210004 HLMBOLDT ADJ 02/72 25000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  25000
FAIRFIELD 4810003 SOLANO ADJ 12/67 59711 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  59711
FOUNTAIN VALLEY 3010069 ORANGE ADJ 06/73 54500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  54500
FRESNO CO WATERWORKS 11 1000003 FRESNO NaF ADJ 10/63 630 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  630
FRESNO CO WATERWORKS 14 1010038 FRESNO Acid ADJ 10/68 973 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  973
FRESNO 00 WATERWORKS 19 1010033 FRESNO NaF ADJ 09/54 1866 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1866
FRESNO 00 WATERWORKS 27 1010048 FRESNO NaF ADJ 03/71 1029 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1029
FRESNO CO WATERWORKS 28 1000037 FRESNO NaF ADJ 11/79 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  300
FT INDEPENDENCE 0600129 INYO NaF ADJ 05/85 45 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45
GRIDLEY 0410004 BUTTE ADJ 05/54 4188 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  4188
HAVASU LAND TR PK-CHEMEHUEVI 0600124 SAN BERNARDINO NATL 100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
HAYWARD WS 0110006 ALAMEDA ADJ 03/58 96000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 96000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C A L IF O R N IA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HEALDSBURG 4910005 SONOMA ADJ 11/53 7217 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7217
HUNntKnCN BEACH 3010053 ORANGE: ADJ 07/73 170505 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 170505
LONG BEACH WD 1910065 DOS ANGELES ADJ 06/71 361334 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 361334
LOS BANOS 2410005 MERCED ADJ 03/58 10341 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  10341
LOYALTON 4610001 SIERRA ADJ 05/68 1030 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1030
MARIN MUNICIPAL WD 2110002 MARIN ADJ 12/73 149093 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  149093
MARTINEZ 0910006 CONTRA COSTA ADJ 01/65 27000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  27000
MERCED CITY WS 2410009 MERCED ADJ 06/66 36499 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  36499
MORGAN HILL 4310006 SANTA CLARA ADJ 11/56 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  20000
PACIFIC LUMBER 00 1210010 HUMBOLDT ADJ 10/62 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1200
PALO ALTO 4310009 SANTA CLARA ADJ 06/56 58000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  58000
PITTSBURG MUNICIPAL WATER 0710008 OONIRA COSTA ADJ 04/65 35036 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  35036
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C A L IF O R N IA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
PLACERVILLE 0910003 EL DORADO ADJ 10/56 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 5600
PLEASANTON 0110008 ALAMEDA ADJ 03/54 35160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------- 35160
ROSEVILLE 3110008 PLACER ADJ 10/67 31000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 31000
SAN FRANCISCO WD 3810001 SAN FRANCISCO ADJ 08/52 678974 1.0
BRISBANE 4110002 SAN MATEO CONS 3034
BURLINGAME 4110003 SAN MATED CONS 27515
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES 4110009 SAN MATED CONS 58644
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES 4110007 SAN MATED COB 36400
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES 4110008 SAN MATED CONS 102700
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES 4110009 SAN MATED CONS 58644
DALY CITY 4110013 SAN MATED CONS 82400
HILLSBOROUGH 4110016 SAN MATED CONS 11375
MILLBRAE 4110018 SAN MATED CONS 20058
NORTH COAST CWD 4110025 SAN MATED CONS 38000
SAN BRUNO 4110023 SAN MATED CONS 35417
WESTBOROUGH CWD 4110027 SAN MATED CONS 10400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------- ------- 1163561
SAN JOSE 4310020 SANIA CLARA ADJ 09/65 53336 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  - 53336
SAN LUIS OBISPO 4010009 SAN LUIS OBISPO ADJ 08/54 52000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------- 52000
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 4310013 SANTA CLARA ADJ 04/70 19000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  - 19000
VACAVILLE 4810008 SOLANO ADJ 02/75 45000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------- 45000
VALLEJO 4810007 SOLANO ADJ 11/54 95000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------- 95000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
A & B WATER ASSN 0055954 PROWERS NATL 160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 160
AA NOBILE HOME VILLAGE 0054205 ADAMS NATL 95 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 95
AGATE 0055855 ELBERT NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
AKRON 0070193 WASHINGTON NAIL 1701 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1701
ALAMOSA 0049403 ALAMOSA NaF ADJ 06/83 6850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 6850
ANTONI TO 0049486 CONEJOS NaF ADJ 06/81 1150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1150
APOLLO ESTATES WA 0073684 BOULDER NATL 25 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 25
ARAPAHOE ESTATES WD 0185017 ARAPAHOE NATL 100 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  100
ARAPAHOE WATER CO 0070466 CHEYENNE NATL 110 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  110
ARISTOCRAT RANCHETTES 0055350 WELD NATL 350 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 350
ARVADA 0054684 JEFFERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/80 90000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 90000
ASGARD SUBD WIR ASSN GARFIELD NAIL 80 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 80
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
'____________________________ ■______ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ASPEN 0050948 PITKIN NaSiF6 ADJ 12/80 7000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7000
ASPEN MESA ESTATES 0050625 EAGLE NAIL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM-------------------------------  75
AURORA 0054874 ADAMS NaSiF6 ADJ 08/84 160000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM-------------------------------  160000
AURORA MHP 0054122 ADAMS NAIL 150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  150
AVONDALE W&S DIST 0052555 PUEBIO NATL 1175 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1175
BEEHIVE WATER GO 0056390 OTERO NATL 175 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 175
BELLVIEW COLLEGE 0053967 ADAMS NATL 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 300
BENCHMARK W&S DIST 0073635 BOULDER NAIL 28 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOGRCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  28
BENNET 0053744 ADAMS NATL 994 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 994
BENT COUNTY MEM NURSING HOME 0070482 BENT NATL 65 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  65
BENTS PORT WATER 00 0056309 OTERO NATL 1400 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1400
BERTHOUD 0055145 LARIMER NaF ADJ 06/60 3200 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3200
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BETHUNE 0069781 KIT CARSON NATL 300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  300
BEVERLY HILLS MUT WAT 00 0055053 DOUGLAS NATL 65 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------   65
BIG SPRINGS TP 0196501 CHAFEEE NATL 50 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  50
BLUE MOUNTAIN WD 0196600 JEFFERSON NATL 180 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------. ---------------------- 180
BOONE 0052571 PUEBLO NATL 450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   450
BOULDER 0053397 BOULDER NaSiF6 ADJ 12/65 96000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------   96000
BRANDON WTR ASSN 0191478 KIOWA NATL 35 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- ■-----------------  35
BRECXENRIDGE 0050328 SUMIT NaF ADJ 11/85 7000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7000
BRIQGSDALE WATER 00 0055384 WELD NAIL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - --------------------------  75
BRIGHTON 0053751 ADAMS NATL 13000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  13000
BRIGHTON MHP 0053934 ADAMS NAIL 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 50
BRISTOL W&S DIST 0055947 PROWERS NATL 250 1.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 250
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BROOK FOREST V® 0045676 JEFFERSON NAIL 400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 400
BROOMFIELD 0053405 BOULDER Acid ADJ 10/81 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  20000
BRCWNSVILLE W&S DIST 0053413 BOULDER NATL 500 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  500
BUENA VISTA CORRECTIONAL FAC 0052811 BOULDER NATL 625 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  625
BUFFALO MOUNTAIN METRO DIST 0050419 SUflUT NATL 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM---------------------------------  1500
BUFFALO PARK ASSN 0054569 JEFFERSON NATL 500 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 500
BURLINGTON 0069765 KIT CARSON NAIL 4000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 4000
BYERS W&S DIST 0054858 ARAPAHOE NAIL 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1000
CALHAN 0052084 EL PASO NATL 647 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  647
CAMPO 0056051 BACA NAIL 185 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  185
CASCADE PUB SERV 00 0052019 EL PASO NATL 700 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  700
CASCADE VILLAGE 0186916 SAN JUAN NATL 25 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  25
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CASTLE PINES METRO DIST 0187674 DOUGLAS NAIL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
CENTER 0050211 SAGUACHE NaF ADJ 01/81 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1600
CHAMBERS ADDITION IMPROV WELD NATL 55 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 55
CHARLOJ PARK MUT WC 0054759 ARAPAHOE NAIL 80 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM--------------------------------- 80
CHERAW 0056291 OTERO NATL 200 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 200
CLIFTON WD 0051516 MESA Acid ADJ 04/80 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 15000
OOLBRAN 0051524 MESA NAIL 350 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 350
COLORADO SPRINGS 0052258 EL PASO NATL 264000 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 264000
COTTONWOOD MHP 0054106 ADAMS NATL 90 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------  90
COTTONWOOD SPRINGS MHP GARFIELD NAIL 80 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  80
COUNTRY GARDENS M1P 0054197 ARAPAHOE NATL 100 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
CRAIG 0051490 MOFFAT NaSiF6 ADJ 04/53 12000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 12000
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CRAWFORD 0056473 DELTA NATL 300 0.6
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 300
CRIPPLE CREEK 0052381 TELLER NATL 600 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 600
CRIPPLE CREEK KIN ESTS 0192260 TELLER NATL 600 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM---------------------------------  600
CRCWLEY 0186908 CROWLEY NATL 100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
CROWLEY COUNTY WA 0055913 CROWLEY NATL 2650 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2650
DEER TRAIL 0054541 ARAPAHOE NATL 493 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  493
DEL NORTE 0050138 RIO GRANDE NaF ADJ 09/82 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1800
DENVER 0054940 DENVER NaSiF6 ADJ 05/541000000 1.0
ALAMEDA W&S DIST DENVER OONS 1274
AMES STREET WA DENVER OONS 45
BANCROFT-CLCWER W&S DIST DENVER CONS 22946
BEAR CREEK W&S DIST DENVER OONS 5383
BENNETT BEAR CK FARM WSD DENVER OONS 276
BERKELEY W&S DIST DENVER OONS 3286
BONVUE W&S DIST DENVER CONS 556
BCW MAR W&S DIST DENVER OONS 1046
BROOKRIDGE HEIGHTS WD DENVER OONS 1015
BROOMFIELD DENVER OONS 7287
CANITOE W&S DIST DENVER OONS 35
CASTLEWOOD WD DENVER CONS 2810
CEDAR CREST WD DENVER OONS 570
CHERRY CREEK VALLEY WD DENVER OONS 3559
CHERRY CREEK VIL WD DENVER OONS 1564
CHERRY HILL HGTS WD DENVER OONS 168
CHERRY HILLS NW&S DIST DENVER CONS 504
CHERRY HILLS PARK WC DENVER OONS 59
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CHERRY HILLS SUED WD DENVER CONS 49
CHERRY MOOR WD DENVER CONS 59
(MERRYMOOR SOUIH WD DENVER CONS 192
CHERRYRIDGE W&S DIST DENVER cats 259
CHERRYVILLE HEIGHTS WD DENVER CONS 329
COLUMBIA GARDENS DENVER cms 1228
COLUMBINE W&SD DENVER CONS 1697
CONSOLIDATED MUT WC 0054668 DENVER CONS 10500
CKESTVIEW W&S DIST 0053736 DENVER CONS 20000
EAST CHERRY HILLS WUA DENVER CONS 164
EAST WARREN WA DENVER CONS 444
EAST WHEA3RIDGE ASSN DENVER CONS 563
EDGEWATER DENVER CONS 4826
FEHLMANN SUB WA DENVER CONS 52
(SEEN MIN PK W&S DIST DENVER CONS 21360
GREENWOOD HILLS MUT WC DENVER CONS 262
HAVANA W&S DIST DENVER CONS 5225
HIGH VIEW WD DENVER CONS 2586
HIGHLINE PARK, INC DENVER CONS 42
HILLCREST W&S DIST DENVER CONS 920
HOLLY HILLS W&SD DENVER CONS 2800
KELTON HGTS WD DENVER CONS 784
KEN CARYL RANCH WD DENVER CONS 2621
KING, LLOYD J. DENVER CONS 42
LAKEHURST W&S DIST DENVER CONS 11991
LAKEWOOD DENVER CONS 2516
LITTLETON DENVER CONS 27128
LOCHMOOR W&S DIST DENVER CONS 182
LORETTO HGTS RE SUB WA DENVER CONS 91
MANSFIELD HGTS W&S DIST DENVER CONS 647
MARY LOU WD DENVER CONS 1764
MEADE LANE WD DENVER CONS 44
MEADOWBROOK WD DENVER CONS 1424
MILLER HGTS WD DENVER CONS 588
MOUNTAIN VIEW DENVER CONS 801
N.WASHINGTON ST WSD DENVER CONS 19415
NORTH LINCOLN W&S DIST DENVER CONS 472
NORTH PECOS W&S DIST DENVER OONS 864
NORIHRIDGE MET DIST DENVER CONS 598
NORTHSIDE W&S DIST DENVER OONS 3689
PANORAMA PARK WA DENVER OONS 42
PLATTE CANYON W&S DIST DENVER CONS 17605
ROXY STONE DENVER OONS 17
S SHERIDAN W&S DIST DENVER OONS 4301
S.UNIVERSITY PL WA DENVER CONS 91
SHERIDAN DENVER OONS 4357
SOUTH CLARKSON W&S DIST DENVER CONS 136
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,














TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------1321436
DILLON 0050336 SUBMIT NaF ADJ 12/82 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  600
DONALA W&SD 0052043 EL PASO NAIL 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  300
DUKES MHP 0054478 JEFFERSON NATL 250 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  250
DURANGO 0049809 LA PLATA NaF ADJ 05/57 16000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  16000
EADS 0056101 KIOWA NATL 900 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  900
EAGLE 0050666 EAGLE NaF ADJ 12/80 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1400
EAST ALAMOSA W&S DIST 0074419 ALAMOSA NATL 700 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 700
EAST CHERRY CREEK VALLEY WD 0199661 ARAPAHOE NATL 4100 2.0
SOUTH EAST WHEAIRIDGE WA DENVER OONS
SOUTHEAST ENGLEWOOD WD DENVER CONS
SOUTHGATE WD DENVER OONS
SOUIHWEST MET W&S DIST DENVER OONS
STEBBINS SUBD WC DENVER OONS
STHWEST CHERRY HILLS WD DENVER OONS
TAMARAC W&S DIST DENVER OONS
VALLEY WD DENVER OONS
VILLAGE HTS ADD WD DENVER CONS
WELLMAN'S SUBD DENVER OONS
WESTLAND WD DENVER OONS
WHEAT RIDGE WD DENVER CONS
WILLOWBROOK W&S DIST DENVER OONS
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 4100
C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EAST END WATER 00 0056416 OTERO NATL 80 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM    --------------------------  80
EAST VALLEY W&S DIST 0054882 ARAPAHOE NATL 150 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM--------------------------------- 150
EASTLAKE WD 0053769 ADAMS NATL 142 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM--------------------------------- 142
EASTWDOD ESTATES WD 0054114 ADAMS NAIL 900 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------------------  900
ECKLEY 0070730 YLMA NAIL 162 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  162
ENGLEWOOD 0054833 ARAPAHOE NATL 37000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  37000
EUREKA WATER 00 0056325 OTERO NATL 430 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  430
EVERGREEN 0054650 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 10/76 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  6000
FAYETTE WATER 00 0056440 OTERO NATL 110 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM--------------------------------  110
FEDERAL HEIGHTS WD 0054890 ADAMS NATL 8000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  8000
FESSLERS MHP ' 0031377 CHAFFEE NATL 130 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM---------------------------------  130
FLEMING 0070540 LOGAN NAIL 400 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 400
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FLORISSANT ESTATES WIR SERV 0192294 TELLER NAIL 60 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 60
FOREST VIEW ACRES WD 0070615 EL PASO NAIL 400 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 400
PORT MORGAN 0070714 MORGAN NAIL 9000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 9000
FOUNTAIN 0052241 EL PASO NATL 6500 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 6500
FOUNTAIN VALLEY AUffl 0186064 EL PASO NATL 35000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 35000
FOWLER 0056283 OTERO NATL 2000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2000
POXHILLS HOMEOWNER'S ASSN 0187807 WELD NATL 35 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 35
PGKRIDGE FARM MHP 0054817 ARAPAHOE NAIL 1400 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1400
FREDERICK 0055475 WELD NATL 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1500
FT COLLINS 0055236 LARIMER NaSiF6 ADJ 12/67 65000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  65000
FT OOLUNS-LDVELAND WD 0073619 LARIMER ADJ 13000 1.0
EAST LARIMER 00 WD 0073593 LARIMER OONS 15000
NORTH WELD COUNTY WD 0055616 WELD CONS 3240
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------- 31240
FT LUPTON 0055467 WELD NATL 4000 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  4000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________ _____________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FT LYONS VA HOSPITAL 0070490 BENT NAIL 1100 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1100
GALAMB MHP 0161125 ADAMS NATL 80 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------   80
GALETON WIR 00 0055483 WELD NATL 112 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 112
GARCIA DOMESTIC WUA 0049585 NATL 80 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 80
GARDEN VALLEY W&S DIST 0052209 EL PASO NATL 1350 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1350
GARDNER W&SD 0053017 HUERFANO NATL 170 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  170
GATEWAY CAMPGROUND 0187815 WELD NATL 80 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------------  80
GILCREST 0055491 WELD NATL 382 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 382
GLENDALE 0054825 ARAPAHOE NATL 2500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2500
GOLDEN 0054643 JEFFERSON NAIL 13800 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 13800
GRACE MAR WUA 0053447 BOULDER NATL 50 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   50
GRANADA 0056010 PROWERS NAIL 450 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------- 450
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________ NO   DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
GRANADA WATER ASSN 0056028 PROWERS NATL 350 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------- 350
GRANBY 0051623 GRAND ADJ 09/82 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 1400
GRAND JUNCTION 0051581 MESA NaSiF6 ADJ 07/51 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------- 20000
GRANDVIEW MHP 0199175 EL PASO NAIL 120 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 120
GRANDVIEW MOTEL & MHP 0041269 LA PLATA NATL 50 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------- 50
GRANDVIEW WA 0052035 EL PASO NATL 75 2.6












TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 67000
GREEN ACRES MHP-AURORA 0053959 ADAMS NATL 350 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 350
GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS 0071068 EL PASO NATL 458 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 458
HANCOCK WATER 00 0056218 OTERO NATL 100 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 100
HARTMAN 0055962 PROWERS NATL 129 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 129
HASTY WATER 00 0070508 BENT NATL 250 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 250
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HASWELL 0056119 KIOWA NAIL 140 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  140
HAXTUN 0069948 PHILLIPS NAIL 1009 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1009
HAYDEN 0051250 ROUTT NaSiF6 ADJ 01/60 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1800
HAZELTINE UTS W&S DIST 0053884 ADAMS NATL 250 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  250
HI-LAND ACRES W&S DIST 0158915 ADAMS NATL 325 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  325
HIGH PLAINS WIR USERS ASSN 0053777 ADAMS NATL 350 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  350
HIGH VALLEY ESTATES MHP 0191874 ALAMJSA NATL 36 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 36
HIGHLAND LAKES WD 0052332 TELLER NATL 160 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 160
HILLCREST VILLAGE 0054189 ADAMS NATL 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1500
HILLTOP WATER GO 0056275 OTERO NAIL 450 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  450
HOLBROOK CENTER WA 0056374 OTERO NAIL 80 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  80
HOLLY 0056002 PROWERS NATL 1050 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1050
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________ _____________________________ NO__________________________________________DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOLLY MUTUAL WC 0054767 ARAPAHOE M IL  175 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 175
HOLYOKE 0069955 PHILLIPS NATL 2200 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 2200
HOMESTEAD SUBD 0183756 MORGAN NATL 40 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  40
HOMESTEAD WTR SYS 0075267 JEFFERSON NATL 130 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  130
HOCK/ER HILLS W&SD BOULDER NATL 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 25
HOTCHKISS 0049635 DELTA NaF ADJ 06/84 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1100
HUAJAIDLLA WD 0128561 HUERFANO NATL 100 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
HUDSON 0055525 WELD NATL 540 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 540
HUGO 0055806 LINCOLN NATL 990 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 990
HUNNICLTIT WATER SUPPLY 0056168 OTERO NAIL 55 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  55
IDLEDALE 0054627 JEFFERSON NATL 350 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------  350
INSPIRATION VALLEY MHP 0054460 JEFFERSON NATL 325 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 325
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
IRONDALE MHP 0140947 ADAMS NAIL 100 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
JOHNSONS VILLAGE MHP 0031542 CHAFFEE NATL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
JOHNSTOWN 0055533 WELD NaSiF6 ADJ 09/82 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1200
JOSEPH WATER OORP 0070607 PUEBLO NATL 200 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  200
KEENSBURG 0055541 WELD NATL 550 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  550
KING'S TRAILER CT 0187617 LOGAN NAIL 95 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  95
KIT CARSON 0069526 CHEYENNE NAIL 305 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  305
KREMMLING 0051656 GRAND NaF ADJ 09/82 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1500
LA JUNTA 0056333 OTERO NATL 9000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  9000
LA PLATA VISTA HOMEOWNERS ASSN LA PLATA NATL 25 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  25
LA SALLE 0055566 WELD NATL 1890 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1890
LAFAYETTE 0053488 BOULDER NaSiF6 ADJ 08/52 10800 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 10800
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 ______________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKE FOREST MUTUAL WC 0184861 (HAND NATL 35 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  35
LAKE PORK TO CT 0052951 LAKE NATL 100 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 100
LAMAR 0055996 PROWERS NaF ADJ 06/84 10500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 10500
LARK MEADOWS WD 0053504 BOULDER NATL 29 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  29
LAS ANIMAS 0069443 BENT NAIL 3000 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3000
LAZEAR WC 0070748 DELTA NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------  60
LAZY DAYS MHV 0079871 EL PASO NATL 95 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  95
LEETHAND W & S DIST 0072603 BOULDER NAIL 180 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 180
LIMON 0055780 UNOOLN NATL 2000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2000
LITTLE GEM MHP 0068023 TELLER NATL 26 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  26
UTILE THOMPSON /  CENTRAL WELD 0055244 LARIMER NaSiF6 ADJ 04/81 21850 1.0
CENTRAL WELD 00 WD 0055392 WELD CONS 3000
NORTH CARTER LAKE W & SD 0070391 LARIMER CONS 125
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  24975
LOCHBUIE 0055574 WELD NATL 895 1.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  895
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LOG LANE VILLAGE 0070698 MORGAN NAIL 550 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 550
UKMWT 0053520 BOULDER NaSiF6 ADJ 09/58 53500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 53500
LONGS PEAK WD 0053538 BOULDER NaF ADJ 07/84 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 2500
LOUISVILLE 0053546 BOULDER NaF ADJ 09/82 9400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 9400
LOUVIERS MUT SVC 00 0055095 DOUGLAS NATL 300 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  300
LOVELAND 0055251 LARIMER NaSiF6 ADJ 07/54 38250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  38250
MANITOU SPRINGS 0052191 EL PASO NATL 4500 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------  4500
MANZANOLA 0056267 OTERO NATL 438 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  438
MAPLE (HOVE WD 0053561 BOULDER NATL 50 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  50
MASONS TRLR PARK 0054353 JEFFERSON NATL 30 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 30
MAY VALLEY WATER ASSN 0055988 PROWERS NAIL 1600 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------  1600
MCCLAVE WATER ASSN 0070524 BENT NATL 375 2.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  375
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MERINO 0705656 LOGAN NATL 307 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------    307
MILLARDS MHP 0068916 M3NIROSE NAIL 70 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  70
MINTURN 0050690 EAGLE NaF ADJ 04/81 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1500
MODEL WTR USERS ASSN 0052720 LAS ANIMAS NATL 50 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  50
MONUMENT 0052183 EL PASO NATL 690 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  690
MOORE'S MHP 0083626 BENT NATL 40 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  40
MOUNTAIN MUTUAL WIR ASSN 0192260 TELLER NAIL 600 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
MOUNTAIN SHADOWS MOBILE ESTATE 0052472 PUEBLp NAIL 160 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  160
MOUNTAIN VIEW WUA 0053785 ADAMS NATL 384 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  384
MOUNTAIN VILLAGE METRO DIST SAN JUAN NATL 158 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  158
MOUNTAIN W&SD 0054437 JEFFERSON NAIL 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 600
MT WERNER W&SD 0051268 ROUTT NaSiF6 ADJ 03/81 2500 1.0
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS 0051367 ROUTT CONS 4600
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 7100
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 _________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MIN FUELS SUPPLY-PCWDER WASH 0056986 MOFFAT NATL 75 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  75
MIN MEADOWS MHP & CAMPGROUND 0183806 TELLER NAIL 80 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  80
MIN VIEW VILL MHP 0054387 LAKE NAIL 45 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45
NAVAJO WESTERN WD 0171462 HUERFANO NAIL 90 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  90
NEWDALE-GRAND VALLEY WC 0056259 OTERO NATL 625 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 625
NORAD VIEW TRLR PK 0079863 EL PASO NAIL 45 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45
NORTH GLENN 0184044 ADAMS NAIL 32000 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  32000
NORTH HURON WD 0055608 WELD NATL 80 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  80
NORTH WASHINGTON WUA 0053793 ADAMS NAIL 140 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  140
NUNN 0055624 WELD NAIL 300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 300
OAK CREEK 0051276 ROUTT NaF ADJ 07/85 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1000
OLNEY SPRINGS 0055905 CROWLEY NAIL 350 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 350
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(»CHARD GKOVE TP 0053603 BOULDER NATL 430 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   430
ORCHARD HILLS MUT WC 0054734 ARAPAHOE NATL 125 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------   125
OREMAY (ROWLEY NATL 1800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1800
OTIS 0070185 WASHINGTON NATL 550 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  550
OVERLAND WC DENVER NATL 75 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  75
OVERLOOK MUT WC 0051995 EL PASO NAIL 50 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  50
OVID 0070151 SEDGWICK NATL 435 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   435
PAGELS TRLR CT 0141440 MORGAN NATL 250 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  250
PALISADE 0051565 MESA NaSiP6 ADJ 12/52 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2500
PALMER LAKE 0052142 EL PASO NAIL 1130 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1130
PALMER LAKE MHP 0052068 EL PASO NAIL 190 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 190
PANORAMA PK MOT WAT USERS 0053611 BOULDER NATL 130 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 130
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"_________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
PANORAMIC MESA SUBD 0117093 GARFIELD NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 60
PAOLI PHILLIPS NATL 92 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 92
PAGNIA 0049650 DELTA NaF ADJ 09/82 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2500
PARADISE ACRES MHP 0195420 CHAFFEE NATL 50 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 50
PARK CENTER WAIER DIST 0052670 FREMONT NAIL 2200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2200
PARK FOREST WD 0052092 EL PASO NAIL 500 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 500
PARK WAIER 00 0054692 JEFFERSON NAIL 125 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 125
PARKDALE WAIER GO 0056192 OTERO NAIL 50 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 50
PARKER W&SD 0055046 DOUGLAS NATL 1200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1200
PATTERSON VALLEY WAT 00 0056424 OTERO NAIL 115 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 115
PEAKVIEW MH CT 0053918 ADAMS NATL 80 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 80
PEEMZ 0070573 LOGAN NAIL 220 0.6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 220
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________  NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
PENROSE WD 0052662 FREMONT NATL 3000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------- 3000
PERRY PARK W&SD 0055061 DOUGLAS NATL 650 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 650
PINE DRIVE WD 0052415 PUEBLO NATL 225 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 225
PIONEER LOOKOUT WD 0191023 EL PASO NATL 30 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 30
PLATTEVILLE 0055640 WELD NATL 1620 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSHM------------------------------- 1620
PONCHO SPRINGS 0186767 CHAFFEE NAIL 360 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 360
PONDEROSA SOUTHERN BAPT ASBLY 0055020 DOUGLAS NATL 40 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 40
PRAIRIE VIEW SUBD ADAMS NATL 85 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 85
PRICE EAST ALAMOSA WC 0183608 ALAMOSA NATL 400 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  400
PRINCTON CLUB 0052860 CHAFFEE NATL 40 9.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  40
PRITCHETT 0056069 BACA NATL 120 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  120
PROJECT 7 WATER A)JIH(MONIROSE) 0183822 M3NIROSE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/53 31000 1.0
CHIPETEA WATER 00 0050039 MONTROSE CONS 2100
DELTA 0049627 DELTA CONS 6000
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MENOKEN WATER 00 0050047 MONTBOSE 00NS 1500
MMKOSE 0050054 MOtflBOSE 00NS 15000
OLATHE 0050070 MONTROSE CONS 900
TRI-COUNTY WAT CONS DIST 0050088 MONTROSE CONS 5600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 62100
PROSSERS TRLR CT 0063768 MESA NATL 40 0.7
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 40
PUEBLO 0052514 PUEBLO NaSiF6 ADJ 08/82 110000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 110000
PUEBLO WEST 0052506 PUEBLO NaF ADJ 09/82 3500 0.9
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3500
RAFTER J 0186312 LAPLATA NATL 210 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 210
RANGELY 0051433 RIO BLANCO ADJ 11/81 2000 1.0
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2000
RAYMER WATER 00 0055657 WELD NATL 70 2.6
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 70
RED ROCK VALLEY WD 0070623 EL PASO NATL 140 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 140
RED TABLE HOMEOWNERS ASSN EAGLE NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  100
RED WING MHP 0192104 ALAMOSA NATL 35 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  35
REDHILL PQMWCA 0192328 PARK NATL 25 1.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  25
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______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
REDWOOD ARMS MOTEL & TR CT 0033688 DELTA M I L  100 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
RIDGEWOOD WD 0052357 TELLER M IL  100 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 100
RIFLE 0051938 GARFIELD ADJ 06/56 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSHM---------------------------------- 4000
RIVERSIDE WATER CO 0056200 OTERO M IL  130 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  130
ROARING PORK MHP 0051045 EAGLE NATL 150 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  150
ROCK CREEK MESA WD 0052001 EL PASO NATL 850 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  850
RQCKVALE 0022285 FREMONT NATL 350 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  350
ROCKY FORD 0056242 OTERO NAIL 4800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4800
ROCKY MEADOWS MP 0079327 CLEAR CREEK NATL 27 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  27
ROSEWOOD HILLS SUBD 0184887 TELLER M IL  25 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  25
ROUND MOUNTAIN W&SD 0184010 CUSTER M IL  600 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
RGKBOROUGH PARK 0054973 DOUGLAS NAIL 125 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  125
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SALIM 0052803 CHAFFEE NAIL 6300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 6300
SAN LAZARO TP 0053652 BOULDER NAIL 725 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  725
SCHLEGEL WC 0199315 OTERO NATL 40 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  40
SECURITY MHV 0079798 EL PASO NATL 100 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
SECURITY W&S DIST 0052233 EL PASO NATL 8000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8000
SEQALIA W&SD 0055087 DOUGLAS NATL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM---------------------------------  275
SEDGWICK 0070136 SEDGWICK NATL 257 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  257
SHADOWWOOD AETS PITKINS NAIL 30 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------   30
SHADY ACRES MHP 0053678 BOULDER NATL 70 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 70
SHADY LANE TRLR CT 0054098 ADAMS NATL 125 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 125
SHANGRI LA TR CT 0104406 CHAFFEE NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   100
SHANNON ESTATES W&S DIST 0053686 BOULDER NATL 500 1.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 500
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHEPHERDS MHP 0194084 ALAMOSA NAIL 135 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   135
SHERIDAN LAKE WC 0056093 KIOWA NATL 100 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  -  - . --------------------- 100
SHERIDAN MHP 0054452 JEFFERSON NATL 210 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  210
SHERWOOD FOREST IMPROV ASSN 0052324 TELLER NAIL 70 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  70
SIERRA VISTA HOMEOWNERS ASSN 0132530 DOUGLAS NATL 45 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45
SIERRA VISTA TP 0055376 WELD NATL 180 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    180
SILVER CREEK W&SD GRAND NATL 250 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  •--------------------------  250
SILVER PLUME 0053256 CLEAR CREEK NAIL 160 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  160
SILVERTHORNE 0050401 SLM*HT NaF ADJ 08/81 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1200
SILVERTON 0050229 SAN JUAN NaF ADJ 10/81 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  900
SIMLA 0055863 ELBERT NATL 525 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------  525
SNOWDANCE MANOR 0189522 SUBMIT NATL 35 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 35
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
'  NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SNCWMASS WSD 0050963 PITKIN NaSiF6 ADJ 09/82 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1000
SOLTIH ADAMS COUNTY W&SD 0053801 ADAMS NATL 25000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    25000
SOUTH SIDE WATER CO 0056408 OTERO NAIL 80 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 80
SOUTH SWINK WATER 00 0056234 OTERO NATL 610 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  610
SOUTH VALE WD 0184937 BOULDER NATL 30 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  30
SOUTHGATE MH SUBD 0071316 WELD NAIL 100 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
SIRING VALLEY SUBD 0191163 TELLER NATL 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------- 25
SPRINGFIELD 0056077 BACA NATL 1750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  1750
ST CHARLES MESA WW-PUEBLO 0052548 PUEBLO NaF ADJ 10/84 9900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 9900
STARWOOD WD PITKINS NATL 30 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYST0*1--------------------------------  30
STRASBURG W&S DIST 0053942 ADAMS NATL 850 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   850
STRATTON 0069757 KIT CARSON NATL 800 0.6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 800
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SUGAR CITY 0055921 CROWLEY NATL 400 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 400
SUNRISE RANCH -  DIVINE LIGHT 0070409 LARIMER NATL 200 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 200
SUNSET VIEW WTR ASSN 0063826 PUEBLO NAIL 65 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  65
SUNVIEW TRAILER RANCH 0079467 EL PASO NATL 50 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  50
SWAN'S NEST UTILITY 00 SIM4IT NATL 35 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  35
SWINK 0056226 OTERO NATL 680 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  680
SYLMAR MANOR 0055681 WELD NATL 326 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  326
TELLER COUNTY W&S DIST 0052316 TELLER NATL 750 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  750
THORNTON 0053819 ADAMS NATL 49064 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  49064
THUNDERBIRD W&S DIST 0055038 DOUGLAS NATL 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  300
TOWN-COUNTRY MH LODGE 0049445 ALAMOSA NATL 375 6.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  375
TRANQUIL ACRES WSC 0052308 TELLER NATL 200 1.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  200
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
TRINIDAD 0052696 LAS ANIMAS NaSiF6 ADJ 12/72 3835 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3835
TOO BUTTES 0056449 BACA NATL 80 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 80
UPPER EAGLE REGIONAL WIR AU1H -  EAGLE NaF ADJ 11000 1.0
AVON 0050633 EAGLE CONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------   -  12000
UTE WATER CONSERVANCY DIST 0051599 MESA Acid ADJ 09/82 42000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  42000
VAIL VALLEY OONS WD EAGLE NATL 25000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 25000
VAIL W&S DIST 0050906 EAGLE ADJ 09/82 3000 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3000
VALLEY MHP 0052878 CHAFFEE NAIL 101 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 101
VALLEY NOBILE MANOR 0054486 JEFFERSON NATL 350 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------  350
VALLEY WATER 00 0056432 OTERO NATL 250 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  250
VANDENBURG SUBD HQA 0184689 LAPLATA NATL 63 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  63
VICTOR 0052290 TELLER NATL 265 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 265
VIEW RIDGE WD 0054965 DOUGLAS NATL 80 2.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 80
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________  NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
VILAS 0070433 BACA NATL 150 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W&TER SYSTEM--------------------------------  150
VRCMAN WATER CO 0056317 OTERO NAIL 150 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  150
WAGON WHEEL MHP 0049452 ALAMOSA NATL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  275
WALDEN 0051730 JACKSON NaF ADJ 09/58 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------  800
WALSENBURG 0052993 HUERFANO NaF ADJ 06/81 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 4800
WATTENBURG IMPROVMENT ASSN 0055707 WELD NATL 272 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 272
WEBER TR CT 0074252 OTERO NATL 50 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 50
WEST GRAND VALLEY WA 0056341 OTERO NATL 100 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------   100
WEST HOLBROOK PIPELINE CO 0056366 OTERO NATL 25 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 25
WESTCREEK LAKES WD 0055004 DOUGLAS NATL 60 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 60
WESTLAKE W&S DIST 0053835 ADAMS NATL 180 3.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 180
WESTMINISTER 0070839 ADAMS NATL 60000 0.6
SHAW HEIGHTS WD 0054213 ADAMS CONS 4440
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■-------------  64440
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WESTWOOD LAKES WD 0052282 TELLER NATL 225 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 225
WHISPERING PINES 0184085 TELLER NATL 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   25
WIDEETELD WATER GO 0052225 EL PASO NAIL 18000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 18000
WIESNER WATER 00 0053843 ADAMS NATL 115 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 115
WIGGENS W&S DIST 0070722 MORGAN NATL 512 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 512
WIKI UP MHP 0028498 ADAMS NAIL 1200 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1200
WILSON'S SOFT WTR 0056366 OTERO NATL 140 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 140
WINDCLIET’ ESTATES 0055335 LARIMER NATL 35 0.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 35
WINSLCW W&S 0070805 MORGAN NATL 120 0.8
‘TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM--------------------------------  120
WOODLAND ACRES TP 0052266 TELLER NATL 80 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  80
WOODLAND PARK 0052274 TELLER NATL 4000 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  4000
WOODLAND VILLAGE 0052266 TELLER NAIL 80 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 80
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C O L O R A D O
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________  NO _____________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WOODLAND WEST WER USERS ASSN 0192179 TELLER NATL 280 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 280
WRAY 0070268 YUMA NATL 2300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2300
YOUTSEY WC 0191189 PUEBLO NATL 759 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------- 759
YUMA 0070276 YIMA NATL 3200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ----------------------------  3200
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY W ITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O N N E C T IC U T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT"
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
ANSONIA-DERBY W C 0020021 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /79 33548 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 33548
BERLIN W AND S COM 0070021 HARTFORD Acid ADJ /50 1228 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1228
BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 00 0150011 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ /67 336185 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  336185
BRISTOL WAIER DEPT 0170011 HARTFORD Acid ADJ /60 57177 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 57177
CROMWELL FIRE DIST 0330011 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ /51 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 6000
CT W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV 0270011 MIDDLESEX Acid ADJ /67 55456 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 55456
CT W C-NAUGA1UCK DIV 0880011 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /68 30127 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------30127
CT W C-WESTERN 0490011 HARTFORD Acid ADJ /67 58633 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 58633
DANBURY WATER DEPT 0340011 FAIRFIELD NaSiF6 ADJ /68 35500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  35500
EAST LYME WAIM 00 0450011 NEW LONDON NaF ADJ /74 16688 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIIM--------------------------------  16688
GREENWICH WATER 00 0570011 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ 03/67 55846 1.0
PORT CHESTER WW INC., NY 0003456 FAIRFIELD CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  55846
GROTON WATER DEPT 0590011 NEW LONDON Acid ADJ /68 33200 1.0
NQANK FIRE DIST 0590031 NEW LONDON CONS 2500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  35700
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C O N N E C T IC U T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________________________________,__________________ DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
HARTFORD METRO DIST 0640011 HARTFORD NaSiF6 ADJ /60 401000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 401000
LAKEVIEW TERRACE 0320021 TOLLAND NAIL 530 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  530
LLYNWOOD 0120021 TOLLAND NATL 290 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 290
MANCHESTER WATER DEPT 0770021 HARTFORD Acid ADJ /68 51760 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------51760
MANSFIELD STA TRAIN SCH 0780011 TOLLAND Acid ADJ /50 2700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2700
MERIDEN WAIER DEPT 0800011 NEW HAVEN NaSiF6 ADJ /68 60000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  60000
MIDDLETOWN WATER 00 0830011 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /60 42000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  42000
MYSTIC VALLEY WAIER 00 1370011 NEW LONDON NaSiF6 ADJ /53 14000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  14000
NATHAN HALE WS 0320031 TOLLAND NATL 160 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  160
NEW BRITAIN WATER 00 0890011 HARTFORD Acid ADJ /50 90677 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  90677
NEW CANAAN WAIER 00 0900011 FAIRFIELD NaF ADJ /58 17845 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  17845
NEW HAVEN WATER 00 0930011 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /67 379975 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  379975
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C O N N E C T IC U T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________NO_______________________________________________________DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
NEW LONDON WATER DEPT 0950011 NEW LONDON NaSiF6 ADJ /68 49000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM    -----------------------  49000
NOROTON WATER 00 0350011 FAIRFIELD NaF ADJ /67 19280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    19280
NORWALK 1ST TAXING DIST 1030011 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ /68 40000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 40000
NORWALK 2ND TAXING DIST 1030021 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ /68 38000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 38000
NORWICH WATER DEPT 1040011 NEW LONDON Acid ADJ /69 32000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  32000
ORCHARD HILL ESTATE 0320171 TOLLAND NAIL 50 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 50
PLAINVILLE 1100011 HARTFORD NaF ADJ /82 15480 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  15480
ROCKVILLE WATER AND AQUEDUCT 1460011 TOLLAND Acid ADJ /67 28007 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM--------------------------------  28007
SOUTHBURY TRAINING SCHOOL 1300011 NEW HAVEN NaF ADJ /45 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3000
SOUTHINGTON WATER DEPT 1310011 HARTFORD NaF ADJ /68 36747 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------  36747
STAMFORD WATER CO 1350011 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ /67 101638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 101638
TORRINGTON WATER 00 1430011 LITCHFIELD Acid ADJ /58 30982 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  30982
%
C O N N E C T IC U T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________________________DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
UNIV OF CONNECTICUT 0780021 TOLLAND NaF ADJ /50 21700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------21700
WALLINGFORD WATER DEPT 1480011 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /67 42000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 42000
WATERBURY WATER DEPT 1510011 NEW HAVEN Acid ADJ /68 108000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 108000
WILLMANITC WATER DEPT 1630011 WINDHAM Acid ADJ /58 16400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 16400
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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D E L A W A R E
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARTESIAN WAHR COMPANY 0000552 NEWCASTLE HF ADJ 04/73 150000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 150000
CAMDEN-WYCMING SEWER & WD 0000563 KENI NATL 2700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2700
CLAYTON 1 0001565 KENT NATL 720 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 720
CLAYTON 2 0002565 KENT NATL 480 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 480
ML CORRECTIONAL CENTER 0000011 NEW CASTLE NATL 1400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1400
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE 0000579 KENT NaF ADJ /74 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8000
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE HOUSING 0000474 DOVER NaF ADJ /80 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  900
DUCK CREEK TRAILER PARK 0000631 NEW CASTLE NATL 30 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  30
LEWES WD 0000602 SUSSEX NaF ADJ 02/64 2600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2600
MILFORD WD 0000616 KENT & SUSSEX HF ADJ 11/73 5300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   5300
NEWARK WD 0000630 NEW CASTLE NaF ADJ /51 30000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  30000
SELBYVILLE WD 0000654 SUSSEX NaF ADJ 05/56 1425 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1425
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
D E L A W A R E
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STRIMELS TRAILER PARK 0000492 KENT NATL 38 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  38
WILMINGTON 0000663 NEW CASTLE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/60 140000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM--------------------------  140000
WILMINGTON SUBURBAN W OORP 0000564 NEW CASTLE HF ADJ 03/72 75000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  75000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
D IS T R IC T  O F  C O L U M B IA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT-OORPS ENG 0000001 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 06/52 884000 1.0
ARLINGTON 00 W&SD, VA 6013010 ARLINGTON OONS 0
FALLS CHURCH, VA (PART) 6610100 FAIRFAX 00NS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 884000
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F L O R ID A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO .__________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALACHUA 2010017 ALACHUA . NaF ADJ 06/80 3703 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3703
ANNA MARIA MANATEE NATL 1664 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1664
APALACHICOLA 1190150 FRANKLIN NAIL 2613 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2613
ARCADIA 6140314 DE SOTO NATL 6105 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 6105
AVON PARK 5280049 HIGHLANDS Acid ADJ 06/81 8800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8800
BAKER 1460043 OKALOOSA NATL 1575 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1575
BELLE GLADE 4500105 PALM BEACH Acid ADJ 12/56 16928 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  16928
BLOUNTSTOWN 1070685 CALHOUN NAIL 2701 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2701
BRADENTON BEACH MANATEE NATL 1730 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1730
BROADVIEW PK WC 4060155 BROWARD Acid ADJ 08/76 6700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6700
BROWARD COUNTY UTILITY 4060162 BROWARD Acid ADJ 08/76 170900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  170900
CAPE CORAL 5360325 LEE NAIL 45777 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  45777
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OOOQA 3050223 BREVARD Acid ADJ 11/55 102903 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  102903
OOOQA 3050233 BREVARD Acid ADJ 11/55 102903 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 102903
OORRY NAVAL STATION 1170814 ESCAMBIA ADJ /57 5000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------   5000
CRESTVIEW 1460182 OKALOOSA Acid ADJ 04/85 7945 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  7945
DANIA 4060253 BROWARD Acid ADJ 01/78 15000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  15000
DAVIE 4060344 BROWARD Acid ADJ 01/78 21500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------21500
DAYTONA BEACH 3640275 VOLUSIA NaSiF6 ADJ 01/66 75000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  75000
DESTIN 1460202 OKALOOSA NATL 6322 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 6322
EGUN AFB 1460828 OKALOOSA ADJ 10000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  10000
EUSTIS 3350346 LAKE Acid ADJ 05/84 10055 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  10055
EVERGLADES 5110089 COLLIER NAIL 514 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  514
FELLSMERE INDIAN RTVER NAIL 1161 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 1161
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FERNANDINA BEACH 2450364 NASSAU NATL 8491 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 8491
FERNCREST 4060419 BROWARD Acid ADJ 01/78 5000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5000
FLORIDA KEYS AQUEDUCT 5444047 MONROE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/81 60000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  60000
PORT MYERS 5360102 LEE Acid ADJ 01/75 37709 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  37709
PORT PIERCE 4560490 ST. LUCIE Acid ADJ 06/63 45000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45000
PORT WALT»} BEACH 1460144 OKALOOSA NATL 22308 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  22308
PORT WHITE OOLLMBIA NATL 386 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  386
FT LAUDERDALE 4060486 BROWARE) Acid ADJ 05/81 237350 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  237350
GAINESVILLE 2010946 ALACHUA Acid ADJ 10/49 111000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------111000
GREATER PINE ISLAND 5360322 LEE NATL 4613 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------   4613
GREEN GCfVE SPRINGS 2100437 CLAY Acid ADJ 12/82 4486 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4486
HALLANDALE 4060573 BROWARD Acid ADJ /75 55000 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 55000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HASTINGS 2550476 ST. JOINS NATL 999 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  999
HAWTHORNE 2010477 ALACHUA NaF ADJ 06/81 1300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1300
HIGH SPRINGS 2010201 ALACHUA NaF ADJ 01/79 3612 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-   3612
HILLSBORO BEACH 4060615 BROWARD Acid ADJ 02/82 1586 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1586
HOLLYWOOD 4060642 BROWARD Acid ADJ 06/77 130600 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------  130600
HOLMES BEACH MANATEE NATL 4023 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  4023
HOMESTEAD 4130645 DATE Acid ADJ 01/85 22062 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  22062
HOMESTEAD AFB 4131631 DADE ADJ 13953 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  13953
HURLBURT FIELD 1460782 OKALOOSA NATL 1072 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1072
JACKSONVILLE DUVAL NATL 569455 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  569455
KISSD-MEE 3490751 OSCEOLA Acid ADJ 05/81 18320 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  18320
LAKE ALFRED 6530321 POLK Acid ADJ 11/82 3316 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3316
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKE CITY 2120630 00LLMBIA NaSiF6 ADJ 12/82 18000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  18000
LAKELAND 6531014 POLK Acid ADJ 03/82 94000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 94000
LAUDERHILL 4060787 BROWARD Acid ADJ 03/75 44000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 44000
LEESBURG 3350745 LAKE NaSiF6 ADJ /62 13476 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 13476
LIVE OAK 2610203 SUWANEE Acid ADJ 04/82 7463 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  7463
LONG BEACH BAY NATL 167 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  167
LONGWOOD 3590202 SEMINOLE Acid ADJ 06/82 10811 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------10811
MAGCLENNY 2020204 BAKER NATL 3935 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3935
MACDILL AFB HILLSBOROUGH ADJ /59 8000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8000
MADISON 2400205 MADISON Acid ADJ 05/85 6640 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6640
MAITLAND 3480203 ORANGE Acid ADJ 03/78 9166 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  9166
MARGATE 4060845 BROWARD Acid ADJ 11/77 48000 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATIR SYSTEM-------------------------------  48000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADJ 2702 0.8
SYSTiM--------------------------------- 2702




NaSiF6 ADJ 04/521462000 0.7
SYSTEM---------------------------------1462000
Acid ADJ 05/85 11500 0.8
SYSTEM------------------------------------11500
Acid ADJ /75 37200 0.7
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 37200



















NAV AIR STA -  CECIL
NAV AIR STA -  ESCAMBIA
NAV AIR STA -  KEY WEST
NAV AIR STA -  WHITING
NAVARRE
2160734 DUVAL 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
3051447 BREVARD 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1030467 BAY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
4130871 DADE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1570146 SANTA ROSA 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
4060925 BROWARD 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
5110198 COLLIER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
2160795 DUVAL 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1170548 ESCAMBIA 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
MONROE
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1570489 SANTA ROSA 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1170590 SANTA ROSA 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS ■ FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEW SMYRNA BEACH 3640876 VOLUSIA NaSiF6 ADJ 06/83 20500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  20500
NICEVILLE 1460147 OKALOOSA Acid ADJ 07/81 10000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  10000
NORTH LAUDERDALE 4060976 BROWARD Acid ADJ 10/76 22000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 22000
NORTH MIAMI 4130977 DADE ADJ 65903 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 65903
OCALA 3420922 MARION Acid ADJ 11/56 38497 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 38497
OKEECHOBEE 4470257 OKEECHOBEE Acid ADJ 05/82 16965 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 16965
ONEGO MANATEE NAIL 3246 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3246
ORLANDO 3480962 ORANGE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/56 300000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  300000
ORLANDO NAVAL TNG ORANGE ADJ 11/56 20000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------  20000
OSMOND BEACH 3640963 VOLUSIA Acid ADJ 08/61 35000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  35000
PALM VALLEY 2550866 ST. JOHNS NATL 450 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  450
PALMA SOLA MANATEE NATL 1745 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1745
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PALMETTO 6410322 MANATEE NATL 8741 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 8741
PATRICK AFB BREVARD ADJ 11/55 12722 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  12722
PLANTATION 4061121 BROWARD Acid ADJ 01/78 5000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5000
PONTE VEDRA BEACH 2550908 ST. JOHNS NAIL 2000 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2000
PORT ORANGE 3641044 VOLUSIA Acid ADJ 06/82 28765 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  28765
PORT ST JOE 1230545 GULF NAIL 3984 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------  3984
RQADVIEW COUNTY UTIL CJORP 4060158 BROWARD ADJ 6000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6000
SAINT CLOUD 3491373 OSCEOLA Acid ADJ 03/75 9000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  9000
SANFORD 3590205 SEMINOLE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/66 32475 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  32475
SARASOTA 6580326 SARASOTA NATL 50000 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  50000
SEBRING 5280250 HIGHLANDS Acid ADJ 11/79 20474 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  20474
SNEADS 1320689 JACKSON NAIL 2000 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SUNRISE 4061410 BROWARD Acid ADJ 05/83 77400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 77400
TAVARES 3351333 LAKE Acid ADJ 08/83 5239 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5239
TEMPLE TERRACE UTILITY 6291791 HILLSBOROUGH Acid ADJ 16324 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 16324
TERRA CE3A MANATEE NAIL 550 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 550
TITUSVILLE 3051367 BREVARD Acid ADJ 06/83 37500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 37500
TYNDALL AFB BAY ADJ 5500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM-------------------------------- 5500
IMATILLA 3351402 LAKE Acid ADJ 08/84 1919 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1919
UNIVERSITY UTILITIES 4061517 BROWARD Acid ADJ /75 2000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2000
US SUGAR CORP 5260297 HENDRY NaSiF6 ADJ 10/51 12000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  12000
VENICE 6581901 SARASOTA NAIL 12153 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------12153
VERD BEACH 3310206 INDIAN RIVER Acid ADJ 09/84 17075 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  17075
WAUCHULA 6250329 HARDEE NATL 2986 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2986
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
F L O R ID A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO___________ .__________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEWAHITCHKA 1230734 GULF NATL 1742 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1742
ZOLPO SPRINGS 6250332 HARDEE NATL 1700 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1700
1 10
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 













TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------
0470437 DOUGHERTY NaSiF6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
0030010 BAOON Acid
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
1291148 SIMTER NaF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
0400403 CRISP Acid
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------
0190149 CALHOUN NaF























TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 96
ASHBURN 1421242 TURNEÄ Acid ADJ 09/72 5200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 5200
ATHENS 0290292 CLARKE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/51 53000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 53000
ATLANTA 0600593 FULTON Acid ALU 07/69 289000 1.0
FAIRBURN 06005% FULTON OONS 3600
FAYETTE COUNTY 0560515 FAYETTE OONS 13800
FAYETTEVILLE 0560517 FAYETTE OONS 5200
FOREST PARK 0310309 CLAYTON OONS 16500
FULTON 00 (PART) 0600597 FULTON CONS 14200
ALPHARETTA 0600592 FULTON OONS 4600
HAPEVILLE 0600598 FULTON CONS 4800
UNION CITY 0600602 FULTON OONS 4800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 356500
G E O R G IA
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
AUBURN 0070023 BARROW NaF ADJ /79 674 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 674
AUGUSTA 1211072 RICHMOND Acid ADJ 07/55 71900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------71900
BACONION 1010969 MITCHELL Acid ADJ /75 725 1.0
'TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  725
BAINBRIDGE 0430416 DECATUR Acid ADJ /74 11500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------11500
BALL GROUND 0280279 CHEROKEE NaF ADJ /79 1163 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAT® SYSTTiM---------------------------------  1163
BARNESVILLE 0850819 LAMAR NaSiF6 ADJ 05/55 6700 1.0
MILNER 0850820 LAMAR CONS 350
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7050
BAXLEY 0010001 APPLING Acid ADJ 09/81 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM---------------------------------  4000
BEERY SCHOOLS 0570529 FLOYD NaSiF6 ADJ /68 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3000
BLACKSHEAR 1131039 PIERCE Acid ADJ /74 2900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2900
BLAIRSVILLE 1441256 UNION Acid ADJ /75 1265 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1265
BLAKELY 0490466 EARLY Acid ADJ 10/65 5500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5500
BLUE RIDGE 0550509 FANNIN NaF ADJ /75 2000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2000
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY C HEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BOSTON 1361189 THOMAS NaF ADJ 08/84 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1500
BCWDON 0220164 CARROLL Acid ADJ /79 4900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4900
BREMEN 0710714 HARALSON Acid ADJ /75 4300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4300
BRONWOOD 1351183 TERRELL Acid ADJ /74 350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 350
BROOKS 0560514 FAYETTE NaF ADJ /75 274 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 274
BRQXTON 0340332 COFFEE Acid ADJ 08/85 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1000
BRUNSWICK 0630617 GLYNN Acid ADJ 04/82 25000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  25000
BUENA VISTA 0960945 MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 07/79 1680 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1680
BUFORD 0670661 GWINNETT NaF ADJ 11/68 4700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1IM--------------------------------  4700
BITILER 1331169 TAYLOR Acid ADJ /74 2856 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2856
BYRON 1111032 PEACH Acid ADJ 09/84 1750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1750
CAIRO 0650649 GRADY NaSiF6 ADJ 02/84 8500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 8500
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
CALHOUN 0640646 GORDON NaF ADJ 08/57 17400 1.0
FAIRhOUNT 0640647 GORDON CONS 690
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------  18090
CAMILLA 1010970 MITCHELL Acid ADJ 11/66 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 4500
CANTON 0280280 CHEROKEE Acid ADJ 05/56 7100 1.0
HOLLY SPRINGS 0281652 CHEROKEE CONS 1800
ROCK CREEK EST 0281704 CHEROKEE OONS 300
WOODSTOCK 0280282 CHEROKEE OONS 3400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  12600
CARLTON 0950937 MADISON NaF ADJ /77 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------  300
CARNESVILLE 0590578 ERANKLIN NaF ADJ /79 650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  650
CARROLLTON 0220166 CARROLL NaF ADJ /74 16200 1.0
CARROLL COUNTY 0220165 CARROLL CONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  19200
CARTERSVILLE 0080030 BARTOW Acid ADJ /73 16200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   --------- 16200
CAVE SPRING 0570526 FIOYD NaF ADJ /60 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  3000
CEQARTOWN 1151048 POLK NaSiF6 ADJ 10/82 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------11000
CENTERVILLE 0760752 HOUSTON NaF ADJ /75 2900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  2900
CENTRAL STATE HOSP 0050019 BALDWIN NaF ADJ /76 9500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  9500
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________ ________________________________________ NO_________________________   DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHATSWORTH 1050993 MURRAY NaF ADJ /79 8400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8400
ODCKAMAUGA 1461275 WALKER NaF ADJ 10/83 45000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  45000
CLARKESVILLE 0680677 HABERSHAM NaF ADJ 05/64 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3400
CLAYTON 1191061 RABUN NaF ADJ /75 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4500
CLAYTON COUNTY 0310308 CLAYTON NaSiF6 ADJ /76 82200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  82200
CLEVELAND 1541338 WHITE NaF ADJ /75 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2000
OOBB OOUNTY-MARIETTA WAT ALTffl 0330320 OOBB Acid ADJ 04/62 30 1.0
ACWORTH 0330318 COBB CONS 7700
AUSTELL 0330319 OOBB CONS 4100
CHEROKEE COUNTY 0280281 CHEROKEE CONS 22600
OOBB COUNTY 0330321 OOBB OONS 218000
FULTON 00 (PART) 0600597 FULTON' CONS 14200
ALPHARETTA 060Q592 FULTON OONS 4600
KENNESAW 0330322 OOBB OONS 4700
MARIETTA 0330323 OOBB OONS 61600
MOUNTAIN PARK 0600599 FULTON OONS 410
PAULDING COUNTY 1101024 PAULDING CONS 10900
POWDER SPRINGS 0330324 00BB OONS 4600
SMYRNA 0330325 OOBB OONS 25000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAITER SYSTEM---------------------------------  378440
COCHRAN 0120073 BLECKLEY Acid ADJ 08/81 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6000
COLBERT 0950938 MADISON NaF ADJ /79 600 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
G E O R G IA
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
COLQUITT 1000968 MILLER Acid ADJ 12/84 2400 1.0
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2400
COLUMBIA COUNTY 0360363 COLUMBIA NaF ADJ /76 29300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  29300
COLUMBUS 10609% MUSCOGEE NaSiF6 ADJ /74 152700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 152700
COMER 0950939 MADISON NaF ADJ /79 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1000
COMMERCE 0780778 JACKSON NaSiF6 ADJ /75 5000 1.0
TDIAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 5000
OONYERS 1221098 ROCKDALE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/63 23600 1.0
MILSTEAD 1221099 ROCKDALE CONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 24600
OOOSA WATER AUTHORITY 1441483 UNION NaF ADJ /78 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 800
CORDELE 0400404 CRISP Acid ADJ 04/56 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  12000
CORNELIA 0680678 HABERSHAM NaF ADJ 10/57 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4800
COVINGTON 1070999 NEWTON NaSiF6 ADJ 05/60 11500 1.0
OXFORD 1071748 NEWTON CONS 1800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  13300
CUM4ING 0580536 FORSYTH NaSiF6 ADJ 08/59 5600 1.0
FORSYTH COUNTY 0581747 FORSYTH OONS 630
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  6230
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CUSSETA 0260270 OIATTAHOOCHEE Acid ADJ 10/85 1890 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 1890
CUTHBERT 1201069 RANDOLPH Acid ADJ 04/84 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 4000
DADE COUNTY 0410408 DATE NaF ADJ 02/80 8800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 8800
DAHLONEGA 0930925 LUMPKIN NaF ADJ /74 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2800
DALTON 1551348 WHITFIELD Acid ADJ 04/67 54800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  54800
DANIELSVILLE 0950940 MADISON NaF ADJ /78 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  400
DARIEN 0980950 MCINTOSH NaF ADJ 01/82 2900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2900
DAVISBORO 1501316 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ /75 475 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  475
DAWSON 1351184 TERRELL Acid ADJ /74 5383 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5383
DAWSONVILLE 0420412 DAWSON NaF ADJ /79 1026 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1026
DEKALB COUNTY 0440422 EE KALB Acid ADJ /54 501400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  501400
DONALDSONVILLE 1251119 SEMINOLE Acid ADJ 11/64 3000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3000
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DOUGLAS 0340333 COFFEE Acid ADJ 12/63 12225 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 12225
DOUGLAS COUNTY 0480463 DOUGLAS NaSiF6 ADJ 39900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 39900
DOUGLASVILLE 0480464 DOUGLAS ADJ /74 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5600
DUBLIN 0870825 LAURENS NaSiF6 ADJ 12/60 14100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------14100
EAST DUBLIN 0870827 LAURENS NaF ADJ 06/81 2515 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2515
EAST POINT 0600595 FULTON Acid ADJ 07/69 38500 1.0
COLLEGE PARK 0600594 FULTON CONS 21100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 59600
EASTMAN 0450426 DODGE Acid ADJ 11/56 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 6000
EATCNTON 1171053 PUTNAM NaSiF6 ADJ 12/60 4600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4600
EDI SCW 0190150 CALHOUN Acid ADJ /74 1210 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1210
ELBERTON 0520490 ELBERT NaSiF6 ADJ 12/57 10800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 10800
ELLAVILLE 1231106 SCHLEY NaF ADJ /75 1397 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1397
ELLIJAY 0610608 GILMER NaF ADJ /74 1800 1.0
EAST ELLIJAY 0611630 GILMER OONS 350
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2150
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EMERSON 0081485 BARTOW NaF ADJ /75 1001 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1001
FITZGERALD 0090045 BEN HILL NaSiF6 ADJ 06/57 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 12000
FLCK/ILLA-INDIAN SPRINGS 0180139 BUTTS NAIL 1200 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1200
FLOWERY BRANCH 0690690 HALL NaF ADJ /79 984 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 984
FLOYD COUNTY 0570527 FLOYD NaF ADJ /75 24100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------24100
POLKSTON 0240182 CHARLTON Acid ADJ 05/82 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3300
FORSYTH 1020976 MONROE NaF ADJ 06/57 4700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4700
PORT BENNING 1062040 MUSCOGEE NaF ADJ /73 43000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  43000
FORT GAINES 0300306 CLAY NATL 1325 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1325
PORT GORDON 1212041 RICHMOND NaF ADJ /55 13300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  13300
PORT STEWART 0892218 BRYAN NaF ADJ /69 15200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  15200
PORT VALLEY 1111033 PEACH NaF ADJ 06/55 10400 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  10400
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FRANKLIN 0740736 HEARD NaF ADJ /78 850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  850
FRANKLIN SPRINGS 0590579 FRANKLIN NaF ADJ /75 700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 700
GAINESVILLE 0690691 HALL NaSiF6 ADJ 06/52 44000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 44000
GARDEN CITY 0250191 CHATHAM NaSiF6 ADJ 06/83 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8500
GLENNVIUJE 1321165 TATTNALL NaF ADJ 08/81 5180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5180
GORDON 1581361 WILKINSON NaF ADJ 05/82 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------  2800
GRACEWOOD STATE SCHOOL & HOSP 1211095 RICHMOND NaF ADJ 12/61 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1200
GRANTVILUE 0380382 COWETA NaF ADJ /75 1128 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1128
GRAY 0840810 JONES NaF ADJ 04/85 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3000
GREENSBORO 0660655 GREENE NaF ADJ /75 2700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2700
GREENVILLE 0990957 MERIWEMHER NaF ADJ /75 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1500
GRIFFIN-SPAULDING 1261125 SPALDING NaSiF6 ADJ 10/54 38100 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------38100
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GKOVEKMN 0360364 COLUMBIA NaF ADJ 10/80 3500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3500
GUYTON 0510476 EFFINGHAM Acid ADJ /74 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 800
GWINNETT COUNTY 0670665 GWINNETT Acid ADJ 12/63 132400 1.0
DACULA 0670662 GWINNETT CONS 1800
DULUTH 0670663 GWINNETT CONS 3900
GRAYSON 0670664 GWINNETT OONS 560
LAWRENCEVILLE 0670666 GWINNETT OONS 8800
LOGANVILLE 0670667 GWINNETT OONS 2300
NORCROSS 0670668 GWINNETT OONS 2600
SUGAR HILL 0670670 GWINNETT OONS 2500
WALNUT GROVE 1471294 WALTON OONS 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 156360
HAHIRA 0920880 LOWNDES Acid ADJ /84 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1800
HARALSON COUNTY 0711457 HARALSON Acid ADJ /75 900 1.0
BUCHANAN 0710715 HARALSON OONS 1300
TALLAPOOSA 0710716 HARALSON OONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTTM-------------------------------- 5200
HARLEM 0360365 COLUMBIA NaF ADJ /65 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1800
HARRIS CO 0722253 HARRIS NaF ADJ 07/85 2400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------   2400
HARTWELL 0730728 HART NaF ADJ 07/65 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5600
HAWKINSVILLE 1161052 PULASKI NaF ADJ /74 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4800
HAZELHURST 0800792 JEFF DAVIS Acid ADJ /70 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4500
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HENRY COUNTY 0750741 HENRY NaF ADJ /75 11300 1.0
STOCKBRIDGE 0750744 HENRY CONS 1700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 13000
HEPZIBAH 1211074 RICHMOND NaF ADJ /74 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 1500
HINESVILLE 0890862 LIBERTY Acid ADJ /81 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------11000
HOGANSVILLE 1411229 TROUP NaSiF6 ADJ 09/55 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM---------------------------------  3400
HOMERVILLE 0320314 CLINCH Acid ADJ /74 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3400
HOSCfflON 0780779 JACKSON NaF ADJ /79 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
HOUSTON COUNTY 0760757 HOUSTON NaF ADJ /77 8900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8900
HUNTER AIR FORCE BASE 0252217 CHATHAM NaF ADJ 11/59 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3300
IDEAL 0940928 MACON NaF ADJ /74 543 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  543
I  LA 0950941 MADISON NaF ADJ /79 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 400
JASPER 1121034 PICKENS NaSiF6 ADJ /75 4300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4300
JEFFERSON 0780780 JACKSON NaF ADJ /75 2400 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2400
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JESUP 1511326 WAYNE Acid ADJ 05/82 9500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM---------------------------------  9500
JONES 00 0840812 JONES NaF ADJ /81 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4500
JONESBORO 0310310 CLAYTON NaF ADJ 08/65 4100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4100
LA FAYETTE 1461277 WALKER NaF ADJ 12/60 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  12000
LAGRANGE 1411230 TROUP Acid ADJ 04/56 32300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 32300
LAKELAND 0860822 LANIER Acid ADJ 10/83 2569 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2569
LAVONIA 0590580 ERANKLIN NaF ADJ 12/68 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2200
LEESBURG 0880846 LEE Acid ADJ 05/85 1250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1250
LILLY 0460431 DOOLY NaF ADJ /74 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 200
LINOOLNTON 0900877 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /69 1700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1700
LOCUST GROVE 0750742 HENRY NaF ADJ /75 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1100
LOUISVILLE 0810795 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ /55 5000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5000
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LUDOWICI 0910879 DONG Acid ADJ /74 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2000
LULA 0690692 HALL NaF ADJ /75 810 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 810
LUMBER CITY 1341174 TELFAIR Acid ADJ /84 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM--------------------------------  1500
UMPKIN 1281143 STEWART Acid ADJ 08/85 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1600
LYONS 1381217 TOOMBS Acid ADJ 10/69 3900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------• -  -  3900
MACON-BIBB CO 0110053 BIBB Acid ADJ 07/82 145600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 145600
MADISON 1040990 MORGAN NaSiF6 ADJ 12/64 4100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 4100
MANCHESTER 0990960 MERIWETHER NaSiF6 ADJ 04/60 4200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4200
MANSFIELD 1071000 NEWTON NaF ADJ /75 340 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  340
MARSHALLVILLE 0940929 MAOON NaF ADJ 08/84 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1600
MAYSVILUE 0060021 BANKS NaF ADJ /79 533 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  533
MC CAYSVILLE 0550510 FANNIN NaF ADJ /79 2800 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  2800
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MC RAE 1341175 TELFAIR NaF AW /74 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3400
MCDONOUGH 0750743 HENRY NaSiF6 ADJ /81 4100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  4100
MEIGS 1361191 THOMAS Acid ADJ 05/85 1300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  1300
MTT.TKnnFVTT.TJ: 0050014 BALDWIN NaF ADJ 11/64 13300 1.0
BALDWIN COUNTY 0050013 BALDWIN CONS 7300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20600
MTT.TKN 0820801 JENKINS NaSiF6 ADJ 04/84 1050 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1050
MONROE 1471287 WALTON NaSiF6 ADJ 08/52 120001 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 120001
MOMIEZUMA 0940930 MACON Acid ADJ 03/60 4250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM '----------------------------- 4250
MONTI CELLO 0790788 JASPER NaF ADJ 05/59 2700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2700
MONTOIDSE 0870828 LAURENS NaF ADJ /75 250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 250
MOODY AIR FORCE BASE 0922661 LOWNDES NaF ADJ /75 5800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 5800
MORGANTON 0550512 FANNIN NaF ADJ /75 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 900
MOULTRIE 0350345 COLQUITT NaSiF6 ADJ /83 17500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 17500
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MDUNT VERNON 1030984 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ /84 1579 1.0
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1579
NAHUNTA 0130079 BRANTLEY Acid ADJ /75 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1100
NASHVILLE 0100048 BERRIEN Acid ADJ /75 5500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 5500
NEWNAN 0380383 COWETA NaSiF6 ADJ 07/58 11400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------11400
NICHOLLS 0340334 COFFEE Acid ADJ 08/85 1150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1150
NOTLA WATER AUTHORITY 1441259 UNION NaF ADJ /75 1380 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1380
OCILLA 0770774 IRWIN Acid ADJ 10/70 3100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3100
PALMETTO 0600600 FULTON NaF ADJ /75 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2100
PEARSON 0020008 ATKINSON Acid ADJ 06/83 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2100
PELHAM 1010972 MITCHELL Acid ADJ 10/80 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4500
PEMBROKE 0150091 BRYAN Acid ADJ 08/84 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2100
PERRY 0760758 HOUSTON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/58 8259 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  8259
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PLAINS 1291152 SUMTER NaF ADJ /74 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1200
FOOIJ® 0250192 CHAJHAM Acid ADJ 05/82 3160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3160
PORTAL 0160104 BULLOCH NaF ADJ /74 650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 650
POULAN 1591368 WORTH Acid ADJ /74 295 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 295
PRESTON 1521334 WEBSTER NaF ADJ /75 650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 650
QUIIMAN 0140083 BROOKS Acid ADJ 03/81 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5000
REIDSVILLE 1321167 TATTNALL Acid ADJ 06/84 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2800
REYNOLDS 1331170 TAYLOR ' NaF ADJ 11/64 1253 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1253
RICHLAND 1281145 STEWART Acid ADJ 03/83 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2000
RICHMOND COUNTY 1211076 RICHMOND NaF ADJ /81 46000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  46000
ROBINS AIR FORCE BASE 0764332 HOUSTON NaSiF6 ADJ /60 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5600
ROCHELLE 1561355 WIL0QX Acid ADJ 03/66 1600 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1600
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ROCKMART 1151050 POLK NaSiF6 ADJ /70 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6500
ROME 0570528 FLOYD Acid ADJ 06/52 40400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  40400
ROSWELL 0600601 FlILTON NaSiF6 ADJ /68 8700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  —-------------------------- 8700
ROYSTON 0590581 FRANKLIN NaSiF6 ADJ 10/65 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2300
SANDERSVILLE 1501321 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ /81 5420 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5420
SAVANNAH 0250194 CHATHAM NaF ADJ /74 159000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  159000
SI LOAM 0660656 GREENE NATL 350 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 350
SOCIAL CIRCLE 1471288 WALTON NaF ADJ /75 2700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2700
SOPERTON 1401228 TREUTLEN NaF ADJ 04/82 2900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2900
SPRINGFIELD 0510478 EFFINGHAM Acid ADJ /74 1300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1300
ST MARYS 0200154 CAMDEN NaSiF6 ADJ 09/81 105000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  105000
ST SIMONS WATER DIST 0630618 GLYNN NATL 10665 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  10665
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STATESBORO 0160106 BULLOCH Acid ADJ 10/55 16000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 16000
STATHAM 0070024 BARROW NaF ADJ /79 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1200
SUMMERVILLE 0270275 CHATTOOGA NaF ADJ /79 9400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 9400
SUWANEE 0670671 GWINNETT NaF ADJ /78 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  200
SWMNSBORO 0530499 EMANUEL NaF ADJ /74 7800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  7800
SYLVANIA 1241110 SCREVEN Acid ADJ /74 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5000
SYLVESTER 1591370 WORTH NaF ADJ 11/64 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  6000
TALLULAH FALLS 1191062 RABUN NaF ADJ /79 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  400
TENNESSEE-AMERICÄN WER 00, TN 1461279 CATOOSA Acid ADJ /52 0 1.0
PORT OGLETHORPE 0230179 CATOOSA CONS 4300
RINQQOLD 0230180 CATOOSA OONS 1900
ROSSVILLE WALKER OONS 7800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  14000
THOMASTON 1451262 UPSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/61 9200 1.0
UPSON COUNTY 1451263 UPSON OONS 9200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  18400
THCMASVILLE 1361194 THOMAS NaF ADJ 11/54 20000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  20000
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G E O R G IA
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
THOMSON 0970947 MCDUFFIE Acid ADJ /69 9900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 9900
TTFTON 1371200 TIFT NaF ADJ /75 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 15000
TOCOQA 1271133 STEPHENS Acid ADJ 05/61 12001 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 12001
TWIN CITY 0530500 EMANUEL Acid ADJ 05/83 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1600
TYBEE ISLAND 02501% CHATHAM NAIL 2500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2500
UNADILLA 0460433 UNADILLA NaF ADJ 08/85 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2100
UNION POINT 0660657 GREENE NaF ADJ /75 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2500
VALDOSTA 0920882 LOWNDES Acid ADJ 04/54 39550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  39550
VIDALLA 1381219 TOOMBS Acid ADJ /75 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------11000
VIENNA 0460434 DOOLY Acid ADJ /74 940 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  940
VILLA RICA 0220170 CARROLL NaF ADJ /74 4200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  4200
WADLEY 0810797 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 111 1989 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1989
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY C HEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALKER GO WA 1461278 WALKER NaSiF6 ADD /84 22400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEK SYSTEM---------------------------------  22400
WARM SPRINGS FOUNDATION 0990966 MERIWETHER NaF ADJ 10/62 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  750
WARNER ROBINS 0760759 HOUSTON NaF ADJ 11/62 45000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  45000
WARRENTON 1491315 WARREN NaF ADJ 12/70 2900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2900
WASHINGTON 1571359 WILKES NaSiF6 ADJ 10/70 7800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7800
WATKLNSVILLE-OOCNEE 00 WA 1081013 OCONEE Acid ADJ /74 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1200
WAYCROSS 1481298 WARE NaF ADJ 11/55 21350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------21350
WAYNESBORO 0170130 BURKE Acid ADJ 03/63 5100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5100
WEST POINT 1411231 TROUP NaF ADJ 04/57 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------   5600
WHITE PLAINS 0660658 GREENE NaF ADJ 06/82 260 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  260
WILLAOOOCHEE 0020009 ATKINSON Acid ADJ 04/85 1750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1750
WINDER 0070025 BARROW NaF ADJ /75 13000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  13000
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
WOODBURY 0990962 MERIWETHER NaF ADJ /75 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1600
WRENS 0810798 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ /55 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3000
WRIGHTSVILLE 0830809 JOHNSON NaF ADJ 09/80 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2300
YOUNG HARRIS 1391224 TOWNS NaF ADJ /75 549 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 549
ZEBULON 1141046 PIKE NaF ADJ 12/85 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1400
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BARBER'S POINT 0000355 HONOLULU . NaF ADJ 5700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5700
FORT SHAFTER 0000341 HONOLULU NaF ADJ 11/55 5000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5000
KANEOHE MARINE CORPS AIR STA 0000356 HONOLULU NaF ADJ 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 15000
LUALUALEI 0000358 HONOLULU NaF ADJ 970 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 970
MARL HARBOR 0000360 HONOLULU NaF ADJ /58 63900 0.7
HICKAM AFB 0000350 HONOLULU OONS 15800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 79700
SCHOFIELD BARRACK 0000345 HONOLULU NaF ADJ 11/56 28000 0.7
NAVCAM EAST PAC 0000357 HONOLULU OONS 2100
WHEELER AFB 0000352 HONOLULU OONS 3200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  33300
TRIPLER 0000346 HONOLULU NaF ADJ 2900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  2900
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARM) 6030002 BANNOCK NATL 338 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 338
ASHTON 7220004 FREMONT NATL 1219 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1219
BOISE (PART) 4010016 ADA NATL 45000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1TM-------------------------------- 45000
BONNERS FERRY 1110003 BOUNDARY NaSiF6 ADJ 03/52 1906 1.0
NORTH WATER COMPANY 1110022 BOUNDARY CONS 250
SOUTH HILL WATER 00 1110026 BOUNDARY CONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2656
BEUNEAU 3370007 OWYHEE NAIL 200 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 200
BUHL 5420007 TWIN FALLS NAIL 3629 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 3629
CALDWELL 3140013 CANYON NATL 17699 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 17699
CASTLEPORD 5240010 TWIN FALLS NATL 191 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 191
CLAYTON CUSTER NATL 43 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  43
ELK RIVER 2180013 CLEARWATER NATL 265 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-------------------------------  265
EMMETT 3230012 GEM NAIL 4605 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4605
FILER 5420021 TWIN FALLS NAIL 1645 2.6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1645
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W ATER SYSTEM and  EPA COUNTY CH EM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ___________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
FRUITLAND 3380005 PAYETTE NATL 2456 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2456
GLENNS FERRY 4200022 ELMDRE NATL 1374 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1374
GRANDVIEW 3370010 OWYHEE NAIL 366 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 366
GRANGEVILLE 2250023 IDAHO NATL 3666 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3666
GREENLEAF 3140041 CANYON NATL 664 0.8
•TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 664
HEADQUARTERS 2180029 CLEARWAIER NaSiF6 ADJ /58 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM-------------------------------  200
HEYBURN 5340006 MINIDOKA NATL 2886 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2886
HOLLISTER 5420030 TWIN FALLS NATL 167 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- ■ 167
HOMEDALE 3370012 OWYHEE NATL 2078 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2078
KING HILL 4200026 ELMDRE NAIL 110 15.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  110
KUNA 4010085 ADA NATL 1767 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1767
LEWISTON 2350014 NEZ PERCE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/47 27986 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  27986
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CH EM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
MARSING 3370013 OWYHEE NAIL 786 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   786
MELBA 3140070 CANYON NATL 300 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------   300
MIDVALE 3440007 WASHINGTON NATL 205 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  205
MINIDOKA 5340010 MINIDOKA NATL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
MOSCOW 2290029 LATAH NATL 16513 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------16513
MOUNTAIN HOME 4200032 ELMORE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/82 7540 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7540
MDUNIAIN HCME AFB 4200054 ELMORE NaSiF6 ADJ 10/60 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6000
MURPHY 3370014 OWYHEE NATL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
NAMPA 3140080 CANYON NATL 25112 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------  25112
NEW MEADOWS 3020012 ADAMS NATL 575 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  575
NEWDALE 7220047 FREMDNT NAIL 329 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  329
PARKER 7220051 raEMDNT NATL 262 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  262
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CH EM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
PARMA 3140089 CANYON NATL 1820 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------  1820
REXBURG 7330022 MADISON NAIL 11559 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 11559
ROBERTS 7260035 JEFFERSON NAIL 466 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  466
RUPERT 5340017 MINIDOKA NATL 5476 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5476
SANDPOINT 1090121 BONNER NaSiF6 ADJ 04/52 4460 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------   4460
ST ANTHONY 7220067 FREMONT NATL 3212 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3212
TETON 7220072 FREMDNT NATL 559 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 559
TWIN FALLS 5420058 TWIN FALLS NAIL 26209 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 26209
WHTTEBIRD 2250068 IMHO NATL 154 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 154
WILDER 3140138 CANYON NATL 1260 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1260
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABINGDON WS 0950050 KNOK NAIL 4210 2 .A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4210
ADDISON WS 0430050 DU PAGE Acid ADJ /61 28836 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM---------------------------- 28836
ADGPTV WAIER OOM4 1175200 MACOUPIN Acid ADJ 07/68 25235 1.0
AUBURN 1670050 SANGAMDN CONS 3200
DIVERNON 1670450 SANGAMON CONS 1100
GIRARD 1170450 SANGAMON CONS 2250
NILWOOD 1170750 MACOUPIN OONS 1290
PAWNEE 1670850 SANGAMON OONS 2510
THAYER 1671250 SANGAMDN OONS 850
VIRDEN 1171100 MACOUPIN OONS 3780
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 40215
ALBANY WS 1950050 WHITESIDE Acid ADJ 05/68 1014 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1014
ALBERS WS 0270050 CLINTON Acid ADJ /70 680 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM---------------------------- 680
ALBION WS 0470050 EDWARDS Acid ADJ 11/68 4200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4200
ALEDO WS 1310050 MERCER NATL 3881 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3881
ALEXIS WS 1874000 WARREN NATL 1076 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1076
ALGONQUIN WS 1110050 MCHENRY Acid ADJ 01/71 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  6000
ALHAMBRA WS 1190050 MADISON NAIL 985 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 985
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALLENDALE WS 1850050 WABASH NaF ADJ 11/70 945 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 945
ALLERT0N WS 1834020 VERMILION Acid ADJ 05/68 320 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 320
ALPHA WS 0730050 HENRY NATL 815 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 815
ALTAM3NT WS 0490050 EFFINGHAM Acid ADJ 01/71 2550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2550
ALTO PASS WS 1815150 UNION NaF ADJ 03/67 369 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 369
ALTON WC 1195150 MADISON Acid ADJ 10/68 59486 1.0
BRIGHTON 1174160 MACOUPIN CONS 5375
BUNKER HILL 1170100 MACOUPIN CONS 2000
FOREST HCMES-MAPLE PARK 1195100 MADISON CONS 1800
POSTERBURG EWD 1195220 MADISON CONS 3375
SIU 1195540 MADISON CONS 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCErWATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 72436
ALTONA WS 0950100 KNOX NATL 650 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  650
ALVIN WS 1830050 VERMILION Acid ADJ 02/68 378 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 378
AMBOY WS 1030050 LEE Acid ADJ 06/60 2377 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2377
ANCHOR WS 1130050 MCLEAN NATL 192 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  192
ANDALUSIA WS 1610050 ROCK ISLAND NaF ADJ /70 1238 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1238
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CON SECU TIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_______________________________________________  DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ANDOVER WS 0730100 HENRY NaF ADJ 12/70 612 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  612
ANNA-JONESBORO WC 1815050 UNION Acid ADJ 07/68 105 1.0
ANNA 1810050 UNION OONS 8400
SHAWNEE VALLEY EWD 1815550 UNION OONS 925
JONESBORO WC 1810250 UNION OONS 1920
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------11350
ANNAWAN WS 0730150 HENRY NaF ADJ 12/70 908 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  908
ANTIOCH WS 0970050 LAKE NATL 4419 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4419
APPLE CANYON UTIL 00 0855150 JO DAVIESS Acid ADJ /70 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
APPLE RIVER WS 0850050 JO DAVIESS Acid ADJ 12/68 472 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  472
AROOLAWS 0410050 DOUGLAS NaF ADJ /70 2714 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2714
ARENZVILLE WS 0170050 CASS Acid ADJ /70 495 1.0
CONCORD 1370100 MORGAN OONS 240
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  735
ARGENTA WS 1150050 MAOON Acid ADJ 06/68 994 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  994
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS WS 0314030 000K NAIL 66116 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 66116
ARLINGTON WS 0110050 BUREAU Acid ADJ 12/69 236 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  236
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________ .____________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARMINGTON WS 1790050 TAZEWELL NaF ADJ 01/69 297 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  297
AROMA PARK WS 0910050 KANKAKEE Acid ADJ 06/68 673 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 673
ARROWSMITH WS 1130100 MCLEAN NAIL 292 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 292
AR3HUR WS 1394040 MOULTRIE Acid ADJ 04/68 2122 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2122
ASHKLM WS 0750050 IROQUOIS Acid ADJ /70 735 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 735
ASHLAND WS 0170100 GASS Acid ADJ 07/67 1351 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1351
ASHLEY WS 0890100 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 12/70 658 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  658
ASHMDRE WS 0290050 COLES NaF ADJ 03/69 883 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------- 883
ASHTON WS 1030100 LEE Acid ADJ 11/69 1140 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1140
ASKVIG IMP ASSOCIATION 1415150 OGLE Acid ADJ /72 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  300
ASSUMPTION WS 0210050 CHRISTIAN NaF ADJ 08/53 1283 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1283
ASTORIA WS 0570050 FULTON Acid ADJ /70 1370 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1370
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
A3HENS WS 1290050 MENARD Acid ADJ 11/69 1970 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1970
A3KENS0N WS 0730200 HENRY NATL 1138 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1138
ATLANTA WS 1070050 LOGAN NaF ADJ /70 1807 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1807
A3WOOD WS 0414060 PIATT NaF ADJ 07/75 1464 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1464
AURORA WS 0894070 KANE NATL 81293 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM ------------------------- 81293
AVISTON WS 0270100 CLINTON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/67 846 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 846
AVON WS 0570100 FULTON NaF ADJ 10/69 1019 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1019
BAILEY SUBD 0115100 BUREAU Acid ADJ /69 42 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  42
BALCITIS SUBD 2015100 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ /52 140 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------------------  140
BALDWIN WS 1570050 RANDOLPH Acid ADJ /70 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  750
BAUDRAL HEIGHTS SUBD 1975180 WILL Acid ADJ /56 448 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-------------------------------  448
BARDOLPH WS 1090050 MCDONOUGH NATL 294 3.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  294
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W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BARRINGTON WOODS WS 0315050 OOOK NaF ADJ 10/67 280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 280
BARRINGTON WS 0974080 LAKE Acid ADJ 11/67 9029 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 9029
BARRON SUBD 2035400 WOODFORD Acid ADJ /68 45 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  45
BARRY WS 0490050 PIKE Acid ADJ 07/70 1487 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1487
BARTELSO WS 0270150 CLINTON Acid ADJ /71 439 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 439
BARTLETT WS 0314120 OOOK Acid ADJ 12/67 13254 1.0
HERRICK HOUSE (SOI) 0317750 COOK CONS 60
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 13314
BATAVIA WS 0894130 KANE NATL 12574 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------- 12574
BATCHKMN WS 0130050 CALHOUN NaSiF6 ADJ 07/72 350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  350
BAYLES LAKE OWN ASSN 0755110 IROQUOIS Acid ADJ /68 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 400
BAYLIS WS 1490100 PIKE NATL 299 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  299
BEARDSTOWN WS 0170150 CASS Acid ADJ /68- 6338 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTSM------------------------------  6338
BEASON CHESTNUT EWD 1075150 LOGAN Acid ADJ /73 500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  500
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CH EM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEAVERVILLE WS 0750100 IROQUOIS NaF ADJ /70 442 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  442
BEECHER (VILLAGE) 1970050 WILL NATL 2025 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2025
BEECHER CITY WS 0490100 EFFINGHAM NaF ADJ 01/71 635 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 635
BEL AIR SUBDIVISION 1975130 WILL NATL 100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
BELKNAP WS 0870050 JOHNSON NaF ADJ 07/79 172 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 172
BELLFLCWER WS 1130150 MCLEAN NaF ADJ 06/71 421 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 421
BELLMQNT WS 1850100 WABASH NATL 307 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 307
BELLWOOD WS 0310150 OOOK NATL 19811 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------19811
BELMONT ACRES SUBD 0755150 IROQUOIS Acid ADJ /61 120 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  120
BELM3NT-HICHW00D PWD 0435180 DU PAGE Acid ADJ /24 581 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  581
BELOIT, WI 1540112 ROCK Acid ADJ 04/49 0 1.0
SOUTH BELOIT WS 2010450 WINNEBAGO OONS 4088
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  4088
BELVEDERE WS 0070050 BOONE Acid ADJ 03/71 15176 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------15176
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEMENI WS 1470050 PIAIT Acid ADJ /70 1770 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  1770
BENSENVILLE WS 0434140 DU PAGE NATL 16124 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 16124
BENSON WS 2030050 WOODFORD NaF ADJ /70 460 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  460
BETfflALTO WS 1190150 MADISON Acid ADJ 10/68 20300 1.0
MEADOWBROOK FWD 1195200 MADISON CONS 1440
MM) PWD 1195250 MADISON OONS 545
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 22285
BETTHANY WS 1390100 MOULTRIE Acid ADJ 09/68 1550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BjY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1550
BEVERLY MANOR SUB-GRANT 1795100 TAZEWELL Acid ADJ /43 175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 175
BEVERLY MANOR SUB-MOGINLEY 1795110 TAZEWELL Acid ADJ 04/69 30 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------- 30
BEVERLY MANOR SUB-VOHLAND 1795120 TAZEWELL Acid ADJ 04/69 620 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 620
BIGGSVILLE WS 0710050 HENDERSON NATL 411 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 411
BIRDS-PINKSTAFF WS 1015300 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ /70 465 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 465
BISHOP HILL WS 0730250 HENRY NAIL 166 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 166
BISMARCK EWD 1835250 VERMILION Acid ADJ /70 1100 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1100
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BLAKE WATER OORP 0955150 KNOX NAIL 160 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  160
BLANDINSVILLE WS 1090100 MCDONOUGH Acid ADJ 11/70 990 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  990
BLOCMINGDALE WS 0430100 DU PAGE Acid ADJ /65 13000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 13000
BLOOMINGTON WS 1130200 MCLEAN Acid ADJ 12/70 52700 1.0
BLOOMINGTON TWP WD 1135120 MCLEAN CONS 1210
HICKORY HIGLANDS WC 1135200 MCLEAN CONS 350
HUDSON 1130700 MCLEAN CONS 940
TOWANDA 1131050 MCLEAN OONS 700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 55900
BLUE MOUND WS 1150100 MAOON Acid ADJ 03/71 1338 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1338
BLUFFS WS 1710100 SCOTT Acid ADJ 06/68 821 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 821
BOLINGBROOK OAK TREE 1974152 WILL Acid ADJ /77 185 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   185
BOLINGBROOK WS 1974150 WILL Acid ADJ /70 12500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  12500
BONE GAP WS 0470100 EDWARDS NaF ADJ 12/70 450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  450
BONNIE-BRAE PORS MAN SD 1975140 WILL Acid ADJ /64 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------   2200
BORDEN CHEMICAL (ILLIOPOLIS) 1675110 SANGAMDN NaF ADJ /68 1200 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1200
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and E P /T " COUNTY C HEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BOWEN WS 0670200 HANCOCK NaSiF6 ADJ /69 525 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 525
BRACEVILLE WS 0630050 GRUNDY NATL 721 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 721
BRADFORD WS 1750050 STARK NATL 924 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 924
BRADLEY HEIGHTS SUBD 2015050 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ /25 192 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 192
BRAIDWOOD WS 1970150 WILL NATL 3429 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3429
BREESE WS 0270250 CLINTON NaSiF6 ADJ 03/56 4059 1.0
ST ROSE PWD 0275250 CLINTON CONS 1170
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5229
BREEZEWAY SUBD 1795150 TAZEWELL NaF ADJ /48 175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE JIAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  175
BRIARWOOD ACRES SUBD 0375050 EE KALB Acid ADJ /71 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 200
BRIMFIELD WS 1430150 PEORIA NATL 890 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  890
BROADLANDS 0190050 CHAMPAIGN NaF ADJ /68 350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  350
BRQADWELL WS 1070100 LOGAN Acid ADJ /66 183 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  183
BROCTON WS 0450050 EDGAR Acid ADJ 02/71 393 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  393
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BROOKPORT WS 1270050 MASSAC Acid ADJ 12/71 1128 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1128
BROOKVIEW SUBD 1435100 PEORIA Acid ADJ /61 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------  300
BROWNING WS 1690050 SCHUYLER Acid ADJ /76 300 1.0
HICKQRY-KERTON COOP 1695200 SCHUYLER CONS 250
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  550
BRUSSELS WS 0130100 CALHOUN NaF ADJ 06/69 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  400
BRYANT WS 0570200 FULTON NATL 333 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  333
BUCK LAKE ESTATES 0375100 DE KALB Acid ADJ /72 130 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  130
BUCKINGHAM WS 0910250 KANKAKEE NATL 330 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  330
BUCKLEJY WS 0750150 IROQUOIS Acid ADJ 10/70 604 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  604
BUDA WS 0110100 BUREAU NATL 668 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  668
BUFFALO GROVE WS 0314180 OOOK NATL 22230 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  22230
BURLINGTON WS 0890150 KANE Acid ADJ 07/68 442 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 442
BURR RIDGE WS 0434190 DU PAGE Acid ADJ 06/68 3833 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 3833
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUSHNELL WS 1090150 MCDONOUGH NATL 3811 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  3811
BUYSSE SUBD 0735000 HENRY Acid ADJ /68 280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------- 280
BYRON WS 1410100 OGLE Acid ADJ 10/68 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  2200
CABERY WS 0534200 KANKAKEE NATL 327 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  327
CAIRO WS 0035030 ALEXANDER NaF ADJ 10/68 5931 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5931
CALHOUN WS 1590050 RICHLAND NATL 267 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  267
CAMARQO WS 0410100 DOUGLAS NaF ADJ /70 428 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  428
CAMBRIDGE WS 0730300 HENRY NATL 2217 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -   ----------------------------  2217
CAMELOT UTIL INC 1975200 WILL NATL 385 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  385
CAMEUXT WC INC 1435450 PEORIA Acid ADJ /71 870 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  870
CAMPBELLS WC NO 1 1315250 MERCER NAIL 56 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  56
CAMPBELLS WC NO 2 1315300 MERCER NATL 28 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM---------------------------------  28
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________ ___________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
CAMPGROVE WS 1235100 MARSHALL NATL 100 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------    100
CAMPUS WS 1050050 LIVINGSTON NaF ADJ /70 224 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  224
CANDLEWICK LAKE UTIL CD 0075050 BOONE NaF ADJ /75 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  200
CANTON WS 0570250 FULTON Acid ADJ 06/67 15161 1.0
DUNFERMLINE-ST DAVID WC 0575150 FULTON OONS 1200
NORRIS WS 0570750 FULTON OONS 276
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  16637
CAPRON WS 0070100 BOONE Acid ADJ /70 678 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------  678
CARBON CUFF WS 1610100 ROCK ISLAND Acid ADJ /70 1578 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1578
CARBON HILL WS 0630100 GRUNDY NATL 406 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------  406
CARBONDALE WS 0770150 JACKSON NaSiF6 ADJ /70 27600 1.0
BUNCOMBE WD 0775120 JACKSON OONS 800
CRAB ORCHARD IWD 0775050 JACKSON OONS 2145
LAKESIDE PWD 0775150 JACKSON OONS 1800
SIU 0775450 JACKSON OONS 5800
SOUTH HIGHWAY FWD 0775400 JACKSON OONS 8420
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  46565
CARLINVILLE WS 1170150 MACOUPIN NaSiF6 ADJ 11/69 5612 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5612
CARIOCK WS 1130250 (CLEAN Acid ADJ 09/68 410 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 410
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IL L IN O IS
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
CARLYLE WS 0270300 CLINTON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/52 3650 1.0
BECHEMEYER 0270200 CLINTON CONS 1300
CARLYLE SOUTHWEST EWD 0275120 CLINTON CONS 540
CLINTON CNTY EAST PWD 0275150 CLINTON CONS 1440
HOFFMAN RURAL WD 0275230 CLINTON CONS 165
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7095
CARMI WS 1930100 WHITE Acid ADJ 07/68 7665 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7665
CAROL STREAM WS 0430200 DU PAGE Acid ADJ /69 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 20000
CARPENTERSVILLE WS 0890200 KANE Acid ADJ 11/66 23272 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 23272
CARRIERS MILLS WS 1650050 SALINE NaF ADJ 10/69 2268 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2268
CARROLL HEIGHTS SUBD 0155200 CARROLL Acid ADJ /73 80 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  80
CARROLLTON WS 0610050 GREENE Acid ADJ 12/69 2816 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2816
CARTHAGE WS 0670250 HANCOCK NaF ADJ 11/70 3350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3350
CARY WS 1110100 MCHENRY Acid ADJ 12/66 6640 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  6640
CASEY WS 0230050 CLARK NaF ADJ 08/52 3026 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------   3026
CATERPILLAR TRAILS SUB 2035030 WOODFORD Acid ADJ /56 2500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2500
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)








STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
CAVE IN ROCK WS 0690050 HARDIN NaF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
CEDAR BROCK ESTATES SUB 1615170 ROCK ISLAND Acid
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM




TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
0995040 LA SALLE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
1770050 STEPHENSON Acid
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
CENTRAL ALEXANDER 00 EWD 0035100 ALEXANDER Acid
CENTRAL ILL UITL 00
CENTRALLA WS 












TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
0955200 KNOX













TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------
1470100 PIATT Acid
















 ------- --- -  766
/73 2765









































IL L IN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and “  EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHADWICK WS 0150050 CARROLL Acid ADJ /70 631 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------- 631
CHANDLERVILLE WS 0170200 CASS NaF ADJ 12/70 842 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  842
CHANNAH0N (VILLAGE) 1970200 WILL NATL 100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
CHANOTE AEB 0195637 CHAMPAIGN Acid ADJ /69 14000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  14000
CHAPIN 1370050 MORGAN Acid ADJ /55 650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  650
CHARLESTON WS 0290100 COLES Acid ADJ 12/65 19355 1.0
EASTERN ILL UNIV 0295500 OOLES CONS 10500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  29855
(MARMAR WC 0975350 LAKE NATL 182 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  182
CHATSWORTH WS 1050100 LIVINGSTON NaF ADJ 10/69 1187 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1187
CHEBANSE WS 0754240 IROQUOIS Acid ADJ /70 1191 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1191
CHENQA WS 1130300 MCLEAN NATL 1847 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1847
CHERRY DALE SUBD 1615120 ROCK ISLAND Acid ADJ /68 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
CHERRY HILL SUBD 1975280 WILL Acid ADJ /68 790 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  790
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














CHERRY WS 0110200 BUREAU NaF ADJ 11/70 541
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 541
CHERRYVALE EAST APTS 1015470 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ /78 180
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 180
CHESTER WS 1570100 RANDOLPH NaSiF6 ADJ 12/51 8027
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 8027
CHESTERFIELD WS 1170200 MAOOUPIN NaF ADJ 11/69 280
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 280
CHEVY CHASE SAND WC 0975150 LAKE Acid ADJ /56 388
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1ÏM---------- 388
CHICAGO UTS WS 0310450 COOK Acid ADJ 11/68 37026
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------- 37026
CHICAGO WS 0316000 COOK Acid ADJ 08/563367000
ALSIP 0310030 COOK CONS 17134
ARGO-SIMGT 0310060 COCK OONS 10110
BEDFORD PARK 0310120 COOK CONS 990
BERKLEY 0310180 COOK OONS 5500
BERWYN 0310210 COOK OONS 46850
BLUE ISLAND 0310240 OOOK OONS 21855
BRIDGEVIEW 0310270 COOK OONS 16155
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTHFIELD SD 0310271 COOK OONS 2200
BROADVIEW 0310300 OOOK CONS 8600
BROOKFIELD 0310330 OOOK OONS 19500
BROOKFIELD-N RIVSIDE WC 0315130 OOOK OONS 44600
BURNHAM 0310360 CXXK OONS 4000
CALUMET CITY 0310390 OOOK OONS 39700
CALUMET PARK 0310420 OOOK aus 8800
CENffiAL STICKNEY SD 0315570 OOOK CONS 2200
CHICAGO & NW RR 0315320 COCK OONS 8000
CHICAGO RIDGE 0310480 OOOK OONS 13473
CICERO 0310510 COCK CONS 61232
CIT MORELAND DIV 0315910 COCK CONS 500
CITIZENS FERNWAY UTIL SUBD 0315030 COOK OONS 4100
COUNTRY CLUB HILL WS 0310540 COOK OONS 14676
COUNTRYSIDE 0310570 CXXK OONS 6700
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














GRESTWOOD 0310600 COOK OONS 11300
DES PLAINES 0310630 CJOCK OONS 54000
DDfrfiOR 0310660 COOK OONS 4750
DOLTON 0310690 COOK OONS 25000
EAST HAZEL CREST 0310750 COOK CONS 1375
ELMJOOD PARK 0310780 OOOK OONS 24000
EVERGREEN PARK 0310840 COCK OONS 22260
FOREST PARK 0310900 COCK OONS 15520
FOREST VIEW 0310930 COCK OONS 765
FRANKLIN PARK 0310960 OOOK OONS 18000
GARDEN HOMES SD 0315620 OOOK CONS 1000
GARY AVE GARDENS SUBD 0435450 DU PAGE OONS 100
GLEN EDEN EST 0315650 OOOK CONS 270
GLQMOOD R© 0311050 LA SALLE OONS 400
GOLF 0311080 OOOK OONS 500
HANOVER PARK WS 0314480 DU PAGE OONS 28850
HARVEY 0311110 OOOK OONS 35800
HARWOOD HEIGHTS 0311140 OOOK OONS 8240
HAZEL CREST 0311170 oook OONS 14000
HICKORY HILLS 0311200 COOK OONS 14000
HILLSIDE 0311230 COOK CONS 9500
HILLSIDE-BERKLEY WC 0315770 OOOK OONS 50
HODGKINS 0311260 COCK OONS 2005
HCMETDCMN 0311320 OOOK OONS 5240
HOMEWOOD WS 0311350 OOOK CONS 19724
JUSTICE 0311471 OOOK OONS 600
JUSnCE-WILLOW SPRINGS 0315820 COOK OONS 14575
LA GRANGE PARK 0311560 COOK CONS 13360
LEYDEN TWP WD 0315880 OOOK OONS 16000
LINOOLNWOOD 0311650 OOOK OONS 12000
LYONS 0311710 OOOK OONS 9925
MARKHAM 0311770 COCK CONS 15200
MAYWOOD 0311830 COOK CONS 28000
MCCOOK 0311740 COCK OONS 300
MELROSE PARK 0311860 COCK OONS 20735
MERRIONETTE PARK 0311890 OOOK OONS 2055
MIDLOTHIAN 0311920 OOOK CONS 14275
MORTON GROVE 0311950 OOOK CONS 23800
NILES 0312010 COCK OONS 34000
NORRIDGE 0312040 CXXK OONS 16500
NORTH RIVERSIDE 0312160 OOOK OONS 6770
NOfOHFIELD 0312100 COOK OONS 5810
NORTHLAKE 0314710 OOOK OONS 12170
OAK FOREST 0312190 CXXK OONS 26100
OAK LAWN 0312220 COOK OONS 60590
OAK PARK 0312250 CXXK OONS 55000
ORLAND PARK WS 0312310 OOOK OONS 23045
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P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
ILLINOIS
VATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
PALOS HEIGHTS 0 3 1 2 3 7 0 COOK CONS 1 1 1 0 0
PALOS H ILLS 0 3 1 2 4 0 0 COOK OONS 1 6 7 0 0
PARK RIDGE 0 3 1 2 4 6 0 COOK CONS 3 8 7 0 5
PHOENIX 0 3 1 2 4 9 0 CD0K OONS 2 8 5 0
POSEN 0 3 1 2 5 2 0 OOOK OONS 4 6 5 0
RIVER FOREST 0 3 1 2 6 1 0 COOK OONS 1 3 4 0 0
RIVER GROVE 0 3 1 2 6 4 0 COOK OONS 1 0 3 7 0
RIVERDALE 0 3 1 2 5 8 0 OOOK OONS 1 3 2 0 0
RIVERSID E WS 0 3 1 2 6 7 0 OOOK OONS 9 2 3 6
ROBBINS 0 3 1 2 7 0 0 OOOK OONS 8 1 2 0
ROSEMONT 0 3 1 2 7 6 0 COOK OONS 4 7 4 0
SCHILLER PARK 0 3 1 2 8 5 0 OOOK OONS 1 1 4 6 0
SOUTH HOLLAND 0 3 1 2 9 7 0 COCK OONS 2 5 0 0 0
SOUTH STICKNEY SD 0 3 1 7 3 7 0 OOOK OONS 2 8 7 0 0
STTCKNEY 0 3 1 3 0 0 0 OOOK OONS 5 9 0 0
STONE PARK 0 3 1 3 0 3 0 OOOK OONS 4 2 7 5
THORNTON WS 0 3 1 3 0 9 0 OOOK OONS 3 0 2 2
TINLEY PARK 0 3 1 4 9 1 0 OOOK OONS 2 6 2 0 0
TINLEY PK MHC 0 3 1 7 8 5 0 OOOK OONS 2 0 0 0
USNAS GLENVIEW 0 3 1 5 6 4 7 OOOK OONS 2 4 8 8 0
WESTCHESTER 0 3 1 3 1 5 0 COOK OONS 1 8 0 0 0
WESTCHESTER-BRQADVIEW 0 3 1 7 5 8 0 OOOK OONS 5 5 0 0 0
WORTH 0 3 1 3 3 6 0 OOOK OONS 1 1 6 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ ----------4 8 0 0 4 4 2
CHICKASAW H ILLS U T IL  0 0 1 9 7 5 3 2 0 WILL A c id ADJ / 6 8 3 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 3 5 0 0
CHIGAKWA PARK EST HOMED 1 6 1 5 1 4 0 ROCK ISLAND NaF ADJ / 7 3 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 4 0
aU L L IO O IH E  WS 1 4 3 0 2 0 0 PEORIA A c id ADJ 1 2 /6 8 6 1 7 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------ 6 1 7 6
CHRISMAN WS 0 4 5 0 1 0 0 EDGAR A c id ADJ 1 2 /6 8 141 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1 4 1 3
CISCO  WS 1 4 7 0 1 5 0 PIA TT A c id ADJ 0 1 /6 8 3 3 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 3 3 3
CISN E WS 1 9 1 0 0 5 0 WAYNE N aF ADJ / 7 0 1 2 7 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 1278
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CISSNA PARK WS 0 7 5 0 2 0 0  IROQUOIS N aF ADJ / 6 9  8 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 8 2 5
C IT  ARBURY D IV  1 9 7 5 0 4 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 0  1 4 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  1 4 4 2
C IT  ARROWHEAD D IV  WS 0 4 3 5 1 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 9  1 6 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  1 6 5 0
C IT  CHICAGO SUER U T IL  D 0 3 1 5 1 5 0  COOK N A IL 2 5 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 0 0 0
C IT  COUNTRY CLUB HLGHLDS 0 4 3 5 3 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 6  1 5 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 5 3 3
C IT  1XMBARD HEIGHTS D IV  0 4 3 5 7 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 4  9 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------- 9 6 3
C IT  SANTA EE D IV 1 9 7 5 0 6 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 6  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 0
C IT  VALLEY VIEW D IV  0 4 3 7 3 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ /5 7  8 1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  8 1 0 0
C IT IE S  WATER GO 0 5 5 5 0 3 0  FRANKLIN N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 6 2 6  1 . 0
BUSH 1 9 9 0 0 5 0  WILLIAMSON CONS 5 0 0
HURST 1 9 9 0 4 5 0  WILLIAMSON OONS 1 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  4 1 2 6
C IT IZ EN S WAYCIDEN PARK SUBD 0 3 1 7 5 5 0  OOOK NATL 5 3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 5 3 5 0
C IT IZ EN S WEST SUBUR 1 9 7 4 1 5 1  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  3 1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------3 1 5 0 0
CLAREM3NT H ILL S SUBD 1 1 1 5 0 8 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 7 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 375
157
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
CLAREMONT WS
CLARENDON H ILLS WS
CLARENDON WC
CLAY CITY  WS 
SAIUOR SPRINGS
CLAYTON-CAMP P T  W COM4 







MOUNT STERLING WS 
RIPLEY
CLEAR WAIER SERV OORP 
LAKE MATTOON PWD 
LERNA
1 5 9 0 1 0 0  RICHLAND A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
0 4 3 0 2 5 0  DU PAGE A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
0 4 3 5 3 0 0  DU PAGE A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
0 2 5 0 0 5 0  CLAY A c id
0 2 5 0 2 5 0  CLAY
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -  -
0 0 1 5 2 0 0  ADAMS A c id
0 0 1 5 1 5 0  ADAMS
0 6 7 0 0 5 0  HANCOCK
1 6 9 5 1 0 0  SCHJYLJER
0 0 1 0 0 5 0  ADAMS
0 0 1 0 1 0 0  ADAMS
0 0 1 0 2 5 0  ADAMS
0 0 1 0 3 5 0  ADAMS
0 0 9 0 1 0 0  BROWN
0 0 9 0 1 5 0  BROWN
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------
0 2 9 5 1 0 0  COLES 
0 2 9 5 2 5 0  COLES 





TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
1 9 7 5 3 6 0  WILL A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
0 7 5 0 2 5 0  IROQUOIS NaF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
0 3 9 0 0 5 0  DE WITT A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM - -
ADJ / 8 0
ADJ 0 7 /5 9
ADJ / 6 5
ADJ / 6 9  
CONS










ADJ / 7 8
OONS
OONS
ADJ / 2 0
ADJ / 7 0
ADJ / 7 0
2 5 5
2 5 5
6 8 5 7
6 8 5 7
2000
2000
1 0 3 8
1 5 0









2 4 4 8
1 5 0
7 8 9 2
1 5 0 0
6 0 0
3 0 0
2 4 0 0
4 2 0
4 2 0
1 3 9 0
1 3 9 0













WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GOAL CITY  WS 0 6 3 0 2 0 0  (MJNDY NATL 4 1 1 2  0 . 8
EILEEN WS 0 6 3 0 3 5 0  GRUNDY OONS 5 6 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 6 8 1
COAL VALLEY WS 1 6 1 4 2 6 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 8 0 0
OOBDEN WS 1 8 1 0 1 5 0  UNION A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 3 0 0
COLCHESTER WS 1 0 9 0 2 0 0  MCDONOUGH A c id  ADJ 0 8 /7 1  1 7 2 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 7 2 9
OOLFAX WS 1 1 3 0 3 5 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 8  9 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 9 2 0
COLLEGE VIEW SUED 1 9 7 5 4 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 5 7  6 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 6 5
COLLINSVILLE WS 1 1 9 4 2 8 0  MADISON N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  2 3 7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 7 0 0
CDLONA WS 0 7 3 0 4 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 1  2 1 7 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 1 7 2
COLONIAL MEADOWS SUBD 1 1 3 5 1 0 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 6 2  2 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 7 5
O C M ttJIT Y  SERV CORP 1 1 1 5 3 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 5 6  7 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 1 4
COMPTON WS 1 0 3 0 1 5 0  LEE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 7 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 7 6
CONCORD TERRACE SUBD 0 3 1 5 2 0 0  COCK NATL 1 5 0  0 . 7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIiM------------------- 150
159
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CJONGERVILLE WS 2 0 3 0 1 0 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  3 7 3
CONNER APTS 1 0 1 5 1 9 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 8  6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  6 0
COCKS MILLS WATER ASSN 0 2 9 5 2 0 0  COLES A c id  ADJ / 7 9  3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  3 0 0
OOOKSVILLE WS 1 1 3 0 4 0 0  MCLEAN NATL 2 5 9  1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 5 9
CORDOVA WS 1 6 1 0 1 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 9 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6 9 7
CORNELL WS 1 0 5 0 1 5 0  LIVINGSTON NAIL 6 0 3  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6 0 3
OOULTERVILLE WS 1 5 7 0 1 5 0  RANDOLPH A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 6 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 6 2 0
COUNTRY CLUB EST SUBD 0 7 3 5 7 0 0  HENRY NATL 5 0  1 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 0
COUNTRY ESTATES SUBD 0 7 3 5 0 5 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 6 4  2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 2 5
COUNTRY VIEW ESTATE SUBD 1 4 1 5 2 2 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 3  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 0
COUNTRYSIDE LAKE SUBD 0 9 7 5 2 0 0  LAKE NATL 1 5 4  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 1 5 4
COUNTRYSIDE MANOR SUBD 0 9 7 5 2 5 0  LAKE NATL 168 5  0 . 9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1685
160
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
COUNTY L IN E  WC 0 3 1 5 1 0 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ / 6 3  3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 0 0
COVENTRY CREEX SUBD 2 0 1 5 1 6 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ /7 5  3 8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  3 8 8
COVENTRY H IL L  EAST SUBD 2 0 1 5 1 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 3  6 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  6 4 0
OCWDEN WS 1 7 3 0 0 5 0  SHELBY N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  6 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  6 2 3
OOYNE CENTER WS 1 6 1 5 1 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 5 6
CRESCENT CITY  WS 0 7 5 0 3 0 0  IROQUOIS N aF ADJ / 7 0  6 4 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------  -  6 4 1
CREST H IL L  WS 1 9 7 0 2 5 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  9 2 5 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S I iM ----------------------------------------- 9 2 5 2
CRESTON WS 1 4 1 0 1 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 6 8  5 2 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------    5 2 7
CRESTWICK HEIGHTS SUBD 1 1 3 5 1 2 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 7 8  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  50
CREME WS 1 9 7 0 3 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  5 4 1 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 4 1 7
CREVE OOEUR WS 1 7 9 0 1 0 0  TAZEWELL NaF ADJ / 7 0  6 8 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------    6 8 5 1
CROPPER'S 1 , 4 , 5  1 6 1 5 2 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 4 8  6 3 0  1 . 0
l b l
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  630
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CROPPERS 2 ,  3  1 6 1 5 2 0 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 5 2  5 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 52
CROPSY CCM4UNITY WATER SUBD 1 1 3 5 1 5 0  MCLEAN NATL 7 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  70
CROSSVILLE WS 1 9 3 0 1 5 0  WHITE N aF ADJ 0 1 /7 1  9 4 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 4 4
CRYSTAL CLEAR WC 1 1 1 5 1 5 0  MCHENRY NAIL 1 0 2 6  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 0 2 6
CRYSTAL HEIGHTS ASSN 1 1 1 5 1 0 0  MCHENRY N a S iF 6  ADJ / 2 2  1 1 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  117
CRYSTAL LAKE WS 1 1 1 0 1 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 6  1 8 5 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 8 5 9 0
CRYSTAL LAWNS SUBD 1 9 7 5 4 8 0  WILL N aF ADJ / 5 9  1 4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 4 0 0
CUBA WS 0 5 7 0 3 0 0  FULTON NATL 1 6 4 8  2 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 6 4 8
CULLOM WS 1 0 5 0 2 0 0  LIVINGSTON N aF  ADJ 0 7 /6 9  6 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 0 8
CURRAN-GARDNER PWD 1 6 7 5 3 5 0  SANGAMON N aF ADJ / 7 0  4 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 9 0 0
CUTLER 1 4 5 0 0 5 0  PERRY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 8 6
DAKOTA WS 1 7 7 0 1 0 0  STEPHENSON N aF  ADJ / 7 0  5 7 1  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  571
162
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DALLAS C ITY  WS 0 6 7 4 3 0 0  HANCOCK N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 4 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 4 0 8
DALTON C ITY  WS 1 3 9 0 1 5 0  MOULTRIE A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 9  5 7 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 7 4
DALZELL WS 0 1 1 0 2 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 1  8 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 8 2 4
DAMIANSVILLE PWD 0 2 7 5 2 0 0  CLINTON A c id  ADJ ¡12  3 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 9 2
DANPORTH WS 0 7 5 0 3 5 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 5 4
DANVERS WS 1 1 3 0 4 5 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 8  9 2 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  921
DARIEN WS 0 4 3 0 2 7 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 6 6  1 4 9 6 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 4 9 6 8
DAVIS WS 1 7 7 0 1 5 0  STEPHEN90N A c id  ADJ / 7 0  5 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 6 0
DAWSON WS 1 6 7 0 4 0 0  SANGAMON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 7  5 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 3 2
DE KALB WS 0 3 7 0 1 0 0  DE KALB A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 7  3 3 0 9 9  1 . 0
NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  UNIV 0 3 7 5 5 0 0  DE KALB CONS 8 1 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 4 1 1 9 9
DE PUE WS 0 1 1 0 3 0 0  BUREAU NATL 1 8 7 3  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 8 7 3
DE W ITT 0 3 9 0 1 0 0  I E  WITT A c id  ADJ / 8 2  1 0 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 105
163
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DECATUR WS 1 1 5 0 1 5 0  MAOON N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 8  9 8 6 4 4  1 . 0
MT ZION 1 1 5 0 3 5 0  MAOON OONS 4 6 3 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 0 3 2 7 4
DEER CREEK WS 1 7 9 4 3 2 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  7 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 6 5
DEERING OAKS SUBD 1 1 1 5 2 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  75
DELAND WS 1 4 7 0 2 0 0  P IA IT  A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 0 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 0 9
DELAVAN WS 1 7 9 0 1 5 0  TAZEWELL N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 7  1 9 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 9 7 3
DERBY MEADOWS U T IL  OORP 1 9 7 5 5 1 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 9 0 0
DEWEY 0 1 9 5 2 0 0  CHAMPAIGN N aF ADJ / 7 0  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 0
DIAMOND WS 0 6 3 0 2 5 0  GRUNDY NATL 1 5 5 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 5 0
D IEIER IC H  0 4 9 0 1 5 0  EFFINGHAM A c id  ADJ / 7 3  6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 0 0
D IX IE  CELLS 1 9 7 7 8 5 0  WILL N aF ADJ / 6 2  5 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 5 7 8
D IX IE  ESTATES SUBD 1 9 7 5 5 2 0  WILL N aF ADJ / 5 9  2 0 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2 0 3
DIXON DEVELOPMENTAL C1R 1 0 3 5 5 0 0  LEE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 5 0 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  2500
164
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DIXON WS 1 0 3 0 2 0 0  LEE A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 8  1 5 6 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 5 6 5 9
DOMESTIC LTITL SVC SUED 0 3 1 5 3 5 0  000K  NATL 3 0 0 0 0  1 . 3
OOLF-GREEbMOOD IMP ASSN 0 3 1 5 7 5 0  COCK OONS 2 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 0 2 0 0
DONQOLA WS 1 8 1 0 2 0 0  UNION N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 7 /6 8  7 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  7 9 0
DONNY BROOK ESTATES 0 3 7 5 1 5 0  I®  KALB A c id  ADJ / 7 6  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 5
DONOVAN WS 0 7 5 0 4 0 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 0  3 0 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 0 1
DOUGLAS WC 0 4 1 5 0 3 0  DOUGLAS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 6 0 0  1 . 0
EGYPTIAN TRA IL WC 0 4 1 5 1 5 0  DOUGLAS OONS 55
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5 6 5 5
DOVER WS 0 1 1 0 3 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 1 3
DOWNERS GROVE WS 0 4 3 0 3 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ /6 7  3 9 2 7 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S l iM ----------------------------------------  3 9 2 7 4
DCMNS WS 1 1 3 0 5 0 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  5 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  5 6 1
DOYLES 1 1 6 1 5 2 6 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 5  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 5
DUCK LAKE WOODS WA SUBD 0 9 7 5 3 8 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 6  1 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 1 2 5
DUNLAP WC 0 2 3 5 1 0 0  CLARK A c id  ADJ / 7 3  8 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (A S O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 85
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DUNLAP WS 1 4 3 0 2 5 0  PEORIA NATL 8 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  8 5 6
DURAND WS 2 0 1 0 1 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  1 0 7 3
DWIGHT OORR CTR 1 0 5 5 5 1 0  LIVINGSTON NATL 5 0 0  1 . 3
ET3X CHILDRENS CTR 1 0 5 5 5 2 0  LIVINGSTON CONS 5 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------------  1 0 4 0
EWIGHT WS 1 0 5 0 2 5 0  LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  4 1 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 4 1 4 6
E MORELAND WATER ASSN 1 9 7 5 6 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 3 0  7 5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 7 5 3
E MORELAND WATER CDRP 1 9 7 5 6 4 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 0  1 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 115
EARLVILLE WS 0 9 9 0 1 5 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 3 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  1 3 8 2
EAST ALTON WS 1 1 9 0 2 0 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 7  7 1 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------------------  7 1 2 3
EAST CHICAGO HTS WS 0 3 1 0 7 2 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 1  5 3 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  5 3 4 7
EAST DUBUQUE WS 0 8 5 0 1 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  2 1 9 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  2 1 9 4
EAST DUNDEE WS 0 8 9 0 2 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  2 6 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  2 6 1 8
EAST LYNN COM-1 WS 1 8 3 5 2 0 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 7 2  1 3 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  135
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EAST M X IN E  WS 1 6 1 0 2 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 7 0  2 2 0 0 0  1 . 0
EAST M3LQJE G0RR CTR 1 6 1 7 1 2 0  ROCK ISLAND 00N S 4 0 0
HAMPTON 1 6 1 0 3 0 0  ROCK ISLAND 00MS 187 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 4 2 7 5
EAST PEORIA WS 1 7 9 0 2 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 1  2 2 3 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2 2 3 8 5
EAST PORTAL WS 0 7 3 5 8 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 3  6 0 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W AliR SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 0 2
EASTON WS 1 2 5 0 1 0 0  MASON NaF ADJ 0 8 / 6 9  3 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 3 4 2
EASTWOOD MANOR WC 1 1 1 5 2 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 5 5  1 0 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 0 5 0
EBERTS 2  (M ILAN) 1 6 1 5 2 8 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 5  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 5
EBERTS 3  1 6 1 5 3 3 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 9  1 1 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  1 1 6
ECHO LAKE ROAD SUBD 0 9 7 5 8 2 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 4 6  5 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 0
EDELS1EIN OO-OP 1 4 3 5 1 5 0  PEORIA NATL 1 1 5  2 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 115
EDGEMDOD WS 0 4 9 0 2 0 0  EFFINGHAM A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 7 9  1 . 0
MASON 0 4 9 0 3 0 0  EFFINGHAM OONS 3 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 9 2 9
EDINBURG WS 0 2 1 0 1 5 0  CHRISTIAN N aF ADJ / 6 9  1 2 3 1  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------  1231
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EDWARDSVILLE WS 1 1 9 0 2 5 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 4 6 0  1 . 0
NORTH EAST CENT EWD 1 1 9 5 2 8 0  MADISON CONS 1 5 2 5
S IU  1 1 9 5 5 5 0  MADISON OONS 1 0 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 9 8 5
EFFINGHAM WS 0 4 9 0 2 5 0  EFFINGHAM N a S iF 6  ADJ / 9 5  1 2 2 5 0  1 . 0
HEARTVILLE PWD 0 4 9 5 2 0 0  EFFINGHAM OONS 6 0 0
LAKE SARA CO-OP 0 4 9 5 1 5 0  EFFINGHAM OONS 2 0 0 0
SNAKE TRA IL WATER ASSOC 0 4 9 5 3 5 0  EFFINGHAM OONS 9 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 4 9 4 0
EL PASO WS 2 0 3 0 1 5 0  WOODFORD N aF ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  2 6 7 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 6 7 6
ELBURN WS 0 8 9 0 3 0 0  KANE NATL 1 2 2 4  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 2 4
ELDORADO TERRACE SUBD 0 9 1 5 2 0 0  KANKAKEE NATL 2 5 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 5 0
ELDRED WS 0 6 1 0 1 0 0  GREENE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  2 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 8 6
ELGIN WS 0 8 9 4 3 8 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 7  6 5 0 0 0  1 . 0
ELGIN MENIAL HEALTH CER 0 8 9 5 9 1 0  KANE OONS 2 1 0 0
SLEEPY HOLLOW WC 0 8 9 0 7 5 0  KANE OONS 2 0 1 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 6 9 1 1 4
ELIZABETH WS 0 8 5 0 1 5 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ / 7 0  7 7 2  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 7 2
ELIZABETIilOWN WS 0 6 9 0 1 0 0  HARDIN N aF ADJ 1 1 /5 8  4 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 7 8
ELK GROVE VILLAGE WS 0 3 1 4 4 0 0  OOOK NATL 2 8 9 0 7  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 28907
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL ^
ELKHART CITY  1 0 7 0 1 5 0  LOGAN N aF  ADJ / 7 0  4 9 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 9 3
ELLIOTT WS 0 5 3 0 0 5 0  FORD NATL 3 7 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 7 0
ELLSWORTH WS 1 1 3 0 5 5 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 4 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 4 4
ELMHURST WS 0 4 3 0 3 5 0  DU PAGE NATL 4 4 2 5 1  1 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 4 2 5 1
ELWOOD WS 1 4 3 0 3 0 0  PEORIA NATL 2 1 1 7  3 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 1 1 7
ELMOOD WS 1 9 7 0 3 5 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  8 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 8 1 4
EMDEN WS 1 0 7 0 2 0 0  LOGAN N aF  ADJ / 6 9  5 2 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 2 7
EMLNCTON WS 1 0 5 0 3 0 0  LIVINGSTON NATL 1 1 9  4 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 9
ENFIELD WS 1 9 3 0 2 0 0  WHITE NATL 1 4 9 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 1 4 9 0
E1QUALITY WS 0 5 9 0 0 5 0  GALLATIN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 2 2 5
E R IE  WS 1 9 5 0 2 0 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 7 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T tM ------------------------------------------ 1 7 2 5
EUREKA WS 2 0 3 0 2 0 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 0  4 3 0 6  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAliR SYSTiM------------------- 4306
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EVANSTON WS 0 3 1 0 8 1 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /4 7  7 9 5 0 0  1 . 0
SKOKIE 0 3 1 2 8 8 0  OOCK CONS 6 0 2 8 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 3 9 7 8 0
EVANSVILLE WS 1 5 7 0 2 5 0  RANDOLPH N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /7 1  1 1 5 9  1 . 0
E L L IS  CR0VE 1 5 7 0 2 0 0  RANDOLffl CONS 3 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 5 0 9
EVERGREEN VILLAGE SUBD 1 6 1 5 3 1 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 4  2 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 0
FAHNSTOCK COURT SUBD 1 4 3 5 2 0 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 5 8  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5
FA IR  ACRES SUBD 1 9 7 5 6 8 0  WILL N aF ADJ / 2 4  1 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  185
FAIRACRES ASSN 1 6 1 5 3 5 0  ROCK ISLAND N aF ADJ / 4 8  2 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 2 0
FAIRBURY WS 1 0 5 0 3 5 0  LIVINGSTON N aF ADJ / 7 0  3 5 4 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 4 4
FA IR FIELD  WS 1 9 1 0 1 0 0  WAYNE NaF ADJ / 6 8  7 1 0 0  1 . 0
BOYLESTON WC 1 9 1 5 0 5 0  WAYNE CONS 5 7 5
GOLDEN GATE 1 9 1 0 1 5 0  WAYNE CONS 2 0 0
NEW HOPE WC 1 9 1 5 1 0 0  WAYNE OONS 4 6 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 3 3 5
FAIRMOUNT WS 1 8 3 0 2 5 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 5 1
FAIRVIEW WS 0 5 7 0 4 5 0  FULTON NAIL 5 9 4  2 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 9 4
FARINA 0 5 1 0 1 5 0  FAYETTE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  9 3 8  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 938
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FARM COLONY SUBD 0 9 3 5 1 4 0  KENDALL NAIL 5 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 5 0
FARMER CITY  WS 0 3 9 0 1 5 0  EE WITT A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 2 5 2  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  2 2 5 2
FARMERSVILLE WS 1 3 5 0 2 0 0  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 6 8 6
FARMINGDALE U T IL  0 0  0 4 3 5 3 7 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 5  1 3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 1 3 5 0
FARMINGTON WS 0 5 7 0 5 0 0  FULTON NATL 3 1 1 8  2 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 3 1 1 8
FAWN H ILLS SUBD 1 4 3 5 1 7 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 7 9  3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 0
FAYETTEVILLE WS 1 6 3 0 5 5 0  S T . CLAIR A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 8 5
FERSON CREEK SUBD 0 8 9 5 8 0 0  KANE NATL 3 2 0  1 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 2 0
FILLMORE WS 1 3 5 0 2 5 0  M3NTQCMERY N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 0
FINDLAY 1 7 3 0 1 0 0  SHELBY A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  8 6 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------- 8 6 8
FISH ER  WS 0 1 9 0 1 5 0  CHAMPAIGN N aF  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 5 7 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  15 7 2
ETIHLAN 1 8 3 0 3 0 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 5 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 550
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FITZSCHE SUED 1 1 1 5 2 7 0  MCHENRY NATL 1 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 0
FLANAGAN WS 1 0 5 0 4 0 0  LIVINGSTON N aF  ADJ / 6 9  9 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  9 7 8
FLAT ROCK WS 0 3 3 0 0 5 0  CRAWFORD N aF  ADJ 0 7 / 6 9  4 9 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  4 9 3
FLORA WS 0 2 5 0 1 0 0  CLAY N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  7 8 7 5  1 . 0
XENIA 0 2 5 0 3 0 0  CLAY CONS 9 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 9 6 5
FLOSSMDOR WS 0 3 1 0 8 7 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  8 4 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  8 4 2 3
FORREST LAKE SUBD 0 9 7 5 5 0 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 7  2 2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  2 2 6 0
FORREST WS 1 0 5 0 4 5 0  LIVINGSTON N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 2 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 2 4 6
FORRESTON WS 1 4 1 0 2 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 3 8 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 3 8 4
FORSYTH WS 1 1 5 0 2 0 0  MAOON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  1 0 7 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 0 7 2
PORT SHERIDAN 0 9 7 5 6 3 7  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  4 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 0 0 0
POUR LAKES SUBD 0 9 9 5 1 1 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ / 7 6  3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 2
FCK CREEK FARMS WC 1 4 3 5 7 5 0  PEDRIA NATL 2 0 0  1 . 9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  200
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PCK LAKE H IL L S  SUBD 0 9 7 5 5 5 0  LAKE NA3L 2 0 4 8  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 0 4 8
FOX LAKE U T IL  CO SUBD 0 9 7 5 7 8 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 2  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 5 0 0
r a x  LAKE WS 0 9 7 0 2 0 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  6 8 3 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 6 8 3 1
rax LAWN SUBDIVISION 0 9 3 5 1 5 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 5 0
FCK RIVER GROVE WS 1 1 1 0 2 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 8  2 5 1 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 5 1 5
ERANKEORT SQUARE SUBD 1 9 7 5 2 7 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 1  4 6 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 6 9 0
FRANKFORT WS 1 9 7 0 4 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 7  4 3 5 7  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 3 5 7
FRANKLIN GRCWE 1 0 3 0 2 5 0  LEE A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 2  9 6 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  9 6 5
FREEPORT WS 1 7 7 0 2 0 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ / 6 6  2 6 4 0 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 6 4 0 6
FULTON WS 1 9 5 0 2 5 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 0 2 / 6 9  3 9 3 6  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 9 3 6
FYRE LAKE WC 1 3 1 5 0 5 0  MERCER A c id  ADJ / 7 1  4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 0 0
GALATIN-WHITE WD 0 5 9 5 1 0 0  GALATIN A c id  ADJ / 7 5  1 4 7 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1475
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GALENA KNOLLS SUBD 1 4 3 5 3 0 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 7 5  1 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  175
GALENA TERRITORY U T IL  IN C 1 8 5 5 0 5 0  JO  M V IE S S  A c id  ADJ / 7 6  2 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 5 0
GALENA WS 1 8 5 0 2 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 5  3 8 7 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 3 8 7 6
GALESBURG WS 0 9 5 0 2 0 0  KNOX A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 1  3 7 0 0 0  1 . 0
EAST GALESBURG 0 9 5 0 1 5 0  KNOX CONS 9 7 5
GALESBURG MENTAL HEA 0 9 5 5 5 0 0  KNOX CONS 2 0 1 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 3 9 9 9 0
GALVA WS 0 7 3 0 4 5 0  HENRY NAIL 3 1 8 5  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 3 1 8 5
GARDNER WS 0 6 3 0 4 0 0  GRUNDY NATL 1 3 2 2  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  13 2 2
GENESEO H ILLS SUBD 0 7 3 5 6 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 3  2 5 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  2 5 2
GENESEO WS 0 7 3 0 5 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 4  6 3 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  6 3 7 3
GENEVA WS 0 8 9 0 3 5 0  KANE NATL 9 8 8 1  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 9 8 8 1
GENOA WS 0 3 7 0 1 5 0  DEI KALB A c id  ADJ / 6 9  3 2 7 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 3 2 7 6
GEORGETOWN WS 1 8 3 0 3 5 0  VERMILION N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  4 0 0 0  1 . 0
OLIVET PWD 1 8 5 5 3 0 0  VERMILION OONS 2 0 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4200
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GERMAN VALLEY WS 1 7 7 0 2 5 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ / 6 8  4 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------  4 1 4
GERMANTOWN WS 0 2 7 0 3 5 0  C U M C N  A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 7 2  119 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 119 1
GIBSON CITY  WS 0 5 3 0 1 0 0  FORD A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  3 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 8 0 0
GIFPORD WS 0 1 9 0 2 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  8 4 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  8 4 8
GILBERTS 0 8 9 5 1 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 7 9  75  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  75
G IL L E S P IE  WS 1 1 7 0 4 0 0  MACOUPIN N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  3 4 1 1  1 . 0
BENLD 1 1 7 0 0 5 0  MACOUPIN OONS 1 8 0 0
WILSONVILLE 1 1 7 1 2 0 0  MACOUPIN CONS 7 0 0
DORCHESTER 1 1 7 0 2 5 0  MACOUPIN CONS 6 0 0
EA G ER V M E  1 1 7 0 3 0 0  MACOUPIN CONS 155
MOUNT CLARE 1 1 7 0 6 5 0  MACOUPIN CONS 3 0 0
SAWYERVILLE 1 1 7 0 8 5 0  MACOUPIN CONS 4 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  7 4 1 6
GILMAN WS 0 7 5 0 4 5 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 9 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 9 1 3
GLASPORD WS 0 4 3 0 3 5 0  PEORIA NATL 120 1  2 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 1201
GLEN CARBON WS 1 1 9 0 3 0 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  6 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 6 0 0 0
GLEN ELLYN HGTS SUBD 0 4 3 5 5 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 4 6  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  2 0 0 0
GLEN ELLYN WS 0 4 3 0 4 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 3 6 4 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  23649
175
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GUENOOE WS 0 3 1 0 9 9 0  OOOK N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 4 /5 6  9 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 9 2 0 0
GLENDALE HEIGHTS WS 0 4 3 0 4 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  2 3 1 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------2 3 1 6 3
GLENDALE SUBD 1 6 1 5 4 0 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 5 5  5 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  5 7 0
GLORIANE ACRES WW 0 0  1 7 9 5 4 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 2  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------  2 0 0
GOLOONDA WS 1 5 1 0 1 0 0  POPE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  9 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------  9 6 0
GOOD HOPE WS 1 0 9 0 2 5 0  MCDONOUGH N aF ADJ / 6 9  4 5 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 5 7
GOODFIELD WS 2 0 3 4 4 5 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 5 0 0
GORHAM WS 0 7 7 0 3 5 0  JACKSON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 8 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  3 8 1
GRAFTON WS 0 8 3 0 2 0 0  JERSEY N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 0 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 0 2 4
GRAND RIDGE WS 0 9 9 0 2 0 0  LA SALLE NATL 6 8 4  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6 8 4
GRAND TOWER WS 0 7 7 0 4 0 0  JACKSON A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 2  1 0 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  10 8 5
GRANDWOOD PARK SUBD 0 9 7 5 6 0 0  LAKE NATL 2 2 3 7  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------ 2237
176
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRANT PARK WS 0 9 1 0 4 0 0  KANKAKEE N aF  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 3 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 3 8
GRANVILLE WS 1 5 5 0 0 5 0  PUINAM NAIL 2 1 3 5  1 . 2
MARK 1 5 5 0 2 5 0  PUINAM CONS 4 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 5 3 5
GRAYSLAKE WS 0 9 7 0 2 5 0  LAKE NAIL 5 2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 2 6 0
GRAYVILLE WS 1 9 3 4 4 6 0  WHITE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  2 3 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 3 1 3
GREEN ROCK WS 0 7 3 0 5 5 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 3 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 3 2 4
GREEN VALLEY WS 1 7 9 0 2 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  7 6 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 6 8
GREENFIELD CXM4 WELL 0 0  1 9 7 5 7 6 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 3 0  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 0
GREENFIELD WS 0 6 1 0 1 5 0  GREENE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 8  1 0 9 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 9 0
GREENUP WS 0 3 5 0 0 5 0  CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ 1 2 /6 8  1 6 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1 6 5 5
GREENVLEW WS 1 2 9 0 1 0 0  MENARD A c id  ADJ / 6 9  8 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 8 3 0
GREENVILLE WS 0 0 5 0 0 5 0  BOND A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 8  6 0 0 0  1 . 0
DONNELLSON 0 0 5 4 3 6 0  BOND CONS 3 4 5
MULBERRY GROVE 0 0 5 0 1 0 0  BOND CONS 7 0 0
PANAMA 0 0 5 4 7 2 0  BOND CONS 6 2 5
SMITHBORD 0 0 5 0 2 5 0  BOND OONS 2 0 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  7870
177
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRIDLEY WS 1 1 3 0 6 0 0  MCLEAN N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 2 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 4 6
GRIQGSVILLE WS 1 4 9 0 3 0 0  P IK E  N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 3 0 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 130 1
GROVELAND TOP FVJD 1 7 9 5 2 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 7 1  6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 0 0
GURNEE WS 0 9 7 0 3 5 0  LAKE NATL 7 1 7 9  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 1 7 9
HALEN HEIGHTS SUBD 1 6 1 5 4 2 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 8  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 0
HAMEL WS 1 1 9 0 4 5 0  MADISON NATL 5 3 7  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 3 7
HAMILTON WS 0 6 7 0 4 0 0  HANOOCK N aF ADJ / 7 0  3 5 0 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 5 0 9
HAhMOND WS 1 4 7 0 2 5 0  P IA 3T  A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  5 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 5 6
HAM dND, IN  5 2 4 5 0 2 0  LAKE, IN  A c id  ADJ / 5 3  0  1 . 0
G L O W ®  WS 0 3 1 1 0 5 0  OOCK OONS 1 0 5 3 8
LANSING 0 3 1 1 5 9 0  COCK GONS 2 9 4 0 0
LYNWOOD WS 0 3 1 1 6 8 0  COOK OONS 3 3 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 3 2 8 8
HAMPSHIRE WS 0 8 9 0 4 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  1 7 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------   -  1735
HANNA C ITY  WS 1 4 3 0 4 0 0  PEORIA NATL 13 6 1  2 . 6
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1361
178
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HANOVER WS 0 8 5 0 2 5 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  1 0 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 0 6 9
HARBOR RIDGE U T IL  IN C 0 9 7 5 6 2 0  LAKE NATL 2 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------------------------- 2 0 0
HARDIN CO WATER D IS T  NO 1 0 6 9 5 0 0 0  HARDIN N aF  ADJ / 7 2  9 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 9 6 3
HARDIN WS 0 1 3 0 2 0 0  CALHOUN N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 9  1 1 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 1 0 7
HARMON WS 1 0 3 0 3 0 0  LEE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 9 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 9 3
HARRINGTON BROS SUBD 2 0 1 5 2 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 5 5  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 0 0
HARRISTOWN WS 1 1 5 0 2 1 0  MACON A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 4 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 4 5 6
HARTFORD WS 1 1 9 0 5 0 0  MADISON NaF ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  1 8 8 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 8 8 7
HARTSBURG WS 1 0 7 0 2 5 0  LOGAN N aF ADJ / 7 0  3 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  3 7 9
HARVARD H ILL S WC 1 7 9 5 4 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 6  2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 6 0
HARVARD WS 1 1 1 0 2 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 1 2 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 1 2 6
HARVEL WS 1 3 5 4 5 0 0  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 7 8  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 278
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P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAVANA WS 1 2 5 0 2 0 0  MASON N aF ADJ 1 2 /7 0  4 3 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 3 8 0
HAWIH0RNE WOODS (VILLAG E) 0 9 7 0 4 5 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 6 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 6 6 0
HAZELWOOD 4TH ADDN 0 7 3 5 3 5 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ /1 2  1 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0
HAZELWOOD HEIGHTS SUB 0 7 3 5 2 2 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 7  9 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  91
HAZELWOOD NORTH SUBD 0 7 3 5 8 5 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 5  6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  6 0
HAZELWOOD WEST SUBD 0 7 3 5 2 5 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  8 8
HEBRON WS 1 1 1 0 3 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  7 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 7 8 6
HENDERSON WS 0 9 5 0 2 5 0  KNCK NATL 3 6 9  2 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 6 9
HENNEPIN PWD 1 5 5 5 1 0 0  PUTNAM NaF ADJ / 6 6  6 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 6 5 0
HENRY WS 1 2 3 0 0 5 0  MARSHALL A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 8  2 7 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 7 4 0
HERRICK WS 1 7 3 5 1 2 0  SHELBY A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  6 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  6 4 0
HERSCHER WS 0 9 1 0 4 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ / 7 3  1 2 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1214
180
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
H E m C K  1 1 7 0 5 0 0  MACOUPIN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 5 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 8
HEYWORTH WS 1 1 3 0 6 5 0  MCLEAN N aF  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  1 5 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------   1 5 9 8
HICKORY HGTS SUBD 1 4 1 5 2 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 4  5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 3
HIGHLAND EST SUBD 0 9 1 5 2 2 0  KANKAKEE NATL 1 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 0
HIGHLAND H ILLS SD SUBD 0 4 3 5 5 6 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 4  1 2 2 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 2 2 5
HIGHLAND LAKE SUBD 0 9 7 5 7 5 0  LAKE NATL 4 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 9 0
HIGHLAND PARK WS 0 9 7 0 5 0 0  LAKE N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 2 /5 5  3 3 2 5 0  1 .0
BANNOCKBURN 0 9 7 0 1 0 0  LAKE OONS 1 3 1 6
DEERFIELD 0 9 7 4 3 4 0  LAKE OONS 1 1 8 0
GLENBROOK SD 0 3 1 5 3 1 0  COCK OONS 7 5 0
RIVERWOODS 0 9 7 1 4 5 0  LAKE OONS 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 6 9 9 6
HIGHLAND SHORES WC 1 1 1 5 3 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ /5 1  1 5 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 8 0
HIGHLAND WS 1 1 9 0 5 5 0  MADISON N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 8  6 5 0 0  1 .0
GRANIflORK 1 1 9 0 3 5 0  MADISON OONS 4 7 0
PIERRCN 1 1 9 4 7 6 0  MADISON OONS 8 1 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7 7 8 0
HIGHWOOD WS 0 9 7 0 5 5 0  LAKE N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 0 /6 8  5 4 5 2  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 4 5 2
HILLCREST COURT SUBD 1 6 1 5 5 1 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 2  5 9  1 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 59
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HILLCREST CT-2ND ADEN 1 6 1 5 4 9 0  ROCK ISLAND N aF ADJ / 7 5  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  35
HILLCREST WS 1 4 1 0 2 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  8 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 1 8
HILLDALE MANOR WC 0 9 7 5 7 0 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 5 4  4 9 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 9 5
HILLSBORO WS 1 3 5 0 3 0 0  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 3 0 0  1 . 0
OOFFEEN WS 1 3 5 0 1 5 0  MONTGOMERY OONS 8 4 2
GRAHAM OQRR CTR 1 3 5 5 1 0 0  MONTGOMERY OONS 1 3 8 0
SCHRAM CITY  1 3 5 0 6 0 0  MONTGOMERY CONS 7 1 0
TAYLOR SPRINGS 1 3 5 0 6 5 0  MONTGOMERY OONS 6 7 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 9 0 7
H IL L SID E  M A O » SUBD 0 9 1 5 2 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ / 6 4  1 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 8 0
HILLVIEW SUBDIVISION 1 9 7 5 8 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 4 1  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 0 0
HILLVIEW WS 0 6 1 0 2 0 0  GREENE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 2 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 2 8
HINCKLEY WS 0 3 7 0 2 0 0  DE KALB A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  1 4 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  144 7
HINDSBORO WS 0 4 1 0 2 0 0  DOUGLAS N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 9  4 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 0 7
HINSDALE WS 0 4 3 4 5 2 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  1 6 7 2 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 6 7 2 6
HINSWOOD SUBD WS 0 4 3 5 5 2 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 2  4 6 9 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  4690
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________ NO____________________________________ ;________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOFFMAN ESTATES-NORTH 0 3 1 1 2 9 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ / 7 9  1 2 7 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ----------------------------------  1 2 7 6 0
HOFFMAN ESTAIES-SOUTH 0 3 1 1 2 9 1  OOOK A c id  ADJ / 7 9  1 2 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 7 5 0
HOFFMAN ESTATES-WEST 0 3 1 1 2 9 2  OOOK A c id  ADJ / 7 9  1 2 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 2 7 5 0
HOLIDAY ACRES SUBD 2 0 1 5 2 8 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2 7 0
HOLIDAY SHRS SUBD 1 1 9 5 1 1 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 9  1 4 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 4 9 0
HOLLANDS GROVE CT SUBD 1 7 9 5 3 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 6  6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 6 9
HOLLIS PARK SUBD 0 9 3 5 2 0 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ ¡12  1 3 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------- r ---------------- 1 3 0
HOMER WS 0 1 9 0 3 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------- 1 2 7 9
HOOPESTON WS 1 8 3 0 4 5 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 7  6 4 1 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  6 4 1 1
HOPEDALE WS 1 7 9 0 3 0 0  TAZEWELL NaF ADJ 0 3 /6 9  9 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  9 1 3
HOPEWELL ESTATES SUBD 1 2 3 5 1 5 0  MARSHALL NATL 1 6 0  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------   1 6 0
HULL WS 1 4 9 0 3 5 0  PIK E A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  5 2 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  529
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P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,









STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
HUNTLEY C O * i SUBD
HUNTLEY WS
HUTSONVILLE WS
HIME WS 0 4 5 0 1 5 0  EDGAR A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
1 9 7 5 8 4 0  WILL A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
1 1 1 0 3 5 0  MCHENRY A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
0 3 3 0 1 0 0  CRAWFORD N aF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
I L  PR A IR IE  ESTATE SUBD 0 9 9 5 3 0 0  LA SALLE A c id
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------
I L  YOUTH CENTER (KKK) 1 9 7 7 9 4 0  WILL
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T O l--------
I L  YOUTH CENTER ( S T .C . )  0 8 9 5 9 3 0  KANE
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------









PONTOON BEACH PWD 
PR A IR IE  DUPONT EWD 
SOOTT AFB
IL L IO P O L IS  WS
1 6 3 5 0 4 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 0 2 0 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 5 0 3 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 0 2 5 0  S T . CLAIR
1 3 3 0 0 5 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 0 3 5 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 0 8 5 0  S T . CLAIR
1 1 9 5 2 1 0  MADISON 
1 6 3 1 1 0 0  S T . CLAIR
1 1 9 5 3 0 0  MADISON 
1 6 3 5 0 7 0  S T . CLAIR
1 6 3 5 2 3 7  S T . CLAIR
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
1 6 7 0 5 5 0  SANGAMDN NaF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -
ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  4 8 3
------------------------  4 8 3
ADJ / 3 8  5 0
--------------------------------------  5 0
ADJ 0 7 /7 1  1 6 4 6
------------------------  1 6 4 6
ADJ 1 0 /7 0  7 0 5
------------------------  705
ADJ / 7 7  5 0
------------------------------------  5 0
NATL 5 0
---------------------- 5 0
NATL 6 5 0
---------------------- 6 5 0












4 9 5 0
1 7 3 1 0
1 1 5 8 0
4 9 0 0
3 1 9 0
1000
4 6 7 5
2 8 3 8 0
3 2 7 5
3 0 0 0
7 5 4 0
----------------------  3 5 3 3 5 8













WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
INDIAN BLUFFS SUBD 1 6 1 5 5 2 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T M ------------------------------------------- 1 4 0
INDIAN CREEK SUBD 1 1 3 5 2 5 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 8 0  3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 0 0
INDIAN HEAD PARK WS 0 3 1 1 4 1 0  000K  A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 6 8  2 9 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 9 1 5
INDIANOLA WS 1 8 3 0 5 0 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 7 0
INDUSTRY WS 1 0 9 0 3 0 0  MCDONOUGH NATL 6 0 0  3 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 0 0
INGALLS PARK SUBD 1 9 7 5 8 8 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 3 0  8 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 0 5
INTER-STATE WAT CO (DANVILLE) 1 8 3 5 1 2 0  VERMILION N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 2 /5 5  5 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
CATLIN 1 8 3 0 1 5 0  VERMILION CONS 2 2 2 6
HOCJIEN EWD 1 8 3 5 1 0 0  VERMILION CONS 2 1 0 0
LAKE BLVD PWD 1 8 5 5 3 5 0  VERMILLION OONS 4 1 5
REM3LE SUBD 1 8 5 5 3 6 0  VERMILION OONS 5 5
VERMILION MANOR 1 8 3 5 2 7 9  VERMILION OONS 2 4 5
WESTVILLE 1 8 3 0 9 5 0  VERMILION OONS 4 1 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 5 9 1 4 1
IPA V A W S 0 5 7 0 5 5 0  FULTON NATL 6 6 1  3 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 6 1
ISLAND LAKE WC 0 9 7 4 5 4 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 5  2 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 5 0 0
ITASCA WS 0 4 3 0 5 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 2  7 9 4 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  7 9 4 8
IUKAW S 1 2 1 0 1 5 0  MARION NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 1  7 3 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 735
185
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
IVESDALE WS 0 1 9 4 5 6 0  CHAMPAIGN NaF ADJ / 6 8  3 3 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 3 9
JACKSONVILLE WS 1 3 7 0 2 0 0  MORGAN N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 8 /5 6  2 2 0 0 0  1 . 0
FRANKLIN 1 3 7 0 1 5 0  MORGAN CONS 7 5 0
JACKSONVILLE OORR C m  1 3 7 5 2 0 0  MORGAN OONS 8 0 0
MLERAYVILLE-WOODSON WC 1 3 7 5 1 5 0  MORGAN CONS 121 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 4 7 6 5
JEFFERSONVILLE 1 9 1 0 2 0 0  WAYNE NAIL 5 6 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 6 0
JERSEYVILLE WS 0 8 3 0 2 5 0  JERSEY A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 4  7 5 0 0  1 . 0
FIE 1D 0N  0 8 3 0 1 5 0  JERSEY OONS 3 3 0
NUTWOOD WD 0 8 3 5 0 8 0  JERSEY OONS 115
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 7 9 4 5
JEWETT WS 0 3 5 0 1 0 0  CUMBERLAND N aF ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  2 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2 3 0
JO L IE T  ARMY A m  PLANT 1 9 7 5 8 6 7  WILL NATL 2 5  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  2 5
JO L IE T  CORRECTIONAL FA CILITY  1 9 7 7 9 3 0  WILL NATL 1 7 8 0  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 7 8 0
JO L IE T  WS 1 9 7 0 4 5 0  WILL NAIL 7 7 9 5 6  1 . 2
SHCREWOOD-OAKWOOD SUBD 1 9 7 0 9 5 0  WILL OONS 1 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  7 8 0 7 6
JO PPA  WS 1 2 7 0 1 0 0  MASSAC A c id  ADJ / 8 2  5 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  5 3 5
JOY 1 3 1 0 1 0 0  MERCER A c id  ADJ / 2 3  5 0 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 500
186
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
JU B ILEE WC IN C 1 4 3 5 2 2 0  PEORIA NAIL 8 0  1 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  8 0
KAMPSVILLE WS 0 1 3 0 2 5 0  CALHOUN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 2 3
KANE WS 0 6 1 0 2 5 0  GREENE N aF ADJ / 6 8  4 4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  4 4 5
KANGLEY WS 0 9 9 0 2 5 0  LA SALLE NAIL 2 8 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 8 0
KANKAKEE WC 0 9 1 5 0 3 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 4  5 6 3 2 2  1 . 0
BRADLEY 0 9 1 0 2 0 0  KANKAKEE OONS 1 1 0 0 8
MANTENQ HEA C IR  0 9 1 5 9 3 0  KANKAKEE OONS 1 6 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 8 9 3 0
KANSAS WS 0 4 5 0 2 0 0  EDGAR N aF ADJ / 7 0  7 9 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  7 9 1
KARNAK WS 1 5 3 0 0 5 0  PULASKI N aF ADJ / 6 8  9 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 9 8 0
KASBEER 0 1 1 5 1 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 8 0  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------•-----------  1 0 0
KASKASKIA WATER D IS  1 6 3 5 1 1 0  RANDOLPH A c id  ADJ / 6 8  7 3 4 5  1 . 0
LENZBURG 1 6 3 0 7 0 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 3 7 5
MARISSA 1 6 3 0 7 5 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 2 6 0 0
NEW ATHENS 1 6 3 1 0 5 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 2 2 7 0
TTLDEN 1 5 7 0 7 0 0  RANDOLPH CONS 1 1 0 0
WASHINGTON COUNTY WC 1 8 9 5 6 0 0  WASHINGTON OONS 2 1 4 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------    1 5 8 3 5
KEENSBURG 1 8 5 0 1 5 0  WABASH N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  4 0 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 400
187
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KEITHSBURG WS 1 3 1 0 1 5 0  MERCER N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  9 3 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  9 3 6
KELLART LAKE ASSOC 0 7 5 5 2 2 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 8 5  1 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------- 175
KEMPTON WS 0 5 3 0 1 5 0  FORD A c id  ADJ / 8 2  2 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  2 6 5
KENILWORTH WS 0 3 1 1 5 0 0  000K  N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /5 3  2 7 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 2 7 0 8
KENNEY WS 0 3 9 0 2 0 0  DE WITT N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /5 3  4 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------- 4 4 3
KEWANEE WS 0 7 3 0 6 5 0  HENRY NATL 1 4 5 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 1 4 5 0 8
KEYESPORT WS 0 2 7 4 5 8 0  CLINTON N aF  ADJ / 6 8  4 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  4 4 9
KILLARNEY WC 1 1 1 5 4 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 5 9  1 0 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------------------------  10 8 5
KINCAID WS 0 2 1 0 2 5 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 0  2 6 6 8  1 . 0
JE ISE Y V ILL E  0 2 1 0 2 0 0  CHRISTIAN OONS 1 5 0
TOVEY 0 2 1 0 6 5 0  CHRISTIAN OONS 5 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  3 3 5 8
KINDERHOOK WS 1 4 9 0 4 0 0  PIH E NaF ADJ 0 6 / 6 9  2 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  2 5 9
KINGSTON MINES WS 1 4 3 0 4 5 0  PEORIA NATL 3 5 0  1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  3 5 0
KINGSTON WS 0 3 7 0 2 5 0  DE KALB NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 0  6 1 8  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  618
188
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE________ LEVEL LEVEL
KINKAID REEDS CK IN T  CITY  W 0 7 7 5 1 0 0  JACKSON N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  2 2 5 6 1  1 . 0
AVA 0 7 7 0 0 5 0  JACKSON CONS 1 0 0 4
CAMPBELL H IL L  0 7 7 0 1 0 0  JACKSON CONS 7 2 0
DE SOTO 0 7 7 0 2 0 0  JACKSON 00NS 1 9 2 8 1
ELKVILLE 0 7 7 0 3 0 0  JACKSON CONS 1 1 1 5
MURDALE PWD 0 7 7 5 2 0 0  JACKSON OONS 5 2 5 0
MURPHYSBORO 0 7 7 0 5 0 0  JACKSON CONS 1 1 9 6 6
QRAVTLLE WATER D IS T  0 7 7 5 2 5 0  JACKSON CONS 4 8 3
VERGENNES 0 7 7 0 5 5 0  JACKSON OONS 6 3 0
W ILLISV ILLE 1 4 5 0 3 0 0  PERRY OONS 9 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 3 9 1 0
KDMJNDY WS 1 2 1 0 3 0 0  MARION N aF  ADJ / 6 8  1 9 2 5  1 . 0
ALMA 1 2 1 0 0 5 0  MARION OONS 5 2 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2 4 4 7
KINSMAN 0 6 3 0 4 5 0  GRUNDY NATL 1 5 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 5 0
KIRKLAND WS 0 3 7 0 3 0 0  EE KALB A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 1 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 1 5 5
KIRKWOC» WS 1 8 7 0 0 5 0  WARREN NAIL 1 0 0 8  2 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 0 0 8
KNOLLS EDGE SUBD 1 4 1 5 2 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ /7 1  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 0 0
KNOXVILLE WS 0 9 5 0 3 0 0  KNOX NAIL 3 4 3 2  2 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 3 4 3 2
LA FAYETTE WS 1 7 5 0 1 0 0  STARK NATL 2 8 1  2 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 2 8 1
LA GRANGE HIGHLAND SD 0 3 1 5 8 6 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 7  6 9 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S I iM ---------------------------------------- 6 9 2 0
LA GRANGE WS 0 3 1 1 5 3 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 1  1 5 6 8 1  1 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------  15681
189
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
IA H A R P E W S  0 6 7 0 4 5 0  HANCOCK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 4 7 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  14 7 1
LA M O ILLE 0 1 1 0 5 0 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 1 5  7 5 0  1 . 0
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 5 0
LA PLACE WS 1 4 7 5 1 0 0  PIA TE A c id  ADJ / 7 2  4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4 0 0
LA ROSE WS 1 2 3 0 1 5 0  MARSHALL NaF ADJ / 6 8  1 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 7 3
LA SALLE WS 0 9 9 0 3 0 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 7  1 0 3 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 3 4 7
LAOON WS 1 2 3 0 1 0 0  MARSHALL A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 6  2 1 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 1 3 5
LADD WS 0 1 1 0 4 5 0  BUREAU NATL 1 3 3 7  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED B ¥ SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 13 3 7
LAKE A R IS P IE  WC 0 1 1 5 0 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 6 7  6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------- 6 0
LAKE BARRINGTON SHORES WS 0 9 7 5 5 2 0  LAKE NATL 1 5 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
LAKE E m E S T  WS 0 9 7 0 8 0 0  LAKE N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /6 0  2 0 2 7 4  1 . 0
BRADLEY ROAD SYS 0 9 7 5 1 1 0  LAKE OONS 5 4 0
DEL-MAR WC 0 9 7 5 3 7 0  LAKE OONS 2 8 7
WEST SHORELAND SUBD 0 9 7 7 0 5 0  LAKE OONS 1 8 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 2 1 2 8 1
LAKE HOLIDAY U T IL  0 0  0 9 9 5 2 0 0  L A SA LLE A c id  ADJ / 6 5  1 3 4 8  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1348
190
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKE IN  THE H ILLS WS 1 1 1 0 4 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 1  5 6 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 6 5 1
LAKE IN  THE WOODS WS 0 4 3 5 6 2 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 9 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 9 1 0
LAKE IROQUOIS SUBD 0 7 5 5 2 0 0  IROQUOIS N aF  ADJ / 7 1  1 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 7 9
LAKE LYNNWOOD 0 7 3 5 3 3 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 6 1  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 0
LAKE OF EGYPT PWD 1 9 9 5 2 0 0  JOHNSON A c id  ADJ / 7 4  7 0 0 0  1 . 0
CREAL SPRINGS 1 9 9 0 3 0 0  JOHNSON CONS 1 2 3 0
GOREVILLE 0 8 7 0 2 0 0  JOHNSON OONS 1 3 0 0
LIC K  CREEK PWD 1 8 1 5 1 0 0  UNION OONS 8 1 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 3 4 5
LAKE THUNDERBIRD SUBD 1 5 5 5 0 5 0  PUTNAM N aF ADJ /7 1  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 0
LAKE VILLA WS 0 9 7 0 8 4 0  LAKE NATL 1 4 6 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 4 6 2
LAKE WILDWOOD U T IL  0 0  1 2 3 5 2 0 0  MARSHALL A c id  ADJ / 6 9  7 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7 8 0
LAKE WINDERMERE EST SUBD 1 7 9 5 7 3 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 7 3  4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 4 0 0
LAKE ZURICH WS 0 9 7 0 8 5 0  LAKE NATL 8 2 2 5  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 8 2 2 5
LAKEVIEW H ILL S SUBD 1 9 5 5 1 5 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ / 6 3  1 5 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 150
191
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKEVIEW IMPROVEMENT ASSOC 1 9 7 5 9 2 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 8 4  1 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  125
LAKEWOOD SHORE IMPR SUBD 1 9 7 5 9 3 0  WILL NATL 9 0 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 0 0
LANARK WS 0 1 5 0 1 0 0  CARROLL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 9  1 4 8 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 4 8 3
LANDINGS SUBD (POWERS WATER) 0 8 9 5 5 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 7 6  5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5 6
LANDS WATER ASSOC 0 9 9 5 0 5 0  LA SALLE NATL 1 1 2  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 112
LARCHMENT SUBD 2 0 1 5 2 9 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 3  9 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 9 9
LATHAM WS 1 0 7 0 3 0 0  LOGAN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 6 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5 6 4
LAWRENCEVILLE WS 1 0 1 0 1 5 0  LAWRENCE N aF ADJ 0 7 /5 3  8 4 0 0  1 . 0
BRIDGEPORT 1 0 1 0 1 0 0  LAWRENCE CONS 2 9 0 0
PETROLLA PWD 1 0 1 5 3 5 0  LAWRENCE CONS 122 5
SUMNER 1 0 1 0 3 0 0  LAWRENCE OONS 1 9 6 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 4 485
LE ROY WS 1 1 3 0 7 5 0  MCLEAN NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 3  2 8 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 8 7 0
LEAF RIVER WS 1 4 1 0 3 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  6 3 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 3 7
LEDGES LAND OORP (LEGEND LAKE) 1 0 1 5 3 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 9  4 2  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 42
192
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LEE 1 0 3 4 6 0 0  LEE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 7 0
LELAND WS 0 9 9 0 3 5 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 2  7 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 7 5
LEMON ST  WELL 0 0  INC 1 6 1 5 5 5 0  ROCK ISLAND N aF ADJ / 6 2  4 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 7 0
L 0 C N T  WS 0 3 1 1 6 2 0  000K  NATL 5 6 4 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------    5 6 4 0
LENA WS 1 7 7 0 3 0 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  2 2 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 2 9 5
LBONORE 0 9 9 0 4 0 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 0 0
LEWISTCWN WS 0 5 7 0 6 0 0  FULTON N aF ADJ 0 8 /7 1  2 7 5 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 7 5 8
LEXINGTON WS 1 1 3 0 8 0 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 8 0 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 8 0 6
LIBERTY PARK HOME OWNER ASSOC 0 4 3 5 6 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 4 2  1 2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  12 2 5
LIBERTY RIDGE ESTS WC 0 4 3 5 6 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 6 2  8 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  8 7 5
LIBERTYVILLE WS 0 9 7 0 9 0 0  LAKE NAIL 1 6 5 2 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 6 5 2 0
LIMA 0 0 1 0 4 0 0  ADAMS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 1 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 110
193
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINCOLN 1 0 7 5 0 3 0  LOGAN A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 6 8  1 6 3 2 7  1 . 0
LINCOLN C0RR C ffi 1 0 7 5 5 0 0  LOGAN (DNS 1 8 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------------1 8 1 2 7
LINCOLNSHIRE WS 0 9 7 0 9 5 0  LAKE NATL 4 1 5 1  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 1 5 1
LINDENHURST WS 0 9 7 1 0 0 0  LAKE NATL 6 2 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 2 2 0
L IS L E  WS 0 4 3 0 5 5 1  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  8 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 5 0 0
LITCH FIELD  WS 1 3 5 0 4 0 0  MONTOOMERY A c id  ADJ / 6 9  8 0 0 0  1 . 0
BUTLER 1 3 5 0 0 5 0  MDNTOOMERY CONS 2 2 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 2 2 5  .
L IT TL E  SWAN LAKE SD 1 8 7 5 0 5 0  WARREN NATL 1 7 0  3 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------    1 7 0
L IT TL E  YORK WS 1 8 7 0 1 0 0  WARREN NAIL 3 4 7  2 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 4 7
LIVINGSTON WS 1 1 9 0 6 0 0  MADISON NATL 9 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 4 9
LÜAMI WS 1 6 7 0 7 0 0  SANGAMDN N aF ADJ / 7 0  7 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 7 0
LOCKPORT HEIGHTS SD 1 9 7 7 0 7 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 5 3  1 0 5 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1057
LOCKPORT WS 1 9 7 0 5 0 0  WILL NATL 9 0 1 7  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 0 1 7
LOCA WS 0 7 5 0 5 5 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  4 8 6  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 486
194
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LOMBARD WS 0 4 3 0 6 0 0  DU PAGE NATL 3 7 2 9 5  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 7 2 9 5
LONDON M ILLS WS 0 1 9 0 3 5 0  FULTON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  5 8 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5 8 7
LONG CREEK WS 1 1 5 5 1 5 0  MACON A c id  ADJ / 7 7  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 0 0 0
LONG VIEW WS 0 1 9 0 3 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 7 0  2 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  2 0 7
LORAINE WS 0 0 1 0 4 5 0  AEWMS NATL 3 8 2  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 8 2
LOSTANT WS 0 9 9 0 4 5 0  LA SALLE NATL 5 3 9  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 3 9
LOUISVILLE WS 0 2 5 0 2 0 0  CLAY N a S iF 6  ADJ / 7 0  1 1 6 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 1 6 6
LOVES PARK WS 2 0 1 0 1 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 8  1 3 1 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------------------------1 3 1 9 2
LOVINGTON WS 1 3 9 0 2 5 0  MOULTRIE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  1 3 1 3  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 3 1 3
LOW POINT WATER D IS T  2 0 3 5 1 0 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ ¡12  2 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 2 0
LUDLOW WS 0 1 9 0 4 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  3 9 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 9 7
LYNDON WS 1 9 5 0 3 0 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  7 7 7  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 111
195
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LYNN CENTER WS 0 7 3 5 1 0 0  HENRY N aF  ADJ / 5 7  1 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  115
LYNWOOD 3RD A t»  SUBD 0 7 3 5 2 8 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 9  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5 0
MACKINAW WS 1 7 9 0 3 5 0  TAZEWELL N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 3 5 4  1 . 0
HERITAGE LAKE SUBD 1 7 9 5 4 6 0  TAZEWELL CONS 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 8 5 4
MACOMB WS 1 0 9 0 3 5 0  MCDONOUGH A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 9 6 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 9 6 3 2
MAGCN WS 1 1 5 0 2 5 0  MAOON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 7  1 3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 3 0 0
MAEYSTOWN WS 1 3 3 0 2 0 0  MONROE A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 7  1 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 4 3
MAGNOLIA 1 5 5 0 2 0 0  PU1MAN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 2 5
MAHOMET WS 0 1 9 0 4 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  1 9 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 9 8 6
MALDEN WS 0 1 1 0 5 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 9
MALTA WS 0 3 7 0 3 5 0  EE KALB A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  9 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 9 5
MANHATTAN WS 1 9 7 0 5 5 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 4  1 9 4 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 9 4 4
MANITO WS 1 2 5 0 3 0 0  MASON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 8 6 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1869
1%
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MANLIUS WS 0 1 1 0 6 0 0  BUREAU N aF  ADJ / 7 0  4 3 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 4 3 9
MANSFIELD WS 1 4 7 0 3 0 0  PIA TT A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  9 2 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 9 2 1
MANIEN0 WS 0 9 1 0 6 0 0  KANKAKEE N aF ADJ 1 0 /6 9  3 1 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SY STS*i-----------------------------------------  3 1 5 5
MAPLE H IL L  IMP ASSOC 0 4 3 5 8 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 3 9  2 2 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 2 8
MAPLE LEAF EST WC 1 3 3 5 1 0 0  MONROE NATL 5 0  3 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  5 0
MAPLE PARK SUBD 1 1 9 5 1 0 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 5 9  1 7 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 7 9 2
MAPLE PARK WS 0 8 9 0 5 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 8 0  6 3 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6 3 7
MAPLETON WS 1 4 3 0 5 0 0  PEORIA NATL 2 5 5  2 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------- 2 5 5
MAQUON WS 0 9 5 0 3 5 0  KNOX NATL 3 5 0  3 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 0
MARENGO WS 1 1 1 0 6 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 6 9  4 3 6 1  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 3 6 1
MARINE WS 1 1 9 0 7 0 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  9 5 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 9 5 7
MARION WS 1 9 9 0 5 5 0  WILLIAMSON N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 5 /6 2  1 4 0 3 1  1 . 0
WYE FWD 1 9 9 5 1 5 0  WILLIAMSON OONS 8 7 5
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  14906
197
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MARCIA WS 1 1 5 0 3 0 0  MAOON N aF ADJ / 6 9  1 7 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------  1 7 6 0
MARQUETTE HEIGHTS WS 1 7 9 0 4 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 3 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 3 8 6
MARSEILLES WS 0 9 9 0 5 0 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 7  4 7 6 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------   4 7 6 6
MARSHALL WS 0 2 3 0 1 0 0  CLARK A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 6 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 6 5 5
MARTINSVILLE WS 0 2 3 0 1 5 0  CLARK A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 2 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 9 8
MARTINTON WS 0 7 5 0 6 0 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  3 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 6 3
MARYVILLE WS 1 1 9 0 7 5 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  3 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SQURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 7 5 0
MASON CITY  WS 1 2 5 0 3 5 0  MASON N aF ADJ / 6 9  2 7 1 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 7 1 9
MAIHERVILLE WS 1 3 1 0 2 0 0  MERCER NATL 7 9 3  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------   -  7 9 3
MATTESON WS 0 3 1 1 8 0 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ 0 4 /5 7  1 0 2 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 2 2 3
MATTOON WS 0 2 9 0 2 5 0  OOLES A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 6 9  1 9 7 8 7  1 . 0
HUMBOLDT 0 2 9 0 1 5 0  OOLES OONS 4 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 2 3 7
MAYFAIR SUBD 1 7 9 5 7 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 9  111  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 111
198
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAZON WS 0 6 3 0 5 0 0  GRUNDY N aF  ADJ / 7 0  8 2 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 2 8
MOCUJRE-E CAPE PWD 0 0 3 5 0 5 0  ALEXANDER N a S iF 6  ADJ /7 1  1 1 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 9 0
MCHENRY SHORES WC 1 1 1 5 0 2 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 111 1 0 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 5 4
MCHENRY WS 1 1 1 0 6 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 3  1 0 9 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 9 0 8
MCLEAN WS 1 1 3 0 8 5 0  MCLEAN N aF  ADJ 0 2 /7 1  8 3 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 3 6
MCLW SYSTEM IN C  1 3 1 5 1 5 0  MERCER N aF  ADJ / 7 2  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  1 0 0
MCNABB WS 1 5 5 0 1 5 0  FWNAM A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  3 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 4 2
MEADOWOOD HOMEEWNERS SUBD 1 4 3 5 2 5 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------------- 1 1 0
MECHANICS-BUFFALO WC 1 6 7 5 1 5 0  SANGAMDN A c id  ADJ / 5 6  1 0 2 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 0 2 9
MEDIA WS 0 7 1 0 2 5 0  HENDERSON NaF ADJ / 6 9  1 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  179
MEDORA WS 1 1 7 0 5 5 0  MACOUPIN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  5 8 5  1 . 0
ROCKBRIDGE 0 6 1 0 3 0 0  GREENE OONS 2 6 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  8 4 5
MELVIN WS 0 5 3 0 2 0 0  FORD A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  5 1 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  519
199
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ . NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MENARD aM E C T IC N A L  CENTER 1 5 7 5 5 5 0  RANDOLPH A c id  ADJ / 8 3  3 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE! WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 7 5 0
MENDON WS 0 0 1 0 5 0 0  ADAMS N aF ADJ 1 2 /7 0  9 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 9 7 9
MENDOTA WS 0 9 9 0 5 5 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 8  7 1 3 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 1 3 4
MEREDOSIA WS 1 3 7 0 3 0 0  MORGAN N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 2 7 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  127 2
METAMORAWS 2 0 3 0 3 5 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 4 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 4 8 2
METCALF WS 0 4 5 0 2 5 0  EDGAR A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  2 7 8
METROPOLIS WS 1 2 7 0 1 5 0  MASSAC A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 7 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 1 1 7 2 5
MIDDLETOWN WS 1 0 7 0 5 0 0  LOGAN N aF ADJ / 7 0  5 0 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5 0 3
MIDWEST-PALOS D IV  0 3 1 7 0 5 0  COCK A c id  ADJ / 5 3  4 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  4 5 0
MILAN WS 1 6 1 0 4 0 0  ROCX ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 0  6 2 6 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 2 6 4
MILFORD WS 0 7 5 0 6 5 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  1 7 1 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 7 1 6
M ILL CREEK FWD 0 0 1 5 3 0 0  ADAMS N aF ADJ / 7 3  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3000
200
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
M ILL SHOALS 1 9 3 0 3 0 0  WHITE A c id  ADJ / 6 4  6 1 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 1 2
MILLEDCEVILLE WS 0 1 5 0 1 5 0  CARROLL A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  1 2 0 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 2 0 9
MILLSTONE PWD 1 5 1 5 0 5 0  POPE A c id  ADJ / 7 5  3 7 3 1  1 . 0
PORT MASSAC iWD 1 2 7 5 0 5 0  MASSAC CONS 3 7 4 5
MITCHELLSVILLE 1 6 5 5 2 0 0  SALINE OONS 1 5 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 0 1 6
MILTON WS 1 4 9 0 4 5 0  PIK E N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 8 / 5 9  3 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 4 9
MINERAL WS 0 1 1 0 6 5 0  BUREAU N aF  ADJ / 6 8  3 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  3 2 5
M INIER WS 1 7 9 0 4 5 0  TAZEWELL N aF  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 2 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 2 6 1
MINONK WS 2 0 3 0 4 0 0  WOODPORD NATL 2 0 3 9  3 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 0 3 9
MINOOKAWS 0 6 3 0 5 5 0  GRUNDY NATL 1 5 6 5  1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 5 6 5
M ISSIO N BBOOK SD SUBD 0 3 1 5 9 2 0  COOK A c id  ADJ / 7 5  1 1 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S l iM ----------------------------------------- 1 1 3 5
MDECHERVILLE SUBD 0 8 9 5 3 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 1 2 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1 1 2 0
MDKENA WS 1 9 7 0 6 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 9  4 5 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 4 5 7 8
MDLINE WS 1 6 1 0 4 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 5  4 5 7 0 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  45709
201
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MCMENCE WS 0 9 1 0 6 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  3 2 9 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 3 2 9 7
MONEE WS 1 9 7 0 6 5 0  WILL N aF ADJ 0 1 / 6 9  9 9 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 9 9 3
MSM XJTH WS 1 8 7 0 1 5 0  WARREN NATL 1 2 0 0 0  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------- 1 2 0 0 0
MONTGOMERY WS 0 8 9 4 6 9 0  KANE NATL 1 3 8 0 0  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  1 3 8 0 0
MONTI CELLO WS 1 4 7 0 3 5 0  PIA TT A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  4 7 5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  4 7 5 3
MONTROSE WS 0 4 9 0 3 5 0  EFFINGHAM N aF  ADJ / 7 0  3 2 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------  3 2 1
MOOSEHEART 0 8 9 5 3 1 9  KANE N aF  ADJ / 7 0  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  5 0 0
MORRIS WS 0 6 3 0 6 0 0  GRUNDY A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  8 8 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  8 8 3 3
MORRISON WS 1 9 5 0 3 5 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  4 6 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 4 6 0 5
MORRISCNVILLE WS 0 2 1 0 3 0 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 9  1 2 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  1 2 0 8
MORTON WS 1 7 9 0 5 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 8  1 4 1 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------------1 4 1 7 8
MOUND CITY  WS 1 5 3 0 1 0 0  PULASKI NATL 1 1 0 2  1 .1
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1102
202
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MDUND EWD 1 6 3 5 0 5 0  S T . CLAIR A c id  ADJ / 5 9  2 1 3 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 2 1 3 8
MDUND STATION WS 0 0 9 0 0 5 0  BROWN NATL 2 0 3  2 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 2 0 3
MOUNDS WS 1 5 3 0 1 5 0  PULASKI A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 6 9  2 6 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 2 6 2 5
MOUNT E R IE  WS 1 9 1 0 3 5 0  WAYNE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 3 5
MOUNT OLIVE WS 1 1 7 0 7 0 0  MAOOUPIN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  2 3 5 7  1 . 0
WHITE C ITY  1 1 7 1 1 5 0  MACOUPIN OONS 2 1 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  2 5 6 7
MDWEAQUA WS 1 7 3 0 2 0 0  SHELBY N aF  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  1 9 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 9 2 2
MT AUBURN WS 0 2 1 0 3 5 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  5 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------   5 9 8
MT CARMEL WS 1 8 5 0 2 0 0  WABASH N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 9  8 9 0 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------------  8 9 0 8
MT CARROLL WS 0 1 5 0 2 0 0  CARROLL A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 9 3 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 19 3 6
MT MORRIS WS 1 4 1 0 3 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 9 8 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------   2 9 8 9
MT PROSPECT WS 0 3 1 1 9 8 0  CXXK NATL 5 2 6 3 4  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  5 2 6 3 4
MT PULASKI WS 1 0 7 0 4 0 0  LOGAN N aF  ADJ / 7 0  1 7 8 3  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1783
203
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MT VERNON WAND S OORP 0 8 5 5 1 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ / 6 1  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 0 0
MULP0RDS WILDWOOD SUBD 2 0 1 5 4 0 0  WINNEBAGO N aF  ADJ / 8 0  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 0 0
MUNDELEIN WS 0 9 7 1 1 5 0  LAKE NATL 1 7 4 3 8  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 7 4 3 8
N IL L  UTIL(WOODED SH ) 1 1 1 5 8 5 0  MCHENRY NATL 6 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 6 5 5
N . TAZEWELL FWD 1 7 9 5 7 8 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 4 0  1 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 0 0 0
NALEVANOO RAINBOW RIDGE SUBD 1 6 1 5 5 8 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 9  2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  25
NAPERVILLE WS 0 4 3 4 6 7 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  4 2 3 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 2 3 3 0
NAPLAIE WS 0 9 9 0 6 0 0  LA SALLE NATL 5 8 1  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  5 8 1
NASHVILLE WS 1 8 9 0 3 0 0  WASHINGTON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 6  3 2 0 0  1 . 0
HOYLEDCN 1 8 9 0 2 0 0  WASHINGTON OONS 5 5 0
NEW MINDEN 1 8 9 0 3 5 0  WASHINGTON OONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAITER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 3 9 0 0
NAUVOOWS 0 6 7 0 5 0 0  HANCOCK N aF ADJ / 6 9  1 1 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 3 3
NEBO WS 1 4 9 0 5 0 0  PIK E N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 9  4 8 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  4 8 7
NEDGA WS 0 3 5 0 1 5 0  CUMBERLAND A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  1 7 3 6  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1736
204
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEPONSET WS 0 1 1 0 7 0 0  BUREAU NATL 5 7 5  1 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S l iM ------------------------------------------ 5 7 5
NEW BERLIN WS 1 6 7 0 8 0 0  SANGAMON A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 6 9  8 3 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  8 3 4
NEW BOSTON WS 1 3 1 0 2 5 0  MERCER N aF ADJ / 6 8  7 3 1  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 3 1
NEW CANTON WS 1 4 9 0 5 5 0  PIK E N aF  ADJ / 6 9  4 2 0  1 . 0
T O M L  POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  4 2 0
NEW HAVEN WS 0 5 9 0 1 5 0  GALLATIN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  5 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  5 5 9
NEW HOLLAND WS 1 0 7 0 4 5 0  LOGAN N aF ADJ / 7 0  2 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 9 5
NEW LANDING U T IL  IN C 1 4 1 5 1 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  3 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 2 0
NEW LENOX WS 1 9 7 0 7 0 0  WILL N aF  ADJ / 7 0  5 7 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 7 9 2
NEW LENQX-LARAWAY 1 9 7 0 7 0 1  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 3  1 4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 4 0 0
NEWARK WS 0 9 3 0 1 0 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 8  7 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 7 9 8
NEWBURGH LANDOWNERS WA 2 0 1 5 4 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 5 2  8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  8 0
NEWMAN WS 0 4 1 0 2 5 0  DOUGLAS A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 7 9  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1179
205
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEWTON WS 0 7 9 0 1 0 0  JASPER N aF ADJ 0 3 / 5 4  3 1 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------  3 1 8 6
NIANT1C WS 1 1 5 0 4 0 0  MACON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  7 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 6 1
NOBLE WS 1 5 9 0 1 5 0  RICHLAND A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  8 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 8 3 2
NOKEMIS WS 1 3 5 0 4 5 0  MONTGOMERY N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 6 6 0  1 . 0
(MALTON 1 3 5 0 1 0 0  MONTGOMERY CONS 3 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  2 9 6 0
NORDIC PARK WATER-SEWER 0 4 3 5 8 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 4  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 0 0
NORDIC WOODS SUBD 1 4 1 5 3 3 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 9  4 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4 2 4
NORMAL WS 1 1 3 0 9 0 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 3  3 5 6 7 2  1 . 0
I L  STATE UNTV 1 1 3 5 5 1 0  MCLEAN CONS 8 0 0 0
NORMAL ( I L L  STATE U ) 1 1 3 5 5 1 0  COOK (DNS 8 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 5 1 6 7 2
NORRIS C ITY  WS 1 9 3 0 3 5 0  WHITE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 7 7 8  1 . 0
DALE ÍWS 0 6 5 5 0 5 0  HAMILTON CONS 4 7 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 2 5 3
NORTH AURORA WS 0 8 9 0 6 0 0  KANE NATL 5 2 0 5  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 2 0 5
NORTH CHICAGO WS 0 9 7 1 2 5 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  3 8 7 7 4  1 . 0
KNOLLWOOD-RONDOUT WS 0 9 7 5 4 6 0  LAKE OONS 1 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 9 7 7 4
NORTH HAZELWOOD SUBD 0 7 3 5 8 5 0  HENRY NaF ADJ / 7 6  5 6  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  56
206
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH HENDERSON WS 1 3 1 0 3 0 0  MERCER NATL 2 3 4  1 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  2 3 4
NORTH PARK PWD 2 0 1 5 5 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 5 5  2 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 0 0 0
NORTH PEKIN WS 1 7 9 0 5 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 8 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 8 2 4
NORTH UTICA WS 0 9 9 0 6 5 0  LA SA LLE A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 7 0  1 0 6 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 0 6 7
NORTHBROOK WS 0 3 1 2 0 7 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 5 6  3 0 7 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 3 0 7 3 5
NORTHERN H ILL S U T IL  CO 1 7 7 5 0 5 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ / 7 6  2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------    2 6 0
NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (CHAMP) 0 1 9 5 3 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 1 6 8 0 0  1 . 0
PHILO 0 1 9 0 6 0 0  CHAMPAIGN (JONS 1 0 2 0
U OF I  0 1 9 5 5 0 0  CHAMPAIGN CONS 3 4 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------1 5 1 8 2 0
NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (PONT) 1 0 5 5 0 3 0  LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 2 2 7  1 . 0
PONTIAC OORR CTR 1 0 5 5 5 0 0  LIVINGSTON CONS 2 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM  -------------------------------------- 1 3 7 2 7
NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (ST E R L) 1 9 5 5 0 4 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 9  1 6 2 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 6 2 7 3
NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (STREAT) 0 9 9 5 0 3 0  LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  1 4 7 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  1 4 7 6 9
NORTHWEST BELMONT IMP ASSOC 0 4 3 5 9 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 6  1 1 5  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  115
207
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTRERN IL L IN O IS  U T ILITY  1 1 1 5 8 5 0  MCHENRY NAIL 7 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------  7 0 0
NUNDA U T IL  0 0  1 1 1 5 6 0 0  MCHENRY NATL 3 2 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  3 2 0
OAK BROOK WS 0 4 3 0 7 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 2  1 3 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 3 2 0 0
OAK RIDGE SAN D IS T  2 0 3 5 3 0 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------  2 4 0
OAKDALE ACRES SUBD 0 1 9 5 3 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ / 7 1  3 5 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  3 5 7
QAKPORD WS 1 2 9 0 1 5 0  MENARD N aF ADJ 0 5 / 6 9  3 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 5 1
QAKHAVEN SUBD 1 7 9 5 7 6 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 0  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------- 35
OAKLAND WS 0 2 9 0 3 0 0  COLES A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  1 0 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 10 3 5
QAKLANE ACRES SUBD 1 7 9 5 8 0 0  TAZEWELL N aF ADJ / 6 0  1 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  120
QAKVTEW AVE WATER WORKS 1 9 7 7 2 1 0  WILL A c id  ADJ /4 7  3 5 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  3 5 0
QAKVIEW-LISLE SUBD 0 4 3 0 5 5 2  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  9 0 0 0  1 . 0
POUR LAKES VILLAGE SUBD 0 4 3 5 3 9 0  DU PAGE CONS 3 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------  1 2 5 0 0
QAKWOOD PLACE 0 7 3 5 1 4 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ /8 1  6 4  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------  64
208
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OAKWOOD WS 1 8 3 0 6 0 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 6 2 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  1 6 2 7
ODELL WS 1 0 5 0 5 5 0  LIVINGSTON NAIL 1 0 8 3  1 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  1 0 8 3
OGDEN GARDENS SUBD 0 8 9 5 4 0 0  KANE NATL 4 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  4 0 0
OGDEN WS ,  0 1 9 0 5 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  8 1 8
OGLESBY WS 0 9 9 0 7 0 0  LA SALLE NAIL 4 6 3 4  1 . 0
JONESVILLE PWD 0 9 9 5 1 7 0  LA SALLE CONS 4 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  5 0 3 4
OHIO WS 0 1 1 0 8 0 0  BUREAU N AIL 5 4 4  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  5 4 4
OKAWVILLE WS 0 8 9 0 4 0 0  WASHINGTON N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  1 3 3 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  1 3 3 7
OLD SHAWNEETOWN WS 0 5 9 0 2 0 0  GALLATIN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 9 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------------------ 3 %
OLMSTED 1 5 3 0 2 5 0  PULASKI A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 8 3  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  6 8 3
OLNEY WS 1 5 9 0 2 0 0  RICHLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  9 0 2 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 9 0 2 6
OLYMPIA FIELD S WS 0 3 1 2 2 8 0  COOK A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 1 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 4 1 4 6
OMAHA WS 0 5 9 0 2 5 0  GALLATIN N aF ADJ / 6 8  5 5 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  550
209
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GNARGAWS 0 7 5 0 7 0 0  IROQUOIS N aF ADJ 0 4 /7 1  1 2 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  12 6 9
ONEIDA WS 0 9 5 0 4 0 0  KNOX NATL 765  2 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  765
OPHEIM PWS 0 7 3 5 1 5 0  HENRY N AIL 115  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 115
OQUAWKA WS 0 7 1 0 3 0 0  HENDERSON N aF ADJ / 6 9  1 5 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 5 3 3
ORANGEVILLE WS 1 7 7 0 3 5 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  5 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 9 8
OREANA WS 1 1 5 0 4 5 0  MACON A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 8  9 9 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 9 9 9
OREGON WS 1 4 1 0 4 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /8 4  3 5 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 5 9
ORION WS 0 7 3 0 7 0 0  HENRY N aF ADJ 0 9 /5 2  2 0 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------   2 0 1 3
(»LAND H ILLS SUBD 0 3 1 7 0 0 0  COCK A c id  ADJ / 7 7  1 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0
OSCO PWS 0 7 3 5 2 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ /5 1  1 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  115
OSWEGO WS 0 9 3 0 1 5 0  KENDALL NATL 3 0 2 1  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 0 2 1
OTTAWA WS 0 9 9 0 8 0 0  LA SA LLE N aF ADJ / 6 8  1 8 1 6 6  1 . 0
F IE L D  H IL L  IM P ASSOC 0 9 9 5 1 5 0  LA SALLE OONS 5 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------18216
210
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________ __________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OTTER CREEK LAKE U T IL  D 2 0 1 5 3 2 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 3 5 0
PALATINE WS 0 3 1 2 3 4 0  000K  NAIL 3 2 1 6 6  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 3 2 1 6 6
PALMER WS 0 2 1 0 4 5 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ / 6 9  2 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 7 8
PALMYRA-MDDESTO WC 1 1 7 5 1 5 0  MACOUPIN A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  2 6 0  1 .0
PALMYRA 1 1 7 0 8 0 0  MACOUPIN CONS 8 6 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 1 2 5
PANA WS 0 2 1 0 5 0 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ / 6 9  6 0 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6 0 4 0
PA R IS WS 0 4 5 0 3 0 0  EDGAR A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 0  9 8 8 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 8 8 5
PARK CREST WATER 0 0  1 7 7 5 1 0 0  STEPHENSON N aF  ADJ / 6 0  1 2 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 0 0
PARK FOREST SOWH WS 1 9 7 5 0 3 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  6 2 4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 2 4 5
PARK FOREST WS 0 3 1 4 7 4 0  COCK NaF ADJ 1 2 /5 2  2 6 2 2 2  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 6 2 2 2
PARK RD WATER ASSOC 1 9 7 7 3 3 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 3 0  9 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 9 5
PARK VIEW WATER OORP 0 8 9 5 5 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 4 7  1 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 7 0
PARKERSBURG WS 1 5 9 0 2 5 0  RICHLAND NATL 2 6 8  6 . 5
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 268
211
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PATOKA WS 1 2 1 0 4 0 0  MARION N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 0 3 2  1 . 0
VERNON 1 2 1 0 5 5 0  MARION OONS 3 3 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  136 7
PAW PAW 1 0 3 0 4 0 0  LEE A c id  ADJ 0 9 / 5 9  8 3 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 3 9
PAXTON 0 5 3 0 2 5 0  FORD A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  4 2 5 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 2 5 8
PAYSON WS 0 0 1 0 5 5 0  ADAMS N aF  ADJ / 6 9  1 0 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 0 6 5
PEARL CITY  WS 1 7 7 0 4 0 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 1  6 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W/flER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6 6 1
PEARL WS 1 4 9 0 6 5 0  PIK E A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  3 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 2 2
PECATONICA WS 2 0 1 0 2 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 7 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  173 2
PEKARA SUBD 0 9 7 5 9 0 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 8 5  3 5 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 5 9 0
PEKIN (IL L-A M  WC) 1 7 9 5 0 4 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 3 9 6 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 3 3 9 6 7
PENFIELD FWD 0 1 9 5 1 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  2 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 2 7 5
PEORIA (IL L -A M  WC) 1 4 3 5 0 3 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ 1 0 /5 8  1 3 2 3 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 3 2 3 1 5
PEORIA HEIGHTS WS 1 4 3 4 7 5 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 8 2  7 4 5 3  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 7453
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ILLIN O IS
WATER-SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________  NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PEOTONE WS 1 9 7 0 7 5 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  2 8 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 2 8 3 2
PERCY WS 1 5 7 0 3 5 0  RANDOLPH A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 6 9  1 0 5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 1 0 5 3
PERRY WS 1 4 9 0 7 0 0  PIK E N aF ADJ 0 1 / 7 0  4 8 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  4 8 7
PERU WS 0 9 9 0 8 5 0  LA SALLE NATL 1 0 8 8 6  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  1 0 8 8 6
PESOOIW WS 0 1 9 0 5 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  6 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  6 5 1
PETERSBURG WS 1 2 9 0 2 0 0  MENARD N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 5 2 9  1 . 0
OLD SALEM (CHAIAQUA) 1 2 9 5 1 0 0  MENARD CONS 1 1 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  2 6 3 9
PIK E  GO EWD NO 1 1 4 9 5 0 0 0  PIK E A c id  ADJ / 7 9  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  2 0 0 0
PINCKNEYVILLE WS 1 4 5 0 1 5 0  PERRY A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 5 9  4 8 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  4 8 3 2
P IN E  RIDGE i m L  IN C 0 7 3 5 4 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------   4 6
PIONEER ACRES WC 0 8 5 5 2 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ /7 1  6 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 6 0 0
P IP E R  CITY  WS 0 5 3 0 3 0 0  FORD A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 0  9 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 9 0 5
P IT T SF IE L D  WS 1 4 9 0 7 5 0  PIK E A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 3  4 1 7 0  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-------------------  4170
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED 10 USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PLA IN FIELD  WS 1 9 7 0 8 0 0  WILL NATL 4 4 8 5  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  4 4 8 5
PLAINVILLE WS 0 0 1 0 6 0 0  ADAMS N aF ADJ 1 0 /6 9  2 8 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  2 8 9
PLANO WS 0 9 3 0 2 0 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 8  4 8 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  4 8 7 5
PLEASANT H IL L  C O M  ASSOC 0 4 3 5 9 8 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 3  1 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  1 8 2
PLEASANT H IL L  WS 1 4 9 0 8 0 0  PIK E N aF  ADJ 0 6 / 6 9  1 1 1 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  111 2
PLEASANT PLAINS WS 1 6 7 0 9 0 0  SANGAMON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  6 8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  6 8 8
PLEASANT VALLEY EWD 1 4 3 5 4 7 0  PEJORIA A c id  ADJ / 5 4  3 4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  3 4 0 0
P U W  CREEK OONDCMIN 0 3 1 7 0 8 0  COOK NATL 5 7 0  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  5 7 0
PLUM GROVE CONDO 0 3 1 7 9 5 0  OOCK NATL 1 7 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  1 7 0
PLYMOUTH WS 0 6 7 0 5 5 0  HANCOCK A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 6 4 9
POCHONTAS WS 0 0 5 0 2 0 0  BOND A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 0  8 6 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------- 8 6 6
POLO DR +  SADDLE RD SUBD 0 4 3 7 0 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 0  1 0 8  1 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S TA TE  (A S O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 108
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
POLO WS 1 4 1 0 4 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  2 6 4 3  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 6 4 3
POPLAR GROVE WS 0 0 7 0 1 5 0  BOONE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  8 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 1 8
PORT BYRON WS 1 6 1 0 5 5 0  ROCK ISLAND NaF ADJ 0 8 / 7 0  1 2 8 9  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 2 8 9
POTOMAC WS 1 8 3 0 6 5 0  VERMILION N aF ADJ 0 3 / 6 3  8 7 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 7 4
PR A IR IE  C ITY  WS 1 0 9 0 4 0 0  MCDONOUGH NATL 5 8 0  3 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 8 0
PR A IR IE  DU ROCHER WS 1 5 7 0 4 0 0  RANDOLPH N aF ADJ 0 5 /7 1  7 0 1  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7 0 1
PR A IR IE  RIDGE ASSOC 1 1 1 5 7 3 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 8  1 0 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 0 5
PR A IR IE  VIEW SUBD 1 7 9 5 9 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 5  5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM  ---------------------------------------- 5 5
PRESTBURY UC 0 8 9 5 5 2 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  8 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 1 0
PRESTWICK U T IL  SUBD 1 9 7 7 5 3 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 5  3 1 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 3 1 0 0
PRINCEnCN WS 0 1 1 0 8 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  7 3 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 7 3 4 3
PRINCEVILLE WS 1 4 3 0 7 5 0  PEORIA NATL 1 7 1 2  2 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1712
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ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________ _______________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
P80PHETSTCIWN WS 1 9 5 0 4 0 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  2 1 4 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 1 4 1
PROSPECT HTS 0 3 1 2 5 3 0  COOK A c id  ADJ / 8 0  4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 0
PULASKI WS 1 5 3 0 3 0 0  PULASKI N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 9  4 7 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 7 7
PUTNAM WTR ASSOC 1 5 5 5 1 5 0  PUTNAM A c id  ADJ / 5 5  3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 5
QUINCY WS 0 0 1 0 6 5 0  ADAMS N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 4 / 5 4  4 2 3 5 2  1 . 0
I L  VET HOME 0 0 1 5 5 0 0  ADAMS CONS 1 0 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  4 3 3 7 2
RAMSEY WS 0 5 1 0 2 0 0  FAYETTE N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 8  1 0 5 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 0 5 8
RAND ESTATES SUBD 0 9 7 5 9 5 0  LAKE NAIL 1 2 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 2 0
RANKIN WS 1 8 3 0 7 0 0  VERMILION N aF  ADJ 1 1 /6 0  7 2 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 727
RANSOM WS 0 9 9 0 9 0 0  LA SALLE NATL 4 5 6  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 5 6
RANTOUL WS 0 1 9 0 6 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 5  2 0 1 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 2 0 1 6 1
RAPIDS CITY  WS 1 6 1 0 6 0 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 5 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 0 5 8
RARITAN WS 0 7 1 0 3 5 0  HENDERSON NATL 1 7 7  3 . 0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  BY S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 177
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P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (AS O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
ILLIN O IS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
RAYMOND WS 1 3 5 0 5 5 0 MDNTOOMERY A c id ADJ 0 1 /7 1 9 5 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 9 5 7
RED BUD WS 1 5 7 0 4 5 0 RANDOLPH A c id ADJ / 7 0 2 8 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- -- 2 8 5 0
REDDICK WS 0 9 1 4 7 8 0 KANKAKEE NATL 2 4 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2 4 3
REDMON WS 0 4 5 0 3 5 0 EDGAR A c id ADJ / 7 0 2 2 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2 2 4
REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W 0 5 5 5 1 0 0 FRANKLIN A c id ADJ 111 9 2 4 1 0
AKIN WD 0 5 5 5 1 2 0 FRANKLIN OONS 1 7 4 0
BELLE RIV E 0 8 1 0 0 5 0 JEFFERSON CONS 2 6 3 5
BENTON 0 5 5 0 0 5 0 FRANKLIN OONS 9 8 8 0
BLAIRSVILLE fWD 1 9 9 5 3 5 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 4 5 5
BLUFORD 0 8 1 0 1 0 0 JEFFERSON a u s 1 9 2 2
BONNIE 0 8 1 0 1 5 0 JEFERSON OONS 7 0 5
BUCKNER 0 5 5 0 1 0 0 FRANKLIN OONS 9 0 0
CARTERVILLE 1 9 9 0 1 5 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 5 2 5 0
CARTERVILLE WEST SUBD 1 9 9 5 3 0 0 WILLIAMSON CONS 1 3 6
CHRISTOPHER 0 5 5 0 1 5 0 FRANKLIN CONS 4 5 5 0
GOAL VALLEY PWD 1 9 9 5 2 5 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 2 6 8 0
OOLP 1 9 9 0 2 0 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 8 2 5
CORINTH PWD 1 9 9 5 1 2 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 3 1 1 5
CRAINVILLE 1 9 9 0 2 5 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 1 2 5 0
DAHLGREN 0 6 5 0 1 5 0 HAMILTON OONS 10 2 5
DEVILS KITCHEN PWD 1 9 9 5 1 6 0 WILLIAMSON CONS 1 1 4 0
DIX-KELL 0 8 1 5 1 0 0 JEFERSON CONS 1 7 2 5
DOWELL 0 7 7 0 2 5 0 JACKSON OONS 1 2 6 0
DU QUOIN 1 4 5 0 1 0 0 PERRY OONS 9 9 0 0
DUBOIS 1 8 9 0 1 5 0 WASHINGTON OONS 5 0 0
ENERGY 1 9 9 0 3 5 0 FRANKLIN (DNS 1 2 6 0
EWING-INA 0 5 5 5 3 5 0 FRANKLIN OONS 2 2 3 0
FERGES WATER D IST 1 9 9 5 0 5 0 WILLIAMSON CONS 1 0 4 0
FREEMANSPUR 1 9 9 4 4 2 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 6 1 5
GALATIA 1 6 5 0 1 5 0 SALINE ( m s 1 0 2 0
HAFER WD 1 9 9 5 4 0 0 WILLIAMSON (DNS 2 1 0
HANAFORD 0 5 5 0 2 5 0 FRANKLIN CDNS 8 7 0
HIGHWAY 3 7  N FWD 1 9 9 5 1 0 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 9 0 0
H IL L  CITY  WD 0 5 5 5 2 5 0 FRANKLIN OONS 4 3 0
JOHSTON CITY 1 9 9 0 5 0 0 WILLIAMSON OONS 5 6 0 0
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














MACEDONIA 0 5 5 4 6 4 0 FRANKLIN CONS 2 6 5
MCLEANSBORO 0 6 5 0 2 0 0 HAMILTON CONS 3 4 3 5
MDUNT VERNON 0 8 1 0 3 0 0 JEFFERSON CONS 1 6 9 9 5
MULKYTOWN FWD 0 5 5 5 1 5 0 FRANKLIN e o e 5 6 0
NORTH CITY 0 5 5 0 3 0 0 FRANKLIN CONS 101 5
ORIENT 0 5 5 0 3 5 0 FRANKLIN CONS 7 0 0
PITTSBURG 1 9 9 0 6 0 0 W ILLIAMS»! CONS 2 6 5 0
FLUMFTELD WD 0 5 5 5 4 0 0 FRANKLIN CONS 4 4 5
PROSPECT WATER D IS T 1 6 5 5 1 1 0 SALINE CONS 1 2 6 0
RADOM 1 8 9 0 4 5 0 WASHINGTON CONS 2 4 5
SESSER 0 5 5 0 4 5 0 FRANKLIN CONS 3 8 5 0
STONEPORT WS 1 6 5 4 8 8 0 SALINE CONS 3 1 6
TAMARQA 1 4 5 0 2 5 0 PERRY CONS 1 5 1 5
THOMPSONVILIJE 0 5 5 0 5 0 0 FRANKLIN a u s 8 8 5
VALTER 0 5 5 0 6 0 0 FRANKLIN CONS 1 5 0 0
WALTCNVILLE 0 8 1 0 4 0 0 JEFFERSON CONS 1 7 5 5
WEST CITY 0 5 5 0 6 5 0 FRANKLIN CONS 8 9 0
WEST FRANKFORT 0 5 5 0 7 0 0 FRANKLIN CONS 1 1 1 9 0
WOODLAWN 0 8 1 0 4 5 0 JEFFERSON CONS 2 8 3 5
ZEIGLER 0 5 5 0 7 5 0 FRANKLIN CONS 2 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 2 1 2 4 8 4
REYNOLDS WS 1 6 1 4 8 0 0 MERCER /  ROCK ISLAND NAIL 7 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 7 0 1
RICHMOND WS 1 1 1 0 7 5 0 MCHENRY A c id ADJ / 7 0 1 0 6 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------ 1 0 6 8
RICHTON PARK WS 0 3 1 2 5 5 0 COOK A c id ADJ 1 2 /7 1 9 4 0 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 9 4 0 3
RIDGE FARM WS 1 8 3 0 7 5 0 VERMILION NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 3 1 2 0 0
VERMILION GROVE W W 1 8 3 5 0 5 0 VERMILION CONS 2 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- --- 1 4 0 0
RIDGECREST SUBD 0 6 3 5 1 0 0 GRUNDY A c id ADJ /7 Ö 5 7 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 5 7 5
RIDGEWOOD LEDGES WSOO 1 6 1 5 6 7 0 ROCK ISLAND A c id ADJ / 6 4 4 7 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 4 7 5
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RIDGEWOOD WS 1 9 7 7 6 5 0  WILL A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 9  3 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 1 5
RIDGWAY WS 0 5 9 0 3 0 0  GALLATIN N aF  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 4 5
R IO  WS 0 9 5 0 4 5 0  KNOX NATL 2 8 2  2 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 8 2
RIVER GRANGE LAKE SUBD 0 8 9 5 6 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 6 3  7 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  77
RIVERTON WS 1 6 7 0 9 5 0  SANGAMON N aF ADJ / 6 8  3 4 4 7  1 . 0
SUGAR CREEK PWD 1 6 7 5 3 0 0  SANGAMON CONS 6 2 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 0 7 2
ROANOKE WS 2 0 3 0 5 5 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 0 0 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 0 0 1
ROBERTS WS 0 5 3 0 3 5 0  FORD A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4 2 2
ROBINSON-PALESTINE WC 0 3 3 5 0 3 0  CRAWFORD N aF ADJ / 6 9  9 8 0 0  1 . 0
EATON PWD 0 3 3 5 1 0 0  CRAWFORD CONS 9 0 0
HEBRON PWD 0 3 3 5 1 5 0  CRAWFORD CONS 6 0 0
OBLONG 0 3 3 0 1 5 0  CRAWFORD CONS 2 3 3 0
STOY 0 3 3 0 3 0 0  CRAWFORD CONS 1 7 0
TRIMBLE 0 3 3 5 2 0 0  CRAWFORD CONS 1 5 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 3 9 5 5
ROCHELLE WS 1 4 1 0 5 0 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 9 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 9 8 2
ROCK CITY  WS 1 7 7 0 5 0 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  2 9 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 9 3
ROCK FALLS WS 1 9 5 0 4 5 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 8  1 0 6 2 4  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  10624
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT;
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROCK ISLAND WS 1 6 1 0 6 5 0  ROCK ISLAND N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 6 / 6 3  4 7 0 3 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  •------------------------------  4 7 0 3 6
R O C K -A M IR SERV 00R P  1 7 9 5 4 5 0  TAZEWELL N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL F0PULA1TON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 2 4 0
ROCKDALE WS 1 9 7 0 8 5 0  WILL NATL 1 9 1 3  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 9 1 3
ROCKFORD WS 2 0 1 0 3 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 6  1 3 9 7 1 2  1 . 0
CHERRY VALLEY 2 0 1 0 0 5 0  WINNEBAGO OONS 2 5 0
SINGER ZONE C IR  2 0 1 5 1 8 0  WINNEBAGO OONS 5 0 0
ZELLER ZONE C IR  1 4 3 5 9 4 0  WINNEBAGO OONS 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 1 4 0 9 6 2
ROCKTON WS 2 0 1 0 3 5 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 3 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 1 3
ROCKVALE OORP 1 4 1 5 3 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 4  4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 0
ROLLING MEADOWS WS 0 3 1 2 7 3 0  COOK NATL 2 0 1 6 7  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 2 0 1 6 7
ROLLINS SEWER AND WC 0 8 9 5 1 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 5 9  3 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 5 6
ROME FARMS # 9  1 4 3 5 5 0 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 7 9  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 0
ROME WS 1 4 3 5 7 0 0  PEORIA NaF ADJ /5 2  3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 0
RCMEDVILLE 1 9 7 0 9 0 0  WILL NAIL 1 5 5 1 9  1 .7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOCAL. POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 15519
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROODHOUSE WS 0 6 1 0 3 5 0  GREENE N aF ADJ / 7 0  2 3 6 4  1 . 0
ALSEY-GLASGOW WC 1 7 1 5 0 5 0  SOOTT CDNS 4 1 5
MANCHESTER 1 7 1 0 2 5 0  GKEENE OONS 4 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 2 2 9
ROSELLE WS 0 4 3 4 8 2 0  000K  N aF ADJ / 6 9  2 3 9 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------   2 3 9 7
ROSEVILLE WS 1 6 7 0 2 0 0  WARREN N aF ADJ 0 1 /7 2  1 2 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 5 4
ROSEWOOD TRACE SUBD 0 4 3 7 0 8 0  DU PAGE NATL 2 9 7 5  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 9 7 5
ROSICLARE WS 0 6 9 0 1 5 0  HARDIN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 8  1 4 4 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 4 4 1
ROSSVILLE WS 1 8 3 0 8 0 0  VERMILION N aF ADJ 0 5 /6 2  1 3 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 3 6 3
ROUND LAKE BEACH WS 0 9 7 1 5 5 0  LAKE NATL 1 2 9 2 1  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -    1 2 9 2 1
ROUND LAKE PARK WS 0 9 7 1 6 0 0  LAKE NATL 4 0 2 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 0 2 3
ROUND LAKE WS 0 9 7 1 5 0 0  LAKE NATL 2 6 4 4  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 6 4 4
ROXANA WS 1 1 9 0 9 0 0  MADISON N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 8 0 0  1 .0
SOUTH ROXANA WS 1 1 9 0 9 7 0  MADISON CONS 2 1 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 9 0 0
ROYAL WS 0 1 9 0 7 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  2 7 4  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  274
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT'
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RUMA 1 5 7 0 5 5 0  RANDOLPH A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 5 3
RUSHVILLE WS 1 6 9 0 2 0 0  SCHUYLER N aF ADJ / 7 0  3 3 4 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 3 4 8
RUSTIC ACRES SUBD 0 7 3 5 5 0 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 2  1 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  182
RUTLAND 0 9 9 1 0 0 0  LA SALLE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  4 4 0  1 . 0
T O M L  POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 4 0
S L  M WATER 0 0  1 6 3 5 0 9 0  S T . CLAIR A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 5 9  1 7 5  1 . 0
F . S . H .  WATER 00t*tt 1 6 3 5 3 0 0  S T . CLAIR CONS 55
EREEBURG 1 6 3 0 6 0 0  S T . CLAIR CONS 3 4 0 0
HECKER 1 3 3 0 1 5 0  S T . CLAIR CONS 4 5 0
LEBANON 1 6 3 0 6 5 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 4 5 5 0
MASCJOUIAH 1 6 3 0 8 0 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 5 1 5 0
NEW BADEN 0 2 7 4 7 0 0  CLINTON CONS 2 4 3 0
NEW MEMPHIS PWD 0 2 7 5 3 5 0  CLINTON OONS 195
SMITHTON 1 6 3 1 3 0 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 1 5 1 5  /
SUM4ERFIELD 1 6 3 1 3 5 0  S T . CLAIR OONS 5 9 0
TRENTON 0 2 7 0 5 0 0  CLINTON CONS 2 6 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------2 1 1 6 0
SADDLEBROOK ESTATES SUBD 1 7 9 7 3 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 7 1  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  5 0
SADORUS 0 1 9 0 7 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 0 0
SALEM WS 1 2 1 0 4 5 0  MARION N a S iF 6  ADJ 1 0 /5 8  7 8 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  7 8 1 3
SALINE VALLEY CD 1 6 5 5 3 0 0  SALINE A c id  ADJ / 8 3  2 0 0  1 . 0
ELDORADO WC 1 6 5 5 0 3 0  SALINE OONS 7 4 0 0
HARRISBURG OORR C IR  1 6 5 5 5 0 0  SALINE OONS 2 0 0
HARRISBURG WS 1 6 5 0 2 0 0  SALINE OONS 9 4 1 0
LIBERTY-LEDPORD EWD 1 6 5 5 0 5 0  SALINE CONS 1 4 7 0
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MUDDY 1 6 5 0 2 5 0  SALINE 00NS 3 1 5
RALEIGH WD 1 6 5 5 1 2 0  SALINE OONS 8 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 9 8 3 5
SAN JO SE  WS 1 2 5 4 8 4 0  MASON NaF ADJ 1 0 /6 9  7 8 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  7 8 4
SANDWICH WS 0 3 7 4 8 5 0  EE KALB A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  3 6 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 6 7 5
SANGAMON VALLEY PWD 0 1 9 5 1 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 8 7 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  1 8 7 4
SAUK VILLAGE WS 0 3 1 2 7 9 0  OOOK A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 9  1 0 9 0 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 9 0 6
SAUNEMIN WS 1 0 5 0 6 5 0  LIVINGSTON NAIL 4 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 6 3
SAVANNA WS 0 1 5 0 2 5 0  CARROLL A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 5 2 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T tM ------------------------------------------- 4 5 2 9
SAYBROOK WS 1 1 3 0 9 5 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  8 8 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 8 2
SCALES MOUND WS 0 8 5 0 4 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 1  3 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 4 7
SCHAUMBURG WS 0 3 1 4 8 9 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  5 2 3 1 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 2 3 1 9
SE  JO L IE T  SD 1 9 7 7 4 9 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 4  1 8 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 8 7 0
SEATON WS 1 3 1 0 3 5 0  MERCER NAIL 2 5 5  0 . 9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  255
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT'
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SEOOR WS 2 0 3 0 6 0 0  WOODFORD N aF ADJ / 6 9  4 8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 8 8
SENECA WS 0 9 9 1 0 5 0  LA SA LLE N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 0 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  2 0 9 8
SHABBONA WS 0 3 7 0 4 5 0  EE KALB A c id  ADJ / 6 9  8 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  8 5 1
SHANNON WS 0 1 5 0 3 0 0  CARROLL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  9 3 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  9 3 8
SHAWNEETTOWN WS 0 5 9 0 3 5 0  GALLATIN A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 5  1 8 4 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  1841
SHAWNITA TERR WATER ASSOC 1 9 7 7 6 9 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 2 5  1 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------  147
SHEFFIELD WS 0 1 1 0 9 5 0  BUREAU N aF ADJ 0 4 /7 1  1 1 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  1 1 3 0
SHELBYVILLE WS 1 7 3 0 3 0 0  SHELBY A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 1  5 2 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 5 2 5 9
SHELDON 0 7 5 0 8 0 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
SHERIDAN OORR C IR  0 9 9 5 8 4 0  LA SALLE A cid ADJ 0 9 /8 7  1 0 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 1075
SHERRARD WS 1 3 1 0 4 0 0  MERCER A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  8 1 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------------- 8 1 1
SHIPMAN WS 1 1 7 0 9 5 0  MACOUPIN NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 0  5 8 1  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  581
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHOREWOOD WS 1 9 7 5 0 8 0  WILL NAIL 4 7 1 4  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 7 1 4
SIBLEY  WS 0 5 3 0 4 0 0  FORD N aF ADJ / 7 0  3 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 7 0
SID ELL WS 1 8 3 0 8 5 0  VERMILION NaF ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  6 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 6 2 5
SIDNEY WS 0 1 9 0 8 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ / 7 0  8 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 8 8 6
SIG EL WS 1 7 3 0 3 5 0  SHELBY N aF ADJ 1 2 /7 0  3 6 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  3 6 0
S IL V IS  HEIGHTS W CJORP 1 6 1 5 7 5 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 5 2  1 6 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 6 8 0
S IL V IS  WS 1 6 1 0 7 0 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 6 8  7 1 3 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  7 1 3 0
SKYLINE S & W EST SUBD 0 8 9 5 0 3 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 5 0  1 . 0
I L  YOUTH CENTER (VAL VIEW) 0 8 9 5 9 7 0  KANE OONS 4 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  9 5 0
SKYWAY AND SKYLINE SUBD 0 9 1 5 4 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ / 4 6  2 9 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 9 0
SMITHFIELD WS 0 5 7 0 8 5 0  FULTON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  3 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 4 0
SOMONALJK WS 0 3 7 4 8 7 0  1 «  KALB A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 3 4 4  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 1 3 4 4
SOUTH CHICAGO HGTS WS 0 3 1 2 9 4 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 8  3 9 3 2  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  3932
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO___________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
90U IH  ELGIN WS 0 8 9 0 8 0 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  6 2 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 2 1 8
SOUTH GROVE SUBD 0 4 3 7 1 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 6  6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 3
SOUTH JACKSONVILLE WS 1 3 7 0 4 0 0  MORGAN A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 5 6  3 2 3 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 2 3 1
SOUTH PEKIN WS 1 7 9 0 6 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 0 5 /7 1  1 2 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 4 3
SOUTH WILMINGTON WS 0 6 3 0 6 5 0  GRUNDY NAIL 7 4 7  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 4 7
SPARLAND WS 1 2 3 0 2 0 0  MARSHALL N aF ADJ 0 8 / 6 8  6 2 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 2 4
SPARTA WS 1 5 7 0 6 0 0  RANDOLPH N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 3 / 5 4  4 9 5 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 9 5 7
S P IN  LAKE IN C SUBD 1 1 3 5 1 4 0  MCLEAN A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------  6 0
SPRING VALLEY WS 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ 0 2 / 7 0  5 8 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPUIA1TQN SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 8 2 2
SPRINGERTON WS 1 9 3 0 4 5 0  WHITE NaF ADJ 0 1 / 6 9  1 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 4
SPRINGFIELD WS 1 6 7 1 2 0 0  SANGAMON A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 8  1 2 9 6 5 0  1 . 0
CHATHAM 1 6 7 0 3 0 0  SANGAMON OONS 5 6 0 0
GRANDVIEW WS 1 6 7 0 5 0 0  SANGAMON OONS 1 7 5 0
JERCME 1 6 7 0 6 0 0  SANGAMON OONS 1 4 0 0
ROCHESTER 1 6 7 1 0 0 0  SANGAMON CONS 2 5 0 0
WILLIAMSVILUE WS 1 6 7 1 3 0 0  SANGAMON CONS 1 8 5 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  142750
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________ ______________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SPRINGLAKE CC 0 0 1 5 2 4 0  ADAMS A c id  ADJ / 7 4  75 1 . 0
TOUAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  75
ST  ANNE WS 0 9 1 0 7 0 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  1 4 2 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 142 1
ST  AUGUSTINE WS 0 9 5 0 5 0 0  KNOX NAIL 2 0 4  2 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 0 4
ST CHARLES SKYLINE S-WC 0 8 9 5 0 3 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 5 0  1 . 0
I L  YOUTH CENTER (VAL VIEW ) 0 8 9 5 9 7 0  KANE CONS 4 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 9 5 0
ST  CHARLES WS 0 8 9 4 8 3 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 7 3  1 7 4 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 7 4 9 2
ST  ELMO WS 0 5 1 0 2 5 0  FAYETTE N aF  ADJ 1 1 /6 6  1 7 1 8  1 . 0
BROWNSTOWN 0 5 1 0 1 0 0  FAYEITE CONS 1 2 9 5
S T  PETER 0 5 1 0 3 0 0  FAYETTE (JONS 1 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 0 1 3
ST  JACOB 1 1 9 0 9 5 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 8  8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  8 0 0
ST  JOSEPH WS 0 1 9 0 9 0 0  CHAMPAIGN N aF  ADJ 0 7 /6 8  1 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 9 0 0
ST  U BQ RY  WS 1 6 3 1 2 0 0  S T . CLAIR A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 0  5 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 4 9
S T  MARIE 0 7 9 0 2 0 0  JASPER A c id  ADJ / 6 8  5 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 2 5
STANDARD WS 1 5 5 0 3 0 0  PUINAM NATL 2 7 7  1 .7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------  277
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STANFORD WS 1 1 3 1 0 0 0  MCLEAN N aF  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  7 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 2 0
STATEVILLE CORRECTIONAL C IR  1 9 7 7 9 1 0  WILL NATL 2 8 5 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 8 5 0
STAUNTON WS 1 1 7 1 0 5 0  MACOUPIN A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 9  4 7 4 4  1 . 0
WILLIAMSON 1 1 9 1 1 0 0  MACOUPIN CONS 3 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  5 0 6 4
STEELEVILLE WS 1 5 7 0 6 5 0  RANDOLPH N aF  ADJ 1 2 /5 7  2 2 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 2 4 0
STEEPLE RUN SUBD 0 4 3 7 1 6 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ ¡12  1 6 3 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 6 3 8
STEGER WS 0 3 1 4 8 6 0  COOK /  WILL A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 7  9 2 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  9 2 6 9
STELLE GROUP SUBD 0 5 3 5 1 0 0  FORD A c id  ADJ / 7 3  1 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 1 0
STEVER D IS T  IMP ASSOC 1 4 3 5 6 0 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 5 3  1 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  185
STEWARD WS 1 0 3 0 4 5 0  LEE A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  2 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 9 8
STEWARDSON WS 1 7 3 0 4 0 0  SHELBY A cid ADJ / 7 0  7 4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 745
.STILLMAN VALLEY WS 1 4 1 0 5 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 7 0  9 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 9 6 1
STOCKTON WS 0 8 5 0 4 5 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  1 8 7 2  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1872
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STONINGTON WS 0 2 1 0 5 5 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  1 1 8 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 1 8 4
STORYBROOK HIGHLANDS 0 9 3 5 2 5 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ / 7 6  7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  70
STRASBURG WS 1 7 3 0 4 5 0  SHELBY NaF ADJ / 7 0  4 8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 4 8 8
STRATFORD WEST SUBD 1 0 9 5 2 0 0  MCDONOUGH A c id  ADJ / 6 9  5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 5 0
STRAWN WS 1 0 5 0 7 0 0  LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  1 4 3  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 4 3
STREAMJOOD WS 0 3 1 3 0 6 0  000K  A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  2 3 4 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 3 4 5 6
STRCNGHURST WS 0 7 1 0 4 0 0  HENDERSON N aF ADJ / 6 9  8 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  8 6 5
SUBLETTE WS 1 0 3 0 5 0 0  LEE N aF ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  4 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4 4 2
SUBURBAN HEIGHTS SUBD 1 6 1 5 8 0 0  ROCK ISLAND N aF  ADJ / 4 8  1 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 2 0
SUGAR GROVE 0 8 9 0 8 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 6 7  1 4 0 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 4 0 2
SULLIVAN WS 1 3 9 0 3 0 0  MDULTRIE N aF ADJ 0 9 /6 8  4 6 0 0  1 . 0
MOULTRIE 0 0  RWD 1 3 9 5 1 5 0  MOULTRIE OONS 1 1 6 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 7 6 2
SUN RIVER TERRACE 0 9 1 0 7 2 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ / 8 5  6 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  600
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SUNNYLAND SUBD 1 9 7 7 7 3 0  WILL N aF ADJ /4 5  3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------  3 5 0
SUNSET TRAILS APTS 1 7 7 7 7 7 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 6  2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------   2 0 0
SWED0NA WATER ASSOC 1 3 1 5 2 0 0  MERCER NATL 1 5 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------- 1 5 0
SYCAMORE WS 0 3 7 0 5 5 0  I E  KALB A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 0  9 2 1 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 9 2 1 9
SYLMAR WATER OORP SUBD 1 7 9 5 9 3 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 1  6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 6 0
TABLE GROVE WS 0 5 7 0 9 0 0  FULTON NATL 4 8 9  4 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 8 9
TALLULA WS 1 2 9 0 2 5 0  MENARD A c id  ADJ / 6 9  6 8 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  6 8 1
T A M S WS 0 0 3 0 1 0 0  ALEXANDER A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  8 2 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  8 2 6
TAMPICO WS 1 9 5 0 5 5 0  WHITESIDE A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 7 0  9 6 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  9 6 6
TAYLORVILLE WS 0 2 1 0 6 0 0  CHRISTIAN A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 0  1 2 0 3 6  1 . 0
LANGLEYVILLE PWD 0 2 1 5 1 5 0  CHRISTIAN CONS 3 1 0
OWANEOO 0 2 1 0 4 0 0  CHRISTIAN CONS 3 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------- ■ -  1 2 6 4 6
TEE AND GREEN SUBD 0 4 3 7 2 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 5 9  6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------------- 6 5
TEN MILE VIEW SUBD 2 0 3 5 1 5 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 5 2  51  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  51
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TEUIOPOLIS WS 0 4 9 0 4 5 0  EFFINGHAM A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 4 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 4 1 4
IHAWVILLE WS 0 7 5 0 8 5 0  IBDQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S l iM -------------------------------------------  2 7 5
THEBES WS 0 0 3 0 1 5 0  ALEXANDER A c id  ADJ / 7 0  4 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S l iM -------------------------------------------  4 5 5
THCMASBORO WS 0 1 9 0 9 5 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 6 / 6 8  1 2 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S l iM -------------------------------------------  1 2 4 2
THOMSON WS 0 1 5 0 3 5 0  CARROLL N aF ADJ / 7 0  9 1 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 1 1
TIMBER BROCK ESTATES 0 7 3 5 4 5 0  HENRY N aF ADJ / 7 2  1 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 8
TIMBER RIDGE SUBD 0 7 3 5 4 7 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ /7 6  5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 3
TTMBERLAKE ESTATES SUBD 1 3 3 5 0 5 0  MONROE A c id  ADJ /7 1  8 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 0
TTMBERLAN SUBD 2 0 3 5 2 0 0  WOODFORD NaF ADU / 4 9  1 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 105
TISKILW A WS 0 1 1 1 0 5 0  BUREAU NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 0  9 9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 9 9 0
TOLEDO WS 0 3 5 0 2 0 0  CUMBERLAND A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 8  1 2 8 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 2 8 4
TOLONO WS 0 1 9 1 0 0 0  CHAMPAIGN A c id  ADJ 0 1 / 7 0  2 4 3 4  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2434
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TOLUCA WS 1 2 3 0 2 5 0  MARSHALL NATL 1 4 7 1  1 . 6
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  147 1
TONICAW S 0 9 9 1 1 5 0  L A SA LLE NATL 6 9 5  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 9 5
TOULON WS 1 7 5 0 1 5 0  STARK NATL 1 3 9 0  2 . 2
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 3 9 0
TOWER H IL L  1 7 3 0 5 0 0  SHELBY A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 7 0  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 0 0
TOWER LAKES WC 0 9 7 5 0 1 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 3 0  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 3 0
TOWER RIDGE 1 6 1 5 7 8 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 8  5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  55
TREM3NT WS 1 7 9 0 7 0 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  2 0 %  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 9 6
1RI-COUNTY WC 0 9 7 5 4 5 0  LAKE N aF ADJ / 6 0  2 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 2 2 2
T R I-ST A TE  VILLAGE WS 0 4 3 7 3 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 4 0  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 700
T R IPL E  OAKS WATER CO 1 7 9 5 9 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 7 0 0
TRIVOLI PWD 1 4 3 5 5 1 0  PEORIA NATL 3 5 0  3 . 7
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 5 0
TROY WS 1 1 9 1 0 0 0  MADISON NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 0  3 7 7 2  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  3772
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED
EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
1 1 1 5 7 6 0  MCHENRY NATL 1 8 9  2 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 8 9
0 4 1 5 1 0 0  DOUGLAS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 1 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 1 7 5
1 5 3 0 3 5 0  PULASKI N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  5 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 5 0
1 9 7 7 8 6 0  WILL NAIL 5 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 0
1 1 1 0 9 0 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 8  6 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  6 2 2
0 2 3 5 4 0 0  CLARK N aF ADJ / 6 5  7 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 7 0 5
0 0 1 0 7 0 0  ADAMS NaF ADJ 0 8 / 6 8  4 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 4 5 4
0 9 7 5 2 2 7  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 6  4 7 2 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 7 2 7 5
1 9 7 5 5 0 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 1 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 1 5
0 9 9 7 3 0 0  LAKE NATL 2 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 0 0
1 7 9 7 0 2 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 6  9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  9 0
1 7 9 7 0 1 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 9  2 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 233
TURNBERRY U T IL  INC
U S INDUSTRIAL CHEM 0 0
ULLTN WS
UNION O IL  COMPANY
UNION WS
UNION-YORK WATER D IS T
URSA WS
USNTC GREAT LAKES
U T IL IT IE S  UNLIMITED WS
VALENTINE MANOR SUBD
VALLEY VIEW MUTUAL WC
VALLEY VIEW NO 4 ,  NO 6
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VALLEY VIEW WS 0 4 3 7 3 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  2 1 1 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM ------------------------------------  2 1 1 2
VALLEY WATER CO IN C 0 9 3 5 1 0 0  KENDALL A c id  ADJ / 6 3  1 2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 2 5
VALLEY WATER COMPANY 0 9 3 5 1 0 1  KENDALL NATL 1 7 5 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 7 5 0
VALLEYVIEW SUBD 0 3 7 5 2 0 0  DE KALB A c id  ADJ / 7 1  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 0 0
VALMEYER WS 1 3 3 0 2 5 0  MONROE NaF ADJ / 7 0  8 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  8 9 8
VAN ORIN WS 0 1 1 5 0 0 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 0
VANDALIAWS 0 5 1 0 3 5 0  FAYETTE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  5 3 3 8  1 . 0
VANDALIA OORR CTR 0 5 1 5 5 0 0  FAYETTE CONS 1 2 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 6 5 8 8
VARNA WS 1 2 3 0 3 0 0  MARSHALL A c id  ADJ / 6 8  4 4 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 4 1
VAUGHNDALE MEADOWS SUB 0 9 1 5 9 5 0  KANKAKEE A c id  ADJ /7 4  2 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 7 0
VENADO-ARGLE WATER ASSOC 1 7 9 5 0 5 0  TAZEWELL NaF ADJ / 7 2  135  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  135
VERMILION WS 0 4 5 0 4 0 0  EDGAR A c id  ADJ / 7 0  2 9 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 9 9
VERMONT WS 0 5 7 0 9 5 0  FULTON A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  8 8 5  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  885
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VERNON H ILL S WS 0 9 7 1 7 5 0  LAKE NATL 9 8 2 7  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 8 2 7
VERSAILLES WS 0 0 9 0 2 0 0  BROWN N aF ADJ 1 2 /6 9  5 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 1 3
V E T 'S  PLACE SUBD 1 4 3 5 6 5 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 7 9  8 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 5
VICTORIA WS 0 9 5 0 5 5 0  KNOX NATL 3 8 9  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 3 8 9
VIENNA WS 0 8 7 0 3 5 0  JOHNSON A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 7  1 4 2 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 4 2 0
V ILLA  GBCVE WS 0 4 1 0 3 5 0  DOUGLAS NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 1  2 7 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2 7 0 7
VILLA PARK WS 0 4 3 0 8 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  2 3 1 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------------- 2 3 1 8 5
VIOLA WS 1 3 1 0 4 5 0  MERCER NATL 1 1 4 4  1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------------------  1 1 4 4
V IR G IN IA  WS 0 1 7 0 2 5 0  CASS A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  1 8 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 8 2 5
W LIBERTY-DUNDAS WD 1 5 9 5 0 5 0  RICHLAND A c id  ADJ /  7 0  2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 2 5
WADSWORTH OAKS SUBD 0 9 7 7 3 2 0  LAKE NATL 8 0  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 0
WAGGONER WS 1 3 5 0 7 0 0  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ 0 9 / 6 8  2 7 7  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  277
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALK UP WOODS SUBD 1 1 1 5 8 0 0  MCHENRY NAIL 7 6 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 7 6 0
WALNUT H IL L  WELL ASSOC 1 8 3 5 1 5 0  VERMILION A c id  ADJ / 4 6  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 3 0 0 0
WALNUT WS 0 1 1 1 1 0 0  BUREAU N aF  ADJ / 6 9  1 5 1 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 5 1 3
WAPELLA WS 0 3 9 0 2 5 0  DE WITT N aF ADJ 0 1 / 6 9  7 6 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 7 6 8
WARREN WS 0 8 5 0 5 0 0  JO  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 6  1 5 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 5 9 5
WARRENSBURG WS 1 1 5 0 5 0 0  MACON N aF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  1 3 7 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  : ------------------------------  1 3 7 2
WARRENVILLE WS 0 4 3 0 8 3 3  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 6 8  7 5 1 9  1 . 0
WARRENVILLE-ALBRIGHT ST  0 4 3 0 8 3 1  DU PAGE OONS 6 3
WARRENVILLE-WELL f a  0 4 3 0 8 3 4  DU PAGE OONS 2 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 8 2 2
WARRENVILLE-RAY ST  HOMEOWNERS 0 4 3 0 8 3 2  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 7 7  1 1 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  112
WARSAW WS 0 6 7 0 6 5 0  HANOOCK NaF ADJ 1 0 /6 9  1 8 4 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------   184 2
WASHBURN WS 2 0 3 4 9 4 0  WOODFORD A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 0 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 2 0 6
WASHINGTON ESTATES IN C 1 7 9 7 0 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 5 5  1 3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 3 0 0
WASHINGTON WS 1 7 9 0 7 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 8  1 0 3 6 4  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  10364
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________ _NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
WATAGA WS 0 9 5 0 6 0 0  KNQX NATL 9 9 6  2 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 9 6
WATER WORKS (TAYLOR RIDGE) 1 6 1 5 1 3 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 8  3 2  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 2
WATERGATE SUBD 1 5 9 5 1 5 0  RICHLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 4  6 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  6 0
WATERLOO WS 1 3 3 0 3 0 0  MONROE N aF  ADJ 0 7 / 6 8  4 9 6 1  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 9 6 1
WATERMAN WS 0 3 7 0 6 0 0  EE KALB A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 9  9 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  9 4 3
WATSEKA WS 0 7 5 0 9 0 0  IROQUOIS N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  5 5 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 5 4 3
WATSON WS 0 4 9 0 5 0 0  EFFINGHAM A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 3  5 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  5 5 1
WATUHIYI WW GO 1 2 3 5 1 5 0  MARSHALL NATL 2 6 3  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM  ---------------------------------------- 2 6 3
WAUOONDAWS 0 9 7 1 8 5 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 9  5 6 8 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 5 6 8 8
WAUKEGAN WS 0 9 7 1 9 0 0  LAKE N a S iF 6  AlXf 0 3 /5 2  6 7 6 5 3  1 .0
PARK CITY  0 9 7 1 4 0 0  LAKE OONS 3 6 7 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------7 1 3 2 8
WAVERLY WS 1 3 7 0 4 5 0  MORGAN A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 7  1 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------  1 6 0 0
WAYNE C ITY  WS 1 9 1 0 4 5 0  WAYNE N aS iF 6  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  2 0 3 0  1 . 0
SIMS 1 9 1 0 4 0 0  WAYNE CONS 6 3 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  2660
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
: ___________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WAYNESVILLE 0 3 9 0 3 0 0  EE WITT N aF ADJ 1 1 /7 0  5 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5 6 9
WELDON WS 0 3 9 0 3 5 0  D E W IT T  N aF ADJ / 6 9  5 3 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------- 5 3 1
WELLINGTON WS 0 7 5 0 9 5 0  IROQUOIS N aF  ADJ / 7 0  3 7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 3 7 0
WENONA WS 1 2 3 4 9 5 0  MARSHALL NAIL 1 0 2 5  1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 102 5
WERMES SUBD 0 8 9 5 7 5 0  KANE NATL 1 6 4  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 164
WERNER GOER SUBD 0 4 9 5 3 0 0  EFFINGHAM A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------ 3 4
WEST BROOKLYN 1 0 3 0 5 5 0  LEE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   2 2 5
WEST CHICAGO WS 0 4 3 0 9 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 8  1 2 5 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------ 1 2 5 5 0
WEST DUNDEE WS 0 8 9 0 9 5 0  KANE A c id  ADJ / 6 8  3 5 0 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  3 5 0 2
WEST PO IN T 0 6 7 0 7 0 0  HANCOCK A c id  ADJ / 6 8  2 3 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 3 7
WEST SALEM 0 4 7 0 2 0 0  EDWARDS A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 1 7 5 0
WESTERN SPGS WS 0 3 1 3 1 8 0  0 0 OK NATL 1 2 8 7 6  1 . 2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  12876
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WESTFIELD WS 0 2 3 0 2 0 0  CLARK N aF ADJ / 6 8  7 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  7 3 3
WESTMONT WS 0 4 3 0 9 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  1 6 7 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------1 6 7 1 8
WESTPORT SUBD 0 9 5 5 1 0 0  KNCK A c id  ADJ / 6 3  9 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 0
WESTPORT WS IN C 0 9 5 5 0 4 0  KNOX N aF ADJ / 7 4  1 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 161
WHEATON FARMS SUBD 0 4 3 7 5 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ / 2 4  2 7 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 7 3
WHEATON WS 0 4 3 1 0 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 7 / 6 3  4 3 0 4 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 4 3 0 4 3
WHEELING WS 0 3 1 4 9 7 0  COOK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 3  2 3 2 6 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE V&TER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 2 6 6
WHISPERING H ILL S WC 1 1 1 5 7 0 0  MCHEMIY A c id  ADJ / 4 2  3 5 6 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 5 6 3
WHITE HALL WS 0 6 1 0 4 0 0  GREENE A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 2  2 9 3 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 9 3 5
WHITE HEATH W W  1 4 7 5 0 5 0  PIA TT A cid ADJ / 7 0  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 0 0
WHITE OAK ESTATES 1 0 3 5 0 5 0  LEE N aF ADJ / 7 0  2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 6 0
WILDWOOD SUBDIVISION 0 9 7 7 3 5 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ ¡12  7 1 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7100
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I L L I N O I S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL- LEVEL
WILDWOOD U T IL  CD 2 0 1 5 4 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ /5 7  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 7 0 0
W ILLIAMSFIELD WS 0 9 5 0 6 5 0  KNOX NAIL 5 8 5  3 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 8 5
WILLOW H ILL  WS 0 7 9 0 3 0 0  JASPER N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 9 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 9 2
WILLOWBROOK U T IL  0 0  1 9 7 7 8 7 0  WILL A c id  ADJ / 7 2  6 0 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  6 0 2
WILLOWBROOK WS 0 4 3 1 1 0 0  DU PAGE NATL 1 4 5 7  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  14 5 7
WILMETTE WS 0 3 1 3 3 0 0  COCK A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 8  3 2 5 0 0  1 . 0
GLENVIEW 0 3 1 1 0 2 0  COOK CONS 4 5 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  7 7 5 0 0
WILMINGTON WS 1 9 7 1 1 0 0  WILL NATL 4 4 2 4  1 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 4 2 4
WINCHESTER WS 1 7 1 0 3 5 0  SCOTT A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 7 1 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 7 1 6
WINDING CREEK ESTATES 1 6 1 5 8 5 0  ROCX ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 8 0  7 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------  70
WINDSOR WS 1 7 3 0 5 5 0  SHELBY /  MERCER NaF ADJ / 7 0  2 0 9 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 9 1
WINFIELD WS 0 4 3 1 1 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 8  4 4 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 4 2 2
WINNEBAGO WS 2 0 1 0 5 0 0  WINNEBAGO A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 9  1 6 4 4  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1644
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
,   NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WINNEIKA WS 0 3 1 3 3 3 0  CDOK N a S iF ó  ADJ 1 2 /5 2  1 8 5 7 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 8 5 7 9
WINSLCW WS 1 7 7 0 5 5 0  STEPHENSON A c id  ADJ 0 4 / 6 9  3 6 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------- 3 6 1
WINIHROP HARBOR WS 0 9 7 1 9 5 0  LAKE NATL 5 4 3 8  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 4 3 8
W ITT WS 1 3 5 0 8 5 0  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 1  1 2 0 5  1 . 0
IRVING 1 3 5 0 3 5 0  MONTGOMERY CONS 6 1 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 8 2 0
WOLF RIDGE WELL OORP 0 7 3 5 1 2 0  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 7 3  1 5 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 5 0
WONDER LAKE WS 1 1 1 5 7 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 9 / 6 9  8 6 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 8 6 5
WOOD DALE WS 0 4 3 1 2 0 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 3 / 6 8  1 1 2 5 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------------------- 1 1 2 5 1
WOOD PARK WATER CD 1 6 1 5 9 0 0  ROCK ISLAND A c id  ADJ / 7 3  4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 0
WOOD RIVER WS 1 1 9 1 1 5 0  MADISON A cid ADJ / 7 0  1 2 4 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------~ -  1 2 4 4 9
WOODHAVEN LAKES SUBD 1 0 3 5 1 0 0  LEE A cid ADJ 1 1 1  4 1 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 4 1 0 0
WOODHULL WS 0 7 3 0 7 5 0  HENRY NATL 9 0 1  2 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  9 0 1
WOODLAND HEIGHTS SUBD 1 4 3 5 7 6 0  PEORIA A c id  ADJ / 7 3  2 4 5  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTTN--------------------------- 245
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WOODLAND WS 0 7 5 1 0 0 0  IROQUOIS A c id  ADJ / 7 0  3 3 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 3 3
WOODLAWN U T IL  OORP 1 4 1 5 0 5 0  OGLE A c id  ADJ / 6 1  2 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 0
WOODRIDGE WS 0 4 3 1 2 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 8  2 2 3 2 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 2 3 2 2
WOODSTOCK WS 1 1 1 0 9 5 0  MCHENRY A c id  ADJ 0 9 / 6 6  1 1 7 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 1 1 7 2 5
WOOCWAY COURT SUBD 1 7 9 7 2 5 0  TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ / 6 3  4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S H M ------------------------------------------  4 5
WORDEN WS 1 1 9 1 2 0 0  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  9 5 3  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 5 3
WYANET WS 0 1 1 1 1 5 0  BUREAU A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 6 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 0 6 9
WYCMING WS 1 7 5 0 2 0 0  STARK NATL 1 6 1 4  1 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 6 1 4
YATES CITY  WS 0 9 5 0 7 0 0  KNOX NATL 8 6 0  2 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8 6 0
YORK CENTER OOOP 0 4 3 7 5 5 0  DU PAGE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 4  3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 0 0
YORKVILLE WS 0 9 3 0 2 5 0  KENDALL NATL 3 4 2 2  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 4 2 2
ZION-BENPON WS 0 9 7 2 0 0 0  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 5 5  1 7 8 6 1  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  17861
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I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
  ____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABOITE TOP 5 2 0 2 0 1 4  ALLEN NAIL 5 6 7 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------  5 6 7 0
ADVANCE 5 2 0 6 0 0 1  BOONE NAIL 5 3 0  1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  5 3 0
ALBION 5 2 5 7 0 0 1  NOBLE NATL 1 7 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  1 7 0 0
ALEXANDRIA 5 2 4 8 0 0 1  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 6 8  6 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  6 2 0 0
ANDERSON 5 2 4 8 0 0 2  MADISON A c id  ADJ / 6 3  6 4 6 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------  6 4 6 9 5
ANDREWS 5 2 3 5 0 0 1  HUNTINGTON N aF ADJ / 8 4  1 3 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  1 3 0 0
ANGOLA 5 2 7 6 0 0 1  STEUBEN N aF ADJ / 7 2  5 3 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE ■WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  5 3 0 0
ARGOS 5 2 5 0 0 0 1  MARSHALL N aF ADJ / 7 5  1 5 2 5  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------  1 5 2 5
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 5 2 3 5 0 0 2  ALLEN NATL 2 0 0  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------- 2 0 0
ASHLEY 5 2 7 6 0 0 2  DEKALB /  STEUBEN NaF ADJ / 8 2  8 3 3  1 . 0
HUDSON 5 2 7 6 0 2 2  STEUBEN CONS 4 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1 2 8 3
ATWOOD ELEMENTARY KOSCIUSKO N a S iF 6  ADJ / 8 5  1 2 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------- 1 2 8
AUBURN 5 2 1 7 0 0 1  EE KALB NATL 8 7 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  8700
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________ _____________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DEARBORN A c id  ADJ / 6 7  5 6 0 0  1 . 0
DEARBORN 00NS 1 2 8 0
RIPLEY CONS 9 1 0
DEARBORN 00NS 3 0 0
BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  8 0 9 0
NOBLE NAIL 1 2 5 7  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------    1 2 5 7
ALLEN NATL 3 0 0 0  0 . 8
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  3 0 0 0
PWNAM N aF ADJ / 8 2  6 4 4  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WAIT® S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  6 4 4
JOHNSON N aF  ADJ / 8 1  7 5 0 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 5 0 0
RIPLEY A c id  ADJ / 5 2  4 8 0 0  1 . 0
FRANKLIN OONS 7 5 8
BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  5 5 5 8
TIPPECANOE N aF ADJ / 7 9  1 7 2 2  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  17 2 2
OWEN NaF ADJ / 8 1  4 5 5 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------  4 5 5 0
LAWRENCE N aS iF 6  ADJ /5 2  1 4 0 0 0  1 . 0
LAWRENCE OONS 3 9 6 0
LAWRENCE OONS 1 5 8 8
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1 9 5 4 8
ADAMS NATL 3 5 0 0  1 . 3
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 3 5 0 0
KNOX N aF ADJ /8 1  4 7 1 0  1 . 0




HOGAN WTR 0 0  (PA RT)
5 2 1 5 0 0 1
5 2 1 5 0 0 2  
5 2 6 9 0 0 2  
5 2 1 5 0 0 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
AVILLA 5 2 5 7 0 0 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 






5 2 6 7 0 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
5 2 4 1 0 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
5 2 6 9 0 0 1
5 2 2 4 0 0 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
B A T H E  GROUND 5 2 7 9 0 0 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
BEAN BLOSSCM-PATRICKSBURG RURA 5 2 6 0 0 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
BEDFORD 




5 2 4 7 0 0 1
5 2 4 7 0 0 2  
5 2 4 7 0 0 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
5 2 0 1 0 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
5 2 4 2 0 0 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
BLOCMFIELD 5 2 2 8 0 0 3  GREENE NaF ADJ /5 2 6 5 3 4 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 6 5 3 4
BLOOMINGTON 5 2 5 3 0 0 2  MONROE A c id ADJ / 7 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 . 0
B&B WIR PROJECT' INC 5 2 5 3 0 0 1  MONROE CONS 3 2 0 2
EASTERN MONROE W OORP 5 2 5 3 0 0 3  MONROE CONS 1 4 7 0
ELLETTSVILLE 5 2 5 3 0 0 4  MONROE CONS 3 7 0 0
NASHVILLE (PA RT) 5 2 0 7 0 0 2  MONROE OONS 1 2 0 0
RHORER-SCHACHT-HARRELL RD WC MONROE OONS 1 6 0
SOUTHERN M3NRCE WC 5 2 5 3 0 0 7  MONROE OONS 3 5 0 0
VAN BUREN WIR OORP 5 2 5 3 0 0 8  MDNROE OONS 3 4 5 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- -- 6 6 6 9 0
BLUE RIVER ELEM. HENRY ADJ m 5 0 4 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 5 0 4
B U FFTO N 5 2 9 0 0 0 1  WELLS NATL 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 7
TOIAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- -- 1 0 0 0 0
BOONE GBOVE SCHOOL PORTER ADJ / 7 8 8 8 4 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 8 8 4
BOONVILLE 5 2 8 7 0 0 1  WARRICK NaF ADJ /6 7 62.48 1 .0
GENTRYVILLE 5 2 7 4 0 0 4  WARRICK OONS 1 0 2 6
TENNYSON 5 2 8 7 0 0 7  WARRICK OONS 2 6 4 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------  - 9 9 2 0
BORDEN TRI-COUNTY 5 2 1 0 0 0 2  CLARK NaF ADJ / 7 9 4 9 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- -- 4 9 0 0
BRAZIL 5 2 1 1 0 0 1  CLAY NaF ADJ /5 6 1 1 0 0 0 1 .0
CARBON 5 2 1 1 0 0 2  CLAY OONS 9 4 5
CENTER POINT 5 2 1 1 0 0 3  CLAY CONS 4 6 8
KNIGHTSVILLE 5 2 1 1 0 0 6  CLAY OONS 1 2 8 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 1 3 7 0 1
BREMEN 5 2 5 0 0 0 3  MARSHALL NaF ADJ /7 5 3 5 0 0 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 3 5 0 0
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_ _ ______________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRIGHTON ELEM LAGRANGE ADJ / 7 9  1 4 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 4 0
BRISTOL 5 2 2 0 0 0 1  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 8 3  1 6 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T ÏM ------------------------------------------  1 6 5 0
BROCK 5 2 5 6 0 0 2  NEWTON N aF ADJ / 8 2  9 1 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T ÏM ------------------------------------------  9 1 4
BROOKLYN 5 2 5 5 0 0 2  MORGAN N aF ADJ / 8 1  9 1 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 1 1
BROOKSTON 5 2 9 1 0 0 2  WHITE NaF ADJ / 6 7  1 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T ÏM ------------------------------------------  1 6 0 0
BROOKVILLE 5 2 2 4 0 0 1  FRANKLIN N aF ADJ / 6 8  2 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T ÏM ------------------------------------------  2 9 0 0
BROWN 0 0  5 2 0 7 0 0 1  BROWN A c id  ADJ / 8 4  4 8 6 0  1 . 0
NASHVILLE (PA R T) 5 2 0 7 0 0 2  MONROE CIONS 1 2 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T ÏM ------------------------------------------  6 0 6 0
BROWNSBURG 5 2 3 2 0 0 2  HENDRICKS NATL 6 0 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 0 0 0
BRUCEVILLE 5 2 4 2 0 0 3  KNOX NaF' ADJ / 8 0  7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------   7 5 0
BRLM-HTT ELEM PORTER NaF ADJ / 7 9  4 5 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 5 0
BUNKER H IL L  5 2 5 2 0 0 3  MIAMI NAIL 9 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 6 0
BUTLER 5 2 1 7 0 0 3  I E  KALB NATL 2 5 0 3  0 . 8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2503
I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CAMBRIDGE CITY  5 2 8 9 0 0 2  WAYNE NaF ADJ / 6 8  2 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 5 0 0
CAMDEN 5 2 0 8 0 0 1  CARROLL N aF ADJ /8 1  6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 0 0
CAMPBELLSBURG 5 2 8 8 0 0 1  WASHINGTON N aF ADJ / 8 4  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  7 0 0
CARMEL 5 2 2 9 0 0 4  HAMILTON N aF ADJ / 5 6  2 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 0 0 0 0
CARROLL ELEMENTARY CARROLL N aF ADJ 7 1 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 7 1 3
CARTHAGE 5 2 7 0 0 0 1  RUSH N aF ADJ / 8 0  8 0 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  8 0 2
CENTERVILLE 5 2 8 9 0 0 3  WAYNE N aF ADJ /8 1  2 3 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2 3 5 0
CHALMERS 5 2 9 1 0 0 3  WHITE N aF ADJ / 8 4  5 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 5 0
CHANDLER 5 2 8 7 0 0 2  WARRICK A c id  ADJ / 8 0  7 7 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  7 7 1 0
CHARLESTOWN 5 2 1 0 0 0 3  CLARK NaF ADJ / 6 6  6 6 0 0  1 . 0
MARYSVILLE-OTISOO-NABB WTR 0 0  5 2 1 0 0 0 6  CLARK OONS 3 3 1 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------  9 9 1 0
CHESTERFIELD 5 2 4 8 0 0 4  MADISON N aF  ADJ / 7 9  2 6 9 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2 6 9 8
CHESTERTON 5 2 6 4 0 0 4  PORTER A c id  ADJ / 7 2  1 2 0 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  12000
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I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHRISNEY 5 2 7 4 0 0 1  SPENCER N aF ADJ / 8 0  5 3 1  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 3 1
CHURUBUSOO 5 2 9 2 0 0 3  WHITLEY NATL 1 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 6 0 0
CICERO 5 2 2 9 0 0 5  HAMILTON N aF ADJ /8 1  2 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 5 0 0
CLARKS H IL L  5 2 7 9 0 0 6  TIPPECANOE N aF ADJ / 8 4  6 4 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6 4 0
CLEARWATER U T IL IT IE S  ALLEN NATL 4 9 8 6  0 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 9 8 6
CLINTON 5 2 8 3 0 0 4  VERMILLION N aF ADJ / 8 3  5 3 4 8  1 . 0
CLINTON TWP 5 2 8 3 0 0 3  VERMILLION CONS 1 9 0 0
ST  BERNICE WTR OORP 5 2 8 3 0 1 0  VERMILLION OONS 8 4 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 0 9 6
CLOVERDALE 5 2 6 7 0 0 3  PUTNAM A c id  ADJ / 8 4  1 2 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1 2 6 0
COLFAX 5 2 1 2 0 0 1  CLINTON NaF ADJ / 7 9  8 3 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 8 3 2
COLLEGE CORNER ELEM MADISON N aF ADJ /7 7  3 9 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 9 7
COLUMBIA CITY  5 2 9 2 0 0 4  WHITLEY NATL 5 0 4 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 5 0 4 9
OOUJMBUS 5 2 0 3 0 0 2  BARTHOLOMEW N a S iF 6  ADJ /5 2  3 3 0 0 0  1 . 0
SOUTH WESTERN BARTHOLOMEW 5 2 0 3 0 0 8  BARTHOLOMEW OONS 4 0 3 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  37035
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID . USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________________ NO    DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CONCORD EAST ELEM ELKHART N aF ADJ / 7 8  4 9 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 9 3
OORYDON 5 2 3 1 0 0 1  HARRISON NaF ADJ / 6 6  4 5 0 0  1 . 0
EAST HARRISON WC 5 2 3 1 0 0 2  HARRISON CONS 9 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 4 0 0
COVINGTON 5 2 2 3 0 0 2  FOUNTAIN NaF ADJ /8 1  2 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 8 0 0
COWAN ELEM DELAWARE N aF ADJ / 7 7  3 4 1  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 4 1
CRANE NAVAL CENTER 5 2 5 1 0 0 3  MARTIN N aF ADJ / 8 4  5 3 0 0  1 . 0
BURNS CITY  5 2 5 1 0 0 1  MARTIN CONS 1 5 0
CRANE 5 2 5 1 0 0 2  MARTIN CONS 3 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 7 9 0
CRAWFORDSVILLE-IN C IT IE S  W GO 5 2 5 4 0 0 5  MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ / 6 4  1 4 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 4 2 0 0
CRITCH FIELD , FW ELEM LA PORTE N aF ADJ /7 8  5 4 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5 4 8
CROTHERSVILLE 5 2 3 6 0 0 1  JACKSON NaF ADJ /8 1  1 7 4 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 7 4 5
CROWN POINT 5 2 4 5 0 0 8  LAKE A cid ADJ / 7 3  1 6 4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 6 4 0 0
CULVER 5 2 5 0 0 0 5  MARSHALL A c id  ADJ /5 3  1 7 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------•---------------------  1 7 8 0
CUMBERLAND MARION NATL 2 2 3 4  0 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM  --------------------------  2234
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DALEVILLE ELEM DELAWARE NaF ADJ 111 3 4 9  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAEER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 4 9
DANVILLE 5 2 3 2 0 0 4  HENDRICKS NATL 4 2 2 0  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 2 2 0
DARLINGTON 5 2 5 4 0 0 3  MONTGOMERY N aF ADJ / 8 3  8 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 7 5
DAYTON ELEM TIPPECANOE N aF ADJ / 7 4  3 2 2  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 2 2
DECATUR 5 2 0 1 0 0 2  ADAMS NATL 9 0 0 0  1 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 0 0 0
DELPHI 5 2 0 8 0 0 2  CARROLL N aF ADJ / 6 5  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 0 0 0
DEM OTE ELEM JASPER N aF ADJ / 8 0  7 1 1  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  711
DOOR VILLAGE ELEM LA PORTE N aF ADJ / 7 8  1 9 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 9 0
DUBLIN 5 2 8 9 0 0 5  WAYNE N aF ADJ / 8 0  1 3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 3 0 0
DUNE ACRES 5 2 4 5 0 1 0  PORTER N aF ADJ / 6 7  2 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 8 0
DUNKIRK 5 2 3 8 0 0 1  JAY NAIL 3 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 5 0 0
DURBIN ELEM HAMILTON N aF ADJ / 8 0  2 2 5  4 . 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  225
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I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DYER 5 2 4 5 0 1 1  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 7 3  9 5 5 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 5 5 5
EAST CHICAGO 5 2 4 5 0 1 2  LAKE N aF ADJ / 6 6  4 6 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 6 0 0 0
EAST ELEM MADISON N aF ADJ 7 7 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  7 7 7
EAST LAWN SCHOOL WHITE N aF  ADJ 2 2 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 2 0
EASTERN BARTHOLOMEW 0 0  5 2 0 3 0 0 4  BARTHOLOMEW N aF ADJ /8 1  3 5 1 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  3 5 1 0
EASTERN HEIGHTS WIR 0 0  5 2 2 8 0 0 2  GREENE NaF ADJ / 8 2  6 3 1 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 3 1 8
EASTWOOD ELEM ELKHART N aF ADJ / 7 6  4 1 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 1 8
EDGEWOOD 5 2 4 8 0 0 6  MARION N aF ADJ / 7 8  2 4 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 4 0 0
EDINBURG 5 2 4 1 0 0 2  JOHNSON N aF ADJ / 7 9  5 1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5 1 0 0
EDWARDSPORT 5 2 4 2 0 0 5  KNOX N aF ADJ / 8 1  4 5 0  1 . 0
KNOK 0 0  RURAL WATER 0 0  5 2 4 2 0 1 8  KNOX OONS 1 5 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 9 5 0
EDWARDSVILLE 5 2 2 2 0 0 1  FLOYD/HARRISON N aF ADJ / 8 1  5 0 0 0  1 . 0
FT.T7ARFTH 5 2 3 1 0 0 7  HARRISON OONS 3 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 3 0 0
EGGLESTON ELEM S T . JOSEPH NaF ADJ / 7 7  6 1 9  4 . 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WALER SYSTEM----------------------------  619
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I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ELKHART 5 2 2 0 0 0 8  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 5 3  4 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 0 0 0 0
ELWOOD 5 2 4 8 0 0 7  MADISON NATL 1 0 8 4 0  0 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 8 4 0
EMINENCE ELEM (-ORGAN N aF ADJ / 7 9  4 3 2  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 3 2
EVANSVILLE 5 2 8 2 0 0 2  VANDERBURGH N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 3  1 3 0 0 4 9  1 . 0
GERMAN TWP WIR D IS T  5 2 8 2 0 0 3  VANDERBURGH CONS 2 9 5 1
GIBSON WC 5 2 2 6 0 0 9  GIBSON CONS 2 0 5 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 3 5 0 5 2
FAIRMXJNT 5 2 2 7 0 0 5  GRANT NATL 3 9 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  3 9 0 0
FALL CREEK ELEM HAMILTON N aF  ADJ / 7 9  2 3 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 3 7
FARMLAND 5 2 6 8 0 0 2  RANDOLPH NATL 1 7 0 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 7 0 0
FERDINAND 5 2 1 9 0 0 4  DUBOIS N aF ADJ / 8 0  2 4 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 4 0 0
FISH ER  ELEM HAMILTON ADJ / 7 9  3 0 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------  3 0 0
FLORA 5 2 0 8 0 0 3  CARROLL NaF ADJ / 7 0  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 2 0 0 0
FLOWING WELLS 5 2 3 4 0 0 4  HOWARD NATL 3 7 7 0  0 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 7 7 0
FOREST H IL L  5 2 5 2 0 0 9  MIAMI NATL 1 1 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 110
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
' _____________________________________________NO  .__________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PORTVILLE 5 2 3 0 0 0 3  HANCOCK NaF ADJ / 5 6  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  3 0 0 0
FOUNTAIN CITY  5 2 8 9 0 0 6  WAYNE NATL 9 0 0  1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  9 0 0
FOWLER 5 2 0 4 0 0 6  BENTON N aF ADJ / 7 1  2 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2 6 0 0
FRANCISCO 5 2 2 6 0 0 2  GIBSON NAIL 1 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  1 0 0 0
FRANKFORT 5 2 1 2 0 0 3  CLINTON NAIL 1 6 0 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  1 6 0 0 0
FRANKLIN COUNTY 5 2 2 4 0 0 2  FRANKLIN NaF ADJ / 8 3  2 6 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 2 6 0 0
FRANKLIN-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 4 1 0 0 4  JOHNSON A c id  ADJ /7 2  1 4 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1 4 0 0 0
FRANKTON 5 2 4 8 0 0 8  MADISON N aF  ADJ /8 2  2 0 2 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2 0 2 6
FREELANDVILLE 5 2 4 2 0 0 6  KNOX NaF ADJ / 8 0  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 7 0 0
FREMDNT 5 2 7 6 0 0 6  STEUBEN NaF ADJ / 8 4  1 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 1 2 0 0
FT  BEN HARRISON 5 2 4 9 0 0 1  MARION A c id  ADJ /6 5  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------  1 5 0 0
FT  BRANCH 5 2 2 6 0 0 1  GIBSON A c id  ADJ / 8 1  2 5 3 5  1 . 0
HAUBSTAET 5 2 2 6 0 0 3  GIBSON CONS 1 3 8 9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  3924
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I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
FT  WAYNE 5 2 0 2 0 1 5  ALLEN N a S iF 6  ADJ /5 1  1 8 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
EDGEW00D PARK SD ALLEN OONS 3 9 2
NEW HAVEN 5 2 0 2 0 0 9  ALLEN OONS 1 2 0 0 0
SUNNY MEAD OOM ASSN 5 2 0 2 0 1 8  ALLEN OONS 2 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SY S1EM -------------------------------------------  1 9 2 6 4 2
GARRETT 5 2 1 7 0 0 4  DE KALB NATL 4 8 2 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEK SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 8 2 0
GARY-HQBART W OORP 5 2 4 5 0 1 5  LAKE A c id  ADJ / 5 6  1 8 8 0 0 0  1 . 0
G R IFFITH  5 2 4 5 0 1 9  LAKE OONS 1 8 1 6 9
LINCOLN U T IL IT IE S  INC LAKE OONS 2 5 0
NEW CHICAGO 5 2 4 5 0 3 2  LAKE OONS 8 2 0 0
OGDEN DUNES 5 2 4 5 0 3 5  LAKE OONS 1 8 0 0
SCHERERVILLE 5 2 4 5 0 4 1  LAKE OONS 1 3 5 0 0
TURKEY CREEK 5 2 4 5 0 4 5  LAKE OONS 8 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 0 7 1 9
GAS C ITY  5 2 2 7 0 0 6  GRANT N aF ADJ / 7 4  8 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 0 0 0
GASTON 5 2 1 8 0 0 8  DELAWARE N aF  ADJ / 8 5  1 1 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 1 5 6
GENEVA 5 2 0 1 0 0 3  ADAMS NATL 1 5 0 0  1 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
GLENWOQD 5 2 7 0 0 0 2  FAYETTE NATL 1 2 4  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 4
GOODLAND 5 2 5 6 0 0 3  NEWTON NATL 1 1 5 0  1 . 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 5 0
GOSHEN 5 2 2 0 0 0 9  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 7 0  1 9 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 9 6 0 0
GOSPORT 5 2 6 0 0 0 3  OWEN N aF ADJ /8 1  1 0 6 4  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1064
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________ ;_________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRABILL 5 2 0 2 0 0 6  ALLEN NATL 6 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 0 0
GRANDVIEW 5 2 7 4 0 0 5  SPENCER N aF ADJ / 8 1  7 0 0  1 . 0
ETNCHHNEWTON WIR G0RP 5 2 7 4 0 0 3  SPENCER CONS 1 1 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 8 0 0
GREEN TWP ELEM MORGAN NaF ADJ / 7 9  2 4 6  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 2 4 6
GREENCASTLE 5 2 6 7 0 0 4  PUINAM A c id  ADJ / 8 4  9 0 0 0  1 . 0
BIG  WALNUT OORP 5 2 6 7 0 0 2  PUTNAM CONS 3 4 0
REELSVILLE WTR CO 5 2 6 7 0 0 6  PUMAM OONS 8 9 6
SOUTH 4 3  WTR CDRP 5 2 6 7 0 0 9  PUTNAM OONS 7 9 5
TWO FOURTY ( 2 4 0 )  WTR GO 5 2 6 7 0 1 1  PUTNAM OONS 1 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W AItR S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------------1 1 1 5 1
GREENDALE 5 2 1 5 0 0 3  DEARBORN N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 5  3 8 7 0  1 . 0
HIDDEN VALLEY 5 2 1 5 0 0 4  DEARBORN OONS 7 0 0
NORTH DEARBORN-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 1 5 0 0 8  DEARBORN OONS 2 4 3 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 7 0 0 0
GREENE ELEM & MIDDLE S T . JOSEPH N aF ADJ / 7 9  4 6 6  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 4 6 6
GREENFIELD 5 2 3 0 0 0 4  HANCOCK NATL 1 1 4 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------------1 1 4 0 0
GREENSBURG 5 2 1 6 0 0 2  DECATUR A c id  ADJ / 5 3  9 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 2 0 0
GREENTOWN 5 2 3 4 0 0 6  HOWARD NAIL 2 2 6 5  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 2 6 5
GREENVILLE 5 2 2 2 0 0 4  FLOYD NaF ADJ / 7 5  3 2 4 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3240
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
CREENWOOD-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 4 1 0 0 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
HAGERSTOWN 5 2 8 9 0 0 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
HAMILTON 5 2 7 6 0 2 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
HAMILTON SOUTH EAST MIDDIE
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
JOHNSON A c id  ADJ / 6 9  2 0 0 0 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  2 0 0 0 0
WAYNE N aF  ADJ / 5 5  1 9 1 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 9 1 0
STEUBEN NATL 5 0 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  5 0 0
HAMILTON NaF ADJ 4 8 4
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  4 8 4
HAMILTON WESTERN U TIL 5 2 2 9 0 0 9 HAMILTON A c id ADJ / 8 3 2 4 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2 4 0 0
HAMDND 5 2 4 5 0 2 0 LAKE A c id ADJ / 5 3 1 0 7 0 0 0
GLENWOOD, I L 0 3 1 1 0 5 0 CJOOK, I L OONS 0
HIGHLAND 5 2 3 2 0 1 1 LAKE OONS 2 0 0
LANSING, I L 0 3 1 1 5 9 0 COCK, I L OONS 0
LYNWOOD, I L 0 3 1 1 6 8 0 COOK, I L OONS 0
MUNSTER 5 2 4 5 0 3 1 LAKE OONS 2 3 0 0 0
PEOPLES WC 5 2 4 5 0 3 6 LAKE OONS 3 6 6 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM
HANOVER COLLEGE 
HANOVER
5 2 3 9 0 0 2




TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
HARBOR WATER (INDIANAPOLIS WC)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
HAMILTON A c id




3 1 0 0 8 1 2
5 2 1 5 0 1 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED





BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
BLACKFORD










1 3 3 8 6 3
1 5 0 0
4 0 0 0
5 5 0 0
3 8 0 0

















I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_________________________________________ NO________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAZELTON 5 2 2 6 0 0 4  GIBSON ADJ 4 4 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 4 4 8
HEBRON 5 2 6 4 0 0 9  PORTER N aF ADJ 111 2 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 6 0 0
HERSHEY ELEM TIPPECANOE N aF  ADJ 6 1 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 1 8
HOLLAND 5 2 1 9 0 0 6  DUBOIS N aF ADJ 111 7 0 0  1 . 0
STENDAL WIR CORP 5 2 6 3 0 0 5  PIK E OONS 2 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 0 0
HONEYVILLE ELEM LAGRANGE N aF ADJ / 7 7  1 1 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  1 1 0
HOOSIER VILLAGE 5 2 0 6 0 0 9  MARION NAIL 1 7 0  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 7 0
HOPEWELL ELEM JOHNSON N aF ADJ / 7 9  1 7 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  1 7 0
HUNTERTOWN 5 2 0 2 0 0 7  ALLEN NaF ADJ / 8 1  1 5 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
HUNITNGBURG 5 2 1 9 0 0 7  DUBOIS NaSiF6 ADJ /5 1  5 5 0 0  1 .0
DUFF WATER CORP 5 2 1 9 0 0 3  DUBOIS CONS 3 8 0
ST  AMHONY 5 2 1 9 0 1 0  DUBOIS OONS 5 0 0
ST  HENRY 5 2 1 9 0 1 1  DUBOIS OONS 8 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7 2 3 0
IN  S&S CHILDREN'S HOME 5 2 7 0 0 0 7  HENRY NATL 4 2 5  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 2 5
INDIAN HEIGHTS SD HOWARD NATL 6 0 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 6000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTiVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
  NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
INDIANAPOLIS 5 2 4 9 0 0 4  MARION N a S iF 6 ADJ / 5 1  7 0 5 0 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 7 0 5 0 0 0
JACKSON OOUNTY RW 5 2 3 6 0 0 3  JACKSON N a S iF 6  
SLYGO Wffi 0 0  5 2 3 6 0 0 6  JACKSON 




/ 6 9 7 3 5 0
1 5 4
1 0 0 0
1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 8 5 0 4
JACKSON ELEM PORTER N aF ADJ / 7 9 2 5 1 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 2 5 1
JAMESTOWN 5 2 0 6 0 0 8  BOONE NATL 9 2 4 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 9 2 4
JASONVILLE 5 2 2 8 0 0 4  GREENE N aF 
HYMERA 5 2 7 7 0 0 4  SULLIVAN 




/5 4 3 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
4 0 0
1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 4 4 0 0
JA SPER 5 2 1 9 0 0 9  DUBOIS N a S iF 6  
DUBOIS WATER U T IL  (PA RT) 5 2 1 9 0 0 2  DUBOIS 








TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1 1 4 2 4
JEFFERSON ELEM ELKHART N aF ADJ /7 8 4 4 3 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 4 4 3
JEFKERSGNVILLE-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 1 0 0 0 5  CLARK A c id ADJ /5 9 6 0 0 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 6 0 0 0 0
JENNINGS 0 0  WATER INC 5 2 4 0 0 0 6  JENNINGS N aF 
COUNTRY SQUIRE LAKE U TILITY  5 2 1 8 0 0 4  JENNINGS
ADJ
OONS
/8 3 5 0 0 0
4 6 8
1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 5 4 6 8
JIMKJWN ELEM ELKHART NaF ADJ / 7 8 3 2 4 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 3 2 4
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KENQALLVILLE 5 2 5 7 0 0 7  NOBLE N aF A1XI / 5 8  9 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  9 0 0 0
KEMLAND 5 2 5 6 0 0 5  NEWT® NaF ADJ / 8 0  1 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 9 0 0
KILLBUCK ELEM MADISON N aF ADJ 111 5 8 2  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 5 8 2
KINGMAN 5 2 2 3 0 0 4  EXXJNIAIN NATL 7 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 7 0 0
KINGSBURY ELEM LA FORTE N aF ADJ / 7 8  3 8 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 8 8
KINGSPORD HEIGHTS 5 2 4 6 0 1 4  LAPORTE N aF ADJ / 8 1  1 7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1 7 0 0
KIRKLIN 5 2 1 2 0 0 4  C L IN T»! NATL 7 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 7 5 0
KNIGHTSTOWN 5 2 3 3 0 0 5  HENRY NaF ADJ / 6 9  3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3 0 0 0
KNCK 5 2 7 5 0 0 2  STARKE NaF ADJ /8 1  3 6 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------    3 6 0 0
K Q K M J-IN  C IT IE S  W CO 5 2 3 4 0 0 7  HOWARD A c id  ADJ / 5 2  5 8 0 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 8 0 0 0
KDLTIS 5 2 6 4 0 1 3  PORTER N aF ADJ / 8 0  1 7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1 7 0 0
L  & M REGIONAL WD 5 2 6 8 0 1 3  RANDOLPH NATL 4 0 9  1 . 2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 409
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LA CROSSE 5 2 4 6 0 1 5  LA PORTE N aF ADJ / 8 0  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  7 0 0
LA FONTAINE 5 2 8 5 0 0 4  WABASH NAIL 8 5 0  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  8 5 0
LAGRANGE 5 2 4 4 0 0 3  LAGRANGE N aF  ADJ / 7 0  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2 0 0 0
LA PAZ ELEM MARSHALL ADJ 111 4 4 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 4 0
LA PORTE 5 2 4 6 0 1 7  LA PORTE A c id  ADJ / 5 4  2 4 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  2 4 0 0 0
LADOGA 5 2 5 4 0 0 6  MONTGOMERY N aF ADJ / 8 2  1 1 2 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  11 2 5
LAFAYETTIE 5 2 7 9 0 1 3  TIPPECANOE N aF  ADJ / 5 3  5 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 0 0 0 0
LAKE STATION 5 2 4 5 0 2 7  LAKE N aF ADJ / 8 4  1 5 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0 0
LAKE VILLAGE ELEM NEWTON N aF ADJ / 7 4  3 0 9  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3 0 9
LANESVILLE 5 2 3 1 0 0 3  HARRISON N aF ADJ /8 5  1 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1 0 0 0
LAVILLE ELEM ST JOSEPH N aF ADJ 111 8 2 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  8 2 8
LAWRENCE 5 2 4 9 0 0 5  MARION NAIL 1 8 0 0 0  0 . 8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  18000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
A c id  ADJ / 8 1  4 7 0 0  1 . 0
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 7 0 0
N aF ADJ / 8 1  4 3 3  4 . 5
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 3 3
NATL 1 2 0 0 0  0 . 8
SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 120.00
N aF  ADJ / 8 5  4 6 3  4 . 5
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 6 3
A c id  ADJ /8 1  1 8 5 0  1 .0
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 8 5 0
N aF ADJ / 6 8  3 2 0 0  1 . 0
SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 2 0 0
N aF ADJ / 7 9  2 4 0  4 . 5
SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2 4 0
A c id  ADJ / 8 1  3 5 0 0  1 . 0
OONS 3 0 0
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 8 0 0
A c id  A n j / 5 6  1 8 0 0 0  1 .0
SYSTEM --------------------------------  1 8 0 0 0
A c id  ADJ / 6 9  2 2 0 0  1 .0
S Y S 'I iM ------------------------------------------ 2 2 0 0
A c id  ADJ / 8 4  3 2 0 0  1 .0 ,
OONS 4 4 0
SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 3 6 4 0
NATL 6 0 0 0  4 . 4
SYSTEM---------------------------- 6000
LAWRENCEBURG




L I  CONI ER
LIMA ELEM
5 2 1 5 0 0 6  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 0 6 0 0 3  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 8 1 0 0 1  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 5 7 0 1 0  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
IM S TOP OONSERVANCY D IS T  
HOGAN WIR 0 0  (PA RT)
5 2 1 7 0 0 5




PERRY WTR SYS INC
LOWELL
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 0 9 0 0 6  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 4 6 0 2 8  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
5 2 5 1 0 0 5
5 2 5 1 0 0 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 4 5 0 2 9  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
DEARBORN 
BY SOURCE WATER 
MADISON
BY SOURCE WATER 
BOONE 
BY SOURCE WATER 
KOSCIUSKO 
BY SOURCE WATER 
UNION


















I N D I A N A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LYNN 5 2 6 8 0 0 4  RANDOLPH NATL 1 3 8 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  13 8 5
LYNNVILLE 5 2 8 7 0 0 6  WARRICK N aF ADJ / 8 3  9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 9 0 0
LYONS 5 2 2 8 0 0 6  GREENE N aF ADJ / 5 2  7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  7 0 0
MADISON 5 2 3 9 0 0 6  JEFFERSON NaF ADJ / 6 8  1 2 4 7 2  1 . 0
CANAAN WIR 0 0  (PA R T) 5 2 3 9 0 0 1  JEFFERSON OONS 1 7 5 0
DUPONT 5 2 4 0 0 0 4  JEFFERSON CONS 2 3 3 2
RYKER RIDGE 5 2 3 9 0 0 7  JEFFERSON OONS 1 6 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------1 8 1 5 4
MARION 5 2 2 7 0 1 4  GRANT N a S iF 6  ADJ / 5 2  3 6 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 6 0 0 0
MARKLE 5 2 3 5 0 0 6  WELLS N aF  ADJ / 8 5  1 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -----------------------------------------  1 0 0 0
MARRS ELEM POSEY N aF  ADJ / 7 7  3 4 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 3 4 3
MARTINSVILLE 5 2 5 5 0 0 9  MORGAN N aF ADJ / 5 3  1 3 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 3 0 0 0
MARY FEESER ELEM ELKHART N aF ADJ / 7 6  4 7 6  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 4 7 6
MAXWELL MIDDLE HANCOCK N aF ADJ / 7 6  2 3 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2 3 0
MECCA 5 2 6 1 0 0 4  PARKE NATL 5 0 0  1 . 3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  500
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MEDARYVHUE 5 2 6 6 0 0 3  PULASKI NAIL 8 9 6  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  8 %
MEDORA 5 2 3 6 0 0 4  JACKSON N aF ADJ / 8 3  5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  5 0 0
MICHIGAN C ITY  5 2 4 6 0 2 0  LA PORTE N a S iF 6  ADJ / 5 2  4 0 0 0 0  1 .0
M IGHAN A, MI 0 0 0 4 3 2 0  BERRIAN OQNS 9 6 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 0 9 6 0
MIDDLEBURY 5 2 2 0 0 1 4  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 8 0  1 6 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 6 5 0
MIDDLETOWN 5 2 3 3 0 0 8  HENRY N aF ADJ / 7 8  2 0 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 0 4 6
MILFORD 5 2 4 3 0 1 7  KOSCIUSKO N aF  ADJ / 8 3  1 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 2 0 0
MILFORD ELEM LAGRANGE ADJ / 7 7  1 3 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 3 0
MILLERSBURG 5 2 2 0 0 1 5  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 8 3  8 0 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 8 0 9
M ILLS CREEK ELEM LAPORTE N aF ADJ / 7 4  1 4 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 147
MILLTOWN 5 2 1 3 0 0 6  CRAWFORD NATL 9 5 0  1 .6
MARENGO 5 2 1 3 0 0 5  CRAWFORD OONS 8 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 1 7 7 0
MISHAWAKA 5 2 7 1 0 0 9  S T . JOSEPH A c id  ADJ / 6 1  4 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 0 0 0 0
MITCHELL 5 2 4 7 0 0 3  LAWRENCE N aF  ADJ / 7 5  4 1 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4100
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
,_____________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MONON 5 2 9 1 0 1 0  WHITE N aF ADJ / 5 9  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
MONROE 5 2 4 2 0 0 8  ADAMS NATL 8 0 0  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 0 0
MONROEVILLE 5 2 0 2 0 0 8  ALLEN NATL 1 3 6 4  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 3 6 4
MONTGOMERY 5 2 1 4 0 0 4  DAVIESS N aF  ADJ / 7 0  5 6 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------    5 6 0
MONTICEIID 5 2 9 1 0 1 1  WHITE A c id  ADJ / 6 9  6 1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 6 1 0 0
MONTPELIER 5 2 0 5 0 0 4  BLACKFORD N aF ADJ / 6 7  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  2 0 0 0
MOORESVILLE 5 2 5 5 0 0 6  MORGAN A c id  ADJ / 6 7  7 0 0 0  1 . 0
H IL L  WC 5 2 5 5 0 0 5  MORGAN CONS 1 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 8 0 0 0
MORGAN COUNTY RURAL WATER 5 2 5 5 0 1 0  MORGAN N aF ADJ / 7 9  2 7 1 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 7 1 6
MORGAN TWP SCHOOL PORTER NaF ADJ / 8 0  5 2 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------------------   5 2 0
MOROCCO 5 2 5 6 0 0 6  NEWTON NaF ADJ / 6 6  1 3 4 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 3 4 8
MORRISTOWN 5 2 7 3 0 0 3  SHELBY NATL 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------------  9 0 0
MOUNT SUMMIT 5 2 3 3 0 0 9  HENRY N aF ADJ / 8 0  4 7 7  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  477
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WATER SYSTEM and ' EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
m m  VERNON 5 2 6 5 0 0 6  POSEY N a S iF 6  ADJ / 5 6  7 8 0 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 8 0 5
M UNCIE-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 1 8 0 1 2  DELAWARE A c id  ADJ / 5 7  8 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------- 8 0 0 0 0
NAPPANEE 5 2 2 0 0 1 6  ELKHART N aF ADJ / 6 8  4 7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4 7 0 0
NEEDHAM ELEM JOHNSON N aF ADJ / 7 6  2 1 6  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 1 6
NEW ALBANY 5 2 2 2 0 0 5  FliDYD A c id  ADJ / 6 9  4 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 0 0 0 0
NEW CARLISLE 5 2 7 1 0 1 1  S T . JOSEPH N aF  ADJ / 5 3  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 5 0 0
NEW CASTLE 5 2 3 3 0 1 1  HENRY A c id  ADJ / 5 4  2 0 0 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2 0 0 5 6
NEW HARMONY 5 2 6 5 0 0 7  POSEY N aF  ADJ / 8 5  1 0 8 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 8 0
NEW WHITELAND 5 2 4 1 0 0 6  JOHNSON NATL 4 8 0 0  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 8 0 0
NEWBURGH 5 2 8 7 0 0 4  WARRICK A c id  AlXJ / 6 6  8 7 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 7 0 0
NOBLESV ILLE-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 2 9 0 1 5  HAMILTON A c id  ADJ / 7 0  7 5 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 5 0 7
NORTH JUDSON 5 2 7 5 0 0 3  STARKE NATL 2 0 0 0  0 . 8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH LAWRENCE 5 2 4 7 0 0 4  LAWRENCE N aF ADJ / 8 3  5 2 5 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 2 5 6
NORTH LIBERTY 5 2 7 1 0 1 0  S T . JOSEPH N aF ADJ / 7 6  1 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 2 0 0
NORTH MADISON ELEM MORGAN N aF ADJ / 7 9  2 5 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 8
NORTH SALEM 5 2 3 2 0 1 7  HENDRICKS NATL 6 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 6 0 0
NORTH VERNON 5 2 4 0 0 0 8  JENNINGS N aF  ADJ / 6 5  5 2 0 0  1 . 0
BURNT PIN ES WATER ASSN 5 2 4 0 0 0 1  JENNINGS CONS 4 3 0
HAYDEN WTR ASSN 5 2 4 0 0 0 5  JENNINGS CONS 1 3 4 4
VERNON 5 2 4 0 0 0 9  JENNINGS CONS 5 2 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 7 5 0 3
OAKLAND CITY  5 2 2 6 0 0 5  GIBSON N aF ADJ / 8 1  3 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 2 0 0
QAKTOWN 5 2 4 2 0 0 9  KNOX N aF  ADJ / 7 5  9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 0 0
ODON 5 2 1 4 0 0 5  DAVIESS N aF  ADJ / 8 3  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
OREGON-DAVIS CORP STARKE N aF ADJ 727  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  727
(»LEA N S 5 2 5 9 0 0 3  ORANGE NATL 2 0 3 5  1 . 1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 0 3 5
OSGOOD 5 2 6 9 0 0 4  RIPLEY N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 6  1 3 0 0  1 . 0
NAPOLEON COMMUNITY RW ASSN 5 2 6 9 0 0 7  RIPLEY OONS 6 4 1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1941
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________________________________________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I N D I A N A
OSLO ELEM ELKHART ADJ / 7 6 4 0 0 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 4 0 0
OSSIAN 5 2 9 0 0 0 2 WELLS NATL 1 9 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 1 9 0 0
OOWELL 5 2 6 3 0 0 1 PIK E NaF ADJ / 8 4 2 0 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 2 0 0 0
OWENSVILLE 5 2 2 6 0 0 6 GIBSON NaF ADJ / 8 2 1 2 7 6 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 1 2 7 6
CK-BOW ELEM ELKHART NaF ADJ /7 6 3 6 0 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 3 6 0
OXFORD 5 2 0 4 0 0 5 BENIGN NaF ADJ / 8 3 1 3 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1 3 0 0
PAOLI 5 2 5 9 0 0 4 ORANGE N a S iF 6 ADJ /  6 5 5 0 0 0 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 5 0 0 0
PARAGON 5 2 5 5 0 1 3 MORGAN N aF ADJ /8 1 5 3 6 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 5 3 6
PARKER CITY 5 2 6 8 0 0 7 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ / 8 2 1 4 4 0 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 1 4 4 0
PATOKA LAKE REGIONAL WIR D IST  5 2 1 9 0 1 2 GBSN/DUBS/SPNCR/CRWF A c id ADJ / 8 0 9 8 0 1 . 0
DALE 5 2 7 4 0 0 2 SPENCER CONS 1 7 0 0
DUBOIS WATER U T IL  (PA R T) 5 2 1 9 0 0 2 DUBOIS CONS 4 7 9
ENGLISH 5 2 1 3 0 0 2 CRAWFORD CONS 6 3 3
GRANTSBURG 5 2 1 3 0 0 3 CRAWFORD CONS 3 8 9
PATOKA WATER 0 0  IN C 5 2 1 3 0 0 7 CRAWFORD CONS 8 2 0
S T  MEINARD 5 2 7 4 0 1 3 SPENCER CONS 6 9 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 5 6 9 1
PATRIOT 5 2 7 8 0 0 1 SWITZERLAND A cid ADJ / 8 1 3 9 7 2 1 . 0
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANAAN WTR 0 0  (PA R T) 5 2 3 9 0 0 1  JEFFERSON CONS 1 7 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 7 2 2
PENDLETON 5 2 4 8 0 1 9  MADISON N aF  ADJ / 7 3  2 4 9 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 4 9 5
PENNVILLE 5 2 3 8 0 0 6  JAY NAIL 8 0 5  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 8 0 5
PERRY ELEM DELAWARE N aF ADJ / 7 6  2 3 9  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2 3 9
PERSHING ELEM WAYNE N aF  ADJ / 7 8  1 1 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 1 3
PERU 5 2 5 2 0 1 6  MIAMI A c id  ADJ / 6 9  1 5 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1 5 0 0 0
PETERSBURG 5 2 6 3 0 0 2  PIK E N aF ADJ / 7 4  2 9 8 7  1 . 0
PIK E-G IB SO N  5 2 6 3 0 0 3  PIK E OONS 5 1 0 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 8 0 9 0
PIERCETON 5 2 4 3 0 1 8  KDSCIUSKD NATL 1 0 8 2  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 10 8 2
PIN E  ELEM PORTER N aF ADJ / 7 9  3 1 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------    3 1 7
PIITSB O RO  5 2 3 2 0 1 9  HENDRICKS NAIL 9 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 9 0 0
PITTSBURG ELEM CARROLL ADJ / 7 3  1 0 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 0
PLA IN FIELD  5 2 3 2 0 2 0  HENDRICKS A c id  ADJ / 8 4  9 0 8 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  9080
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT O P f
_______________________  NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
PLEASANT LAKE ELfM STEUBEN A c id ADJ /  6 9 2 1 1 4 - 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 21 1
PLYMOUTH 5 2 5 0 0 1 0 MARSHALL N a S iF 6 ADJ /  6 9 9 0 0 0 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 9 0 0 0
PLYMOUffl WEST ELEM MARSHALL NaF ADJ / 7 6 2 8 6 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 2 8 6
PORTLAND 5 2 3 8 0 0 7 JAY NATL 7 5 0 0 0 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 7 5 0 0
POSEYVILLE 5 2 6 5 0 0 8 POSEY NaF ADJ / 8 2 1 1 0 0 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1 1 0 0
PR A IR IE  HEIGHTS ELEM LAGRANGE • ADJ / 7 7 1 1 4 0 4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1 1 4 0
PRIN CE’ S LAKE U TILITY 5 2 4 1 0 0 7 JOHNSON NaF ADJ / 7 3 2 1 0 0 1 . 0
OORDRY-SWEE1WATER CJONSER D IS T  5 2 0 7 0 0 4 JOHNSON OONS 1 8 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 3 9 0 0
PRINCETON 5 2 2 6 0 0 8 GIBSON N a S iF 6 ADJ /5 7 9 0 0 0 1 .0
PATOKA 5 2 2 6 0 0 7 GIBSON OONS 8 4 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 9 8 4 0
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 5 2 7 9 0 1 5 TIPPECANOE NaF ADJ / 6 9 1 2 0 0 0 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1 2 0 0 0
PURITAN i m  L IT T  ES ALLEN NATL 7 2 5 4 0 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 7 2 5 4
RAMSEY 5 2 3 1 0 0 5 HARRI SCW A c id ADJ / 8 4 5 5 9 0 1 . 0
FLOYDS KNOB 5 2 2 2 0 0 2 FLOYD OONS 2 3 2 4
GEORGETOWN 5 2 2 2 0 0 3 FtOYD CONS 1 5 0 0
PALMYRA (PA R T) 5 2 3 1 0 0 4 HARRISCW CONS 1 0 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 1 0 4 1 4
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO____________________________________;_________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
REDKEY 5 2 3 8 0 0 8  JAY NATL 1 7 0 0  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 7 0 0
RENSSELAER 5 2 3 7 0 0 5  JASPER N aF ADJ / 6 5  5 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  5 0 0 0
REYNOLDS 5 2 9 1 0 1 3  WHITE N aF ADJ / 7 9  6 8 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  6 8 6
RICHMOND-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 8 9 0 1 2  WAYNE A c id  ADJ / 6 3  4 8 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 8 8 0 0
RIDGEVILLE 5 2 6 8 0 0 8  RANDOLPH N aF ADJ / 8 4  9 3 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 9 3 6
RILEY 5 2 4 3 0 2 0  VIGO NATL 1 0 0 8  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 0 0 8
R ISIN G  SUN 5 2 5 8 0 0 2  OHIO N aF ADJ / 8 4  2 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 2 5 0 0
RIVERSID E 5 2 1 0 0 0 8  CLARK N aF ADJ / 8 4  1 7 0 0  1 . 0
OAK PARK 5 2 1 0 0 0 7  CLARK OONS 1 3 5 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 3 0 5 0
RQACHDALE 5 2 6 7 0 0 7  PWNAM NaF ADJ / 8 0  2 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 2 0 0 0
ROANOKE 5 2 3 5 0 0 9  HUNTINGTON NATL 1 2 0 0  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 2 0 0
ROCHESTER 5 2 2 5 0 0 6  FULTON NaF ADJ / 6 5  5 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 5 0 0 0
ROCKPORT-IN C IT IE S  W 0 0  5 2 7 4 0 0 7  SPENCER A c id  ADJ / 6 1  2 1 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2100
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO ______________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RCME C ITY  ELEM & KIDDLE NOBLE N aF ADJ / 7 8  6 5 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 5 0
ROYAL CENTER 5 2 0 9 0 0 8  CASS NATL 9 8 9  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  9 8 9
RUSHVILLE 5 2 7 0 0 0 5  RUSH A c id  ADJ / 5 8  6 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  6 2 0 0
RUSSIAVILLE 5 2 3 4 0 0 8  HOWARD NAIL 9 6 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  9 6 7
SALEM 5 2 8 8 0 0 5  WASHINGTON N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 7  7 0 0 0  1 . 0
EAST WASHINGTON 5 2 8 8 0 0 2  WASHINGTON CONS 2 4 0 0
PALMYRA (PA R T) 5 2 3 1 0 0 4  HARRISON OONS 1 0 0 0
NEW PEKIN 5 2 8 8 0 0 4  WASHINGTON OONS 1 2 9 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------------- 1 1 6 %
SAN PIERR E ELEM STARKE ADJ / 7 4  1 2 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WASER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 0
SANTA CLAUS 5 2 7 4 0 1 0  SPENCER N aF ADJ / 7 9  1 1 2 0  1 . 0
SANTA LAHILL 5 2 7 4 0 1 1  GIBSON CONS 711
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  183 1
SCHNEIDER 5 2 4 5 0 4 2  LAKE NATL 4 8 0  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 8 0
SCOTTSBURG 5 2 7 2 0 0 1  SOOTT NaF ADJ /6 7  6 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  6 0 0 0
SE FOUNTAIN SCHOOL FOUNTAIN N aF ADJ 111 1 3 7 1  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 3 7 1
SELLERSBURG 5 2 1 0 0 1 0  CLARK N aF  ADJ / 6 7  6 8 8 3  1 . 0
RURAL MEMBERSHIP 5 2 1 0 0 0 9  CLARK CONS 2 8 6 0
SILVER CREEK 5 2 1 0 0 1 1  CLARK OONS 4 2 7 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.__________________________________________________ DATE_____________  LEV EL LEV EL
CLARK OONS 1 4 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------1 4 1 5 8
JACKSON N a S iF 6  ADJ / 5 4  1 3 0 0 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 3 0 0 0
RANDOLPH NATL 6 6  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 6 6
TIPTON NATL 7 0 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 7 0 0
SHELBY A c id  ADJ /6 5  1 5 2 0 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------- 1 5 2 0 0
HAMILTON NATL 2 2 0 0  1 . 3
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  2 2 0 0
LAGRANGE N aF ADJ / 8 4  4 8 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 8 0
HENRY NATL 9 5 0  1 . 3
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  9 5 0
KDSCIUSKD NATL 6 7 2  1 . 3
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  6 7 2
S T . JOSEPH A cid ADJ / 6 7  1 2 7 5 0 0  1 . 0
ST JOSEPH OONS 2 5 0
ST JOSEPH OONS 8 3 2
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 2 8 5 8 2
LA PORTE N aF ADJ / 7 6  9 2 0  4 . 5
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  9 2 0
HARRISON NaF ADJ /8 1  4 0 0 0  1 . 0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 4000
SUNFLOWER VALLEY Wffi CORP 5 2 1 0 0 1 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
SEYMOUR-IN C IT IE S  W CO 5 2 3 6 0 0 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
SHADED ACRES 5 2 6 8 0 0 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
SHARPSVILLE 5 2 8 0 0 0 3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 







FARMINGTON SQUARE WTR SUP 
ROSELAND
5 2 2 9 0 1 4  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 4 4 0 0 6  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 3 3 0 1 3  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 4 3 0 2 1  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 7 1 0 1 4
SOUTH CENTRAL
SOUTH HARRISON 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
5 2 3 1 0 0 6  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
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W ATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_________________________________________________NO__________________________________________________________________ DATE________________ LEV EL LEV EL
SOUTH HAVEN WW 5 2 6 4 0 2 7  PORTER A c id  ADJ / 8 1  5 9 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5 9 3 0
SOUTH WHITLEY 5 2 9 2 0 0 7  WHITLEY A c id  ADJ / 6 4  1 5 7 5  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S I iM --------------------  1 5 7 5
SOUTHWESTERN ELEM SHELBY ADJ / 7 8  4 7 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4 7 0
SPEEDWAY 5 2 4 9 0 0 8  MARION N a S iF 6  ADJ / 6 8  1 7 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 1 7 0 0 0
SPRINGFIELD ELEM LA PORTE N aF ADJ / 7 9  4 5 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4 5 3
SPRINGS VALLEY REE WATER 5 2 5 9 0 0 2  ORANGE N aF ADJ / 8 3  2 9 4 0  1 . 0
NEW PROSPECT WIR 0 0  5 2 5 9 0 0 5  ORANGE CONS 1 6 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S I iM -------------------- 3 1 0 8
SPURGEON 5 2 6 3 0 0 4  PIK E NATL 3 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -------------------- 3 0 0
S T  JO E  5 2 1 7 0 0 6  DE KALB NATL 8 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 8 5 0
S T  JOHN 5 2 4 5 0 4 3  LAKE NaF ADJ / 8 2  4 1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S I iM -------------------- 4 1 0 0
S T  PAUL 5 2 1 6 0 0 4  DECATUR/SHELBY NaF ADJ / 8 3  1 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 1 2 0 0
STAUNTON 5 2 1 1 0 0 7  CLAY NAIL 6 5 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  6 5 0
STILLWELL ELEM LA PORTE NaF ADJ / 7 3  2 4 2  4 . 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM------------- 242
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________________NO__________________________  DATE________________ LEV EL LEVEL
STUCKER PORK U T IL IT IE S  5 2 7 2 0 0 2  S00TT  N aF  ADJ /7 1  1 6 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  1 6 0 0 0
SIM 'H TV ILLE 5 2 4 8 0 1 0  MADISON NATL 2 1 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 2 1 0 0
SUM4AN 5 2 6 9 0 0 5  RIPLEY N aF ADJ / 8 3  9 3 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 9 3 0
SWANSON ELEM S T . JOSEPH N aF ADJ / 7 9  4 0 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  4 0 3
SWAYZEE 5 2 2 7 0 2 0  GRANT NAIL 1 2 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------------------  1 2 0 0
SYRACUSE 5 2 4 3 0 2 5  KOSCIUSKO NaF ADJ / 8 4  2 0 5 9  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------- 2 0 5 9
TELL CITY 5 2 6 2 0 0 4  PERRY A c id  ADJ / 8 5  9 0 0 0  1 . 0
AND-TRO IN C 5 2 6 2 0 0 1  PERRY CONS 8 0 0
NORTH PERRY WER SYS 5 2 6 2 0 0 3  PERRY OONS 5 0 0
TOTAL, POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  1 0 3 0 0
THORfflOWN 5 2 0 6 0 0 5  BOONE N aF ADJ / 8 0  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
TOPEKA 5 2 4 4 0 0 8  LAGRANGE N aF ADJ / 6 5  8 7 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  8 7 6
TRITON ELEM SHELBY NaF ADJ / 7 6  5 9 7  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  5 9 7
UNION CENTER ELEM PORTER N aF ADJ / 8 0  5 1 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------  5 1 0
UNION CITY  5 2 6 8 0 1 0  RANDOLPH NATL 4 0 0 0  0 . 8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  4000
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W ATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________________NO__________________________________________________________________ DATE_________________LEV EL LEVEL
UNION ELEM ELKHART N aF ADJ / 7 9  2 3 4  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 4
UNITED MEHO)IST MEMORIAL HOME 5 2 3 5 0 1 1  HUNTINGTON NAIL 4 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 0 0
UPLAND 5 2 2 7 0 2 2  GRANT NAIL 4 0 0 0  1 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 4 0 0 0
VALLEY GROVE ELEM MADISON ADJ / 7 7  2 9 0  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 9 0
VALPARAISO 5 2 6 4 0 2 9  PORTER A c id  ADJ / 5 2  2 1 0 0 0  1 . 0
LAC U T IL IT IE S  PORTER CONS 1 1 7 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------------------------- 2 2 1 7 6
VAN BUREN 5 2 2 7 0 2 3  GRANT NATL 1 0 0 0  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 0 0 0
VEEDERSBURG 5 2 2 3 0 0 5  FOUNTAIN N aF ADJ / 6 9  2 1 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 1 5 0
VERSAILLES 5 2 6 9 0 0 6  RIPLEY N aF ADJ / 7 0  2 1 0 0  1 . 0
HOLTON OOMUNITY WTO OORP 5 2 6 9 0 0 8  RIPLEY CONS 1 1 2 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 2 2 0
VEVAY 5 2 7 8 0 0 2  SWITZERLAND NaF ADJ / 5 5  1 5 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
VINCENNES 5 2 4 2 0 1 4  KMDX A c id  ADJ / 6 7  2 1 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 2 1 0 0 0
WABASH 5 2 8 5 0 0 3  WABASH A c id  ADJ / 5 8  1 4 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 4 0 0 0
WAKARUSA 5 2 2 0 0 2 9  ELKHART N aF ADJ /8 1  1 4 0 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1400
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________________ NO________________________________________________________ .__________DATE________________ LEV EL LEV EL
WALDRON CONSERVANCY D IS T  5 2 7 3 0 0 6  SHELBY N aF  ADJ / 8 3  4 6 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 6 8
WALKERTON 5 2 7 1 0 1 7  S T . JOSEPH N aF  ADJ / 5 4  2 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 8 0 0
WALTON 5 2 0 9 0 1 0  CASS NATL 1 3 4 1  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  13 4 1
WANAIAH 5 2 4 6 0 3 3  LAPORTE N aF  ADJ / 8 0  8 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  8 5 0
WARREN 5 2 3 5 0 1 2  HUNTINGTON N aF ADJ / 6 7  1 2 5 4  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 2 5 4
WARREN ELEM S T . JOSEPH N aF  ADJ / 7 7  4 1 2  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  4 1 2
WARSAW 5 2 4 3 0 3 0  KOSCIUSKO A c id  ADJ / 6 8  1 0 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  1 0 0 0 0
WASHINGTON 5 2 1 4 0 0 7  DAVIESS A c id  ADJ / 7 0  1 2 0 0 0  1 , 0
DAVINESS 0 0  RW 5 2 1 4 0 0 2  DAVINESS CONS 1 5 1 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------------- 1 3 5 1 2
WASHINGTON ELEM STARKE N aF ADJ /8 1  2 3 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 3 3
WATERLOO 5 2 1 7 0 0 7  DE KALB NATL 1 9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 9 0 0
WATSON RURAL WATER D IS T  5 2 1 0 0 1 6  CLARK N aF ADJ / 8 0  4 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 0 0 0
WAVERLY ELEM MORGAN ADJ / 8 0  2 4 0  4 . 5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  240
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.____________   _NO_____________________________________._____________________________ DATE_________________LEV EL LEVEL
WAYNETOWN 5 2 5 4 0 1 3  MONTGOMERY N aF ADJ / 8 3  1 0 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 1 0 0 0
WES-DEL MIDDLE DELAWARE N aF ADJ / 8 0  2 5 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 2 5 3
WEST LAFAYETTE 5 2 7 9 0 2 0  TIPPECANOE A c id  ADJ / 5 8  3 0 0 0 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------  3 0 0 0 0
WEST LEBANON 5 2 8 6 0 0 3  WARREN NAIL 9 6 0  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9 6 0
WESTFIELD 5 2 2 9 0 2 1  HAMILTON NATL 2 7 0 0  0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 7 0 0
WESTPORT 5 2 1 6 0 0 5  DECATUR N aF ADJ / 8 0  1 5 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 5 0 0
WESTVILLE 5 4 2 6 0 2 9  LAPORTE N aF ADJ / 8 4  2 6 5 2  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------    2 6 5 2
WESTWOOD ELEM HENRY NaF ADJ / 7 6  2 9 6  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 9 6
WHITELAND 5 2 4 1 0 0 9  JOHNSON NATL 1 9 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1 9 5 0
WHITES INSTITUTE 5 2 8 5 0 2 0  WABASH NATL 2 5 0  1 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2 5 0
WHITESTOWN 5 2 0 6 0 0 6  BOONE N aF ADJ / 8 4  7 5 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  7 5 0
WHITING 5 2 4 5 0 4 8  LAKE NaF ADJ /7 2  7 3 0 0  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7300
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________________________ DATE________________ LEV EL LEV EL
WINAMAC 5 2 6 6 0 0 5  PULASKI N aF  ADJ / 8 0  2 8 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  2 8 0 0
WINCHESTER-HOOSIER WATER 0 0  5 2 6 8 0 0 3  RANDOLPH N aF  ADJ / 8 0  5 5 4 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 5 5 4 7
W INFIELD ELEM LAKE N aF  ADJ / 7 4  4 6 3  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------------------  4 6 3
WINGATE 5 2 5 4 0 1 4  MONTGOMERY N aF ADJ / 8 0  3 7 8  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 7 8
WINSLOW 5 2 6 3 0 0 6  PIK E N aF ADJ / 6 9  1 0 0 7  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 10 0 7
WOLOOTT 5 2 9 1 0 1 5  WHITE N aF ADJ / 8 4  9 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 9 0 0
WOOD, JOHN ELEM LAKE N aF  ADJ / 7 8  3 8 8  4 . 5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 3 8 8
WOODBURN 5 2 0 2 0 2 4  ALLEN NATL 1 0 0 0  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 0 0 0
YANKEETOWN 5 2 8 7 0 0 8  WARRICK N aF ADJ / 8 3  4 5 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  4 5 0
YORKTOWN 5 2 1 8 0 1 4  DELAWARE N aF ADJ / 8 0  4 1 0 0  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 1 0 0
ZIONSVILLE 5 2 0 6 0 0 7  BOONE N aF ADJ / 5 1  3 7 5 0  1 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3750
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT-
_______________________________________________________________NO__________________________________________________________________ DATE_________________LEVEL LEVEL
ACKLEY 4 2 0 1 0 0 1  HARDIN NATL 1 9 0 0  0 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------------------  1 9 0 0
ADAIR 0 1 0 5 0 0 2  GUTHRIE NATL 8 8 3  2 . 7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8 8 3
ADEL 2 5 0 3 0 0 3  DALLAS A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 4  2 8 4 6  1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  2 8 4 6
AINSWORTH 9 2 0 3 0 0 7  WASHINGTON NATL 5 4 7  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  5 4 7
ALBERT CITY  1 1 0 3 0 0 9  BUENA VISTA A c id  ADJ 0 5 /8 2  8 1 8  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  8 1 8
ADQONA 5 5 0 2 0 1 5  KDSSUIH N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 4 / 5 9  6 2 8 9  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  6 2 8 9
A L U  SCW 1 2 0 3 0 2 6  BUILER A c id  ADJ 0 8 / 6 8  1 1 3 2  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  1 1 3 2
ALTON 8 4 0 3 0 2 9  SIOUX A c id  ADJ 0 7 /8 2  9 8 6  1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------  9 8 6
ALTOONA 7 7 0 7 0 3 0  POLK NATL 5 7 6 4  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 5 7 6 4
AMES 8 5 0 3 0 3 9  STORY N a S iF 6  ADJ 0 2 /5 7  4 5 7 7 5  1 . 0
IS U  CAMPUS WATER 8 5 0 3 5 2 8  STORY CONS 7 8 9 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 5 3 6 6 5
ANAMDSA 5 3 0 7 0 4 8  JONES NATL 4 9 5 8  0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 4 9 5 8
ANKENY 7 7 0 9 0 5 3  POLK NATL 1 5 4 2 9  2 . 0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 15429
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
AN3H0N 9704060 WOODBURY NATL 687 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 687
APLDOON 1207061 BUTLER Acid ADJ 01/67 1027 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  1027
ARCADIA 1403062 CARROLL NATL 454 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------- 454
ARGYLE RWS 5603701 LEE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/85 75 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  75
ARLINGTON 3307065 FAYETTE Acid ADJ 09/84 498 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  498
ARMSTRONG 3203066 EM4ET Acid ADJ 09/68 1153 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  1153
ASHTON 7209069 OSCEOLA Acid ADJ 12/84 441 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEK SYSTEM----------------------------  441
ATLANTIC 1509074 CASS Acid ADJ 11/68 7789 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 7789
AUDUBON 0505077 AUDUBON Acid ADJ 05/63 2841 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM -   ------------------------- 2841
AVOCA 7803080 POTTAWATTAMIE Acid ADJ 08/64 1650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------- 1650
BADGER 9405082 WEBSTER NATL 653 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSHM---------------------------  653
BANCROFT 5507085 KOSSU1H Acid ADJ 04/63 1082 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1082
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________NO ______________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BAXTER 5003091 JASPER Acid ADJ 05/83 951 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 951
BEAVERDALE HEIGHTS 2985303 EES MOINES NATL 240 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 240
BEDFORD 87090% TAYLOR Acid ADJ 09/68 1692 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1692
BEEDS LAME ST PARK N 3500933 FRANKLIN NATL 75 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 75
BELLE PLAINE 0610099 BENTON Acid ADJ 09/82 2903 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------   -  -  2903
BELLEVUE 4910000 JACKSON Acid ADJ 09/79 2450 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2450
BELMDND 9905003 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 08/64 2505 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2505
BENTON 00 CARE 0600901 BENTON NATL 50 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
BLAIRSBURG 4003012 HAMILTON NATL 288 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  288
BLAIRSTOWN 0607013 BENTON NATL 695 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  695
BLOCKTON 8714018 TAYLOR NATL 275 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  275
BUXMFIELD 2613019 DAVIS Acid ADJ 04/69 2849 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2849
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________ ______________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BONDURAMT 7717032 POLK Acid ADJ 09/82 1283 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1283
BOCNE 0819033 BOONE Acid ADJ 09/61 12602 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12602
BOXHOLM 0825036 BOONE NATL 267 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  267
BRANDON 1011001 BUCHANAN NATL 337 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  337
BREDA 1409041 CARROLL Acid ADJ 06/82 502 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 502
BREMER UTILITIES 0908000 BREMER NATL 30 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  30
BRITT 4103045 HANCOCK Acid ADJ 09/71 2185 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------- 2185
BROOKLYN 7909047 POWESHIEK NATL 1509 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1509
BURLINGTON 2909053 DES MOINES NaSiF6 ADJ 04/63 29529 1.0
DANVILLE 2915000 DES MOINES CONS 994
IOWA ARMY At*© PLANT 2900900 DES MOINES OONS 51
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 30574
BUSSEY 6309061 MARION NATL 579 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM----------------------------- 579
CALLENDER 9417063 WEBSTER NATL 446 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------- 446
CARLISLE 9113071 WARREN Acid ADJ 12/64 3073 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3073
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CARROLL 1415072 CARROLL Acid ADJ 01/72 9705 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------  9705
CASCADE 3118080 DUBUQUE Acid ADJ 02/80 1912 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1912
CASEY 3914081 GUTHRIE Acid ADJ 11/84 473 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  473
CEDAR FALLS 0709084 BLACK HAWK Acid ADJ 09/58 36322 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  36322
CEDAR FALLS MH VILLAGE 0709600 BLACK HAWK NATL 250 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  250
CEDAR RAPIDS 5715093 LINN NaSiF6 ADJ 05/52 110243 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  110243
CENTER POINT 5718006 LINN Acid ADJ 03/66 1591 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1591
CENTERVILLE 0407008 APPANOOSE Acid ADJ 06/62 6558 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6558
CENffiAL CITY 5720010 LINN Acid ADJ 05/70 1067 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1067
CENTRAL WATER SYSTEM 3000099 DICKINSON Acid ADJ 09/68 1700 1.1
ARNOLDS PARK 3003067 DICKINSON CONS 1051
OKDBOJI 3060091 DICKINSON CONS 559
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3310
CENTRAL WATER WORKS 9400801 WEBSTER NATL 37 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  37
CERRO GORDO GO CARE 1700901 CERRO GORDO NATL 72 1.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 72
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHARITON 5903011 LUCAS Acid ADJ 10/58 4987 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  4987
CHARTER OAK 2417018 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ 03/85 615 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  615
CHELSEA 8609019 TAMA Acid ADJ 09/85 376 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 376
CHEROKEE RWS MILL CREEK 1800900 CHEROKEE NAIL 1230 1.2
LARRABEE 1833060 CHEROKEE CONS 169
MERIDEN 1849071 CHEROKEE OONS 233
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1632
CHESTER 4509024 HOWARD NATL 175 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 175
CLARE 9420027 WEBSTER NATL 200 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 200
CLARENCE 1630028 CEDAR Acid ADJ 07/81 1001 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1001
CLARINDA 7329029 PAGE Acid ADJ 07/81 5458 1.0
PAGE I RW ASSN 7383901 PAGE OONS 2200
COIN 7335054 PAGE OONS 316
NEW MARKET 8758061 TAYLOR OONS 554
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 8528
CLARION 9909031 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 10/72 3060 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 3060
CLARKSVILLE 1228038 BUTLER Acid ADJ 03/69 1424 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  1424
284
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLAY 00 RWD 2100701 CLAY Acid ADJ 03/85 2750 1.1
FOSTORIA 2122067 CLAY CONS 261
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3011
CLEAR LAKE 1716076 CERRO GORDO Acid ADJ 04/63 7458 1.1
TOTAL POPULmON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  7458
CLEGHORN 1817045 CHEROKEE NATL 275 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 275
CLOTIER 8616052 TAMA NATL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 275
OQATS SUBD 9433348 WEBSTER NATL 159 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 159
GOLESBURG 2809055 DELAWARE NATL 463 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------   463
COLLINS 8515060 STORY NATL 450 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 450
COLO 8520061 STORY NATL 810 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 810
CDULMBUS JUNCTION 5815064 LOUISA Acid ADJ 04/81 1429 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------   1429
COLWELL 3409066 FLOYD NATL 91 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  91
CONRAD 3809067 GRUNDY Acid ADJ 09/82 1133 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1133
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CONROY 4808068 IOWA NATL 255 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  255
COON RAPIDS 1427070 CARROLL Acid ADJ 04/68 1448 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1448
OOBALVILLE 5208071 JOHNSON NATL 7687 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 7687
CORNING 0220075 ADAMS Acid ADJ 07/58 1939 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1939
OORYDON 9334078 WAYNE Acid ADJ 11/68 1818 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1818
COULTER 3525079 FRANKLIN NATL 264 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED. BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  264
COUNCIL BLUFFS 7820080 POTTAWATTAMIE NaSiF6 ADJ 08/62 56449 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  56449
COUNTRY TERRACE MHP 0700675 BLACK HAWK NATL 240 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  240
CRAWFORDSVILLE 9214085 WASHINGTON NATL 290 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  290
CRESCENT 7822086 POTTAWATTAMIE NATL 547 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  547
CRESOO 4515087 HOWARD Acid ADJ 06/60 3860 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3860
CRESTON 8816089 UNION Acid ADJ 04/53 8429 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
286
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SO IOWA RWS-fflGHLAND/TING 8080701 RINGGOLD (JONS 910
ELLSTON 8020001 RINGGOLD (JONS 60
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9399
DALLAS CENTER 2520098 DALLAS Acid ADJ 11/85 1360 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1360
DALLAS 00 CARE 2500900 DALLAS NATL 100 5.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
DAVIS CITY 2715009 DECATUR NATL 327 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  327
DAYTON 9425011 WEBSTER NATL 941 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  941
1« WITT 2330036 CLINTON NAIL 4512 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4512
DEGORAH 9630012 WINNESHIEK Acid ADJ 12/63 7991 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 7991
DENI SCW 2424027 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ 11/64 6675 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 6675
DENMARK 5617029 LEE NATL 300 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  300
DENVER 0915030 BREMER NATL 1647 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1647
DES MOINES WIR WKS 7727031 POLK Acid ADJ 09/59 191003 1.0
BERWICK WATER ASSOC 7714707 POLK CONS 1218
CLIVE 7720051 POLK CONS 6064
CUMMINS 9123047 WARREN CONS 151
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
287
IO W A ________ ________________________________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREENFIELD PLAZA 7700801 POLK CONS 2000
JOHNSTON 7740011 POLK OONS 2617
LAKEM30D BENEFITTED WIR DIST 9100879 WARREN CONS 990
NORWALK 9164078 WARREN OONS 2676
PLEASANT HILL 7767092 POLK OONS 3493
SE POLK RW ASSOC 7774701 POLK OONS 2100
URBANDALE 7780042 POLK OONS 17869
WINDSOR HEIGHTS 7791027 POLK OONS 5474
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------   235655
DESOTO 2529035 DALLAS Acid ADJ 07/79 1035 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1035
DEXTER 2533038 DALLAS Acid ADJ 11/77 678 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  678
DIAGONAL 8018040 RINGGOLD Acid ADJ 03/85 362 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  362
DIAMOND HEAD LAKE 3900300 GUTHRIE NATL 250 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  250
DIETRICK MHP 3800600 GRUNDY NATL 182 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  182
DIKE 3815042 GRUNDY NATL 987 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  987
DONNELLSON 5620046 LEE NATL 972 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 972
DOUDS UTILITIES 8926048 VAN BUREN NATL 275 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 275
DOWS 9921050 WRIGHT NATL 777 2.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  777
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
DUBUQUE 3126052 DUBUQUE Acid ADJ 10/51 62321 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 62321
DUMONT 1240081 BUTLER NATL 815 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 815
DUNOOMBE 9427082 WEBSTER NATL 504 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 504
DUNKERTON 0717084 BLACK HAWK NATL 718 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 718
DURANT 1636090 CEDAR Acid ADJ 09/81 1583 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1583
DYERSVILLE 3130091 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 10/71 3825 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   3825
DYSART 8627095 TAMA NAIL 1355 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1355
EAGLE GROVE 99260% WRIGHT Acid ADJ 01/53 4324 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4324
EARLHAM 6115097 MADISON NATL 1140 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1140
EARLVILLE 2825099 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 12/69 844 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  844
EDDYVILLE 9049001 WAPELLO Acid ADJ 06/82 1116 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1116
EDGEWOOD 2220002 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 01/71 900 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  900
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
WATER SYSTEM and 
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED
EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
8631003 TAMA NATL 194 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  194
9053004 WAPELLO NATL 1255 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1255
4236005 HARDIN Acid ADJ 10/65 3063 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3063
8230008 SCOTT Acid ADJ 10/68 3279 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3279
8325013 SHELBY Acid ADJ 06/65 746 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  746
2223011 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 09/82 1688 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAEER SYSTEM----------------------------  1688
4009016 HAMILTON NATL 480 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  480
4525017 HOWARD Acid ADJ 09/82 714 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  714
5728018 LINN Acid ADJ 06/82 425 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  425
7428021 PALO ALTO Acid ADJ 03/55 4621 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4621
3218024 EMMET Acid ADJ 03/58 7518 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7518
0723027 BLACK HAWK Acid ADJ 12/83 4798 1.1














WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FAIRBANK 1025031 BUCHANAN NATL 980 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  980
FAIRFAX 5731032 LINN Acid ADJ 08/68 683 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------    683
FAIRFIELD 5131033 JEFFERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 12/52 9428 1.0
BIRMINGHAM 8909011 VAN BUREN CONS 410
JEFFERSON CO RW 5131705 JEFFERSON CONS 154
LIBERTYVILLE 5148079 JEFFERSON CONS 281
LOCKRIDGE 5157091 JEFFERSON CONS 271
RCME 4475001 HENRY CONS 113
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 10657
FARLEY 3135018 DUBUQUE Acid ADJ 07/68 1287 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1287
FARNHAMVILLE 1320039 CALHOUN NAIL 461 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ---------------------  461
FERNALD 8562345 STORY NAIL 93 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  93
ECNEANELLE 0315046 ADAIR Acid ADJ 05/63 805 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  805
FOREST CITY 9525047 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ 10/69 4270 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4270
PORT A3KINS0N 9641049 WINNESHIEK NATL 300 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
PORT DODGE 9433050 WEBS1ER NAIL 30000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  30000
EORT MADISON 5625062 LEE Acid ADJ 12/68 13520 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 13520
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP . NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OFT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
POX CREEK ACRES 7700800 POLK NATL 204 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 204
FREDERICKSBURG 1940068 CHICKASAW NATL 1075 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1075
GALVA 4715072 IDA Acid ADJ 08/84 420 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  420
GARNAVILLO 2234074 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 03/83 723 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  723
GARNER 4130075 HANCOCK NATL 2908 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2908
GARRISON 0625078 BENTON NATL 411 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  411
GARWIN 8637079 TAMA NATL 626 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 626
GAUL'S WATER (»MISSION 2909357 DES MOINES NAIL 30 3.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 30
GIBSON 5425082 KEOKUK NATL 40 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 40
GLADBROOK 8640089 TAMA Acid ADJ 08/68 970 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 970
GLEN MARK SUBDIV 2ND ADD 2909308 DES MDINES NATL 85 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  85
GLENWOOD 6525090 MILLS Acid ADJ 10/59 5280 1.0
PACIFIC JUNCTION 6562022 MILLS OONS 511
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  5791
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO ' DATE LEVEL LEVEL
GLIDDEN 1438091 CARROLL Acid ADJ 12/69 1076 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 1076
QOLDFIELD 9937092 WRIGHT NaF ADJ 10/80 789 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 789
GOWRIE 9436095 WEBSTER NATL 1085 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 1085
GRAETTINGER 74450% PALO ALTO Acid ADJ 08/68 923 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 923
GRAND JUNCTION 3730098 GREENE NAIL 961 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- %1
GRANGER 2537001 DALLAS Acid ADJ 07/84 619 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 619
GRANVILLE 8429002 SIOUX NATL 320 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 320
GREENE 1253006 BITTIER Acid ADJ 03/81 1332 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 1332
GREENFIELD 0140007 ADAIR Acid ADJ 08/62 2243 1.0
SO IOWA RW ASSOC-GRAND RIVER 0140701 ADAIR CONS 375
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 2618
GREENFIELD MH OOURT 3400613 FTDYD NATL 75 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 75
GRIMES 7736011 POLK NAIL 1990 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1990
GRINNELL 7930008 POWESHIEK NATL 8864 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 8864
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRISWOLD 1528010 CASS Acid ADJ 03/82 1176 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1176
GRUNDY CENTER 3833013 GRUNDY NATL 2880 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2880
GUIHRIE CENTER 3937016 GUIHRIE Acid ADJ 02/59 1713 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1713
GUTTENBERG 2242018 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 05/81 2428 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2428
HAMILTON 6309001 MARION NATL 163 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 163
HAMILTON 00 CARE 4000901 HAMILTON NATL 45 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSliM-----------------------------  45
HAMPTON 3544024 ERANKLIN Acid ADJ 08/76 4630 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM------------------------------ 4630
HANSELL 3549026 ERANKLIN NATL 138 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------   138
HAROOURT 9442027 WEBSTER NATL 347 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 347
HARTFORD 9128035 WARREN NATL 790 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  790
HARTLEY 7128036 O'BRIEN Acid ADJ 08/52 1700 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1700
HEDRICK 5432042 KEOKUK NATL 852 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  852
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WATER.SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HIAWATHA 5735045 LINN Acid ADJ 10/81 4825 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 4825
HICKORY HOLLOW 77093% POLK NAIL 63 6.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  63
HILLTOP VILLAGE MHP 1800601 CHEROKEE NAIL 250 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 250
HOLLAND 3839052 GRUNDY NATL 278 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 278
HOLSTEIN 4721054 IDA NAIL 1477 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1477
HOPKINTON 2835056 DELAWARE NATL 774 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  774
HUBBARD 4254061 HARDIN NATL 852 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  852
HULL 8444063 SIOUX Acid ADJ 11/85 1714 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1714
HUMBOLDT 4641064 HUMBOLDT Acid ADJ 03/64 4794 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4794
HUMESTON 9348065 WAYNE Acid ADJ 03/83 671 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  671
HUXLEY 8538066 STORY NAIL 1884 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1884
IDA GROVE 4728067 IDA Acid ADJ 09/71 2285 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2285
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
INDEPENDENCE 1037070 BUCHANAN Acid ADJ 04/63 6392 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6392
INDIANOLA 9133075 WARREN NATL 10843 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  10843
IONIA 1946078 CHICKASAW NATL 350 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  350
IOWA CITY 5225079 JOHNSON NaSiF6 ADJ 08/53 51577 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------51577
IOWA CITY REGENCY MHP 5225386 JOHNSON NATL 700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 700
IOWA 00 CARE 4800901 IOWA NATL 62 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 62
IOWA FALLS 4260097 HARDIN Acid ADJ 07/68 6174 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6174
IOWA MEDICAL PEN 5200938 JOHNSON NAIL 300 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 300
IOWA-AMERICAN WC-OJOTON 2326048 CLINTON Acid ADJ 09/65 32828 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32828
IOWA-AMERICAN WIR CO-DAVENPORT 8222001 SCOTT Acid ADJ 07/52 130638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  130638
IRETON 8447098 SIOUX Acid ADJ 09/68 588 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  588
JEFFERSON 3742004 GREENE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/60 4854 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4854
2 %
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________ NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
JESUP 1044006 BUCHANAN Acid ADJ 10/68 2343 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2343
JEWELL 4027010 HAMILTON NATL 1145 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1145
JOLLEY 1335001 CALHOUN NATL 91 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  91
KALO 9448099 WEBSTER NATL 32 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM-----------------------------  32
KALONA 9233012 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/68 1862 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1862
KAMRAR 4033013 HAMILTON NATL 225 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  225
KANAWHA 4150014 HANCOCK Acid ADJ 08/85 756 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  756
KEOKUK 5640019 LEE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/55 13536 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  13536
KEDSAUQUA 8938026 VAN BUREN NATL 1003 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM-----------------------------  1003
KEXJTA 5440028 KEOKUK NATL 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  1100
KESSELER'S HOMEOWNERS ASSOC 5200802 JOHNSON NATL 40 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  40
KEYSTONE 0640030 BENTON NATL 618 1.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSIiM------------------- 618
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
KL0ME 4155035 HANCOCK NATL 620 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  620
KNOXVILLE 6342036 MARION NATL 8200 1.5
MARION 00 RWD 6342711 MARION CONS 2000
LAOCJNA 9138041 WARREN CONS 376
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 10576
LA PORTE CITY 0743057 BLACK HAWK NATL 2324 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2324
LADORA 4840042 IOWA NATL 289 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 289
LAKE CITY 1345043 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 05/65 2006 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  2006
LAKE MILLS 9545044 . WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ 02/65 2281 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2281
LAKE PANARAMA WATER GO 3900301 GUTHRIE NATL 500 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------- 500
LAKE PARK 3045046 DICKINSON Acid ADJ 06/85 1123 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1123
LAKE VIEW 8127048 SAC Acid ADJ 06/60 1291 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1291
LAKEWOOD UTILITIES 9433324 WEBSTER NATL 200 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  200
LAMDNI 2740050 DECATUR Acid ADJ 07/63 2705 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2705
LARCHWOOD 6050059 LYON NATL 701 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  701
298
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY ChEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO________________________  . _______ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAURENS 7614063 POCAHONTAS Acid ADJ 08/68 1606 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  1606
LAWLER 1957064 CHICKASAW NAIL 534 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  534
LE CLAIRE 8245066 SCOTT Acid ADJ 09/80 2899 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2899
LE GRAND 6457070 MARSHALL NAIL 921 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  921
UE MARS 7540174 PLYMOUTH NAIL 8045 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8045
LEHIGH 9453071 WEBSTER NATL 654 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  654
LEIGHTON 6259072 MAHASKA NAIL 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  140
LENMAR SUBDIV 0717353 BLACK HAWK NATL 225 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  225
LEDN 2742076 DECATUR NAIL 2104 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2104
LIME SPRINGS 4535081 HOWARD Acid ADJ 11/65 476 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  476
LINCOLN 8660002 TAMA NAIL 202 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------- 202
LINDEN 2544083 DALLAS NATL 264 5.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM------------------- 264
299
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINN GROVE 1147085 BUENA VISTA NAIL 205 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 205
LOGAN 4337092 HARRISON Acid ADJ 04/81 1540 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1540
LONE TREE 5240095 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 02/73 1014 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1014
LUTHER 0844005 BOONE NAIL 155 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 155
LYNNVILLE 5047008 JASPER NATL 406 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 406
LYTTON 8133009 SAC NATL 377 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 377
MALVERN 6545020 MILLS Acid ADJ 05/82 1244 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1244
MANCHESTER 2839021 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 12/52 4942 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4942
MANILLA 2436023 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ 12/69 1020 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1020
MANLY 9845024 WORTH Acid ADJ 02/81 14% 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 14%
MANNING 1457025 CARROLL Acid ADJ 09/79 1609 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1609
MANSON 1351027 CALHOUN NAIL 1924 4.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1924
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO '______________________________________ DATE_________  LEVEL LEVEL
MAQUOKEEÀ 4950029 JACKSON Acid ADJ 07/79 6313 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6313
MARA3H0N 1150030 BUENA VISTA Acid ADJ 11/69 442 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  442
MARCUS 1838032 CHEROKEE NATL 1206 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------- 1206
MARION 5751035 UNN Acid ADJ 11/63 19474 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■------------------------------ 19474
MARSHALLTOWN 6469042 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 12/58 26938 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  26938
MAURICE 8458057 SIOUX NATL 286 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------   -  .---------  286
MAYNARD 3350059 FAYETTE NAIL 561 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  561
MC CALLSBURG 8552010 STORY NAIL 320 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  320
MCGREGOR 2258012 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 05/72 945 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  945
MECHANICSVILLE 1667076 CEDAR Acid ADJ 07/85 1166 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1166
MELCHER-DALLAS MR SUPPLY 6300099 MARION NAIL 1404 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1404
MESERVEY 1754073 CERRO GORDO NATL 324 1.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 324
301
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-___________________  NO ____________ _________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MIDDLETOWN 2952075 DES MOINES NAIL 487 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  487
MILFORD 3050079 DICKINSON Acid ADJ 09/68 2076 1.1
OSCEOLA 00 RW-NO OKBJI 3090701 DICKINSON CONS 450
VEST OKQBOJI 3090081 DICKINSON OONS 435
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  2961
MILO 9155083 WARREN NAIL 778 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  778
MILTON 8954084 VAN BUREN NAIL 567 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  567
MINDE1I 7849086 POTTAWATTAMIE Acid ADJ 12/84 419 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  419
MISSOURI VALLEY 4344088 HARRISON Acid ADJ 04/82 3107 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  3107
MITCHELLVILLE 7751092 POLK NaF ADJ 05/77 1530 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1530
MODALE 4347093 HARRISON Acid ADJ 01/84 373 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  373
MONONA 2264095 CLAYTON Acid ADJ 01/70 1530 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  1530
MONTEZUMA 7950097 POWESHIEK Acid ADJ 12/80 1485 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1485
MDNn CELLO 5343098 JONES Acid ADJ 12/63 3641 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3641
MDORLAND 9461007 WEBSTER NATL 257 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 257
302
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MORNING SUN 5857011 LOUISA NAIL 950 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  950
MDUNT PLEASANT 4453016 HENRY NATL 7322 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------  7322
MDUNT VERNON 5758021 LINN Acid ADJ 12/70 3325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3325
MT AUBURN 0650001 BEMON Acid ADJ 03/83 188 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  188
MT AYR 8055014 RINQQOLD Acid ADJ 10/82 1938 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  1938
MURRAY 2032023 CLARKE NAIL 703 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  703
MUSCATINE 7048001 MUSCATINE Acid ADJ 05/66 23467 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  23467
NEDLA 7853043 POTTAWAIAMIE Acid ADJ 07/85 839 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   --------   -  -  -  -  839
NEVADA 8562044 STORY NATL 5912 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------- 5912
NEW HARTFORD 1271058 BUTLER NATL 764 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM---------------------------  764
NEW LONDON 4458060 HENRY NATL 2043 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------  2043
NEW PROVIDENCE 4271062 HARDIN NAIL 249 2.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------ 249
303
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IO W A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSÉCUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEW SHARON 6264063 MAHASKA Acid ADJ 10/70 1225 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1225
NEW VIRGINIA 9159067 WARREN Acid ADJ 06/83 512 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  512
NEWHALL 0653050 BENTON NATL 899 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 899
NEWÏON 5059064 JASPER Acid ADJ 10/59 15520 1.0
CENTRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON) 5059704 JASPER OONS 3800
LAUREL 6452062 MARSHALL OONS 278
MELBOURNE 6471063 MARSHALL OONS 732
MINGO 5052087 JASPER OONS 303
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20633
NORA SPRINGS 3423069 FLOYD NAIL 1572 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1572
NORTH ENGLISH 4858070 IOWA NAIL 990 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  990
NORTH LIBERTY 5252072 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 11/59 2046 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2046
NORTHWOOD 9855077 WORTH Acid ADJ 06/66 2193 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2193
NORWAY 0656081 BENTON NATL 633 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  633
OAK LAKE 5500838 KDSSUIH NATL 63 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  63
OAK MANOR MH OOURT 9000637 WAPELLO NATL 80 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 80
304
WATER SYSTEM and ‘ ~  EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO__________________________________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
OAK PARK MH COURT 9433600 WEBSTER NATL 225 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 225
OAKLAND 7856084 POTTAWATTAMIE NATL 1552 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1552
OAKWOOD PARK W1R SUPPLY 7709398 POLK NATL 35 7.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  35
ODEBOLT 8144087 SAC NAIL 1316 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1316
OELWEIN 3353088 FAYETTTE NAIL 7564 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7564
OLDS 4465093 HENRY NATL 225 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  225
OMAHA, NE 3105507 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 11/69 0 1.0
CARTER LAKE 7812079 POTTAWATTAMIE OONS 3438
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3438
CMAWA 6739095 MONOKA Acid ADJ 05/82 3283 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3283
ORANGE CITY 8474097 SIOUX NaF ADJ 12/73 4588 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4588
ORCHARD 6668001 MITCHELL NATL 93 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  93
OR! ENT 0160099 ADAIR Acid ADJ 11/84 416 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 416
305
IO W A  __________________________________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATUFÌAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
'____________________________________ NO__________ ______________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
OSAGE 6663001 MITCHELL Acid ADJ 02/69 3718 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3718
OSCEOLA 2038038 CLARKE Acid ADJ 05/71 3750 1.0
CLARKE RW DISTRICT #1 2000702 CLARKE O0NS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3950
OSKALOOSA 6273005 MAHASKA Acid ADJ 02/65 11634 1.0
BEACON 6203093 MAHASKA 0QNS 530
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------12164
OIHO 9464008 WEBSTER NAIL 672 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 672
OTTOSEN 4652011 HIMBOLDT NATL 93 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE MATER SYSTEM---------------------------   93
OTIIMWA 9083012 WAPELLO NaSiF6 ADJ 01/58 27381 1.0
WAPELLO RW ASSOC 9000742 WAPELLO CONS 3600
AGENCY 9003006 WAPELLO OONS 657
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------31638
PARKERSBURG 1281028 BWLER NAIL 1968 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1968
PAULLINA 7139032 O'BRIEN Acid ADJ 11/69 1224 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1224
PELLA 6368033 MARION Acid AOJ 11/59 8349 1.0
CENTRAL ICMA WIR ASSN (PELLA) 5059706 MARION OONS 1200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9549
PERRY 2561036 DALLAS Acid ADJ 06/53 7053 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 7053
306
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
PERSHING UnLIITIES 6300800 MARION NAIL 700 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  700
PLANTION VILLAGE 2900600 DES MDINES NATL 150 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  150
FLEASANTVILLE 6377046 MARION NAIL 1531 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1531
PLYMXJIH 1759048 CERRO GORDO Acid ADJ 07/84 463 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 463
POCAHONTAS 7633049 POCAHONTAS Acid ADJ 02/81 2352 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2352
POLK CITY 7770050 POLK Acid ADJ 04/83 1658 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1658
POSTVILLE 0375053 ALLAMAKEE Acid ADJ 11/65 1475 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1475
POWESHIEK WIR ASSOC 8670701 POWESHIEK NaF ADJ 12/85 2596 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2596
PRAIRIE CITY 5064055 JASPER Acid ADJ 08/79 1278 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1278
PRAIRIE RIDGE HOMEOWNERS 8503301 STORY NAIL 72 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 72
PRESCOTT 0270056 ADAMS Acid ADJ 03/84 349 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  349
PRESTON 4965057 JACKSON Acid ADJ 02/82 1120 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1120
307
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATUFiÄL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
I O W A
QUIMBY 1855066 CHEROKEE Acid ADJ 05/72 424 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  424
RANDALL 4039071 HAMILTON NATL 171 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  171
RA1HBUN RWA. 0400900 APPANOOSE Acid ADJ 05/79 24500 1.0
BLAKESBURG 9027014 WAPELLO OONS 404
CANTRIL 8920001 VAN BUREN OONS 299
CINCINAITI 0410026 APPANOOSE OONS 598
DERBY 5909028 APPANOOSE OONS 151
DRAKESVILLE 2618051 DAVIS OONS 212
GARDEN GROVE 2725073 DECATUR OONS 297
LINEVILLE 9352084 WAYNE OONS 319
ALLERTON 9303024 WAYNE OONS 670
LOVILLA 6858000 MCNRQE OONS 637
LUCAS 5915004 LUCAS OONS 292
MERCER 00 EWSD1-EAST, MD 2024383 MERCER OONS 0
MORAVIA 0467008 APPANOOSE OONS 706
MOULTON 0472012 APPANOOSE OONS 762
MYSTIC 0477040 APPANOOSE OONS 665
PULASKI 2662064 DAVIS OONS 267
SEYMOUR 9368035 WAYNE OONS 1036
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 31815
READLYN 0965073 BREMER NATL 858 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------    858
RED OAK 6950075 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 03/62 6810 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6810
REINBECK 3870073 GRUNDY NATL 1808 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1808
REMSEN 7568079 PLYMOUTH NATL 1592 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1592
RICEVILLE 4558001 HOWARD NAIL 919 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  919
308
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________ NO__________________________ .______________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
RICHLAND 5470083 KEOKUK NATL 600 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------  600
RIDGEWAY 9680085 WINNESHIEK NATL 308 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- •------------  308
RINARD 1374086 CALHOUN NAIL 97 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  97
RINGSTED 3275087 EM4ET Acid ADJ 10/82 557 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  557
RIVERSIDE 9260090 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 01/75 826 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  826
ROCK RAPIDS 6065092 LYON NaF ADJ 02/80 2693 1.1
LYON-SIOUX RW-fiOCK RAPIDS 6000800 LYON OONS 942
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3635
ROCKFORD 3430091 F10YD Acid ADJ 12/85 1012 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-----------------------------  1012
ROCKWELL 1773097 CERRO GORDO NAIL 1039 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAITER SYSIEM-----------------------------  1039
ROCKWELL CITY 1376098 CALHOUN NATL 2276 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2276
RODMAN 7428022 PALO ALTO NAIL 86 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  86
ROLAND 8570001 STORY NAIL 1005 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1005
ROLLIN HOME OOUNTRY MANOR 0600600 BENTON NAIL 200 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------- 200
309
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
RUNNELLS 7774008 POLK NATL 377 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  377
RUSSELL 5939009 LUCAS NATL 593 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  593
RUTHVEN 7465010 PAIX) ALTO Acid ADJ 01/68 769 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  769
RYAN 2864013 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 08/84 390 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  390
SAC CITY 8150015 SAC Acid ADJ 03/79 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3000
SALEM 4478023 HENRY NAIL 463 2.0
HILLSBORO 4425032 HENRY CONS 208
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  671
SANBORN 7165025 O'BRIEN Acid ADJ 09/68 1398 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1398
SCHALLER 8156028 SAC Acid ADJ 09/82 832 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  832
SERGEANT BLUFF 9774033 WOODBURY NAIL 2416 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2416
SHEFFIELD 3570037 FRANKLIN NAIL 1224 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1224
SHELBY COUNTY RW 8300184 SHELBY Acid ADJ 08/85 870 1.0
PERSIA 4360038 HARRISON OONS 355
PORTSMOUTH 8365052 SHELBY OONS 240
TENNANT 1479015 SHELBY OONS 77
WESTPHALIA 8380011 SHELBY CONS 169
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1711
310
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________ NO_____ ___________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHELDON 7170040 O'BRIEN Acid ADJ 09/73 5003 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 5003
SHELLSBURG 0670043 BENION NATL 771 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 771
SHENANDOAH 7383045 PAGE Acid ADJ 08/62 6274 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 6274
SIBLEY 7245047 OSCEOLA NaF ADJ 02/81 3051 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  3051
SIGOURNEY 5475050 KEOKUK Acid ADJ 04/80 2330 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2330
SIOUX CENTER 8486053 SIOUX Acid ADJ 10/61 4588 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 4588
SIOUX CITY 9778054 WOODBURY Acid ADJ 05/73 82003 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 82003
SLATER 8580057 STORY Acid ADJ 12/80 1312 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1312
SOMERS 1381073 CALHOUN NATL 220 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 220
SOUTH OAKS ESTATES 5500602 KDSSUIH NATL 151 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 151
SOUEHDALE HOME OWNERS 5500822 KOSSUTH NATL 70 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  70
SPENCER 2171071 CLAY Acid ADJ 08/64 11726 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 11726
311
WATfeR SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
SPIRIT LAKE 3070078 DICKINSON Acid ADJ 08/68 4522 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------   4522
SPRING GROVE MHP 2900677 DES MDINES NAIL 25 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------   25
SPRINGBROOK 4984086 JACKSON NATL 209 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------    209
SQUAW VALLEY HOMEDWNERS 8500301 STORY NATL 114 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 114
SQUAW VALLEY SO SUBDIV 8503305 STORY NATL 60 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   60
ST ANSGAR 6673016 MITCHELL Acid ADJ 10/57 1100 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1100
ST ANTHONY 6482017 MARSHALL NAIL 140 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  140
ST PAUL 5675022 LEE NAIL 210 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------   210
STACYVILLE 6677089 MITCHELL Acid ADJ 08/75 538 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  538
STANHOPE 4045090 HAMILTON NATL 492 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  492
STANTON 6965091 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 08/73 747 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  747
STANWOOD 1681092 CEDAR Acid ADJ 10/68 705 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------    705
312
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY W ITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IO W A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.  ;_____________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
STATE CENTER 6484093 MARSHALL NATL 1304 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1304
STOCKPORT 8973095 VAN BUREN NATL 272 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  272
STORM LAKE 1178097 BUENA VISTA Acid ADJ 01/67 8814 1.1
LAKESIDE 1145047 BUENA VISTA CONS 589
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  9403
STORY CITY 8584000 STORY NATL 2763 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2763
STRATFORD 4051002 WEBSTER NAIL 806 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  806
SULLY 5076005 JASPER NAIL 823 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSltM----------------------------  823
SUMNER 0970006 BREMER NATL 2335 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2335
SUNRISE TAILER PARK 5700665 LINN NAIL 90 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM----------------------------  90
SUTHERLAND 7177007 O'BRIEN Acid ADJ 08/83 897 1.1
TOI&L POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  897
SWALEDALE 1778008 CERRO GORDO NATL 186 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  186
SWEA CITY 5584009 KOSSUTH Acid ADJ 06/85 813 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  813
TERRILL 3080016 DICKINSON Acid ADJ 07/84 420 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  420
313
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
..  NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
THOMPSON 9585017 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ 02/83 668 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  668
THORNTON 1781019 CERRO GORDO NAIL 442 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  442
TIFFIN 5288021 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 05/79 413 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  413
UMBERLINE ASSOC 2900626 DES M3INES NATL 700 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  700
TIPTON 1689022 CEDAR Acid ADJ 07/62 3055 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3055
TTTONKA 5588026 KDSSUIH NAIL 607 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED. BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  607
TOLEDO 8676027 TAMA NAIL 2442 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  2442
TRAER 8681030 TAMA NAIL 1703 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1703
TREYNOR 7866031 POTTAWATTAMIE Acid ADJ 11/85 981 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 981
TRIPOLI 0975032 BREMER Acid ADJ 11/80 1280 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  1280
UNIVERSITY WS 5225101 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 07/67 8560 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  8560
URBANA 0680041 BENTON NATL 574 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  574
314
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
VAN BIKEN 00 CARE 8900901 VAN BUREN NAIL 50 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  50
VAN HORNE 0685045 BENTON NAIL 682 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  682
VAN MEMER 2570046 DALLAS Acid ADJ 09/82 747 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  747
VARINA 7642047 POCAHONTAS Acid ADJ 01/85 122 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  122
VICTOR 4875050 IOWA Acid ADJ 09/68 1046 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1046
VILLI SCA 6985051 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 11/63 1434 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  1434
VINCENT 9486052 WEBSTER NATL 198 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 198
VINTON 0688053 BENTON Acid ADJ 06/74 5040 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5040
VOLGA CITY 2285055 CLAYTON NAIL 310 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 310
WALL LAKE 8166061 SAC Acid ADJ 06/78 892 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 892
WALNUT 7872062 POTTAWATTAMIE NATL 897 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 897
WASHINGTON 9271068 WASHINGTON NAIL 6800 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  6800
315
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WASHTA 1880073 CHEROKEE NAIL 320 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  320
WATERLOO 0790074 BLACK HAWK Acid ADJ 12/66 75985 1.1
HUDSON 0737062 BLACK HAWK 00NS 2267
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 78252
WAUOCMA 3375001 FAYETTE NATL 308 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  308
WAUKEE 2573080 DALLAS NAIL 2227 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2227
WAUKON 0398082 ALLAMAKEE Acid ADJ 10/51 3983 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3983
WAVERLY 0990085 BREMER NATL 8444 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 8444
WAYLAND 4490091 HENRY NAIL 720 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 720
WEBB 2178092 CLAY NAIL 222 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 222
WEBSTER CITY 4063094 HAMILTON NATL 8572 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 8572
WELLMAN 9276096 WASHINGTON NATL 1125 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1125
WELLSBURG 3890097 GRUNDY NATL 761 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 761
WESLEY 5592098 KOSSUTH NATL 598 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  598
316
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO .______________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST BEND 7470099 KOSSUTH NATL 941 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTSM----------------------------  941
WEST BRANCH 1694000 CEDAR Acid ADJ 01/70 1867 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1867
WEST BURLINGTON 2985002 DES MOINES NATL 3371 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3371
WEST CENTRAL RW BOYER 1400903 SAC Acid ADJ 08/83 2087 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2087
WEST CENTRAL RW NISH 1400902 CARROLL Acid ADJ 08/83 23% 1.0
ASPINWALL 2406070 CRAWFORD CONS 65
GRAY 0528004 AUDUBON CONS 108
TEMPLETON 1479015 CARROLL CONS 319
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2888
WEST DES MOINES 7785007 POLK NATL 23000 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 23000
WEST LIBERTY 7073010 MUSCATINE NATL 2723 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2723
WEST POINT 5691012 LEE NATL 1133 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1133
WESTWOOD 4453318 HENRY NATL 110 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 110
WESTWOOD HILLS ASSOC 2985003 DES MOINES NATL 106 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 106
WHAT CHEER 5493016 KEOKUK NATL 803 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 803
317
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE_____  LEVEL LEVEL
WHEATLAND 2394017 CLINTON NATL 840 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 840
WHITTEMORE 5595020 KOSSUTH Acid ADJ 05/70 647 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 647
WILLIAMS 4070022 HAMILTON NATL 410 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 410
WILLIAMSBURG 4884023 IOWA NAIL 2033 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2033
WILTON 7078026 MUSCATINE Acid ADJ 01/71 2502 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAUR SYSTEM----------------------------- 2502
WINETELD 4493028 HENRY NAIL 1042 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1042
WINTER MHP 1900601 CHICKASAW NATL 45 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  45
WINTERSET 6171029 MADISON Acid ADJ 01/64 4021 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4021
WINTHROP 1093031 BUCHANAN Acid ADJ 07/68 767 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  767
WOODBINE 4388034 HARRISON Acid ADJ 07/82 1463 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1463
WOODWARD 2576036 DALLAS Acid ADJ 07/70 1212 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1212
WOODWARD SHS 0800923 DALLAS Acid ADJ 09/67 600 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I O W A
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  600
318
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IO W A
WATER'SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
W0R1HINCICIN 3189001 DUBUQUE NATL A32 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  432
XENIA RWS 2576705 DALLAS NaF ADJ 02/83 1902 1.0
MINBURN 2547085 DALLAS 00NS 390
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2292
319
KA N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARCADIA CRAWFORD NAIL 332 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  332
ARKANSAS CITY COWLEY NaSiF6 ADJ 04/53 14155 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 14155
ARMA CRAWFORD NATL 1395 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1395
ASHLAND CLARK Acid ADJ 09/65 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
ATCHISON ATCHISON Acid ADJ 07/69 14335 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14335
AIWOOD RAWLINS NATL 1788 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  1788
BIRD CITY CHEYENNE NATL 659 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 659
BONNER SPRINGS WYANDOTTE Acid ADJ 12/59 8446 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8446
BREWSTER THOMAS NAIL 169 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  169
BURDETT PAWNEE NAIL 275 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  275
BURLINGTON COFFEY NaSiF6 ADJ 06/59 4628 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4628
BURNS MARION NATL 278 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 278
320
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and : EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
, _________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CAPALDO nail 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  0
CHANUTE NEOSHO NaSiF6 ADJ 09/56 11386 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------11386
CHEROKEE CRAWPORD NAIL 791 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 791
CHEROKEE 00 RWD 1 CHEROKEE NATL 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 0
CIRCLEVILLE JACKSON NATL 162 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  162
OOFFEYVILLE MONTGOMERY NaSiF6 ADJ 17988 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  17988
OOLBY THOMAS NAIL 5014 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  5014
COLUMBUS CHEROKEE NAIL 3212 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  3212
OOOLIDGE HAMILTON NATL 90 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  90
COUNCIL GROVE MORRIS NaSiF6 ADJ 07/58 2381 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  2381
CRAWFORD CO RWD 2 CRAWFORD NATL 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  0
CRAWFORD CO RWD 3 CRAWFORD NATL 0 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 0
321
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY ' CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________ NO _____________________________________ DATE ________ LEVEL LEVEL
CRAWFORD 00 RWD 4 CRAWFORD NAIL 0 0.0
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
DAMAR BOCKS NAIL 258 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  258
DEERFIELD KEARNY NAIL 511 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM-----------------------------  511
DERBY SEDGWICK NATL 8269 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8269
DIQflON LANE NAIL 1538 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1538
DODGE CITY FORD NAIL 15292 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTtM-------------------- 15292
EL DORADO BUTLER NaSiF6 ADJ 17795 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 17795
ELLnWOOD BART® NATL 2448 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2448
ELLSWORTH ELLSWORTH NaSiF6 ADJ 02/66 2465 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2465
EMPORIA LYON NaSiF6 ADJ 27885 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  27885
EUREKA GREENWOOD NaSiF6 ADJ 05/58 5304 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5304
PCWLER MEADE NAIL 600 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------  600
322
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FREDCNIA WILSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/54 4922 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 4922
FT LEAVENWORTH LEAVENWORTH




FT RILEY RILEY Acid 




FT SOOTT BOURBON Acid 





VERNON 00 HWD 7, MO
2001104 BOURBON Acid 
5024622 VERNON, MO












GARDNER JOHNSON NaSiF6 




GARNETT ANDERSON Acid 

























K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRINNELL GOVE NAIL 432 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  432
HANSTON HODGEMAN NAIL 273 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  273
HAYS ELLIS NaSiF6 ADJ 08/52 16325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  16325
HERINGTON DICKINSON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/61 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTCM  ----------------------------  3000
HERNDON RAWLINS NAIL 245 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  245
HILL CITY GRAHAM NATL 1983 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1983
HILLSBORO MARION NAIL 2419 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2419
HOLOCMB FINNEY NATL 331 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  331
HCKIE SHERIDAN NATL 1567 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1567
INDEPENDENCE MONTQCMERY NaSiF6 ADJ 08/55 15590 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15590
IOLA ALLEN Acid ADJ 10465 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSItM-----------------------------  10465
JOHNSON STANTON NATL 1287 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPUlAnON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1287
324
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________ NO   DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
JOHNSON WD 1 JOHNSON NaSiF6 ADJ 205521 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  '----------------   -  -  205521
JUNCTION CITY GEARY NaSiF6 ADJ 19512 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  19512
KANORADO SHERMAN NATL 321 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------• -------------  321
KANSAS CITY WYANDOTTE Acid ADJ 165221 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 165221
KISMET SEWARD NATL 348 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  348
LAKIN KEARNY NAIL 1821 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1821
LANE 00 RWD 1 LANE NAIL 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------   0
LARNED PAWNEE NATL 4827 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4827
LAIHAM BUTLER NATL 158 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  158
LAWRENCE DOUGLAS NaSiF6 ADJ 54013 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------   54013
LflO n WICHITA NATL 2002 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2002
LIEBEMHAL RUSH NATL 176 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 176
325
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINCOLN LINCOLN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/71 1599 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1599
LYONS RICE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/58 4152 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4152
MAHASKA WASHINGTON NATL 97 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 97
MANHATTAN RILEY NaSiF6 ADJ 45000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------     45000
MANTER STANTON NATL 235 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  235
MARION MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 12/58 1951 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  1951
MC CRACKEN RUSH NATL 301 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  301
MC CUNE CRAWFORD NAIL 499 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  499
MC DONALD RAWLINS NAIL 247 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  247
MCCONNELL AFB SEDGWICK Acid ADJ /61 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
MEADE MEADE NATL 1937 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  1937
MELVERN OSAGE NATL 481 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  481
326
K A N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ :_______________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOSCOW STEVENS NATL 328 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  328
MOUNDRIDGE MCPHERSON Acid ADJ 07/79 1453 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1453
MULBERRY CRAWFORD NATL 593 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  593
NARKA REPUBLIC NATL 121 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  121
NEQDE5HA WILSON NaF ADJ 4079 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4079
NESS CITY NESS NAIL 1728 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1728
NICKERSON RENO NATL 1228 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1228
OFFERLE EDWARDS NAIL 207 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  207
OLATHE JOHNSON NaSiF6 ADJ 46610 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  46610
OLMIIZ BARTON NATL 179 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  179
OSAGE CITY OSAGE Acid ADJ 02/67 4323 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4323
OSAGE GO RWD 2 OSAGE NATL 0 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 0
327
KA N SA S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
OSAGE 00 RWD 4 OSAGE NATL 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
OSAWATOMIE MIAMI NaSiF6 ADJ 6504 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  6504
OTTAWA FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 121% 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------121%
OVERBROCK OSAGE NATL 784 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 784
PAOLA MIAMI NaSiF6 ADJ 6310 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6310
PARADISE RUSSELL NATL 112 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 112
PARSONS LABETTE NaSiF6 ADJ 14954 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14954
PHILLIPSBURG PHILLIPS Acid ADJ 04/61 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3300
PITTSBURG CRAWFORD NaSiF6 ADJ 20150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  20150
PLAINS MEADE NATL 1009 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM •--------------------  1009
QUINIER GOVE NATL 916 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  916
REXPORD THOMAS NATL 215 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 215
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROSE HILL BUTLER NAIL 405 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  405
SABEIHA NEMAHA Acid ADJ 01/68 2286 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2286
SAUNA SALINE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/69 42268 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  42268
SAIANTA HASKELL NATL 1321 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1321
SCAMCN CHEROKEE NAIL 498 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  498
SCOTT CITY SCOOT NATL 4066 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4066
SELDEN SHERIDAN NATL 243 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------    243
SENECA NEMAHA Acid ADJ 2746 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  2746
SHARON SPRINGS WALLACE NATL 928 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  928
SPEARVILLE FORD NAIL 802 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  802
ST FRANCIS CHEYENNE NATL 1632 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  1632
STAFFORD STAFFORD Acid ADJ 09/62 1425 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  1425
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
STERLING RICE NAIL 280 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  280
SUBLETTE HASKELL NAIL 1489 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1489
SU-MERFIEID MARSHALL NATL 242 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM------------------------------ 242
SUSANK BARTON NATL 60 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 60
TOPEKA SHAWNEE Acid AOJ 138800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 138800
TRIBUNE GREELEY NAIL 879 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 879
ULYSSES GRANT NAIL 4114 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4114
WALLACE WALLACE NAIL 104 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  104
WALLACE 00 RWD 1 WALLACE NAIL 0 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
WALNUT CRAWFORD NATL 847 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  847
WEIR CITY CHEROKEE NAIL 694 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  694
WEST MINERAL CHEROKEE NAIL 209 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  209
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
YA1ES CENTER WOODSON NaF ADJ 02/55 1998 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 1998
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADAIRVHUE WATER WORKS LOGAN ADJ 10/65 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
ALBANY WATER WORKS CLINTON ADJ 11/65 3200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3200
ARLIE BOGGS LETCHER ADJ 335 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  335
ARLINGTON 0200009 CARLISLE ADJ 700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  700
ARNEJITE, JOHN T MAGOFFIN ADJ 265 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  265
ASHLAND WATER WORKS BOYD ADJ 11/52 51500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -------------------------- 51500
AUBURN WATER DEPT LOGAN ADJ 1200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
AUGUSTA MUN WD BRACKEN ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
BARBOURVILLE WAT & ELEC KNCK ADJ 06/69 7800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7800
BARDSTOWN MUN WD NELSON ADJ 11/61 11000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAITER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11000
BARDWELL CITY UTIL CARLISLE ADJ 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
BARKLEY LAKE WD TRIGG ADJ 10/71 5300 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 5300
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO ______________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BARLOW W&S WORKS BALLARD ADJ 746 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------  746
BEACH PORK LESLIE ADJ 273 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  273
BEATTYVILLE WATER WORKS LEE ADJ 05/58 1539 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  1539
BEAVER CREEK KNOTT ADJ 420 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  420
BEAVER ELKHORN WD ETDYD ADJ 1400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1400
BECKHAM COMBS KNOTT ADJ 284 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------ 284
BEN JOHNSON BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 179 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  179
BENHAM WAIER PLANT HARLAN ADJ 11/69 400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 400
BENTON WA3ER-SEWER SYSTEM MARSHALL ADJ 11/57 4500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------   4500
BEREA COLLEGE WAIER DEPT MADISON ADJ 03/62 6952 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6952
BEVINS PIKE ADJ 546 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 546
BIG CREEK , CLAY ADJ 495 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  495
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________  NO_____________ ;___________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
BIG SINKING WAYNE ADJ 127 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------  127
BLACK MT. HARLAN ADJ 170 4.0
TOIAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  170
BLACK STAR HARLAN ADJ 85 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  85
BLACKBERRY PIKE ADJ 462 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  462
BLAINE LAWRENCE ADJ 398 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  398
BLOCKMDUNT BELL ADJ 322 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 3??
BONNIEVTLLE WATER DIST HART ADJ 300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
BOONEVILLE WATER DEPT OWSLEY ADJ 12/68 1320 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1320
BOSTON WHITLEY ADJ 205 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-----------------------------  205
BOWLING GREEN MUN UTIL WARREN ADJ 05/68 50000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------50000
BRACKEN 00 WD 1 BRACKEN ADJ 04/67 1250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1250
BRANDENBURG WATER WORKS MEADE ' ADJ 05/73 1600 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1600
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRUSHY PIKE ADJ 197 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 197
BUCKEYE BELL ADJ 168 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 168
BUCKHORN PERRY ADJ 182 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 182
BULLOCK PEN WD GRANT ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2000
BURKESVILLE WATER WORKS CUMBERLAND ADJ 10/53 2130 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2130
BURNSIDE WATER GO PULASKI ADJ 02/75 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   --------------------- 900
CADIZ MUN WC TRIGG ADJ 11/65 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3500
CALHOUN WATER WORKS MCLEAN ADJ 11/53 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  900
CALVERT CITY MUN WD MARSHALL ADJ 12/60 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3500
CAMPBELLS HR. LETCHER ADJ 135 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  135
CAMPBELLSVILLE MUN WS TAYLOR ADJ 03/64 11500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W&TER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11500
CAMPTON WATER PLANT WOLFE ADJ 10/70 1000 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANEY CREEK WD KNOTT ADJ 425 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM-----------------------------  425
CANEYVIIUE MUN WW GRAYSON ADJ 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
CANNEL CITY MORGAN ADJ 230 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM-----------------------------  230
CARLISLE CARLISLE ADJ 712 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  712
CARLISLE WATER DEFT NICHOLAS ADJ 10/67 2500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2500
CARR CREEK KNOTT ADJ 597 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  •-----------------------  597
CARROLL GO WD 1 CARROLL ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
CARROLLTON UTILITIES CARROLL ADJ 09/62 4800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4800
CARTER CARTER ADJ 245 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 245
CAWOOD HARLAN ADJ 284 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  284
CENTRAL CITY W & S SYSTEM MUHLENBERG ADJ 03/52 5500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM-----------------------------  5500
CHAPLIN NELSON ADJ 78 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 78
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT-
_____________________________ NO________________________________ ;________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHAVIES PERRY ADJ 539 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -   539
CLAY CITY WATER PLANT POWELL ADJ 1300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1300
CLOVERPORT W & S SYSTEM BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 2500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2500
OOLSON LETCHER ADJ 358 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  358
COLUMBIA UTIL OCMM ADAIR ADJ 11/66 4625 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   4625
OONSIMERS WD GRAVES ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  2000
CORBIN UTIL (XM1 WHITLEY ADJ 12/67 14000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM----------------------------  14000
CORINTH GRANT ADJ 160 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  160
OCWAN LETCHER ADJ 402 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  402
COX CASEY ADJ 165 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  165
CRANKS HARLAN ADJ 115 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  115
CROCKETT MORGAN ADJ 265 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  265
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________  NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CROFION 0240090 CHRISTIAN ADJ 1488 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1488
CUBA CRAVES ADJ 240 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  240
CUBBAGE BELL ADJ 224 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  224
CUMBERLAND MUN WW HARLAN ADJ 12/54 3624 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3624
CUSTER BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 179 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  179
CYNHHANA MUN WW HARRISON ADJ 03/52 9500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  ■-----------------  9500
DANVILLE CITY WATER WORKS BOYLE ADJ 07/54 13000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  13000
DAWSON SPRINGS W & S HOPKINS ADJ /65 5804 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  5804
DOE VALLEY UTIL INC MEADE ADJ 390 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  390
DOUGLAS CASEY ADJ 282 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-----------------------  282
DURBIN BOYD ADJ 95 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  95
EAGLE MCCREARY ADJ 200 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 200
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
K E N TU C K Y
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________ NO___________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EARLINGTON W & S SYSTEM HOPKINS ADJ 06/75 2800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2800
EAST KNCK WD KNCK ADJ /70 2760 0.9
t
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2760
EDDYVILLE WATER DEPT LYON ADJ 09/75 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2000
EDMONDSON 00 WD EDMONSON ADJ 11/75 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5000
EDMONTON WATER WORKS METCALFE ADJ 12/75 1250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1250
ELIZABETHTOWN WD 1 HARDIN ADJ 07/51 4000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ---------------------  4000
ELIZABETHTOWN WD 2 HARDIN ADJ 07/51 8000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8000
ELKHORN CITY WD PIKE ADJ 1081 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1081
ELKTON W & S WORKS TODD ADJ 04/64 2550 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2550
ELZO GUTHRIE HARLAN ADJ 220 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  220
EM4ALENA KNOTT ADJ 358 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  358
EVARTS MUN WATER PLANT HARLAN ADJ 11/69 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________  NO__________________   DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EXCEPnCON 0UTW00D CAMPUS CHRISTIAN ABJ 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------   600
EZEL MORGAN ADJ 260 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  260
FALMOUTH WATER DEPT PENDLETON ADJ 07/74 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   -    3000
FANCY FARM WD GRAVES ADJ 2100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ---------------  2100
FLAT GAP JOHNSON ADJ 560 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ~ - -   --------  560
FLEMINGSBURG UTIL FLEMING ADJ /70 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  ■-------------- 1500
FORDSVILLE WD OHIO ADJ 1050 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1050
FRANCES CRITTENDEN ADJ 110 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----    110
FRANKFORT ELEC & WAT PLANT FRANKLIN ADJ 09/57 30000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   30000
FRANKLIN WATER WORKS SIMPSON ADJ 01/64 14000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSltM-------------------  14000
FREEBURN PIKE ADJ 357 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  357
FT KNOX WATER DEPT HARDIN ADJ 50000 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTFM--  50000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FULTON MUN WS FULTON ADJ 09/73 4056 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------   4056
GARRETT CASEY ADJ 250 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 250
GARRISON-QUINCY HTS WC 0680153 LEWIS ADJ 1400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1400
GEORGETOWN MUN WS SCOUT ADJ 8700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  8700
GLASGOW WC 1 & 2 BARREN ADJ 12/52 32000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32000
GOSHEN UTILITIES INC OLDHAM ADJ 200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  200
GRAND RIVERS WS LIVINGSTON ADJ 525 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  525
GRAPEVINE PIKE ADJ 2% 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   296
GRAYS KNOX ADJ 551 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  551
GRAYSON UTIL COhW CARTER ADJ 08/64 6200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6200
GREEN HILLS HARLAN ADJ 326 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  326
GREEN RIVER VALLEY WD HART ADJ 06/73 7600 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 7600
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREENSBURG WATER WORKS GREEN ADJ 04/51 4000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------   4000
GREENUP W&S CX*M GREENUP ADJ 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3000
GREENVILLE UTIL 00*1 MUHLENBERG ADJ 11/61 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  5000
GUTHRIE WATER WORKS TODD ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------    2000
HACKER CLAY ADJ 360 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  360
HALL HARLAN ADJ 440 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -------   440
HAMPTON LIVINGSTON ADJ 179 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  179
HARDEMAN WATER DIST GRAVES ADJ 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
HARDIN 00 WD 1-SANDER HARDIN ADJ 5900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5900
HARDIN 00 WD-MULDRQUGH HARDIN ADJ /70 4100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4100
HARDIN WATER SYSTEM MARSHALL ADJ 06/75 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   600
HARDINSBURG MUN WW BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 10/64 2000 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------    2000
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HARLAN MUN WW HARLAN ADJ 02/72 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  10000
HARtOJY BELL ADJ 273 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 273
HARRODSBURG MUN WD MERCER ADJ 05/58 11000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM---------------------------------11000
HARTFORD MUN WW OHIO ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    2000
HAWESVILLE WATER WORKS HANCOCK ADJ /74 1350 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1350
HAYES LEWIS LESLIE ADJ 397 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  -   ----------  397
HAZARD WATER DEPT PERRY ADJ 03/57 9000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-   9000
HEMPHILL LETCHER ADJ 200 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  200
HENDERSON MUN W&S DEPT HENDERSON ADJ 03/62 30650 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------- - -------------------  30650
HENRY 00 WD 1 HENRY ADJ 05/73 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3000
HENRY COUNTY WD 2 HENRY ADJ 10/71 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3500
HICKMAN WATER MIT FULTON ADJ 06/62 3800 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3800
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HICKORY WD GRAVES ADJ 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------    3500
HIGHLAND BREATHITT ADJ 168 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 168
HIGHLAND WATER 00 JOHNSON ADJ 2250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2250
HINEMAN WATER DEPT KNOTT ADJ /70 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  600
HODGENVILLE WD LARUE ADJ 12/62 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  3000
HOGUE PULASKI ADJ 116 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------   116
HOLMES MILL HARLAN ADJ 130 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   130
HOPKINSVILLE S&WW COW CHRISTIAN ADJ 08/51 30000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   30000
HYDEN LESLIE CO WD LESLIE ADJ /70 2400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------    2400
IRVINE MUN UTIL ESTILL ADJ 11/65 4836 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------  4836
IRVINGTON WS BRECKINRIDGE ADJ /70 1650 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------    1650
ISLAND WATER E£PT MCLEAN ADJ 1340 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------------------ 1340
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ISCNVILLE ELLIOTT ADJ 210 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------■----------- 210
JACKS CREEKS LESLIE ADJ 129 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  129
JACKSON CD WD ASSN JACKSON ADJ 01/74 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------■---------------  2000
JACKSON MUN WW BREATHITT ADJ 05/63 3250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3250
JACKSON ROWE PIKE ADJ 445 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - -----------------------  445
JAMESTOWN MUN WW RUSSELL ADJ 07/69 1400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  -----------------------  1400
JELLICO CREEK WHITLEY ADJ 46 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  46
JENKINS WATER SYSTEM IJJTCHER ADJ 11/69 3400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM r --------------  3400
JOHNS CREEK PIKE ADJ 1611 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1611
JOHNSON, G.F. PIKE ADJ 600 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   600
JONATHAN CREEK WA MARSHALL ADJ 06/75 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------  3500
JONES FORK KNOTT ADJ 320 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    320
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KENTON 00 WD 1 KENTON AIXJ 07/67 75000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 75000
KENTON GO WDHXWINGTON PLANT CAMPBELL ADJ 100000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100000
KENTUCKY WAT SERVICE PULASKI ADJ 02/67 25000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25000
KENTUCKY WATER SVC 00 HICKMAN ADJ 11/72 1600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1600
KENTUCKY WS CO INC BELL ADJ 14800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 14800
KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WC/KR FAYETTE ADJ 04/54 168000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 168000
KIMPER PIKE ADJ 386 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  386
KINGDCM GOME LETCHER ADJ 207 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  207
KINNIOONICK LEWIS ADJ 105 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  105
KNIFLEY ADAIR ADJ 178 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  178
KUTTAWA WATER SUPPLY LYON ADJ 09/75 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
LACENTER MUN WC BALLARD ADJ 11/75 1031 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1031
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LAKE CITY V® LIVINGSTON ADJ 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------ 1000
LAKESIDE ELLIOTT ADJ 391 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  391
LANCASTER WATER WORKS GARRARD ADJ 12/52 5200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5200
LAUREL LEWIS ADJ 190 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  190
LAUREL GO WD 2 LAUREL ADJ 7500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7500
LAWRENCEBURG W&S DEPT ANDERSON ADJ 06/56 4220 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------  4220
LEATHERWOOD PERRY ADJ 450 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   450
LEBANON WATER WORKS 00 MARION ADJ 6500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6500
LEDBETTER WD LIVINGSTON ADJ 1155 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1155
LEITOFIELD WATER WORKS GRAYS»} ADJ 06/70 7000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 7000
LETCHER LETCHER ADJ 460 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 460
LEWISBURG WATER WORKS LOGAN ADJ 07/75 1400 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  1400
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LEWISFORT MUN WW HANCOCK ADJ 06/75 2100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2100
LIBERTY WHITLEY ADJ 207 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  207
LIBERTY WATER WORKS CASEY ADJ 07/73 4400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------  4400
LIVERMORE WATER WORKS MCLEAN ADJ 10/75 2500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2500
LIVINGSTON MUN WW ROCKCASTLE ADJ 350 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  350
LONDON UTIL OCM4 LAUREL ADJ 08/67 7500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  7500
LOST CREEK PERRY ADJ 230 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 230
LOUISA WATER EEPT LAWRENCE ADJ 11/62 3700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3700
LOUISVILLE WATER CD JEFFERSON ADJ 08/51 758000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 758000
L/CWES CRAVES ADJ 822 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  822
LYNCH WATER PLANT HARLAN ADJ 06/57 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
LYNN GREENUP ADJ 235 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  235
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LYNNVALE HARDIN ADJ 352 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 352
MACKVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ 172 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------  172
MADISCNVILLE LIGHT/WTR 1 HOPKINS ADJ 11/70 3750 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3750
MAJESTIC KNOX PIKE ADJ 490 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------    490
MANCHESTER WATER WORKS CLAY ADJ 08/65 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------  3000
MARION WAIER DEPT CRITTENDEN ADJ 01/72 4000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------  4000
MARROWBONE CREEK WD PIKE ADJ 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3000
MARROWBONE WAT DIST CUMBERLAND ADJ 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  900
MARTHA JANE POTTER LETCHER ADJ 366 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  ----------------------------  366
MARTIN 00 WD 1 MARTIN ADJ 06/70 2900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - ------------------------- 2900
MARTIN WATER DEPT E10YD ADJ 04/52 1300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------      1300
MASON GRANT ADJ 141 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  141
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MAYFIELD ELEC/WATER SYSTEM GRAVES ADJ 09/52 14500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14500
MAYSVILLE WTL OQM-1 MASON ADJ 04/51 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10000
MCCREARY 00 WD MCCREARY ADJ 02/74 8800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8800
MCKEE WATER WORKS JACKSON ADJ 11/66 1200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
MOQUADY BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 170 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  170
MEADE MEMORIAL JOHNSON ADJ 384 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------- 384
MELVIN FLOYD ADJ 350 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  350
MIDDLE FORK MAGOFFIN ADJ 234 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  234
MIEWAY MUN WW WOODPORD ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
MILLARD-HENSLEY MAGOFFIN ADJ 420 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  420
MILLERSBURG MUN WW BOURBON ADJ 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
MONTGOMERY CD WD 1 MONTGOMERY ADJ 1200 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1200
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M3ÌTICELLO W&S COMM WAYNE ADJ 8500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  8500
MOOREHEAD STATE UNIV WP ROWAN ADJ 06/53 6500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6500
MOORES CREEK JACKSON ADJ 122 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 122
MOREHEAD UTIL PLANT ROWAN ADJ 10/68 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 10000
MORGANFIELD WATER WORKS UNION ADJ /70 6500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6500
MORGANTOWN WAIiR SYSTEM BUTLER ADJ 09/63 4800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ----------- 4800
MORION'S GAP WD HOPKINS ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1500
MT STERLING WATER WORKS MONTGOMERY ADJ 03/60 11000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------- 11000
MT VERNON WAIER WORKS ROCKCASTLE ADJ 12/70 2800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --   2800
MT. VICTORY PULASKI ADJ 53 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  53
MIN INVESTMENT INC-WHEELWRIGHT ETJOYD ADJ 650 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 650
MURRAY WATER SYSTEM CALLOWAY ADJ 11/59 20000 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  20000
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NEW HAVEN MUN WW NELSON ADJ 974 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  974
NEWPORT WATER WORKS CAMPBELL ADJ 82000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  82000
NICHOLAS BULLITT ADJ 367 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  367
NICHOLASVILLE WATER DEPT JESSAMINE ADJ 5829 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5829
NORTH MARSHALL WD 1 MARSHALL ADJ 8000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8000
NORTH METCALFE METCALFE ADJ 300 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ----------------------  300
NORTH MIDDLETOWN V® BOURBON ADJ 700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 700
OAK GROVE UTIL CO CHRISTIAN ADJ 2500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2500
OHIO COUNTY WD OHIO ADJ 6000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSliM------------------------------ 6000
OLDHAM GO WD OLDHAM ADJ 8000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8000
OIDTOWN GREENUP ADJ 214 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  214
OLIVE HILL MUN WW CARTER ADJ 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5000
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.OSBORNE FLOYD ADJ 451 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  451
OWENSBORO MUN l/FIL DAVIESS ADJ 09/53 62535 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  62535
CWENTON CITY WW OWEN ADJ 06/73 1800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  1800
CWINGSVILLE CITY WD BAIH ADJ 06/73 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2000
PADUCAH WAIER WORKS MCCRACKEN ADJ 11/66 53339 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  53339
PAINTSVILLE MUN WW JOHNSON ADJ 04/52 6084 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -  -   ----------------------- 6084
PARIS WAIER WORKS BOURBON ADJ 03/63 15000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  15000
PEMBROKE WAIER WORKS CHRISTIAN ADJ 06/75 650 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  650
PETERSBURG BOONE ADJ 105 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  105
PHELPS PIKE ADU 257 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 257
PHILLIPS CASEY ADJ 265 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 265
PHILPS CASEY ADJ 250 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  250
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PIKEVILLE WATER DEPT PIKE ADJ 08/59 4600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  4600
PINEVILLE WATER SYSTEM BELL ADJ 09/67 8000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 8000
POPLAR CREEK WHITLEY ADJ 269 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 269
PCWERSBURG WAYNE ADJ 127 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 127
PRATER FLOYD ADJ 158 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 158
PRATER BORDERS MAGOFFIN ADJ 235 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ---------------------  235
PRESTONSBURG WATER 00 FLOYD ADJ 07/58 5500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5500
PRINCETON UTILITY 0Qt*i CALDWELL ADJ 06/66 7400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7400
PROVIDENCE WATER WORKS WEBSTER ADJ 07/66 5800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5800
QUEENSDALE BELL ADJ 94 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  94
RED BIRD BELL ADJ 85 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-----------------------------  85
RED BIRD MISSION BELL ADJ 85 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 85
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RED RIVER WOLFE ADJ 299 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  299
REIDLAND WATER DIST MCCRACKEN ADJ 09/75 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5000
RICHMOND WTR/GAS/SEWER WORKS MADISON ADJ 08/67 35000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  35000
ROBINSON PERRY ADJ 342 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  342
ROCHESTER WATER DIST BUTLER ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
ROCKPORT WATER WORKS OHIO ADJ 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 900
ROCKY BRANCH WAYNE ADJ 109 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  109
ROGERS WOLFE ADJ 221 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  221
RD5SPOINT HARLAN ADJ 140 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  140
ROUGH RIVER WAT PLANT BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 3498 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3498
ROUSSEAU BREATHITT ADJ 168 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  168
RUNYON PIKE ADJ 550 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 550
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RUSSELL SPRINGS W&S SYSTEM RUSSELL ADJ 18000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  18000
RUSSELL WATER GO GREENUP ADJ 07/74 19900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  19900
RUSSELLVILLE MUN WW LOGAN ADJ 09/65 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  10000
SALEM RUSSELL ADJ 342 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  342
SALT RIVER WD BULLITT ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   2000
SALYERS MAGOFFIN ADJ 295 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  - --------------------- 295
SALYERSVILLE MUN WATER MAGOFFIN ADJ 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
SANDY HOCK WD ELLIOTT ADJ 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
SOOTTSVILLE WAITER DEPT ALLEN ADJ 10/60 5500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5500
SEBREE WAIER DEPT WEBSTER ADJ 06/75 1860 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1IM-----------------------------  1860
SEDALIA WATER DIST GRAVES ADJ 250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  250
SHARPSBURG WD BATH ADJ 1150 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1150
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SHELBIANA PIKE ADJ 112 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 112
SHELBYVILLE W & S CON SHELBY ADJ 03/64 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  10000
SHEPHERDSVUUE WATER 00 BULLITT ADJ 08/60 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5000
SHIELDS HARLAN ADJ 120 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  120
SMITHLAND W & S SYSTEM LIVINGSTON ADJ 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  600
SOUTH GRAVES CO WD GRAVES ADJ 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -  -   -------------------- 1000
SOUM SHORE WW GREENUP ADJ 6500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  6500
SPRINGFIELD WATER WORKS WASHINGTON ADJ 11/58 4000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4000
ST PETERS DAVIESS ADJ 78 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  78
STAMPING GROUND WW SOOIT ADJ 07/75 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 600
STANFORD WATER WORKS LINCOLN ADJ 05/66 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3500
STANLEY DAVIESS ADJ 271 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------  271
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STANTON WATER WORKS POWELL ADJ 05/73 3132 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3132
STAR CARTER ADJ 227 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  227
STURGISS WW UNION ADJ 3600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  3600
SYCAMORE PIKE ADJ 360 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  360
SYM90NIA WATER DIST GRAVES ADJ 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  600
TAYLORSVILLE WATER WORKS SPENCER ADJ 03/60 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ---------------  5000
TODD CO WD TODD ADJ 5092 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  5092
TOULF CRITTENDEN ADJ 90 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------   90
TOMPKINSVILLE WATER WORKS MONROE ADJ 2700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  2700
TOTZ HARLAN ADJ 119 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  119
TRAPP CLARK ADJ 148 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  148
TRENTON WATER WORKS TODD ADJ 06/75 600 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------  600
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K E N TU C K Y
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TRIMBLE 00 WD 1 TRIMBLE ADJ 800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  800
TURKEY GREEK PIKE ADJ 372 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 372
TURNER BREATHITT ADJ 282 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 282
UNION CHAPEL RUSSELL ADJ 244 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 244
UNIONTCWN W & S DEPT UNION ADJ /70 1300 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 1300
VANCEBURG UTILITIES LEWIS ADJ 10/58 3000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ----------------  3000
VARNEY PIKE ADJ 395 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  395
VERDA HARLAN ADJ 282 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ -^--------  282
VERSAILLES WS 1 WOODFORD ADJ 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10000
VINE GROVE WD HARDIN ADJ 10/73 3700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3700
VIPER PERRY ADJ 554 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  554
WALLINS HARLAN ADJ 592 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 592
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WARNOCK GREENUP ADJ 254 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  254
WEST LIBERTY WAT 00 MORGAN ADJ 04/62 2000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2000
WEST POINT WATER DEPT HARDIN ADJ 1750 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1750
WESTERN HARDIN ADJ 162 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  162
WESTERN ELEMING WD NICHOLAS ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
WESTERN MASON 00 WD MASON ADJ 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------- 1500
WHEELWRIGHT 0360463 FLOYD ADJ 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
WHITE LILLY PULASKI ADJ 187 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  187
WHITE PLAINS WD HOPKINS ADJ 800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  800
WHITESBURG MUN WW LETCHER ADJ 11/69 1200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
WILLARD CARTER ADJ 178 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  178
WILLIAMSBURG WATER PLANT WHITLEY ADJ 03/66 4300 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4300
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________ ;_________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WILLIAMSTCMN MLM WD GRANT ADJ 5000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5000
WILLI SBURG WASHINGTON ADJ 266 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  266
WILMORE WATER WORKS JESSAMINE ADJ 5500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5500
WINCHESTER MUN UTIL CLARK ADJ 06/61 17000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  17000
WINGO W & S DEPT GRAVES ADJ 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
WOC» CREEK WD IALREL ADJ 3800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   -------------------- 3800
WORTHINGTON MUN WW GREENUP ADJ 2400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2400
WRIGLEY MORGAN ADJ 273 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  273
WURHAND WATER DIST GREENUP ADJ 1200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1200
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALEXANDRIA 1079001 RAPIDES NATL 61220 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------61220
ANAOOOO 1115001 VERNON NATL 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  900
ASSUMPTION PARISH W W #1 1007001 ASSUMPTION Acid ADJ 09/60 24000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  24000
BAKER 1033003 EAST BATON ROUGE NAIL 14800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  14800
BAYOU TRAILER PARK 1015001 BOSSIER NATL 85 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  85
BEL DI GIE WS 1017004 CADDO NATL 720 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 720
BETTER W W INC WS 1073003 OUACHITA NATL 652 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 652
BOGAIJUSA 1117001 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 09/82 19049 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 19049
BONITA 1067004 MOREHOUSE NATL 900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 900
BOSSIER CITY 1015009 BOSSIER Acid ADJ 01/81 55790 0.8
BENTON 1015002 BOSSIER OONS 2200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 57990
BOYCE 1079003 RAPIDES NATL 1300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1300
BUCKEYE #50 WS 1079004 RAPIDES NATL 2609 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2609
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUNKIE 1009004 AVOYELLES NATL 5451 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 5451
CALCASIEU PAR WW DIST 5 WARD 3 1019084 CALCASIEU Acid ADJ 05/85 2000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2000
CAMP BEAUREGARD 1079002 RAPIDES NATL 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 200
CASTOR 1013006 BIENVILLE NATL 209 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  209
CHAKMINGDALE SUBD 1073007 OUACHITA NAIL 364 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  364
CHENAL OOMUNITY WS 1077004 POIOTE OOUPEE NAIL 128 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  128
CHENEYVILLE 1079005 RAPIDES NAIL 1109 1.6
\
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1109
CLAYTON 1029002 CONCORDIA Acid ADJ 06/82 1204 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1204
OOLLINGSTCN 1067005 MOREHOUSE NATL 438 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  438
CONVERSE 1085007 SABINE NAIL 672 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  672
CRAINS MOBILE HCME PARK 1103012 ST. TAM4ANY NATL 70 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  70
D W SANDERS MOBILE HCME PARK 1127004 WINN NATL 75 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 75
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DENNIS HILL WS 1091003 ST. HELENA NATL 525 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  525
DRY PRONG 1043003 GRANT Acid ADJ 05/83 550 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  550
E LEJEUNE WS 1077021 POimE OOUPEE NAIL 120 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  120
EAST COLUMBIA WS 1021004 CALDWELL NATL 1481 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1481
ELMER-MELMR-CALCASIEU 1079006 RAPIDES NATL 800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  800
EVANGELINE #1 WS 1039004 EVANGELINE NATL 650 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  650
EVANGELINE OAKS WS 1015009 BOSSIER NATL 160 1.1
BENTON 1015002 BOSSIER CONS 2200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2360
EVERGREEN 1009006 AVOYELLES NATL 1050 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1050
FITH WARD WS 1009007 AVOYELLES NATL 2100 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2100
PORT POLK AB NORTH 1115064 VERNON Acid ADJ 07/74 4100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4100
PORT POLK AB SOUIH 1115065 VERNON Acid ADJ 07/74 10000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10000
FRANKLINTON 1117002 WASHINGTON NATL 4268 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4268
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FRANKLINTON RURAL WS 1117003 WASHINGTON NATL 1098 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1098
FRENCHMAN ESTATES WS 1103059 ST. TAMMANY NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 100
GARDNER 1079010 RAPIDES NATL 750 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  750
GLYNN COMMUNITY WS 1077011 POINTE OOUPEE NATL 120 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------   120
GONZALES 1005030 ASCENSION Acid ADJ 11/82 8000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  8000
GRAMERCY 1093002 ST JAMES Acid ADJ 05/82 3500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3500
HALFWAY-CARROLL WS 1081005 REDRIVER NATL 400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 400
HAM'CND HEIGHTS WS 1105009 TANGIPAHOA NATL 1600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1600
HAUGHTON 1015011 BOSSIER Acid ADJ 04/82 2100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------  2100
HAYNESVILLE 1027002 QAIRBORNE Acid ADJ 09/85 6400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6400
HERMITAGE OCMflJNITY WS 1077012 POINTE OOUPEE NATL 200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  200
HESSMER 1009008 AVOYELLES NATL 805 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  805
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________ NO_____________________________________ ._______________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HINESTON 1079012 RAPIDES NATL 600 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------- 600
HORSE SHOE ROAD WS 1119015 WEBSTER NATL 150 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 150
HOUMA 1109001 TERREBONNE Acid ADJ 11/56 34600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  34600
HUNTINGTON PARK WS 1073018 OUACHITA NATL 316 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  316
JACKSON 1037006 EAST FELICIANA Acid ADJ 12/84 4000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4000
JANEAU AREA WS 1077016 POINIE OOUPEE NATL 200 , 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  200
JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1 1051001 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 02/83 308362 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  308362
JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2 1051004 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 02/83 18607 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  18607
JENKINS COMMUNITY WS 1119016 WEBSTER NATL 640 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  640
JENNINGS 1053003 JEFFERSON DAVIS Acid ADJ 05/83 12700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12700
JOYCE WS 1127008 WINN NATL 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
KINDER 1003005 ALLEN NATL 2687 2.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2687
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KDLIN-RUBY WISE WW 1079023 RAPIDES Acid ADJ 12/83 2300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-----------------------------  2300
LA OCHPTE 1079014 RAPIDES NATL 2000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  2000
LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1 1057001 LAFOURCHE Acid ADJ 01/54 70000 0.8
GRAND ISLE 1051002 JEFFERSON CONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------- . -  -  73000
LAKE CHARLES 1019029 CALCASIEU Acid ADJ 06/84 83000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  83000
LAKE PROVIDENCE 1035002 EAST CARROLL NAIL 10600 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------    10600
LAKE ST JOHN WS 1029006 CONCORDIA NATL 1550 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1550
LAKE WS 1035003 EAST CARROLL NAIL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  275
LITTLE NAIALBANY WS 1105024 TANGIPAHOA NATL 260 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  260
LIVONA 1077022 POINTE COUPEE NATL 1118 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1118
LOCKPORT WATER PLANT 1057002 LAFOURCHE Acid ADJ 04/54 3200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3200
HITCHER 1093093 ST JAMES Acid ADJ 05/82 5150 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5150
M&S WS 1077024 POINTE COUPEE NATL 1200 1.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------- 1200
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MAJOR WS 1105016 TANGIPAHOA NAIL 792 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  792
MAMDU 1039005 EVANGELINE NATL 3800 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3800
MAMOU ROAD WS 1097018 ST. LANDRY NATL 1000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1000
MANCHOC ESTATES WS 1005059 ASCENSION NAIL 200 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 200
MAY ROAD WS 1063044 LIVINGSTON NATL 80 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 80
MIDWAY WS 1097008 ST. LANDRY NATL 160 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  160
M3REAUVILLE 1009012 AVOYELLES Acid ADJ 05/82 1050 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1050
NATCHITOCHES 1069007 NATCHITOCHES Acid ADJ 04/85 20000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20000
NEW (»LEANS -  ALGIERS PLANT 1071001 ORLEANS Acid ADJ 06/74 60060 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60060
NEW ORLEANS -  CARROLTON PLANT 1071009 (»LEANS Acid ADJ 06/74 507002 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  507002
NEW ROADS 1077026 POINIE COUPEE Acid ADJ 05/82 6750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6750
NOBLE 1085017 SABINE NATL 672 2.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 672
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NORTH LAKE ST JOHN WS 1029014 CONCORDIA NATL 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 25
NORTH MONROE WS 1073035 OUACHITA NATL 812 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 812
OAKDALE 1003006 ALLEN Acid ADJ 12/82 7500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 7500
PALMETTO 1097011 ST. LANDRY NATL 800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 800
PARISH W OCMPANY WS 1033019 EAST BATON ROUGE NATL 60000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- •---------  60000
PECAN ISLE SUBD WS 1077030 POIME COUPEE NATL 120 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  120
PEOPLES WATER GO OF LA 1005035 ASCENSION Acid ADJ 06/83 12000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12000
PINEVILLE 1079016 RAPIDES NAIL 13000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13000
PIRATES HARBOR WS 1103065 ST. TAM4ANY NATL 200 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  200
PLAIN DEALING 1015016 BOSSIER NATL 1500 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
PLAUCHEVILLE 1009013 AVOYELLES Acid ADJ 05/82 2040 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2040
POINTE BLUE WS 1039006 EVANGELINE NATL 250 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 250
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
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POLAND WS " 1079025 RAPIDES NATL 396 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3%
POLLOCK AREA #1 WS 1043006 GRANT NATL 1450 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1450
PRAIRIE ROAD WS 1073040 OUACHITA NATL 1108 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1108
RAPIDES ISLAND WS 1079020 RAPIDES NATL 1803 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1803
REDDELL VIDRINE WS 1039007 EVANGELINE NATL 800 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  800
RICK WELLS SUBD WS 1031013 DE SOTO NATL 64 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 64
ROCKY BRANCH WS 1111013 UNION NATL 550 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 550
RQDESSA 1017028 CADDO NATL 400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 400
ROSEDALE 1047006 IBERVILLE NATL 850 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 850
SALINE 1013014 BIENVILLE NATL 320 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 320
SAVOY SWORDS WD 1097024 ST. LANDRY NAIL 290 0.8
/
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  290
SHADY ACRES TRAILER PARK 1079029 RAPIDES NATL 30 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  30
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__________________________________________________ NO_____________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SHREVEPORT 1017031 CADDO Acid ADJ 06/80 215000 0.8
BARKSDALE AFB 1015022 CADDO CONS 8000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 223000
SICILY ISLAND 1025009 CATAHOULA Acid ADJ 06/82 1320 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM------------------------------ 1320
SIKES 1127010 WINN NATL 220 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------- — -  220
SOUTH BEAUREGARD WS 1011008 BEAUREGARD NATL 1700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1700
SOUTH MANSFIELD 1031014 DE SOTO Acid ADJ 09/82 1470 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1470
SOUTH MERRYVILLE WS 1011009 BEAUREGARD NATL 300 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ----------------------- 300
SOUTHWEST OUACHITA WS 1073047 OUACHITA NAIL 600 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  600
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE WS 1085034 SABINE NATL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  100
SPRINGFIELD TERRACE SUBD WS 1063035 LIVINGSTON NATL 376 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  376
SPRINGFIELD WS 1063024 LIVINGSTON NATL 6 6 8  1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  6 6 8
SPRINGHILL 1119026 WEBSTER Acid ADJ 04/83 6600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  6600
ST CHARLES PARISH WW 1 1089001 ST CHARLES Acid ADJ 06/82 17450 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM--------------------------- 17450
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ST CHARLES PARISH WW 2 1089002 ST CHARLES Acid ADJ 06/82 26350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM 26350
ST JAMES PARISH WW 1 1093005 ST JAMES Acid ADJ 05/82 8810 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8810
ETT JAMES PARISH WW 2 1093004 ST JAMES Acid ADJ 05/82 5000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------      5000
ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 1 1095001 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST Acid ADJ 06/83 9700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------    9700
ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 2 1095002 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST Acid ADJ 06/83 5350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM.---------------------------------5 3 5 0
ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 3 1095003 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST Acid ADJ 06/83 25600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   25600
ST MARY WW DIST 5 1101010 ST MARY Acid ADJ 04/85 3000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------       3000
STANLEY WS 1031016 EE SOTO NATL 346 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM   -  -   ---------  3 4 5
STRICKLAND TRAILER PARK WS 1103040 ST. TAI*1ANY NATL 98 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  98
SLMMIT OAKS BOY'S HCME WS 1031018 DE SOTO NATL 30 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -------------------- 30
TERREBONNE WATER WORKS 1109002 TERREBONNE Acid ADJ 11/56 71790 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------     71790
THIBODALK 1057003 LAEXXJRCHE Acid ADJ 10/56 16150 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 16150
372
LOUISIANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
t i i r c t v  r u m ________________________ Ng)3 qoi3  fvanm .tnr____________________NATL d a te  1350 le v e iI . L e v e l
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1350
VIC'S TRAILER PARK WS 1103045 ST. TAWANY NATL 63 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  63
VIDALIA 1029011 CONCORDIA Acid ADJ 09/84 6070 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6070
WATERSIDE SUBD WS 1073021 OUACHITA NATL 64 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  64
WELSH 1053006 JEFFERSON DAVIS Acid ADJ 05/85 3700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3700
WEST BATON ROUGE WW 2 1121018 WEST BATON ROUGE Acid ADJ 12/84 3500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3500
WEST FELICIANA WW 13 1125010 WEST FELICIANA Acid ADJ 12/84 4600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4600
WHITEHALL WS 1059012 LA SALLE NATL 567 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  567
WINNFIELD 1127012 WINN Acid ADJ 11/83 7350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7350
WOODWORTH 1079027 RAPIDES NATL 600 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
ZWOLLE 1085032 SABINE NATL 2800 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2800
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________  DATE . LEVEL LEVEL
Acid ADJ /83 1376 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1376
NaF ADJ 10/66 1040 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1040
Acid ADJ 08/69 24500 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  24500
Acid ADJ 04/55 2220 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  2220




Acid ADJ 12/63 4528 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  4528
Acid ADJ 09/69 11732 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11732
NaF ADJ 09/60 5344 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  5344
NaF ADJ 12/70 1292 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1292
NaF ADJ 152 5.4
SYSTEM-----------------------------  152
NaF ADJ 06/67 9000 1.2
SYSTEM---------------------------- 9000
ANSON WD
ASHLAND WIR & SWR DIST
AUBURN WTR DIST
BAILEYVILLE UTIL DIST
BANGOR WIR DIST 
HAMPDEN
ORCm-VEAZIE WD










































BY SOURCE WATER 
SAGADAHOC 
BY SOURCE WATER 
WALDO
BY SOURCE WATER 
OXFORD
BY SOURCE WATER 
SAGADAHOC 





WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRIDCTON WTR DIST 0090230 CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ 10/63 2196 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  21%
BRUNSWICK-TDPSHAM WD 0090260 CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ 08/55 20000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  20000
BUCKSPORT WTR CD 0090280 HANCOCK Acid ADJ 12/69 2500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------    2500
BURLINGTON ELEM SCHOOL PENOBSCOT NaF ADJ 33 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  33
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WC 0090300 KNOX Acid ADJ 12/69 22900 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  22900
CARIBOU WIR WKS CORP 0090320 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 11/59 6100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  6100
CUTLER NAVAL 0098550 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 06/66 200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEK SYSTEM------------------------------  200
DAMARISCOTTA-NEWCASTLE WC 0090410 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 03/71 1712 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1712
DEXTER 0090440 PENOBSCOT NaF ADJ 00/84 3160 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3160
DIXFIELD LT & Wm 0090460 OXFORD NaF ADJ 09/71 2200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2200
E M CURTIS SCHOOL PENOBSCOT’ NaF ADJ 213 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 213
EAGLE LAKE WS DIST 0090480 AROOSTOOK NaF ADJ 11/74 712 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  712
375
MAINE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
. ■  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EAST MILLINOCKET WW 0091150 PENOBSCOT Acid ADJ 04/66 2500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  2500
EASTON ELEM SCHOOL AROOSTOOK NaF ADJ 200 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  200
EASTPORT WIR CO 0090510 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/69 2884 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------- 2884
ELLSWORTH WIR CO 0090520 HANCOCK Acid ADJ 10/69 5000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------- 5000
PORT FAIRFIELD UTIL DIST 0090550 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 12/59 2812 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2812
PORT KENT MUN WIR 0090560 AROOSTOOK NaF ADJ 02/72 1796 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1796
FRYEBURG WAIER GO 0090600 OXFORD NaF ADJ 11/71 18% 1.2
EAST CONWAY, NH 0511020 CARROL CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  18%
GARDINER WIR DIST 0090610 KENNEBEC Acid ADJ 03/73 10888 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10888
GREENE CEMRAL SCHOOL ANDROSCOGGIN NaF ADJ /76 422 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  422
GUILPORD-SANGERVILLE 0090640 PISCATAQUIS Acid ADJ 12/72 2136 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2136
HARPSWELL ISL SCHOOL CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ 226 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  226
HOLBROOK SCHOOL PENOBSCOT NaF ADJ 340 5.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSlfcM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 340
376
MAINE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO    DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOLDEN ELEM SCHOOL PENOBSCOT NaF ADJ 191 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   191
HOULTON WTR CO 0090700 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 12/68 6360 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  6360
INDIAN TOP HOUSING ALTTH 0090718 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 00/84 350 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  350
ISLAND FALLS Wm GO 0090720 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 12/67 970 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  970
JACKMAN WIR DIST 0090730 SOMERSET NaF ADJ 04/64 1272 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  1272
KENNEBEC Wm DIST 0090750 KENNEBEC NaSiF6  ADJ 01/65 30000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  30000
LEEDS CENTRAL SCHOOL ANDROSCOGGIN NaF ADJ 198 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  198
LEWISTON WTR DIST 0090830 ANDROSCOGGIN NaSiF6  ADJ 05/70 42500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 42500
LORING AFB 0090185 AROOSTOOK NaSiF6  ADJ 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSEEM----------------------  50
LORING AFB 0090228 AROOSTOOK NaSiF6  ADJ /58 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 50
LORING AFB 0090915 AROOSTOOK NaSiF6  ADJ /58 10000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 10000
LUBEC W & EL 0090900 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 03/72 2408 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 2408
377
MAINE ______________________________________________ __
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______   NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAOilAS WTO 00 0090910 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 04/66 1692 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1692
MADAWASKA WIR DIST 0090920 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 04/60 3868 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3868
MAPLETCM ELEM SCHOOL AROOSTOOK NaF ADJ 250 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  250
MARS HILL -  BLAINE WC 0090940 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 11/71 1956 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1956
MECHANIC FALLS WIR CO 0090960 ANDROSCOGGIN Acid ADJ 10/71 1976 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1976
MEXICO WIR DIST 0090970 OXFORD NaF ADJ 01/67 4912 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4912
MHUNDCKETT WIR DIST 0090900 PENOBSCOT Acid ADJ 07/60 7788 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7788
NEWPORT WIR 00 0091100 PENOBSCOT NaF ADJ 03/72 1888 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1888
NORTHEAST HARBOR WC 0091140 HANCOCK NaF ADJ /62 1800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1800
«»WAY WD 0091180 OXFORD NaF ADJ /52 2700 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2700
OLDTCWN WIR DIST 0091200 PENOBSOOT Acid ADJ 01/63 10020 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 10020
PHIPPSBURG ELEM SCHOOL SAGADAHOC NaF ADJ 218 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  218
378
MAINE
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSÉCUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______ ;__________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PINELAND CENTER 0091270 CUMBERLAND' Acid ADJ /67 550 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 550
PITTSFIELD WIR WKS 0091280 SOMERSET NaF ADJ 01/65 3568 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 3568
PRESQUE ISLE WIR DI ST 0091310 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 06/60 7120 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 7120
RLMPORD WIR DIST 0091380 OXFORD NaF ADJ 11/59 7500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 7500
SANFORD WIR DIST 0091410 YORK Acid ADJ 02/72 17500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 17500
SEAL HABOR WIR GO 0091420 HANCOCK Acid ADJ /62 1036 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 1036
SKQWHEGAN WTR CO 0091450 SOMERSET Acid ADJ 02/73 6368 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTÏM------------------------  6368
SOUTHWEST HARBOR WD 0091490 HANCOCK NaF ADJ 01/59 2364 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTÏM------------------------- 2364
TURNER ELEM SCHOOL ANDROSCOGGIN NaF ADJ /76 393 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  393
VAN BUREN WIR DIST 0091540 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 01/67 3528 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  3528
W HARPSWELL ELEM SCHOOL CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ 103 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSItM------------------------  103
WASHBURN WTR DIST 0091570 AROOSTOOK Acid ADJ 10/61 1080 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  1080
379
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
MAINE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WINIERPORT WIR DIST 0091640 WALDO Acid ADJ 02/73 1012 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1012
WINTHROP WIR DIST 0091650 KENNEBEC Acid ADJ 02/72 2720 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  2720
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE ■__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERDEEN 0120001 HARPORD ADJ /53 12375 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12375
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUNDS 0120002 HARPORD ADJ /63 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM-------------------------------- 11000
ACCIDENT 0110001 GARRE3T ADJ /75 350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  350
AMBERLY 0020049 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
ANNAPOLIS 0020001 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 08/54 40000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40000
ANNAPOLIS LANDING ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
ARNOLD 0020041 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 95000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  95000
BALTIMORE CITY WS 0300002 BALTIMDRE Acid ADJ 11/521100000 1.0
ASHBURTON 0300001 BALTIMDRE OONS 0
BALTO 00 D P W 0030002 BALTIMDRE OONS 100
ELKRIDGE 0130002 HOWARD OONS 100
ELLIOOTT CITY-OOLUMBIA 0130003 HOWARD OONS 46000
HAMCNDS IN 0020038 ANNE ARUNDEL OONS 99
MONTEBELLO-2 0300003 BALTIMDRE OONS 0
SAVAGE 0130004 HARPORD OONS 100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1146399
BEL AIR-BOWIE 0160002 PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ /63 32000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32000
BEL AIR-MDWW 0120003 HARPORD Acid ADJ /52 12000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------- 12000
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
BEL ALTON 0080005 CHARLES NATL 175 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 175
BRQADCREEX 0020004 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 600
BRQADPORD 0110009 GARRETT Acid ADJ /76 1440 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1440
CAMBRIDGE 0090002 DORCHESTER NATL 15000 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 15000
CAROLINE ACRES TP 0050204 CAROLINE NATL 246 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  246
CEDARS TRAILER PARK 0050205 CAROLINE NAIL 33 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  33
CHARLES UIIL 00 0080033 CHARLES NATL 1112 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1112
CHESIERTOWN UTIL CX*M 0140002 KENT Acid ADJ 01/64 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4000
CRAIN HIGHWAY 0020052 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  4500
CRISFIELD 0190001 SOMERSET NATL 4578 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4578
CRQFTON MEADOWS 0020008 ANNNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 9188 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9188
DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL STATION 0020048 ANNE ARUNDEL NaF ADJ /54 1200 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1200
382
M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_ _ _ _ _ ___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DAMKINS-HARMAN 0050007 CAROLINE NATL 60 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  60
DEMON 0050001 CAROLINE NATL 2500 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2500
DORSEY RD 0020016 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 60000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  60000
DU MAR ESTATES 0080010 CHARLES NATL 176 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  176
EAST NEW MARKET 0090004 DORCHESTER NATL 400 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  400
EASTON UTILITIES 0200003 TALBOT NATL 7800 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  7800
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL 0120010 HARFORD ADJ 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 5000
ELLENWOOD ESTATES 0080057 CHARLES NATL 215 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 215
ELVATON ROAD 0020055 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  4500
ELTCAW FOREST 0080059 CHARLES NATL 250 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 250
FORD HEaonS-POCNKEY 0080012 CHARLES NATL 96 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 96
FOREST PARK-TRIMAC 0080013 CHARLES NATL 0 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 0
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PORT MEADE 0020012 ANNE ARUNDEL NaSiF6  ADJ 11/61 40000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40000
FREDERICK-FISHING CREEK RESERV FREDERICK ADJ /61 13500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13500
FREDERICK-FRANCIS SCOTT KEY 0100028 FREDERICK Acid ADJ 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1400
FREDERI CK-MDNACACY 0100015 FREDERICK Acid ADJ /61 28000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28000
FREEDCM DISTRICT 0060002 CARROLL Acid ADJ 16000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  16000
FRUITLAND 0220008 WICOMICO ADJ 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  750
FT DERRICK 0100011 FREDERICK ADJ 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
FT RITCHIE 0210007 WASHINGTON ADJ 2400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2400
GIBSON ISLAND 0020013 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 01/64 732 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 732
GLENDALE 0020056 ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4500
GREEN MEADOWS 0080017 CHARLES NATL 140 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 140
GREENSBORO 0050003 CAROLINE NATL 1200 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1200
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON 0210010 WASHINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ /52 70000 1.0
HAGERSTOWN-SMTI11SBURG 0210019 WASHINGTON CONS 2000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 72000
HANCOCK 0210012 WASHINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ /74 1800 1.0
TOM, POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1800
HARFORD 00 DEPT PUB WORKS HARFORD ADJ / 6 8  40000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  40000
HARUNDALE 0020015 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 20720 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  20720
HAVRE EG GRACE 0120012 HARFORD NaSiF6  ADJ /74 10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  10000
HAMIHORNE 0080018 CHARLES NATL 84 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  84
HERAUD HARBOR 0020044 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2000
INDIAN HEAD 0080020 CHARLES NATL 1500 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1500
INMAN UTIL 00 0080022 CHARLES NATL 132 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  132
JENKINS LANE 0080023 CHARLES NATL 172 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  172
JOPPATOWNE 0120013 HARFORD ADJ 01/62 1250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1250
KINGS HEIGHTS 0020018 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 10884 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  10884
385
M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LA PLATA 0080025 CHARLES NATL 1700 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1700
LAUREL BRANCH 0080060 CHARLES NATL 250 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  250
LAUREL DRIVE 0080026 CHARLES NATL 48 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  48
LEXINGTON PARK-ESSEX 0180007 ST MARY'S NaF ADJ /76 10000 1.0
LEXINGTON PARK-BANK SQUARE 0180027 ST MARY'S CONS 15000
LEXINGTON PARK-PEEG'S ROAD 0180028 ST MARY'S CONS 0
LEXINGTON PARK-WILLCW RUN 0180025 ST MARY'S CONS 0
LEXTINGON PARK-OOLONY SQUARE 0180026 ST MARY'S CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25000
MARSH CREEX TP-EAST® 0050028 CAROLINE NATL 45 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  45
MARYLAND CITY-RT 198 0020059 ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 0 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
MARYLAND CITY-YELLOW SPRING 0020021 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 01/64 4404 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4404
MEADE VILLAGE 0020023 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ /64 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  200
MT AIRY 0060007 CARROLL NaF ADJ 1500 1.0
TOM. POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
MT CARMEL WOODS 0080030 CHARLES NATL 0 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
NAVAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 0180024 ST. MARY'S NATL 27 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  27
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________________ DATE_________  LEVEL LEVEL
NAVAL ORDINANCE STATION 0080058 CHARLES NATL 0 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
NAVAL TECH TRAINING DETACHMENT 0020042 CECIL NaSiF6  ADJ 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8000
NEW WINDSOR 0060008 CARROLL Acid ADJ 01/68 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  750
NEWTOWN VILLAGE 0080032 CHARLES NATL 0 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
QAKWOOD 0080055 CHARLES NATL 0 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
OXFORD UTILITIES 0200005 TALBOT NAIL 850 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER §YSTEM-----------------------------  850
PARKWAY 0080035 CHARLES NATL 0 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
PATUXENT-NAVAL STATION 0180022 ST. MARY'S NaSiF6  ADJ /55 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4000
PAIUXENT-WSSC 0160014 PRINCE GEORGE'S Acid ADJ 12/51 482000 1.0
POTCMAC-WSSC 0150005 MONTGOMERY CONS 723000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   -   1205000
PERRY POINT HOSPITAL 0070017 HARFORD Acid ADJ 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3000
PERRYMAN 0120016 HARFORD Acid ADJ 35000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 35000
PHILLIP DRIVE 0020017 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------    4500
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PINEY PT 0180010 ST MARY'S NAIL 25 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  25
P00QM0KE 0230006 WORCESTER ADJ /73 3800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  3800
PQMFRET ESTATES 0080037 CHARLES NATL 124 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  124
POTOMAC HEIGHTS 0080038 CHARLES NATL 2000 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  2000
FOTCMAC UTIL INC 0080094 CHARLES NAIL 396 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 396
PROSPECT BAY 0170009 QUEEN ANNE'S NATL 0 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 0
PROVINCES 0020029 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 111 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 3000
QUARTERFIELD ROAD 0020054 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 4500
QUIET ACRES-BILLINGSLEY 0080011 CHARLES NATL 0 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  0
RED HILL ESTATES 0080040 CHARLES NATL 1% 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 196
ROCK HALL 0140006 KENT Acid ADJ 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1200
ROCKVILLE 0150003 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 12/58 40000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  40000
388
M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RLMBLEY 0190014 SOMERSET NAIL 175 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  175
RUMBLEY-FRENCHECWN 0190003 SOMERSET NAIL 50 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
SALISBURY-MAIN ST 0220004 WICQMIOO Acid ADJ 04/59 10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 10000
SALISBURY-PALED 0220010 WICQMIOO Acid AHJ 10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  10000
SAWMILL BRANCH 0020014 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 01/64 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  12000
SECRETARY 0090007 DORCHESTER NATL 500 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  500
SEVERNDALE 0020034 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 26228 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ----------------------  26228
SHARPSBURG 0210017 WASHINGTON ADJ 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1200
SMITH ISLANEKAPITOL-EWELL 0190005 SOMERSET NATL 38 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  38
SMITH ISLAND-EWELL 0190004 SOMERSET NATL 38 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  38
SMITH ISLAND-FIELD-EWELL 0190008 SOMERSET NAIL 76 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  76
SMITH ISLAND-HILL-EWE1L 0190007 SOMERSET NATL 100 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------- 100
389
M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SMITH ISLAND-MID TOWN-EWELL 0190006 SOMERSET NATL 34 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  34
SMITH ISLAND-RHODES POINT N 0190009 SOMERSET NAIL 100 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
SMITH ISLAND-RHODES POINT S 0190010 SOMERSET NATL 59 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- -  ■---------  59
SMITH ISLAND-TYLERTON 0190011 SOMERSET NATL 165 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  165
SMITHSBURG 0210018 WASHINGTON s ADJ 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
SNOW HILL 0230007 WORCESTER ADJ 11/58 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2800
STEVENSON ROAD 0020051 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4500
STEVENSONVTLLE VILLAGE UTIL 0170005 QUEEN ANNE'S NATL 125 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  125
SWAN POINT 0080046 CHARLES NATL 133 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAT® SYSTEM-------------------    133
TEATES SUPPLY 0080047 CHARLES NATL 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
TELEGRAPH ROAD 0020057 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4500
THELMA AVE 0020053 ANNE ARUNDEL Acid ADJ 4500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4500
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M ARYLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
THURMDNT 0100023 FREDERICK ADJ 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2800
VAN BIBBER HARPORD ADJ /63 10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  --------------------------  10000
VICK» CULLEN CENTER 0100024 FREDERICK NaSiF6  ADJ /61 275 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  275
VIENNA 0090008 DORCHESTER NATL 450 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  450
WALDORF-ST JOHN 0080080 CHARLES NATL 0 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
WALDORF-ST PAUL 0080076 CHARLES NATL 0 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  0
WALKERSVILLE-RESERVOIR PLANT FREDERICK ADJ /73 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
WALKERSVILLE-WELL PLANT 0100025 FREDERICK ADJ /75 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1400
WESTMINISTER 0060015 CARROLL Acid ADJ /64 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 7500
WOODLAND VILLAGE 0080053 CHARLES NAIL 350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 350
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
391
M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ACTON 2002000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 09/70 17431 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------    17431
AMESBURY 3007000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 11/68 13923 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  13923
ANDOVER 3009000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 09/69 27154 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 27154
ASHBURNHAM 2011000 WORCESTER NaF ADJ 11/52 4332 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  4332
ATHOL 1015000 WORCESTER NaF ADJ 11/52 10321 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  10321
ATTLEBORO 3344000 BRISTOL Acid ADJ 04/73 32233 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 32233
AYER 2019001 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 10/58 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  3000
BEDFORD 3023000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 06/78 11709 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 11709
BELCHERTOWN STATE SCHOOL 1024000 HAMPSHIRE NaF ADJ 11/46 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  750
BEVERLY 3030001 ESSEX Acid ADJ 12/52 72624 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  72624
BOURNE 4096001 BARNSTABLE NaF ADJ 01/60 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  5000
CAMBRIDGE 3049000 MIDDLESEX NaSiF6  ADJ 04/74 86865 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  86865
392
M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________________________NO .___________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANTON 3050000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 04/78 17550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  17550
C0HASSET 3065000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 06/56 7149 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7149
OONOORD 3067000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 03/70 15636 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15636
DANVERS 3071000 ESSEX NaSiF6  ADJ 05/51 28706 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28706
DEDHAM WATER 00 3073000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 01/77 36904 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  36904
ESSEX 3092000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 12/54 2971 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  2971
FALL RIVER 4095000 BRISTOL NaSiF6  ADJ 03/73 97741 1.0
TIVERTON, RI 1592018 NEWPORT CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  97741
FITCHBURG 2019001 WORCESTER NaSiF6  ADJ 06/75 39576 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  39576
FRANKLIN 4101000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 11/70 17865 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  17865
GLOUCESTER 3107000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 07/81 24946 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  24946
HAMILTON 3119000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 03/56 7103 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  7103
HARDWICK 2124003 WORCESTER NATL 125 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  125
393
M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAVERHILL 3128000 ESSEX NaSiF6  ADJ 09/71 46172 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 46172
HINGHAM WATER GO 3131000 PLYMOUTH Acid ADJ 05/53 30439 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  30439
HOLLISTON 4136000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 10/70 12606 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  12606
HOLYOKE 1137000 HAMPDEN Acid ADJ 06/70 43125 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 43125
HUDSON 2141000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 01/Si 17251 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  17251
IPSWICH 3144000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 10/71 11368 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 11368
LAWRENCE 3149000 ESSEX NaSiF6  ADJ 03/83 58785 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  58785
LINCOLN 3157000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 04/71 6902 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6902
LOWELL 3160000 MIDDLESEX Acid ADJ 06/82 95339 1.0
DRACUT 3079000 MIDDLESEX CONS 9556
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  104895
LYNN 3163000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 08/83 78463 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  78463
LYNNFIELD CTR. 3164000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 11/59 7248 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7248
MANCHESTER 3166000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 10/83 5472 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  5472
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M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MARLBOROUGH 2170000 MIDDLESEX Acid ADJ 11/82 34294 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  34294
MEDWAY 4177000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 12/53 9037 1.0
MILLIS 3187000 NORFOLK CONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  12037
METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC) 5000000 SUFFOLK Acid ADJ 06/781569639 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------- 1569639
NEEDHAM 3199000 NORFOLK Acid ADJ 11/71 27870 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  27870
NEWBURYPORT 3206000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 03/69 18810 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 18810
NORTH ANDOVER 3210000 ESSEX Acid ADJ 05/75 19711 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 19711
NORTH READING 3213000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 08/71 11897 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 11897
PEABODY 3229000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 02/83 45766 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  45766
PEMBROKE 4231000 PLYMOUTH NaF ADJ 09/69 13519 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------13519
READING 3 2 4 6 0 0 0 MIDDLESEX Acid A D J 06/69 21993 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------21993
ROCKPORT 3252000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 02/84 6793 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6793
ROYALSTON 2255000 WORCESTER NATL 200 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
'TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  200
395
M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SCITUATE 4264000 PLYMOUTH NaF AIXJ 07/54 17287 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  17287
SEEXDNK 4265000 BRISTOL NaF ADJ 11/52 12271 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  12271
SHARON 4266000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 12/53 14581 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  14581
SHREWSBURY 2271000 WORCESTER Acid ADJ 12/53 22181 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------22181
SOMERSET 4273000 BRISTOL NaF ADJ 06/69 19524 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  19524
SOUTHBRIDGE 2278000 WORCESTER Acid ADJ 03/71 16501 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  16501
SUDBURY 3288000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 12/60 13736 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  13736
SWANSEA 4292000 BRISTOL NaF ADJ 09/69 14747 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  14747
TAUNTON 4293000 BRISTOL Acid ADJ 12/81 43201 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  43201
TEMPLETON 2294000 WORCESTER NaF ADJ 06/51 5936 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  5936
TOPSFIELD 3298000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 12/53 5480 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5480
WAKEFIELD 3305000 MIDDLESEX Acid ADJ 04/78 24495 1.0
I
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  24495
3%
M A SSA CH U SETTS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALPOLE 3307000 NORFOLK NaF ADJ 03/77 18092 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 18092
WARE 1309001 HAMPSHIRE NATL 72 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  72
WENHAM 3320000 ESSEX NaF ADJ 01/67 3838 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  -------------------------- 3838
WESTBOROUGH 2328000 WORCESTER NaF ADJ 12/74 13549 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  13549
WESTMINISTER 2332000 WORCESTER NaF ADJ 01/68 5510 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5510
WEYM0U1H 3336000 NORFOLK Acid ADJ 03/72 53735 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 53735
WINCHESTER 3344000 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 03/56 20763 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20763
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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M ICHIGAN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADDISON 0000030 ENAWEE NATL 655 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  655
ADRIAN 0000040 LENAWEE Acid ADJ 11/60 21186 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM------------------------------- 21186
AKRON 0000070 TUSCOLA NATL 538 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  538
ALBION 0000100 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 11/66 11059 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 11059
ALCONAC 0000110 ST. CLAIR Acid ADJ 09/49 4412 1.0
CLAY TWP 0001450 ST. CLAIR CONS 5820
COLONY ASSOC 0001550 ST. CLAIR OONS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  10432
ALLEGAN 0000120 ALLEGAN Acid ADJ 01/73 4494 1.0
TOOAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  4494
ALMA 0000140 GRATIOT Acid ADJ 08/65 9700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  9700
ALPENA 0000160 ALPENA NaF ADJ 09/58 12214 1.0
ALPENA TWP 0000170 ALPENA OONS 4500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 16714
ANN ARBOR 0000220 WASHTENAW NaSiF6  ADJ 12/51 107966 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  107966
ARMADA 0000240 MACOMB NAIL 1392 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1392
BAD AXE 0000340 HURON NAIL 3278 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  3278
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BIG RAPIDS 0000710 ME00STA Acid ADJ 04/61 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  12000
BLISSFIELD 0000750 LENAWEE Acid ADJ 11/73 3230 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3230
BLOOMER PARK 0000760 OAKLAND NAIL 240 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  240
BOYNE CITY 0000800 CHARLEVOIX Acid ADJ 11/73 3348 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  3348
BRIDGMAN 0000850 BERRIEN Acid ADJ 12/68 2235 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  2235
BRIGHTON 0000860 LIVINGSTON Acid ADJ /64 4268 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  4268
BRITTON 0000890 LENAWEE NATL 822 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  822
BRONSON 0000910 BRANCH Acid ADJ 10/67 2271 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAT® SYSTEM------------------------------  2271
BROOKLYN 0000920 JACKS® Acid ADJ 03/74 1110 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  -  1110
BROWN CITY 0000930 SANILAC NATL 1250 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1250
BUCHANAN 0000960 BERRIEN NaF ADJ 10/52 5136 1.0
•TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  5136
BURR OAK 0001000 ST. JOSEPH Acid ADJ 04/74 853 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  853
400
M ICHIGAN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________   NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BYRON 0001020 SHIAWASSEE NATL 689 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  689
CAMDEN 0001050 HILLSDALE NATL 420 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  420
CAPAC 0001110 ST. CLAIR NATL 1379 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1379
CARD 0001130 TUSOOLA NATL 4700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4700
CARD STATE HME 0001140 TUSOOLA NATL 1000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
CARSON CITY 0001170 MONTCALM Acid ADJ 10/66 1217 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1217
CASEVILLE 0001190 HURON NATL 851 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 851
CASS CITY 0001220 TUSOOLA NATL 2400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2400
CASS LAKESIDE SUBD 0001230 OAKLAND NAIL 500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 500
CEDAR SPRINGS 0001260 KENT Acid ADJ 10/58 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2000
CHARLEVOIX 0001330 CHARLEVOIX Acid ADJ 10/53 3296 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  32%
CHARLEVOIX TWP 0001335 CHARLEVOIX NATL 250 1.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  250
401
M ICHIGAN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO________________________ ____________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHARLOTIE 0001340 EATON Acid ADJ 06/65 8251 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 8251
CHARMW00D VILLAGE APTS 0001345 ST. CLAIR NATL 50 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
CHEBOYGAN 0001360 CHEBOYGAN NATL 5106 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5106
CHELSEA 0001370 WASHTENAW NaSiF6  ADJ 05/61 3816 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3816
CHERRYWOOD GCMCMS CONDO 0001375 GRAND TRAVERS NATL 100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  100
CLARE 0001420 CLARE Acid ADJ 11/70 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3300
CLIFFORD 0001460 LAPEER NAIL 406 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  406
OOLDWATER REG CENTER 0001510 BRANCH Acid ADJ 05/56 1760 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1760
OOLUMBIAVILLE 0001570 LAPEER NATL 953 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  953
COOPERATIVE HOMESTEAD 0001601 OAKLAND NATL 40 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  40
OORUNNA 0001640 SHIAWASSEE NAIL 3206 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3206
DAVISON 0001720 GENESEE NATL 6082 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 6082
402
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
DETOOIT 0001800 WAYNE Acid ADJ 08/671203339
ALLEN PARK 0000130 WAYNE OONS 34196
ALMONT 0000150 LAPEER OONS 1864
ASH TOP 0000245 WAYNE OONS 2 0 0 0
AUBURN HILLS 0005450 OAKLAND OONS 14000
BELLEVILLE 0000580 WAYNE OONS 2600
BERLIN TOP 0000635 WAYNE OONS 1 0 0 0
BLOCMFIELD HILLS 0000775 OAKLAND OONS 3700
BLOOMFIELD TOP 0000790 OAKLAND OONS 43000
BROWMSTOWN TOP 0000940 WAYNE OONS 7300
CANTON TOP 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 WAYNE OONS 8800
CENTERLINE 0001290 MAOQMB OONS 9286
CHESTERFIELD TOP 0001390 MACOMB OONS 1 0 0 0 0
CLINTON TOP 0001480 MACOMB OONS 37900
DEARBORN 0001730 WAYNE OONS 90660
DEARBORN HEIGHTS 0001740 WAYNE OONS 67706
EAST DETROIT 0001950 MAOQMB OONS 38280
EOORSE 0002050 WAYNE OONS 14447
FARMINGTON 0002230 OAKLAND OONS 1 1 2 0 0
FARMINGTON HILLS 0002240 OAKLAND OONS 52600
FERNDALE 0002280 OAKLAND OONS 26200
FLAT ROCK 0002300 WAYNE OONS 6850
FLINT 0002310 GENESEE OONS 193317
ERASES 0002460 MACOMB OONS 14500
GARDEN CITY 0002550 WAYNE OONS 35640
GENESEE 00 DRAIN 0CM4 0002615 GENESSEE OONS 0
BURTON 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 GENESEE OONS 3300
CLAYTON TOP 0001455 GENESEE OONS 554
CLIO 0001490 GENESEE OONS 2364
DAVISON TOP 0001725 GENESEE OONS 1878
FLINT TOP 0002320 OKNEfiEE OONS 9424
FUßHING 0002340 GENESEE OONS 8624
FLUSHING TOP 0002345 GENESEE OONS 1664
GAINES TOP 0002525 GENESEE OONS 534
GENESEE TOP 0002617 GENESEE OONS 1795
MDNTROSE 0004180 GENESEE OONS 1900
MT MORRIS 0004520 GENESEE OONS 3246
MT MORRIS TOP 0004525 GENESEE OONS 5088
MUNDY TOP 0004555 GENESEE OONS 345
SWARTZ CREEK 0006505 GENESEE OONS 5013
VIENNA TOP 0006795 GENESEE OONS 1940
GIBRALTAR 0002630 WAYNE OONS 3900
GROSSE ILE TOP 0002870 WAYNE OONS 7900
GROSSE PTE PARK 0002900 WAYNE OONS 13639
GROSSE PIE SHORES 0002910 WAYNE OONS 3122
GROSSE PTE WOODS 0002920 WAYNE OONS 18886
403
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














HAMTRAMCK 0002970 WAYNE CONS 21300
HARPER WOODS 0003020 WAYNE OONS 16361
HAZEL PARK 0003100 OAKLAND CONS 2100
HURON TOP 0003320 WAYNE OONS 8700
IMLAY CITY 0003340 LAPEER OONS 2496
INKSTER 0003360 WAYNE OONS 35190
KEEQO HARBOR 0003595 OAKLAND CONS 2700
LAPEER 0003780 LAMER eras 6225
OAKDALE CENTER 0003790 LAPEER OONS 2000
LINCOLN PARK 0003870 WAYNE OONS 45105
LIVONIA 0003930 WAYNE (DNS 104814
MACOMB TWP 0003990 MACOMB OONS 4500
MADISON HEIGHTS 0004000 OAKLAND OONS 35400
MAYFIELD TOP 0004178 LAMER OONS 468
MELVINDAUE 0004220 WAYNE OONS 12322
NORTHVILLE 0004830 WAYNE OONS 5698
NORTHVILLE TOP 0004845 WAYNE OONS 3500
NOVI 0004870 OAKLAND OONS 15000
OAK PARK 0004880 OAKLAND OONS 31500
ORION TOP 0005035 OAKLAND OONS 500
PLYMOUTH 0005400 WAYNE CONS 9986
PLYMOUTH TOP 0005420 WAYNE OONS 13100
PONTIAC 0005440 OAKLAND OONS 76700
REDFORD TOP 0005640 WAYNE OONS 72400
RIVER ROUGE 0005690 WAYNE OONS 12912
RIVERVIEW 0005690 WAYNE OONS 14569
ROCHESTER HILLS 0000325 OAKLAND OONS 45000
R0CKW00D 0005750 WAYNE OONS 3350
R£M3LUS 0005785 WAYNE OONS 24857
ROSEVILLE 0005820 MACOMB OONS 54311
ROYAL OAK TOP 0005840 OAKLAND OONS 5800
S ROCXWOOD 0006130 MONROE OONS 1477
SE OAKLAND CD WADER AIJIH 0006150 OAKLAND OONS 0
BERKLEY 0000630 OAKLAND OONS 18600
BEVERLY HILLS 0000690 OAKLAND OONS 10900
BINGHAM FARMS 0000715 OAKLAND OONS 500
BIRMINGHAM 0000730 OAKLAND OONS 21900
CLAWSON 0001440 OAKLAND OONS 15200
HUNTINGTON WOODS 0003310 OAKLAND OONS 6900
LATHRUP VILLAGE 0003800 OAKLAND OONS 4700
PLEASANT RIDGE 0005390 OAKLAND OONS 3100
ROYAL OAK 0005830 OAKLAND OONS 70800
SOUIHFIEUD 0006160 OAKLAND OONS 73900
SHELBY TOP 0006010 MACOMB OONS 4000
SOUfflGATE 0006170 WAYNE OONS 32058
ST CLAIR SHORES 0006280 MACOMB OONS 76210
STERLING HEIGHTS 0006385 MACOMB OONS 108999
404
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SUMPTER TOP 0006460 WAYNE OONS 2600
TAYLOR 0006545 WAYNE CONS 77568
TRENTON 0006650 WAYNE OONS 22762
TSOY 0006690 OAKLAND OONS 69000
UTICA 0006760 MACOMB OONS 5282
VAN BUREN TOP 0006770 WAYNE OONS 9400
W BLOOMFIELD TOP 0006975 OAKLAND aus 26500
WARREN 0006900 MAOOMB OONS 161131
WASHINGTON TOP 0006905 MACCMB OONS 100
WAYNE 0006950 WAYNE CONS 21159
WESTLAND 0007040 WAYNE OONS 84603
WOODHAVEN 0007180 WAYNE CONS 10902
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- --------- 3661616
DOWAGIAC 0001860 CASS Acid ADJ /70 6400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 6400
DRYDEN 0001870 LAPEER NATL 650 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------- 650
DUNDEE 0001880 MONROE Acid ADJ /72 2575 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 2575
E CHINA TOP 0001940 ST. CLAIR NaSiF6 ADJ 04/62 3100 1.0
CHINA TOP 0001415 ST. CLAIR OONS 25
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 3125
E LANSING-MERIDIAN TOP AUTH 0001995 INGHAM Acid ADJ 10/55 0 1 .0
E LANSING 0001990 INGHAM eras 48000
MERIDIAN TOP 0004260 INGHAM OONS 27500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------- 75500
EAST JORDAN 0001970 CHARLEVOIX Acid ALU 04/58 2185 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM ---------- 2185
EAST TAWAS 0002010 IOSCO Acid ADJ 2584 1.0
BALDWIN TOP 0000355 IOSCO eras 100
TAWAS CITY 0006540 IOSCO OONS 1967
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 4651
405
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE ,____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EATON RAPIDS 0002020 EATON Acid ADJ 111 4510 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 4510
ECHO GOVE -  DEVIL'S LAKE 0002040 LENAWEE NATL 60 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 60
EDGEWOOD HILLS 0002060 OAKLAND NATL 150 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 150
ELK RAPIDS 0002090 ANIRIM Acid ADJ 12/69 1504 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1504
ENGADINE 0002140 MACKINAC NATL 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------  100
ESCANABA 0002170 DELTA Acid ADJ 12/55 14500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------    14500
FENTON 0002270 GENESEE Acid ADJ 09/63 8098 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 8098
FORD RIVER IMP 0002350 DELIA NATL 580 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 580
FOWLER 0002390 CLINTON NATL 1106 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAm SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1106
POWLERVILLE 0002400 LIVINGSTON Acid ADJ 03/73 2289 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2289
FREELAND 0002470 SAGINAW M IL  1705 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1705
FREMONT 0002490 NEWAYGO Acid ADJ 12/68 3465 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3465
406
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GAGETOWN 0002520 TUSCOLA NATL 408 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 408
GALESBURG 0002530 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ 06/67 1822 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1822
GARDEN 0002540 DELTA NATL 275 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 275
GERMFASK 0002625 SCHOOLCRAFT NATL 116 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 116
GLADSTONE 0002640 DELTA Acid ADJ 11/54 4600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 4600
GOODRICH FARMS 0002710 OAKLAND NATL 410 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER .SYSTEM--------------------------------- 410
GRAND BLANC 0002740 GENESEE NATL 7630 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------   7630
GRAND BLANC TOP -  CENTRAL 0002745 GENESEE NATL 4000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4000
GRAND BLANC TOP -  EAST 0002747 GENESEE NATL 1312 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1312
GRAND HAVEN 0002750 OTTAWA Acid ADJ 06/52 12000 1.0
CROCKERY TOP 0001664 OTTAWA CONS 300
FERRYSBURG 0002285 OTTAWA CONS 2440
GRAND HAVEN TOP - 0002760 OTTAWA CONS 1500
SPRING LAKE TOP 0006235 OTTAWA CONS 4000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  20240
GRAND RAPIDS 0002790 KENT NaSiF6 ADJ 11/45 197649 1.0
ADA TOP 0000012 KENT OONS 3000
ALLENDALE TOP 0000127 OTTAWA OONS 2000
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
407
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ _________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANNON TOP 0001080 KENT CONS 600
CASCALE TOP 0001185 KENT CONS 2500
000PERSVILLE 0001610 KENT CONS 2889
E GRAND RAPIDS 0001960 KENT CONS 12565
GRAND RAPIDS TOP 0002800 KENT OONS 1500
KENTWOOD 0003620 KENT OONS 30400
WALKER 0006860 KENT CONS 15088
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  268191
GRAYLING 0002840 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ /70 2143 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2143
GREEN ACRES APTS 0002844 GENESEE NATL 80 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 80
GREENVILLE 0002850 MONTCALM Acid ADJ 11/66 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7500
GRQSSE PTE FARMS 0002890 WAYNE Acid ADJ 10600 1.0
GROSSÉ POINTE 0002880 WAYNE OONS 5900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 16500
GWINN 0002370 MARQUETTE ADJ 3186 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 3186
HARBOR BEACH 0003000 HURON Acid ADJ 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2000
HARBOR SPRINGS 0003010 EM4ET Acid ADJ 05/63 1567 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1567
HARTFORD 0003070 VAN BUREN NaF ADJ 05/66 2493 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2493
HASTINGS 0003090 BARRY Acid ADJ 11/51 6500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 6500
408
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS' FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________ _________________________________________ NO .___________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HEMINGWAY POINTE OONDO 0003115 CHARLEVOIX NAIL 80 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM--------------------------------- 80
HIGHLAND PARK 0003140 WAYNE Acid ADJ /52 27900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  27900
HILLSDALE 0003170 HILLSDALE: Acid ADJ 11/54 7432 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 7432
HOLLAND 0003190 OTTAWA Acid ADJ 08/66 26300 1.0
LAKETOWN TOP 0003747 ALLEGAN CONS 300
ZEELAND 0007270 OTTAWA CONS 4734
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 31334
HOLLY 0003200 OAKLAND Acid ADJ 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM-----------------------------------  5000
HOWARD CITY 0003240 MONTCALM Acid ADJ 1060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM-----------------------------------  1060
HOWELL 0003250 LIVINGSTON NaF ADJ 11/61 6976 1.0
TEXAS TOP 0006565 KALAMAZOO CONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  7976
HUDSON 0003280 LENAWEE NAIL 2545 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  2545
ISHPEMING 0003440 MARQUETTE Acid ADJ /53 7600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  7600
JACKSON 0003470 JACKSON Acid ADJ 08/51 40271 1.0
BLACKMAN TOP 0000740 JACKSON CONS 2000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM----------------------------------  42271
JCNESVILLE 0003490 HILLSDALE Acid ADJ 11/73 2172 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2172
409
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
. _______________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
JUDAH LAKE-KEAITNGTON 0003500 OAKLAND NATL 5400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5400
K I  SAWYER AFB 0008700 MARQUETTE Acid ADJ 8700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8700
KALAMAZOO 0003520 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ 08/51 79722 1.0
GCMSTOCK TWP 0001575 KALAMAZOO CONS 861
OOOPER TOP 0001605 KALAMAZOO OONS 436
KALAMAZOO PSYCH REG HOSP 0003530 KALAMAZOO OONS 1400
KALAMAZOO TOP 0003540 KALAMAZOO CONS 20166
OSHTEMO TOP 0005045 KALAMAZOO OONS 1474
RICHLAND TOP 0005667 KALAMAZOO CONS 50
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------104109
KINGSTON 0003660 TUSOOLA NAIL 464 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  464
KINROSS TOP 0003630 CHIPPEWA ADJ 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3000
KNORRWOOD KNOLLS SUBD 0003666 OAKLAND NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSEEM-------------------------------  100
LAKE OAKLAND WOODS SUBD 0003735 OAKLAND NATL 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 750
LAKE ODESSA 0003730 IONIA Acid ADJ /52 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2300
LAKESIDE CLUB CONDO 0003744 EMMETT NATL 25 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 25
LANSING 0003760 INGHAM Acid ADJ 02/63 131546 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 131546
LEXINGTON 0003850 SANILAC NATL 1005 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  1005
410
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINDEN 0003890 GENESSEE Acid ADJ 2174 1.0
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2174
LOWELL 0003950 KENT Acid ADJ 04/57 3500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3500
LUDINCTON 0003960 MASON Acid ADJ 12/49 8937 1.0
SOOTTVILLE 0005980 MASON CONS 1241
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 10178
MANCHESTER 0004020 WASHTENAW Acid ADJ 06/73 1650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1650
MANISTEE 0004030 MANISTEE Acid ADJ 12/62 7566 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  7566
MANISnqUE 0004040 SCHOOLCRAFT Acid ADJ 11/61 3900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSUM-------------------------------  3900
MANOR FARM SUED 0005180 LENAWEE NATL 200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  200
MAPLE HILL VIL 0004055 GENESEE NATL 200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  200
MARCELUJS 0004070 CASS Acid ADJ 1134 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM------------------------------- 1134
MARINE CITY 0004090 ST. CLAIR NaSiF6 ADJ 05/61 4414 1.0
OOrrffiELLVILLE TWP 0001650 ST. CLAIR OONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 5414
MARION 0004100 OSCEOLA NaF ADJ 11/62 989 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------------------- 989
MARLETIE 0004110 SANILAC NATL 1761 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  1761
411
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MARQUETTE 0004120 MARQUETTE Acid ADJ 09/51 23300 1.0
MARQUETTE TWP 0004140 MARQUETTE (JONS 1883
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 25183
MARSHALL 0004150 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 12/61 7201 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7201
MARYSVILLE 0004160 ST. CLAIR NaSiF6 ADJ 04/52 7345 1.0
ST CLAIR TWP 0006282 ST. CLAIR OONS 825
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8170
MASON 0004170 INGHAM Acid ADJ 09/64 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6000
MAYVILLE 0004180 TUSCOLA NATL 872 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 872
MEMPHIS 0004230 ST. CLAIR NAIL 1171 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1171
MENOMINEE 0004250 MENOMINEE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/57 10099 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 10099
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 5246020 LA PORTE, IN NaSiF6 ADJ /52 0 1.0
MI CHI ANA 0004320 BERRIAN OONS 960
GRAND BEACH 0002730 BERRIEN OONS 550
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1510
MICHIGAN STATE IINIV 0004340 INGHAM Acid ADJ 11/65 50000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  50000
MIDLAND 0004370 MIDLAND Acid ADJ 11/46 37250 1.0
AUBURN 0000300 MIDLAND OONS 1920
MIDLAND 00 WD 1 0004375 MIDLAND OONS 3555
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  42725
MILAN 0004380 WASHTENAW NATL 4182 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4182
412
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MILFORD 0004390 OAKLAND Acid ADJ 06/62 5040 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5040
MILLINGTON 0004400 TUSCOLA NAIL 1100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1100
MINDEN CITY 0004410 SANILAC NAIL 250 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 250
MDNROE 0004450 MONROE Acid ADJ 12/51 23531 1.0
FKENCHTOWN TOP 0002500 MDNROE CONS 2500
MONROE TOP 0004550 MONROE CONS 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 27531
MORENCI 0004490 LENAWEE NAIL 2110 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2110
MT CLEMENS 0004510 MACOMB Acid ADJ 03/51 18806 1.0
HARRISON TOP 0003040 MACOMB CONS 15000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM--------------------------------- 33806
MT PLEASANT 0004530 ISABELLA Acid ADJ 10/57 23746 1.0
MT PLEASANT REG Cffi 0004531 ISABELLA CONS 560
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM--------------------------------  24306
MUNI SING 0004560 ALGER NaF ADJ /69 3080 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3080
MUSKEGON 0004570 MUSKEGON Acid ADJ 07/51 44631 1.0
MUSKEGON TOP 0004590 MUSKEGON CJONS 4500
NORTH MUSKEGON 0004780 MUSKEGON CONS 4300
ROOSEVELT PARK 0005800 MUSKEGON OONS 4176
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM--------------------------------  57607
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS 0004580 MUSKEGON Acid ADJ 01/52 14611 1.0
FRUITPORT TOP 0002507 MUSKEGON OONS 4200
NORTH SHORES 0004850 MUSKEGON OONS 15690
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  34501
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO ___________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEGAUNEE 0004650 MARQUETTE Acid ADJ 11/51 5187 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5187
NEW BUFFALO 0004680 BERRIEN Acid ADJ 2821 1.0
NEW BUFFALO TWP 0004685 BERRIEN CONS 100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2921
NEW LOTHRQP 0004700 SHIAWASSEE NATL 646 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  646
NEWAYGO 0004710 NEWAYGO NATL 1381 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1381
NEWBERRY 0004720 LUCE Acid ADJ 11/68 2121 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2121
NILES 0004740 BERRIEN Acid ADJ 11/74 13115 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 13115
NORTH BRANCH 0004770 LAPEER NATL 896 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8%
OAK SHADE PARK 0004890 LENAWEE NATL 500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  500
OLD FARM COLONY 0004960 OAKLAND NATL 325 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  325
ONAWAY 0005010 PRESQUE ISLE NATL 1036 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1036
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ONSTED 0005020 LENAWEE NATL 670 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 670
OnSVILLE 0005050 GENESEE NATL 690 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  690
OTSEQO 0005060 ALLEGAN Acid ADJ 07/67 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  5000
CW3S90 0005120 SHIAWASSEE Acid ADJ 01/72 16455 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM---------------------------------  16455
PARCHMENT 0005200 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ 03/56 1817 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1817
PELTON HEIGHTS 0005230 OAKLAND NATL 680 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER J3YSTEM---------------------------------  680
PETERSBURG 0005290 MONROE NATL 1220 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-------------------------------  1220
PETOSKEY 0005300 EM4ET Acid ADJ 04/54 6097 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6097
PIGEON 0005320 HURON NAIL 1175 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1175
PINOONNING 0005330 BAY Acid ADJ 11/62 1430 1.0
PINOONNING TWP 0005335 BAY CONS 186
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1616
PINEHURST APTS 0005353 GENESEE NAIL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  25
PINEVIEW APTS 0005352 GENESEE NATL 32 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------  32
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PLAINFIELD IWP 0005370 KENT Acid ADJ /70 12000 1.0
ALPINE IWP 0000190 KENT 00NS 2649
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  14649
PLAINWELL 0005380 ALLEGAN Acid ADJ 03/56 4502 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4502
POINT NIPIGON 0005425 CHEBOYGAN NAIL 150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  150
PORT AUSTIN AIR FORCE STATION 0005465 HURON HF ADJ 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  100
PORT HURON 0005480 ST. CLAIR HF ADJ 10/74 33981 1.0
FORT GRATIOT IWP 0002385 ST. CLAIR CONS 7088
PORT HURON IWP 0005490 ST. CLAIR OONS 4500
ST CLAIR 00 DPW 0006275 ST. CLAIR OONS 25
KIMBALL TOP 0003628 ST. CLAIR CONS 1770
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 47364
PORTAGE 0005520 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ /51 30000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  30000
PRADO PARK/THORNRIDGE CONDOS 0005565 GENESEE NATL 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-------------------------------  150
PRESQUE ISLE HARBOR WC 0005575 PRESQUE ISLE NATL 300 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  300
R & M APTS 0005593 GENESEE NATL 25 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-------------------------------  25
RAVINES 0006570 OAKLAND NAIL 500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  500
READING 0005620 HILLSDALE NATL 1203 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------ 1203
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
, ________ '  NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RICHMOND 0005670 MACOMB NATL 3536 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3536
ROCKFORD 0005730 KENT Acid ADJ 09/54 3324 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3324
ROGER THCMAS APTS 0005755 GENESEE NATL 75 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 75
ROGERS CITY 0005770 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
PRESQUE ISLE Acid 
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
ADJ 08/61 4280
4280
RUSSELLVILLE SUBDIV 0005845 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
GRNRSEE
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
NATL 100
100
S BLOOMFIELD HIGHLANDS 0006080 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
OAKLAND
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
NATL 600
600
SAGINAW 0005850 SAGINAW ADJ 177869
BAY CITY COUNTRY CLUB 0000480 BAY CONS 100
BIRCH RUN 0000720 SAGINAW OONS 1197
BIRCH RUN IWP 0000722 SAGINAW OONS 1127
BLUMFIELD-REESE 0000798 SAGINAW OONS 2303
BRIDGEPORT IWP 0000840 SAGINAW OONS 11422
BUENA VISTA IWP 0000980 SAGINAW OONS 9975
CARROLTON IWP 0001160 SAGINAW eras 8285
DELTA COLLEGE 0001780 SAGINAW eras 160
FRANKEMUST IWP 0002410 BAY OONS 500
FRANKEtMJTH 0002420 SAGINAW eras 3753
FRANKENMUIH IWP 0002425 SAGINAW CONS 427
JAMES IWP 0003475 SAGINAW OONS 2555
KDCHVILLE IWP 0003667 SAGINAW eras 931
SAGINAW IWP 0005860 SAGINAW CONS 38600
SAGINAW VALLEY OOLL 0005870 SAGINAW eras 481
SPAULDING IWP 0006210 SAGINAW OONS 2368
ST CHARLES 0006260 SAGINAW eras 2272
SWAN CREEK IWP 0006502 SAGINAW OONS 1180
TAYMXTIH IWP 0006552 SAGINAW eras 315
IHOMAS IWP 0006580 SAGINAW eras 6300
ZILWAUKEE 0007280 SAGINAW eras 2200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 274320
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SALINE 0005900 WASHTENAW Acid ADJ 10/64 6483 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6483
SANDUSKY 0005920 SANILAC NATL 2300 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2300
SAULT STE MARIE 0005950 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ 08/55 14423 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 14423
SCHOOLCRAFT 0005970 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ 1359 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1359
SEBEWAING 0005990 HURON NATL 2053 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2053
SHERIDAN 0006040 hCNTCALM NaF ADJ 04/59 653 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  653
SOUTH HAVEN 0006100 VAN BUREN Acid ADJ 12/52 6471 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6471
SOUTH LYON 0006110 OAKLAND Acid ADJ 11/72 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6000
SPARTA 0006200 KENT NaF ADJ /56 3373 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3373
SPRING LAKE 0006230 OTTAWA Acid ADJ 04/57 2731 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  2731
ST CLAIR 0006270 ST. CLAIR NaSiF6 ADJ 07/56 4780 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4780
ST JOHNS 0006300 CLINTON Acid ADJ 11/70 7365 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 7365
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ___________ ._________________________________ NO____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ST JOSEPH 0006310 BERRIEN Acid ADJ 07/53 9622 1.0
LINCOLN TWP 0003875 BERRIEN 00NS 9415
SH0REHAM 0006050 BERRIEN CONS 742
ST JOSEPH TWP 0006315 BERRIEN CONS 10973
STEVENSVTLLE 0006400 BERRIEN CONS 1268
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 32020
STAMBAUGH 0006330 IRON NaSiF6 ADJ 08/53 1442 1.0
EAST STAMBAUGH-BATES TWP 0000440 IRON CONS 1100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2542
STURGIS 0006440 ST. JOSEPH Acid ADJ 12/71 9468 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  9468
SUGARLQAF MIN 0006445 LEELANAU NAIL 450 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  450
SIMCT TWP 0006450 JACKSON Acid ADJ 12160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 12160
TANNERY CREEK CONDO 0006537 EM4ET NAIL 50 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 50
TEOJMSEH 0006560 LENAWEE Acid ADJ 11/57 7320 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 7320
THETPORD TWP 0006575 GENESEE NATL 313 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 313
TOLEDO, OH 4801411 ADJ 0 0.0
MONROE SOtfffl 00 0004455 MONROE OONS 14000
BEDPORD TWP 0000530 MONROE OONS 650
ERIE TWP 0002155 MONROE OONS 4494
LASALLE TWP 0003795 MDNROE CONS 4151
LUNA PIER 0003965 MONROE OONS 1443
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  24738
TRAVERSE CITY 0006640 GRAND TRAVERSE Acid ADJ 05/52 15516 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GARFIELD TOP 0002565 GRAND 1SAVERSE 00NS 400
PORT TRAVERSE CONDOS 0005545 GRAND TRAVERSE CONS 75
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  15991
UAW CENTER 0006705 CHEBOYGAN NATL 400 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 400
UBLY 0006710 HURON NATL 900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 900
UNIONVILLE 0006730 TUSOOLA NATL 647 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  647
VASSAR 0006780 TUSOOLA NATL 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2800
VICKSBURG 0006800 KALAMAZOO Acid ADJ 2224 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2224
VILLA GLEN OONDO 0006802 LEELANAU NATL 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 50
WAKEFIELD 0006830 GOGEBIC Acid ADJ /72 2829 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2829
WALDRON 0006850 HILLSDALE . NATL 570 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  570
WARWICK TOWNHOUSES 0000805 GENESEE NATL 50 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  50
WAYLAND 0006904 ALLEGAN Acid ADJ 01/74 2053 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2053
WEST BRANCH 0007010 OGEMAW NaF ADJ 12/64 1785 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1785
420
M I C H I G A N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WHITE PINE 0007080 ONTONAGON Acid ADJ 03/55 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   1200
WILDWOOD SUBD 0007110 GENESEE NAIL 250 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  250
WOODBINE 0007160 OAKLAND NATL 580 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 580
WURTSMITH AFB 0007200 IOSCO Acid ADJ 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 8000
WYANDOTTE 0007210 WAYNE Acid ADJ 11/51 34000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 34000
WYCMING 0007220 KENT Acid ADJ 10/61 59616 1.0
BYRON TWP 0001023 KENT CONS 1403
GAINES TWP 0002527 KENT OONS 2000
GEORGETOWN IWP 0002620 KENT CONS 27000
GRANEVILLE 0002820 KENT CONS 12500
HOLLAND TWP 0003195 KENT OONS 13739
HUDSONVILLE 0003290 KENT OONS 5000
OLIVE TWP 0004989 KENT OONS 100
PARK TWP 0005203 OTTAWA OONS 171
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM-----------------------------------121529
YALE 0007230 ST. CLAIR Acid ADJ 06/59 1814 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1814
YPSILANTI 0007240 WASHTENAW Acid ADJ 01/64 30000 1.0
AUGUSTA IWP 0000321 WASHTENAW OONS 300
PITTSFIELD TWP 0005360 WASHTENAW OONS 2000
SUPERIOR TWP 0006490 WASHTENAW OONS 1000
YPSILANTI IWP 0007260 WASHIENAW CONS 28000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE: WAIER SYSTEM---------------------61300
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADA 1540001 NORMAN Acid ADJ 06/67 1971 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1971
ADAMS 1550001 MOWER Acid ADJ /68 796 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 796
ADRIAN 1530001 NOBLES Acid ADJ 11/70 1336 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   1336
AITKIN 1010001 AITKIN Acid ADJ /63 1770 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1770
AKELEY 1290001 HUBBARD Acid ADJ 468 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 468
ALBANY 1730001 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/69 1569 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1569
ALBERT LEA 1240001 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 10/55 19190 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------19190
ALDEN 1240004 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 09/69 687 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  687
ALEXANDRIA 1210001 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 12/69 7608 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7608
ALPHA 1320001 JACKSON Acid ADJ 177 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  177
ALTURA 1850018 WINONA Acid ADJ /70 354 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  354
ALVARADO 1450001 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 12/70 385 1.2
ramL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  385
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
AMBOY 1070001 BUUE EARTH Acid ADJ 12/70 606 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  606
ANDOVER 1020034 ANOKA Acid ADJ 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
ANN'S ACRES 1690037 ST. KXJIS Acid ADJ 321 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  321
ANNANDALE 1860002 WRIGHT Acid ADJ /70 1568 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1568
ANOKA 1020001 ANOKA Acid ADJ 11/65 15634 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  15634
APPLE VALLEY 1190001 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 21818 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------21818
APPLETON 1760001 SWIFT Acid ADJ 08/52 1842 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1842
ARGYLE 1450002 MARSHALL NaF ADJ 741 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTÍM---------------------------------  741
ARLINGTON 1720001 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 11/52 1779 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1779
ASHBY 1260001 GRANT Acid ADJ /70 486 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  486
ASKEW 1580001 PINE Acid ADJ 350 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIÍM---------------------------------  350
AIWATER 1340001 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 12/70 1128 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  1128
423
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
Acid ADJ /84 383 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 383
NaSiF6 ADJ 03/60 2670 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2670
Acid ADJ /52 23020 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 23020
Acid ADJ /70 804 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 804
Acid ADJ 11/69 2435 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2435
Acid ADJ 255 1.2
SYSTEM    --------------------------  255
Acid ADJ 11/70 320 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 320
Acid ADJ 1321 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1321
Acid ADJ 05/69 752 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 752
Acid ADJ 08/66 2207 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2207
Acid ADJ 11/71 464 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------  464















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1690002 ST. LOUS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1500002 MOWER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER 
1730002 STEARNS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1690003 ST. LOUIS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER
1110002 CASS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1680001 ROSEAU 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1150001 CLEARWATER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1420001 LYON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1140001 CLAY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1090001 CARLTON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1260002 GRANT 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BARRY 1060001 BIG STONE Acid ADJ 43 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  43
BASS BROCK TOWNSHIP 1310035 ITASCA Acid ADJ 470 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  470
BATTLE LAKE 1560001 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 11/69 708 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  708
BAUEETTE 1390001 LAKE OF THE WOODS Acid ADJ 11/70 1170 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1170
BAXTER 1180027 CROW WING Acid ADJ 09/80 2625 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2625
BAYPORT 1820001 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 09/58 2932 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2932
BEARDSLEY 1060002 BIG STONE Acid ADJ 344 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  344
BEAVER BAY 1380001 LAKE Acid ADJ /70 283 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  283
BEAVER CREEK 1670001 ROCK Acid ADJ 265 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 265
BECKER 1710008 SHERBURNE Acid ADJ 01/80 601 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 601
BEJOU 1440001 MAHNOMEN Acid ADJ 109 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 109
BELGRADE 1730004 STEARNS Acid ADJ 12/69 805 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 805
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RETIE PLAINE 1700001 SCOOT Acid ADJ /69 2754 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2754
BELLINGHAM 1370001 LAC QUI PARLE Acid ADJ 05/69 290 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  290
BELTRAMI 1600014 POLK Acid ADJ 180 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  180
BELVIEW 1640001 REDWOOD Acid ADJ /69 438 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  438
BEMIDJI 1040002 BELTRAMI Acid ADJ 11/69 10949 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  10949
BENSON 1760008 SWIFT Acid ADJ 11/52 3656 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3656
BERTHA 1770001 TODD Acid ADJ 11/70 510 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  510
BIG FALLS 1360001 KOOCHICHING Acid ADJ 12/70 490 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  490
BIG LAKE 1710002 SHERBURNE Acid ADJ 12/69 2210 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2210
BIGELOW 1530002 NOBLES Acid ADJ 249 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  249
BIGEX3RK 1310001 ITASCA Acid ADJ 10/80 457 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  457
BIRD ISLAND 1650001 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 12/58 1372 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1372
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BISCAY 1430001 MCLEOD Acid ADJ 09/80 114 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  114
BIWABIK 1690004 ST. IOUIS Acid ADJ 11/72 1372 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1372
BLACKDUCK 1040014 BELTRAMI Acid ADJ 653 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  653
BLAINE 1020006 ANOKA Acid ADJ 01/65 28558 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  28558
BLOMKEST 1340002 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ /70 200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  200
BLOCKING PRAIRIE 1740001 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 08/68 1969 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1969
BLOOMINGTON 1270001 HENNEPIN NaSiF6 ADJ 11/60 81831 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 81831
BLUE EARTH 1220001 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 08/53 4132 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4132
BORUP 1540002 NORMAN Acid ADJ 160 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 160
BOVEY 1310003 ITASCA Acid ADJ 12/72 813 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 813
BOWUJS 1490009 MORRISON Acid ADJ 276 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 276
BOYD 1370002 LAC QUI PARLE Acid ADJ 329 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 329
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■____________________________________________NO__________________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRAHAM 1300001 ISANTI Acid ADJ /70 1015 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1015
BRAINERD 1180002 CROW WING Acid ADJ 02/80 11489 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------11489
BRANDON 1210009 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 11/70 473 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  473
BRECKENRIDGE 1840002 WILKIN NaSiF6 ADJ 10/60 3909 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM---------------------------------  3909
BRE2HJNG-TOWER-SOUDAN 1690045 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 12/70 2257 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2257
BREWSTER 1530003 NOBLES Acid ADJ 11/71 559 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  559
BRICELYN 1220002 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 10/68 487 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  487
BROOKLYN CENIER 1270004 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 04/64 31230 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------31230
BROOKLYN PARK 1270005 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 10/65 4332 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4332
BROOTEN 1730005 STEARNS Acid ADJ /69 647 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  647
BROWERVILLE 1770002 TODD Acid ADJ /70 693 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  693
BROWNS VAT IKY 1780001 TRAVERSE Acid ADJ 12/70 887 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  887
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT:
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BROWNTON 1430002 MCLEDD Acid ADJ 11/69 697 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  697
BUCXMAN 1490001 MORRISON Acid ADJ 171 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  171
BUFFALO 1860005 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 4560 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  4560
BUFFALO LAKE 1650003 RENVILLE Acid ADJ /70 782 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  782
BUHL 1690006 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 06/80 1284 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM---------------------------------  1284
BURNSVILLE 1190002 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 10/66 35674 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM---------------------------------  35674
BUTIERFIE2D 1830001 WATONWAN Acid ADJ 634 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  634
BYRON 1550001 OLMSTED Acid ADJ 11/70 1715 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM---------------------------------  1715
CALEDONIA 1280002 HOUSTON Acid ADJ 10/69 2691 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2691
CALLAWAY 1030004 BECXER Acid ADJ /70 238 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 238
CAMBRIDGE 1300002 ISANTI Acid ADJ /69 3170 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3170
CAMBRIDGE STATE HOSPITAL 1300004 ISANTI Acid ADJ 1500 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM------------------- 1500
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CAMPBELL 1840003 WILKIN NAIL 286 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  286
CANBY 1870001 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ADJ 03/66 2143 1.2
ST LED 1870007 YELLOW MEDICINE CONS 147
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2290
CANNON FALLS 1250001 GOODHUE Acid ADJ /70 2653 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2653
CANTON 1230001 FILLMDRE Acid ADJ 03/80 386 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  386
CARLOS 1210010 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 01/68 364 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM---------------------------------  364
CARLTON 1090003 CARLTON Acid ADJ 862 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  862
CASS LAKE 1110006 CASS Acid ADJ /70 1001 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1001
CENTER CITY 1130001 CHISAGO Acid ADJ 11/71 458 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 458
CEYLON 1460001 MARTIN Acid ADJ 543 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 543
CHAMPLIN 1270006 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 01/80 5000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5000
CHANHASSEN 1100001 CARVER Acid ADJ /70 6359 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 6359
CHASKA 1100002 CARVER Acid ADJ 12/70 8346 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 8346
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHA3FIELD 1230002 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 01/67 2055 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2055
CHESTER HEIGHTS WATER OO 1550020 OLMSTEAD Acid ADJ 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
CHISAGO CITY 1730003 CHISAGO Acid ADJ /70 1634 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1634
CHISHOLM 1690007 ST. LOUIS NaSiF6 ADJ 11/70 5930 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5930
CHOKIO 1750002 STEVENS Acid ADJ /70 559 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  559
CIMARRON MCWILLA 1820010 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 1200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
CIRCLE PINES 1020013 ANOKA Acid ADJ 12/52 3321 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3321
CLARA CITY 1120001 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ 11/69 1574 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1574
CLAREMONT 1200001 DODGE Acid ADJ 10/70 591 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  591
CLARISSA 1770003 TODD Acid ADJ 11/72 663 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■----------------------- 663
CLARKFIELD 1870002 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ADJ 01/70 1171 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1171
CLARKS GROVE 1240005 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 01/68 620 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 620
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLEAR LAKE 1710009 SHERBURNE Acid ADJ 02/80 266 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------  266
CLEARBROOK 1150003 CLEARWAIER Acid ADJ 12/70 579 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 579
CLEARWATER 1860025 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 03/80 379 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 379
CLEMENTS 1640002 REDWOOD Acid ADJ 227 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  227
CLEVELAND 1400001 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ /71 699 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  699
CLIMAX 1600001 POLK Acid ADJ 12/70 273 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------  273
CLINTON 1060003 BIG STONE Acid ADJ 12/70 622 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  622
CLOQUET WATER SYSTEM 1090005 CARLTON Acid ADJ 12/53 11142 1.2
SCANLON 1090011 CARLTON CONS 1050
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------12192
OOKATO 1860006 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 12/70 2056 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2056
COLD SPRING 1730006 STEARNS Acid ADJ /70 2294 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- .-----------  2294
COLERAINE 1310006 ITASCA Acid ADJ /71 1116 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1116
COLOGNE 1100004 CARVER Acid ADJ 01/68 545 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 545
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________ NO .___________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OCMFREY 1080001 BROWN Acid ADJ 12/70 548 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 548
COMSTOCK 1140002 CLAY Acid ADJ 110 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 110
CONGER 1240006 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 183 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 183
COOK 1690009 ST. IOJIS Acid ADJ 11/70 800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 800
GOON RAPIDS 1020017 ANOKA Acid ADJ 11/66 35832 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------- 35832
CDSMDS 1470011 MEEKER Acid ADJ /70 571 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  571
COTTAGE GROVE 1820004 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 07/64 18994 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------  18994
COTTONWOOD 1420002 LYON Acid ADJ 11/70 924 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  924
COUNTY HERITAGE SUBD 1140015 CLEARWATER Acid ADJ /76 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  25
OOURTLAND 1520001 NICOLLET Acid ADJ /69 399 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  399
CRCMWELL 1090007 CARLTON Acid ADJ /69 229 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------  229
CKOOKSTON 1600002 POLK Acid ADJ /54 8628 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 8628
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CROSBY 1180008 CROW WING Acid ADJ 01/68 2218 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2218
CURRIE 1510003 MURRAY Acid ADJ 12/70 359 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 359
CYRUS 1610001 POPE Acid ADJ 11/71 334 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 334
DALTON 1560008 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ /70 248 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 248
DARFUR 1830002 WATONWAN Acid ADJ 11/69 139 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 139
DARWIN 1470002 MEEKER Acid ADJ /68 282 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  282
DASSEL 1470003 MEEKER Acid ADJ 05/66 1066 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1066
DAWSON 1370003 LAC QUI PARLE Acid ADJ /70 1901 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1901
DE GRAFF 1760004 SWIET Acid ADJ 179 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  179
DEER CREEK 1560007 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ /69 392 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  392
DEER RIVER 1310007 ITASCA Acid ADJ 907 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTIM--------------------------------  907
DEERWOOD 1180012 CROW WING Acid ADJ 02/80 580 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 580
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DELANO 1860007 WRIGHT Acid ADJ /69 2480 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2480
DELAVAN 1220003 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ /71 262 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  262
DENNISON 1250021 GOODHUE Acid ADJ 176 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 176
DETROIT LAKES 1030005 BECKER NaSiF6 ADJ 03/68 7106 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7106
DEXTiR 1500006 MOWER Acid ADJ 10/70 279 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 279
DILWORTH 1140003 CLAY Acid ADJ /69 2585 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 2585
DODGE CENTER 1200002 DODGE Acid ADJ 01/67 1816 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1816
DONNELLY 1750003 STEVENS Acid ADJ 12/70 317 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 317
DOVER 1550004 OLMSTED Acid ADJ 312 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  -  312
DULUIH 1690011 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /70 92811 1.2
PCM) DU LAC 1690052 ST. LOUIS OONS 91
HERMANTOWN 1690043 ST. LOUIS CONS 6759
PROCTOR 1690042 ST. LOUIS CONS 3180
RICE LAKE TOWNSHIP 1690049 ST. KXJIS OONS 675
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 103516
DUOTT 1780002 TRAVERSE Acid ADJ /72 173 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 173
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT .
:_____________________________________________NO_______________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DUNDAS 1660015 RICE Acid ADJ 422 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 422
DUNNELL 1460002 MARTIN Acid ADJ 12/70 216 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 216
EAGAN 1190007 DAKOTA Acid ADJ /70 20532 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 20532
EAGLE BEND 1770004 TODD Acid ADJ 11/72 593 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  593
EAGLE LAKE 1070002 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 12/70 1470 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1470
EAST GRAND ECRKS 1600004 POLK Acid ADJ 06/66 8537 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 8537
EASTON 1220005 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ /71 283 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 283
ECHO 1870003 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ADJ /72 334 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 334
EDEN PRAIRIE 1270010 HENNEPIN NaSiF6 ADJ 15263 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  15263
EDEN VALLEY 1470006 MEEKER Acid ADJ 12/68 763 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------  763
EDGERTON 1590001 PIPESTONE Acid ADJ 10/58 1123 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1123
EDINA 1270011 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 04/57 46073 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 46073
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■ ■_________________________________________ NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ETTZEN 1280003 HOUSTON Acid ADJ /70 226 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    226
ELBA 1850003 WINONA Acid ADJ /70 198 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  198
ELJBCW LAKE 1260003 GRANT Acid ADJ 11/69 1358 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ------------------------  1358
ELGIN 1790001 WABASHA Acid ADJ 11/70 667 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  667
ET.TZARFTH 1560028 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 195 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  195
ELK RIVER 1710004 SHERBURNE Acid ADJ 12/55 6785 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  6785
ELKO 1700002 SCOTT Acid ADJ /70 274 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  274
ELKTON 1500007 MOWER Acid ADJ 01/68 139 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  139
ELLENDALE 1740003 STEELE Acid ADJ 12/68 555 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  555
ELLSWORTH 1530005 NOBLES Acid ADJ /72 629 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  629
ELMORE 1220004 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 11/69 882 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  882
ELY 1690014 ST. LOUIS NaF ADJ 11/52 4820 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4820
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
ELYS IAN 1400003 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ /71 454 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  454
EMCNS 1240007 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 09/80 465 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  465
EMPIRE TOWNSHIP 1190009 Acid ADJ 1226 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1226
ENGLEHAVEN DEVELOPMENT 1700015 SCOTT Acid ADJ 130 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  130
ERSKINE 1600005 POLK Acid ADJ /71 585 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------  585
EVANSVILLE 1210013 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ /69 571 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  571
EVELETH 1690018 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /71 5042 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------    5042
EXCELSIOR 1270012 HENNEPIN NaF ADJ 06/63 2523 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  2523
EYOTA 1550006 OIMSTED Acid ADJ 01/68 1224 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------  1224
FAIRFAX 1650005 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 11/67 1405 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1405
FAIRMONT 1460003 MARTIN NaSiF6 ADJ 12/51 11506 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 11506
FARIBAULT 1660002 RICE Acid ADJ /53 16241 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 16241
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FARIBAULT STATE HOSPITAL 1660005 RICE Acid ADJ 1762 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- : -  -  1762
FARMINGTON 1190008 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 10/68 4370 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4370
FELTON 1140012 CLAY Acid ADJ 264 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   -----------------------  264
FERGUS FALLS 1560014 OTTER TAIL NaSiF6 ADJ 05/51 12519 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------12519
FERTILE 1600008 POLK Acid ADJ 12/69 869 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  869
FINLAYSON 1580002 PINE Acid ADJ /69 202 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------  202
FISHER 1600009 POLK Acid ADJ /71 453 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  453
FOLEY 1050001 BENTON Acid ADJ 03/60 1606 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1606
FOREST HTT.T.q SUBDIVISION 1550017 OIMS1EAD Acid ADJ 180 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  180
FOREST LAKE 1820005 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/61 4596 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4596
PORESTON 1480014 MILLE LACS Acid ADJ 283 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  283
FOSSTON 1600010 POLK Acid ADJ 11/70 1599 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  1599
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
:■  NO_________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FOUNTAIN 1230003 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 327 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------    327
FRANKLIN 1650006 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 11/72 512 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  512
FRANSTEN MHP 1170007 COTTONWOOD NAIL 54 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  54
FRAZEE 1030014 BECKER Acid ADJ /70 1286 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1286
FREEBORN 1240008 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 01/68 323 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 323
FREEPORT 1730013 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/70 563 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  563
FRIDLEY 1020031 ANOKA Acid ADJ 01/61 30228 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  30228
FROST 1220007 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 12/70 293 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  293
FULDA 1510005 MURRAY Acid ADJ 1308 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1308
GARY 1540010 NORMAN Acid ADJ 241 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  241
GAYLORD 1720002 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 03/65 1933 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   1933
GENEVA 1240009 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 01/68 417 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 417
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GHENT 1420004 LYON Acid ADJ 06/80 356 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  356
GIBBON 1720004 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 12/69 787 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  787
GILBERT 1690020 ST. I0UIS Acid ADJ 12/67 2721 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTCM---------------------------------  2721
GLENCOE 1430003 MCLEOD Acid ADJ /70 4396 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM---------------------------------  43%
GLENVILLE 1240010 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 10/70 851 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  851
GLENWOOD 1610003 POPE NaF ADJ 2532 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2532
GLYNDON 1140005 CLAY Acid ADJ /70 882 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 882
GONVICX 1150003 CLEARWATER Acid ADJ 362 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM ------------------------ 362
GOOD THUNDER 1070005 BLUE EARIH Acid ADJ /70 560 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 560
GOODHUE 1250005 GOODHUE Acid ADJ /70 657 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 657
GOODRIDGE 1570001 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ /70 191 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 191
GOODVIEW 1850012 WINONA Acid ADJ 12/69 2567 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2567
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRACEVILLE 1060005 BIG STONE Acid ADJ 11/70 780 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  780
GRANADA 1460004 MARTIN Acid ADJ /70 377 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM------------------------------------ 377
GRAND MARAIS 1160001 COOK Acid ADJ /70 1289 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  1289
GRAND MEADOW 1500008 MOWER Acid ADJ 12/67 965 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM -----------------------------  965
GRAND RAPIDS 1310011 ITASCA Acid ADJ 11/70 7934 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  7934
GRANITE FALLS 1870004 CHIPPEWA NaF ADJ 12/51 3451 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  3451
GREEN ISLE 1720005 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 11/71 357 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 357
GREENBUSH 1680002 ROSEAU Acid ADJ 12/71 817 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 817
GREY EAGLE 1770005 TODD Acid ADJ 338 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 338
GROVE CITY 1470007 MEEKER Acid ADJ /70 5% 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 596
GRYGLA 1450003 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 216 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 216
HACKENSACK 1110008 CASS Acid ADJ 285 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  285
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HALSTAD 1540003 NORMAN Acid ADJ /68 690 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  690
HAMBURG 1100005 CARVER Acid ADJ 09/68 475 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  475
HAMPTON 1190010 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 11/69 299 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  299
HANCOCK 1750004 STEVENS NaF ADJ /67 877 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  877
HANLEY FALLS 1870005 YELLOW MEDICINE NATL 265 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  265
HANSKA 1080002 BROWN Acid ADJ 429 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  429
HARDWICK 1670002 ROCK Acid ADJ 111 276 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  276
HARMONY 1230005 FILLM3RE Acid ADJ 05/67 1133 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1133
HARRIS 1130005 CHISAGO Acid ADJ 07/80 678 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------    -  678
HARTLAND 1240011 FREEBORN Acid ADJ 322 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  322
HASTINGS 1190012 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/67 12827 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  12827
HAWLEY 1140006 CLAY Acid ADJ 07/66 1634 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 1634
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAYFIELD 1200004 DODGE Acid ADJ /70 1243 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1243
HAYWARD 1240012 FREEBORN Acid ADJ /70 294 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 294
HECTOR 1650009 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 1252 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1252
HENDERSON 1720006 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 739 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 739
HENDRUM 1540004 NORMAN Acid ADJ 12/72 336 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 336
HENNING 1560016 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 12/70 832 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 832
HERMAN 1260005 GRANT Acid ADJ /70 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 600
HERON LAKE 1320002 JACKSON Acid ADJ 783 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 783
HEWITT 1770015 TODD Acid ADJ 06/80 299 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 299
HIBBING 1690002 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /70 21193 1.2
. TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------21193
HIDDEN VALLEY MHP 1850017 WINONA Acid ADJ 464 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  464
HILL CITY 1010011 AITKIN Acid ADJ /72 533 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 533
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HINCKLEY 1580005 PINE Acid ADJ 09/68 963 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM  -----------------------  963
HITTERDAL 1140007 CLAY Acid ADJ /71 253 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  253
HOFFMAN 1260006 GRANT Acid ADJ 12/71 631 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  631
HOKAH 1280004 HOUSTON Acid ADJ 01/70 686 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  686
HOLDINGPORD 1730014 STEARNS Acid ADJ 111 635 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  635
HOLLANDALE 1240013 FREEBORN Acid ADJ /69 290 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  290
HOLLOWAY 1760005 SWIFT Acid ADJ 142 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------  142
HOPKINS 1270016 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 11/62 15336 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  15336
HOUSTON 1280005 HOUSTON Acid ADJ 1057 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   1057
HOWARD LAKE 1860010 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 1240 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   -------------------- 1240
HOYT LAKES 1690028 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 03/61 2930 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2930
HUGO 1820007 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ /70 3771 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 3771
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_________________________________;___________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
HUTCHINSON 1430004 MCLEOD Acid ADJ 12/52 9244 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  9244
INTERNATIONAL FALLS 1360002 KOOCHICHING NaSiF6 ADJ 09/52 5611 1.2
RANIER 1360006 KOOCHICHING OONS 237
SOUTH INTERNATIONAL FALLS 1360007 KOOCHICHING OONS 2806
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  8654
INVER GROVE HEIGHTS 1190014 DAKOTA Acid ADJ /70 17171 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 17171
IONA 1510007 MURRAY Acid ADJ 04/69 248 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  248
IRON JUNCTION 1690029 ST LOUIS Acid ADJ 134 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  134
IRONION 1180017 CROW WING Acid ADJ 10/80 537 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 537
ISANTI 1300005 ISAMH Acid ADJ 08/80 858 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  858
ISLE 1480001 MILLE LACS Acid ADJ 04/80 573 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  573
JACKSON 1320003 JACKSON Acid ADJ 11/67 3797 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  3797
JANESVILLE 1810001 WASECA Acid ADJ 11/71 1897 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1897
JASPER 1590004 PIPESTONE Acid ADJ 731 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  731
JOHNSON 1060006 BIG STONE NATL 57 1.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  57
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
JOINT POWERS W.S. 1860024 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 11/71 2083 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2083
JORDAN 1700003 SCJOTT Acid ADJ 05/65 2663 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2663
KANDIYOHI 1340003 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 02/80 447 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------------  447
KARLSTAD 1350002 KITTSON NATL 934 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  934
KASOTA 1400005 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ 739 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  739
KASSON 1200005 DODGE Acid ADJ 12/68 2827 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2827
KEEWATIN 1310021 ITASCA Acid ADJ /70 1443 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1443
KELLI HER 1040017 BELTRAMI Acid ADJ 05/69 324 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  324
KELLOGG 1790003 WABASHA Acid ADJ 01/70 440 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 440
KENNEDY 1350003 KITTSON Acid ADJ /70 405 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 405
KENSINGTON 1210017 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ /69 331 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 331
KENT 1840004 WILKIN NATL 121 2.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  121
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KERKHWEN 1760006 SWIFT Acid ADJ 12/70 761 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 761
KETTLE RIVER 1090008 CARLTON Acid ADJ 12/70 174 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  174
KIES1ER 1220008 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 12/70 670 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  670
KILKENNY 1400007 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ /70 174 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  174
KIMBALL 1730015 STEARNS Acid ADJ /70 651 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  651
KINNEY 1690031 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /69 447 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------- 447
LA CRESCENT 1280007 HOUSTON Acid ADJ /70 3674 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3674
LA SALLE 1830009 WATONWAN Acid ADJ 07/78 115 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  115
LAFAYETTE 1520002 NICOLLET Acid ADJ 12/70 507 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  507
LAKE CITY 1790004 WABASHA Acid ADJ /70 4505 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------  4505
LAKE CRYSTAL 1070006 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 12/67 2078 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2078
LAKE ELM) 1820009 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/70 52% 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 5296
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.     NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKE LILLIAN 1340004 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 12/69 329 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSliM--------------------------------- 329
LAKE PARK 1030016 BECKER Acid ADJ 12/70 716 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 716
LAKE WILSON 1510008 MURRAY Acid ADJ 12/69 380 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 380
LAKEFIELD 1320004 JACKSON Acid ADJ 10/59 1845 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1845
LAKEVILLE 1190015 DAKOTA Acid ADJ /70 14790 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  14790
LAMBERTON 1640003 REDWOOD Acid ADJ 06/69 1032 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1032
LANESBORD 1230006 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 11/69 923 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  923
LE CENTER 1400008 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ 09/69 1967 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1967
LE ROY 1500009 MDWER Acid ADJ /69 930 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   930
LE SUEUR 1400010 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ 11/69 3763 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3763
LEHLLLIER 1070026 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 25 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  25
LENWOOD HEIGHTS 1550018 OLMSTEAD Acid ADJ 180 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 180
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HSU® PRAIRIE 1430006 MCLBOD Acid ADJ 02/70 1229 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 1229
LEWISTON 1850006 WINONA Acid ADJ /70 1226 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1226
LEWISVILLE 1830003 WATONWAN Acid ADJ 04/69 273 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  273
LEXINGTON 1020032 ANOKA Acid ADJ 2150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  2150
LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS 1410007 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /80 698 1.2
FLORENCE 1420003 LYON OONS 55
HENDRICKS 1410001 LINCOLN OONS 737
IVANHOE 1410002 LINCOLN OONS 761
LAKE BENTON 1410003 LINCOLN OONS 869
RUSSELL 1420008 LYON OONS 412
TRQSKY 1590008 PIPESTONE OONS 113
TYLER 1410004 LINCOLN OONS 1353
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4998
LQJDSTRCM ' 1130007 CHISAGO Acid MX) /70 1972 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1972
LINO LAKES 1020023 ANOKA Acid ADJ 02/80 4966 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM-------------------------------  4966
LISMORE 1530007 NOBLES NaF ADJ /71 276 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  276
LITCHFIELD 1470008 MEEKER Acid ADJ 05/59 5904 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5904
LITTLE FALLS 1490002 MDRRISON Acid ADJ /70 7250 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 7250
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LITTLE PORK 1360004 KOOCHICHING Acid ADJ /70 918 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 918
LONG LAKE 1270018 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 09/59 1747 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM--------------------------------  1747
LONG PRAIRIE 1770007 TODD Acid ADJ 12/70 2859 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM--------------------------------  2859
LONSDALE 1660006 RICE Acid ADJ /70 1160 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1160
LORETO) 1270019 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ /70 297 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------   297
LOWRY 1610007 POPE Acid ADJ /70 283 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  283
LUCAN 1640004 REDWOOD Acid ADJ /70 262 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 262
LUVERNE 1670004 ROCK Acid ADJ 12/68 4568 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 4568
LYLE 1500011 MOWER Acid ADJ /71 576 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------- _ _ _ 575
LYND 1420005 LYON Acid ADJ /70 304 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------------------  304
MABEL 1230007 ETLI1CRE Acid ADJ 01/68 923 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  923
MADELIA 1830004 WATONWAN Acid ADJ 06/66 2130 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  2130
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MADISON 1370004 LAC QUI PARLE NaF ADJ 11/53 2212 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2212
MADISON LAKE 1070007 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ /69 592 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  592
MAHNCMEN 1440002 MAHNOMEN Acid ADJ /71 1283 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1283
MAHTCMEDI 1820013 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/69 4505 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 4505
MANKATO 1070009 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 07/62 28651 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 28651
MAOTDRVILLE 1200006 DODGE Acid ADJ 12/70 705 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 705
MAPLE GWE 1270020 HENNEPIN NaF ADJ 08/73 20525 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 20525
MAPLE LAKE 1860011 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 12/70 1132 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1132
MAPLE PLAIN 1270021 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ /69 1421 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1421
MAPLEOTN 1070013 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 09/52 1516 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1516
MAPLEVIEW 1500013 MOWER Acid ADJ /70 253 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------    253
MARBLE 1310023 ITASCA Acid ADJ 11/71 753 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 753
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
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MARIETTA 1370005 LAC QUI PARLE Acid ADJ 10/72 279 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 279
MARSHALL 1420006 LYON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/63 11161 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------11161
MARSHALL-KITTSON 00 RURAL WS 1450004 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 06/80 1000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  1000
MARSHALL-POLK GO RURAL WS 1450005 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 12/75 2300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------- 2300
MAYER 1100006 CARVER Acid ADJ 12/70 388 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 388
MAYNARD 1120002 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ /70 428 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 428
MAZEPPA 1790009 WABASHA Acid ADJ 12/71 680 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  680
MCINTOSH 1600011 POLK Acid ADJ 12/69 681 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  681
MCKINLEY 1690033 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 230 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  -     230
MEADOWBROOK ADDITION 1550021 OLMSTEAD Acid ADJ 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  100
MEADOWLANDS 1690034 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /72 135 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  135
MEDFORD 1740005 STEELE Acid ADJ 11/70 775 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  775
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MEDINA 1270023 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 02/69 2623 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2623
MELROSE 1730016 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/70 2409 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 2409
MENAHGA 1800001 WADENA Acid ADJ 11/70 980 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  980
MIDDLE RIVER 1450006 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 11/70 349 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 349
MILACA 1480002 MILLE LACS Acid ADJ 08/68 2104 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2104
MILAN 1120003 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ /85 417 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 417
MILLVILLE 1790010 WABASHA Acid ADJ 03/80 186 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 186
MILROY 1640005 REDWOOD NATL 247 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  247
MINNEAPOLIS 1270024 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 372181 1.2
COLUMBIA HEIGHTS 1020016 ANOKA CONS 20029
CRYSTAL 1270008 HENNEPIN CONS 25543
GOLDEN VALLEY 1270014 HENNEPIN OONS 22775
LITTLE CANADA 1620005 RAMSEY CONS 7102
NEW HOPE 1270040 HENNEPIN CONS 23087
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-------------------------------  470717
MINNBOTA 1420007 LYON Acid ADJ /69 1470 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1470
MINNESOTA LAKE 1070014 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 11/70 744 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 744
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MINNETONKA 1270031 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 01/69 38684 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 38684
MINNETONKA BEACH 1270034 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 12/70 575 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 575
MINNEIRISTA 1270036 HENNEPIN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/71 3236 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 3236
MONTEVIDEO 1120004 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ 10/51 5845 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 5845
MONTGOMERY 1400012 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ 11/70 2349 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2349
M3NTI CELLO 1860012 WRIGHT Acid ADJ /69 311 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  311
MCMROSE 1860016 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 12/70 762 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  762
MOORHEAD 1140008 CLAY NaSiF6 ADJ 12/65 29998 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  29998
MOOSE LAKE 1090009 CARLTON Acid ADJ 11/70 1408 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  -  1408
MORA 1330001 KANABEC Acid ADJ 05/52 2890 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2890
MORGAN 1640006 REDWOOD Acid ADJ 08/67 975 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  975
MORRIS 1750005 STEVENS Acid ADJ 11/52 5367 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 5367
455
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MORRISTOWN 1660007 RICE Acid ADJ 11/69 639 1,2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------- 639
MORTON 1650010 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 11/70 549 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------------------   549
MOTLEY 1490003 MORRISON Acid ADJ 12/69 444 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  444
MOUND 1270038 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 11/67 9280 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  9280
MOUNDS VIEW 1620008 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 11/70 12593 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- ;------------------  12593
MOUNTAIN IRON 1690035 ST LOUIS Acid ADJ 07/69 4134 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  4134
MOUNTAIN LAKE 1170003 COTTOKMOOD Acid ADJ 12/64 2274 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   -----------------------    2274
MURDOCK 1760007 SWIFT Acid ADJ 12/70 343 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 343
NASHWAUK 1310024 ITASCA Acid ADJ /70 1382 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  1382
NEKSTRAND 1660009 RICE Acid ADJ /69 255 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -  -   -------------------   255
NEVIS 1290010 HUBBARD Acid ADJ 332 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   -----------------------------  332
NEW AUBURN 1720007 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 01/80 331 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  331
456
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEW BRIGHTON 1620009 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 03/68 23269 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 23269
NEW GERMANY 1100007 CARVER Acid ADJ 11/70 349 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 349
NEW LONDON 1340005 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 12/69 812 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 812
NEW MARKET 1700006 SCOTT Acid ADJ 10/71 286 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 286
NEW MUNICH 1730017 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/71 302 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  302
NEW PRAGUE 1400013 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ /69 2952 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2952
NEW RICHLAND 1810002 WASECA Acid ADJ 12/70 1260 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1260
NEW TRIER 1190011 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 02/70 115 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  115
NEW ULM 1080003 BROUN Acid ADJ 11/68 13755 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  13755
NEW YORK MILLS 1560017 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 08/52 972 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  972
NEWEOIDEN 1450007 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 12/72 384 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  384
NEWPORT 1820014 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/70 3323 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 3323
457
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NICOLLET 1520004 NICOLLET Acid ADJ /69 709 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM------------------------------- 709
NORTH BRANCH 1130011 CHISAGO Acid ADJ 1597 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1597
NORTH KITTSON 00 RURAL WS 1350006 KITTSON ADJ 11/80 315 1.2
HALLOCK 1350001 KITTSON CONS 1405
LAKE BRONSON 1350004 KITTSON CONS 298
LANCASTER 1350005 KITTSON CONS 368
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------- 2386
NORTH MANKATO 1520005 NICOLLET Acid ADJ 12/66 9145 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 9145
NORTH ST PAUL 1620011 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 09/69 11921 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTB-l---------------------------------- 11921
NORTHFTELD 1660010 RICE Acid ADJ 12/63 12562 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  12562
NORTHCME 1360005 KOOCHICHING Acid ADJ /71 312 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 312
NORTHROP 1460006 MARTIN Acid ADJ /70 269 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 269
NORWOOD 1100008 CARVER Acid ADJ /70 1219 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1219
OAK PARK HEIGHTS 1820020 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 05/68 2591 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2591
OAKDALE 1820016 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/70 12123 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 12123
458
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ODESSA 1060007 BIG STONE Acid ADJ /72 177 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 177
OGILVTE 1330004 KANABEC Acid ADJ 11/69 423 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 423
OKABENA 1320005 JACKSON Acid ADJ 07/52 263 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  263
(KLEE 1630001 RED LAKE Acid ADJ 12/69 536 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  536
OUVIA 1650011 RENVTLLE Acid ADJ 06/60 2802 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 2802
ONAMIA 1480003 MIUJE LACS Acid ADJ 05/69 691 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSUM------------------------------------  691
ORMSBY 1830005 MARTIN Acid ADJ /71 181 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  181
ORGNO 1270041 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ /72 6845 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  6845
ORR 1690038 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ /70 294 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  2%
QRTONVILUE 1060008 BIG STONE Acid ADJ 11/58 2550 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  2550
OSAKIS 1210020 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 12/67 1355 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------------  1355
OSLO 1450008 MARSHALL Acid ADJ /70 379 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  379
459
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OSSED 1270043 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 11/70 2974 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2974
OSTRANDER 1230008 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 11/71 293 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 293
OWATONNA 1740007 STEELE Acid ADJ 12/67 18632 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  18632
PALISADE 1010013 AITKIN Acid ADJ /84 167 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  167
PARK RAPIDS 1290003 HUBBARD Acid ADJ 12/69 2974 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  2974
PARKERS PRAIRIE 1560018 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ /70 917 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 917
PAYNESVILLE 1730018 STEARNS Acid ADJ 12/65 2140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2140
PELICAN RAPIDS 1560019 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ /62 1867 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1867
PEMBERTON 1070015 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 10/70 208 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  208
PENNOCK 1340006 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ /70 410 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  410
PEOPLES COOP POWER ASSOC 1550015 OLMSTEAD Acid ADJ 1500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------  1500
PERHAM 1560023 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 05/53 2086 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  2086
460
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO _________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PERLEY 1540006 NORMAN Acid ADJ 11/72 134 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------  134
PETERSCN 1230009 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 12/71 291 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  291
PIERZ 1490004 MORRISON Acid ADJ /69 1018 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1018
PINE CITY 1580008 PINE Acid ADJ 12/67 2489 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 2489
PINE ISLAND 1250002 GOODHUE Acid ADJ 09/62 1980 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1980
PINE RIVER 1110019 CASS Acid ADJ 11/70 881 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 881
PIPESTONE 1590005 PIPESTONE Acid ADJ /62 4887 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  4887
PLAINVIEW 1790012 WABASHA Acid ADJ /68 2416 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2416
PLATO 1430007 MCLECD Acid ADJ 01/69 390 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  390
PLUMMER 1630002 RED LAKE Acid .*DJ 12/69 353 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  353
PLYMDUIH 1270044 HENNEPIN Acid AOJ 10/70 31615 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 31615
PORTER 1870006 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ADJ 07/76 211 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------  211
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PRESTON 1230010 FILLMORE Acid ADJ 04/66 1478 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1478
PRINCETON 1480008 MILLE LACS Acid ADJ 10/66 3146 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  3146
PRINSBURG 1340007 KANDIYOHI NATL 557 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------  557
PRIOR LAKE 1700007 SCOTT Acid ADJ /69 7284 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7284
RACINE 1500012 MOWER Acid ADJ /72 285 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 285
RANDALL 1490005 MORRISON Acid ADJ /69 527 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 527
RAPIDAN DEVELOMNT 1070016 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 210 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 210
RAYMOND 1190025 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 03/69 723 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 723
RED LAKE FALLS 1630003 RED LAKE Acid ADJ 04/51 1732 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1732
RED ROCK RURAL WS 1170009 COTTONWOOD Acid ADJ 0 1.2
DELFT 1170010 COTTONWOOD 00NS 25
DOVRAY 1510010 MURRAY CONS 87
GARVIN 1420011 LYON CONS 172
JEFFERS 1170002 COTTONWOOD CONS 437
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 721
RED WING 1250013 GOODHUE Acid ADJ 11/70 13736 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 13736
462
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
REDWOOD FALLS 1640008 REDWOOD NaF ADJ 04/59 5210 1.2
NORTH REDWOOD 1640016 REDWOOD CONS 206
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5416
RENVILLE 1650012 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 09/68 1495 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1495
REVERE 1640010 REDWOOD NATL 158 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  158
RICE 1050002 BENTON Acid ADJ 11/71 504 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 504
RICHFIELD 1270045 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 11/64 37851 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  37851
RICHMOND 1730022 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/71 867 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 867
RIVERBEND MHP 1860008 WRIGHT Acid ADJ 08/77 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   600
ROBBINSDALE 1270046 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 05/64 14422 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 14422
ROCHESTER 1550010 OLMSTED Acid ADJ 03/60 57855 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 57855
ROCK COUNTY RURAL WC 1670007 ROCK NaF ADJ 10/80 191 1.2
HILLS 1670003 ROCK CONS 598
MAGNOLIA 1670005 ROCK CONS 234
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1023
ROCKFORD 1860018 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 04/69 2408 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2408
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M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________   ._________________________ NO________________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROGERS 1270047 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ /70 652 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- : -  652
ROLLTNGSTONE 1850008 WINONA Acid ADJ 01/68 528 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 528
RQSOOE 1730043 STEARNS Acid ADJ 154 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 154
ROSE CREEK 1500014 MOWER Acid ADJ 11/70 371 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 371
ROSEAU 1680003 ROSEAU Acid ADJ 11/57 2272 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2272
ROSELAND 1340009 KANDIYOHI NATL 150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM  -------------------------------  150
ROSEMOUNT 1190019 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 06/67 5083 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5083
ROIHSAY 1840006 WILKIN Acid ADJ 12/71 476 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  476
ROUND LAKE 1530008 NOBLES Acid ADJ /70 480 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  480
ROYALTON 1490006 MORRISON Acid ADJ 11/70 660 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  660
RUSH CITY 1130013 CHISAGO Acid ADJ 10/52 1198 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1198
RUSHPORD 1230011 FILLMDRE NaF ADJ /70 1478 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1478
464
M I N N E S O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________   NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
RUSHMORE 1530009 NOBLES Acid ADJ /70 387 1.2
TOTAL. POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  387
RWHTON 1590007 PIPESTONE Acid ADJ 11/70 328 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  328
SABIN 1140010 CLAY Acid ADJ 11/70 446 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 446
SACKED HEART 1650013 RENVILLE Acid ADJ /71 666 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 666
SANBORN 1640011 REDWOOD Acid ADJ 11/70 518 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  518
SANDSTONE 1580010 PINE Acid ADJ /69 1594 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1594
SARTELL 1730036 STEARNS Acid ADJ 11/70 3427 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3427
SAUK CENTRE 1730037 STEARNS Acid ADJ 12/57 3709 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3709
SAUK RAPIDS 1050004 BENTON Acid ADJ /70 5793 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS'ltM-------------------------  5793
SAVAGE 1700008 SCOTT Acid ADJ 08/69 3954 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3954
SEBEKA 1800002 WADENA Acid ADJ 11/70 774 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 774
SHAKDPEE 1700009 SCOTT Acid ADJ 11/66 9941 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 9941
465
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHELLY 1540007 NORMAN NAIL 276 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  276
SHERBURN 1460007 MARTIN Acid ADJ /70 1275 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1275
SHOREVIEW 1620020 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 12/70 17300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  17300
SHOREWOOD 1270051 NENNEPIN NaF ADJ 4646 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4646
SILVER BAY 1380003 LAKE NaSiF6 ADJ 10/58 2917 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2917
SILVER LAKE 1430008 MCLEOD Acid ADJ 01/69 698 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 698
SKYLINE 1070018 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 11/69 399 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTSM------------------- 399
SLAYTON 1510009 MURRAY Acid ADJ 11/56 2420 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2420
SLEEPY EYE 1080005 BROWN Acid ADJ 06/67 3581 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------- 3581
SOUTH HAVEN 1860021 WRIGHT Acid ADJ /69 205 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 205
SOUTH ST PAUL 1190020 DAKOTA Acid ADJ /70 21235 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------21235
SOUTH VIEW HEIGHTS 1070020 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 200 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------  200
466
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
SPICER 1340010 KANDIYOHI Acid ADJ 09/68 909 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 909
SPRING GROVE 1280010 HOUSTON Acid ADJ 09/68 1275 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1275
SPRING LAKE PARK 1020029 ANOKA Acid ADJ 06/66 6477 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 6477
SPRING PARK 1270053 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ ¡12 1465 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 1465
SPRING VALLEY 1230012 FILLMDRE Acid ADJ 11/65 2616 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 2616
SPRINGFIELD 1080008 BROWN Acid ADJ 10/64 2303 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 2303
ST ANTHONY 1270048 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 01/70 7981 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 7981
ST BONIFACIUS 1270049 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 11/70 857 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 857
ST CHARLES 1850009 WINONA Acid ADJ 11/62 2184 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 2184
ST CLAIR 1070017 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 08/67 655 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 655
ST CLOUD 1730027 BENTON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/57 42566 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 42566
ST FRANCIS 1020028 ANOKA Acid ADJ 05/80 1184 1.2





WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ST HILAIRE 1570002 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ /70 388 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 388
ST JAMES 1830006 WATCHMAN Acid ADJ 08/65 4326 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 4326
ST JOSEPH 1730033 STEARNS Acid ADJ 12/59 2994 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2994
ST KXJIS PARK 1270050 HENNEPIN Acid ADJ 12/61 42931 1.2
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 42931
ST MARTIN 1730035 STEARNS Acid ADJ /74 220 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 220
ST PAUL 1620026 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 330311 1.2
ARDEN HILLS 1620001 RAMSEY CONS 8012
ROSEVILLE 1620013 RAMSEY CONS 35820
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  374143
ST PAUL PARK 1820018 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/70 4864 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4864
ST PETER 1520006 NIOOLLETT Acid ADJ 11/68 9056 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTiM-------------------  9056
STACY 1130016 CHISAGO Acid AOJ /72 996 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  996
STAPLES 1770011 TODD NaSiF6 ADJ 04/52 2887 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  2887
STARBUCK 1610008 POPE Acid ADJ 11/70 1224 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1224
STEPHEN 1450009 MARSHALL Acid ADJ /70 898 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 898
468
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STEWART 1430009 MCLEOD Acid ADJ 616 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  616
STEWARTVILLE 1550026 OIMSTED Acid ADJ 11/66 3911 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------    3911
STILLWATER 1820024 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/70 12290 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  12290
STORDEN 1170004 OOCTOtWOOD Acid ADJ 11/70 341 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  341
STRANDQUIST 1450010 MARSHALL NATL 136 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  136
SWANVILLE 1490007 MORRISON Acid ADJ /71 295 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  295
TAOONITE 1310028 ITASCA Acid ADJ /69 331 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  331
TAUNTON 1420009 LYON Acid ADJ /77 177 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  177
TAYLORS FALLS 1130017 CHISAGO Acid ADJ /70 623 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------   623
THIEF RIVER FALLS 1570003 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ 09/51 9105 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9105
THOMPSON 1090017 CARLTON Acid ADJ /81 152 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  152
TTNIAH 1780003 TRAVERSE Acid ADJ /82 119 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  119
469
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TONKA BAY 1270013 HENNEPIN NaF ADJ /72 1354 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1354
TRACY 1420010 LYON Acid ADJ 12/67 2478 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2478
TRIMONT 1460009 MARTIN Acid ADJ /69 805 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 805
TRUMAN 1460010 MARTIN Acid ADJ 06/56 1392 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1392
TWIN LAKES 1240016 EREEBORN Acid ADJ 03/69 210 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 210
TWIN VALLEY 1540008 NORMAN Acid ADJ /69 907 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 907
TWO HARBORS 1380005 LAKE Acid ADJ 09/61 4039 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4039
ULEN 1140011 CLAY Acid ADJ /70 514 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  514
UNDERWOOD 1560026 OTTER TAIL Acid ADJ 332 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 332
UPSALA 1490008 MORRISON Acid ADJ 11/70 400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 400
UTICA 1850011 WIMDNA Acid ADJ 05/80 249 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 249
VADNAIS HEIGHTS 1620030 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 5111 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5111
470
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
_______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VERNQALE 1800003 WADENA Acid ADJ /69 504 1,2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  504
VERNON CENTER 1070019 BLUE EARTH Acid ADJ 365 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  365
VESTA 1640012 REDWOOD Acid ADJ 12/69 360 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  360
VICTORIA 1100009 CARVER Acid ADJ 1425 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  1425
VIRGINIA 1690046 ST. LOUIS NaSiF6 ADJ /64 11056 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11056
WABASHA 1790013 WABASHA Acid ADJ 12/69 2372 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  2372
WABASSO 1640013 REDWOOD Acid ADJ /70 745 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------    745
WAOONIA 1100010 CARVER Acid ADJ /69 2638 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  2638
WADENA 1800004 WADENA Acid ADJ 10/62 4669 .1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4669
WAITE PARK 1730039 STEARNS Acid ADJ 01/80 3496 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3496
WALDORF 1810003 WASECA Acid ADJ 12/70 249 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  249
WALKER 1110013 CASS Acid ADJ 12/70 970 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  970
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MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALNUT m m  1640014 REDWOOD NATL 753 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  753
WANAMINQO 1250018 Q0QDHUE Acid ADJ 12/70 717 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  717
WANDA 1640015 REDWOOD NATL 118 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  118
WARBA 1310030 ITASCA Acid ADJ 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  150
WARREN 1450012 MARSHALL Acid ADJ /70 2105 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2105
WARRQAD 1680006 ROSEAU Acid ADJ /69 1216 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------   - 1216
WASECA 1810004 WASECA Acid ADJ 11/67 8219 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8219
WATERTOWN 1100012 CARVER Acid ADJ /70 1818 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----- ■-------------  1818
WATERVILLE 1400015 LE SUEUR Acid ADJ 05/64 1717 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1717
WA3KLNS 1470010 MEEKER Acid ADJ /70 757 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------    757
WATSON 1120006 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ 238 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 238
WAUBUN 1440004 MAHNOMEN NaSiF6 ADJ /71 390 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   --------------------------  390
472
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
Acid ADJ /69 470 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------  470
Acid ADJ 11/62 3621 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------  3621
Acid ADJ 11/70 855 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 855
Acid ADJ 04/67 2777 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------  2777
Acid ADJ 216 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 216
NaF ADJ 09/51 762 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 762
Acid ADJ 11/70 978 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 978
Acid ADJ H O  1969 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 1969
Acid ADJ 06/57 23697 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 23697
Acid ADJ /69 5921 , 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 5921
Acid ADJ 03/67 15895 1.2
SYSTEM-------------------- 15895
Acid ADJ 418 1.2
SYSTEM--------------------------------  418
WAVERLY 1860019 WRIGHT
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1270054 HENNEPIN 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1460011 MARTTN 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1220010 FARIBAULT 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER 
1260008 GRANT 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1200007 DODGE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1170005 OCflTONWOOD 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1780004 TRAVERSE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1620024 RAMSEY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1620025 WASHINGTON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
1340016 KANDIYOHI 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
WILLOW HEIGHTS ADDITION 1550030 OLMSTEAD













WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WILMDNT 1530010 NOBLES Acid ADJ 380 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  380
WIND0M 1170006 COTTONWOOD Acid ADJ 12/60 4666 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  4666
WINGER 1600013 POLK Acid ADJ 11/70 200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  200
WINNEBAGO 1220011 FARIBAULT Acid ADJ 06/51 1869 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  1869
WINONA 1850013 WINONA Acid ADJ 08/65 25075 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  25075
WINSTED 1430010 MCLEOD Acid ADJ /70 1522 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1522
WINIHROP 1720008 SIBLEY Acid ADJ 09/68 1376 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  1376
WINDON 1040019 ST LOUIS Acid ADJ 276 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  276
WOC» LAKE 1870008 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ADJ 12/70 420 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  420
WOODBURY 1820025 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ /70 10297 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  10297
WORTHINGTON 1530011 NOBLES Acid ADJ /69 10243 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  10243
WYKDFF 1230013 FILLMORE Acid ADJ /70 482 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  482
474
MINNESOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WYOMING 1130018 CHISAGO Acid ADJ /69 1559 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------  1559
YELLOW MEDICINE PHASE RWS 1870009 YELLOW MEDICINE Acid ALU 590 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  590
YOUNG AMERICA 1100013 CARVER Acid ADJ 12/69 1237 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  1237
ZD-MEKMAN 1710006 SHEEBURNE Acid ADJ 1074 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------- 1074
ZIMBRO FALLS 1790015 WABASHA Acid ADJ /70 208 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 208
ZUMBROTA 1250020 GOODHUE Acid ADJ /70 2129 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 2129
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
475
MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and ÈPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM;
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________________  NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERDEEN 0480001 MONROE NaF ADJ /75 8100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8100
ACKERMAN 0100001 CHOCTAW NaF ADJ 09/80 1567 1.0
CHOCTAW WA 0100002 CHOCTAW OONS 74
FENTRESS WA 0100003 CHOCTAW CONS 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2041
AMORY 0480002 MONROE NaF ADJ 08/72 8718 1.0
GAINES TRACE WA 0480017 MONROE OONS 503
QUINCY WA #2 0480015 MONROE OONS 999
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  10220
ATLANTA WATER SUPPLY 0090001 CHICKASAW NATL 560 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  560
BALDWYN 0590001 PRENTISS NaF ADJ /75 2961 1.0
INGRAM WA 0590008 PRENTISS OONS 720
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3681
BAIESVILLE 0540002 PANOLA NaF ADJ 06/76 4692 1.0
HOTOPHIA WA 0540009 PANOLA CONS 1360
HUMANITY WA 0540010 PANOLA OONS 500
PANOLA WA 0540014 PANOLA CONS 224
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6776
BAY ST LOUIS UTIL SYSTEM 0230001 HANOOCK NaF ADJ 09/77 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8000
BAYOU MDBILE HOMES 0300104 JACKSON NATL 34 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  34
BEIMONT 0710001 DESOTO NaF ADJ 06/85 1386 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1386
BELZONI 0270001 HUMPHREY NaF ADJ 10/84 2982 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  2982
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BLUE SPRINGS 0730002 UNION NATL 400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  400
BOGUE OUTTO 0500010 NESHOBA NaF ADJ 03/77 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1000
BOONEVILLE 0590004 PRENTISS NaF ADJ 07/71 6199 1.0
BLACKLAND WA 0590003 PRENTISS CONS 793
GASTON WA 0590006 PREMISS OONS 344
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  7336
BRANDON 0610003 RANKIN NaF ADJ 09/82 9752 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  9752
BRIGHTS 0170002 DESOTO NaF ADJ 06/85 1645 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------  1645
BROOKHAVEN 0430002 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 11/65 10800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  10800
BROWN LOAM EXP STA 0250002 HINDS NATL 35 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  35
BUCKATUNNA 0770001 WAYNE NATL 450 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  450
BYHALIA 0470001 MARSHALL NaF ADJ 08/70 1530 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1530
CALHOUN CITY 0070004 CALHOUN NaF ADJ 06/54 2050 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------  2050
CANTON 0450006 MADISON NaF ADJ 10/65 12810 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAItR SYSTEM--------------------- 12810
CARTHAGE 0400001 LEAKE NaF ADJ 07/62 3453 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT




NaF ADJ 04/63 14524 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 14524
NaF ADJ 08/74 14660 1.0
CONS 350
SYSTEM---------------------- 15010
NaF ADJ 10/66 2131 1.0
SYSTEM--------------------  2131
NaF ADJ /74 7733 1.0
SYSTEM--------------------  7733
NaF ADJ 08/51 27503 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 27503
NaF ADJ /73 4497 1.0
SYSTEM--------------------  4497
NaF ADJ 04/58 1003 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 1003
HF ADJ 06/76 280 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 280























TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER
0060006 BOLIVAR
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0250003 HINDS 
0250014 HINDS
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0160002 COVINGTON
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0460003 MARION
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0440003 LOWNDES
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0440018 LOWNDES
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0540004 PANOLA
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0510003 NEWTON




TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0150003 COPIAH
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CS & I WA 0110002 CLAIBORNE NATL 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  600
DAYS 0170005 DESOTO NaF ADJ 11/81 1225 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   1225
DECATUR 0510004 NEWTON NaF ADJ 10/81 1129 1.0
N DECATUR WA 1 0510012 NEWTON CONS 622
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  1751
DELTA CITY 0630003 SHARKEY NATL 290 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  290
DORSEY 0290002 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 04/77 1060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1060
DREW 0670004 SUNFLOWER NaF ADJ /71 2574 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2574
DURANT 0260006 HOLMES NaF ADJ 06/64 2889 1.0
CASTALLAN WA B SYSTEM 0260019 HOLMES CONS 52
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2941
EAST LOWNDES 0440005 LOWNDES NaF ADJ 08/83 11200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 11200
ECHOLS WS/HICKQRY GR 0530030 OKTIBBEHA NATL 60 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  60
EDWARDS 0250005 HINDS NATL 1860 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1860
ELLISVILLE STATE SCH 0340002 JONES NaF ADJ /75 1500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1500
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
raSOTO NaF ADJ 11/84 823 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------  823
WEBSTER NaF ADJ 09/81 2048 1.0
WEBSTER CONS 374
BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  2422
WARREN NAIL 1760 1.5
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1760
MADISON NaF ADJ 07/62 1507 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1507
SCOTT NaF ADJ 12/52 6300 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6300
ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 10/66 4308 1.0
ITAWAMBA OONS 4308
BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-------------------  8616
OOPIAH NATL 339 1.9
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  339
JONES NaF ADJ 01/76 2450 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2450
WASHINGTON NATL 650 0.8
BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM-------------------  650




BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4446
WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 07/81 40613 1.0













MARY SPRINGS WA 
































WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GUNTOWN 0410006 LEE NaF ADJ 02/77 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  750
HATLEY'S TR PK 0300062 JACKSON NAIL 70 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  70
HATTEN WD 0340006 JONES NaF ADJ 07/76 700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  700
HATTIESBURG 0180008 FORREST NaSiF6 ADJ 08/76 57000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  57000
HAZLEHURST 0150007 OOPIAH NaF ADJ 03/71 4437 1.0
COPIAH WA 0150002 OOPIAH CONS 1800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6237
HEEMANVILLE CCM1 WA 0110003 CLAIBORNE NATL 717 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  717
HERNANDO WD 0170009 DE SÖIO NaF ADJ 05/75 2969 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2969
HIGHLAND MHP 0760016 WASHINGTON NAIL 354 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  354
HIGHWAY 98 EAST WA 0460007 MARION NATL 623 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  623
HOLLANDALE MUN WA 0760005 WASHINGTON NATL 4336 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4336
HOLLY HILLS WA 0440022 LOWNDES NaF ADJ 03/67 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  800
HOTLY SPRINGS 0470002 MARSHALL NaF ADJ /69 7285 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 7285
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO___________________________________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
HORN LAKE WA 0170010 DESOTO NaF ADJ 11/81 2498 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 2498
HOULKA 0090003 CHICKASAW NaF ADJ 01/77 1105 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1105
HOUSTON WA 0290004 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ /74 700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 700
HOUSTON WD 0090005 CHICKASAW NaF ADJ 06/75 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------ 4800
HUBBARD 0250007 HINDS NATL 306 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 306
INDLANOLA 0670006 SUNFLOWER NaF ADJ 04/76 8221 1.0
FMH WA 1 0670005 SUNFLOWER OONS 2240
SOUTH SUNFLOWER WA-INDIANOLA 0670013 SUNFLOWER CONS 340
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 10801
INQQMAR WS 0730003 UNION NaF ADJ /75 788 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 788
INVERNESS 0670007 SUNFLOWER NaF ADJ /75 1034 1.0
SOUffl SUNFLOWER-INVERNESS 0670015 SUNFLOWER oasis 843
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1877
IUKA WD 0710006 TISHOMINGO Acid ADJ 09/67 2846 1.0
EASTPORT-SNCWDEN WA 0710004 TISHOMINGO OONS 1300
HARMONY CENTRAL WA 0710012 TISHCMINQO CONS 610
MIDWAY-PLEASANT HILL WA 0710007 TISHCMINQO OONS 1580
SHORT-OOLEMAN WA 2 0710022 TISHOMINGO CONS 195
WALKER SWITCH WA 0710011 TISHOMINGO OONS 820
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 7351
JACKSON 0250008 HINDS NaSiF6 ADJ /69 202895 1.0
SOUTH HINDS WC 0250048 HINDS OONS 1155
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 204050
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 




NaF ADJ /73 23000 1.0
SYSTEM--------------------  23000
NaF ADJ 08/77 1300 1.0
SYSTEM--------------------  1300




NaF ADJ 11/81 1100 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 1100
NaF ADJ 10/84 2126 1.0
CONS 255
SYSTEM-------------------- 2381
NaF ADJ 09/65 21897 1.0
CONS 960
SYSTEM-------------------- 22857
NaF ADJ /75 1090 1.0
00NS 210
SYSTEM-----------------  1300
NaF ADJ /61 2756 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 2756
NaF ADJ 03/59 7323 1.0
SYSTEM-------------------- 7323



































BY SOURCE WATER 
HARRISON 
















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER











BY SOURCE WATER 
HOLMES





TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAOON 0520004 NOXUBEE NaF ADJ 06/84 3525 1.0
SALEM-OONOORD VIA 0520007 NOXUBEE 00NS 303
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3828
MADISON 0450010 MADISON NaF ADJ 06/76 2241 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2241
MAGEE 0640006 SIMPSON NaF ADJ 08/71 3497 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3497
MAGNOLIA 0570005 PIKE NaF ADJ 10/82 2460 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2460
MANEACHIE WA 0290005 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 06/76 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1200
MARKS 0600007 QUITMAN NaF ADJ 03/56 2260 1.0
TOOAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2260
MENDENHALL 0640007 SIMPSON NaF ADJ 12/65 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3400
MERIDIAN 0380005 LAUDERDALE NaSiF6 ADJ 02/53 48000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  48000
MERIDIAN NAVAL AIR STATION 0380026 LAUDERDALE NaF ADJ /73 3900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3900
M » m  CELLO 0390003 LAWRENCE NATL 1834 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1834
MOORE TRAILER PARK 0140017 COAHOMA NATL 33 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  33
MDOREVILLE RICHMOND WD 1 0410007 LEE NaF ADJ 02/77 3400 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3400
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO__________________________ .__________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MDOREVILLE RICHMOND WD 2 0410032 LEE NaF ADJ 02/77 350 1.0
. TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  350
MORGAN-CHAPEL WA 0530013 OKTIBBEHA NATL 432 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  432
MOSS POINT 0300008 JACKSON NAIL 20500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  20500
MS SHERIFF'S BOYS/GIRLS RANCH 0440079 LOWNDES NATL 100 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  100
MULLEN TR PK 0760029 WASHINGTON NATL 203 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  203
NATCHEZ 0010002 ADAMS NaF ADJ 11/70 22015 1.0
ADAMS COUNTY WA 0010013 ADAMS OONS 122
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  22137
NESBIT 0170014 DESOTO NaF ADJ 07/82 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1000
NEW ALBANY 0730006 UNION Acid ADJ 06/58 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   7500
NEW HEBRON 0390004 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 03/82 450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  450
NEWTON 0510009 NEWTON NaF ADJ 03/54 3708 1.0
COUNTY LINE WA 0500003 NEWTON OONS 129
NEW IRELAND WA 0510008 NEWTON OONS 717
NORTH DECATUR WA 0510019 NEWTON OONS 458
SOUTH NEWTON RWA 2 0510019 NEWTON OONS 165
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5177
NORTH EAST COPIAH WA 0150010 COPIAH NATL 1938 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 1938
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH EAST ITAWAMBA 1 0290016 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 11/79 1370 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  1370
NORTH EAST ITAWAMBA 2 0290017 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 11/79 1370 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 1370
NORTH HINDS 0250015 HINDS NaF ADJ 06/84 3500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 3500
OAKLEY TR INST 0250017 HINDS NAIL 50 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 50
OKOLONA 0090007 CHICKASAW NaF ADJ 04/75 4000 1.0
EAST CHICKASAW WA 1 0090002 CHICKASAW CONS 697
EAST CHICKASAW WA 2 0090012 CHICKASAW CONS 770
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 5467
OLIVE BRANCH 0170015 DESOTO NaF ADJ 03/84 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 2500
OXFORD 0360011 LAFAYETTE NaF ADJ /69 10882 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 10882
PANTHER BURNS WD 0630005 SHARKEY NAIL 90 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 90
PASCAGOULA 0300006 JACKSON NATL 29318 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 29318
PEARL 0610017 RANKIN NaF ADJ 07/81 20778 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 20778
PEARL RIVER INDIAN RES 0500012 NESHOBA NaF ADJ 06/76 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- 1000
PELEGRIN FARMS 0140022 COAHOMA NATL 45 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOM, POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  45
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PHILADELPHIA 0500008 NESHOBA NaF ADJ 08/62 6434 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  6434
PICKENS NORTH SYSTEM 0260013 HOLMES NaF ADJ 05/75 1386 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  1386
PLEASANT HILL 0170016 DESOTO NaF ADJ 12/81 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  1400
POPE-OOURTLAND 0540017 PANOLA NaF ADJ 06/74 1150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  1150
POPLARVILLE 0550006 PEARL RIVER NaF ADJ 04/83 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  3000
PRENTISS 0330008 JEFFERSON DAVIS NaF ADJ /66 1789 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  1789
PYLAND WS 0090009 CHICKASAW NATL 100 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  100
RANDOLPH WA 1 0580007 PONTOTOC NaF ADJ 06/76 680 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  680
RANDOLPH WA 2 0580019 PONTOTOC NaF ADJ 06/76 381 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  381
RIDGELAND 0450013 MADISON NaF ADJ 04/83 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  6000
RIPLEY 0700008 TIPPAH NaF ADJ 10/76 4271 1.0
MURRAY SPUR WA 0700007 TIPPAH CONS 871
PALMER WA 0700001 TIPPAH CONS 471
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  5613
RIVERSIDE DEVELOP A 0760008 WASHINGTON NATL 300 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  300
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROLLING PORK 0630004 SHARKEY NaF ADJ 03/74 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2800
ROSEDALE 0060006 BOLIVAR NaF ADJ 09/77 2793 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2793
RULEVILLE 0670011 SUNFLOWER NaF ADJ 06/76 3332 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3332
SAT.TTT.Tfl 0410012 LEE NaF ADJ 02/77 1271 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1271
SARDIS 0540018 PANOLA NaF ADJ 10/68 2278 1.0
FERN HILL WA 0540007 PANOLA CONS 125
PLEASANT GROVE WA 0540016 PANOLA CONS 500
WALNUT HILLS WS 0540035 PANOLA CONS 68
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------- 2971
SEACLIFF-LAMOTTE SUBD 0300055 JACKSON NAIL 850 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   850
SENATOBIA 0690005 TATE NaF ADJ 06/78 5013 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 5013
SEVENTH STREET SUBD 0300032 JACKSON NATL 54 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 54
SHANNON 0410013 LEE NaF ADJ 01/77 840 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 840
SHARON WS 0340018 JONES NaF ADJ 07/77 1778 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1778
SHIVERS 0640021 SIMPSON NaF ADJ 07/82 1048 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 1048
488
MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SONIAG MANILLA WA 0390006 LAWRENCE NAIL 525 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 525
SOUTHAVEN 0170018 DESOTO NaF ADJ 09/83 17800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 17800
SOUTHWEST RANKIN 0610026 RANKIN/SIMPSON NaF ADJ 06/85 3450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 3450
STARKVILLE 0530020 OKTIBBEHA NaF ADJ 05/73 15169 1.0
OLD VEST POINT RD WA 0530015 OKTIBBEHA CONS 220
REED ROAD WA 0530016 OKTIBBEHA CONS 144
ROCX HILL WA 0530017 OKTIBBEHA CONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 16033
STURGIS WD 0530021 OKTIBBEHA NAIL 500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 500
SWIFTWATER 0760009 WASHINGTON NATL 350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 350
TALLULA 0280017 ISSAQUENA NATL 100 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 100
TAYLORSVILLE 0650011 SMITH NaF ADJ 07/73 1700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1700
TERRY 0250025 HINDS NAIL 1050 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1050
TIP MOBILE HOME PARK 0300061 JACKSON NATL 170 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 170
TISHOMINGO 0710010 TISHOMINGO NaF ADJ 05/76 770 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  770
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MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TOOOOFOLA WA 2 0580017 PONTOTOC NATL 425 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  425
TREMOMT WA 0290010 ITAWAMBA NaF ADJ 07/76 500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  500
TUNICA 0720004 TUNICA NaF ADJ 06/76 2097 1.0
WALKER-MOGEE WA 0720003 TUNICA CONS 238
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2335
TUPELO 0410015 LEE NaF ADJ 09/63 23905 1.0
BREWER WA 0410002 LEE CONS 500
OLD UNION WA 1 0410010 LEE OONS 350
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  24755
TYLERTOWN 0740005 WALTHALL NaF ADJ 05/78 1976 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM--------------------  1976
UNION WD 0510009 NEWTON / NESHOBA NaF ADJ 07/63 2800 1.0
COUNTY LINE WA 0500003 NEWTON OONS 129
NEW IRELAND WA 0510008 NEWTON CONS 717
NORTH DECATUR WA 0510019 NEWTON CONS 458
SOUTH NEWTON RWA 2 0510019 NEWTON OONS 165
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4269
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER 0250034 HINDS NaF ADJ 09/77 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6000
VERONA 0410016 LEE NaF ADJ 10/77 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2500
VICKSBURG 0750010 WARREN NaSiF6 ADJ 08/81 33000 1.0
KINGS WAIER CLUB 0750007 WARREN CONS 1700
YOKENA WAIER CLUB 0750011 WARREN CONS 1280
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  35980
WAKE FOREST WA 0530025 OKTIBBEHA NATL 605 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 605
490
MISSISSIPPI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALLS WA 0170019 DESOTO NaF ADJ 11/81 760 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 760
WALNUT 0700011 TIPPAH NaF ADJ 08/81 850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  850
WATER VALLEY 0810011 YALOBUSHA NaF ADJ 01/77 4210 1.0
JEFF-DAVIS WA 0810005 YALOBUSHA CONS 1050
OIUCKALOFA 0810008 YALOBUSHA CONS 384
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM--------------------  5644
WAYNESBORO 0770003 WAYNE NaF ADJ 10/82 5316 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 5316
WAYSIDE W 00 INC 0760026 WASHINGTON NATL 49 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 49
WESSON 0150011 COPIAH NaF ADJ 05/83 1713 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 1713
WEST POINT 0130008 CLAY NaF ADJ 07/82 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 9000
WINONA 0490010 MONTGOMERY NaSiF6 ADJ 05/83 6177 1.0
51-55 WA 0490001 MONTGOMERY CONS 480
HAYS CREEK WA - LEGION LAKE RD 0490018 MONTGOMERY CONS 100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 6757
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADVANCE 4010002 STODDARD NaF ADJ 08/83 1054 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1054
ALBANY 1010006 GENTRY NaF ADJ 09/64 2152 1.0
GENTRY 00 FWSD 1 1024223 GENTRY 00NS 535
NEW HAMPTON 1010567 HARRISON CONS 330
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3017
ANDERSON 5010016 MCDONALD NATL 1237 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1237
APPLETON CITY 5010020 ST. CLAIR NaF ADJ 09/63 1075 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1075
AUXVASSE 3010039 CALLAWAY NATL 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1000
BARTON 00 OONS FWSD 1 5024023 BARTON NaF ADJ 11/81 5152 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5152
BELLFIDWER 6010058 MONTQCMERY NATL 400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 400
BERNIE 4010066 STODDARD NaF ADJ 05/80 1975 1.0
STODDARD 00 EWSD 6 4024586 STODDARD CONS 540
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2515
BE2HANY 1010068 HARRISON NaF ADJ 03/81 3090 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3090
BLAIRSTOWN 1010076 HENRY NATL 180 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 180
BLOCMFIELD 4010078 STODDARD Acid ADJ 01/82 1900 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 1900
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
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___________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
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MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUCXLIN 2010112 LINN NaF ADJ 12/79 713 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 713
CABOOL 4010120 TEXAS NaF AIXJ 03/62 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    2200
CALIFORNIA 3010124 MONITEAU NaF ADJ 06/80 3500 1.0
MONITEAU 00 PWSD 2 30243% MONITEAU CONS 750
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4250
CALLAWAY 00 PWSD 1 3024084 CALLAWAY NATL 6500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------  6500
CAMERON 1010131 CLINTON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/64 4900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4900
CANTON 2010134 LEWIS Acid ADJ 10/81 2680 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 2680
CAPE GIRARDEAU 4010136 CAPE GIRARDEAU NaF ADJ 04/55 36000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 36000
CAPE-PERRY EWSD 1 N 4024099 CAPE GIRARDEAU NAIL 390 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 390
CARROLLTON 2010140 CARROLL Acid ADJ 06/84 4700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4700
CARTHAGE 5010142 JASPER NaSiF6 ADJ 05/55 11109 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------11109
CARUTHERSVILLE 4010143 PEMISCOT NaSiF6 ADJ 03/57 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 8500
CEDAR CITY 3010146 CALLAWAY NATL 528 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  528
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MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CEDAR CUFF SUBDIVISION 3036008 BOONE NATL 255 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 255
CENmALIA 3010152 BOONE NATL 3600 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 3600
CHAFFEE 4010154 SCOTT NaF ADJ 07/64 3400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 3400
CHARLESTON 4010160 MISSISSIPPI NaSiF6 ADJ 03/70 5300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 5300
CHILHOWEE 1010160 JOHNSON NATL 350 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 350
CHILLI OOIHE 2010162 LIVINGSTON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/59 9089 1.0
LIVINGSTON 00 EWSD 2 2024353 LIVINGSTON CONS 1548
LIVINGSTON 00 PWSD 2-LOWE 2024357 LIVINGSTON OONS 176
LIVINGSTON 00 PWSD 3 EAST 2024354 LIVINGSTON CONS 1125
HALE 2010338 CARROLL OONS 529
LIVINGSTON 00 EWSD 3 WEST 2024356 LIVINGSTON OONS 549
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 13016
CLARENCE 2010165 SHELBY NaF ADJ 12/82 1157 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 1157
CLARK 2010882 RANDOLPH NATL 351 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 351
CLARKSVILLE 2010169 PIKE NATL 585 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 585
CLINTON 1010177 HENRY NaSiF6 ADJ 11/63 8450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 8450
OOLE 00 IWSD 1 3024159 OOLE NaF ADJ 06/81 4500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 4500
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MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT •
-____________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
COLONIAL VILLAGE SUBDIVISION 3048003 BOONE NATL 102 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  102
COLUMBIA 3010181 BOO®: Acid ADJ /73 64000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  64000
CONCORDIA 1010184 LAFAYEMTE: NaF ADJ /78 2000 1.0
BLACKBURN 2010074 SALEEN CONS 290
EM4A 1010254 LAFAYETTE CONS 150
LAFAYETTE 00 PWSD 2 (PART) 1024326 LAFAYETTE: CONS 3300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5740
COOPER CO PWSD 1 3024169 COOPER NATL 410 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 410
CRANE 5010198 STONE NaF ADJ 08/82 1185 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1185
CREIGHTON 1010193 CASS NATL 286 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 286
CREST VALE MHP 3048063 BOONE NATL 360 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 360
CROCKER 30101% PULASKI NaF ADJ 10/81 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1200
CRYSTAL CITY 6010198 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 06/59 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4000
CUBA 6010200 CRAWEORD NaF ADJ 12/81 2190 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2190
DEEPWATER 1010205 HENRY NATL 400 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  400
4%
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO __________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DEXTER 4010216 STODDARD NaSiF6 ADJ 06/64 7800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  7800
EAST LYNNE 1010233 CASS NAIL 290 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  290
EAST PRAIRIE 4010235 MISSISSIPPI NaF ADJ 08/80 3800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3800
EDINA 2010238 KNOX NaF ADJ 03/81 1520 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  1520
ELDON 3010240 MILLER NaF ADJ /77 4400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4400
ELSBERRY 6010250 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 02/82 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2500
ESSEX 4010255 STODDARD NATL 545 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  545
EUREKA 6010258 ST. LOUIS NaF ADJ /78 3800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3800
FARBER 2010268 AUDRAIN NATL 470 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  470
FAYETTE 2010271 HOWARD NaF ADJ /78 3500 1.0
HOWARD GO CONS 1(3) 2024262 HOWARD CONS 138
PRIME WIR OORP-HOWARD 00 2024260 HOWARD CONS 264
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3902
FESTUS 6010276 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 09/56 7574 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  7574
FLAT RIVER 4010279 ST. FRANCOIS Acid ADJ /72 12000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 12000
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MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR PO P NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FOREST HILL SUBD 6036004 ST. CHARLES NAIL 65 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  65
PORT LEONARD WOOD 3079500 PULASKI Acid ADJ /59 22500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  22500
FREDERICKTOWN 4010290 MADISON NaSiF6 ADJ 12/57 3700 1.0
MADISON CO PWSD 1 4024368 MADISON CONS 430
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  4130
ET SCOTT, KS 2001104 BOURBON Acid ADJ 06/52 0 1.0
VERNON 00 RWD 7 5024622 VERNON CONS 450
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  450
FULTON 30102% CALLAWAY NATL 12300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  12300
GAINESVILLE 5010297 OZARK NaF ADJ 02/81 717 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  717
GALLATIN 1010299 DAVIESS NaF ADJ 07/80 2050 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2050
GLASGOW 2010308 HOWARD Acid ADJ 03/61 1336 1.0
HOWARD 00 EWSD 2 2024261 HOWARD CONS 546
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1882
GRANT CITY 1010324 WORTH NaF ADJ /77 1064 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  1064
GREEN ACRES SUBD 3048102 LINCOLN NATL 180 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  180
HALLSVILLE 3010340 BOONE NAIL 1025 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------------  1025
498
MISSOURI
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR PO P NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________________ NO____________________ _____________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HAMILTON 1010342 CALDWELL NaF ADJ 05/81 1527 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1527
HANNIBAL 2010344 MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 12/55 19210 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------19210
HARRISON CO iWSD 1 1024241 HARRISON NaF ADJ 03/80 660 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM-----------------  660
HARRISONVILLE 1010349 CASS Acid ADJ 05/78 6580 1.0
CASS CO PWSD 4 1024116 CASS CONS 1200
CASS CO PWSD 9 1024118 CASS CONS 3600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------11380
HAWK POINT 6010353 LINCOLN NATL 386 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------  386
HAYTI 4010354 PEMISCOT NaSiF6 ADJ 04/63 3964 1.0
H A m  HEIGHTS 4010959 PEMISCOT CONS 1232
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   51%
HIGH HILL 6010364 MONTGOMERY NATL 250 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM---------------------------  250
HOUSTONIA 3010384 PETTIS NATL 312 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 312
HUGHESVILLE 3010386 PETTIS NATL 150 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  150
IROOTON 4010402 IRON NaF ADJ 09/69 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  2000
JACKSON 4010404 CAPE GIRARDEAU NaF ADJ 07/56 8000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8000
499
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR PO P NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 __________________________________ NO____________________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
JEFFERSON CITY 3010409 COLE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/63 34000 1.0
COLE 00 FWSD 2 3024160 COLE CONS 7500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------41500
JEFFERSON GO CONS FWSD 1 6024295 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 02/84 19900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  19900
JEFFERSON CO FWSD 2 6024293 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 02/82 14500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  14500
JEFFERSON CO PWSD 5-EAST 60242% JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 01/82 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------ ' - - - 6000
JEFFERSON 00 PWSD 5-WEST 6024297 JEFFERS»! Acid ADJ 01/82 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1000
JEFFERSON 00 FWSD 7 6024299 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ /77 3600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3600
JEFFERSON CO PWSD 8 6024300 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ /78 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3000
JONESBURG 6010412 MONTGOMERY NATL 614 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  614
KAHOKA 2010414 CLARK NaF ADJ 12/79 2101 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2101
KANSAS CITY 1010415 JACKSON Acid ADJ 04/81 450000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 450000
KEARNEY 1010416 CLAY NaF ADJ /78 1482 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1482
KENNETT 4010417 DUNKLIN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/55 10500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  10500
500
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
._________________._______.___________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KINGSVILLE 1010427 JOHNSON NAIL 365 1.5
TOCVL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  365
KIRKSVILLE 2010429 ADAIR Acid ADJ 01/74 20011 1.0
ADAIR 00 FWSD 1 2024000 ADAIR CONS 5276
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 25287
KIRKWOOD (PART) 6010430 ST. LOUIS NaSiF6 ADJ 07/57 28000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 28000
LA BELLE 2010436 LEWIS NaF ADJ 06/81 845 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 845
LA MHIE 3010448 PETTIS NATL 1050 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1050
LADDONIA 2010438 AUDRAIN NAIL 726 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 726
LAMAR 5010446 BARTON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/61 4052 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4052
LANCASTER 2010450 SCHUYLER NaF ADJ 08/80 854 1.0
GLENWOOD 2010312 SCHUYLER CONS 234
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1088
LAPLAIA 2010451 MACON NaF ADJ 08/80 1423 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1423
LEETON 1010460 JOHNSON NAIL 618 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 618
LEWIS CO PWSD 1 2024335 LEWIS NaF ADJ 07/82 1332 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1332
LIBERTY 1010466 CLAY NaSiF6 ADJ /55 18000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
501
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLAY 00 EWSD 4 1024144 CLAY CONS 1575
CLAY CO EWSD 5 1024145 CLAY CONS 900
CLAY CO FWSD 7 1024147 CLAY CONS 200
MISSOURI CITY 1010532 CLAY CONS 325
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 21000
LILBOURN 4010468 NEW MADRID NaF ADJ 05/82 2660 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2660
LINCOLN CD FWSD 1 6024340 LINCOLN NATL 6410 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6410
LDtti-LIVINGSTON 00 PWSD 3 2024350 LIVINGSTON NaF ADJ 12/83 873 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  873
LOUISIANA 2010479 PIKE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/62 4264 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4264
MACON 2010487 MACON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/59 5684 1.0
BEVTER 2010881 MACON CONS 840
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6524
MACON 00 EWSD 1 2024363 MACON NaF ADJ 12/82 4920 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4920
MANSFIELD 5010493 WRIOTT NaF ADJ 08/68 1423 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1423
MARBLE HILL 4010496 BOLLINGER Acid ADJ 12/79 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  600
MARCKLTNE 2010497 LINN NaSiF6 ADJ 07/63 2938 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2938
MARTTNSBURG 2010506 AUDRAIN NATL 318 2.4
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 318
502
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MARYVILLE 1010508 NODAWAY NaSiF6 ADJ 03/65 10300 1.0
NODAWAY CD EWSD 1 1024428 NODAWAY OONS 2000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  12300
MAIHEWS 4010509 NEW MADRID NaF ADJ 111 700 1.0
NEW MADRID CD IWSD 4 4024418 NEW MADRID CONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  1300
MAYSVTLLE 1010510 DE KALB NaF ADJ 06/66 1100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  1100
MEMPHIS 2010513 SCOTLAND NaF ADJ 03/80 2105 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2105
MEXICO 2010519 AUDRAIN NATL 12700 1.3
AUDRAIN 00 FWSD 1 2024013 AUDRAIN OONS 1245
AUDRAIN 00 PWSD 2 2024014 AUDRAIN OONS 1431
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  15376
MIDDLETOWN 6010521 MONTGOMERY NATL 350 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  350
MILAN 2010523 SULLIVAN NaF ADJ 07/81 1947 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1947
MINDEJMNES 5010530 BARTON NATL 318 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  318
MINER 4010531 SOOTT NaF ADJ 10/80 1180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1180
MISSOU. CITIES WC-BELLEAU LAKE 6036010 ST. CHARLES NATL 220 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  220
MOBERLY 2010533 RANDOLPH NaSiF6 ADJ 12/68 13987 1.0
HUNTSVILLE 2010393 RANDOLPH OONS 1657
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM---------------------------------  15644
503
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-.V________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOBILE VILLAGE MHP 3048108 BOONE NATL 315 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  315
MONROE CITY 2010538 MONROE NaF ADJ /78 2560 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------  2560
MONTGOMERY CITY 6010539 MONTGOMERY NAIL 2100 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2100
MOMROSE 1010541 HENRY NATL 561 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  561
MOREHOUSE 4010543 NEW MADRID NaF ADJ 05/85 1220 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------   1220
MOSCOW MILLS 6010597 LINCOLN NATL 400 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   400
NEVADA 5010562 VERNON NATL 8444 0.9
VERNON 00 OCJNS EWSD 1 5024618 VERNON CONS 3836
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 12280
NEW FLORENCE 6010565 MONTGOMERY NATL 731 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------  731
NEW LONDON 2010569 RALLS NaF ADJ /71 1160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1160
NEW MADRID 4010570 NEW MADRID NaF ADJ /77 3200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3200
NIXA 5010576 CHRISTIAN NaF ADJ /77 2677 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------   2677
NOEL 5010577 MCDONALD NATL 1300 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------  1300
504
MISSOURI
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
O'FALLON 6010588 ST. CHARLES NATL 10000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 10000
ORAN 4010604 SCOTT NaF ADJ 06/84 1266 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1266
OREGON 1010605 HOLT NaF ADJ 04/80 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-------------------- 1400
PALMYRA 2010623 MARION NaF ADJ 04/80 3569 1.0
MARION 00 PWSD 1 2024377 MARION CONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4169
PARIS 2010624 MONROE Acid ADJ 05/82 1604 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1604
PERRY 2010635 RALLS NaF ADJ 03/83 836 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 836
PERRY 00 PWSD 1 4024455 PERRY NaF ADJ 05/81 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1800
PERRY GO PWSD 2 4024456 PERRY NaF ADJ 01/83 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 600
PERRYVILLE 4010636 PERRY NaSiF6 ADJ 09/59 5700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  5700
PIEDMONT 4010640 WAYNE Acid ADJ 11/81 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2500
PILOT KNOB 4010643 IRON NATL 722 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  722
PLATTE CITY 1010646 PLATTE NaF ADJ 06/58 2515 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2515
505
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PLATTE 00 FWSD C-l 1024479 PLATTE NaF ADJ 01/80 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2300
PLAITSBURG 1010648 CLINTON Acid ADJ 10/60 2900 1.0
CLINTON GO FWSD 2 1024154 CLINTON OONS 560
EDGERT0N 1010237 CLINTON OONS 583
TURNEY 1050961 CLINTON OONS 379
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  4422
POPLAR BLJUFF 4010656 BUTLER NaSiF6 ADJ 12/70 17000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 17000
PRINCETON 2010664 MERCER NaF ADJ 03/80 1276 1.0
MERCER 00 FWSD 1-WEST 2024382 MERCER OONS 504
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1780
PULASKI GO FWSD 1 3024490 PULASKI NaF ADJ 09/81 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2300
RAIHBUN RWA, IA 0400900 APPANOOSE Acid ADJ 05/79 0 1.0
MERCER 00 EWSD 1-EAST 2024383 MERCER OONS 1004
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1004
REPUBLIC 5010681 GREENE NaF ADJ 08/79 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  5000
REYNOLDS 00 PWSD 1 4024516 REYNOLDS NATL 250 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 250
RICH HILL 1010682 BATES NATL 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------  2000
RICHLAND 3010684 PULASKI NaF ADJ 05/54 2550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2550
ROCHEPORT 3010694 BOONE NATL 324 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 324
506
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ROLLA 3010700 PHELPS NaSiF6 ADJ 11/68 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 15000
RUSH HILL 2010704 AUDRAIN NATL 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 140
SALISBURY 2010722 CHARITON Acid ADJ 08/61 1960 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1960
SARCCKIE 5010723 JASPER NaF ADJ 11/58 1381 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 1381
SAVANNAH 1010724 ANDREW Acid ADJ 05/63 4361 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4361
SCHELL CITY 5010725 VERNON NATL 327 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  327
SEDALIA 3010728 PETTIS Acid ADJ 10/77 23000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 23000
SIKESTON 4010743 SOOTT Acid ADJ /56 17473 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  17473
SLATER 2010745 SALINE NaF ADJ 09/56 2492 1.0
GILLIAM 2010305 SALINE CONS 227
SALINE 00 PWSD 2 2024556 SALINE OONS 891
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 3610
SMLTHVILLE 1010748 PLATTE! NaF ADJ 09/78 2100 1.0
PLATTE 00 EWSD 8 1024482 PLATTE OONS 640
PLATTE 00 FWSD 9 1024483 PLATTE OONS 1120
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  3860
SOUIHSIDE MHP 3048015 BOONE NATL 250 1.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 250
507
MISSOURI
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SPRINGFIELD 5010754 GREENE Acid ADJ 08/83 133000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 133000
ST CHARLES EWSD 1 6024528 ST. CHARLES N&TL 1100 1.4
NEW MELLE 6050571 ST. CHARLES CONS 168
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1268
ST JUDE SUBD 6036002 ST. CHARLES NATL 80 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  80
ST LOUIS 6010715 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 09/55 437500 1.0
WEBSTER GROVES 6010845 ST. LOUIS OOMS 23000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  460500
ST LOUIS COUNTY 6010911 ST. LOUIS Acid ADJ 01/631000000 1.0
FLORISSAOT 6010282 ST. LOUIS OONS 45000
JEFFERSON CD PWSD 1 6024292 ST. LOUIS OONS 17000
JEFFERSON 00 PWSD 10 6024302 ST. LOUIS OONS 5000
JEFFERSON 00 EWSD 3 6024294 ST. LOUIS OONS 8400
ST LOUIS 00 PWSD 1 6024548 ST. LOUIS OONS 1800
ST LOUIS CO EWSD 2 6024549 ST. LOUIS CONS 530
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1077730
ST PETERS 6010719 ST. CHARLES Acid ADJ 09/82 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8000
ST ROBERT 3010729 PULASKI NaF ADJ 05/82 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  1800
STANBERRY 1010755 GENTRY NaF ADJ 03/82 1387 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  1387
STE GENEVIEVE 4010710 STE. GENEVIEVE NaF ADJ 10/80 4400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4400
STEELE 4010758 PEMISCOT NaF ADJ 09/80 2421 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2421
508
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STOCKTON 5010763 CEDAR NaF ADJ 06/80 1434 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1434
STODDARD 00 PWSD 1 4024581 STODDARD NaF ADJ 08/85 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2000
STONEGATE MHP 3048005 BOONE NATL 260 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 260
SWEET SPRINGS 2010780 SALINE NaF ADJ 12/79 1716 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1716
TRENTON 20107% ST. LOUIS NaSiF6 ADJ 10/66 7136 1.0
GRUNDY GO EWSD 1 -DUNLAP 2024239 ST. LOUIS OONS 825
GRUNDY GO PWSD 1 -EDINBURG 2024237 ST. LOUIS OONS 1440
GRUNDY GO PWSD 1 -SPICKARD 2024238 ST. LOUIS OONS 630
GRUNDY GO PWSD 1 -TINDALL 2024236 ST. LOUIS OONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 10331
TROY 6010798 LINCOLN NATL 2640 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2640
UNION 6010801 FRANKLIN NaF ADJ /73 5506 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 5506
UNIONVTLLE 2010804 PUINAM NaF ADJ 03/64 2075 1.0
LAKE THUNDERHEAD 2036165 PUTNAM OONS 100
PUTNAM GO EWSD 1 2024495 PUINAM OONS 1446
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3621
UNIVER. OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 3069001 BOONE NATL 11100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 11100
URICH 1010808 HENRY NATL 515 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 515
VAN BUREN 4010811 CARTER NaF ADJ 09/80 850 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
509
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.____________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LEER RUN SUBD 4036194 CARTER CONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1000
VANDALIA 2010812 AUDRAIN NaF ADJ 02/82 3170 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3170
VERNON 00 FWSD 1 5024616 VERNON NATL 610 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM--------------------  610
VERSAILLES 3010819 MORGAN NaF ADJ 08/81 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2500
WALNUT HILLS MHP 3048007 BOONE NATL 168 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM--------------------  168
WARRENSBURG 1010833 JOHNSON NATL 26000 0.7
JOHNSON 00 W S D  1 1024309 JOHNSON OONS 1680
CENTERVIEW 1010150 JOHNSON OONS 230
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  27910
WARRENTON 6010834 WARREN NATL 3219 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM--------------------  3219
WARSAW 3010839 BENTON NaF ADJ 08/82 1650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1650
WAYNESVILLE 3010841 PULASKI NaF ADJ 02/82 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 7500
WELDON SPRINGS HEIGHTS 6010919 ST CHARLES NAIL 190 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 190
WELLSVILLE 6010848 MONTGOMERY NaF ADJ 12/84 1565 1.0
TOM, POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1565
WENTZVILLE 6010849 ST. CHARLES NAIL 3500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------- 3500
510
MISSOURI
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WESTON 1010851 PLAITE NaF ADJ 03/78 2726 1.0
PLATTE 00 FWSD 3 1024477 PLATTE CONS 600
PLATIE 00 FWSD 7 1024481 PLATTE 00NS 1300
RIDGELEY 1050687 PLATTE CONS 78
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4704
WHITiMAN AFB 1079501 PETITS NATL 4000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4000
WINBGARS TEAL BEND 3036121 BENTON NATL 180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 180
WINFIELD 6010866 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 04/81 660 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 660
WRIGHT CITY 6010874 WARREN NATL 1200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1200
WYAOONDA 2010875 CLARK NaF ADJ 08/80 359 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 359
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
511
MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALHAMBRA NAIL 0 7.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  0
AMSTERDAM GALLATIN NATL 100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------  100
ASHLAND 0000458 ROSEBUD NATL 390 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  390
ASHLAND HOUSING ROSEBUD NATL 95 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   95
AZURE NaF ADJ 159 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  159
BLACK EAGLE 0000157 CASCADE NATL 2200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------   2200
BLUE CREEK TC 0000124 YELLOWSTONE NATL 42 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  42
BOMPART TC 0002947 JEFFERSON NATL 102 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------   102
BCK ELDER SCHOOL HILL NaF ADJ 10/72 230 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  230
BOX ELDER/EAST SIDE HILL NaF ADJ 159 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  159
BOZEMAN 0000161 GALLATIN NaSiF6 ADJ 07/53 22000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  22000
BROADVIEW 0000167 YELLOWSTONE NATL 140 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  140
512
MONTANA
W ATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BROCKTON 0000168 ROOSEVELT NATL 401 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  401
BUSBY BIG HORN NATL 300 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  300
CARTER 0000520 CHOUTEAU NATL 220 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  220
CASCADE 0000171 CASCADE NATL 714 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  714
CHESTER 0000173 LIBERTY NaF ADJ 11/69 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1000
CIRCLE 0000176 MCCONE NATL 964 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  964
CLANCY JEFFERSON N M L  452 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  452
CLYDE PARK 0000178 PARK NATL 253 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  253
COFFEE CREEK 0000179 FERGUS NATL 85 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  85
OOLSTRIP 0000180 ROSEBUD NaF ADJ 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1400
CONRAD 0000186 PONDERA NaF ADJ /62 2770 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2770
OOUNIRY LANES TC 0000028 HILL NATL 186 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  186
513
MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CROW AGENCY BIGHORN NaF ADJ 11/68 1122 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1122
CUSTER CO NURSING HOME 0000140 CUSTER NAIL 121 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 121
DENTON 0000199 FERGUS NATL 460 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 460
DIXON AGENCY WS SANDERS NATL 119 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 119
EAGLEMAN NaF ADJ 42 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------  42
ENNIS 0000208 MADISON NATL 501 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 501
FAIRFIELD 0000212 TEIOJ NATL 638 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 638
FAIRVIEW 0000213 RICHLAND NATL 1200 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1200
FISHERS TC 0000026 CASCADE NATL 48 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 48
EDRSYTH WAGON WHEEL TC 0000403 ROSEBUD NATL 84 5.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------- 84
E m T  BELKNAP AGENCY BLAINE NaF ADJ /53 1045 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1045
E m T  KIPP NaF ADJ 152 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  152
514
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NAIL 36 0.0
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TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000220 VALLEY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000222 CARBON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000038 PARK 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
POWELL
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000225 CHOUTEAU 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
VALLEY
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000229 DAWSON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000231 FERGUS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000525 CASCADE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000143 CUSTER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
0000128 JEFFERSON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
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MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HARDIN 0000235 BIG HORN NaF ADJ 11/73 4300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 4300
HARLOWTON 0000240 WHEATLAND NAIL 1375 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 1375
HAVRE COUNTRY LANES TC 0000028 HILL NATL 186 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 186
HAYES/WHITE COW CANYON NATL 302 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 302
HEART BUITE NaF ADJ 3100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------- 3100
HIGHLAND MHP 0000408 DAWSON NATL 55 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 55
HOMESTEAD ACRES 0000526 CASCADE NATL 100 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 100
JORDON 0000257 GARFIELD NATL 419 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 419
JUDITH GAP 0000258 WHEATLAND NATL 175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 175
LAMBERT 0000269 RICHLAND NATL 250 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 250
LAST STAR ADJ 215 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 215
LAUREL 0000270 YELLOWSTONE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/58 5500 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  5500
516
MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR- POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________NO___________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LEWISTOWN DEERFIELD COLONY 0000431 MEAGHER NAIL 42 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  42
M & R MOBILE VIL RICHLAND NATL 309 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  309
MALMSTRCM AFB 0000515 CASCADE NATL 7000 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM        7000
MILES CITY 0000291 CUSTER NaSiF6 ADJ 07/55 9600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9600
MONTANA DEVELOPMENT O R  JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------  450
MUSSELSHELL 00002% MUSSELSHELL NATL 85 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  85
NASHUA 0000297 VALLEY NATL 513 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  513
NEWTOWN NaF ADJ 152 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  152
OPEZM AFB VALLEY NATL 602 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  - 602
OPHEIM 0000301 VALLEY NA'IL 300 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------  300
PARKER NaF ADJ 36 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  36
PLEVNA 0000307 FALLON NATL 200 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------  200
517
MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
POPLAR 0000310 ROOSEVELT NaF ADJ 06/70 1389 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1389
POWER WATER USERS ASSN TETON NATL 91 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 91
POWER-TEION 00 WD 0000311 TETON NATL 170 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 170
RADAS TC 0000049 CASCADE NATL 33 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 33
RICHEY 0000316 DAWSON NATL 389 4.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 389
R1VERSH0RE MHP 0000414 CASCADE NATL 147 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 147
ROCKY BOY AGENCY HILL NaF ADJ 07/72 69 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 69
ROCKY BOY SCHOOL HILL ADJ 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 300
SAND-OOULEE WUA 0000325 CASCADE NATL 625 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  - 625
SOOBEY 0000326 DANIELS NaF ADJ /71 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1400
SPRING GROVE TC 0000412 DAWSON NAIL 135 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 135
SPRING STREET TC 0000952 LEWIS AND CLARK NATL 72 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 72
518
MONTANA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SUNBRUST 0000338 MINERAL NAIL 604 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  604
THREE FORKS 0000343 GALLATIN NAIL 1188 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1188
TRIDENT (IDEAL CEMENT 00) 0000346 GALLATIN NATL 42 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  42
WHITEHALL 0000359 JEFFERSON NATL 1040 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1040
WIBAUX 0000361 WIBAUX NATL 600 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 600
WINNETT 0000364 PETROLELM NATL 257 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 257
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
519
NEBRASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO____________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALBION 3101102 BOONE Acid ADJ 12/75 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------  2200
AT .TEN 3105101 DIXON Acid ADJ 10/74 312 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  312
ALLIANCE 3101302 BCK BUTTE NAIL 8500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  8500
AUBURN 3112703 NEMAHA Acid ADJ 02/74 3650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3650
BASSETT 3114902 ROCK Acid ADJ 02/76 980 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  980
BEATRICE ST HCME 3106703 GAGE Acid ADJ 12/65 1376 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------  1376
BELDEN 3102707 CEDAR Acid ADJ 02/75 165 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  165
BELLEVUE 3115306 SARPY Acid ADJ 12/66 18000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  18000
BENKELMAN 3105701 DUNDY NATL 1380 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1380
BLAIR 3117905 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 02/75 6100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6100
BLOCMETELD 3110708 KNCK Acid ADJ 04/75 1290 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1290
r tiik  HILL 3118302 WEBSTER Acid ADJ 03/71 820 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  820
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
520
NEBRASKA
WATER SYSTEM and ÈPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________ ;___________________________________ NO .__________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLARKS 3112101 MERRICK NATL 480 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  480
COLERIDGE 3102706 CEDAR Acid ADJ 04/79 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  600
COLUMBUS 3114110 PLATTE NaSiF6 ADJ 10/61 15471 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  15471
OOOK 3109701 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 07/76 328 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  328
CREIGHTON 3110705 KNCK Acid ADJ 06/75 11461 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11461
CRQFTON 3110704 KNCK Acid ADJ 02/76 630 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  630
CULBERTSON 3108702 HITCHCOCK NATL 801 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  801
ELGIN 3100307 ANTELOPE Acid ADJ 05/76 920 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  920
EMERSON 3104305 DAKOTA Acid ADJ 07/75 850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  850
FAIRBURY 3109507 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 11/52 5200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5200
FULLERTON 3112503 NANCE Acid ADJ 12/75 1440 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1440
HAMPTON 3108102 HAMILTON ADJ 400 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 400
521
NEBRASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HARTHCTON 3102702 CEDAR Acid ADJ 03/76 1580 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE! WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 1580
HICKMAN 3110917 LANCASTER Acid ADJ 04/77 6 %  1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------  6 %
HIMPHREY 3114103 PLATIE ADJ 05/75 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 900
INDIANOLA 3114506 RED WILLOW NATL 672 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 672
JACKSON 3104302 DAKOTA NAIL 232 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 232
KEARNEY 3101906 BUFFALO Acid ADJ 11/75 19181 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM >---------------- 19181
LAUREL 3102705 CEDAR ADJ 05/84 1010 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  1010
LINCOLN 3110926 LANCASTER Acid ADJ 11/70 32113 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------32113
LOUISVILLE 3102512 CASS ADJ 01/75 1022 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1022
LYMAN 3115710 SCOTT'S BLUFF ADJ 540 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 540
LYONS 3102103 BURT NaF ADJ 04/78 1140 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------  1140
MACY 0000001 THURSTON NATL 1560 0.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1560
522
NEBRASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________ .___________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MINDEN 3109904 KEARNEY NaF ADJ 09/66 2670 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2670
NEBRASKA CITY 3113106 OTOE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/52 7441 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------  7441
NELIGH 3100305 ANTELOPE Acid ADJ 01/66 1764 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1764
NELSON 3112903 NUCKOLLS Acid ADJ 12/75 740 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  740
O'NEILL 3108904 HOLT NaSiF6 ADJ 10/70 3837 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3837
OAKDALE 3100302 ANTELOPE ADJ 322 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  322
OAKLAND 3102101 BURT NATL 1355 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1355
OFFUTT AFB SARPY ADJ 06/57 8787 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8787
OGALLALA 3110102 KEITH Acid ADJ 06/75 5200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5200
CMAHAMUD 3105507 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ 10/68 350000 1.0
CARTER LAKE, IA 7812079 POTTAWATTAMIE CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  350000
OSMOND 3113903 PIERCE Acid ADJ 01/75 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 800
PALISADE 3120023 HITCHCOCK NAIL 240 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 240
523
NEBRASKA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________ NO___________ ■__________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PAPILLION 3115313 SARPY Acid ADJ 01/78 7000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  7000
PLA3TSM0UIH 3102510 CASS Acid ADJ 02/79 6371 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 6371
PONCA 3105106 DIXON NATL 984 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  984
RED CLOUD 3110301 WEBSTER Acid ADJ 12/74 1630 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - •-------------------- 1630
RUSHVILLE 3116101 SHERIDAN Acid ADJ 09/65 1130 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1130
SCRIBNER 3105302 DODGE Acid ADJ 05/75 1038 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  ------------------  1038
STELLA 3114710 RICHARDSON Acid ADJ 11/77 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  300
STRATTON 3108701 HITCHCOCK NATL 490 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  490
SUPERIOR 3112904 NUCKOLLS NaSiF6 ADJ 07/51 3180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 3180
SYRACUSE 3113104 OTOE Acid ADJ 10/76 1562 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1562
TEOJMSEH 3109705 JOHNSON Acid ADJ 08/77 2158 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2158
TTLDEW 3100301 MADISON Acid ADJ 06/77 947 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  947
524
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,




EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________ NO ________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
3108503 HITCHCOCK NATL 770 1.2
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM    ---------------  770
3115913 SEWARD Acid ADJ 07/67 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 600
3110712 KNOX NAIL 70 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  70
3102901 CHASE NATL 738 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  738
3110711 KNOX Acid ADJ 11/75 720 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  720
3118104 WAYNE Acid ADJ 05/75 5400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    5400
3117302 THURSTON ADJ 1025 0.0










WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALAMD 0000005 LINCOLN NATL 700 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  700
BEATTY 0000009 NYE NAIL 1050 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1050
CALIENTE 0000013 LINCOLN NATL 1550 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1550
CAMPBELL RANCH 3200171 ADJ 08/82 A2 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  42
CARSON COLONY 3200161 LYON ADJ 190 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  190
CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER CO 0000361 LYON NATL 35 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  35
DRESSLERVILLE 3200162 ADJ 11/85 156 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  156
DUCKWAIiR CQMMJITY WS 3200163 ADJ 08/85 42 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 42
DUCKWATER SCHOOL SYS 3200175 ADJ 08/85 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WADER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
EMBRY'S LITTLE NEVADA SUBD 0000152 NYE NATL 75 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 75
FALLON 0000045 CHURCHILL NATL 4500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4500
EX»T MCDERMITT 3200164 ADJ 08/84 260 1.6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 260
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NEVADA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GABBS 0000063 NYE NATL 811 9.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  811
INDIAN HILL SUBD 0000355 DOUGLAS NATL 1400 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1400
MQAPA 0000160 CLARK NATL 702 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  702
MQAPA INDIAN RES 3200165 CLARK ADJ 76 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  76
MOUNTAIN VIEW ESTATES 0002216 DOUGLAS NATL 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  25
NEW BATTLE MOUNTAIN 3200364 LANDER NaF ADJ 02/83 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
NIXON 3200168 ADJ 08/83 291 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------  291
OLD BATTLE MOUNTAIN 3200160 LANDER ADJ 08/78 135 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  135
OWYHEE 3200067 ELKO NaF ADJ 08/83 550 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 550
PANACA 0000185 LINCOLN NATL 750 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 750
SCHURZ 3200360 MINERAL NATL 100 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100
SILVERPEAK 0000363 ESMERALM NATL 200 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 200
527
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEVADA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
US NAV AUX A IR  FALLON 0000350 CHURCHILL NATL 1510 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1510
WADSWORTH 3200169 STOREY ADJ 0 8 /8 3  124 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER "SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  124
WEED HEIGHTS 0000242 LYON NATL 1500 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1500
WELLS IN D IA N  COLONY 3200363 ELKO ADJ 1 0 /8 1  0 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  0
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■____________________________  NO__________________ __________________________________ DATE___________  LEVEL LEVEL
CONCORD 0501010 MERRIMACK A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 8  32000 1 .0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  32000
DURHAM 0691010 STRAFFORD NaF ADJ 0 8 /5 5  7000 1 .0
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------    7000
FRYEBURG WATER GO, ME 0090600 OXFORD NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 1  0  1 .2
EAST CONWAY 0511020 CARROL CONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  600
HANOVER 1071010 GRAFTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 8  10000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  10000
LANCASTER 1291010 COOS NaF ADJ 1 2 /6 5  2025 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2025
LEBANON 1321010 GRAFTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 6  9000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  9000
NORTH CONWAY 0511030 CARROLL NATL 10000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 10000
PEASE AFB 1951020 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 0  25 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 25
PORTSMOUTH 1951010 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 5  33217 1 .0
NEW CASTLE 1661010 ROCKINGHAM CONS 700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 33917
ROCHESTER 2001010 STRAFFORD NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 7  20000 1 .0
TO IAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 20000
W HITEFIELD V IL  F IR E  B H IL L  2501030 COOS NATL 8 00  0 .8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  800
529
NEW JERSEY
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________ _______________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALLQMURST WA3ER DEPT 1301001 MONMDUIH A c id  ADJ 0 7 /5 4  950 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 950
ALLENTOWN WATER DEPT 1302001 M0W0UTH A c id  ADJ 0 4 /6 5  2000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  2000
ANCORA STATE HOSPITAL 0436001 CAMDEN A c id  ADJ 0 7 /7 2  3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3000
ATLANTIC C IT Y  MUN LTITL ALTIH 0102001 ATLANTIC A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 8  100000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  100000
BEACH HAVEN WATER DEPT 1503001 OCEAN NaF ADJ 0 3 /6 4  1625 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  1625
BURLINGTON C IT Y  W A liR  DEPT 0305001 BURLINGTON A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 5  9900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  9900
CLAYTON WATER DEPT 0801001 GLOUCESTER NATL 6300 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  6300
CRANBURY TWP WATER DEPT 1202001 MIDDLESEX NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 4  1620 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1620
DEPTFORD TWP MUA 0802001 GLOUCESTER NATL 23500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 23500
EAST BRUNSWICK 1204001 MIDDLESEX A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 4  37810 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  37810
EAST GREENWICH TWP WATER DEPT 0803001 GLOUCESTER NATL 3800 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  3800
EAST WINDSOR MUN U T IL  AUIH 1101002 MERCER A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 9  21041 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------- 21041
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NEW JERSEY
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______ NO_____________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EGG HARBOR C IT Y  WAT DEPT 0107001 ATLANTIC A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 7  3100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3100
ELIZABETHTOWN WC 2004002 SOMERSET A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 5  108616 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  108616
ELMER W A3ÍR DEPT 1702001 SALEM N A IL  1562 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S TÏM -------------------------------------------  1562
FREEHOLD TWP WATER DEPT 1316001 MMM XJIH A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 2  15000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 15000
FT D IX -U S  ARMY 0325001 BURLINGTON NaF ADJ I b l  24000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 24000
GARDEN STATE WC-HAMILTON 1103001 MERCER A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 2  24000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 24000
GLASSBORO WATER DEPT 0806001 GLOUCESTER NATL 14500 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 14500
HIGHLAND PARK WAT DEPT 1207001 MIDDLESEX A c id  ADJ 0 2 /6 1  13297 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 13297
HIGHTSTOHN WATER DEPT 1104001 MERCER A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  4567 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4567
MANTUA TWP MUA 0810004 GLOUCESTER NATL 7200 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7200
MOGUIRE A IR  FORCE BASE 0326006 BURLINGTON NaF ADJ /6 8  10552 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  10552
M M M XJIH  CONSOLIDATED 1345001 MONMOUTH A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 3  246912 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  246912
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NEW JERSEY
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT:
_________ :    NO_________________________________ __ _______  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVE'L
M T. LAUREL MUN U H L  AUTH 0324001 BURLINGTON NaF AOJ 0 1 /6 5  14900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -_  _ -  -  _  14900
NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT (EARLE) 1309001 M3&M0UIH A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 7  1400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -------------   1400
NEWTON WATER & SEWER U T IL IT Y  1815001 SUSSEX A c id  ADJ 0 1 /6 9  8000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------     8000
PEMBERTON TWP 0329004 BURLINGTON ADJ 0 2 /8 5  13000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  -  ------------- 13000
PERTH AMBOY WATER DEPT 1216001 MIDDLESEX N aS iF6 ADJ 0 6 /5 4  41000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------_  -  _  _  41000
PITMAN WATER DEPT 0815001 GLOUCESTER NATL 10500 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------      10500
RAHWAY WATER DEPT 2013001 UNION N aS iF6 ADJ 0 7 /5 2  26600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 26600
SOUTH JERSEY W IR SUPPLY CO 0808001 GLOUCESTER NATL 1100 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATHt SYSTEM----------------------------------------   1100
TRENTON 1111001 MERCER N aS iF6 ADJ 0 5 /6 4  250000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------  250000
WASHINGTON TWP MUA NOB H IL L  D I 0818003 GLOUCESTER NATL 2832 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------    2832
WASHINGTON TWP MUN l/IT L  AUIH 0818004 GLOUCESTER NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 2  28000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  -  -  28000
WENONAH WAIER DEPT 0819001 GLOUCESTER NATL 2300 1 .6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------   2300
532
NEW JERSEY
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
i____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST DEPTFORD TOP WATER DEPT 0820001 GLOUCESTER NATL 18500 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   18500
WEST MILFORD TWP MUA AWOSTUNG 1615012 PASSAIC NATL 700 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S TtM ------------------------------------ 700
WHARTON WATER DEPT 1439001 MORRIS A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 4  5500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 5500
WILLINGBORO MUA 0338001 BURLINGTON A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 3  39912 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  39912
WOODBURY HEIGHTS WATER U T IL  0823001 GLOUCESTER NATL 5039 2 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  5039
WOODBURY WATER DEPT 0822001 GLOUCESTER NATL 12412 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM : ---------------------------------- 12412
WOQDSTOWN WATER DEPT 1715001 SALEM NATL 3500 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   3500
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ALAMD COMMUNITY 3500285 MCKINLEY N A IL  520 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  520
ALAMO DAY SCHOOL 3500210 MCKINLEY NATL 250 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  250
ALAMD SPRINGS/APACHITO 3500286 MCKINLEY NATL 210 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  210
ALBUQUERQUE 3510701 BERNALILLO A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 4  342000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  342000
ANTON C H I0 0  3514510 GUADALUPE NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 8  304 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  304
ARTESIA 3520308 EDDY NATL 12000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  12000
BACA OO 'M JNITY 3500331 MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 250 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  250
BACA-HAYSTACK 3500254 MCKINLEY N A IL  290 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  290
BELEN 3524932 VALENCIA NATL 5680 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 5680
BERNALILLO 3508923 SANDOVAL NATL 3500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 3500
BORREGO PASS 3534003 MCKINLEY N A IL  140 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 140
BREAD SPRINGS O ttM U N ITY 3500841 NaF ADJ 300 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  300
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUFFALO SPRINGS COMMUNITY 3500264 NaF ADJ 160 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 160
BURNHAM COMMUNITY 3503030 SAN JUAN N A IL  70 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 70
CAN0NCITD 3500220 MCKINLEY NATL 0  0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM   -   ---------------------  0
CANONCITO COMMUNITY 3500287 MCKINLEY NATL 900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------   900
CARRIZGZO 3512614 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /8 0  1925 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   1925
CASAMEBD LAKE COMMUNITY 3500256 NaF ADJ 100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  100
CAUSEY 3528122 ROOSEVELT N A IL  100 2 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------    100
CHAMA 3501021 R IO  ARRIBA NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 7  1200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------  1200
CHICHILTAH CHAPTER HOUSE 3500271 MCKINLEY N A IL  5 0  0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  50
CHIMAYO 3543826 R IO  ARRIBA NATL 75 3 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  75
CHURCH ROCK CCMMUNITY 3500260 MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 44 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- ■ ------------ 440
CIMARRON 3526204 COLFAX NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 1  888  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  888
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NEW MEXICO
W AtER  SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
-____________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLAYTON 3527031 UNION NATL 3200 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3200
CLOVIS 3527305 CURRY NATL 37000 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------   37000
COLUMBUS 3523016 UJNA NATL 473  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  473
CORONA 3512714 LINCOLN NATL 230 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  230
COYOTE CANYON CHAPTER 3500325 R IO  ARRIBA NATL 140 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  140
COYOTE CANYON COMMUNITY 3500274 R IO  ARRIBA NATL 545 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  545
CROWNPOINT COMMUNITY 3503039 NaF ADJ 750 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  750
CRYSTAL COMMUNITY 3503012 NaF ADJ 560 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 560
DEMING 3528616 LUNA NATL 9000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------   9000
DES MOINES 3527131 UNION NATL 190 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 190
DEXTER 3519703 CHAVES NATL 1600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  1600
DORA 3528222 ROOSEVELT N A IL  200 1 .3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 200
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________ NO __________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
E LID A  3528322 ROOSEVELT N A IL  202 3 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  202
ENCINO (VAUGHN) 3523930 TORRANCE N A IL  140 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  140
ESPAÑOLA 3501921 RIO  ARRIBA N A IL  8400 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IiM ------    8400
ESTANCIA 3524030 TORRANCE NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 0  783 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IiM ------------------   783
EUNICE 3521513 LEA N A IL  3000 1 .1
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
FARMINGTON 3510224 SAN JUAN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 5  40000  1 .0
FARMINGTON N IU A 3500245 CONS 2250
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  42250
FLOYD 3528422 ROOSEVELT N A IL  150 5 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------  150
PORT SUMNER 3527706 DE BACA N A IL  1400 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------- • ------------------ 1400
GALLUP 3508317 MCKINLEY NATL 18500 1 .4
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IiM ---------------------------- 18500
GRADY 3527405 CURRY NATL 122 1 .0  '
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S IiM ---------------------------- 122
HACHITA 3532409 GRANT NATL 8 0  3 .7
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 80
HAGERMAN 3519903 CHAVES NATL 1075 1 .2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------  1075
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HATCH 3511607 DONA ANA N A IL  2150 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  2150
HOBBS 3521613 LEA NATL 35961 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  35961
HOLMAN 3515918 MORA NATL %  3 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- %
HUERFANO-CARSON C ttM U N ITY  3503063 SAN JUAN NaF ADJ 105 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 105
HURLEY 3522409 (SANT NATL 1591 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1591
JA L 3521713 LEA N A IL  2675 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2675
KEYAH #1  C C m M T Y  3503054 SAN JUAN NATL 350 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  350
LAKE ARTHUR 3520003 CHAVES NATL 400  1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  400
LAKE VALLEY CHAPTER 3500269 SAN JUAN NATL 30 1 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  30
LAKE VALLEY OOMUNITY 3500821 SAN JUAN NATL 228 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  228
LAKE VALLEY SCHOOL 3534010 SAN JUAN N A IL  130 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  130
LAS VEGAS 3518025 SAN MIGUEL A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 0  15000 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 15000
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY ' CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE__________  LEVEL LEVEL
LORDSBURG 3522812 HIDALGO NATL 1115 4 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTSM-------------------------------------  1115
LOS ALAMOS 3500115 LOS ALAMOS NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  19000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  19000
LOS LUNAS 3525332 VALENCIA NATL 4000  0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  4000
IXM NCTON 3521813 LEA NATL 11000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 11000
MANUELITO CHAPTER 3500295 MCKINLEY NATL 25 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  25
MARIANO LAKE CHAPTER 3500252 MCKINLEY NATL 25 0  2 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  250
MELROSE 3527505 CURRY N A IL  701 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  701
MEXICAN SPRINGS 3500262 NaF ADJ 4 6 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------  4 6 0
MEXICAN SPRINGS WEST 3500267 NaF ADJ 24 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  240
M ILAN 3525533 VALENCIA NaF ADJ /8 0  2948 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------- 2948
MITTENROCK COMMUNITY 3503057 NaF ADJ 360 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  360
MORA 3516218 MORA NaF ADJ 1 2 /6 6  860  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  860
539
NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL ;
M3RIARTY 3524230 TORRANCE NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 0  1272 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1272
MOSQUERO 3526811 HARDING N A IL  320 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  320
MULHOLLAND WELL 3503040 MCKINLEY NATL 50 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  50
NACSHITTI PUBLIC SCH 3500326 SAN JUAN N A IL  300  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 300
NAGEEZI COMMUNITY 35002%  NaF ADJ 190 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 190
NASHCITTT COMMUNITY 3500268 SAN JUAN N A IL  980 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 980
NAVAJO CXM flJNITY 3500298 NAVAJO NaF ADJ 3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3000
NEWCOMB COMMUNITY 3503016 SAN JUAN NATL 310 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  310
(»GAN 3512007 DONA ANA NATL 480  1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  480
PEOOS 3518325 SAN MIGUEL NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 4  1200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1200
PENASOO 3506729 TAOS NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 4  700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  700
PINEDALE CHAPTER 3500275 MCKINLEY NATL 50 0 .9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  50
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PORTALES 3528522 ROOSEVELT NATL 10200 2 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  10200
PUEBLO PINTADO SCHOOL 3534015 MCKINLEY NATL 230 9 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  230
RAMAH R -1 3  3500320 MCKINLEY N A IL  40  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  40
RAMAH R -4  3500317 MCKINLEY NATL 0  2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  0
RAMAH RURAL 3500251 MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 80  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  80
RAMAH-PINEHILL NAVAJO SCHOOL 3500250 MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 81 0  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  810
RAMAH-SUNSE7I VALLEY 3500279 MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 300 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  300
RAMONA SMITH CCHUN ITY 3500266 MCKINLEY NATL 70 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  70
RATON 3526704 COLFAX NaF ADJ 0 4 /5 6  9600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 9600
RIBERA 3518525 SAN MIGUEL NATL 180 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 180
ROCK SPRINGS CHAPTER 3500302 MCKINLEY NATL 30 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 30
ROCK SPRINGS C O M JN ITY 3503073 MCKINLEY N A IL  4 0 0  0 .7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 400
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT /,
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RODEO 3522912 HIDALQO NATL 120 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  120
ROSWELL 3520203 CHAVES N A IL  39000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 39000
ROY 3526911 HARDING NATL 387 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 387
RLUDOSO 3513114 LINCOLN N aS iF6 ADJ 0 1 /8 1  4500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 4500
SAN JON 3527920 QUAY NATL 340 3 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  340
SAN JOSE 3518825 SAN MIGUEL N A IL  200 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  200
SAN MATED 3525733 VALENCIA N A IL  190 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  190
SAN YSIDRO 3509723 SANDOVAL N A IL  200 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  200
SANOSTEE-TOCITO CCM UNITY 3503059 NaF ADJ 685 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  685
SANTA FE 3505126 SANTA FE NaF ADJ 0 6 /5 6  50000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  50000
SANTA ROSA 3515010 GUADALUPE NaF ADJ 0 7 /6 0  2485 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2485
SHEEP SPRINGS COMMUNITY 3503043 SAN JUAN N A IL  270 1 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  270
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and ' EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE___________  LEVEL LEVEL
SHEEP SPRINGS NORTH OSW UNITY 3503070 SAN JUAN N A IL  340 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  340
SHIPROCK OCWMUNITY 3500248 NaF ADJ 15000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  15000
SILVER C IT Y  3522609 GRANT NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 2  12000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  12000
SMITH LAKE-HARD GROUND 3500211 NaF ADJ 500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  500
SPRINGER 3526604 COLFAX NaF ADJ /7 3  1800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1800
STANDING ROCK SCHOOL 3534016 MCKINLEY NATL 110 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  110
T  OR C 3514327 SIERRA NATL 7000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  7000
TADS 3507529 TADS NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 1  3400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  3400
TATUM 3522013 LEA N A IL  1000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1000
TEEC NOS POS 3532010 APACHE N A IL  780 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  780
TEXIOO 3527605 CURRY N A IL  1000 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1000
THOREAU W .-J . W IL L IE  CMP 3500303 NaF ADJ 500 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  500
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NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT-
__________________________________________________ NO________________________________________ _ ____________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
THREE M ILE  POINT 3503011 NaF ADJ 120 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 120
10ADLENA O ttM U N ITY 3503028 NaF ADJ 315 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 315
TOHAHCHI COMMUNITY 3500237 MCKINLEY NATL 760 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  760
TOHATCHI HIGH SHOOOL MCKINLEY NaF ADJ 600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  600
TORREON CCM4UNITY 3503042 SAN DOVAL N A IL  1100 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1100
TSA YAH TOH CCM UNITY 3500278 NaF ADJ 275 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  275
TUOJMCARI 3528020 QUAY N A IL  8000 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  8000
TWIN LAKES COMMUNITY 3500261 NaF ADJ 1555 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1555
VAUGHN (ENCIND) 3515310 GUADALUPE N A IL  867 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 867
VILLANUEVA 3519625 SAN MIGUEL NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 7  272 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  272
WATBOUS 3516718 MORA NATL 100 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100
WHITEHORSE LAKE PRE-SCHOOL 3500281 NAVAJO NATL 25 1 .1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 25
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW MEXICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WHITERQCX CHAPTER 3500283 SAN JUAN N A IL  50 3 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  50
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADAMS WS 0002328 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 0 5 /7 6  1957 1 .0
ADAMS CENTER 0002351 JEFFERSON CONS 700
ID EA L POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  2657
ALBION WS 00005%  ORLEANS N aS iF6 ADJ 0 7 /6 7  5800 1 .0
GAINES 0000597 (»LEANS CONS 600
QAK-ORCHARD ON LAKE 0000601 (»LEANS CONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  6550
ANTWERP 0002330 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 2  760 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  760
ARCADE 0000350 WYOMING A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 3  225 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  225
ATTIC A 0000607 WYOMING A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 3  2643 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  2643
AVON 0001012 LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 0 9 /8 3  3357 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  3357
BAINBRIDGE WS 0001739 CHENANGO NaF ADJ 0 7 /7 1  1700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  1700
BALLSTON SPA 0000162 SARATOGA A c id  ADJ 1 1 /8 4  5711 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  5711
BATAVIA W S 0000544 GENESEE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 3  16667 1 .0
BATAVIA TWP 0000554 GENESEE CONS 2025
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  18692
BATH WS 0001206 STEUBEN A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 6  6100 1 .0
BATH WD 1 0001225 STEUBEN CONS 110
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  6210
BELFAST W D 0000313 ALLEGANY A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 4  850  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  850
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEUCNT W S 0000314 ALLEGANY A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 7  1150 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1150
BINGHAMTON W S 0001651 BROOME A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 4  55860 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 1 0001652 BROOME CONS 248
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 2 0001685 BROOME OONS 215
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 3  0001686 BROOME OONS 420
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 4  0001699 BROOME OONS 80
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 5 0001700 BROOME OONS 625
BINGHAMTON TOP WD 6  0001701 BROOME OONS 144
BINGHAMTON TWP WD 7 0001702 BROCME CONS 77
DICKINSON TOP B IG  BE WD 2 0001664 BROOME OONS 56
DICKINSON TOP UP FRT WD 3 0001695 BROOME OONS 1467
DICKINSON TOP WD 6 0011222 BROOME CONS 91
DICKINSON WD 7 0010143 BROCME OONS 298
PORT DICKINSON (V ) 0001672 BROOME OONS 1734
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 61315
BRIARCLIFF MANOR W S 0003420 WESTCHESTER A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 4  7351 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7351
BUFFALO W S 0000422 ERIE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 6 /5 5  357870 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  357870
CALEDONIA 0001013 LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 1  2100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2100
CANANDAIGUA WS 0001150 ONTARIO A c id  ADJ 0 7 /5 6  10500 1 .0
EAST VICTOR 0010453 (M A R IO  OONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  10650
CANTON W S 0004381 ST. LAWRENCE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 6  10000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  10000
CARLE PLACE W D 0002818 NASSAU A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 2  11000 1 .0
WESTBURY 0002856 NASSAU OONS 20050
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 31050
CARTHAGE W S 0002334 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 6  4 500  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4500
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CENTRAL BRIDGE 0000093 SCHOHARIE NaF ADJ 0 1 /8 4 450 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 450
CHAMPLAIN 0000211 CLINTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /8 2 1500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 1500
CHAMPLAIN PARK V® 0000212 CLINTON NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 3 900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 900
CHURCHVILLE 0001040 MONROE A c id ADJ 1 0 /8 1 1500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 1500
CLINTON W S 0002386 ONEIDA A c id ADJ 1 2 /6 8 3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 3000
OOBLESKILL W S 0000094 SCHOHARIE NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 3 5272 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAŒR SYSTEM------------ 5272
CONKLIN 0001660 BROOME NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 4 1868 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 1868
GOOPERTOWN W S 0000145 OTSEGO A c id ADJ 0 5 /6 8 2500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 2500
DELHI W S 0000257 DELAWARE A c id ADJ 0 1 /6 4 3336 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 3336
EAST AURORA WS 0000433 ERIE A c id ADJ 0 4 /5 9 7200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------ 7200
EAST BLOCMFIELD 0001155 ONTARIO A c id ADJ 0 1 /8 2 700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 700
EAST SYRACUSE 0004311 ONONDAGA A c id ADJ 0 2 /8 4 3900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- --- 3900
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
ELBA 0000548 GENESEE NaF ADJ 1 2 /8 3 805
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -------- 805
ELMIRA WS 0001008 CHEMUNG A c id ADJ 0 2 /5 3 62660
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 62660
ENDIOOIT W S 0001665 BROOME A c id ADJ 0 3 /7 0 45000
ENDWELL (T ) 0011214 BROCME CONS 21620
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 66620
ER IE 0 0  WATER AUTHORITY 0000443 ERIE A c id ADJ 1 0 /6 7  375000
ABBOTT HIGHLAND WD-HAMBURG 0000462 ERIE CONS 399
ALDEN 0000398 ERIE OONS 2488
AMHERST TOP WD 1 0000399 ERIE OONS 8000
AMHERST TOP WD 2 0000400 ERIE CONS 5000
AMHERST TOP WD 3 0000401 ERIE OONS 3000
AMHERST TOP WD 4 0000402 ERIE OONS 9000
AMHERST TOP WD 5 0000403 ERIE OONS 6000
AMHERST TOP WD 6 0000404 ERIE OONS 15000
AMHERST TOP WD 7 0000405 ERIE OONS 13000
AMHERST TOP WD 8 0000406 ERIE OONS 5000
AMHERST TOP WD 9 0000407 ERIE CONS 4000
AMHERST TOP WD 10 0000408 ERIE OONS 12000
AMHERST TOP WD 11 0000409 ERIE OONS 8000
AMHERST WD 12 0000410 ERIE OONS 4000
ANGOLA 0000411 ERIE OONS 3300
ATHOL SPRINGS LOCKSLEY WD 0000488 ERIE CONS 399
AURORA OONS WD #235 0000413 ERIE OONS 574
AURORA WD 1 0000412 ERIE OONS 215
AURORA WD 1A 0020550 ERIE OONS 200
AURORA WD 6 0000417 ERIE OONS 75
AURORA WD 8 0000419 ERIE OONS 67
AURORA WD 9 0020551 ERIE CONS 49
BAIN  WD 0000489 ERIE OONS 399
BAYVIEW ROAD WD 0000468 ERIE OONS 399
BEACON H IL L  WD 0000469 ERIE OONS 399
BEEDOW DRIVE WD 0000470 ERIE OONS 150
BELLEVUE WD-CHEEKTOWAGA TOP 0000424 ERIE CONS 399
BETHPORD LAKE WD 0000490 ERIE OONS 399
B IG  TREE GARDEN WD 0000491 ERIE OONS 399
BLASDELL 0000420 ERIE CONS 3288
BONNIE LANE WD 0000471 ERIE OONS 100
BOWMANSVILLE WD 0000421 ERIE OONS 399
BRISTOL WD 0000492 ERIE OONS 399
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














BURKE WD 0000463 ERIE CONS 399
GAMP ROAD LAKESHORE WD 0000493 ERIE CONS 399
CEN1RAL HAMBURG WD 0000464 ERIE CONS 399
CHEEXTOWAGA TOP WD 9 0000425 ERIE CONS 225
CHEEKTOWAGA TOP WD 10 0000427 ERIE CONS 500
CHEEXTOWAGA WD 8 0000428 ERIE CONS 399
CHEEXTOWAGA WD 11 0000429 ERIE CONS 399
CHESTNUT RIDGE WD 0000465 ERIE CONS 399
CLARENCE CONS WD 0020767 ERIE CONS 15094
CLARK STREET WD 0000494 ERIE CONS 399
CLEVELAND H IL L  WD-CHEEXTOWGA 0004566 ERIE CONS 399
CLOVER BANK WD 0000495 ERIE CONS 399
COLLINS WD 4 0000431 ERIE CONS 73
DEPEW 0000432 ERIE CONS 6125
DOYLE WD-CHEEXIOWAGA TOP 0000426 ERIE CONS 4900
EAST FRON1TER DR WD 0000496 ERIE CONS 399
EAST HAMBURG WD 1 0000434 ERIE CONS 399
EDEN WD 1 0000435 ERIE CONS 500
EDEN WD 2 0000436 ERIE CONS 500
EDEN WD 3 0000437 ERIE CONS 500
EDEN WD 4 0000438 ERIE CONS 500
EDEN WD 5 0000439 ERIE CONS 175
EDEN WD 6 0000440 ERIE CONS 600
EDEN WD 7 0000441 ERIE CONS 2400
EDEN WD 8 0000442 ERIE CENS 120
ELMA WD 1 0020549 ERIE CONS 10574
EVANS IM P AREA 1-HIGHLAND 0000447 ERIE CONS 4950
EVANS WD 2 0000445 ERIE CONS 4413
EVANS WD 3 0000446 ERIE CONS 704
EVANS WD 4 0019527 ERIE CONS 1126
EVANS WD 5 0019528 ERIE CONS 3136
FARNHAM 0000448 ERIE CONS 404
GLENDALE HEIGHTS WD 0000497 ERIE CONS 399
GRAND ISLAND WD 1 0000450 ERIE CONS 205
GRAND ISLAND WD 2 0019526 ERIE aoNS 6206
GRAND ISLAND WD 5 0000454 ERIE CONS 1285
GRAND ISLAND WD 6 0000455 ERIE CONS 1772
GRAND ISLAND WD 7 0000456 ERIE CONS 852
GRAND ISLAND WD 8 0000457 ERIE CONS 869
GRAND ISLAND WD 9 0000458 ERIE a u s 771
GRAND ISLAND WD 10 0000459 ERIE CONS 4068
GRAND ISLAND WD 11 0000460 ERIE CONS 742
GRAND ISLAND-STO R-DISTRIB D IS T 0000451 ERIE CONS 18000
HAMBURG (»CHARD PARK WD 0000472 ERIE CONS 50
HAMBURG WD 1 0000466 ERIE CONS 550
HAMBURG WD 2 0000467 ERIE CONS 25000
HOLLYWOOD WD 0000498 ERIE CONS 399
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
  NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
IR VIN G  SUBD 0019258 ERIE OONS 45
KQWORE 0010142 ERIE CONS 18474
KNOB LILLYD ALE BENZ WD 0000473 ERIE OONS 399
LACKAWANNA C ITY 0000506 ERIE OONS 9999
LAKESHORE WD 0000499 ERIE e ra s 399
LAKEVIEW WD 0000474 ERIE CONS 800
LANCASTER 0000507 ERIE OONS 13056
LANCASTER WD 1 0000508 ERIE OONS 100
LANCASTER WD 2 0000509 ERIE OONS 399
LANCASTER WD 3 0000510 ERIE OONS 399
LANCASTER WD 4 0000511 ERIE OONS 399
LANCASTER WD 5 0000512 ERIE OONS 399
LANCASTER WD 6 0000513 ERIE OONS 500
LANCASTER WD 7 0000514 ERIE CONS 399
LANCASTER WD 8 0000515 ERIE OONS 700
LEW IS DRIVE WD 0000475 ERIE OONS 150
LYTH WD 0000500 ERIE CONS 399
MCKINLEY WD 1 0000479 ERIE OONS 50
MEADOWBROOK WD 12 0004562 ERIE CONS 399
MEADOWBROOK-QREENE’IE LD  WD 0000476 ERIE OONS 300
MOUNT VERNON WD 0000501 ERIE OONS 399
OCKLER CAMP ROAD WD 0000477 ERIE OONS 399
OLD LAKE VIEW ROAD WD 0000478 ERIE OONS 399
(»CHARD PARK WD 1 0000518 ERIE OONS 612
(»CHARD PARK WD 2 0000519 ERIE CONS 210
(»CHARD PARK WD 3 0010128 ERIE OONS 399
(»CHARD PARK WD 4 0000523 ERIE OONS 1780
(»CHARD PARK WD 5 0000524 ERIE OONS 3900
(»CHARD PARK WD 6 0000525 ERIE OONS 399
(»CHARD PARK WD 7 0000526 ERIE OONS 399
(»CHARD PARK WD 8 0000527 ERIE OONS 2300
ORCHARD PARK WD 9 0000528 ERIE OONS 660
(»CHARD PARK WD 10 0000529 ERIE OONS 330
(»CHARD PARK WD 11 0000530 ERIE OONS 399
ORCHARD PARK WD 12 0000531 ERIE CONS 399
ORCHARD PARK WD 13 0000532 ERIE OONS 399
ORCHARD PARK WD 15 0000533 ERIE a u s 25
ORCHARD PARK WD 17 0000534 ERIE OONS 399
(»CHARD PARK WD 18 0019099 ERIE c m s %
(»CHARD PARK WD 19 0000535 ERIE e ra s 399
ORCHARD PARK WS 0000537 ERIE e ra s 3680
OSBORNE SAGAMORE HEIGHTS WD 0000480 ERIE (m s 399
PARKER B IG  TREE RD WD 0000481 ERIE (m s 399
PICTURE LAKE WD 0000482 ERIE e ra s 399
SALEM DRIVE WD 0000502 ERIE e ra s 399
SHORE HEIGHTS WD 0000483 ERIE e ra s 399
SLOAN 0000536 ERIE e ra s 799
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SOUTH TOWN WD 0000484 ERIE CONS 399
STALEY DR WD 0000485 ERIE OONS 399
THRUWAY WD 0000486 ERIE CONS 399
TONAWANDA CON WD 0004557 ERIE OONS 69795
V A IL  WD 0000487 ERIE OONS 399
WEBSTER CORNERS WD 0000520 ERIE OONS 399
WEST SENECA WD 1 0004543 ERIE OONS 16000
WEST SENECA V® 2 0004544 ERIE OONS 4000
WEST SENECA WD 3 0004545 ERIE OONS 8000
WEST SENECA WD 4 0004546 ERIE OONS 4000
WEST SENECA WD 5 0004547 ERIE OONS 399
WEST SENECA WD 6 0004548 ERIE OONS 5000
WEST SENECA WD 7 0004549 ERIE OONS 399
WEST SENECA WD 8 0004550 ERIE OONS 399
WEST SENECA WD 9 0004551 ERIE OONS 500
W ILLIAM SVILLE (V ) 0000541 ERIE OONS 799
WINDHAM ABBOTT RD WD 0000521 ERIE OONS 399
WINDOVER WIR D IS T 0000503 ERIE OONS 399
WOODLAWN WD 0000504 ERIE OONS 399
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -  ---------- 7855%
ERWIN 0001212 STEUBEN NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 2 1351
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1351
FAIRPORT WS 0001043 MONROE A c id ADJ 0 2 /5 7 9000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM ------------- 9000
PORT DRUM 0012214 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 5 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 500
GENESE» WS 0001017 LIVINGSTON A c id ADJ 0 9 /6 0 12066
YORK TOP WD 0001027 LIVINGSTON OONS 1600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------- 13666
GEYSER CREST 0000178 SARATOGA A c id ADJ 1 1 /8 4 4800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------- 4800
G L o m s m iE  ws 0000018 FULTON N aS iF6 ADJ 0 4 /5 2 17836
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -------------- 17836
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GOUVERNEUR WS 0004385 ST. LAWRENCE A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 8  4285 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4285
G0WANDA WS 0000340 CATTARAUGUS A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 4  3100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3100
GREENWICH WATER 0 0 , CT 0570011 A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 7  0 1 .0
PORT CHESTER WW IN C  0003456 WESTCHESTER OONS 46648
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  46648
G R IFF IS  AFB 0017526 ONEIDA A c id  ADJ 0 1 /6 8  7600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  7600
HAMILTON WS 0002377 MADISON A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 9  3775 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3775
HAMM3ND5P0RT 0001223 STEUBEN A c id  ADJ 0 3 /8 4  1144 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1144
HEMLOCX(MONROE GO WA) 0001018 LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 4  600  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------------  600
HIGHLAND FALLS WS 0003532 ORANGE NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 2  5500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5500
HIGHLAND WD 0003368 ULSTER NaF ADJ 0 5 /5 4  3568 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3568
HOLCOMB WS 0001157 ONTARIO A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  951 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  951
HOMER WS 0001757 OORTLAND NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 9  4242  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4242
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOOSICK FALLS WS 0000041 RENSSELAER A c id  ADJ 0 9 /5 2  4100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  4100
HORSEHEADS WS 0001009 CHEMUNG A c id  ADJ 0 2 /5 9  7348 1 .0
HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 2 0004537 CHEMUNG CONS 900
HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 6  0004540 CHEMUNG OONS 210
HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 7 0004539 CHEMUNG OONS 308
HORSEHEADS(T) TOWN WD 9  0019098 CHEMUNG OONS 279
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  9045
HUDSON FALLS WS 0000123 WASHINGTON A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 2  7419 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   7419
JAMAICA WATER SUPPLY GO 0011735 NASSAU A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 3  518312 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM --------------------------------------- 518312
JAMESTOWN WS 0000366 CHAUTAUQUA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 6 /6 3  42784 1 .0
CELERON 0000357 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 1431
ELLIOOTT TWP WD 2 0019793 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 250
E L U C O rr TOP WD 3 0019794 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 200
FALCONER 0000362 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 2928
LAKEWOOD 0000367 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 3941
W ELLIOOTT TWP WD1 0000361 CHAUTAUQUA OONS 250
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 51784
LAKEVILLE WD 0001019 LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 2  2400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------  2400
LARCHMDNT WS 0003433 WESTCHESTER N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /5 3  6268 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------  6268
LEROY WS 0000549 GENESEE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 0  6200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  6200
LEVm O W N WS 0002832 NASSAU A c id  ADJ 0 1 /5 4  48749 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  48749
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LIM A  0001021 LIVINGSTON NaF ADJ 0 1 /8 4  2000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2000
LIV O N IA  (M3NR0E 0 0  WA) 0001022 LIVINGSTON A c id  ADJ 0 9 /8 2  1275 1 .0
L IV O N IA  CENTER WD 0001030 LIVINGSTON CONS 250
SOLTIH L IV O N IA  WD 0011950 LIVINGSTON CONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 1825
LOCKPORT WS 0000564 NIAGARA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 1 /5 9  25000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 25000
LYNDONVILLE 0000599 («LEANS NaF ADJ 0 5 /8 2  960 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 960
LYONS WS 0001229 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 8  4600 1 .0
LYONS TWP WD-GRISTM WD 0017537 WAYNE CONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 4750
MACEDON TWP WD 2 0001230 STEUBEN A c id  ADJ 0 8 /8 2  1800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1800
MANCHESTER 0001160 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 0 8 /8 2  1640 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1640
MARATHON 0001759 CORTLAND A c id  ADJ 0 8 /8 2  1107 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1107
MASSENA WS 0004390 ST. LAWRENCE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 5  12851 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  12851
MENANDS WS 0000200 ALBANY N aS iF6 ADJ 0 1 /6 7  4500  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4500
MIDDLEBURGH 0000096 SCHOHARIE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /8 4  1358 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1358
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
- -_______________________ ,____________________ NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
MONROE CD WATER AU1H 0001047 MDNROE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 4  260000
BRIGHTON TWP-BRIGHTON WD 0015673 MONROE CONS 399
C H IL I TWP-RIVERDALE WD 0015635 MONROE CONS 399
CLARKSON MEADOWS WD 0017542 MONROE CONS 217
CLARKSON WD 0001041 MONROE CONS 1377
CREEK STREET WD 0004522 MONROE CONS 399
DRAKE ROAD WD 0001062 MONROE CONS 399
EAST HYDRANT WD 0017545 MONROE OONS 399
EAST ROCHESTER WS 0001042 MONROE CONS 8000
EMPIRE WD 0001063 MONROE OONS 399
F IV E  M ILE  L IN E  ROAD WD 0001064 MONROE OONS 399
FOREST LAWN WD 0001065 M3NR0E OONS 399
GREECE CONSOL WD-MCWA 0001044 MONROE OONS 55000
HAMLIN CONSOLIDATED WD 0004525 MONROE OONS 3140
HAMLIN KENDALL WD 0001087 MONROE OONS 1622
HAMLIN PARMA JO IN T WD 0004526 MONROE OONS 319
HAMLIN WALKER WD 0001106 MONROE OONS 450
HARD ROAD WD 0001066 NGNROE OONS 399
HATCH ROAD WD 0001067 MONROE OONS 399
HENRIETTA WD 1 0004527 MONROE OONS 38000
HILTON WS 0001045 MONROE OONS 4721
MCWA-OOLLAMER RD WD 0015659 MONROE OONS 139
HOLT ROAD WD 0017541 MONROE CONS 399
HONEDYE FALLS 0015674 MONROE OONS 399
INSPIRATIO N POINT WD 0001068 MONROE OONS 399
IRONDEXJUOIT 1WP-MD 0015648 MONROE OONS 399
JACKSON ROAD WD 0017544 M3NRQE OONS 399
KUEM ROAD WD 0017540 MONROE OONS 399
LAKE ROAD WD 0001069 MONROE OONS 399
LAKE SHORE WD-MCWA 0001105 MONROE CONS 399
MAPLE DRIVE WD 0017539 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-BENEDICT TRACT WD 0015626 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-BROOKVIEW TRACT WD 0015627 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-BUFFALO ROAD WD 0015637 MONROE OONS 399
MCW A-CHILI AVENUE TRACT WD 0015628 MONROE CONS 399
MCW A-CHILI HEIGHTS WD 0015629 MONROE CONS 399
MCW A-CHILI WD 0015630 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-OOLLAMER RD WD 0015659 MONROE OONS 139
MCWA-CREEKVIEW WD 0015631 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-CULVER RD ORCHARDS WD 0015644 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-E & N GATES CONSOL WD 0015638 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-E GATES-SOWEST EXT WD 0015639 MONROE OONS 399
MCWA-EAST AVE WD 0015676 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-EAST WD 0015677 MONROE OONS 399
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














MCWA-EAST WTR D IS T 0019668 MONROE oasis 399
MCWA-FAIRVIEW WD 0015645 MONROE aoNs 399
MCWA-FERGU90N I »  WD 0015660 MONROE CONS 81
MCWA-FRENCH RD WD 0015678 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-FTOJITOALE WD 0015646 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-GATES CONSOL WD 2 0015640 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-HELENDALE WD 0015647 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-HUFFER RD & ZELLWEGER 0015661 MONROE CONS 403
MCWA-KNOLLWOOD WD 0015679 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-LAKE SHORE W BEACH WD 0015662 MONROE CONS 260
MCWA-LAKEOREST WD 0015688 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-LINDEN AVE WD 0015680 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-LDCKWOOD WD 0015632 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-LONG MEADOW-POREST PK WD 0015681 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-MANITOU RD WD 0015664 MONROE CONS 298
MCWA-MENDON WD 0015675 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-MORGAN ROAD WD 0015633 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-MUMPORD WD 0015686 MONROE a u s 399
MCWA-NORTH GOODMAN WD 0015649 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-OGDEN WD 1 0015655 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-OGDEN-GA3ES WD 0015657 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-PALMYRA RD WD 0015682 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-PARMA CEN1ER WD 0015663 MONROE a u s 450
MCWA-PARMA NORTH WD 0015665 MONROE CONS 1584
MCWA-PARMA RIDGE RD WD 0015666 MONROE CONS 837
MCWA-PARMA SOUTH WD 0019623 MONROE CONS 1414
MCWA-PIXLEY ROAD WD 0015641 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-RANCHMAR WD 0015634 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-RIGA WD 0015671 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-ROLLING ACRES 0015658 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SOOTTSVILLE 0015685 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SENECA-RODGERS WD 0015650 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SO PITTSPORD WD 1 0015683 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SO PITTSFORD WD 2 0015684 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SOUTH GATES WD 0015642 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SOUTHEAST WD 0015689 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-ST PAUL WD 0015651 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-STATE JACKSON WD 0015669 MONROE CONS 36
MCWA-SU-MERVILLE WD 0015652 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-SUNSETVIEW WD 0015636 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-TRIM4ER-RIDGE WD 0015667 MONROE CONS 78
MCWA-WEST GATES WD 0015643 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-WHEATLAND WD 0015687 MONROE CONS 399
MCWA-WINFIELD ROAD WD 0015653 MONROE CONS 399
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)











NORTH EAST V® 0001070 MONROE a u s 399
NORTH WD 0001071 MDNROE CONS 399
PEARLMDOD RD 0001149 MONROE CONS 399
PENFIELD WD 0015668 MONROE CONS 399
PERINTDN TOP 0015670 MDNROE CONS 240
PITTSPORD WS 0001054 MDNROE a u s 4500
ROCHESTER 0004518 MONROE a u s 225000
RUSH TOP WD 0001056 MONROE cons 399
RUSH WD 2 -  MCWA 0001148 MONROE a u s 399
SEA BREEZE WD-MCWA 0001118 MDNROE CONS 8100
SHOECRAFT WD 0001072 MDNROE CONS 399
SOUTH F IV E  M ILE  L IN E  WD 0001073 MONROE CONS 399
SPENCERPORT 0001058 MONROE a u s 4725
SWEDEN OGDEN JO IN T WD 0004570 MDNROE a u s 1564
SWEDEN WD 1 0001059 MDNROE CONS 153
SWEDEN WD 2 0001077 MDNROE CONS 1088
SWEDEN WD 3 0001088 MONROE a u s 187
SWEDEN WD 4 0001078 MDNROE CONS 340
TERRA BUONA WD 0019607 MONROE a u s 98
UNION H IL L  WD 0001060 MONROE a u s 399
VOSBURG WD 0001074 MDNROE a u s 399
WEST WD 0001076 MDNROE a u s 399
WHAL ROAD WD 0001075 MONROE a u s 399
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 655283
MDNTTCELIjO WS 0003337 SULLIVAN NaF ADJ 0 1 /5 7 7500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 7500
MORRISONVILLE WD 0000220 (U N IO N  N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /8 2 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1000
MDRRISTOWN WS 0004391 ST. LAWRENCE A c id ADJ 0 8 /6 7 550
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 550
MDRRISVILLE 0003521 CLINTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /8 4 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1500
NAPLES 0001161 (M A R IO  A c id ADJ 0 5 /8 3 1226










POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K







STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
START SERVED NAT OPT 
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
NEW YORK C IT Y  WS 0003493 NEW YORK N aS iF6 ADJ 09 /65 6 5 5 2 7 1 8 1.0
NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) 0003444 WESTCHESTER a u s 45804
GREENBURGH TWP-D PK (PART) 0003429 WESTCHESTER CONS 20000
PELHAM 0011901 WESTCHESTER CONS 2053
WESTCHESTER JT  WW 1 0003435 WESTCHESTER GONS 29589
NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) 0003444 WESTCHESTER CJ0NS 45804
GREENBURGH TWP-D PK (PART) 0003429 WESTCHESTER a u s 20000
PELHAM 0011901 WESTCHESTER a u s 2053
YONKERS WS 0003465 NEW YORK CONS 194000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- -------------6912021
NEWARK WS 0001232 WAYNE A c id ADJ 0 2 /6 1  10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- -------------  10000
NEWBURG WS 0003578 ORANGE NaF ADJ 0 5 /4 5  9600 1.0
NEW WINDSOR TWP-OONS WD 0003580 ORANGE CONS 15000
NEWBURGH C ITY 0003549 ORANGE OONS 23438
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- -------------  48038
NEWBURGH 0003546 ORANGE A c id ADJ 0 5 /8 4  364 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 364
IAGARA 0 0  WD 0000567 NIAGARA A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 0 38
BARKER 0000556 NIAGARA aus 552
CAMBRIA WD 0000557 NIAGARA aus 4419
CARLISLE GARDENS LOCKPART WD 1 0000565 NIAGARA GONS 450
HARTLAND WD 0000588 NIAGARA OONS 2400
LEWISTON WIR IMPROVEMENT AREA 0000561 NIAGARA aus 14700
LEMISTOWN VILLAGE 0000558 NIAGARA OONS 3326
LINCOLN VILLAG E LOCKPART WD 2 0000562 NIAGARA OONS 410
HXXPORT WD 3 0000563 NIAGARA aus 11800
MEDINA 0000600 NIAGARA aus 7000
MIDDLEPORT 0000566 NIAGARA OONS 2000
NEWFANE WD 4 0000595 NIAGARA OONS 5810
NEWFANE WD NO 1 ,2 ,3  CONSOL 0000573 NIAGARA OONS 4900
NIAGARA FALLS WS 0000568 NIAGARA OONS 71384
NIAGARA W IR IMPROVEMENT AREA 0000571 NIAGARA aus 9500
PENDLETON TWP WD 0000574 NIAGARA aus 4726
PORTER WD 1 0000577 NIAGARA OONS 2000




WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________;__________________________________ NO___________________________________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
RANSCMVILLE EXTENSION # 3  WD 0000579 NIAGARA OONS 585
ROYALTON WD 1 0000580 NIAGARA OONS 1200
ROYALTON WD 2 0000581 NIAGARA CONS 1275
SOMERSET CONSOL WD 0000583 NIAGARA OONS 2500
WHEATFIELD WD 0000585 NIAGARA OONS 9600
WILSON 0000586 NIAGARA OONS 1236
WILSON TOWN WD 0000587 NIAGARA CONS 5792
YOUNGSTOWN 0016262 NIAGARA OONS 2200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 173003
NISKAYUNA W S 0000077 SCHENECTADY NaF ADJ 0 7 /7 9 11000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 11000
NORTH TONAWANQA WS 0000572 NIAGARA A c id ADJ 0 1 /6 1 36000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 36000
NORWICH WS 0001745 CHENANGO NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 5 8082 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -- 8082
NORWOOD 0004393 ST LAWRENCE A c id ADJ 1 2 /8 2 2200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2200
QAKFIELD 0000551 freNRSER A c id ADJ 0 9 /8 3 2000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2000
OGDENSBURG WS 0004394 ST. LAWRENCE A c id ADJ 1 2 /6 8 12375 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 12375
OLD FORGE WD 0002312 HERKIMER A c id ADJ 0 8 /8 3 3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 3000
OLEAN WS 0000345 CATTARAUGUS NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 1 18000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 18000
ONEDNEA WS 0000154 OTSEGO A c id ADJ 0 6 /5 8 17450 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 17450
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and ”  ÈPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ONONDAGA GO W AHR AUTH 0004336 ONONDAGA A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 9  130000
CAMILLUS OONSOLIDA1ED WD 0004309 ONONDAGA OONS 18500
CICERO WD'S 0004342 ONONDAGA OONS 14108
CLAY WD'S 0004344 ONONDAGA OONS 16000
DEWITT W D'S -  N0R1H 0016112 ONONDAGA OONS 8970
DEWITT WD’ S -  SOUIH 0004343 ONONDAGA OONS 17500
GEDDES WD'S 0004350 ONONDAGA OONS 4200
HARTL CT WD 0004314 ONONDAGA OONS 250
JORDAN 0004316 ONONDAGA OONS 1400
LAKELAND WD 0004351 ONONDAGA OONS 1500
LIVERPOOL 0004317 ONONDAGA OONS 2849
LYSANDER WTP 0004320 ONONDAGA OONS 2500
KINClA 0004323 ONONDAGA OONS 3660
OCWA GOLD SPRING WD 0004319 ONONDAGA OONS 399
SAUNA WD'S 0004346 ONONDAGA CONS 17500
SKANEATELES 0004331 ONONDAGA OONS 2800
SKANEATELES WD'S 0004347 ONONDAGA OONS 3470
SOLVAY 0004332 ONONDAGA OONS 7140
SOl/IHWOOD JAMESVILLE WD 0004328 ONONDAGA cons 1400
SYRACUSE WS 0004334 ONONDAGA aus 170105
ELBRIDGE 0004312 ONONDAGA aus 1098
VAN BUREN WD'S 0004348 ONONDAGA aus 8000
WEST PHOENIX WD 0004349 ONONDAGA OONS 369
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------ 433718
ONTARIO TWP WD 0001233 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 2 5880
ACREHURST WC INC 0004517 ONTARIO aus 131
ASHTON PLACE WD 0020916 ONTARIO aus 84
CANANDAIGUA E ZONE WD 0010130 ONTARIO OONS 514
CANANDAIGUA W ZONE WD 0010132 ONTARIO aus 2000
CANANDAIGUA-EARMNGTTON WD 0001151 ONTARIO OONS 7500
CANANDAIGUA-HOPEWELL WD 0011948 ONTARIO OONS 634
CHAPIN RD WD 0017660 ONTARIO OONS 108
CLIFTON SPRINGS 0001154 WAYNE OONS 2036
EAST BLOOMFIELD WD 1 0001177 ONTARIO OONS 93
EAST BLOOMFIELD WD 2 0001180 ONTARIO CONS 222
GENEVA TOWN WD 1 0004511 ONTARIO OONS 208
GENEVA TOWN WD 3 0004513 ONTARIO OONS 440
GENEVA TOWN WD 4 0004509 ONTARIO aus 90
GENEVA TOWN WD 5 0004507 ONTARIO aus 192
GENEVA TOWN WD 6 0011902 ONTARIO OONS 189
GENEVA TOWN WD 7 0020915 ONTARIO aus 164
HONEDYE WD 2-RICHMOND T  HALL 0001159 ONTARIO aus 935
HONEOYE WD 3-RICHMOND T  HALL 0001169 ONTARIO aus 450
HOPEWELL V® 1 0001168 ONTARIO aus 218
HOPEWELL WD 2 0001182 ONTARIO aus 519
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
MARBLETOWN-WHIIE RD WD 0020645 ONTARIO OONS 75
NORTH BLOOMFIELD WD 0001167 ONTARIO CONS 238
NORTH FARMINGTON WD 0001176 ONTARIO OONS 1700
PHELPS 0001162 ONTARIO OONS 2100
PORT GIBSON WD 0001163 ONTARIO CONS 650
EtC & E WD 0001250 WAYNE OONS 150
RTE 104 EAST WD 0001251 WAYNE aus 900
RTE 104 WEST WD 0001252 WAYNE CONS 80
SENECA (T )  WD 0001178 ONTARIO aus 2000
SHORTSVILLE 0001165 WAYNE aus 1669
VICTOR TOWN WIR BENEFIT AREA 0004515 ONTARIO aus 2500
WALWORTH TWP WD1 0001246 WAYNE aus 3500
WEST BLOOMFIELD WD 0001181 ONTARIO aus 1100
WEST ONTARIO WD 0001234 WAYNE aus 475
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T IM -------------- 39744
05WEG0 0004361 OSWEGO A c id ADJ 0 5 /6 0 28793
OSWEGO TWP-FRT VALLEY WD 0004354 OSWEGO aus 1335
OSWEGO TWP-MINETTO WD 0013845 OSWEGO GONS 1225
OSWEGO TWP-OSWEGO C IR  WD 0013321 OSWEGO aus 486
SCRIBA TW IH1ALL RD WD 0013326 OSWEGO aus 392
SCRIBA TWP-NORTH RD WD 0013328 OSWEGO aus 365
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 3 2 5 %
OWEGO WD 2 0005670 TIOGA NaF ADJ 0 5 /6 5 1800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1800
PAINTED POST MS 0001222 STEUBEN N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /7 6 2196
MACEDON TWP-OONSOL WD (PART) 0001257 WAYNE aus 2520
MARION WD 1 0001231 STEUBEN aus 2000
RIVER SILE 0001218 STEUBEN aus 682
WILLIAMSON-MAR WD 0001256 STEUBEN aus 750
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 8148
PALATINE BRIDGE 0000142 MUTOOMERY NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 3 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1000
PALMYRA WS 0001235 WAYNE A c id ADJ 0 3 /5 8 3776
PALMYRA TWP NORTH WD 0001259 WAYNE OONS 700
PALMYRA TWP SOUTH WD 0001260 WAYNE aus 340
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 4816
562
NEW YORK_________________ ________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________ __________________NO ___________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PA VILIO N  0000552 GENESEE NaF ADJ 0 4 /8 3  560 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 560
PENN YAN WS 0001263 YATES N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /5 3  5875 1 .0
DRESDEN 0001261 YATES CONS 545
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------ 6420
PERRY WS 0000613 WYOMING N aS iF 6 ADJ 1 2 /5 8  3501 1 .0
CASTILE TWP-GARDEAU WD 0000611 WYOMING CONS 38
CASTILE TW P-SILV LAKE WD 0011605 WYCMING CONS 808
LETCHWORTH STATE PARK 0011826 WYOMING OONS 58
PERRY TWP-PERRY CTO WD 0000614 WYOMING OONS 221
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 4626
PLATTSBURffl WS 0000217 CLINTON N aS iF6 A W  1 0 /5 3  21057 1 .0
PLATTSBURGH TWP-B FT WD 0016542 CLINTON OONS 250
PLATTSBURGH TWP-TM WD 0000229 CLINTON CONS 2500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 23807
PLEASANTVILLE WS 0003455 WESTCHESTER A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 5  9500 1 .0
BEAR RIDGE LAKE WD 0003438 WESTCHESTER OONS 490
MEADCWBROOK WD 0003439 WESTCHESTER OONS 77
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 10067
PORTVILLE WS 0000347 CATTARAUGUS NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 2  1136 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 1136
POTSDAM WS 0004397 ST. LAWRENCE A c id  ADJ 0 4 /6 7  10635 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IE M -----------------------------------  10635
POUGHKEEPSIE WS 0002774 DUTCHESS N aS iF6 ADJ 1 0 /5 2  29757 1 .0
POUGHKEEPSIE TOWN WIDE WD 0002812 DUTCHESS OONS 35000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  64757
RAVENAWS 0000201 ALBANY NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  4700  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  4700
REMSEN 0002404 ONEIDA NaF ADJ 0 7 /8 4  650  1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE MATE® SYSTEM-----------------------  650
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NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________. .________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
R ICHFIELD SPRINGS 0000156 OTSEGO A c id  ADJ 0 2 /8 5  762 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  762
R IG M M J V IL L E  WS 0000097 SCHOHARIE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  762 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  762
SACKETS HARBOR 0002343 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 0 1 /8 4  1200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1200
SAQUOIT WD 0002407 ONEIDA NaF ADJ 0 7 /8 4  1800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1800
SARATOGA SPRINGS WS 0000168 SARATOGA N aS iF 6 ADJ 0 8 /6 2  27000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 27000
SCARSDALE WS 0003457 WESTCHESTER A c id  ADJ 0 9 /5 7  22337 1 .0
GREENBURGH TWP-D PK (PART) 0003429 WESTCHESTER OONS 20000
NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) 0003444 WESTCHESTER CONS 45804
GREENBURGH TOP-D PK (PART) 0003429 WESTCHESTER OONS 20000
PELHAM 0011901 WESTCHESTER OONS 2053
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------110194
SCHENECTADY WS 0000070 SCHENECTADY A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 1  67972 1 .0
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 1 0000073 SCHENECTADY OONS 1475
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 2 0000074 SCHENECTADY OONS 750
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 3  0000075 SCHENECTADY CONS 2400
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 6  0000078 SCHENECTADY (JONS 1000
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 7 0000079 SCHENECTADY OONS 550
NISKAYUNA TOP WD 8  0000080 SCHENECTADY OONS 500
ROTTERDAM TOP WD 1 0000065 SCHENECTADY OONS 5350
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  79997
SCHROON LAKE WD 0000292 ESSEX NaF ADJ 1 1 /8 4  2750 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2750
SENECA ARMY DEPOT 0012215 SENECA A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 1  1500 1 .0
VARICK WD 0010642 SENECA OONS 350
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1850
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SIDNEY 0000270 DELAWARE NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 3 5000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 5000
SODUS POINT 0001242 WAYNE NaF ADJ 0 3 /8 3 1334 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1334
SODUS WS 0001241 WAYNE A c id ADJ 0 3 /7 5 1810 1 .0
SODUS RURAL WD 1 0001254 WAYNE (JONS 2000
SODUS RURAL WD 2 0001255 WAYNE OONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 4310
SPRINGVILLE WS 0000539 ERIE A c id ADJ 0 4 /7 5 4285 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 4285
STAMFORD 0000272 DELAWARE NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 4 1280 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------- 1280
THERESA WS 0002344 JEFFERSON NATL 9 % 0 .0
CASTORLAND 0002359 LEWIS OONS 320
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1316
TONAWANDA WS 0000538 ERIE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 5 18538 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 18538
TONAWANDA WTR AOQ D I ST 0004556 ERIE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 6 /5 8 72795 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 72795
TROY WS 0000050 RENSSELAER N aS iF6 ADJ ü l/6 7 55000 1 .0
BRUNSWICK WD 1 0000052 RENSSELAER OONS 2523
BRUNSWICK WD 2 0000053 RENSSELAER OONS 1025
BRUNSWICK WD 3 0000054 RENSSELAER OONS 1480
BRUNSWICK WD 4 ÜÜ10144 RENSSELAER OONS 546
BRUNSWICK WD 5 0000055 RENSSELAER OONS 224
BRUNSWICK WD 6 0000056 RENSSELAER OONS 927
EAST GREENBUSH GENERAL WD 0000051 RENSSELAER CONS 7905
NORTH GREENBUSH WD 1 0000059 RENSSELAER CONS 98
NORTH GREENBUSH WD 3 0000063 RENSSELAER OONS 141
RENSSELAER C ITY  IV/S 0000044 RENSSELAER OONS 9606
SCHAGHTI00KE WD 1 0000046 RENSSELAER OONS 700
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
N E W  Y O R K
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SOHAGHTTOOKE WD 2 0000048 RENSSELAER CONS 625
SCHAGHTTOOKE WD 3 0000062 RENSSELAER aus 1011
SCHACfflTOOKE WD 4 0000047 RENSSELAER GONS 84
SCHODACK WD 28 0018612 RENSSELAER OONS 72
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 81967
U TICA WS 0002411 0NEIDA A c id ADJ 0 5 /6 7  135000
BARNEVELD 0002410 ONEIDA aus 391
CLARK M ILLS  WD 0002425 ONEIDA CONS 2170
CLINTON MANOR WD 0021032 ONEIDA aus 200
CROSBY MANOR WD 1 0002421 ONEIDA aus 900
DURHAMVILLE WD 0002388 ONEIDA aus 200
FRANKPORT TVJP WD 1 0002302 ONEIDA aus 80
GRIDLEY AVE DEVELOiMEMT 0003512 (M U D A aus 171
HILLCREST WD 0002401 ONEIDA aus 170
HOLLAND PATENT 0002390 ONEIDA aus 532
HORATIO ART WD 2 0002423 ONEIDA aus 532
KIRKLAND WD 2 0002427 (M ID A aus 370
KIRKLAND WD 3 0002391 ONEIDA aus 80
KIRKLAND WD 4 0011947 (M ID A aus 340
KIRKLAND WD 5 0002428 ONEIDA aus 84
LEE WD 0002394 (M ID A aus 3840
LOWER U TICA ST WD 0002392 (M ID A aus 200
MARCY WER IMPROVEMENT AREA 0011949 (M ID A OONS 6000
MULHANEY RD WD 1 0002422 (M ID A aus 100
NEW HARTFORD 0002397 (M ID A aus 2433
NEW HARTFORD IMPROV D IS T 0002414 (M ID A aus 13050
NEW YORK M ILLS 0002398 (M ID A aus 3805
ORISKANY 0002400 (M ID A aus 1630
PROSPECT STREET WD 0002413 (M ID A aus 280
SANGERFIELD WD 0002406 O N E IM aus 100
SULPHER SPRINGS RD WD 0002402 (M ID A aus 48
TABERG WD 0002409 (M ID A aus 500
TIN D ALL CORNERS WD 0003514 (M ID A CONS 570
UNIVERSITY MANOR WD 0003511 (M ID A aus 92
VERNON 0002412 ONEIDA OONS 1300
WHITESBORO 0002417 (M ID A aus 4805
WHITESTOWN WD 1-YORKVILLE WD 0002453 ONEIDA aus 88
WHITESTOWN WD 10-HARTS H IL L  T 0002462 (M ID A aus 168
WHITESTOWN WD 11-HARTSHILL VW 0002463 (M ID A aus 115
WHITESTOWN WD 12-GLEN HAVEN DV 0002464 (M ID A aus 216
WHITESTOWN WD 13-HARTSHILLE CR 0002465 ONEIDA aus 310
WHITESTOWN WD 14-H A R ISH ILLE  AC 0002466 (M ID A aus 40
WHITESTOWN WD 15-W ILLOOX RD 0002467 (M ID A aus 70
WHITESTOWN WD 16-HARTSHILL SUM 0002468 (M ID A aus 680
WHITESTOWN WD 17-A ITK EN  AVE 0002469 (M ID A aus 188
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WHITESTCWN WD 2-HARTS H IL L  0002454 ONEIDA CONS 50
WHITESTCWN WD 3-HARTS H IL L  0002455 ONEIDA CONS 40
WHITESTOWN WD 4-SUNSEM MANOR 0002456 ONEIDA CONS 908
WHITESTCWN WD 5-C RESTHILL MN 0002457 ONEIDA CONS 92
WHITESTOWN WD 6-DUNHAM MANOR 0002458 (M 2 DA CONS 955
WHITESTCWN WD 7-HARTS H IL L  C 0002459 ONEIDA OONS 230
WHITESTCWN WD 8-THRLMAY ACRE 0002460 ONEIDA CONS 165
WHITESTCWN WD 9-WHITESTWN TERR 0002461 ONEIDA OONS 68
YORKVILLE 0002418 ONEIDA CONS 3425
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  187781
VESTAL 0001674 BROOME NaF ADJ 0 5 /8 3  7517 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7517
WALDEN WS 0003599 ORANGE A c id  ADJ 0 4 /5 3  5500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5500
WANAKAH WC 0000540 ERIE A c id  ADJ 0 2 /6 5  11128 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 11128
WARSAW WS 0000618 WYOMING A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 0  3594 1 .0
WARSAW TOP WD 1 0000619 WYOMING CONS 144
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3738
WATERFORD 0000173 SARATOGA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 1 /8 2  8500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 8500
WATERTOWN WS 0002346 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 2  27861 1 .0
WATERTOWN TOP WD1 0002348 JEFFERSON CONS 125
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 27986
WEBSTER WS 0001061 MONROE A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 4  35000 1 .0
MACEDON TOP-OONSOL WD (PART) 0001257 WAYNE (XUS 2520
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 37520
W ELLSVILLE WS 0000327 ALLEGANY A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 4  6000 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 6000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WESTCHESTER 0 0  WD 2  0003489 WESTCHESTER A c id  ADU 0 5 /6 7  799 - 1 .0
VDRKTCWN 0003469 WESTCHESTER (XUS 33000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  33799
WESTFIELD WS 0015782 CHAUTAUQUA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 1  3300 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3300
WESTMERE WD 0000205 ALBANY NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 3  21475 1 .0
MCKCWNVILLE 0000199 ALBANY CXUS 2680
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------24155
WHITE: PLAINS WS 0003464 WESTCHESTER A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 2  46999 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 46999
W IN D S®  0001684 BROCME NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 2  1400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1400
WOLCOTT WS 0001245 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  1500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1500
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM. STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT ,
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________ ;____________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERDEEN 0363020 MOORE NaF ADJ 0 9 /5 9  3280 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 3280
ADAMS CREEK 8370006 SWAIN NaF ADJ 36 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 36
ALBEMARLE 0184010 STANLY A c id  ADJ 0 1 /5 4  17500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------- 17500
ALEXANDER COUNTY WAIER GORP 0102015 ALEXANDER A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 3  5687 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5687
ANSON COUNTY WATER SYSTEM 0304010 ANSON A c id  ADJ 0 8 /7 2  28000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 28000
APEX 0392045 WAKE A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 4  3192 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 3192
ASHEBORO 0276010 RANDOLPH A c id  . ADJ 0 9 /6 7  20000 1 .0
TOTAL POPUIATTON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------------------------------- 20000
ASHEVILLE 0111010 BUNCOMBE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 5  114900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 114900
ATLANTIC 0416035 CARTERET NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 1  233 4 .5
■TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  233
AURORA 0407020 BEAUFORT N A IL  850  0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  850
AYDEN 0474025 P IT T  NATL 4 500  0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4500
BALD CREEK 0100472 YANCEY NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 4  199 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  199
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BATON 0114025 CALDWELL ADJ 0 9 /8 0  4382 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4382
BEAUFORT 0416010 CARTERET A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 9  4800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  4800
BEE DOG 0100427 YANCEY NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 4  110 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  110
BELMJNT 0136015 GASTON A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 1  15100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 15100
BEIHEL ELEM 0195421 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 3  174 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 174
BETTHEL H IL L  ELEM 0273430 PERSON NaF ADJ 1 1 /8 0  320 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  320
BETHLEHEM 0102461 ALEXANDER NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 3  640 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 640
BEULAH 0286403 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 2  342 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  342
BLADEMS08Q 0309015 BLADEN NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 3  1514 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 1514
BOCMER-FERGUSON 0197452 WILKES NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 5  233 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S 'ItM ------------------------------------------ 233
BOONE 0195010 WATAUGA ADJ 0 9 /8 2  13250 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 13250
BOOSE CREEK SWAIN NATL 0  1 .7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 0
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BREVARD 0188010 TRANSYLVANIA ADJ 0 9 /8 2  8000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 8000
BR0GDEN ELEM 0496408 WAYNE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 5  836 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -   ---------------------  836
BROGDEN JR HIGH 0496407 WAYNE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 5  1434 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------- 1434
BULADEAN 0161409 MITCHELL NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 4  171 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■-----------------------------  171
BURGAW 0471010 PENDER NATL 1735 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1735
BURLINGTON 0201010 ALAMANCE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 7  37972 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  37972
CAMERON 0363427 MOORE NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 4  341 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  341
CANTON 0144015 HAYWOOD A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 9  7500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7500
CAPE HATTERAS 0428025 DARE ADJ 0 9 /8 2  7370 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  7370
CARTHAGE 0363025 MDORE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 8  1508 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  :----------------------------- 1508
CARVER 0291413 VANCE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 7  330 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  330
CHAPEL H IL L  0368015 ORANGE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 4  60000 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------  60000
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHARLOTTE 0160010 MECKLENBURG N aS iF6 ADJ 0 4 /4 9  340000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  340000
CHERRY HOSPITAL WATER SUPPLY 0496105 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 7  2500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2500
CLEARMONT 0100437 YANCEY NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 4  199 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  199
CLEMENT 0382446 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 2  395 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 395
CLINTON 0382010 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 7  8430 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 8430
OOLERAIN 0408030 BERTIE NATL 410 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -  •---------------------------------------  410
COLERIDGE 0276441 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 8  313 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 313
OOLLETTSVILLE 0114468 CALDWELL NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 3  496  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4 %
CONCORD 0113010 CABARRUS A c id  ADJ 0 9 /5 2  16000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  16000
COPELAND 0286418 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 5  520 4 .5
TOTAL POFJLATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  520
OOURTNEY 0299474 YADKIN NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 2  437  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  437
COVE CREEK 0195424 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 4  370 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  370
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO .__________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CREELMDOR 0239015 GRANVILLE ADJ 0 9 /8 2  1600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1600
DAVIDSON 0160020 MECKLENBURG NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 1  3381 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 3381
DAVIDSON WATER INC 0229025 DAVIDSON ADJ 0 9 /7 1  84000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 84000
DAVIE 0 0  0230015 DAVIE ADJ 0 9 /8 2  13201 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ---------------------------------- 13201
D0B90N 0286030 SURRY A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 7  1200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1200
DREXEL 0112045 BURKE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 5  2100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2100
DUNN 0143010 HARNETT N aS iF6 ADJ 0 9 /5 3  9450 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 9450
DURHAM 0332010 DURHAM A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 2  147000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S liM ------------------------------------------ 147000
EAST DUPLIN 0431466 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 5  911 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 911
EDEN & FIELDCREST M ILLS 0279010 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 3  26000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 26000
EDENTON 0421010 CHOWAN N A IL  5200 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 5200
ELIZABETH C ITY  0470010 PASQUOTANK A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 0  15357 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 15357
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ELIZABETHTOWN 0309010 BLADEN ADJ /8 2  3821 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 3821
ELKIN  0286020 SURRY A c id  ADJ 0 8 /7 0  3100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 3100
ELLENDALE 0102505 ALEXANDER NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 3  318 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 318
ENGLEHARD HYDE N A IL  600 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- ,--------------------------  600
FAIRMONT 0378025 ROBESON NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 2  2780 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2780
FAIRVIEW  ELEM 0150463 JACKSON NaF ADJ 0 4 /8 1  895 4 .5
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  895
FALL CREEK 0299472 YADKIN NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 2  310 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  310
FARMER 0276461 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 4  811 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  811
FAYETTEVILLE 0326010 CUMBERLAND N aS iF6 ADJ 1 0 /5 2  100000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100000
FINES CREEK 0144434 HAYWOOD NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 3  90 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  90
FLEEM X5D 0105401 ASHE NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 3  278 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 278
FORBUSH 0299473 YADKIN NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 2  199 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 199
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FOREST C ITY  0181010 RUTHERFORD A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  7550 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7550
PORT BRAGG (INCLUDES POPE AFB) 0326344 CUMBERLAND ADJ /6 2  58000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 58000
FRANCISCO ELEM 0285440 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 7  154 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 154
GASTONIA 0136010 GASTON A c id  ADJ /6 4  48684 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  48684
GATESVTLLE 0437010 GATES NATL 325 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  325
GERMANTON ELEM 0285415 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 7  277 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  277
GLADE CREEK 0103437 ALLEGHANY NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 3  282 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  282
GOLDSBORO 0496010 WAYNE A c id  ADJ 0 2 /6 1  38000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  38000
GRADY, B F 0431465 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 5  44 9  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  449
GRAHAM-MEBANE 0201015 ALAMANCE A c id  ADJ 111 17328 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 17328
GRANITE FALLS 0114030 CALDWELL A c id  ADJ /7 5  2600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2600
GREEN CREEK 0175450 POLK NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 4  255 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL TOPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER. SYSTEM---------------------------  255
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREEN VALLEY 0195419 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 4  334 ' 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  334
GREENSBORO 0241010 GUILFORD A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  165000 1 .0
T O M , POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  165000
GREENVILLE 0474010 P ITT  A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 7  45000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -   -------------------------------  45000
GRIMESLAND 0474055 P IT T  N A IL  480  0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - ------------------------------ 480
GUIDEWAY COLUMBUS N A IL  275 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------- 275
HALLS SCHOOL 0382684 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 0  278 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------------  278
HAMILTON 0459025 MARTIN NATL 600 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  600
HAMLET 0377010 RICHMOND A c id  ADJ /7 8  5090 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM -----------------------    5090
HAPPY HOME 0279727 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 3  259 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  259
HAPPY VALLEY 0114469 CALDWELL NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 0  517 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  517
HARGROVE 0382483 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 0  491 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------    491
HELENA ELEM 0273408 PERSON NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 1  549 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 549
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HENDERSON, T  C 0291010 TRANSYLVANIA NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 0  195 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  195
HICKORY 0118010 CATAWBA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 2  40000  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  40000
HIGH POINT 0241020 GUILTORD N aS iF6 ADJ /5 3  68000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  68000
HILDEBRAND, GEORGE 0112480 BURKE NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 3  650  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  650
HILLSBOROUGH 0368015 ORANGE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 0  9651 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9651
HOBBTON 0382487 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 9  467  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  467
HUNTERSVILLE 0160025 MECKLENBURG NaF ADJ /7 7  1750 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1750
JACKSONVILLE 0467010 ONSLOW NATL 30448 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 30448
JAMESTOWN 0241030 GUILFORD ADJ 0 2 /6 8  2250 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2250
JONESVILLE 0299010 YADKIN ADJ /8 1  1700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1700
KANNAPOLIS 0180020 ROWAN ADJ 0 9 /8 1  26000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 26000
KELPORD 0408025 BERTIE NATL 500 0 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 500
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KERNERSVILLE 0234020 FORSYTH A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 5  8500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IiM ------------------------------------------  8500
KERR LAKE REG WAT SYSTEM 0291010 VANCE ADJ /7 8  20171 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------------20171
KING D ISTR IC T WATER SUPPLY 0285010 STOKES ADJ /7 7  14955 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 14955
KINGS CREEK 0114470 CALDWELL ADJ 1 2 /7 5  318 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 318
KINGS MOUNTAIN 0123020 CLEVELAND ADJ 0 3 /7 1  9700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  9700
LANDIS 0180038 ROWAN ADJ 0 4 /6 8  2092 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2092
LAURINBURG 0383010 SCOTLAND A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 9  16636 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   16636
LAWSQNVILLE ELEM 0285414 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 7  237 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  237
LELAND MIDDLE 0410439 BRUNSWICK NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 4  926 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  926
LENOIR 0114010 CALDWELL A c id  ADJ 1 1 /5 2  15200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  15200
LEXINGTON 0229010 D AVID S»! NaF ADJ 0 7 /5 3  21000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 21000
LINCOLN ELEM 0279728 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 3  450 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  450
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_____________________________________________ NO_______________________________ _____________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINCOLN PRIMARY 0410400 BRUNSWICK NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 5  674 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  674
LIN00LNTON 0155010 LINCOLN A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 5  5700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  5700
LITTLETON 0442028 HALIFAX NATL 820 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  820
LONGVIEW 0118025 CATAWBA A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 4  3850 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 3850
LOUISBURG 0235015 FRANKLIN ADJ /8 2  3100 1 .0
TOTAL POPUUTION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 3100
LOW GAP 0286469 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 2  132 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 132
LUMBERTON 0378010 ROBESON N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /5 4  20000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 20000
MABEL 0195423 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 3  300 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  300
MADISON 0279030 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 0 1 /7 5  3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3000
MAIDEN 0118030 CATAWBA A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 5  2700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2700
MARSHVILLE 0190015 UNION A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 8  1910 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1910
M IC AVILLE 0100458 YANCEY NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 4  316  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  316
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MIDWAY 0382583 SAMPSON NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 6  523 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  523
M ILL  SPRING 0175451 POLK NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 4  169 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 169
MINGUS CREEK 3700002 SWAIN NaF ADJ 800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 800
MDCKSVILLE 0230010 DAVIE A c id  ADJ 0 8 /6 9  3274 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 3274
MONROE 0190010 UNION NaF ADJ 1 2 /6 3  15500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 15500
M3NRQETTCN 0279729 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 3  425 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------------ 425
MOORESVILLE 0149015 IREDELL NaF ADJ 0 2 /5 6  8920 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  8920
MOREHEAD C ITY  0416015 CARTERET NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 9  5300 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  5300
MORGANTON 0112015 BURKE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 3 /6 5  16000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  16000
MDUNT A IR Y  0286010 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 1 /5 7  8500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 8500
MOUNT HOLLY 0136020 GASTON ADJ 0 9 /8 4  5130 1 .0
TOTAL roP U lATIO N  SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 5130
MDUNT O LIVE 0496015 WAYNE NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 5  5229 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5229
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOUNTAIN PARK 0286473 SURRY ADJ 0 4 /7 2  279 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 279
MT PLEASANT 0197454 WILKES NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 4  40 9  4 .5
TOTAL TOPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------•---------------------  409
MURFREESBORO 0446015 HERTFORD NATL 3000 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  3000
NAHUNTA 0496415 WAYNE NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 5  247 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  247
NATHANS CREEK 0105405 ASHE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 3  237 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  237
NE HARNETT METRO WAT SYSTEM 0343045 HARNETT NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 9  7000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  7000
NEW BERN 0425010 CRAVEN A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 3  18654 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------  18654
NEW HOPE ELEM 0291411 VANCE NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 7  335 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------------  335
NEW MARKET 0276524 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 4  40 9  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  409
NEWTON 0118015 CATAWBA NaF ADJ 1 0 /6 1  7700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 7700
NORTH DUPLIN ELEM 0431467 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 5  536  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 536
NORTH DUPLIN HIGH 0431468 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 5  327 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 327
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH VANCE ELEM 0291406 VANCE NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 0  384 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  384
NORTH WILKESBORO 0197010 WILKES A c id  ADJ 0 4 /6 2  3400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3400
NORWOOD 0184015 STANLY A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 7  2500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2500
OAK H IL L  0114450 CALDWELL NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 5  227 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  227
OAK LANE ELEM 0273407 PERSON NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 1  320 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 320
PACIOIUS P IT T  NATL 310 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 310
PARKWAY ELEM 0195418 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 3  573 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 573
PASQUOTANK GO 0470015 PASQUOTANK ADJ 0 9 /8 3  11450 1 .0
TOTAL TO m iA TIO N  SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------11450
PENROSE ELEM 0188444 TRANSYLVANIA ADJ 301 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  301
PHEASANTS CREEK 3700055 SWAIN NaF ADJ 25 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  25
P ILO T MOUNTAIN 0286025 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 5  1100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1100
P IN E HALL ELEM 0285428 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 7  234 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  234
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PINEBROOK 0230410 DAVIE NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 2  557 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  557
PINEY CREEK 0103438 ALLEGHANY NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 3  193 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  193
PITTSBORO 0319015 CHATHAM ADJ 0 9 /8 3  1600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1600
PLYMOUTH 0494010 WASHINGTON N A IL  4855 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 4855
POWELLSVILLE 0408040 BERTIE NATL 344 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 344
RAEFORD 0347010 HOKE A c id  ADJ /7 6  4400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 4400
RALEIGH 0392010 WAKE NaF ADJ 0 9 /5 7  160000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  160000
RANDLEMAN 0276015 RANDOLPH ADJ 0 9 /8 1  2500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2500
RED SPRINGS 0378015 ROBESON NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 5  4000  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4000
R EID S VILLE 0279020 ROCKINGHAM N aS iF6 ADJ 0 7 /5 3  16000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  16000
REYNOLDS, NANCY 0285420 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 7  221 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  221
RICH SQUARE 0466020 NORTHAMPTON NATL 1137 0 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1137
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RIVERSIDE ELEM 0106478 AVERY NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 4  223 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------■---------------  223
RIVERVIEW 0105444 ASHE NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 3  441 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 441
ROANOKE RAPIDS 0442010 HALIFAX A c id  ADJ 0 2 /5 2  20595 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 20595
RQBERSONVILLE 0459015 MARTIN NATL 4900 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 4900
ROCKINGHAM 0377015 RICHMOND NaF ADJ 1 2 /5 2  7500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 7500
ROCKY MOUNT 0464010 EDGECOMBE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 9 /5 2  49000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  49000
RONDA-CLINCMAN 0197401 WILKES NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 4  488 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  488
ROPER 0494015 WASHINGTON NATL 900 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  900
ROSE HILL/M AG NO UA 0431471 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 5  834  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  834
ROSEBORO 0382015 SAMPS») ADJ /8 1  1650 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  1650
ROSMAN ELEM 0188503 TRANSYLVANIA NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 0  377 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  377
ROUGH BRANCH 3700099 SWAIN NaF ADJ 100 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------   100
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RQXBORO 0273010 PERSON A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 3  13000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  13000
RQXQBEL 0408050 BERTIE N A IL  500 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  500
SALISBURY 0180010 ROWAN A c id  ADJ 0 7 /5 2  30000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  30000
SANDHILLS FARMLIFE 0363524 MOORE NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 4  314 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  314
SANDY RIDGE ELEM 0285430 STOKES NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 7  272 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  272
SANFORD 0353010 LEE NaF ADJ 1 0 /6 1  1800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1800
SEAGROVE 0256557 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 0 9 /6 8  793 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 793
SELMA 0351015 JOHNSTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 5  5067 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------   5067
SEYMOUR JOHNSON AFB 0496055 WAYNE NaF ADJ 0 6 /5 9  4800  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4800
SHELBY 0123010 CLEVELAND N aS iF6 ADJ 0 4 /5 4  15310 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------15310
SHOALS ELEM 0286490 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 2  148 4 .5
TOTAL IOPUIATIQN SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  148
SM ITHFIELD 0351010 JOHNSTON NaF ADJ 1 0 /5 8  8500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  8500
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SMOKEY MT ELEM 0150470 JACKSON NaF ADJ 0 4 /8 1  527 4 .5
TOTAL POPUIATTON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 527
SMYRNA 0416406 CARTERET NaF ADJ 0 9 /8 1  364 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 364
SOOO WELL 3700001 SWAIN NaF ADJ 800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 800
SOUTH TOE 0100488 YANCEY NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 4  234  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 234
SOUTHERN PINES 0363010 MDORE N aS iF6 ADJ 1 1 /5 2  12500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 12500
SOUTHERN WAYNE 00  SD 0496045 WAYNE ADJ 0 9 /8 3  4288 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4288
SOUTHWESTERN 0276568 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 2  750 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  750
SPINDALE 0181035 RUTHERFORD NaF ADJ 0 8 /6 4  8922 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8922
SPRING CREEK 0496480 WAYNE NaF ADJ 0 7 /7 1  835 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  835
ST PAULS 0378030 ROBESON ADJ 0 9 /8 3  1990 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1990
STANTONSBURG 0498025 WILSON ADJ 0 9 /8 4  1400 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1400
STATESVILLE 0149010 IREDELL A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 5  19800 1 .0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  19800
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STOKES 0474060 P IT T  NATL 760 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 760
STONEY CREEK 0217408 CASWELL NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 0  342 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 342
SUGARLQAF 0102436 ALEXANDER NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 3  396 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3 %
SUNNYVIEW 0175453 POLK NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 5  181 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 181
SWEET GUM 0217405 CASWELL NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 0  182 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  182
TABOR C IT Y  0424015 COLLWBUS NATL 3000 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3000
TARBORO 0433010 EDGECOMBE A c id  ADJ 0 7 /5 8  13120 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 13120
THQMASVILLE 0229020 DAVIDSON A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 6  15000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  15000
TIPTON H IL L  0161410 MITCHELL NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 5  147 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  147
TOPSAIL MIDDLE 0471412 PENDER NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 7  420  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  420
TOPSAIL PRIMARY 0471415 PENDER NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 7  378 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  378
TRAPHILL 0197429 WILKES NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 5  374  4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER-SYSTEM--------------------------- 374
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NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSÉCUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
. ' : ■ . __________ ..   NO_________   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
INSTEAD HOSPITAL 0239107 GRANVILLE A c id  ADJ /7 0  5000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5000
UNION EL£M 0382661 SAMPSON ADJ 0 7 /7 2  455 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  455
UNION PRIMARY 0410455 BRUNSWICK NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 4  728 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  728
USMC DEJEUNE CAMP JOHNSON 0467045 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  2000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IE M -------------------------------------------  2000
U S C  LEJEUNE COURT HOUSE 0467047 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  1800 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------  1800
USMC IEJEUNE HÀCN0T POINT 0467041 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  27000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM -   -----------------------------------  27000
USMC LEJEUNE HOLOOMB BLVD 0467043 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  7900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S IE M ------------------------------------------- 7900
USMC LEJEUNE NEW RIVER 0467042 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  11000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------- 11000
USMC LEJEUNE ÙNSLCW BEACH 0467048 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  900  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IE M ------------------------------------------- 900
USMC LEJEUNE R IFLE  RANGE 0467046 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  1100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  :-----------------------------------  1100
USMC LEJEUNE TARAWA TERR 0467044 ONSLOW ADJ 0 9 /6 2  5700 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5700
VALDESE 0112010 BURKE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /7 3  3010 1 .0
TOTAL POPUIA3TON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------  3010
588
NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO _________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VALLE CRUCIS 0195422 WATAUGA NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 3  315 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  315
WADESBQRO 0304020 ANSON A c id  ADJ 0 2 /6 6  4086  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4086
WAKE FOREST 0392030 WAKE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /7 0  4486  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   -------------------------------------  4486
WALLACE 0431010 DUPLIN NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 5  856  4 .5
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM • ------------------------------  856
WASHINGTON 0407010 BEAUFORT A c id  ADJ 0 4 /5 9  9600  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9600
WAYNESVILLE 0144010 HAYWOOD A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  16000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   16000
WELDON 0442020 HALIFAX ADJ 0 9 /8 3  1925 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1925
WENTWORTH 0279045 ROCKINGHAM NATL 74  0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 74
WEST HOKE 0347459 HOKE NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 4  44 8  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 44 8
WEST YADKIN 0299415 YADKIN NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 2  624  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 624
WESTFIELD 0286510 SURRY NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 2  259  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    259
WHITE OAK 0416409 CARTERET NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 2  583 4 .5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■-------------------  583
589
NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
- ___________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WHITE PLAINS 0286512 SURRY Acid ADJ 06/72 432 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  432
WILKESBORO 0197025 WIIKES ADJ 03/75 2479 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2479
WILLIAMSBURG 0279446 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 10/73 326 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  326
WILLIAMSTON 0459010 MARTIN NATL 6700 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6700
WILMINGTON 0465010 NEW HANOVER NaSiF6  ADJ 07/55 510000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  510000
WILSON 0498010 WILSON Acid ADJ /54 37500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  37500
WINDSOR 0408010 BERTIE NATL 3580 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3580
WINSTON-SALEM 0234010 FORSYTH NaSiF6  ADJ 10/51 182000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 182000
WINTERVILLE 0474040 PITT NATL 3168 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3168
WINTON 0446020 HERTFORD NATL 1330 0.0
TOTAL POPUIAITON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1330
WOODLAND ELEM 0273431 PERSON NaF ADJ 11/80 291 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  291
WRIGHTSVILLE BEACH 0465020 NEW HANOVER ADJ /83 3500 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  3500
590
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER  BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
NORTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
YADKENVILLE 0299015 YADKIN Acid ADJ /80 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3000
ZEBUD0N 0392040 WAKE ADJ /83 3639 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    3639
591
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERCROMBIE 3900001 RICHLAND NATL 263 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  263
ACRES-A-PLENTY TC 0800070 BURLEIGH NAIL 295 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  295
ADAMS 5000002 WALSH NaF ADJ 06/85 304 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  304
ALEXANDER 2700006 MCKENZIE NATL 300 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  300
ALMONT 3000012 MORTON NATL 145 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  145
AMENIA 0900017 CASS NATL 93 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  93
ANETTA 3200023 NELSON NaF ADJ 10/69 343 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  343
ANNUCIAT10N PRIORY 0800094 BURLEIGH NATL 180 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 180
ARGUSVILLE 0900030 CASS NATL 147 1.4
TOTAL (“OHIIAITON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  147
ASHLEY 2600038 MCINTOSH Acid ADJ 12/65 1191 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1191
BEACH 1700059 GOLDEN VALLEY NATL 1392 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1392
BELOOURT 4000062 ROLETTE NaF ADJ 01/63 1900 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIiR SYSTEM------------------  1900
592
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________ ;_____________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BELOOURT RURAL WATER 4001245 ROLETTE NaF ADJ 10/84 350 1.2
DUNSEITH-NOKffl HOUSING 4012009 ROLETTE (XUS 125
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  475
BELFIELD 4500065 STARK NATL 1274 4.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  1274
BERG WELL 00 4101181 SARGENT NATL 31 4.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  31
BEKfflOLD 5100072 WARD NATL 479 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W/OER SYSTEM-----------------------  479
BEULAH 2900074 MERCER NaF ADJ 07/65 5500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  5500
BISMARCK 0800080 BURLEIGH NaSiF6  ADJ 01/55 44502 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  44502
BLACK HILL TRUCKING TC 2700983 MCKENZIE NATL 58 5.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  58
BOTTINEAU 0500099 BOTTINEAU Acid ADJ 07/84 2829 0.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  2829
BOWDON 5200118 WELLS NATL 220 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  220
BOW4AN 0600119 BOWMAN NATL 2300 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  2300
BRIARWOOD 0900317 CASS NATL 70 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------  70
BROOKTREE WELLS INC 0901184 CASS NAIL 54 0.7
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 54
593
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE ___________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANDO 4800152 TOWNER Acid ADJ 10/68 1496 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1496
CARRINGTON 1600159 POSTER NaSiF6  ADJ 08/65 2636 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM----------------------------  2636
CASS RWS (PHASE I )  0901060 CASS Acid ADJ 02/84 3364 1.2
MAPLETON 0900613 CASS OONS 307
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3671
CASS RWS (PHASE I I )  0901124 CASS Acid ADJ 04/84 2604 1.2
CASSELTON 0900166 CASS OONS 1661
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4265
CASS RWS (PHASE I I I )  0901131 CASS Acid ADJ 01/84 1800 1.2
BUFFALO 0900314 CASS OONS 228
HUNIiR 0900492 CASS CONS 369
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2397
CAVALIER 3400170 PEMBINA Acid ADJ 06/60 14% 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  14%
CENTER 3300174 OLIVER NaF ADJ 07/71 900 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  900
COGSWELL 4100192 SARGENT NaF ADJ 08/83 227 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  227
OOLFAX 3900196 RICHLAND NAIL 101 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 101
COLUMBUS 0700198 BURKE NAIL 326 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 326
OOOPERSTOWN 2000203 GRIGGS NaF ADJ 07/58 1306 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1306
594
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OOUNIRY CLUB COOP 0800144 BURLEIGH NaF ADJ 09/78 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  100
CRARY 3600208 RAMSEY NaF ADJ 03/75 139 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  139
CROSBY 1200211 DIVIDE Acid ADJ 02/69 1461 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAJER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1461
CROW HILL 0300213 BENSON NaF ADJ 06/74 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
CROWN BUTTE COOP 3000597 MORTON NATL 300 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
DAKOTA ADVENTIST ACADEMY 08000% BURLEIGH NATL 125 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  125
DEVILS LAKE 3600231 RAMSEY Acid ADJ 11/64 7441 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7441
DICKINSON 4500242 STARK NaSiF6  ADJ 07/52 15893 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15893
DODGE 1300259 DUNN NATL 200 5.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------  200
DRAYTON 3400269 PEMBINA NaF ADJ 09/65 1082 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1082
DUNN CENTER 1300276 DUNN NATL 169 4.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  169
DUNSE3TH-EAST HOUSING 4012010 ROUil’iE NaF ADJ 12/78 200 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 200
595
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________ NO____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EDGELEY 2300291 LA MDURE Acid ADJ 04/68 846 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  846
ELLENDALE 1100306 DICKEY Acid ADJ 04/66 1967 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1967
ENDERLIN 3700314 RANSOM NaF ADJ 11/67 1328 1.2
SHELDON 3700876 RANSOM CONS 176
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  -  1504
ESMOND 0300323 BENSON NATL 337 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 337
FARGO 0900336 CASS NaSiF6  ADJ 05/52 61281 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 61281
FESSENDEN 5200338 WELLS NaF ADJ 02/67 767 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 767
FLASHER 3000342 MORTON NAIL 409 3.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WADER SYSTEM-----------------------------  409
FLAXTON 0700344 BURKE NAIL 182 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  182
PORBES 1100346 DICKEY NATL 84 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  84
PORT TOTTEN 0300366 BENSON NaF ADJ 04/68 880 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  880
FORT YATES 4300367 SIOUX NaF ADJ 12/67 778 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-----------------------------  778
POUR BEARS COMPLEX 2700862 MCKENZIE NaF ADJ 01/82 25 1.2
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 25
596
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE LEVEL LEVEL
FRYBURG 0400378 BILLINGS NAIL 40 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------  40
FULLERTOJ 1100379 DICKEY NAIL 107 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 107
GARDNER 0900387 CASS NAIL 90 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  90
GARRISON 2800389 MCLEAN Acid ADJ 10/74 1825 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1825
GEORGE WEEL CO 4101183 SARGENT NATL 28 5.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 28
GLADSTONE 45003% STARK NATL 316 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 316
GLEN ULLIN 3000400 MORION NATL 1072 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1072
GOLDEN VALLEY 2900402 MERCER NAIL 287 5.6
TOTAL POPU1ATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 287
GOLVA 1700403 GOLDEN VALLEY NATL 101 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 101
GOODRICH 4200404 SHERIDAN NATL 288 1.4 .
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 288
GRAFTON 5000408 WALSH NaSiF6  ADJ 04/66 5302 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------- 5302
GRAND FORKS 1800410 GRAND PORKS NaSiF6  ADJ 03/58 57560 1.2
GRAND FORKS AFB 1800413 GRAND PORKS CONS 13800
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 71360
597
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO__________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GRAND PORKS-TRAIL RWS 1801062 GRAND PORKS Acid ADJ 02/77 10000 1.2
ARVILLA 1800036 GRAND PORKS OONS 150
EMERADO 1800311 GRAND PORKS CONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 11150
GWINNER 4100428 SARGENT Acid ADJ 02/79 724 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  724
HAGUE 1500429 B-MONS NATL 127 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  127
HALLIDAY 1300432 DUNN NATL 355 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  355
HANKINSON 3900443 RICHLAND NaF ADJ 04/81 1159 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1159
HARVEY 5200458 WELLS NaF ADJ 01/83 2527 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2527
HATTON 4900465 TRAILL NATL 791 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  791
HAYCREEK COURT 0800081 BURLEIGH NATL 115 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  115
HAZEN 2900470 MERCER Acid ADJ 07/66 2376 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2376
HEBRON 3000473 MORION NAIL 1081 3.2
■TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1081
HETTINGER 0100476 ADAMS NAIL 1738 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  1738
HILLSBORO 4900482 ISAILL NaF ADJ 06/60 1599 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1599
598
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOME ON THE RANGE FOR BOYS 1700874 GOIDEN VALLEY NATL 65 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------    65
HORSESHOE BEND TC 0900489 CASS NATL 72 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  72
JAMESTOWN 4700498 STUTSMAN NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 16281 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  16281
KENMARE 5100515 WARD NATL 1461 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1461
KILLDEER 1300520 DUNN Acid AEJ 05/84 790 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  790
KUtM 2300535 LA MDURE Acid ADJ 09/71 565 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  565
LA MOURE 2300537 LA MOURE NaF ADJ 12/68 1077 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  1077
LAKGTA 3200536 NELSON Acid ADJ 08/66 962 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  962
LANGDON 1000543 CAVALIER NaF ADJ 11/65 2335 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2335
LARIMORE 1800550 GRAND PORKS Acid ADJ 05/66 1523 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1523
LARSON WELL 00 4101177 SARGENT NAIL 34 4.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  34
LEEDS 0300553 BENSON NATL 674 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  674
599
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■______________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINCOLN 0800570 BURLEIGH NaF ADJ 09/75 657 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  657
LINTON 1500571 EMCNS Acid ADJ 08/68 1577 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  1577
LISBON 3700574 RAN9CM NaF ADJ 12/65 2286 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2286
LUDDEN 1100583 DICKEY NATL 47 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  47
MADDOCK 0300587 BENSON NaF ADJ 12/69 676 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  676
MANDAN 30005% MORTON NaSiF6  ADJ 10/52 15496 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 154%
MANDAREE 2700605 MCKENZIE NaF ADJ 05/80 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
MAPLE-SHEYENNE SUBD 0900319 CASS NATL 28 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------    28
MARION 2300614 LAMOURE Acid ADJ 08/83 214 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  214
MAYVILLE 4900622 TKAILL Acid ADJ 05/68 2252 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2252
MCQUSKY 4200626 SHERIDAN NATL 653 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------   653
MCVILLE 3200636 NELSON NaF ADJ 09/68 617 1.2
4
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 617
600
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________._______________ DATE __________LEVEL LEVEL
MEDORA 0400638 BILLINGS NAIL 91 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM . -  - - - - - - -  91
MILTON 1000658 CAVALIER NAIL 195 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---- • ---------  -  195
MINNEWAUKAN 0300659 BENSON Acid ADJ 07/85 461 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -  -  -  -  -  -  ■-  -  461
MINOT 5100660 WARD NaSiF6  ADJ 05/56 44936 1.2
MINOT AFB 5100710 WARD OONS 8610
NORTH PRAIRIE RWS (SYS I)  5101125 WARD DONS 715
NORTH PRAIRIE RWS (SYS I I )  5101189 WARD OONS 2725
MAX 2800619 MCLEAN OONS 317
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ;-      -  57303
MINTO 5000691 WALSH NaF ADJ 12/73 592 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ “ ~ “ 592
MQHALL 3800695 RENVILLE Acid ADJ 09/68 1042 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------   1042
MONANQO 1100698 DICKNEY NAIL 59 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ ~ :------  59
MOTT 2100704 HETTINGER NATL 1273 5.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------   -  -  1273
MR B'S INC TC 0800085 BURLEIGH NATL 500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    500
NECHE 3400720 PEMBINA Acid ADJ 12/66 473 1,2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------; -     473
NEDERSON WELL 00 4101182 SARGENT NAIL 125 4.7
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------   125
601
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 








NaF ADJ 05/68 1791 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1791
Acid ADJ 10/78 1082 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1082
NaF ADJ 02/66 1343 1.2
SYSTEM-----------------------------  1343
NATL 278 4.0
SYSTEM  ----------------------------- 278
Acid ADJ 11/84 3715 1.2
CONS 528
SYSTEM-----------------------------  4243
















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
2100726 HETTINGER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1900731 GRANT 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1400732 EDDY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
3000736 MORTON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
3100744 MOUNIEAIL 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
1200748 DIVIDE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
NORTH VALLEY RWA (SYSTEM II)  
ST THOMAS
TOTAL










POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
3401129 PEMBINA 
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
4101178 SARGENT 
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER 
5301070 WILLIAMS 
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER 
5000773 WALSH 
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
602
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PARSHALL 3100775 hOUNTRAIL NaF ADJ 09/66 1063 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 1063
PEMBINA 3400777 PEMBINA NaF ADJ 09/71 672 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 672
PICK CITY 2900789 MERCER NaF ADJ 06/79 182 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 182
POOL WELL 00 4101185 SARGENT MEL 25 4.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 25
PORTAL 0700800 BURKE NATL 228 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 228
RAY & TIOGA WS 5301152 WILLIAMS NaF ADJ 11/83 2363 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTO-f------------------------- 2363
REEDER 0100812 ADAMS NATL 355 4.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  355
REGENT 2100816 HETTINGER NATL 296 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 296
RHAME 0600819 BOWMAN NATL 223 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  223
RICHLAND RWS 3901068 RICHLAND Acid ADJ 01/85 2584 1.2
BARNEY 3900055 RICHLAND CONS 80
MANTADOR 3900607 RICHLAND OONS 92
MOORETON 3900703 RICHLAND OONS 199
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------2955
RIVERDALE 2800825 MCLEAN NaF ADJ 03/53 545 1.2
bOJ
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 545
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RIVERVIEW HEIGHTS 3000598 MORTON NATL 200 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  200
ROCK LAKE 4800828 TOWNER Acid ADJ 10/68 288 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  288
ROLLA 4000834 ROLmE Acid ALU 03/60 1538 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1538
RUGBY 3500842 PIERCE NaSiF6  ADJ 11/58 3343 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3343
SAINT MICHAEL 0310984 BENSON NaF ADJ 02/72 110 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  110
SCRANTON 0600869 BOWMAN NATL 416 3.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATT® SYSTEM----------------------------  416
SENTINEL BUTIE 1700870 GOLDEN VALLEY NATL 8 6  2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8 6
SHEYENNNE RIVER DEV 3700575 RANSOM NATL 100 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  100
SOLEN 4300884 SIOUX NATL 137 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  137
SOUTH HEART 4500891 STARK NATL 297 4.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  297
STANLEY 3100898 MOUNTRAIL Acid ADJ 02/85 1632 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1632
STANTON 2900902 MERCER NaF ADJ 11/78 626 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------    626
604
NORTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO ■__________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STATE FARM 0801215 BURLEIGH NATL 125 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  125
STEELE 2200913 KIDDER NaF ADJ 06/70 828 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  828
STONY CREEK MHP 5301033 WILLIAMS NATL 50 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  50
T ROOSEVELT NATL PARK 0400643 BILLINGS NATL 50 0.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  50
TAYLOR 4500934 STARK NATL 239 6.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  239
TAYLOR WELL 00 4101179 SARGENT NATL 110 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  110
TOKIO 0300940 BENSON NaF ADJ 06/74 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  140
TRAILL 00 RW 4901071 TRAILL Acid ADJ 02/85 3000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
TRI-OOIMY WATER USERS 3201072 NELSON NaF ADJ 08/83 2800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2800
TURTLE LAKE 2800949 MCLEAN Acid ADJ 02/85 801 1.2
TOTAL POPU1ATION SERVED BY SOURCli WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  801
TWIN BUTTES 1300952 DUNN NaF ADJ 08/80 315 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  315
UNDERWOOD 2800953 MCLEAN Acid ADJ 06/83 1329 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1329
605
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YS TE M ,




EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________NO_______________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
0800084 BURIJiJCH NATL 800 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  800
5101074 WARD NATL 1308 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1308
5101130 WARD NATL 519 0.8
0500549 BOTTINEAU CONS 294
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  813
0200958 BARNES NaSiF6  ADJ 02/58 7771 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7771
2500964 MCHENRY Acid ADJ 03/63 1116 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1116
2600968 MCINTOSH NATL 40 1.6
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40
2300969 LA hfiURE NATL 126 1.6
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  126
3900973 RICHLAND NaF ADJ 02/75 9065 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9065
3400980 PEMBINA NaF ADJ 12/75 1431 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1431
2800989 MCLEAN Acid ADJ 12/69 1766 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1766
2700990 MCKENZIE Acid ADJ 06/68 2114 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2114
0900999 CASS Acid ADJ 10/77 10080 1.2
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 10080
UNIVERSITY OF MARY
TOTAL
UPPER SOURIS RWS (SYS I)
TOTAL























WATERSYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED SIARJ^SERVSOi NAT OPiT o
■ . . n m T S H T K m _______________________________________ B S P IO IO  MCLEAN_________________ K I P  APJ S^ P o SER^  le NvAeTl  , 0 ^ 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  520
WILLI STON 5301012 WILLIAMS NaSiF6  ALU 04/53 14854 1.2
WILLIAMS RURAL WS 5301079 WILLIAMS O0NS 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  16354
WiSHEX 2601037 MCINTOSH Acid ADJ 04/70 1342 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1342
WYNEMERE 3901043 RICHLAND Acid ADJ 10/75 549 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  549
ZAP 2901054 MERCER Acid AW 07/85 512 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  512
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
607
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________NO________________________________._____________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
A1 MOBILE HOME PARK 2601212 FULTON NAIL 150 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  150
ADA 3300012 HARDIN NATL 5710 0.8
PARKVIEW PARK MHP 3301403 HARDIN CONS 32
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5742
ADAMS 00 WATER COMPANY 0100012 ADAMS Acid ADJ 10/70 6500 1.0
PEEBLES 0100203 ADAMS CONS 1850
SEAMAN 0100303 ADAMS CONS 1000
WEST UNION 0100503 ADAMS CONS 3500
WINCHESTER 0100603 ADAMS CONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 13850
ADAMS SCHOOLHOUSE APARTMENTS 1400012 CLINTON NATL 32 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 32
AKRON 7700011 SUM4IT Acid ADJ 11/69 360000 1.0
SLMCT CO-HUDSON TOP 7706203 SUMMIT CONS 1444
Sll-MIT OO-STOW SERV AREA 7704503 SLM'HT CONS 25587
TAUMADGE 7704703 SUM'HT OONS 10000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 397031
ALGER 3300112 HARDIN NATL 1000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
ALLEN PARK MOBILE COURT 6204112 OTTAWA NATL 100 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
ALLIANCE 7600011 STARK NaSiF6  ADJ 09/71 28000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28000
ALLMAN SUBDIVISION 0600012 AUGLAIZE NATL 27 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  27
AMSTERDAM 4100112 JEFFERSON NATL 900 1.1
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 900
608
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ' ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ANDOVER 0400012 ASHTABULA NaF ADJ 09/84 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
ANNA 7500012 SHELBY NAIL 1100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
ANSONIA 1900012 DARKE NATL 1267 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1267
ANTWERP 6300012 PAULDING NATL 2000 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2000
APOLLO MOBILE HOME PARK 7200012 SANDUSKY NATL 32 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32
ARCHBOLD 2600011 FULTON Acid ADJ 05/84 3317 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3317
ARLINGTON 3200012 HANCOCK NATL 1175 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1175
ARROWHEAD HILLS UTIL GO 7500112 SHELBY NATL 300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
ARROWHEAD PARK MOBILE HOME PK 4800112 LUCAS NATL 240 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  240
ASHLAND 0300112 ASHLAND Acid ADJ 02/72 20326 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20326
ATTICA 7400011 SENECA Acid ADJ 04/85 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
AUGLAIZE CO-SOUTHMDOR SHRS 0600112 AUGLAIZE NATL 216 1.6
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  216
609
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
AVON LAKE 4700311 LORAIN NaSiF6  ADJ 08/51 14000 1.0
AVON 4700203 LORAIN 00NS 7216
MEDINA (©-NORTHWEST 5201903 LORAIN CONS 3200
RURAL LORAIN CO WIR AUIH 4701803 LORAIN CONS 21375
SHEFFIELD 4701203 LORAIN CONS 1970
SHEFFIELD LAKE 4701103 LORAIN CONS 10500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  58261
BALI HA-I MDBILE HOME PARK 0201012 ALLEN NATL 120 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  120
BALTIMORE 2300112 FAIRFIELD NATL 3448 1.9
THURSTON 2302903 FAIRFIELD OONS 573
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4021
BANCROFT TRAILER COURT 4800212 LUCAS NATL 100 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  100
BARBERTON 7700414 SIMCT NaSiF6  ADJ 03/71 29000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  29000
BARNESVILLE 0700011 BELMONT Acid ADJ 06/75 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6500
BAYER MOBILE MANOR 8700112 WOOD NAIL 185 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  185
EAYVIEM WATER ASSOC 5402112 MERCER NAIL 54 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 54
BEACH CITY 7600212 STARK NaF ADJ 02/85 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1500
BEAVERDAM 0200012 ALLEN NATL 550 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 550
BEECHWOOD MDBILE HOME PARK 5000212 MAHONING NAIL 150 1.7
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 150
610
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEHAI RE 0700114 BELMDNT Acid ADJ 07/72 8100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8100
BELLE CENTER 4600012 LOGAN NATL 960 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  960
BELMONT CO SAN DIST 3 0700412 BELM3NT Acid ADJ 02/78 18795 1.0
BELLVIEW HGTS IMPV ASSOC 0700203 BELMONT CONS 150
MDRRISTCWN 0701303 BELMONT CONS 434
NEW ATHENS 3401103 HARRISON CONS 550
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  19929
BELPRE 8400012 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 12/66 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8500
BEREA 1800111 CUYAHOGA Acid ADJ 11/56 19500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  19500
BETHEL 1300116 CLERMONT Acid ADJ /84 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
BETTSVILLE 7400112 SENECA NATL 775 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  775
BLOCMDALE 8700212 WOOD NATL 744 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  744
BLOCMNGBURG 2400012 FAYETIE NATL 938 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 938
BLOCMVILLE 7400212 SENECA NAIL 990 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 990
BLUFFTON 0200112 ALLEN NAIL 3308 1.1
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------ 3308
611
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BOTKINS 7500212 SHELBY NAIL 1500 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
BOWER TILING MOBILE HOME PARK 7200112 SANDUSKY NATL 43 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  43
BOWERS MILLS’ffiEAM TERRACE 3200912 HANCOCK NATL 28 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28
BOWERSVILLE 2900212 GREENE NATL 345 2.4
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  345
BOWLING (SEEN 8700311 WOOD Acid ADJ 11/61 28200 1.0
TONIOGANY 8702503 WOOD CONS 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28600
BRIARFIELD NURSING INC 4800712 LUCAS NATL 160 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  160
BRIDGEPORT 0700612 BELMONT Acid ADJ 02/78 3534 1.0
BEUOJT 00 SAN DIST 1 0701803 BELMONT CONS 4400
CLIFDEN 0700703 BELMONT CONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8234
BROOK PARK ESTATES MHP 7401312 SENECA NATL 100 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
BROOKWOOD MHP 1200212 ALLEN NATL 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  200
BRYAN 8600012 WILLIAMS NATL 8100 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  8100
BUCKEYE LAKE ESTATES MHP 4500012 LICKING NATL 450 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S Y STE M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  450
612
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUCKEYE LAKE PARK 00 4500112 LICKING NATL 200 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------  200
BUCKLEY WOODS MHP 6500112 PICKAWAY NATL 40 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40
BUCYRUS 1700011 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ 07/73 13410 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 13410
BUEFTCN 0200112 ALLEN NATL 3308 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3308
BYWAY MOBILE HOME PARK 2500212 FRANKLIN NATL 130 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  130
CADIZ 3400214 HARRISON Acid ADJ 06/75 4000 1.0
UNIONVALE/KEIMX® WA 3401503 HARRISON OONS 195
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4195
CAMBRIDGE 3000111 GUERNSEY Acid ADJ 11/70 19000 1.0
GUERNSEY 00 SAN DIST 6  3000603 GUERNSEY (JONS 5400
WESTERN GUERNSEY SERV CO 3001103 GUERNSEY OONS 1800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  26200
CAMPBELL 5000411 MAHONING Acid ADJ 01/74 11615 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------11615
CANAAN 4900112 MADISON NATL 600 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
CANAL WINCHESTER 2500312 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 02/81 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3000
CANTON NE 7601012 STARK Acid ADJ 03/84 40920 1.0
EAST CANTON 7601503 STARK OONS 1720
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  42640
613
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CANTON NW 7601022 STARK Acid ADJ 03/84 27720 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------   27720
CAMION SUGARCREEX 7601032 STARK Acid ADJ 03/84 63360 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  63360
CARDINGTON 5900112 MORROW NATL 1665 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1665
CARROLL 2300312 FAIRFIELD NATL 800 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------   800
CARROLLTON 1000012 CARROLL Acid ADJ 09/74 3100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3100
CAIALPA GROVE MHP 5700512 M3MTQQMERY NATL 90 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  90
CAIALPA GROVE MHP 7201412 SANDUSKY NAIL 27 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  27
CEDARVILLE 2900311 GREENE Acid ADJ 09/81 2800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2800
CENTERBURG 4200012 KN0K NATL 1260 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1260
CHARDON 2800412 GEAUGA Acid ADJ 04/84 4200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  4200
CHATEAU ESTATES MHP 1200412 CLARK NATL 475 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  475
CHERRY KNOLL MHP 7201512 SANDUSKY NATL 85 1.5
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  85
614
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________ _NO____________________ .________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHILLICOTHE 7100112 ROSS Acid ADJ 12/69 23384 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 23384
CHOCTAW UTILITIES INC 4900212 MADISON NAIL 1125 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1125
CHRISTTANBURG 1100112 CHAMPAIGN NAIL 700 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 700
CHRISTOPHER N'ABRCOK MHP 7501012 SHELBY NATL 70 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 70
CINCINNATI-BOLTON 3100422 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 01/79 83000 1.0
NORWOOD 3101703 HAMILTON CONS 26000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SY&iM------------------------------ 109000
CIl^ INNATI-CALJPORNIA 3100411 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 01/79 680000 1.0
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 3100203 HAMILTON OONS 1100
BUTLER CO-PORT UNION 0903403 BUTLER OONS 400
WARREN OO-SOCIALVILLE 8302103 WARREN OONS 930
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  682430
CIRCLEVILUE 6500412 PICKAWAY Acid ADJ 11/72 11700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11700
CLARK 00 NORTHRIDGE SWD 1 1201003 CLARK Acid ADJ 02/79 7944 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------  7944
CLARK OO-PARK LAYNE 1201112 CLARK Acid ADJ 10/82 6220 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■-----------------------------  6220
CLARKSBURG 7100212 BOSS NATL 485 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------ 485
CLERMONT CO MGS SUB DIST 1300312 CLERMONT Acid ADJ 04/76 28600 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 28600
615
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLEEMMT GO PUB SUB DIST 1300412 CLERMONT Acid ADJ 04/76 44000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  44000
CLEVELAND-BALDWIN 1800311 CUYAHOGA NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 488000 1.0
BEDFORD 1800003 CUYAHOGA CONS 15003
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS 1800403 CUYAHOGA OONS 56500
EAST CLEVELAND 1800503 CUYAHOGA CONS 37000
LAKEWOOD 1801003 CUYAHOGA CONS 68000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  664503
CLEVELAND-CKOWN 1800321 CUYAHOGA NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 180000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  180000
CLEVELAND-DIVISION 1800331 CUYAHOGA NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 270000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 270000
CLEVELAND-NOmNGHAM 1800341 CUYAHOGA NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 370000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  370000
CLUB ISLAND ASSN INC 5402012 MERCER NATL 200 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------  200
CLYDE 7200211 SANDUSKY Acid ADJ 12/73 5900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 5900
GOBLE VILLAGE MOBILE PARK 3900112 HURON NATL 115 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 115
COLDWATER 5400112 MERCER NAIL 4220 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-------------------------- 4220
COLONIAL MOBILE ESTATES 4601812 LOGAN NATL 60 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 60
COLONIAL VILLA EST MHP 5000612 MAHONING NATL 510 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  510
616
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
COLONY PARK MHP 0200312 ALLEN NATL 225 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 225
OOLLMBIANA 1500312 COLUMBIANA Acid ADJ 12/73 4987 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4987
COLUMBUS GROVE 6900112 PWNAM NAIL 2312 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2312
OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN RGAD 2500411 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 01/73 252942 1.0
BEXLEY 2500103 FRANKLIN CONS 13398
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 266340
COLLMBUS-MORSE ROAD 2500421 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 01/73 539836 1.0
FRANKLIN CO SAN DIST 4 2501003 FRANKLIN CONS 11200
GAHANNA 2501303 FRANKLIN CONS 20000
REYNOLDSBURG 2503203 FRANKLIN CONS 22000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  593036
COLUMBUS-PARSONS 2500442 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 01/84 56020 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1ÍM-----------------------------  56020
COMMUNITY GARDENS MHP 2500512 FRANKLIN NATL 116 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  116
OONNEAUT 0400411 ASHTABULA Acid ADJ 11/76 13500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13500
CONRAD'S MHP 8100012 VAN WERT NATL 174 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   174
CONTINENTAL 6900212 PUINAM NATL 1197 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1197
CONVOY 8100112 VAN WERT NATL 1140 1.1
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 1140
617
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CORDLES MHP 4900312 MADISON NAIL 60 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 60
CORTLAND 7800512 TRUMBULL Acid ADJ 05/83 5040 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 5040
COSHOCTON 1600012 COSHOCTON NaSiF6  ADJ 10/74 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 15000
COUNTRY ACRES GOLF CLUB 6901412 PUINAM NATL 37 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM----------------------------  37
COUNIRY HAVEN MHP 1201412 CLARK NATL 200 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 200
COUNTRY MANOR EST MHP 6900312 PUINAM NATL 28 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  28
COUNIRY MEADOWS CONDO 5500012 MIAMI NATL 50 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 50
COUNTRY SII® MHP 2500612 FRANKLIN NATL 225 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  225
COUNIRY WOOD ESTATES MHP 7100512 ROSS NATL 72 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 72
CRABAPPLE-JOE DUDEK GOAL 0700812 BELMONT NAIL 33 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 33
CRIDERSVILLE 0600212 AUGLAIZE NATL 2200 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2200
CROOKSVILLE 6400111 PERRY Acid ADJ 06/85 3000 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER  BY S O U R C E  S Y STE M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3000
618
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CROWN VILLAGE MHP 5700612 MONTGOMERY NATL 345 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  345
CUYAHOGA FALLS 7701012 SUBMIT Acid ADJ 01/84 55000 1.0
MUNROE FALLS 7702703 SU-MTT CONS 4731
SILVER LAKE 7704303 SUMMIT CONS 2856
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  62587
DARBY CREST WATER ASSN 4900412 MADISON NATL 168 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  168
QAYTON-MLAMI 5700712 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 03/77 88500 1.0
VANDALIA 5702603 MONTGOMERY CONS 15000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM------------------------------  103500
DAYTON-OTTAWA 5700722 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 03/77 216600 1.0
BROOKVILLE 5700203 M0NTO0MERY CONS 4300
GREENE CO GRANGEVIEW CON 2900803 CREENE CONS 800
MONTGOMERY (XHtfORTHRIDGE 5701503 MONTGOMERY CONS 74000
MONTQCMERY OO-RIVERSIDE 5701603 MONTGOMERY CONS 19000
1ROTWOOD 5702403 MONTGOMERY CONS 7800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 322500
1« GRAFF 4600512 LOGAN NATL 1358 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1358
DEFIANCE 2000111 DEFIANCE NaSiF6  ADJ 04/64 16600 1.0
AYERSVILLE 2000903 DEFIANCE CONS 770
(URISTI-MEADOWS SUBDIVISION 2001003 DEFIANCE CONS 288
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 17658
DEL-00 WATER CO, OLENTANGY 2100211 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 01/74 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3000
DELAWARE MHP 2100412 DELAWARE NATL 150 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 150
DELPHOS 0200412 ALLEN NATL 7314 1.3
P O P U LA T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  7314
619
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________    NO_____________ ________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DELUXE MHP 8703712 WOOD NATL 220 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  220
DESHLER 3500112 HENRY NATL 1868 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------■-------------  1868
DOROTHY LCWE RETIREMENT HOME 7500712 SHELBY NATL 368 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  368
DOT-MAR MOBILE HOME PARK 6500712 PICKAWAY NATL 67 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  67
DOVE NURSING FACILITY 7901012 TUSCARAWAS NATL 50 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------------  50
DOVER MHP 8000012 UNION NATL 150 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  150
DUNKIRK 3300212 HARDIN NATL 945 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM---------------------------  945
EARNHART HILL WD 6500812 PICKAWAY Acid ADJ 10/84 4992 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4992
EAST LIVERPOOL 1500811 OOUMBIANA NaSiF6  ADJ 12/81 17000 1.0
COLUMBIANA CO WD 2 1500503 COLUMBIANA CONS 3100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------20100
EAST MUSKINGUM WA 6000412 MUSKINCUM Acid ADJ 11/82 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4500
EAST PALESTINE 1500912 OOLLMBIANA Acid ADJ 08/72 5600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  5600
EATON 6800422 PREBLE NATL 7200 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SY S TEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  7200
620
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EDGEWATER ESTATES MHP 2200112 ERIE NATL 65 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  65
EDON 8600512 WILLIAMS NATL 924 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  924
ELDORADO 6800512 PREBLE NATL 550 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 550
ELMORE 6200712 OTTAWA NATL 1275 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------- 1275
ELYRIA 4700411 LORAIN NaSiF6  ADJ 05/54 53000 1.0
AMHERST 4700003 LORAIN CONS 10644
NORTH RIDGEVILLE 4700803 LORAIN O0NS 21500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 85144
ENGLEWOOD 5700812 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 01/73 11900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 11900
ENGLEWOOD MANOR APTS 7601712 STARK NATL 144 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  144
ENON 1201812 CLARK Acid ADJ 10/84 3664 1.0
CLARK CD GREEN MEADOWS #1 1200603 CLARK CONS 2344
CLARK 00 GREEN MEADOWS #2 1200703 CLARK (JONS 1600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7608
FAIRFIELD CD WATER DIST 2301912 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ 10/84 4000 1.0
MINGO ESTATES WATER SYSTEM 2301603 FAIRFIELD OONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5000
FAIRFIELD-ION EXCHANGE PLT 0900722 BUTLER Acid ADJ 10/70 7360 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7360
FAIRFIELD-UME SODA PLANT 0900715 BUTLER Acid ADJ 10/70 24640 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------  24640
621
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FAIRPORT HARBOR 4300411 LAKE Acid ADJ 10/64 3200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3200
FARMERSVILLE 5700912 MONTGOMERY NAIL 970 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  970
FAYETTE 2600412 FULTON NaF ADJ 01/83 1300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1300
FAYETIE CO-CULPEPPER SUBD 2400112 FAYETTE NAIL 250 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  250
FINDLAY 3200114 HANCOCK Acid ADJ 04/57 40000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40000
FIVE COUNTY JUVENILE CENTER 8000112 UNION NATL 38 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  38
FLAT ROCK CHILDREN'S HOME 7400312 SENECA NATL 60 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 60
FLETCHER 5500412 MIAMI NAIL 650 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 650
PORT LARAMIE 7500312 SHELBY NATL 980 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 980
FORT RECOVERY 5400212 MERCER NATL 1473 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1473
FORT SHAWNEE HIGHLAND GREEN 0201612 ALLEN NAIL 370 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 370
FOSTORIA 7400411 SENECA Acid ADJ 02/74 15535 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  15535
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FOUNTAIN PARK NURSING HOME 1100312 CHAMPAIGN NATL 51 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  51
POWLER MOBILE HCMES 7801012 TRUMBULL NATL 55 1.2
•TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  55
PCKLAIR FARMS MHP 6502412 PICKAWAY NATL 575 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   575
FRAIL WATER COMPANY 0200612 ALLEN NATL 140 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  140
FRANKLIN 8300412 WARREN Acid ADJ 06/72 12100 1.0
WARREN CO-FRANKLIN AREA 8301603 WARREN CONS 1974
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14074
FREMCNT 7200311 SANDUSKY Acid ADJ 06/71 20500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20500
GALLIA CO RURAL WATER 2700012 GALLIA Acid ADJ 06/76 13000 1.0
VINTON 2700403 GALLIA CONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13500
GALLIPOLIS 2700112 GALLIA Acid ADJ 11/65 9300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9300
GEDRGEHEMN 0800511 BROWN NaF ADJ 11/61 3630 1.0
BROWN CO RURAL-GEDRGETOWN 0802012 BROWN CONS 135
HAM4ERSVILLE 0800603 BROWN OONS 690
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4455
GETTYSBURG 1900512 DARKE NATL 580 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  580
GIBSONBURG 7200311 SANDUSKY NATL 2479 1.1
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SY S TEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2479
623
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GLENDALE 3100712 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 12/52 2307 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2307
GORDON'S MHP 8100212 VAN WERT NATL 100 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
GRAFTON 4700511 LORAIN Acid ADJ 03/82 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  -  2300
GRAND HAVEN MHP 5400312 MERCER NATL 120 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  120
GRAND RAPIDS 8700711 LUCAS NaF ADJ 11/82 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
GRANDVIEW UTS CIVIC ASSOC 1100412 CHAMPAIGN NATL 195 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  195
GRANVILLE 4500612 LICKING Acid ADJ 12/71 6600 1.0
ALEXANDRIA 4504203 LICKING GONS 640
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7240
GRATIS 6800612 PREBLE NATL 850 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------------------- 850
GREEN ACRES NURSING HOME 2400312 FAYETTE NAIL 25 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  25
GREEN MEADOW TRAILER COURT 3200812 HANCOCK NAIL 26 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  26
GREEN MEADOWS MHP 4500712 LICKING NATL 80 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  80
GREEN MEADOWS MHP 4901812 MADISON NATL 588 1.3
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 588
624
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________________________NO _________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREEN SPRINGS 7400512 SENECA NAIL 1500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
GREEN VALLEY MHP 6201212 OTTAWA NATL 47 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  47
GREENE CD NORTH BEAVERCREEK 2903512 GREENE Acid ADJ 11/81 8393 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  8393
GREENLAWN CONDOMINIUMS 1204912 CLARK NAIL 193 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  193
GREENWOOD MHP 6201312 OTTAWA NAIL 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTO1-----------------------------  140
HAMILTON-NORTH PLANT 0901012 BUTLER NaSiF6  ADJ 12/53 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11000
HAMILTON-SOUIH PLANT 0901022 BUTLER NaSiF6  ADJ 12/53 70000 1.0
BUTLER 00 SWR DIST 2 0900303 BUTLER OONS 25459
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  95459
HAMLER 3500312 HENRY NATL 700 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  700
HARDIN COUNTY HOME 3300512 HARDIN NATL 181 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTTiM-----------------------------  181
HARLAN-EAST PORK WATER 8300512 WARREN Acid ADJ 11/77 11400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11400
HARRIS TRAILER COURT 8600612 WILLLAMS NATL 50 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  50
HARRISON 3100812 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 09/84 5855 1.0
HARRISON TWP WATER CORP 3100903 HAMILTON OONS 1080
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SY STE M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
625
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________ NO___________ __________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST HARRISON, IN 5215011 DEARBORN, IN CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6935
HAYDEN HTS MHP 2501612 FRANKLIN NAIL 250 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  250
HEARTLAND OF CEDAR SPRINGS 6800212 PREBLE NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60
HEARTLAND OF INDIAN LAKE 4601112 LOGAN NAIL 100 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
HEATH 4500912 LICKING NaSiF6  ADJ 02/71 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7500
HEBRON 4501012 LICKING Acid ADJ 12/82 2200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2200
HECLA WTR ASSOC 4401612 LAWRENCE Acid ADJ 06/83 14000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 14000
HERITAGE APTS #1 2400412 FAYETTE NATL 135 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 135
HICKORY GROVE MHP 5900412 MORROW NATL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 75
HICKSVILLE 2000212 DEFIANCE NAIL 3721 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3721
HIDDEN LAKES 5938412 MORROW NATL 2250 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2250
HIDDEN VALLEY MHP 7500412 SHELBY NATL 190 1.1
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 190
626
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HIGHLAND CD WATER CD 3600512 HIGHLAND Acid ADJ 09/71 15127 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 15127
HIGHLAND ESTATES MHP 2501712 FRANKLIN NATL 150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------   150
HIGHLAND MHP 2000312 DEFIANCE NAIL 70 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  70
HIGHLANDER MHP 2301312 FAIRFIELD NATL 33 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  33
HILLCREST ESTATES MHP 3301212 HARDIN NAIL 25 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
HILLSBORO 3600614 HIGHLAND Acid ADJ 06/74 6800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 6800
HILLVtEW MANOR. MHP 7202712 SANDUSKY NATL 60 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  60
HODGMAN ROAD TRAILER COURT 8700912 WOOD NATL 50 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  50
HOLGAIE 3500512 HENRY NATL 1315 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1315
HOLIDAY APARTMENTS 4401012 LAWRENCE NATL 150 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
HOLIDAY SERVICE OORP 3900412 HURON NAIL 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  900
HOLIDAY SHORES MHP 4600812 LOGAN NATL 50 1.7
P O P U LA T IO N  SER V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------  50
627
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________ ___________ NO____________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOPEWELL ESTATES MHP 7401412 SENEGA NAIL 112 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------- 112
HUBBARD 7801412 TRUMBULL Acid ADJ 01/72 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------  9000
HUDSON 7701612 SUMIT NaSiF6  ADJ 11/69 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 5000
HUMTOCTON WC 4400611 LAWRENCE Acid ADJ 10/67 25 1.0
OHIO-AMER, LAWRENCE 00 4400803 LAWRENCE CONS 8100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  -------------------  8125
HURON 2201011 ERIE NaSiF6  ADJ 07/56 7123 1.0
ERIE OO-EAST HURON SD 2200403 ERIE CONS 1416
ERIE OO-SOLTIH HURON SD 2200703 ERIE OONS 108
ERIE CO-WEST HURON SD 2200903 ERIE OONS 460
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  9107
HURON VALUEY MOBILE PARK 3900512 HURON NAIL 111 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  111
HUSTON REST & NURSING HOME 8200112 VINTON NATL 122 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 122
INDIAN HILL 3101112 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 03/61 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 15000
INDIAN TRAILS MOBILE PARK 5100212 MARION NATL 122 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 122
INDIANBROOK WATER GO 0201412 ALLEN NATL 330 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 330
IRONTON 4400711 LAWRENCE NaSiF6  ADJ 04/53 15000 1.0
HECLA Wffi ASSOC I RONTON 4400403 LAWRENCE OONS 264
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A TE R  BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  15264
628
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
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POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
0901112 BUTLER
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
2901712 GREENE
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
4900612 MADISON
POPULATLON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
5703012 MONTGOMERY
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
2400612 FAYETTE
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
8701012 WOC»
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
6400212 PERRY
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER
4900512 MADISON
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER
6900512 PUINAM
POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER
629
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KEENAN MHP 5701112 MONTGOMERY NATL 100 1.0 .
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
KENLEEN ACRES WIR SYS 0201712 ALLEN NATL 75 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  75
KENT 6701812 PORTAGE Acid ADJ 09/71 28000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  28000
KENTON 3300612 HARDIN NATL 8605 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  8605
KEHTLERSVILLE WELL ASSOC 7500612 SHELBY NATL 199 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  199
KING COACH HOUSE ESTATES 6201812 OTTAWA NATL 147 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 147
KINGSTON 7100912 ROSS NATL 1320 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1320
LA RUE 5100312 MARION NAIL 815 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------   815
LAFFERTY LEISURE VILLAGE 8701112 WOOD NATL 44 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 44
LAGRANGE 4700611 LORAIN NaF ADJ 09/81 1350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1350
LAKE 00 E WATER SUB DIST 4302911 LAKE Acid ADJ 09/82 10258 1.0
OHIO WIR SERV-PERRY 4301403 LAKE CONS 961
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------- • -  -  11219
LAKE 00 W WIR SUB DIST 4302411 LAKE Acid ADJ 03/57 85812 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  85812
630
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKENGREN UTILITIES INC 6800712 PREBLE NAIL 400 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  400
LAKERIDGE RESORTS INC 4601312 LOGAN NATL 350 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   350
LAKESIDE COURT MHP 4601412 LOGAN NATL 64 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 64
LAKESIDE ESTATES MHP 0600312 AUGLAIZE NATL 62 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 62
LAKESIDE TRAILER PARK 3200712 HANCOCK NATL 84 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM*---------------------------  84
LAKEVIEW 4601512 LOGAN NATL 1089 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1089
LAURA 5500612 MIAMI NATL 500 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 500
LAWRENCEVILLE 1202812 CLARK NATL 200 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 200
LE-AX WATER CO 0501111 ATHENS Acid ADJ 09/77 7500 1.0
ALBANY 0500003 ATHENS CONS 892
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8392
LEESBURG 3600712 HIGHLAND NATL 1150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1150
LEIPSIC 6900612 PUINAM NATL 2200 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2200
LEISURE VILLAGE MHP 4502112 LICKING NATL 210 1.6
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A TE R  BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 210
631
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
UAL CONVENT 4836912 LUCAS NATL 60 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  60
LICKING OO-JARDIN MANOR SWD 5 4503412 LICKING NA3L 342 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  342
LIMA 0200811 ALLEN Acid ADJ 06/71 67539 1.0
ELIDA 0200503 ALLEN OONS 3000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  70539
LINOOIN AVE MHP 3301313 HARDIN NAIL 74 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAITER SYSTEM------------------------------  74
LINDSEY 7200512 SANDUSKY NAIL 650 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 650
UTILE HOCKING 8400212 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 05/84 6300 1.0
WARREN OCM4UNITY W&S //I 8401003 WARREN OONS 2500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8800
LODI 5200412 MEDINA NaF ADJ 07/81 3100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3100
LOGAN 3700612 HOCKING Acid ADJ 06/63 6557 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6557
LONDON 4900712 MADISON NATL 7000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7000
I/CRAIN 4700711 LORAIN NaSiF6  ADJ 11/55 84339 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  84339
LOUISVILLE 7603012 STARK Acid ADJ 09/77 7800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7800
LOVELAND 1300812 CLERMONT Acid ADJ 01/78 9800 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 9800
632
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________ _________  NO _____________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST 7801811 TRUMBULL Acid ADJ 10/52 25 1.0
CANFIELD 5000503 MAHONING CONS 5830
GIRARD 7801103 TRUMBULL CONS 15000
MCDONALD 7802003 TRUMBULL CONS 4750
NILES 7802403 TRUMBULL CONS 26000
TRUMBULL CO-MINERAL RIDGE 7803503 TRUMBULL CONS 3288
YOUNGSTOWN 5002303 MAHONING CONS 115000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  169893
MAPLECROFT MHP 5001312 MAHONING NATL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------   100
MARCUS'S FIELDBROOK INC 1203012 CLARK NATL 235 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  235
MARIETTA 8400412 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 08/62 21450 1.0
REMO AREA W&S NO 1 8402503 WASHINGTON CONS 900
RENO AREA W&S NO 2 8402803 WASHINGTON CONS 700
REND AREA W&S-KARDEX 8402903 WASHINGTON CONS 100
RENO AREA W&S-SUNNYVIEW 8402603 WASHINGTON CONS 250
WARREJJ C!CM«(UNITY W&S #2 8402703 WARREN CONS 560
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATQt SYSTEM-----------------------------  23960
MARRK-V WATER 00 INC 0201512 ALLEN NATL 465 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    465
MARTINS FERRY 0701212 BELMONr NaSiF6  ADJ 08/52 17000 1.0
GEORGETOWN WTR DIST 3400503 HARRISON CONS 216
TRI-COUNTY VflR AUTH 3401403 HARRISON CONS 2000
ADENA 4100003 JEFFERSON CONS 1200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS ['EM-----------------------------  20416
MASON 8300812 WARREN Acid ADJ 08/80 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    9000
MAYSVILLE REG WATER 6001411 MUSKINGUM Acid ADJ 10/83 4160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4160
MCCARTYVILLE WELL ASSOC 7500812 SHELBY NATL 240 1.2
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 240
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________ NO _______________________________________________ DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOGUFFY 3300712 HARDIN NATL 630 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  630
MECHANICSBURG 1100712 CHAMPAIGN NaF ADJ 04/84 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1800
MEDINA 5200514 MEDINA NaSiF6  ADJ 12/53 16000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  16000
MENDON 5400612 MERCER NAIL 762 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  762
MERCER COUNTY HOME 5400712 MERCER NAIL 6 6  1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6 6
MERCER COUNTY HOME #2 5402312 MERCER NAIL 6 6  1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6 6
MIAMI OO-CREEKWOOD 5502412 MIAMI NATL 60 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60
MLAMISBURG 5701212 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ 02/72 15300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 15300
MID CITY MHP 7201212 SANDUSKY NAIL 300 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM '--------------------  300
MIDDLE POINT 8100312 VAN WERT NATL 710 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 710
MIDDLEFIELD 2802012 GEAUGA Acid ADJ 09/81 1850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1850
MIDWAY MOBILE HOME PARK 7200612 SANDUSKY NATL 113 1.2
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  113
634
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MILPORD 1301012 CLERMONT Acid ADJ 09/82 5300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5300
MILFORD CENTER 8000212 UNION NATL 1000 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  1000
MILLERSPORT 2301212 FAIRFIELD NATL 1400 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1400
MINGO JUNCTION 4101612 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 09/77 5200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5200
MINSTER 0600412 AUGLAIZE NATL 2557 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2557
MONROE MHP 1203112 CLARK NAIL 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  25
MONTGOMERY CO-GREATER MORAINE 5701312 MONTGOMERY ADJ 01/83 135000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 135000
MOORE MHP 3401012 HARRISON NATL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  100
MORNING VIEW CARE CENTER 5100112 MARION NATL 51 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  51
MORNING VIEW CARE CENTER 5900312 MORROW NATL. 55 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  55
MORRIS PLAZA MHP 1900812 DARKE NATL 110 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  110
MOUNT BLANCHARD 3200512 HANCOCK NATL 460 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------  460
635
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________ NO_____________________________________________________DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
MOUNT GILEAD 5900712 MORROW NATL 3500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3500
MOUNT (»AB 0801011 BROWN Acid ADJ 09/81 3250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3250
MOUNT STERLING 4900812 MADISON NAIL 1700 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   1700
MOUNT VICTORY 3300912 HARDIN NATL 650 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 650
MUSKINGUM OONSV DIST 7003312 RICHLAND NATL 350 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 350
MYERS ADDITION 3300812 HARDIN NATL 6 8  1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6 8
NAPOLEON 3500811 HENRY NaSiF6  ADJ 09/71 8450 1.0
FLORIDA 3501203 HENRY CONS 357
LIBERTY CENTER 3500603 HENRY OONS 1111
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 9918
NEIGHBOR WATER CO 5402212 MERCER NATL 400 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 400
NELSON LEDGES EST MHP 6702412 PORTAGE NATL 309 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 309
NELSONVILLE 0501214 ATHENS Acid ADJ 02/72 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6500
NEVADA 8800312 WYANDOT NATL 940 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  940
NEW BREMEN 0600512 AUGLAIZE NATL 2600 1.7
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2600
636
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO _________________________________________________DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEW OONOORD 6001711 MUSKINGUM NaF ADJ 03/75 3300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3300
NEW HOLLAND 6501612 PICKAWAY NATL 810 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 810
NEW LEBANON 5701812 MONTGOMERY NATL 4900 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4900
NEW LEXINGTON 6400411 PERRY Acid ADJ 06/75 5200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  5200
NEW VIENNA 1400815 CLINTON NAIL 1133 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1133
NEWARK 4502314 LICKING NaSiF6  ADJ 05/57 42000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  42000
NEWOQMERSTOWN 7900912 TUSCARAWAS Acid ADJ 03/83 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4000
NEWTON FALLS 7802311 TRUMBULL Acid ADJ 01/74 6500 1.0
LORDSTOWN 7804403 TRUMBULL CONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  7000
NEY 2000512 DEFIANCE NATL 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  400
NORLICK PLACE UTIL GO 8601012 WILLIAMS NATL 322 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  322
NORTH BALTIMORE 8701611 LUCAS Acid ADJ 02/85 3200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3200
NORTH CANTON 7604312 STARK Acid ADJ 11/74 17000 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YS TE M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  17000
637
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH HAMPTON 1203412 CLARK NATL 500 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
NORTH LEWISBURG 1100812 CHAMPAIGN NATL 1000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
NORTHLAND PARK MHP 8601112 WILLIAMS NATL 60 - 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM-----------------------------  60
NORTHVIEW UTIL ASSOC 7500912 SHELBY NAIL 100 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
NORTHWOOD HOMEOWNERS ASSOC 5401912 MERCER NATL 152 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  152
NORWALK 3901111 HURON Acid ADJ 11/71 14600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14600
OAK HILL 4000411 JACKSON Acid ADJ 03/75 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3000
OAK HILL APARTMENTS 7202012 SANDUSKY NATL 32 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 32
OAK HILL MHP 3000412 GUERNSEY NATL 97 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 97
OAK HILLS MHP 2502112 FRANKLIN NATL 64 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  64
QAKWOOD 6300312 PAULDING NATL 850 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 850
QAKWOOD ACRES INC 4900912 MADISON NATL 98 1.1
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 98
638
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31/85)
OHIO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
QAKWOOD MHP 8601212 WILLIAMS NATL 125
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 125
(BERLIN 4700911 LORAIN Acid ADJ 03/54 9300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 9300
OHIO CITY 8100412 VAN WERT NATL 816
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 816
OHO CR-LONDON CORRECTIONAL 4901012 MADISON NATL 2 2 0 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 2 2 0 0
a n o  CR/PRE-RELEASE CENTER 6501712 PICKAWAY NATL 3200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 3200
OHIO DNR-BURR OAK 0501311 ATHENS Acid ADJ 11/72 150
BISHOPVILLE W&S ASSOC 0500403 ATHENS CONS 900
CARBON HILL 3700103 HOCKING OONS 700
CORNING 6400003 PERRY CONS 999
CORNING 6400003 PERRY OONS 999
GLOUSTER 0500703 MHENS OONS 2 2 1 1
HOLLISTER WATER ASSOC 0500903 ATHENS OONS 300
JACKSONVILLE 0501003 ATHENS CONS 700
MURRAY CITY 3700803 HOCKING OONS 579
NEW STRAITSVILLE SYSTEM #1 6400503 PERRY OONS 783
NEW STRAITSVILLE SYSTEM #2 6402203 PERRY CJ0NS 93
OLD STRAITSVILLE WATER #1 6402103 PERRY OONS 84
OLD STRAITSVIIUE WATER #2 6401403 PERRY OONS 444
RENDVILLE 6400603 ATHENS OONS 90
SHAWNEE 6401003 PERRY OONS 750
SO PERRY CO-BUCKINGHAM 6401503 PERRY OONS 45
SO PERRY CO-CONGO 6401603 PERRY OONS 453
SO PERRY CO-DRAKES 6401703 PERRY OONS 57
SO PERRY CO-HEMLOCK 6401803 PERRY OONS 228
SO PERRY OO-MILLERTOWN 6401903 PERRY OONS 72
SUNDAY CREEK VALLEY WD 0501503 ATHENS OONS 2223
TRIMBLE 0501703 ATHENS OONS 510
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 13370
OHIO DNR-ZALESKI CONS CAMP 8200312 VINTON NATL 70
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 70
639
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OHO SUBURBAN-HUBER HEIGHTS 5702012 MOWIQOMERY Acid ADJ 03/74 41000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------41000
OHIO UnLS-BLAOCLICK 2502412 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 10/73 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12000
OHO WILSHHUBER RIDGE 2502512 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 10/71 6745 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6745
OHIO iniLS-LAKE DARBY 2502612 FRANKLIN NATL 2600 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2600
OHIO WTLS-TIMBERBROOK 2502712 FRANKLIN NATL 1100 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
OHO WATER SERV-LEE DIST 0400811 ASHTABULA Acid ADJ 05/72 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20000
OHIO WIR SERV-LEW DISTRICT 4301511 LAKE Acid ADJ 03/68 70000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  70000
OHIO WTR SERV-MADISON 4301311 LAKE Acid ADJ 05/72 25 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25
OHIO WTR SERV-MARYSVILLE 8000314 UNION Acid ADJ 03/74 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 9000
OHIO WIR SERV-MASSILLQN 7604512 STARK NaSiF6  ADJ 07/71 60000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 60000
OHIO WTR SERV-STRUTHERS 5001611 MAHONING NaSiF6  ADJ 09/71 48000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 48000
OHIO YC-MALMEE YOUIH CAMP 3500912 HENRY NATL 189 2.9
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  189
640
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________ _________________ ________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OHIO-AMER, ASHTABULA 0400711 ASHTABULA Acid ADJ 01/71 38500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM • --------------------- 38500
OHIO-AMER, MARION 5100414 MARION Acid ADJ 11/71 52000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 52000
OHIO-AMER, TIFFIN 7400611 SENECA Acid ADJ 11/66 23000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 23000
(MARIO 7003512 RICHLAND NaF ADJ 09/85 2450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 2450
OREGON 4800911 LUCAS NaSiF6  ADJ 12/55 22500 1.0
OTTAWA CO-GENOA AREA 6201003 OTTAWA CONS 2400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  24900
ORVILLE 8502712 WAYNE NaSiF6  ADJ 04/58 8600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  8600
OTTAWA 6900711 PUTNAM Acid ADJ 12/85 3850 1.0
GLANDORF 6901303 PUTNAM OQNS 784
INDIAN KNOLLS HCMEOWNERS 6900403 PLTOJAM CONS 105
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  4739
OITOVILLE 6900812 PUTNAM NATL 880 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  880
PAINESVILLE 4301611 LAKE NaSiF6  ADJ 09/70 27000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  27000
PANDORA 6900912 PUTNAM NATL 977 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  977
PARADISE OAKS NURSING HOME 6901012 PUINAM NATL 184 1.3
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SY S TEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----  184
641
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PARIS COURT MHP 1100212 CHAMPAIGN NAIL 125 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  125
PARK TERRACE MOBILE PARK 1203712 CLARK NATL 120 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  120
PARKVIEW APTS 4502412 LICKING NAIL 47 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  47
PAIASKALA 4502512 LICKING NATL 3000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA2ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3000
PAYNE 6300712 PAULDING NATL 1490 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1490
PEACEFUL ACRES MHP 4801012 LUCAS NAIL 150 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  150
PETITSVILLE WATER WORKS 2600812 FULTON NATL 75 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  75
PICKERINGKJN 2301512 FAIRFIELD Acid ADJ 07/81 4200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4200
PINE GROVE MOBILE ESTATES 7003912 RICHLAND NATL 75 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  75
PINEKIRK NURSING HOME 4504612 LICKING NATL 39 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  39
PIONEER 8601312 WILLIAMS NAIL 985 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  985
PIQUA 5501211 MIAMI Acid ADJ 06/77 21500 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------21500
642
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )








STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 







TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
PLEASANT ACRES MOBILE PARK 5100612
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
PII1-WOOD MHP 4901212
TOIAL POPULATION SERVED 
PONDEROSA ESTATES MHP 2503012
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED
MADISON
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
FRANKLIN
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
MARION
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
MADISON
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
FRANKLIN
















PORT CLINTON 6203211 OTTAWA Acid ADJ 01/85 1 1 0 0 0
OAK HARBOR 6202615 OTTAWA CONS 4000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 15000
PORTAGE 00 SHALERSVILLE 6702812 PORTAGE Acid ADJ 08/76 2425
AURORA 6700003 PORTAGE OONS 6000
STREETSBORO 6705003 PORTAGE CONS 24001CO1 BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 10825
PORTSMOUTH 7300111 SCIOTO NaSiF6 ADJ 01/53 50000
SCIOTO WATER INC-SR 125 7301203 SCIOTO OONS 180
SCIOTO WATER-FRANKUN FURNACE 7301103 SCIOTO CONS 1600
SCIOTO WATER-POND RUN 7301303 SCIOTO OONS 2 1 0
SCIOTO WATER-SLAB RUN 7301603 SCIOTO OONS 90
SCIOTO WAm-STONEY RUN 7300803 SCIOTO OONS 161
SCIOTO WATER-SUGAR CAMP 7300903 SCIOTO OONS 1490
SCIOTO WATER-WHEELERSBURG 7301003 SCIOTO CONS 1530
SCIOTO WATER-WORLEY RUN 7301403 SCIOTO OONS 39









TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  55345
POWHATAN POINT 0701412 BELMONT Acid ADJ 05/84 2300 1.0
YORK TOP WATER AUTH 0701703 BELMONT CONS 480
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 2780
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________ ________ ________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PUTNAM ACRES CARE CENTER 6901112 PUTNAM NATL 171 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 171
QUIET ACRES NURSING HOME 2400912 FAYETIE NATL 45 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 45
RAVENNA 6703211 PORTAGE Acid ADJ 12/72 16000 1.0
ROOTSTOWN Wffi SERV CO 6703503 PORTAGE CONS 2700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 18700
RAWSON 3200612 HANCOCK NATL 450 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 450
READING 3101812 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 09/78 12800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 12800
REPUBLIC 7400812 SENECA NATL 656 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 656
REX HILL MHP 7703812 SU-MIT NATL 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 200
RICHLAND MANOR NURSING HOME 0211112 ALLEN NATL 178 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  178
RIDGE: ROAD TRAILER PARK 6901212 PWNAM NATL 47 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  47
RIO GRANDE 2700316 GALLIA NaF ADJ 04/75 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
RITTMAN 8503012 WAYNE NaF ADJ 12/79 6063 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6063
RIVERFRONT MANOR NURSING HOME 7400912 SENECA NATL 76 1.1
P O P U LA TIO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 76
644
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RIVERVIEW MHP 8700812 WOOD NAIL 45 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  45
RIVIERA MOBILE MANOR 7201312 SANDUSKY NATL 150 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  150
ROCKFORD 5401112 MERCER NATL 1264 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1264
ROKER NURSING HOME 7604712 STARK NATL 78 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  78
ROLLING TERRACE MHP 1203812 CLARK NATL 110 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  110
ROSS 00 WIR 00 7101412 ROSS Acid ADJ 07/75 8200 1.0
PIKE WATER INC-ROSS CO #1 6601703 PIKE CONS 810
PIKE WATER INC-ROSS 00 #2 6601803 PIKE OONS 390
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9400
RUDOLPH TRAILER COURT 8702112 WOOD NATL 150 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  150
RUSHSYLVANIA 4602112 LOGAN NATL 680 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  680
SABINA 1400912 CLINTON NATL 2794 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2794
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE 0701516 BEXM3NT Acid ADJ 11/69 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6000
SAINT HENRY 5401312 MERCER NATL 1800 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1800
SAINT PARIS 1100912 CHAMPAIGN NATL 1750 1.8
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1750
645
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATUFIAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SALEM 1502011 COLUMBIANA Acid ADJ 12/57 18200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  18200
SANDUSKY 2201411 ERIE NaSiF6  ADJ 03/71 31000 1.0
ERIE 00-MARGAREITA SD 2200203 ERIE CONS 4604
ERIE CO-PERKINS SD 2200603 ERIE CONS 15520
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------51124
SANDUSKY OO-SHOREWOOD VILLAGE 7201012 SANDUSKY NAIL 450 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  450
SCIOTO CO REG AUIH 7300212 SCIOTO Acid ADJ 08/72 16300 1.0
NORTHWEST WATER SYSTEM 7300003 SCIOTO CONS 6459
PIKE WATER INC-SCICOO 6601903 PIKE OONS 261
SCIOTO WATER-ROSE HILL 7300303 SCIOTO OONS 4172
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------27192
SEBRING 5001911 MAHONING Acid ADJ 08/76 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6500
SENECA COUNTY HOME 7401012 SENECA NAIL 43 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  43
SENECA UTILITIES INC 8601512 WILLIAMS NATL 500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
SHADYBROOK MHP 6502312 PICKAWAY NATL 170 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  170
SHADYSIDE 0701612 BELMDNT Acid ADJ 11/71 4895 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4895
SHAHEEN 3200312 HANCOCK NAIL 104 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  104
SHANE HILL NURSING HOME 5401412 MERCER NATL 180 1.3
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A TE R  BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 180
646
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SHAWNEE TRAILER GROVE 0201212 ALLEN NATL 232 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  232
SHELBY 7004511 RICHLAND Acid ADJ 02/77 9800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9800
SHENANQO VALLEY WATER 00 7802711 TRUMBULL Acid ADJ 10/70 250 1.0
MASURY WATER COMPANY 7801903 TRUMBULL CONS 6700
TRUMBULL CD-BROOKFIELD 7803203 TRUMBULL CONS 5208
TRIWBULL GO-FOUR TOP WATER 7803403 TRUMBULL CONS 4152
TRLMBULL OO-MOSQUITO CREEK 7803603 TRUMBULL OONS 2808
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 19118
SHEKWOOD 2000712 DEFIANCE NATL 975 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  975
SHRINE ROAD MHP 1204112 CLARK NATL 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  300
SIDNEY 7501214 SHELBY Acid ADJ 03/71 17000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  17000
SKYLINE MHP 2000812 HOLMES NATL 63 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  63
SOMERSET 6401111 PERRY NaF ADJ 05/83 1432 1.
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1432
SOUTH CHARLESTOWN 1204212 CLARK NATL 1683 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1683
SOOTH VIENNA 1204312 CLARK NATL 665 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  665
SOUIHVIEW ESTATE MHP 8700512 WOOD NATL 552 2.4
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  552
647
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SPENCER 5201611 MEDINA NaF ADJ 09/84 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
SPENCERVILLE 5201611 ALLEN NAIL 2184 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2184
SPIRK MHP 7501312 SHELBY NAIL 30 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  30
SPRING VALLEY TRAILER PARK 1700612 CRAWFORD NATL 115 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  115
SPRINGBORO 8301412 WARREN Acid ADJ 01/85 4998 1.0
WARREN OO-PENNYROYAL 8301803 WARREN CONS 1036
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 6034
SPRINGVALLEY MHP 4901412 MADISON NAIL 135 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------- 135
SPYKER SUBDIVISION 0201812 ALLEN NATL 140 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------- 140
STEUBENVILLE 4102411 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 03/69 24300 1.0
JEFFERSON CO SD J 4101003 JEFFERSON OONS 1090
JEFFERSON 00 SD M 4101103 JEFFERSON OONS 12775
IRONDALE 4400603 JEFFERSON OONS 500
JEFFERSON 00 SD 0 4101203 JEFFERSON OONS 497
WINTERSVILLE 4103003 JEFFERSON CONS 4724
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 43886
STITES MHP 4901512 MADISON NAIL 60 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 60
STOCKPORT 5800912 MORGAN NaF ADJ 03/75 558 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  558
648
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
STRYKER 8601712 WILLIAMS NATL 1423 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1423
SUBURBAN COMMUNITY MHP 4901612 MADISON NAIL 800 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  800
SUNBURY 2101111 DELAWARE Acid ADJ 12/68 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2100
SUNNYHAVEN CHILDRENS HOME 4901712 MADISON NATL 35 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 35
SUNSET MHP 6502412 PICKAWAY NATL 85 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 85
SUNSHINE PARK OWNERS WS 4502912 LICKING NAIL 130 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  130
SWITZERLAND OF OHIO WD 5600511 MONROE NaF ADJ 12/82 1750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1750
SYCAMORE 8800412 WYANDOT NATL 1029 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1029
TATE-MONROE WTR ASSOC 1301312 CLERM3NT Acid ADJ 09/72 14060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14060
TAYLOR CREEK TERRACE APTS 3301012 HARDIN NAIL 38 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------  38
THE WATER ASSN 0902812 BUTLER Acid ADJ 05/72 20600 1.0
BUTLfR 00-QUEEN ACRES SD 0900203 BLHLER OONS 977
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 21577
THE WAY INTERNATIONAL 7501412 SHELBY NATL 300 1.9
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12 /31 /85 )
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 300
649
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
THUNDERBIRD TERRACE MHP 7605512 STARK NATL 75
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ------  75
TOLEDO 4801411 LUCAS NaSiF6 ADJ 04/55 388000
MAUMEE 4800603 LUCAS OONS 16000
MONROE GO-SOUTH, MI 0004455 MONROE CONS 0
BEDFORD TWP, MI 0000530 MONROE CONS 0
ERIE TWP, MI 0002155 M3NROE OONS 0
LASALLE TWP, MI 0003795 M3NROE CONS 0
LUNA PIER, MI 0003965 MONROE OONS 0
PERRYSBURG 8701803 WOOD OONS 19215
SYLVANIA 4801303 LUCAS CONS 17000





TUPPER PLAINS-ŒESTER WD 
OOOLVILLE
4102811 JEFFERSON Acid
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
8600812 WILLIAMS 
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
0903012 BUTLER Acid
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
8702612 WCX»






TOEAL POPULATION SERVED 
6801112 
TOEAL POPULATION SERVED 
5702512 





BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
PREBLE
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
MONTGOMERY Acid
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  
DARKE































WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_________________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
UNION MANOR NURSING HOME 8000512 UNION NATL 222 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 222
UPPER SANDUSKY 8800511 WYANDOT Acid ADJ 06/63 5972 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 5972
VAN WERT 8100611 VAN WERT Acid ADJ 08/72 11035 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------11035
VAN WERT OO-LTNOOLNWAY 8100712 VAN WERT NATL 75 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  75
VANCREST NURSING HOME 8100812 VAN WERT NAIL 100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  100
VANTAGE POINT MOBILE PARK 6502712 PICXAWAY NATL 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  100
VERMILLION 2201511 ERIE Acid ADJ 04/59 11000 1.0
ERIE GO-VERMILION SD #2 2200803 ERIE CONS 1052
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  12052
VERONA 6801212 PREBLE NAIL 508 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  508
VILLAGE GREEN MHP 8702412 WOOD NATL 300 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  300
VOYAGER VILLAGE MHP 5702712 MONTGOMERY NAIL 300 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  300
WADSWORTH 5201712 MEDINA Acid ADJ 12/64 15650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  15650
WAGON WHEEL MHP 6502812 PICKAWAY NATL 156 1.9
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
O H I O
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  156
651
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
'____________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WAKEMAN 3901411 HURON NaF ADJ 09/85 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
WALNUT CREST MHP 5100912 MARION NAIL 44 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  44
WALNUT CREST MHP #2 5101112 MARION NATL 30 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  30
WAPAKONEIA 0600712 AUGLAIZE NATL 8500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8500
WARREN 7803811 TRUMBULL NaSiF6  ADJ 11/70 80000 1.0
TRLMBULL CO BAZETTA SD 7804303 TRUMBULL CONS 492
TRUMBULL GO CHAMPION SD 7803303 TRLMBULL CONS 7808
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  88300
WARREN 00-DEERFLD/HAML1N 8301512 WARREN Acid ADJ 04/73 10549 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  10549
WARREN OO-LEBANON/FRKLN 8301712 WARREN Acid ADJ 04/73 8102 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8102
WASHINGTON MANOR MHP 2401112 FAYETIE: NATL 175 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 175
WASMNCTONVILLE 1502812 COLUMBIANA/MAHONING NATL 990 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  990
WATERVILLE 4801511 LUCAS Acid ADJ 06/62 4100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4100
WAUSEON 2600111 FULTON Acid ADJ 10/80 6170 1.0
LYONS 2600603 FULTON OONS 593
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
OHIO
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------- 6763
652
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WAVERLY 6600912 PIKE Acid ADJ 12/71 5000 1.0
PIKE WATER 00-WAVERLY 6600603 PIKE OONS 300
TOO&L POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   5300
WAYNE 8703112 W0® NAIL 900 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  900
WAYNESE1ELD 0600912 AUGLAIZE NAIL 850 2.2
TOOAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  850
WELLINGTON 4701511 LORAIN Acid ADJ 08/68 4193 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------------------  4193
WELLMANS APARTMENTS 4503612 LICKING NAIL 40 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------------------  40
WELLSTON 4000511 JACKSON NaSiF6  ADJ 05/61 6050 1.0
HAMDEN 8200003 VINTON CONS 1158
JACKSON 00 WATER-WELL C 4000903 JACKSON CONS 350
JACKSON 00 WATER-WELL D 4000303 JACKSON OONS 650
JACKSON 00 WATER-WELL G 4001003 JACKSON OONS 100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8308
WELLSVILLE 1502911 OOLLMBIANA Acid ADJ 12/84 5100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5100
WEST ALEXANDRIA 6801312 PREBLE NATL 1500 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
WEST CARROLLTON 5702812 MONTGOMERY Acid ADJ /73 10000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM-----------------------------  10000
WEST JEFFERSON 4902012 MADISON NAIL 4508 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-----------------------------  4508
WEST LAKE VILLAGE MHP 7501512 SHELBY NAIL 6 8  1.8
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
OHIO
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 68
653
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST MANCHESTER 6801412 PREBLE NAIL 580 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 580
WEST MANSFIELD 4602512 LOGAN NATL 700 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  700
WEST MILTON 5501711 MIAMI Acid ADJ 08/81 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4800
WEST UNITY 8601812 WILLIAMS NATL 1639 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1639
WEST UNITY MHP 8601612 WILLIAMS NATL 150 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  150
WESTERVILLE 2503411 FRANKLIN/DELAWARE Acid ADJ 06/51 27000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  27000
WESTON 8703211 WOOD NaF ADJ 08/85 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2100
WHISPERING PINES MHP 4503512 LICKING NATL 75 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  75
WHISPERING VALLEY MHP 4600312 LOGAN NATL 75 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  75
WHITEHOUSE 4801612 LUCAS NATL 2350 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2350
WHITES MHP 1401112 CLINTON NATL 84 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 84
WILHELM'S TRAILER COURT 6300812 PAULDING NATL 25 1.3
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
OHIO
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 25
654
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WILLARD 3901511 HURON Acid ADJ 07/72 5950 1.0
PLYMOUTH 7004003 RICHLAND 00NS 1939
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7889
WILLIAMS CD-HILLSIDE NH 8601912 WILLIAMS NAIL 146 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  146
WILLIAMSBURG 1301411 CLERMONT NaF ADJ 10/84 1956 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1956
WILLIAMSPORT 6503012 PICKAWAY NaF ADJ 03/83 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
WILLCWBROOK TERR. MHP #2 4503812 LICKING NATL 111 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  111
WILLCWBROOK TERR. MHP #3 4503912 LICKING NATL 144 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  144
WINDING LAKE PARK MHP 7201612 SANDUSKY NAIL 56 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  56
WOCX) LAKE MHP 8703412 WOOD NAIL 350 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  350
WOODLAND MHP 5501912 MIAMI NAIL 70 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 70
W00D5FIELD 5600711 MONROE NaF ADJ 04/75 3150 1.0
MONROE WATER DIST-EAST 5600103 MONROE CONS 539
MONROE WATER DIST-SOUTH 5600303 MONROE CONS 364
MONROE WATER DIST-WEST 5600203 MONROE CONS 750
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4803
WYOMING 3102212 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 08/53 9700 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
OHIO
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  9700
655
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
OHIO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
YELLOW SPRINGS 2903012 GREENE Acid ADJ 12/59 4077 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  4077
ZANESVILLE 6002712 MUSKINGUM Acid ADJ 10/70 32000 1.0
EAST MUSKINGUM WA NW 6000503 MUSK3NGLM 00NS 7000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  39000
656
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADA 2006201 PONTOTOC Acid ADJ /57 17000 0.8
HOMER RWD 1 3006205 PONTOTOC CONS 360
PICKETT-BEBEE 3006204 PONTOTOC CONS 1200
PONTOTOC RWD 4 3006203 PONTOTOC CONS 400
PONTOTOC RWD 7 3006215 PONTOTOC CONS 300
PONTOTOC RWD 8  3006216 PONTOTOC CONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  19560
ADAMS RWD 1 2007010 TEXAS NAIL 150 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 150
AFTON 10216% OTTAWA NAIL 1500 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1500
ALTUS 1011501 JACKSON NaSiF6  ADJ 10/83 25000 0.8
ALTOS AFB 3003303 JACKSON CONS 5000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 30000
ARDMORE 1010814 CARTER Acid ADJ /82 24000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 24000
ATOKA 1010401 ATOKA Acid ADJ /82 3500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3500
B & B WATER 2001301 CIMARRON NATL 300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 300
BARTLESVILLE 1021401 WASHINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ /65 38000 0.8
BARDEW 3007406 WASHINGTON CONS 140
DEWEY 3007402 WASHINGTON CONS 3958
OCHELATA UTIL AWH NA 3007407 WASHINGTON CONS 480
OSAGE 00 RWD 1 3005704 WASHINGTON (JONS 400
RAMDNA 3007408 WASHINGTON CONS 600
STRIKE-AXE 3005701 WASHINGTON OONS 400
WASHINGTON 00 RWD 1 3007401 WASHINGTON OONS 300
WASHINGTON 00 RWD 2 3007403 WASHINGTON OONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  44578
BEAVER RWD 1 (TURPIN) 2000402 BEAVER NATL 490 1.6
P O P U L A T IO N  S ER VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM---------------------------------------  490
657
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BENNINGTON RWD 2000705 BRYAN NATL 317 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SEKVEI) BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  317
BIXBY 1020406 TULSA /  WAGONER Acid ADJ /82 5710 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------  5710
BLUEJACKET 2001802 CRAIG NATL 260 4.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   260
BOISE CITY 2001303 CIMARRON NATL 1800 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1800
BOKOHTO 2000704 BRYAN NAIL 633 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  633
BCWLBGS LIMA WATER DISTRICT 2006701 SEMINOLE NATL 3000 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
BCWLBGS WATER WORKS 2006707 SEMINOLE NATL 150 4.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  150
CACHE 2001607 COMANCHE NATL 1400 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1400
CALUMET 2000904 CANADIAN NATL 480 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  480
CHANDLER 1020702 LINCOLN NaSiF6  ADJ /83 3200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3200
CHECOTAH 1020515 MCINTOSH NaSiF6  ADJ 10/85 3000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
OTICKASHA 1010821 GRADY NaSiF6  ADJ 03/85 20000 0.8
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------- 20000
658
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CLINTON 1010828 OJSTER Acid ADJ /82 10000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------------  10000
OQALGATE 1010402 COAL Acid ADJ /82 1900 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------  1900
CDLLINSVILIJE 1021505 ROGERS / TULSA NaSiF6  ADJ /75 3150 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  3150
COUNTRY CUJB ESTATES 2001448 CLEVELAND NATL 75 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  75
CROWDBR 1020603 PITTSBURG NaSiF6  ADJ 01/82 431 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEffi--------------------------  431
CUSHING 1020908 PAYNE NaSiF6  ADJ /78 7020 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 7020
DEER CREEK WATER CORP 2005504 OKLAHOMA NATL 504 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------  504
DEL CITY 1020805 OKLAHOMA NaSi.F6  ADJ /73 30000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 30000
DELHI 2000507 BECKHAM NATL 290 7.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 290
EEVDL 2001701 COTTON NATL 186 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 186
DRUMWRIGHT 2001903 CREEK NaSiF6  ADJ /84 3162 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 3162
DURANT 1010601 BRYAN Acid ADJ /58 15000 0.8
SCMHEAST RWD 5 3000704 BRYAN CONS 500
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------------- 15500
659
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO ___________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
EDMOND 2005505 OKLAHOMA NATL 47000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  47000
ELK CITY 2000501 BECKHAM Acid ADJ 12/84 10000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10000
ENID 2002412 GARFIELD Acid ADJ /67 36550 0.8
DRLMCWD 3002401 GARFIELD OONS 425
SPRING VALLEY RW ASSOCIATION 3002408 GARFIELD CONS 189
VANCE AFB 3002402 GARFIELD CONS 2500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------  39664
ENID #2 2002445 GARFIELD Acid ADJ /67 12450 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  12450
EUFAULA 1020514 MCINTOSH NaSiF6  ADJ 01/83 3600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  3600
FAIRLAND 2005809 OTTAWA NATL 1100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1100
FAIRVIEW 2004404 MAJOR Acid ADJ /67 3100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEK SYSTEM----------------------------  3100
PORT GIBSON 1021622 MUSKOGEE NaSiF6  ADJ /85 2477 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 2477
FRANCIS 2006205 PONTOTOC NATL 470 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 470
GERONIMO 2001611 COMANCHE NATL 800 12.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 800
GOODWELL 2007005 TEXAS NAIL 1186 2.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  1186
660
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________NO   DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GUTHRIE 1020903 LOGAN NaSiF6  ADJ /52 8600 0.8
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8600
GUYMAN 2007003 TEXAS NATL 8492 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8492
HEAVENER 1020101 LE FLORE NaSiF6  ADJ 12/81 3900 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3900
HICKORY MEADOWS 2002146 DELAWARE NATL 50 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 50
HOLDENVILLE 1020803 HUGHES NaSiF6  ADJ 10/83 5500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5500
HOOKER 2007006 TEXAS NAIL 1778 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1778
IDABEL 1010203 MCCURTAIN NaSiF6  ADJ /78 7652 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7652
INDIAHOMA 2001609 COMANCHE NATL 484 10.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  484
JET 2000211 ALFALFA NATL 355 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  355
KANSAS EWA 2002135 DELAWARE NATL 500 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
KEYES 2001302 CIMARRON NATL 589 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  589
KINGFISHER 2003702 KINGFISHER NaSiF6  ADJ /55 4245 0.8
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER  BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 4245
661
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KINGSTON 2004501 MARSHALL NATL 1440 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  1440
KICWA 1020611 PITTSBURG NaF ADJ /81 863 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  863
KREBS 1020606 PITTSBURG NaF ADJ /81 2200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2200
LAKEMONT SHORES 2002170 DELAWARE NATL 50 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  50
LAVERNE 2003002 HARPER NATL 1420 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1420
LAWTON 1011303 COMANCHE NaSiF6  ADJ /71 108800 0.8
OCMANCHE 00 RWD 1 3001602 OCMANCHE CONS 2000
PORT SILL 3001601 OQMANCHE OONS 20000
MEDICINE PARK 3001603 OCMANCHE OONS 180
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  130980
LINDSAY 2002501 GARVIN Acid ADJ /85 3454 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3454
LOGO RWD 4 2006904 STEPHENS NATL 900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  900
MADILL 1010820 MARSHALL Acid ADJ /71 2500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2500
MANNFORD 1020909 CREEK NaF ADJ /75 3000 0.8
CREEK 00 RWD 3 3001916 CREEK CONS 1992
PAWNEE CO RWD 2 INC 3005910 CREEK CONS 167
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5159
MARLOW 2006907 STEPHENS NaSiF6  ADJ 09/85 6000 0.8
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6000
662
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAUD 2006302 SEMINOLE NAIL 1500 3.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
MC ALESTER 1020609 PITTSBURG NaSiF6  ADJ /62 18000 0.8
ALDEKSON RWD 6  3006109 PITTSBURG CONS 330
ARPELAR RWD 7 3006108 PITTSBURG CONS 1080
MC ALESTER RWD 9 3006107 PITTSBURG OONS 600
PITTSBURG 00 RWD 5 3006115 PITTSBURG OONS 510
TANNEHILL WATER OORP 3006106 PITTSBURG OONS 618
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------21138
MEEKER 1020507 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /82 1083 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1083
MIAMI 2005813 OTTAWA NATL 15000 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15000
MIDWEST CITY 1020806 OKLAHOMA NaSiF6  ADJ /61 50000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 50000
MONKEY ISLAND AIRPORT RESORT 2002167 DELAWARE NATL 50 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 50
MUSKOGEE 1021607 MUSKOGEE NaSiF6  ADJ /73 40011 0.8
JESS DUNN CORR OR 3005126 MUSKGEE CONS 750
KEEETON RWD 5 3005107 MUSKOGEE OONS 1700
MUSKOGEE 00 RWD 2 3005102 MUSKOGEE (JONS 1000
MUSKOGEE CO RWD 8  3005117 MUSKOGEE OONS 200
MUSKOGEE CO RWD 9 3005119 MUSKOGEE CONS 300
OKLA SCHOOL FOR BLIND 3005121 MUSKOGEE CONS 200
PORTER PWA 3007306 WAGONER CONS 325
TAFT 3005118 MUSKOGEE OONS 525
OKLA CHILDREN'S CENTER 3005108 MUSKOGEE OONS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 45211
NORMAN 1020801 CLEVELAND NaSiF6  ADJ / 6 6  60000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 60000
NORTHWEST CENTRAL PIPELINE 2007012 TEXAS NAIL 125 1.7
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 125
663
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
' ______________________ ;___________________NO______________________________________ ;_______________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NOWATA 1021503 NOWAIA NaSiF6  ADJ /51 4000 0.8
ELM BEND RWD INC 3005309 NOWATA CONS 300
NOWATA CO RWD 2 3005303 NOWATA CONS 140
NOWAIA GO RWD 3 3005302 NOWAIA CONS 225
NOWAIA GO RWD 5 3005307 NOWAIA OONS 80
NOWAIA 00 RWD 6  3005308 NOWAIA CONS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4945
QAKHILL COMMERCIAL WAIER 2002143 DELAWARE NAIL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 100
OKEMAH 1020706 OKFUSKEE NaSiF6  ADJ / 6 6  3500 0.8
OKFUSKEE CO RWD 2 3005402 OKFUSKEE CONS 1946
OKFUSKEE CO RWD 3 3005401 OKFUSKEE OONS 265
RWD & SWMD # 3 3006703 SEMINOLE OONS 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 6111
OKLAHOMA CITY-DRAPER 1020802 OKLAHOMA NaSiF6  ADJ /54 190000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 190000
OKLAHOMA CITY-HEFNER 1020902 OKLAHOMA NaSiF6  ADJ /54 130000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  130000
OKLAHOMA CITY-OVERHOLSER 1020502 OKLAHOMA NaSiF6  ADJ /54 30000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  30000
OKLAHOMA STATE REFORMATORY 2002803 GREER NAIL 1200 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1200
OOLOGAH RWD 4 1021506 ROGERS NaF ADJ /81 3201 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  3201
OPTIMA 2007001 TEXAS NATL 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------  100
PANHANDLE ST UNIVERSITY 2007002 TEXAS NATL 1200 2.5
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------- 1200
664
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A TE R  BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,









STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS 
START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
PAWHUSKA 1021301 OSAGE NaSiF6 ADJ /58 5000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 5000
PCWA-ADAMSON 1020616 PITTSBURG NaSiF6 ADJ /81 3500 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 3500
PEELS MHP 2006706 SEMINOLE NATL 70
i1s BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 70
PERRY 1021206 NOBLE Acid ADJ /80 5700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■--------- 5700
PONCA CITY 1 0 2 1 2 0 2 KAY NaSiF6 ADJ /56 29000
KAY £X) RWD 1 3003605 KAY CONS 515
KAY 00 RWD 2 3003604 KAY OONS 42
KILDARE RWD 3 3003602 KAY OONS 173
OSAGE 00 RWD 3 2005739 OSAGE OONS 1700
WHITE EAGLE-INDIAN HEALTH 3003614 KAY OONS 150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 31580
POTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUIH 1020104 LE FLORE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/75 6500
BOKDSHE 3004012 LE FLORE OONS 600
CAMERON PWA 3004011 LE FLORE OONS 380
LE FLORE GO RWD 1 3004003 LE FLORE OONS 720
LE FLORE GO RWD 2 3004007 LE FLORE OONS 3600
LE FLORE 00 RWD 3 3004006 LE FLORE OONS 1040
LE FLORE GO RWD 4 3004004 LE FLORE OONS 610
LE FLORE GO RWD 5 3004010 LE FLORE OONS 910
MC CURTAIN 3003101 LE FLORE OONS 550
MONROE WATER ASSN 3004008 LE FLORE OONS 600
NW WATER ASSN 3004001 LE FLORE OONS 3185
PANAMA 3004016 I£ FLORE OONS 1250
POTEAU 3004015 LE FLORE OONS 7089
SPIRO EAST RW 3004005 LE FLORE OONS 1817
WATER DISTRICT INC 3004009 LE FLORE OONS 384
WISTER 3004014 LE FLORE CONS 673
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 29908






TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 2200
665
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RATCLIFF CITY 2001002 CARTER NATL 350 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  350
RINGUNG 2003404 JEFFERSON NATL 1700 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1700
ROFF CITY 2006206 PONTOTOC NATL 800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  800
RURAL WATER DISTRICT 2 2005804 OTTAWA NATL 700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  700
SALLISAW 1020206 SEQUOYAH Acid ADJ /81 6403 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6403
SAND SPRINGS 1020420 TULSA NaSiF6  ADJ / 6 6  17000 0.8
HISSOM MEMORIAL CENTER 3007214 TULSA OONS 300
TULSA CD RWD 1 3007204 TULSA OONS 1600
TULSA GO W IMP DIST 14 3007213 TULSA CONS 1400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  20300
SAPULPA 1020404 CREEK NaSiF6  ADJ /58 19000 0.8
CREEK GO RWD 2 3001902 CREEK OONS 9360
SAPULPA RW 00 3001904 CREEK OONS 400
TULSA GO RWD 2 3007217 CREEK OONS 500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  29260
SASAKWA 2006705 SEMINOLE NaF ADJ 06/85 225 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 225
SHANGRI-LA 2002136 DELAWARE NAIL 175 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 175
SHAWNEE 1020504 POTTAWATOMIE NaSiF6  ADJ /69 27000 0.8
BETTHEL ACRES RWS 3006303 POTTAWATOMIE OONS 50
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 27050
666
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO __________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SOUIHWEST LIVESTOCK RESEARCH 2000903 CANADIAN NATL 75 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  75
STTGLER 1020303 HASKELL NaSiF6  ADJ 10/85 2630 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------- 2630
STILLWATER 1021220 PAYNE NaSiF6  ADJ /58 38260 0.8
51 EAST WATER INC 3006003 PAYNE CONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  38560
STILWEL 1020205 ADAIR NaSiF6  ADJ 03/85 3000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------  3000
STROUD 1020705 LINCOLN NaSiF6  ADJ 01/83 3200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  3200
SULPHUR 2005001 MURRAY NaSiF6  ADJ 09/85 6000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  6000
SUNSET HTT.T.S SUBDIVISION 2002133 DELAWARE NATL 45 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  45
TAHLEQUAH 1021701 CHEROKEE Acid ADJ /67 9300 0.8
GRAND VIEW RWD 3 3001110 CHEROKEE CONS 1325
PARK HILL RWD 5 3001102 CHEROKEE OONS 800
STICK ROSS MT 3001101 CHEROKEE (JONS 1912
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  13337
TALI HINA 1010304 LE FLORE NaSiF6  ADJ /80 1378 0.8
BUFFALO VALLEY RWD 2 3003903 LE FDORE OONS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1578
TECUMSEH 1020506 POTTAWATOMIE NaF ADJ /74 5350 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  5350
TEXAS GO RWD #2 2007004 TEXAS NATL 243 1.9
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  243
667
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________ ;_______________ DATE____________LEVEL LEVEL
TEXHCMA 2007009 TEXAS NATL 1300 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1300
TINKER AFB 2005508 OKLAHOMA NaSiF6  ADJ /78 3320 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3320
TIPTON 2007101 TILLMAN NATL 1170 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1170
TISHOMINGO 1010815 JOHNSTON NaF ADJ /79 3500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W/OER SYSTEM----------------------------  3500
TULSA 1020418 TULSA NaF ADJ /53 160000 0.8
CATOOSA 3006629 ROGERS CONS 1000
JENKS 3007201 1ULSA CONS 7000
OWASSO 3007218 TULSA CONS 6000
SAR WATER GQRP 3007205 TULSA OQNS 3000
SKIATOOK 3007203 TULSA CONS 5000
SPERRY 3007202 TULSA CONS 1400
TULSA GO WATER IMP DIST 14 3007213 TULSA CONS 1400
TURLEY TULSA CONS 6300
USAF PLANT 3 3007212 TULSA CONS 3276
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  194376
US ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT 1020605 PITTSBURG NaSiF6  ADJ 01/82 2128 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2128
WAYNOKA 2007604 WOODS NaF ADJ /80 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1500
WELLSTON 2004140 LINCOLN NATL 650 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  650
WEST CARTER RWD 2001003 CARTER NATL 500 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  500
WEHWKER 1020508 HUGHES Acid ADJ /81 1725 0.8
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WALER SYSTEM-------------------------------------- 1725
668
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
OKLAHOMA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_______________________________________ ;______________ DATE_____________LEVEL LEVEL
WEW3KA 1020510 SEMINOLE / HUGHES NaSiF6  ADJ /82 5655 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  5655
WILBURTON 1020103 LATIMER NaSiF6  ADJ 12/83 4000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------  4000
WILSON 2001001 CARTER NATL 1750 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1750
669
OREGON
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ADAMS 4100001 UMATILLA NATL 240 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  240
ADRIAN 4100002 MALHEUR MIL 180 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 180
ALBANY 4100012 LINN NaSiF6  ADJ 11/64 24000 1.0
NORTH ALBANY CSD 4101170 BENTON OONS 3130
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 27130
ARLINGTON 4100046 GILLIAM NATL 460 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  460
ASTORIA 4100055 CLATSOP NaSiF6  ADJ 12/52 11000 1.0
BURNSIDE WATER ASSOC 4100054 CLATSOP CONS 180
FERNHILL COMMUNITY 4100059 CLATSOP CONS 150
JOHN DAY WD 4100060 CLATSOP CONS 230
OLNEY WALLUSKI WA 4100057 CLATSOP CONS 340
WILLOW DALE WD 4100058 CLATSOP CONS 160
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12060
ATHENA 4100064 UMATILLA NATL 960 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  960
BQARDMAN 4100130 MDRROW NAIL 1190 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1190
CHEM3WITH OCK>P 4100867 WASCO NATL 2500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2500
OOOS BAY-NORTH BEND 4100205 COOS NaSiF6  ADJ 01/57 31550 1.0
BAY PARK MILLINGTON 4100206 OOOS OONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32550
OOQUILLE 4100213 OOOS NaSiF6  ADJ 05/54 4280 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  4280
670
OREGON
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CORVALLIS 4100225 BENTON NaSiF6  ADJ 06/52 42000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  42000
DALLAS 4100248 POLK NaSiF6  ADJ 09/56 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9000
DUFUR 4100262 WASOO NATL 580 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  580
ECHO 4100270 UMATILLA NATL 610 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  610
FLORENCE 4100299 LANE NaF ADJ 06/52 4750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM*----------------------------- 4750
FOREST GROVE 4100305 WASHINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 10/52 10200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10200
FOSSIL 4100307 WHEELER NATL 500 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
HEPPNER 4100369 MORROW NATL 1390 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1390
HERMISTON 4100372 UMATILLA NATL 9630 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------    9630
HUNTINGTON 4100393 BAKER NAIL 550 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  550
IRRIGON 4100403 MORBOW NAIL 870 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  870
JORDAN VALLEY 4100411 MALHEUR NATL 460 1.1
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  460
671
OREGON
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KEIZER 4100744 MARION Acid ADJ 03/83 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------• ---------------  20000
LAKEVIEW 4100464 LAKE NATL 2810 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  2810
MCMINNVILLE 4100497 YAMHILL NaSiF6  ADJ 08/61 14500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------   14500
MILL CITY 4100520 MARION NaF ADJ 11/64 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------  1500
MOfMXJTH 4100537 POLK NaSiF6  ADJ 05/70 5350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5350
NEWPORT 4100566 LINCOLN NaSiF6  ADJ 07/62 8230 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8230
NYSSA 4100579 MALHEUR NATL 2760 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2760
(MARIO 4100587 MALHEUR NATL 9130 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9130
SALEM 4100731 MARION NaSiF6  ADJ /53 111200 1.0
SUBURBAN EAST SALEM 4100768 MARION OONS 11000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  122200
SEASIDE 4100799 CLATSOP NaF ADJ 06/82 5300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5300
SENECA 4100807 GRANT NATL 270 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  270
SHERIDAN 4100811 YAMHILL NaSiF6  ADJ 02/66 2400 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  2400
672
OREGON
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SILVERTON 4100823 MARION NaSiF6  ADJ ¡12 5480 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5480
STANFIELD 4100842 IWAT1LLA NAIL 1620 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1620
SUBLIMITY 4100844 MARION NaF ADJ 07/55 1300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1300
SWEET HOME 4100851 LINN NaSiF6  ADJ 07/65 6700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6700
THE DALLES 4100869 WASCO NaSiF6  ADJ 01/57 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12000
UMATILLA 4100914 LMA3TLLA NATL 2990 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2990
WARM SPRINGS AGENCY BIA 4101247 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 02/61 2400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2400
WARRENTON 4100932 CLATSOP NaSiF6  ADJ 01/56 3700 1.0
GEARHART 4100318 CLATSOP OONS 1200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4900
WOLF CREEK HWY WD 4100665 WASHINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 06/64 90000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  90000
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
673
P O P U L A T IO N  SER VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________ NO_______________________________________________________DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT) 5040012 BEAVER NaSiF6  ADJ 05/67 28028 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 28028
BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON) 5040084 BEAVER NaSiF6  ADJ 05/67 25045 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  25045
BEDFORD BOROUGH 4050002 BEDFORD NaF ADJ 12/64 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4500
BELLEPCN1E BOROUGH 4140075 CENTRE NaF ADJ 08/68 7371 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7371
BETHLEHEM MUN WA 3480046 NORTHAMPTON Acid ADJ 06/71 78928 1.0
LOWER NAZARETH TWP MA 3480016 NORTHAMPTON CONS 2400
UPPER SAUOON W C 3390077 LEHIGH OONS 2217
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  83545
BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW 5020006 ALLEGHENY NaSiF6  ADJ 02/53 4297 1.0
FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA 5020076 ALLEGHENY OONS 3806
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8103
BROCKWAY MUN WA 6330003 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 02/74 4431 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4431
BROOKVILLE MUN W W 6330004 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 09/51 4900 1.0
CORSICA MUN AWH( JEFFERSON 00) 6330006 JEFFERSON OONS 975
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5875
CAMBRIDGE SPGS WC 6200004 CRAWFORD NaF ADJ 04/61 1998 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1998
CANTON BOROUGH AUTH 2080003 BRADFORD ADJ 07/57 2100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2100
CARLISLE BOROUGH 7210002 CUMBERLAND Acid ADJ 11/57 20000 1.0
CARLISLE SUBURB WTR AUIH 7210049 CUMBERLAND CONS 5200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  25200
674
PENNSYLVANIA
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
CAIASAUQUA M W W 3390046 LEHIGH Acid ADJ 02/62 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6500
CHAMBERSBURG MUN W W 7280005 ERANKLIN Acid ADJ 12/64 16700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM-----------------------------  16700
CHESTER WIR AUIH 1150122 CHESTER / DELAWARE Acid ADJ 10/68 79142 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------79142
CLEARFIELD MUN AUTH 6170008 CLEARFIELD NaF ADJ 12/52 13642 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 13642
CLEARVIEW WSC 5020028 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 11/52 13000 1.0
HARRISON TWP AUIH 5020108 ALLEGHENY CONS 767
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  13767
DCMNINGTCMN 1150026 CHESTER Acid ADJ 03/77 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8500
DUBOIS MUN WATER AIHH 6170016 CLEARFIELD NaF ADJ 10/65 17500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  17500
EAST HEMPFIELD TWP MA 7360063 LANCASTER ADJ 06/66 9155 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  9155
EASTON MUN W W 3480050 NORTHAMPTON NaSiF6  ADJ 05/52 26000 1.0
EASTON SURBURBAN WER AUIH 3480064 NORTHAMPTON CONS 25808
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------51808
EBENSBURG MUN WATER AUIH 4110009 CAMBRIA NaF ADJ 12/51 5120 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5120
EDGEWDRTH BOROUGH MUN AUIH 5020015 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 7500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7500
EDINBORO MUN W W 6250022 ERIE Acid ADJ 08/75 6350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6350
675
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA ___________________________________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________  N O ______________________________________________DATE_______________________LEVEL LEVEL
FLEETWOOD BCKDUGH M W W 3060029 BERKS NaF ADJ 04/66 3206 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3206
FORD CITY MUN W W 5030005 ARMSTRONG NaF ADJ 06/51 4614 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4614
FOX CHAPEL WATER AUTH 5020040 ALLEGHENY NaSiF6  ADJ 09/60 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15000
FRANKLIN CITY GENERAL ALHH 6610020 VENANGO Acid ADJ 07/79 13800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13800
GREENVILLE MUN WA 6430037 MERCER NaSiF6  ADJ 07/59 9000 1.0
TOTAL FOPULATLON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9000
GUILFORD WATER AUTH 7280038 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 03/70 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------- 8500
HANOVER MUN WAIER AUIH 7670076 YORK Acid ADJ 04/73 29000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  29000
HARRISBURG MUN W W 7220049 DAUPHIN Acid ADJ 09/72 64100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 64100
HUNTINGDON W W 4310012 HUNTINGDON NaSiF6  ADJ 01/74 8000 1.0
TOM, POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8000
KEMffiTT SQUARE BOROUGH 1150108 CHESTER NaF ADJ 06/65 4850 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4850
KEYSTONE WC-M3NTROSE DIST 2580023 SUSQUEHANNA Acid ADJ 11/63 2400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2400
KEYSTONE WC-M3SHANN0N VAL DIST 6170031 CENTRE NaF ADJ 09/63 10300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  10300
676
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and ' EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATUFiAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________  NO  DATE_LEVEL LEVEL
LANCASTER MUN WA 7360058 LANCASTER Acid ADJ 10/60 110000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 110000
LANCASTER MUN WA 7380058 LANCASTER Acid ADJ 10/60 110000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------- 110000
LEBANON HUN. WAT AUIH 7380010 LEBANON Acid ADJ 11/72 50000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ :----------------  50000
LEWISTCWN MUN WA 4440010 MIFFLIN NaSiF6  ADJ 07/76 33000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------   33000
LITTTZ BOROUCH MUN AUIH 7360126 LANCASTER Acid ADJ 05/72 7600 1.0
WARWICK TWP MUN AUTH 7360120 LANCASTER CONS 482
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8082
LOCK HAVEN CITY AUIH 4180048 CLINTON NaF ADJ 04/75 10500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  10500
LOCK HAVEN MUN AUIH 4180049 CLINTON NaF ADJ 1027 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1027
LOWER BUCKS COUNTY JOINT MA 1090026 BUCKS Acid ADJ 07/58 92000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  92000
MANHEIM BOROUGH W W 7360078 LANCASTER NaF ADJ 02/71 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6000
MANSFIELD BOROUGH MUN WAT AUTH 2590038 TIOGA NaF ADJ 02/54 4700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4700
MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH 7210028 CUMBERLAND Acid ADJ 11/68 15500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 15500
MEDIA BOROUGH 1230011 DELAWARE NaF ADJ 07/64 45000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 45000
677
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL








07/70 1 0 2 0 0
1040
1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 11240
MILLERSBURG AREA WA 7220034 DAUPHIN NaSiF6 ADJ 10/54 4000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 4000
MOON TOWNSHIP MA 5020011 ALLEGHENY NaSiF6 ADJ 04/66 18000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------- 18000
MOUNT PENN BOROUGH WA 3060082 BERKS Acid ADJ 05/75 9154 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 9154
MYERSIOWN WAIER AMU 7380025 LEBANON Acid ADJ 1 1 / 6 8 5000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM --------- 5000
NEW KENSINGTON 1«! ALJIH 5650070 WESTMORELAND NaSiF6 ADJ 01/58 50000 1 : 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 50000
NEW MILFORD MUN ALTIH 2580019 SUSQUEHANNA NaF ADJ 03/75 1150 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------- 1150
NORTH EAST MUN AUffl 6250061 ERIE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/58 5000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------- 5000
NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA 5260019 
MOUNTAIN WA 5260032 











2 0 0 0
3000
1 0 0 0
1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------- 32000
NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA 3480057 NORTHAMPTON NaSiF6 ADJ 03/71 35000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 35000
QAKMONT MA 5020036 ALLEGHENY NaSiF6 ADJ 01/84 50000 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 50000
678
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO  DATE_LEVEL LEVEL
PA WA3JR-SAYRE DISI' 2080028 BRADFORD ADJ 08/71 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 15000
PHILADELPHIA 1510001 PHILADELPHIA Acid ADJ 09/54 831000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 831000
PHILADELPHIA 1510002 PHILADELPHIA Acid ADJ 09/54 320000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  320000
PHILADELPHIA 1510003 PHILADELPHIA Acid ADJ 09/54 535000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  535000
PHOENIXVILLE BOROUGH 1150077 CHESTER ADJ 07/76 20000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM^---------------------------  20000
PITTSBURGH MUN W W 5020038 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 12/52 424000 1.0
RESERVE TWP MUN W W 5020047 ALLEGHENY CONS 4151
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  428151
POTTSTCMN MUN W W 1460037 MDNTOOMERY Acid ADJ 01/71 31500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------31500
QUARRYVILLE MUN WS 7360012 LANCASTER NaF ADJ 04/61 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1500
READING MUN W W 3060059 BERKS NaSiF6  ADJ 10/68 90829 1.0
BERN TOP WA 3060045 BERKS OONS 255
CNTELAUNEE TWP MWN AUTH 3060098 BERKS OONS 120
TEMPLE BOROUGH MWS 3060071 BERKS OONS 1667
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  92871
RED LION MUN AU1H 7670086 YORK Acid ADJ 12/68 9702 1.0
DALLASTOWN-YOE WIR AUIH 7670085 YORK OONS 7677
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  17379
RIDGWAY BORO WATER EEPT 6240012 ELK NaSiF6  ADJ 01/53 6500 1.0
RIDGEWAY TWP MUN AUTH 6240022 ELK OONS 1016
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  7516
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P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________NO______________________________________________  DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC 7210029 CUMBERLAND Acid ADJ 05/56 78000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM----------------------------  78000
SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH 3540041 SCHUYLKILL Acid ADJ 07/68 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8500
SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS 5020050 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 03/57 8332 1.0
ALLEPO TWP (PART) 5020070 ALLEGHENY OONS 250
GLENFIELD BOROUGH WC 5020051 ALLEGHENY OONS 285
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  8867
SHARPSVILLE MUN WA 6430055 MERCER NaSiF6  ADJ 01/63 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6500
SHENANQO VALLEY WC 6430054 MERCER Acid ADJ 10/70 60000 1.0
NEW WILMINGTON BOROUGH WTR DPT 6370035 YORK (JONS 1646
PULASKI TOP DIST 6370027 MERCER OONS 300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------61946
SOMERSET MUN WAIER WORKS 4560042 SOMERSET NaF ADJ 09/57 8500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8500
SOUIH WESTERN PA WATER AUIH 5260024 CREINE NaSiF6  ADJ 10/74 26704 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  26704
ST MARY'S JOINT WAIER AUIH 6240016 ELK NaSiF6  ADJ 10/71 18000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------   18000
STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUIH 41400% CENTRE NaF ADJ 16785 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  16785
SUNBURY MUN WATER AUIH 4490007 NORTHUMBERLAND NaSiF6  ADJ 08/71 13900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  13900
TARENTUM MUN WW 5020055 ALLEGHENY NaSiF6  ADJ 6978 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  6978
680
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEI\
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________  DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
TAYLOR W W W  6370036 LAWRENCE NaSiF6  ADJ 816 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 816
TOWANQA MUN ALTTH 2080029 BRADFORD ADJ 4800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4800
TRI-COUNTY JOINT MUN AUIH 5630045 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/72 11100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11100
WAYNESBORO MUN W W 7280032 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 05/74 14800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14800
WEST MANCHESTER TWP MUN AUIH 7670101 YORK NaF ADJ 10/63 5500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5500
WEST VIEW MUN AUIH 5020043 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 03/78 160000 1.0
ALLEJO TWP (PART) 5020070 ALLEGHENY OONS 250
GLENFIELD BOROUGH WC 5020051 ALLEGHENY OONS 285
HAMPTON TWP MUN AUTH 5020061 ALLEGHENY OONS 14237
NEVILLE TWP MUN WTR SYS 5020029 ALLEGHENY OONS 1391
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 176163
WESTERN BERKS WA 3060066 BERKS Acid ADJ 25000 1.0
SHLLLIM7ION BOROUGH WIR DEPT 3060067 BERKS OONS 10369
CJ-MRU TWP WS 3060017 BERKS OONS 1000
WEST READING MUN W W 3060078 BERKS OONS 4800
WYCMLSSING MUN WTR SYS 3060083 BERKS OONS 5438
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  46607
WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DIST 6160001 CLARION Acid ADJ 08/54 10000 1.0
STRATTONVILLE MUN AUIH 6160019 CLARION OONS 931
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10931
WESTERN PA WC-INDIANA DIST 5320025 INDIANA Acid ADJ 10/57 29000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  29000
WESTERN PA WC-KANE DIST' 6420019 MCKEAN Acid ADJ 03/60 6500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  6500
681
PENNSYLVANIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
P O P U LA TIO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
WESTERN PA WC-tdTEANNING DIST 5030008 ARMSTRONG Acid ADJ 11/58 8000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  8000
WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST ALLEGHENY ADJ 80000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  80000
WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE 6370034 LAWRENCE Acid ADJ 01/54 55000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 55000
WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST 5020039 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 12/52 530387
DUQUESNE 5020012 ALLEGHENY CONS 8570
HOMESTEAD MUN WW 5020005 ALLEGHENY CONS 4457
NUMHALL BOROUGH WIR DEPT 5020072 ALLEGHENY CONS 3931
OAKDALE MUN AUTH 5020067 ALLEGHENY CONS 167
ROBINSON TWP W W 5020045 ALLEGHENY CONS 9100
WESTERN ALLEGHENY GO MUN AUTH 5020034 ALLEGHENY OONS 7030
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 563642
WESTERN PA WC-UNIONTOWN DIST 5260020 FAYETTE ADJ 07/53 31000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 31000
WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 05/58 9300
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 9300
WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH 5020056 ALLEGHENY Acid ADJ 01/53 250000
BRADDOCK BOROUGH 5020007 ALLEGHENY OONS 4297
EAST MCKEESPORT BOROUGH 5020014 ALLEGHENY OONS 3200
MONROEVILLE WATER AUIH 5020027 ALLEGHENY OONS 30000
PLUM BOROUGH WS 5020041 ALLEGHENY OONS 18898
RANKIN WIR AUTH 5020049 ALLEGHENY OONS 2800
WALL BOROUffl AUTH 5020075 ALLEGHENY OONS 980
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 310175
WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUTH 4410173 LYCOMING NaF ADJ 12/66 60000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  60000
682
PUERTO RICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
AGUADILLA 0003293 AGUADILLA NaF ADJ 01/55 125220 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  125220
AGUAS BUENAS 0005046 AQJAS BUENAS NaF ADJ 02/57 12000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  12000
ANASOO 0003313 ANASOO NaF ADJ 25624 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  25624
ARECIBO 0002652 ARECIBO NaF ADJ 62272 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  62272
BARRANQUITAS 0004605 BARRANQUITAS NaF ADJ 05/56 13500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTH-i--------------------------   13500
CAGUAS 0005066 CAGUAS NaF ADJ 01/55 80000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 80000
CAYEY 0004635 CAYEY NaF ADJ 05/56 33432 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSliM-------------------------------  33432
CIALES 0002752 CIALES NaF ADJ 12200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 12200
OQAMQ 0003914 CQAMO NaF ADJ /55 22028 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------- 22028
OCMERIO 0004705 OOMERIO NaF ADJ 03/67 8788 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8788
OOROZAL 0005487 CORDZAL NaF ADJ 01/55 31920 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTtM-------------------------------- 31920
FAJARDO-CEIBA 0005306 FAJARDO NaF ADJ /56 60300 1.0
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  60300
683
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
PUERTO RICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________' __________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GUARAGUAO 0004114 PONCE NaF ADJ 1900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1900
GUAYAMA 0004745 GUAYAMA NaF ADJ 01/55 37088 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  37088
HA3TLLO 0002662 HATILLO NaF ADJ 08/57 21264 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 21264
INDIERA ALTA 0003232 LARES NaF ADJ 12/55 2728 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2728
ISABELA 0002672 ISABELA NaF ADJ 01/55 36400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    36400
JAGUA PASTO 0004224 PONCE NaF ADJ 604 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------  604
JAGUAL 0005416 SAN LORENZO NaF ADJ 01/55 3036 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  3036
JUANA DIAZ 0004034 JUANA DIAZ NaF ADJ 27060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  27060
JUNOQS 0005166 JUNOOS NaF ADJ 12/57 32500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  32500
LAS MARIAS 0003363 LAS MARIAS NaF ADJ 12/55 1404 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1404
LUQUILLO 0005316 LUQUILLO NaF ADJ /55 24800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  24800
METROPOLITAN A 0002591 SAN JUAN NaF ADJ 01/541300000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 1300000
684
PUERTO RICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________ ____________________  NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOROVIS 0002762 MOROVIS NaF ADJ 16500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    16500
MOROVIS 0005346 RIO GRANDE NaF ADJ 01/58 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------   800
NARANJITO 0005507 NARANJITO NaF ADJ 12/59 29085 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------   29085
OROOOVIS 0004044 OROOOVIS NaF ADJ /57 9779 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  9779
PENUELAS 0004324 PENUELAS NaF ADJ 19568 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  19568
PONCE 0003824 PONCE NaF ADJ 11/55 207160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  207160
QUEBRADILLAS 0002682 QUEBRADILLAS NaF ADJ 11/55 27156 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------  -  -  27156
RIO BLANOCHVIEIQUESHHIJMACAO 0005386 NAGUABO NaF ADJ 12/55 116356 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  116356
ROSSY 0002992 CIALES NaF ADJ 05/58 11000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- - -  -  11000
SAN LORENZO 0005106 SAN LORENZO NaF AIXJ /60 18720 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIT® SYSTEM-----------------------------  18720
TANASMA 0004164 ADJUNTAS NaF ADJ 09/62 1300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  1300
UTUADO 0002702 UIUADO NaF AIXJ 12/55 19224 1.0
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  19224
685
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
PUERTO RICO
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VEGA BAJA 0002772 VEGA BAJA NaF ADJ 12/63 30732 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  30732
VILLALBA 0003924 VILLALBA NaF ADJ 12/57 6224 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM----------------------------  6224
YAUOO 0004314 YAUGO NaF ADJ 12/59 31640 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   31640
686
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
RHODE ISLAND
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________________  NO   DATE LEVEL LEVEL
BARRINGTON 1647515 BRISTOL NaF ADJ 05/52 16174 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 16174
BRISTOL 1647515 BRISTOL NaSiF6 ADd 05/52 30768 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 30768
CUMBERLAND 1647530 PROVIDENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/57 27069 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 27069
FALL RTVER, MA 4095000 BRISTOL NaSiF6 ADJ 03/73 0 1 . 0
TIVERTON 1592018 NEWPORT CONS 8115
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 8115
NEWPORT 1592010 NEWPORT JteSiF6 ADJ 07/53 46475 1 . 0
PORTSMOUTH 1592022 NEWPORT CONS 14257
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 60732
PAMIUCKET 1592021 PROVIDENCE Acid ADJ 11/57 88199 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 88199
PROVIDENCE 1592024 PROVIDENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 08/52 277891 1 . 0
OOVEMRY 1559511 KENT OONS 13533
EAST PROVIDENCE 1615610 PROVIDENCE OONS 50980
LINCOLN 1858423 PROVIDENCE OONS 16600
SMITHFIELD 1615616 PROVIDENCE OONS 16886
WARWICK 1615627 KENT OONS 87123
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 463013
WOONSOCKET' 1559518 PROVIDENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/57 49249 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 49249
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________ NO___________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABBEVILLE 0110001 ABBEVILLE NaSiF6  ADJ 06/81 6745 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------   6745
ABRAMS T P 2660005 HORRY MEL 172 5.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------------------  172
AIKEN 0210001 AIKEN NaF ADJ 11/55 37001 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  37001
ANDERSON-DUKE POWER 0410002 ANDERSON Acid ADJ 06/69 39200 0.8
BROADWAY 0420008 ANDERSON OONS 4032
CLEMSON 3910004 PICKENS CONS 7700
HAMMOND 0420007 ANDERSON CONS 4216
QAKWOOD ESTATE 0450076 ANDERSON OONS 131
HOMELAND PARK 0420001 ANDERSON OONS 7739
IVA 0410001 ANDERSON OONS 1820
PENDLETON 0410006 ANDERSON OONS 3242
SANDY SPRINGS 0420003 ANDERSON OONS 6692
STARR-IVA 0420005 ANDERSON CONS 4561
WEST ANDERSON 0420006 ANDERSON OONS 7910
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  87243
ANDREWS 2210003 GEORGETOWN NATL 4016 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4016
AYNOR 2610009 HORRY NATL 943 4.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  943
BAMBERG BRD EW 0510001 BAMBERG NaF ADJ 12/80 3672 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3672
BAPTIST HILL SCHOOL 1070120 CHARLESTON NATL 767 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  767
BATESBURG 3210002 LEXINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 11/76 6615 0.8
LEESVILLE 3210005 LEXINGTON OONS 3600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------10215
688
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEACH & RACQUET 1050010 CHARLESTON NATL 1100 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1100
BEAUFORT-JASPER 0720003 BEAUFORT NaSiF6  ADJ 02/78 5508 0.8
BEAUFORT 0710001 BEAUFORT CONS 13924
BEACHWOOD TO PK 0760004 BEAUPORT CONS 364
(HELSEA CHESNEE 0720004 BEAUFORT OONS 200
FRIPP ISLAND 0720002 BEAUFORT OONS 2000
MARINE AIR STATION 0710502 BEAUFORT OONS 1608
PARIS ISLAND 0710501 BEAUFORT OONS 9442
PORT ROYAL 0710002 BEAUFORT OONS 5911
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 38957
BELLS ELEM 1570106 OOLLÜTON NAIL 500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 500
BELTON-HONEA PATH WA 0410011 ANDERSON NaSiF6  ADJ 08/64 238 0.8
BELTON 0410004 ANDERSON OONS 6563
DONALDS-DUE WEST 0120001 ABBEVILLE OONS 3724
HONEA PATH 0410003 ANDERSON OONS 4760
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 15285
BENNETT MHP 1560001 COLLETON NAIL 80 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  80
BENNETTSVILLE 3410001 MARLBORO NaF ADJ 03/74 14400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  14400
BEIHUNE 2810002 KERSHAW NaF ADJ 11/83 750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 750
BIG PINES MHP 2260002 GEORGETOWN NATL 83 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  83
BISHOFVILLE 3110001 LEE NaF ADJ 10/56 3429 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3429
BLACKSBURG 1110002 CHEROKEE NaSiF6  ADJ 09/82 2660 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2660
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BLACKVILLE 0610003 BARNWELL NaF ADJ 88/4 2769 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------------------------  2769
BRIAROJFF SYSTEM 2650002 HORRY NATL 400 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  400
BROAD CREEK PSD 0720009 BEAUFORT NATL 3000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
BROWNS FERRY 2220003 GEORGETOWN NATL 1760 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1760
BRUNSON 2510004 HAMPTON NATL 1050 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1050
BRYMERS TR PK 0860003 BERKELEY NAIL 92 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  92
BUCKSPORT 2620003 HORRY NATL 3561 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3561
C C BLANEY SCH 1070125 CHARLESTON NATL 350 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  350
CAINHOY SCHOOL 0870112 BERKELEY NATL 759 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  759
CAMDEN 2810001 KERSHAW NaSiF6  ADJ 09/66 18585 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 18585
CANNINGTON 2550002 HAMPTON NATL 51 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ >----------------  51
CAROLINA ESTATE 0750010 BEAUFORT NATL 54 0.7
P O P U LA T IO N  SER V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------  54
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CAYCE 3210003 LEXINCTON NaSiFÓ ADJ 11/54 17980 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------------------------  17980
CHARLESTON 1010001 CHARLESTON Acid ADJ 12/82 175000 0.8
CHARLESTON AFB 1010501 CHARLESTON OONS 2259
CHARLESTON NAVAL BASE 1010502 LEXINGTON OONS 1000
DORCHESTER 00 W/A-STRATON 1820006 DORCHESTER OONS 530
POLLY BEACH 1010005 CHARLESTON OONS 2987
GOOSE CREEK 0810004 BERKELEY OONS 16170
LIBERTY HCMES 1050014 CHARLESTON OONS 847
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION 1010503 CHARLESTON CONS 8500
SANGAREE BCWSA 0820002 BERKELEY CONS 6161
ST JOINS WATER 1020002 CHARLESTON CONS 5043
DUMtfWIN SD 1050004 CHARLESTON OONS 174
ISLAND ESTATES 1050002 CHARLESTON OONS 174
KIAWAH ISLAND 1050003 CHARLESTON OONS 1500
SEABROOK ISLAND 1050005 CHARLESTON OONS 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 221345
CHERAW 1310001 CHESTERFIELD Acid ADJ 07/53 7050 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7050
CHESTER MEM) 1220002 CHESTER NaSiF6  ADJ 10/62 18200 0.8
MITFORD DI ST 1220001 CHESTER CONS 1260
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------■ 19460
CHESTERFIELD 1310002 CHESTERFIELD NaSiF6  ADJ 01/60 2475 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2475
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 3910006 PICKENS NaSiF6  ADJ 02/61 13000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13000
CLINTON 3010002 LAURENS NaSiF6  ADJ 04/65 11528 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11528
CLINTON MILLS 3040001 LAURENS ADJ 12/85 2086 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-----------------------------  2086
CL0VERLEAF MHP 1860008 DORCHESTER NAIL 118 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 118
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P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
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SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA 4010001 RICHLAND NaSiF6  ADJ 07/67 248650 0.8
FOREST ACRES 4010006 RICHLAND CONS 6082
SHARPE RD MHP 4060030 SIMIER OONS 75
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 254807
CONIFER HALL SD 0850003 BERKELEY NATL 927 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 927
CONWAY 2610008 HORRY NAIL 13970 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 13970
CONWAY RURAL 2620001 HORRY NATL 2697 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2697
OOTTAGEVILLE DAY CAR 1570111 COLLETON NAIL 26 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 26
OOTTAGEVILLE ELEM 1570100 COLLETON NATL 26 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  26
CRQSBYS MHP 1560006 COLLETON NAIL 75 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  75
CWS-I-20 3250012 LEXINGTON NATL 2882 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2882
DARLINGTON 1610001 DARLINGTON NaF ADJ 02/58 10850 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTFM----------------------------  10850
DARLINGTON CO WTR 1620001 DARLINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 01/85 21390 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 21390
DEBORDIEU COLONY 2500004 GEORGETOWN NATL 595 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  595
DEEP CREEK SCHOOL 2270106 GEORGETOWN NATL 462 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------  462
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
DQWARK 0510002 BAMBERG NaF ADJ 01/84 4783 0 . 8
10TAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 4783
DILLON 1710001 DILLON NaF ADÜ 0 2 / 6 6 11550 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 11550
EASLEY CENTRAL 1 3920001 PICKENS NaSiF6 ADJ 08/79 2530 0 . 8
CENTRAL 3910005 PICKENS CONS 2600
HIGHWAY 8 8  WD 0420004 ANDERSON CONS 1895
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 7025
EASLEY COMBINED UTILITIES 3910002 PICKENS Acid ADJ 09/67 22487 0 . 8
DAUCUSVILLE CEDARROCK 3920008 PICKENS CONS 4068
EASLEY CENTAL 2 3920007 PICKENS CONS 2296
SAIJUDA-POWDERSVILLE 0420002 PICKENS CONS 13736
SOUIHSIDE WD 1 3920006 PICKENS CONS 2377
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 44964
EDGEBROOK TR PK 0860022 BERKELEY NATL 56 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 56
EDGEFIELD AUffl 1920001 EDGEFIELD NaSiF6 ADJ 12/80 14843 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 14843
EDISTO BEACH WAT CO 1510006 COLLETON NATL 3177 2 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 3177
ENTERPRISE MHP 2660041 HORRY NATL 6 6 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 6 6
FLORENCE 2110001 FLORENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 0 1 / 6 8 54000 0 . 8
FLORENCE RURAL 2120001 FLORENCE OONS 2475
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 56475
EXBEST ACRES MH 2660016 HORRY NATL 49 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 49
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SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________ NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
P O P U LA T IO N  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
PORT JACKSON 4010501 RICHLAND NaSiF6 ADJ 05/60 25000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 25000
FURMAN 2510007 HAMPTON NATL 2 0 0 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 2 0 0
G S BAPTIST SCH 2670107 HORRY NATL 250 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------- 250
G S FLOYDS ELEM 2670106 HORRY NATL 410 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 410
G S FUDYDS MID 2670105 HORRY NATL 500 1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 500
GAFFNEY 1110001 CHEROKEE Acid ADJ 02/64 15283
DRAYTONVILLE 1120003 CHEROKEE CONS 2499
GOUCHER DIST 1120004 CHEROKEE OONS 1 0 2 1
GRASSY PCM) 1120002 CHEROKEE OONS 2277
DANIEL MORGAN 1120001 CHEROKEE OONS 1305
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 22385
GEORGETOWN 2210001 GEORGETOWN NATL 13150 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 13150
GEORGETOWN RURAL 2220001 GEORGETOWN NATL 5181 0 . 8
WEDGEFIELD PLAN 2220006 GEORGETOWN OONS 595
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 5776
GIVHANS ELEM 1870100 DORCHESTER NATL 364 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 364
GREELEYVILLE 4510001 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 728 1 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 728
GREEN PCM) DAY CARE 1570113 COLLETON NAIL 28 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 28
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P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
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SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
GREENVILLE 2310001 GREENVILLE Acid ADJ 06/73 268737
CITY VIEW WD 2320002 GREENVILLE CONS 1730
MARIETTA WS 2320004 GREENVILLE CONS 2240
SLATER WD 2320010 GREENVILLE CONS 460
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 273167
GREENWOOD 2410001 GREENWOOD Acid ADJ 12/84 39200
NINETY-SIX 2410002 GREENWOOD OONS 2780
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 41980
GREER 2310005 GREENVILLE Acid ADJ 10/67 25000
BLUE RIDGE WD 2320003 GREENVILLE OONS 10276
N ffiEENVILLE JR COLL 2370115 GREENVILLE OONS 450
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------ -- 35726
GSWSA GARDEN CITY 2620004 HORRY NATL 31668 4.1
VEREEN TP GSWSA 2660009 HORRY OONS 856
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 32524
H TMROD ELEM 2170118 FLORENCE NATL 486 1 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------- - 486
HANNAH ELEM SCHOOL 2170115 FLORENCE NATL 224 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 224
HANNAH PAMPLIOO 2170114 FLORENCE NATL 435 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 435
HARTSVILLE 1610003 DARLINGTON NaF ADJ 10/51 12822
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 12822
HEMINGWAY 4510004 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 1400 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 1400
HHIU1 BLUE HERON 0750006 BEAUFORT NATL 182 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 182
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SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
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________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HIGH HILLS WTR 4320003 SIMER NaF ADJ 08/82 3100 0.8
SHAROLYN HEIGHT 4350009 SIKTER 00NS 37
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  3137
HOLLYWOOD HILLS 4050010 RICHLAND NATL 1180 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1180
HUTSON TR PK 0860039 BERKELEY NATL 12498 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 12498
ISLE OF PALMS 1010004 CHARLESTON NATL 4953 5.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4953
IVENIA BROWN ELEM 1570109 COLLETON NAIL 295 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 295
J  DRIGGERS T P 0860044 BERKELEY NAIL 10 0.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 10
J  F CLEMONS 0860023 BERKELEY NAIL 122 3.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  122
JACK AND JILL NURSERY 2670123 HORRY NATL 25 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25
JAMESTOWN 0810003 BERKELEY NATL 192 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  192
JEFFERSON 1310005 CHESTERFIELD NaSiF6  ADJ 06/78 975 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  975
JENKINSVILLE 2020001 FAIRFIELD NATL 900 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  900
JOHNSONVILLE 2110011 FLORENCE NATL 3300 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  3300
6%
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
KELLY MILLER 2070105 FAIRFIELD NATL 375 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAJER SYSTEM----------------------------  375
KERSHAW CITY 2910003 LANCASTER NaSiF6  ADJ 05/58 2400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2400
KERSHAW SPRNS 2910004 LANCASTER ADJ 476 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  476
KINGSTREE 4510002 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 8656 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM----------------------------  8656
KNIGHTSVILLE 1820001 DORCHESTER NATL 944 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  944
KNIGHTSVILLE 1870106 DORCHESTER NATL 827 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  827
LAKEWOOD MHP 3260100 LEXINGTON NATL 125 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  125
LAKEWOOD SCH 2670117 HORRY NAIL 1035 4.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1035
LANCASTER 2910001 LANCASTER NaSiF6  ADJ 06/53 21000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 21000
LANCASTER 00 WAT & SEW 2920001 LANCAS1ER NaSiF6  ADJ 10/83 21167 0.8
HEATH SPRINGS 2910002 LANCASTER CONS 900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  22067
LANDR1M 4210003 SPARTANBURG NaSiF6  ADJ 02/82 3343 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3343
LANE 4510005 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 428 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------  428
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LA3TA 1710002 DILLON NaF ADJ 08/85 3366 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3366
LAURENS 3010001 LAURENS NaSiF6  ADJ 10/76 15950 0.8
RAB0N CREEK WD 3020001 LAURENS CONS 13842
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  29792
LCCA HEAD START 1570115 COLLET® NATL 100 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  100
LEXINGTON 3210001 LEXINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 02/74 5229 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5229
LIBERTY 3910003 PICKENS NaSiF6  ADJ 12/71 3730 0.8
SOUTHSIDE WD 2 3920010 PICKENS CONS 1786
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5516
LITTLE RIVER 2620002 HORRY NATL 3851 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------   3851
LOBECO HEAD START 0770110 BEAUFORT NAIL 37 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  37
LONG COVE CLUB 0750022 BEAUFORT NATL 196 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  196
LONGS SYSTEM 2620008 HORRY NATL 216 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  216
DORIS 2610010 HORRY NAIL 2540 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2540
LUGOFF WATER DIST 2820001 KERSHAW NaSiF6  ADJ 07/81 3750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER. SYSTEM-----------------------------  3750
M WILLIAMSON MHP 2660036 HORRY NATL 84 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  84
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MARION 3310001 MARION NaF ADJ 07/57 10720 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10720
MARION RURAL 3320001 MARION NATL 6400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6400
MCATTER MHP 2960002 LANCASTER NATL 60 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60
MGOORMICK 3510001 MCCORMICK NaSiF6  ADJ 12/77 2300 0.8
MCCORMICK W&SA 3520002 MCCORMICK CONS 3459
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5759
MEMRO SUBDIST B 4220003 SPARTANBURG <NaF ADJ 02/85 2625 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2625
MI LEY 2550001 HAMPTON NATL 48 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  48
MINNIE HUGHES 1070124 CHARLESTON NATL 350 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  350
MIRACLE ACRES 2660042 HORRY NATL 87 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  87
MONCKS CORNER 0810001 BERKELEY NATL 6000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6000
MONETTA 0210008 AIKEN NATL 845 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  845
MT PLEASANT 1010002 CHARLESTON NATL 28370 2.4
BULLS BAY WD 1020004 CHARLESTON OONS 3721
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  32091
MURRELLS INLET 2220009 GEORGETOWN NATL 4606 5.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  4606
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,















MYRTLE BEACH 2610001 HORRY NAIL 25598 4.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25598
MYRTLE BEACH AFB 2610500 HORRY NAIL 3161 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3161
NEWBERRY 3610001 NEWBERRY NaSiF6  ADJ 03/79 15056 0.8
NEWBERRY 00 W&S 3620002 NEWBERRY OONS 5000
SALUDA 4110001 NEWBERRY CONS 3582
SILVERSTREET 3620001 NEWBERRY OONS 1180
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 24818
NEYLES DAY CARE 1570112 COLLETON NAIL 30 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------- 30
NICHOLS 3310003 MARION NATL 750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------  750
NORIH AUGUSTA 0210003 AIKEN NaSiF6  ADJ 06/63 21000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 21000
NORIH MYRTLE BEACH 2610011 HORRY NATL 30375 4.1
FOXFIRE VILLAGE 2660043 HORRY OONS 319
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM----------------------------  30694
QAKEY SWAMP MHP 2660031 HORRY NATL 110 4.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  110
OAKLEY VOC OR 0870124 BERKELEY NATL 224 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------  224
QAKWOOD ESTATE 0420010 ANDERSON ADJ 131 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  131
ORANGEBURG 3810001 ORANGEBURG NaSiF6  ADJ 09/52 42160 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 42160
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PAGELAND 1310003 CHESTERFIELD NaF ADJ 02/69 3741
CHESTERFIELD RURAL 1320003 CHESTERFIELD OONS 6900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 10641
PALMETTO MHP 0860014 BERKELEY NAIL 70 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 70
PARKWOOD MHP 3260041 LEXINGTON NATL 230 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 230
PARKWOOD SD 3250029 LEXINGTON NATL 432 1 . 2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 432
PAWLEYS ISLAND 2220010 GEORGETOWN NATL 19744 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 19744
PELION 3210010 LEXINGTON NaF ADJ 07/84 480
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 480
PENNY ROYAL 2220002 GEORGETOWN NATL 554 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 554
PICKENS 3910001 PICKENS NaSiF6 ADJ 11/72 9167
BETHLfMEM-iiQANCKE 3920003 PICKENS OONS 3100
SIX MILE WD 3920002 PICKENS OONS 5171
TWELVE MILE WD 3920011 PICKENS OONS 705
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 18143
PIEDMDNT RURAL 4220005 SPARTANBURG NATL 3486 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 3486
PINE ACRES MHP 0260004 AIKEN NATL 70 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 70
PIRATE COVE MHP 2660013 HORRY NATL 870 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 870
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________________________________NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PLANTERSVILLE 2220004 GEORGETOWN NATL 1021 4.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1021
PLEASANT HILL HIGH 2270111 GEORGETOWN NATL 371 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 371
PLEASANT HILL MID 2270103 GEORGETOWN NAIL 429 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 429
POINT LOOKOUT 3050007 LAURENS NATL 67 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  67
QUINBY 2110002 FLORENCE NaF ADJ 12/77 990 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  990
RED HILL SYSTEM 2220007 GEORGETOWN NATL 208 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 208
ROCK BLUFF SD 4550001 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 75 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  75
ROCK HILL 4610002 YORK NaSiF6  ADJ 05/52 36806 0.8
RTVERVIEW SD 4650023 YORK OONS 560
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  37366
ROSEHILL COMMUNITY 2220008 GEORGETOWN NATL 237 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  237
SAMPIT SYSTEM 2220005 GEORGETOWN NATL 531 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  531
SAND HILL MHP 0860006 BERKELEY NATL 60 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60
SCOTIA 2510008 HAMPTON NAIL 180 0.8
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY SO U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 180
702
P O P U LA T IO N  SER VED  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________ NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SEA ISLAND ADM BLG 1070109 CHARLESTON NATL 26 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 26
SENECA 3710002 OCONEE Acid ADJ 10/63 19524 0 . 8
OOURTENAY-NEWRY 3720002 OCONEE CONS 322
KEUWEE KEY SD 3750023 OCONEE OONS 1957
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 21803
SHANNON HIGH 2370101 GREENVILLE NATL 250 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 250
SHAW AFB RESID 4310501 SIMTER Acid ADJ 01/58 5284 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 5284
SOCASTEE ELEM 2670101 HORRY NATL 26 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 26
SOCASTEE WS 2620005 HORRY NATL 5080 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 5080
SOLTIHGAIE SD 3250048 LEXINGTON NATL 653 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 653
SPARTANBURG 4210001 SPARTANBURG Acid ADJ 08/68 87766 0 . 8
B&B W/D CONVERSE 4220011 SPARTANBURG OONS 370
IiWAN-CAMPC®ELlD 4220002 SPARTANBURG OONS 16299
LIBERTY CHESNEE FNGRV 4220010 SPARTANBURG OONS 11127
STARTEX-JACKSON 4220006 SPARTANBURG OONS 17802
UNA WD 4220004 SPARTANBURG OONS 6821
WOODRUFF-ROEBUCX 4220007 SPARTANBURG OONS 15475
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 155660
SPRINGFIELD 3810009 ORANGEBURG NaF ADJ 08/84 1205 0 . 8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1205
SPRINGS-FT MILL 4640004 YORK NàSiF6 ADJ 05/51 26 0 . 8
FORT MILL 4610003 YORK OONS 4500
RIVERVIEW DIST 4620001 LAURENS OONS 546
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 5072
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ST MATTHEWS 0910001 CALHOUN NaF ADJ 08/63 3532 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3532
ST PAUL ACADEMY 1070101 CHARLESTON NATL 160 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  160
ST PAUL PRIMARY 1470100 CLARENDON NATL 26 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  26
ST STEPHENS 0810002 BERKELEY NATL 1800 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1800
STUCKEY 4510003 WILLIAMSBURG NATL 211 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  211
SULLIVANS ISLAND 1010003 CHARLESTON NATL 2494 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2494
SUMMERTON 1410003 CLARENDON NATL 2228 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2228
SUMMERVILLE 1810003 DORCHESTER NATL 38720 2.0
CALCMETr SD 1850009 DORCHESTER CJONS 134
DORCHESTER 00 W/A-SPRUCEWOOD 1820005 DORCHESTER OONS 640
DORCHESTER 00 W/A-TRNQL ACR 1820003 DORCHESTER OONS 1136
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  40630
SIMTER 4310001 SIMIER NaSiF6  ADJ 12/64 45192 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------45192
SURFSIDE BEACH 2610003 HORRY NATL 6818 3.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6818
SURFSIDE HEIGHT 0450066 ANDERSON NATL 58 0.8
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  58
704
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,





















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
2760003 JASPER 







TTMCNSVILLE 2110005 FLORENCE NaF ADJ 08/76 3150
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 3150
TRIOO RURAL 1720001 DILLON NaSiF6 ADJ 04/77 7491
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 7491
TWIN LAKES MHP 4660007 YORK NAIL 737
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 737
UNION 4410001 UNION NaSiF6 ADJ 04/55 13076
BROWNS CREEK 4420002 UNION CDNS 1740
CARLISLE 4410003 UNION CONS 609
DCJVERS LANE WD 4420004 UNION COIS 300
LUKESVILLE WD 4420006 UNION OONS 255
MEANSVILLE RILEY 4420b01 UNION OONS 4489
BUFFALO WD 4420008 UNION CONS 1004
ENOREE MILLS 4220008 SPARTANBURG OONS 639
MONARCH WD 4420009 UNION (JONS 880
ROCKY CREEK WD 4420003 UNION CONS 1491
SANUJC-HEBRQN 4420007 UNION OONS 2205
SARDIS WD 4420005 UNION OONS 290
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
2510005 HAMPTON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 
3260097 LEXINGTON 




















TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  415
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WALHALLA 3710004 OCONEE NaSiF6  ADJ 07/73 11225 0.8
WEST UNION 3710005 OOONEE OONS 504
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11729
WALTERBORO 1510004 COLLETON NATL 12000 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12000
WEST COLUMBIA 3210004 LEXINGTON NaSiF6  ADJ 01/67 17980 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  17980
WESTMINSTER 3710003 OOONEE NaSiF6  ADJ 06/63 5320 0.8
PIONEER 3720001 OOONEE CONS 5450
CHICKASAW POINT 3750010 OCONEE OONS 280
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11050
WHITESVILLE SCH 0870105 BERKELEY NATL 716 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  716
WHITMIRE 3610004 NEWBERRY NaSiF6  ADJ 05/85 3744 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3744
WILLIAMSTON 0410010 ANDERSON NaSiF6  ADJ 11/79 5320 0.8
BIG CREEK 0420009 ANDERSON OONS 4597
WEST PELZER 0410009 ANDERSON CONS 1396
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11313
WILLCWBROOK SD 4650026 YORK NATL 144 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  144
WINDMILL HARBOUR 0750030 BEAUFORT NATL 274 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  274
WINNSBORO 2010001 FAIRFIELD NaSiF6  ADJ 06/59 7000 0.8
MID COUNTY #2 2020004 FAIRFIELD OONS 128
MIDCOUNTY 2020002 FAIRFIELD OONS 900
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  8028
706
SOUTH CAROLINA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WOODS OVERNIGHT 1560003 COLLETON NATL 75 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  75
YORK 4610001 YORK NaSiF6  ADJ 02/63 6800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  6800
YORK COUNTY 4620002 YORK ADJ 300 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  300
ZION CENTER 1070141 CHARLESTON NATL 40 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAFER SYSTEM-----------------------  40
P O P U L A T IO N  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
707
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERDEEN 4600020 BROWN NaSiF6  ADJ 05/51 25937 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25937
AGAR 4600024 SULLY NAIL 139 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  139
ALCESTER 4600004 UNION NaF ADJ 12/74 891 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  891
ALLEN 4690481 SHANNON NaF ADJ 260 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  260
ALPENA 4600025 JERAULD NATL 136 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  136
AMERICAN HORSE SCHOOL 4690466 SHANNON NaF ADJ 200 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  200
AMHERST 4600030 MARSHALL NATL 75 6 . 6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 75
ARLINGTON 4600385 KINGSBURY Acid ADJ 05/74 990 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 990
ASHTON 4600029 SPINK NATL 154 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 154
AURORA 4600058 BROOKINGS NaF ADJ 07/81 507 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 507
AURORA-BRULE RWS 4600621 AURORA NaF ADJ 06/81 1432 1.2
KIMBALL 4600184 BRULE OONS 751
PUKWANA 4600250 BRULE CONS 235
STICKNEY 4600318 AURORA OONS 410
WHITE LAKE 4600366 AURORA OONS 372
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------- 3200
708
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________  NO___________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BANCROFT 4600035 KINGSBURY NATL 41 3.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  -  - -----------------  41
BATH TRL COURT 4600425 BROWN NATL 100 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------  100
BELLE POURCHE 4600037 BIHTE NaF ADJ 01/71 4690 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4690
BELVEDERE 4600038 JACKSON NATL 73 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------  73
BERESPORD 4600386 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 07/71 1869 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1869
BIG SIOUX RWS 4600429 MOODY NaF ADJ 01/76 3867 1.2
WENTWORTH 4600419 LAKE CONS 193
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4060
BIG STONE CITY 4600007 GRANT Acid ADJ 07/72 6 6 6  1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6 6 6
BISON 4600039 PERKINS NATL 458 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  458
BLACK HAWK 4600043 MEADE Acid ADJ 01/78 1000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1000
BLACXPIPE 4690489 TOED NaF ADJ 177 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  177
BON HOt-ME-YANKTON II 4600865 BON HO*ME NaSiF6  ADJ 06/81 2114 1.2
AVOH 4600031 BON H0*1E OONS 576
LESTERVILLE 4600195 YANKTON OONS 156
SCOTLAND 4600290 BON HOWE OONS 1022
TABOR 4600327 BON HOt-ME OONS 461
TTMBERLAND PARK 4600412 YANKTON CONS 96
P O P U L A T IO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S YSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  4425
709
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO______________________________________ ._______________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BOWDLE 4600008 EDMUNDS Acid ADJ 07/72 643 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  643
BOX ELLER 4600046 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ 04/73 3175 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3175
BRANDON 4600048 MINNEHAHA NaF ADJ 01/71 3200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3200
BRENTFORD 4600065 SPINK NATL 91 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  91
BRIDGEWATER 4600066 MCCOOK NaF ADJ 10/72 649 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  649
BRITTON 4600388 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 06/71 1952 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------   1952
BRQADLAND 4600069 BEADLE NATL 49 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  49
BROOKINGS 4600071 BROOKINGS NaSiF6  ADJ 12/61 14915 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 14915
BRQOKINGS-DEUEL RWS 4600430 DEUEL Acid ADJ 05/77 2355 1.2
BRANOT 4600064 DEUEL OONS 128
KINGBRQOK I RWS 4600385 DEUEL OONS 1677
UNIVERSITY ESTATES 4600075 DEUEL OONS 60
WHITE 4600364 DEUEL OONS 477
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4697
BROWN-DAY-MARSHALL RWS 4600882 MARSHALL NaF ADJ 01/85 150 1.2
CLAREMONT 4600090 BROWN CONS 179
LANGFORD 4600189 MARSHALL OONS 311
PIERPORT 4600241 DAY OONS 184
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  824
710
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________ NO____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUFFALO GAP 4600077 CUSTER NATL 188 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  188
BULLHEAD 4690508 CORSON NaF ADJ 12/79 421 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  421
BURKE 4600079 GREGORY NaF ADJ 05/72 861 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  861
BU1TE-MEADE RWS 4600223 BUTIE NaF ADJ 09/75 1000 1.2
TOOAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1000
CAMELOT 4600506 HUGHES NATL 50 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  50
CANISTOTA 4600080 MCCOOK NaF ADJ 10/72 624 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  624
CANOVA 4600081 MINER NATL 194 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  194
CANTON 4600082 LINCOLN NATL 2895 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2895
CARTHAGE 4600083 MINER NATL 276 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  276
CASTLEWOOD 4600002 HAMLIN NaF ADJ 04/73 548 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  548
CAVOUR 4600084 BEADLE NATL 118 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  118
CENTERVILLE 4600085 TURNER Acid ADJ 07/73 910 1.2
P O P U LA T IO N  SE R V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  S YSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-------------------------------------- 910
711
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHAMBERLAIN 4600086 BRULE NaF ADJ 07/71 2181 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2181
CHAPEL LANE CEV 4600264 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ 11/79 1020 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1020
CLARK 4600091 CLARK Acid ADJ 11/71 1349 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1349
CLARK RWS 4600881 CLARK Acid ADJ 06/83 1661 1.2
BRADLEY 4600047 CLARK OONS 134
FLORENCE 4600128 CLARK OONS 189
HENRY 4600153 CODINGTON OONS 210
RAYMOND 4600276 CLARK CONS 106
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2300
CLAY RWS 4600626 CLAY Acid ADJ 12/79 2999 1.2
WAKDNDA 4600399 CLAY OONS 381
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3380
CLEAR LAKE 4600092 DEUEL NaF ADJ 11/71 1308 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1308
COLTON 4600390 MINNEHAHA Acid ADJ 11/73 757 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  757
CONDE 46000% SPINK NATL 259 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  259
CORSICA 4600097 DOUGLAS NATL 641 1.7
y
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  641
CRAZY HORSE SCHOOL 4690468 SHANNON NaF ADJ 330 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  330
CRESBARD 4600099 FAULK NATL 221 2.4
P O P U LA TIO N  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SYSTEM , A N D  C O U N TY  W IT H IN  STATE (A S 'O F  12 /31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S liM ---------------------------------------  221
P O P U L A T IO N  SER V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER BY S O U R C E  SYSTEM ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  SY STE M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
SO U TH  DAKOTA
w a t e r  SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM
C O N S E C U TIV E  SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________________ NO__________________________________________________  DATE_____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CBOw CREEK 4690439 BUFFALO NaF ADJ 125 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  125
CUSTER 4600101 CUSTER NaF ADJ 08/71 1907 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1907
pg  SMET 4600059 KINGSBURY NaF ADJ 10/71 1232 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 1232
qEADWOOD 4600104 LAWRENCE NATL 2084 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------------  2084
pgkL RAPIDS 4600105 MINNEHAHA NaF ADJ 08/71 2390 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -    2390
4600106 DOUGLAS NATL 283 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  283
DOLAND 4600108 SPINK NAIL 375 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  375
4600109 JONES NAIL 141 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------------------  141
4600114 FALL RIVER NAIL 1471 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1471
gy, poxtfT 4600116 UNION NATL 1656 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1656
gyggfl 4600117 BROOKINGS Acid ADJ 10/80 633 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  633
SWIM 4690460 NaF ADJ 187 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  187
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________  NO_____________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOT SPRINGS 4600163 FALL RIVER NaF ADJ 10/70 4731 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4731
HOVEN 4600164 POTTER Acid ADJ 07/72 616 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  616
HOWARD 4600165 MINER NATL 1167 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1167
HURON 4600169 BEADLE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/56 13000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  13000
IGLOO WATER 00 4600396 FALL RIVER NATL 188 1.2
PROVO 4600249 FALL RIVER OONS 25
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  213
IPSWICH 4600397 EDMUNDS NATL 1152 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1152
JEFFERSON 4600060 UNION NaF ADJ 01/83 592 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  592
JOBEE ACRES-ABERDEEN 4600019 BBOWN NATL 42 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  42
KADOKA 4600181 JACKSON NATL 831 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  831
KENEL 4690507 CORSON NaF ADJ 12/79 187 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  187
KINGBROOK II  RWS 4600511 KINGSBURY Acid ADJ 01/79 1715 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM----------------------------  1715
KINGBROOK I II  RWS 4600874 KINGSBURY NaF ADJ 01/81 2530 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSliM------------------  2530
716
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________ NO______________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
KYLE 4690474 SHANNON NaF ADJ 442 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------  -  -  442
LAKE ANDES 4600185 CHARLES MIX NaF ADJ 01/72 1022 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1022
LAKE PRESTON 4600398 KINGSBURY NATL 787 5.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------   787
LANE 4600180 JERAULD NATL 83 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   83
LEAD 4600190 LAWRENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 10/70 4566 1.2t
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4566
LEM-ON 4600192 PERKINS NATL 1864 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1864
LENNOX 4600193 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 07/73 1825 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-----------------------------  1825
LEDLA 4600194 MCPHERSON NATL 644 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 644
LETCHER 4600196 SANBORN NATL 221 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 221
LITTLE EAGLE 4690453 CORSON NaF ADJ 07/79 390 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  390
LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL 4677802 SHANNON NaF ADJ /82 260 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 260
LONG HOLLOW 4690457 NaF ADJ 135 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  135
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■______ ;___________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
LOWER BRULE 4690441 LYMAN NaF ADJ /81 900 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ------------------------  900
MADISON 4600199 LAKE Acid ADJ 05/70 6213 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------  6213
MANDERSON 4690479 SHANNON NaF ADJ 395 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  395
MANDERSON DAY SCHOOL 4690467 SHANNON NaF ADJ 256 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 256
MANSFIELD 4600200 BROWN NATL 111 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  111
MARION 4600201 TURNER Acid ADJ 09/82 832 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  832
MARTIN 4600202 BENNEHT NaF ADJ 11/71 1017 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1017
MCCOOK LAKE 4600177 MCCOOK NaF ADJ 10/72 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   600
MCINTOSH 4600197 CORSON NATL 408 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  408
MCLAUGHLIN 4600198 CORSON NaF ADJ 10/72 775 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------  775
MELLETTTE 4600204 SPINK NAIL 191 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  191
MENNO 4600205 HUTCHINSON NATL 805 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 805
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ___________________________________ NO_______  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
MIDLAND 4600012 HAAKON NATL 276 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 276
MILBANK 4600207 GRANT Acid ADJ 04/68 4108 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 4108
MILLER 4600211 HAND NAIL 1930 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------- 1930
MINA LAKE 4600501 EDMUNDS NaF ADJ 05/78 400 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 400
MINNEHAHA RWS 4600432 MINNEHAHA Acid ADJ 12/77 3963 1.2
BALTIC 4600034 MINNEHAHA CONS 688
CKOCKS 4600391 MINNEHAHA 0ÖNS 598
HIMBOLDT 4600167 MINNEHAHA CONS 486
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 5735
MISSION 4600401 TO» Acid ADJ 12/76 744 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 744
MITCHELL 4600214 DAVISON NaF ADJ 11/54 13917 1.2
DAVISON RMS 4601090 DAVISON CONS 1841
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 15758
MOBILE DWELUERS-ABERDEEN 4600023 BROWN NATL 130 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 130
MOBRIDGE 4600215 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 03/52 4157 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 4157
MONROE 4600216 TURNER NaF ADJ 04/76 170 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 170
MDRRISTOWN 4600218 CORSON NATL 125 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- 125
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SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
MOUND CITY 4600219 CAMPBELL NATL 112 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  112
MDUNT VERNON 4600220 DAVISON NATL 403 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  403
MURDO 4600221 JONES NaF ADJ 09/72 721 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  721
N BEADLE-S SPINK RWS 4600880 BEADLE Acid ADJ 09/83 643 1.2
HITCHOOCK 4600161 BEADLE CONS 134
WOLSEY 4600375 BEADLE CONS 437
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1214
NEW UNDERWOOD 4600224 PENNINGTON NaF ADJ 03/83 520 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  --------------------------  520
NEWELL 4600222 BUTTE NATL 642 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  642
NORTH SIOUX CITY 4600226 UNION NAIL 1823 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------------------- 1823
NORTHVILLE 4600227 SPINK NATL 139 3.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  139
NUNDA 4600228 LAKE NAIL 60 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  60
QAOCMA 4600229 LYMAN NaF ADJ 01/81 288 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  288
OELRICHS 4600230 FALL RIVER NATL 123 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  123
OGLALA 4690480 SHANNON NaF ADJ 291 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 291
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)














OLD AGENCY 4690458 NaF ADJ 567 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  567
OLDHAM 4600231 KINGSBURY NAIL 221 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  221
OHM 4600233 SULLY NAIL 848 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  848
ORIENT 4600234 FAULK NATL 89 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  89
PARKER 4600235 TURNER Acid ADJ 01/69 995 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  995
PARKSTON 4600236 HUTCHINSON Acid ADJ 01/72 1546 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1546
PEEVER 4600237 ROBERTS NaF ADJ 09/82 232 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM  -------------------------  232
PEEVER FLATS 4690461 NaF ADJ 151 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  151
PHILIP 4600238 HAAKON NaF ADJ 05/72 1088 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1088
PIERRE 4600242 HUGHES Acid ADJ 08/68 11966 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------- 11966
PINE RIDGE 4690475 SHANNON NaF ADJ /75 3614 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3614
PLANKINTON 4600245 AURORA NATL 644 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  644
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PLEASANT VAL ESTS-ABERDEEN 4600404 BROWN NATL 50 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------   50
PORCUPINE DAY SCHOOL 4690469 SHANNON NaF ADJ 158 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  158
POTATO CREEK 4690472 SHANNON NaF ADJ 78 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  78
PRESHO 4600248 LYMAN NATL 756 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  756
QUINN 4600251 PENNINGTON NATL 80 3.1
TOTAL POPUIATTON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  80
RAMONA 4600252 LAKE NAIL 238 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  238
RANDALL I & II RWS 4600433 CHARLES MIX NaF ADJ 01/79 2535 1.2
ARMOUR 4600028 DOUGLAS CONS 818
WAGNER 4600348 CHARLES MIX CONS 1457
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4810
RANDALL I II  4600435 CHARLES MIX NaF ADJ 06/78 1890 1.2
GEDDES 4600141 CHARLES MIX CONS 303
PLATTE 4600246 CHARLES MIX CONS 1333
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3526
RAPID CITY 4600406 PENNINGTON NaF ADJ 08/70 43835 1.2
ELLSWORTH AFB 4608004 MEADE CONS 5000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 48835
RAPID VALLEY RWS 4600274 PENNINGTON Acid ADJ 01/76 6000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 6000
RED IRON LAKE 4690456 NaF ADJ 78 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 78
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SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
RED SHIRT 4690482 SHANNON NaF AID 135 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  135
REDFIELD 4600277 SPINK NATL 3006 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3006
RELIANCE 4600279 LYMAN NATL 191 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  191
RIOMM) HIS-ABERDEEN 4600504 BROWN NATL 40 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  40
ROCKHAM 4600281 FAULK NATL 52 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  52
ROLLING MEADCWS-ABERDEEN 4600620 BROWN NAIL 50 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  50
ROSOOE 4600282 ECMUNDS NATL 369 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  369
ROSEBUD 4690494 TODD Acid ADJ /75 1373 1.2
IDEAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  1373
SALEM 4600288 MCCOOK NaF ADJ 03/71 1486 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   1486
SELBY 4600291 WALWORTH NaSiF6 ADJ 05/72 890 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  890
SHARPS CORNER 4690473 SHANNON NaF ADJ 83 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  83
SINAI 4600293 BROOKINGS NATL 129 1.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------  129
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SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________ NO_________________________________________DATE ,________  LEVEL LEVEL
SIOUX FALLS 4600294 MINNEHAHA NaSiF6 ADJ 10/7# 83232 1.2
LINCOLN 00 RWS 4600304 LINCOLN CONS 2000
TEA 4600409 LINCOLN CONS 737
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  85969
SIOUX I 4600436 CODINGTON Acid ADJ 11/75 1960 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1960
SIOUX I I  4600866 HAMLIN Acid ADJ 11/75 0 1.2
BRYANT 4600076 HAMLIN CONS 502
HAZEL 4600509 HAMLIN OONS 1400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------- ' ----------  1902
SISSETON 4600310 ROBERTS Acid ADJ 04/72 2779 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2779
SOUTH LINCOLN RWS 4600870 LINCOLN NAIL 2983 1.9
CHANCELLOR 4600087 TURNER CONS 257
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM------------------------------ 3240
SPEARFISH 4600311 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 11/70 5252 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM  ---------------------------  5252
SPRING CREEK 4690490 TODD NaF ADJ 260 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  260
SPRINGFIELD 4600317 BON HOWE NaF ADJ 06/67 1381 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1381
ST FRANCIS 4600330 TOED NaF ADJ 01/83 770 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  770
S1A3E HOSPITAL-REDFIELD 4600503 SPINK NATL 1100 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
STATE TRAINING SCHOOL 5600056 AURORA NATL 67 1.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 67
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SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
STOATPORD 4600408 BROWN NATL 82 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM---------------------- 82
STURGIS 4600321 MEADE NaF ADJ 12/70 5182 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------- 5182
SWIFTBEAR 4690491 T0I® NaF ADJ 140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 140
TIMBER LAKE 4600411 DEWEY NaF ADJ 06/76 654 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------  654
TRI-COUNTY RWS 4600112 DEWEY NaF ADJ /80 4171 1.2
OOLCME 4600094 TRIPP CONS 361
DUPREE 4600110 ZIEBACH CONS 548
EAGLE BUTTE 4600010 DEWEY CONS 438
FAITH 4600124 MEADE OONS 576
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  6094
TRIPP 4600334 HUTCHINSON NATL 796 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSITM---------------------  796
TRIPP GO RWS 4600520 TRIPP NaF ADJ 11/78 1874 1.2
DALLAS 4600102 GREGORY OONS 199
WITTEN 4600374 TRIPP OONS 132
V«» 4600924 MELLETTE OONS 134
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2339
TULARE 4600335 SPINK NATL 237 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  237
TWO STRIKE 4690514 TODD NaF ADJ 109 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  109
TYNDALL 4600337 EON HOhWE NaF ADJ 07/73 1249 1.2
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1249
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________  NO______________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
VALLEY SPRINGS 4600340 MINNEHAHA Acid ADJ 10/73 801 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  801
VIBORG 4600343 TURNER NaF ADJ 03/77 750 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  750
VIRGIL 4600344 BEADLE NATL 37 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  37
VOLGA 4600346 BROOKINGS NaF ADJ 04/72 1214 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1214
WALL 4600417 PENNINGTON NATL 761 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  761
WANBLEE 4690471 SHANNON NaF ADJ 416 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  416
WATERTOWN 4600356 OODINGTON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/53 15632 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------   15632
WAUBAY 4600357 DAY NaF ADJ 10/74 673 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  673
WEBSTER 4600360 DAY Acid ADJ 01/70 2414 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2414
WESSINGION SPRINGS 4600362 JERAULD Acid ADJ 05/66 1192 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1192
WHITE RIVER 4600367 MELLETTE Acid ADJ 01/74 561 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  561
WHITEWOOD 4600368 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 09/74 829 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 829
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SOUTH DAKOTA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
WILM3T 4600371 ROBERTS NaF ADJ 12/74 508 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  508
WINNER 4600373 TRIPP Acid ADJ 07/70 3466 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3466
WOLF CREEK 4690483 SHANNON NaF ADJ 52 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------  52
WONDERLAND HOMES WS 4600421 MEADE NaF ADJ 01/83 500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
WOONSOCKET 4600376 SANBORN Acid ADJ 05/72 794 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  794
WORTHING 4600377 LINCOLN NATL 386 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- -  - ------------  386
WOUNDED KNEE 4690478 SHANNON NaF ADJ 208 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  208
YALE 4600378 BEADLE NATL 136 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  136
YANKTON 4600423 YANKTON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/70 12011 1.2
BON HOWE YANKTON I 4600616 YANKTON CONS 12224
IRENE 4600173 CLAY/TURNER/YANKTON OONS 523
MISSION HILL 4600212 YANKTON OONS 197
IHTCA 4600338 YANKTON OONS 100
VOLIN 4600347 YANKTON OONS 156
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  25211
ZELL 4600424 FAULK NATL 69 4.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 69
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________ .______________________ NO_______________________________ :_________ DATE______ LEVEL LEVEL
2ND SOUTH CHEATHAM UD 0000645 CHEATHAM NaF ADJ 08/72 3328 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3328
ADAMSVILLE 0000002 MCNAIRY NaF ADJ 5187 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5187
ALAM3 0000005 CROCKETT NaF ADJ 02/83 3139 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ;-----------------------------  3139
ALCOA 0000007 BLOUNT Acid ADJ 05/64 21319 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 21319
ARLINGTON 0000019 SHELBY Acid ADJ 07/68 1248 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 1248
ARNOLD VILLAGE WS 0000830 OOFFEE Acid ADJ 42 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------   42
ARTHUR-SHAWNEE UTIL DIST 0000022 CLAIBORNE Acid ADJ 09/83 4125 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - -----------------------  4125
ASHLAND CITY 0000023 CHEATHAM NaSiF6 ADJ 03/82 3275 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- ' -  3275
ATHENS 0000024 MCMINN Acid ADJ 09/65 14160 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------14160
BAKER-EK ELEM MCMINN NaF ADJ /73 335 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  -  335
BARTLETT 0000765 SHELBY NaSiF6 ADJ 08/61 12450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  12450
BEDFORD GO UITL DIST 0000577 BEDFORD NaSiF6 ADJ 5130 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  5130
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TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BELLS 0000045 CROCKETT NaF ADJ 04/80 1748 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1748
BLOCMINGDALE 0000056 SULLIVAN NaSiF6 ADJ 03/74 9156 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  9156
BOLIVAR 0000063 HARDEMAN NaSiF6 ADJ 03/66 7649 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------  7649
BRADETOD 0000067 GIBSON NaF ADJ 06/81 1439 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 1439
BRIGHTON 0000070 TIPTON NaF ADJ 07/81 1231 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1231
BRISTOL 0000073 SULLIVAN Acid ADJ 07/52 31814 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------31814
BRCWNSVILLE 0000080 HAYWOOD NaSiF6 ADJ 05/51 13597 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13597
BYRDSTCWN 0000088 PICKETI NaF ADJ 10/81 2790 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  2790
CAMDEN 0000090 BENIGN NaSiF6 ADJ 08/65 7250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------ 7250
CARTHAGE 0000095 SMITH NaSiF6 ADJ 08/77 2691 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------   2691
CEDAR CREEK ELEM PERRY NaF ADJ /73 63 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------■--------  63
CEDAR VALLEY ELEM MEIGS foaF ADJ /76 220 4.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  220
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ______ .____________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CEtlNA 0000099 CLAY NaSiF6 ADJ 08/73 2176 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2176
CENTERVILLE 0000103 HICKMAN NaSiF6 ADJ 03/82 4580 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4580
CLAIBORNE 00 UD 0000113 CLAIBORNE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/62 6886 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6886
CLARKSVILLE 0000116 hiMGCMERY NaSiF6 ADJ 03/60 58667 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 58667
CLEVELAND 0000117 BRADLEY NaSiF6 ADJ 03/52 4432? 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  44322
CLIFTON 0000119 WAYNE NaF ADJ 07/66 886 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  886
CLINTON 0000120 ANDERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/57 6933 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 6933
COLLIERVILLE 0000126 SHELBY NaF ADJ 02/74 8302 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 8302
COLUMBIA 0000128 MAURY NaSiF6 ADJ 06/60 34766 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- .34766
CONSOLIDATED UHL DIST 0000792 RWHERPORD NaSiFfa AOJ 06/83 25628 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 25628
COOKEVILLE 0000133 PUTNAM Acid ADJ 12/52 19445 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 19445
COPPER BASIN UD 0000844 POLK NaF ADJ 07/84 1081 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1081
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE_______  LEVEL LEVEL
COVINGTON 0000144 UPTON Acid ADJ 01/57 8870 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8870
COWAN 0000146 FRANKLIN NaSiF6 ADJ 01/53 1970 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1970
CKOSSVILLE 0000150 CUMBERLAND NaSiF6 ADJ 03/53 12153 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------- 12153
CUMBERLAND LTITL DIST 0000297 DAVIDSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/66 14856 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  14856
DANDRIDGE 0000170 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 10/75 2175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2175
DAYTON 0000174 RHEA NaSiF6 ADJ /73 8294 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8294
DECATUR 0000183 MEIGS NaF ADJ 09/67 1544 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------   1544
DEOffiRD 0000187 FRANKLIN Acid ADJ 01/58 3297 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3297
DICKSON 0000191 DICKSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/67 8760 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8760
DIXIE LEE UD 0000397 LOUDON NaF ADJ 07/77 5659 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------------------  5659
DOVER 0000193 STEWART NaF ADJ 11/79 1584 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1584
DOWELLTOWN-LIBERTY UD 0000403 DE KALB NaF ADJ 04/80 835 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  835
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
DRESDEN 0000196 WEAKLEY NaSiF6 ADJ 06/55 2941 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2941
DUCK RIVER UTIL DIST 0000821 OOFFEE Acid ADJ 10/59 31395 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------31395
DUNLAP 0000205 SEQUATCHIE NaSiF6 ADJ 12/66 3915 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3915
DYER 0000209 GIBSON NaSiF6 ADJ /79 3135 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3135
DYERSBURG 0000211 DYER ADJ 03/57 16113 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 16113
ELBRIDGE 0000220 OBION NaF ADJ 09/85 2558 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2558
ELIZABEHHTON 0000221 CARTER NaF ADJ 06/66 25242 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  25242
ENGLEWOOD 0000224 MCMINN NaSiF6 ADJ 07/81 2891 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2891
ERIN 0000230 HOUSTON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/67 2535 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2535
ERIN SPRING SYSTEM 0000839 HOUSTON NaF MU JO/85 729 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  729
ERWIN 0000231 UNICOI Acid ADJ 03/61 10099 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  10099
ESTTLL SPRINGS 0000232 FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 10/77 2679 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 2679
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________- ________________________ NO ______  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ETOWAH 0000233 MCMINN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/66 8691 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8691
FAYETTEVILLE 0000242 FAYETTE NaSiF6 ADJ 06/57 9394 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 9394
FIRST UD-KNCK GO 0000369 KNOX NaSiF6 ADJ 28963 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 28963
PORT CAMPBELL WD 0000820 MONIGOMERY NaSiF6 ADJ 43000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  43000
FRANKLIN 0000246 WILLIAMSON NaSiF6 ADJ 05/63 18780 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  18780
GAINESBORO 0000251 JACKSON NaSiF6 ADJ 12/74 1385 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------    -  1385
GALLATIN 0000253 SUMNER NaSiF6 ADJ 12/57 20538 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  20538
GALLCWAY 0000254 FAYETTE NaF ADJ 10/83 828 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  828
GATLINBURG 0000256 SEVIER NaSiF6 ADJ 08/81 6195 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6195
GERMANTOWN 0000262 SHELBY NaSiF6 ADJ 04/52 27997 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  27997
GLEASON 0000265 WEAKLEY NaF ADJ /73 1716 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1716
GREENBRIER 0000271 ROBERTSON NaSiF6 ADJ 04/80 3000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, A\'D COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_______________________________________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREENEVILLE 0000273 GREENE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/58 21641 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 21641
GREENFIELD 0000276 WEAKLEY NaF ADJ 01/77 2730 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  2730
HALLS WS 0000279 LAUDERDALE NaSiF6 ADJ 08/73 4930 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  4930
HALLSDALE POWELL UTIL DIST 0000280 KNOX Acid ADJ 06/82 32890 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  32890
HARPEffl VALLEY UD 0000286 DAVIDSON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/68 13252 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  13252
HARRIMAN UD 0000287 ROANE NaSiF6 ADJ 02/60 10122 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 10122
HARTSVILLE 0000291 TROUSDALE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/56 4842 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4842
HENDERSON 0000293 CHESTER NaSiF6 ADJ 11/67 5014 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5014
HENDERSONVILLE UD 0000294 SUMNER NaSiF6 ADJ 05/66 29060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  29060
HENRY CD 0000540 HENRY NaF ADJ 08/83 1235 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   1235
HIWASSEE UC 0000831 BRADLEY Acid ADJ 04/82 6194 1.0
NIOIA 0000510 MCMINN OONS 1971
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8165
HIXSON UD 0000303 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 03/59 46148 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 46148
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
- -_______________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HOHENWALD 0000304 LEWIS NaF ADJ 07/66 5480 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  5480
HIMBOLDT 0000314 GIBSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/63 11411 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------11411
HUNTINGDON 0000316 CARROLL NaSiF6 ADJ 04/75 4742 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  4742
HUNTLAND 0000317 FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 06/81 1227 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1227
JACKSON 0000299 MADISON Acid ADJ 11/62 58630 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 58630
JAMESTCWN 0000324 FEMRESS Acid ADJ /74 2797 1.0
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2797
JASPER 0000325 MARI® NaSiF6 ADJ 03/67 6257 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6257
JEFFERSON CITY 0000328 JEFFERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 12/66 5682 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5682
JELLIOO 0000330 CAMPBELL NaSiF6 ADJ 07/70 3335 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------------- 3335
JOHNSON CITY 0000331 WASHING10N NaSiF6 ADJ 08/61 65780 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 65780
KENTON 0000347 OBION NaF ADJ 11/84 8325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 8325
KINGSPORT 0000349 SULLIVAN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/55 53575 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 53575
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
KINGSTON 0000360 ROANE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/83 6471 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6471
KNOX CHAPMAN WS 0000367 KNOX NaSiF6 ADJ 04/82 15400 1.0
TOOttL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 15400
KNOXVILLE UTIL BD 0000366 KNOX Acid ADJ 01/74 164699 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------   164699
LAFAYEHTE WS 0000373 MAOON NaSiF6 ADJ 10/83 6704 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------   6704
LAFOLLETIE 0000374 CAMPBELL NaSiF6 ADJ 08/57 13959 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 13959
LAUDERDALE CTY-WIDE WS 0000581 LAUDERDALE NaSiF6 ADJ /73 6926 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------  6926
LAWRENCEBURG 0000392 LAWRENCE NaSiF6 ADJ 02/53 14400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------    14400
LEBANON 0000393 WILSON NaSiF6 ADJ 03/56 17233 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  17233
LENOIR CITY 0000396 LOUDON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/77 6449 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6449
LEWISBURG 0000400 MARSHALL NaSiF6 ADJ 07/54 11676 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------11676
LEXINGTON 0000402 HENDERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/69 13685 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  13685
LINCOLN 00 BD PUB LTTIL 0000764 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 04/79 5085 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5085
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TENNESSEE
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO ________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LINDEN 0000404 PERRY NaSiF6 ADJ 10/55 1564 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  1564
LIVINGSTON 0000405 OVERTON NaSiF6 ADJ /63 9741 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 9741
IOBELVILLE 0000406 PERRY NaF ADJ 05/74 916 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 916
LORETIO 0000408 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 05/68 1875 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 1875
LOUDON 0000409 LOUDON NaSiF6 ADJ 05/77 5739 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 5739
LYNCHBURG 0000416 MOORE NaF ADJ 09/67 1017 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1017
MADISON SUB UD 0000424 DAVIDSON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/67 37696 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 376%
MARTIN 0000435 WEAKLEY NaSiF6 ADJ 06/67 8172 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  8172
MARYVILLE 0000438 BLOUNT NaSiF6 ADJ 11/58 22977 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------    22977
MASCN 0000440 TIPTON NaF AOJ 07/78 1192 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1192
MAURY CITY 0000441 CROCKETT NaF ADJ 02/82 1057 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1057
MCKENZIE 0000421 CARROLL NaSiF6 ADJ 02/72 6264 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 6264
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
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MCMINNVILLE 0000423 WARREN NaSiF6 ADJ 06/62 14550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED'BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 14550
MEDINA 0000445 GIBSON NaF ADJ 11/76 1006 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1006
MEMPHIS 0000450 SHELBY Acid ADJ 02/70 607106 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  607106
METRO NASHVILLE WD 0000494 DAVIDSON NaSiF6 ADJ 12/53 306900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 306900
MILAN 0000458 GIBSON NaSiF6 ADJ 03/51 10750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  10750
MILLINGTON 0000463 SHELBY NaSiF6 ADJ 01/57 6363 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------  6363
MILLINGTON NAS 0000468 SHELBY Acid ADJ 15000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  15000
MONIEAGLE PUD 0000470 GRUNDY NaSiF6 ADJ 10/80 1918 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1918
M3NTEREY 0000471 PUTNAM NaSiF6 ADJ 04/78 3294 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------   3294
MORRISTOWN 0000474 HAMBLEN NaSiF6 ADJ 01/76 29085 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  29085
MOUNT PLEASANT 0000488 MAURY NaSiF6 ADJ 12/62 5915 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5915
MUNPORD 0000490 TIPTON NaF ADJ 10/82 3171 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSItM--------------------  3171
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MURFREESBORO 0000491 RUTHERFORD NaSiF6 ADJ 05/54 30062 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  30062
NEW J0HNS0NVILLE 0000497 HUMPHREYS NaSiF6 ADJ 07/66 1639 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1639
NEWPORT 0000500 OOCKE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/65 14316 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------14316
NOLENSVILLE UD 0000511 WILLIAMSON NaF ADJ 06/80 3956 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 3956
NORRIS 0000573 ANDERSON Acid ADJ 07/69 1623 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 1623
NORTHEAST KNCK UD 0000515 KNOX NaSiF6 ADJ 08/80 9683 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  9683
OAK RIDGE 0000522 ANDERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/53 27662 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  27662
OLD HICKORY UD 0000527 DAVIDSON NaSiF6 ADJ 08/64 3972 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  3972
ONEIDA 0000532 SCOTT Acid ADJ 02/83 6243 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  6243
PARIS 0000536 HENRY NaSiF6 ADJ 10/52 11190 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------- 11190
PARSONS 0000541 DECATUR NaSiF6 ADJ 04/65 3167 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  3167
PIGEJON FORGE 0000548 SEVIER NaSiF6 ADJ 08/65 3731 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------  3731
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PINEVIEW ELEM PERRY NaF ADJ /73 49 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  49
PORTLAND 0000559 SUMNER NaSiF6 ADJ 08/65 1134 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1134
PULASKI 0000562 GILES NaSiF6 ADJ 11/68 9110 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 9110
PURYEAR 0000568 HENRY NaSiF6 ADJ 12/82 910 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 910
RIDGELY 0000579 LAKE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/62 2320 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2320
RIPLEY 0000580 LAUDERDALE NaSiF6 ADJ 09/56 7714 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 7714
ROCKMOOD 0000590 ROANE Acid ADJ 09/59 8729 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8729
ROGERSVILLE 0000593 HAWKINS NaSiF6 ADJ 01/66 6857 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6857
SAVANNAH 0000611 HARDIN NaSiF6 ADJ 12/69 11898 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 11898
SCOOTS HILL 0000614 HENDERSON NaF ADJ 02/74 1161 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1161
SELMER 0000615 MCNAIRY NaF ADJ 11/73 11749 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 11749
SEVIERVILLE 0000617 SEVIER NaSiF6 ADJ 08/65 6312 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 6312
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SEWANEE UD 0000623 FRANKLIN NaSiF6 ADJ 07/59 2627 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------   2627
SHARON 0000627 WEAKLEY NaF ADJ 02/67 1320 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -----------------   1320
SHELBYVILLE 0000628 BEDFORD NaSiF6 ADJ 02/55 16073 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------   16073
SMITH COUNTY UD 0000636 SMITH NaSiF6 ADJ /73 3250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    --------    3250
SMHHVHUE 0000637 DE KALB NaSiF6 ADJ 01/69 4387 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------    4387
SMYRNA 0000639 RUIHERPORD NaSiF6 ADJ 03/64 8571 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------    8571
SOMERVILLE 0000641 FAYETIE NaSiF6 ADJ 3964 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3964
SOUTH FULTON 0000648 (»ION NaSiF6 ADJ 01/67 4683 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4683
SOUTH PITTSBURG 0000651 MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 04/60 5688 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- _ _ _ _  56g8
SPARTA 0000652 WHITE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/58 7842 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7842
SPENCER 0000655 VAN BUREN NaF ADJ 09/74 3270 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3270
SPRINGFIELD 0000666 ROBERTSON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/54 16500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  16500
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ST JOSEPH WS 0000604 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 06/77 1080 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED' BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1080
SI*MERTOWN UD 0000676 LAWRENCE NaF ADJ 12/80 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1200
SWEETWATER 0000687 MONROE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/70 6778 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  6778
TAFT YOTIH CENTER 0000553 BLEDSOE NaSiF6 ADJ /67 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 900
TELLIOO AREA SERVICES SYSTEM 0000726 MONROE NaSiF6 ADJ 11/82 1292 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1292
TELLIOO PLAINS 0000693 MONROE NaF ADJ 12/83 2198 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2198
TENNESSEE AMERICAN WC 0000107 HAMILTON Acid ADJ 09/52 17421 1.0
FT OGLETHORPE, GA 0230179 CATOOSA, GA CONS 0
RINGOLD, GA 0230180 CATOOSA, GA OONS 0
ROSSVILLE, GA WALKER, GA OONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  17421
TENNESSEE RIDGE 0000698 HOUSTON NaF ADJ 07/82 2137 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2137
TIPTONVILLE 0000700 LAKE NaSiF6 ADJ 04/82 2451 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2451
TRENTON 0000707 GIBSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/64 5466 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5466
TREZEVANT 0000710 CARROLL NaSiF6 ADJ 08/73 1109 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1109
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NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TROY 0000712 OBION NaF ADJ 08/82 1853 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1853
TURNBULL UD 0000716 DICKSON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/67 6922 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 6922
UNION CITY 0000720 OBION NaSiF6 ADJ 05/53 15675 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- 15675
UNION FORK-BAKEWELL UD 0000037 HAMILTON NaF ADJ 04/82 1557 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1557
WALDENS RIDGE UITL DIST 0000635 HAMILTON NaF ADJ 07/81 4531 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 4531
WARREN CO UTIL DIST 0000818 OVERTON NaSiF6 ADJ 04/84 11643 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 11643
WATERTOWN 0000732 WILSON NaF ADJ 01/76 1587 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1587
WAVERLY 0000733 HUMPHREYS NaSiF6 ADJ 09/59 6816 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 6816
WAYNESBORO 0000736 WAYNE NaSiF6 ADJ 05/64 2638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 2638
WEST KNOX UD 0000371 KNOX Acid ADJ 33333 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 33333
WEST WILSON UD 0000743 WILSON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/67 18097 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 18097
WHI1EVILLE 0000748 HARDEMAN ADJ 06/82 1172 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1172
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WHTIWELL 0000749 MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 11/82 5451 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------- 5451
WINCHESTER 0000754 FRANKLIN NaSiF6 ADJ 11/53 11672 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11672
WOODBURY 0000756 CANNON NaSiF6 ADJ 06/54 3745 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    3745
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABERNATHY 0950001 HALE NATL 2904 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------   2904
ABINGER 0340002 CASS NATL 2800 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------. -  -  -  2800
ACRES WSC 0140018 BELL NAIL 565 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------   565
AIRLINE MHP 1650003 MIDLAND NATL 1200 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
ALAND 1080001 HIDALQO NATL 6500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6500
ALICE 1250001 JIM WELLS NaSiF6 ADJ 01/67 21000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 21000
ALPINE 0220001 BREWSTER NATL 6500 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6500
ALTO 0370001 CHEROKEE NATL 1203 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1203
ALUMINUM 00 OF AMERICA 0290014 CALHOUN NATL 2500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2500
ALVARADO 1260001 JOHNSON NATL 3220 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3220
ALVIN 0200001 BRAZORIA NATL 16515 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 16515
AMARILLO NWS 1880001 POTTER NATL 159600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 159600
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
AMHERST 1400006 LAMB NATL 984 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  984
ANDREWS 0020001 ANDREWS NATL 11000 4.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 11000
ANGLETON 0200002 BRAZORIA NAIL 13929 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  13929
ANNA 0430027 OOLLIN NATL 950 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  950
ANTON 1100001 HOCKLEY NATL 1150 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1150
APACHE SHORES-RESORT PROP INC 2270031 TRAVIS NAIL 600 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------  600
ARCADIAN GARDENS SUBD 1010001 HARRIS NATL 570 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  570
ARLAM-CONOORD WSC 2010004 RUSK NATL 849 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  849
ARLEDGE RIDGE WSC 0740019 FANNIN NATL 750 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  750
ARLINGTON 2200001 TARRANT Acid ADJ /68 160123 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------160123
ARMSTRONG WSC 0140019 BELL NATL 1280 4.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1280
ARP 2120001 SMITH NaF ADJ 06/85 1350 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1350
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARROYO WSC 0310031 CAMERON NATL 900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 900
ASSOC UTIL IVANH0E SUBD 2290010 TYLER NATL 2718 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2718
ATAOOSA RURAL WSC 0150040 BEXAR NATL 4600 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4600
AUSTIN 2270001 TRAVIS Acid AHJ /72 435100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  435100
AVALON WSC 0700019 ELLIS NAIL 600 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  600
AXTELL WSC 1550016 MCLENNAN NAIL 900 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  900
BAILEY 0740038 FANNIN NAIL 250 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  250
BALLINGER 2000001 RUNNELS Acid ADJ 05/85 4206 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------------------------  4206
BALMDRHEA 1950002 REEVES NATL 600 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  -  600
BAMtfL UD 1010365 HARRIS NATL 2058 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2058
BAREWELL 0700020 ELLIS NATL 500 6.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 500
BARSTOW 2380006 WARD NATL 625 3.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 625
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BARTLETT 2460006 WILLIAMSON NAIL 1560 2.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1560
BARTONVILLE WSC 0610020 DENTON NATL 3800 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3800
BAY CITY 1610001 MATAGORDA Acid ADJ 01/68 23000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------  23000
RAYSHORE MUD 1010055 HARRIS NATL 3200 2.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3200
BAYTOWN AREA WA 1011742 HARRIS Acid ADJ 09/84 56700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  56700
BEALMQNT 1230001 JEFFERSON NaSiF6 ADJ 07/71 123243 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------     123243
BECKVILLE 1830002 PANOLA NATL 1140 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1140
BEEVILLE 0130001 BEE NATL 14780 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  14780
BELL COUNTY WCID #1 0140016 BELL NaSiF6 ADJ 06/63 41295 0.8
439 WSC 0140076 BELL CONS 1800
BELTON 1430002 BELL (JONS 10660
COPPERAS COVE 0500001 CORYELL CONS 26000
HARKER HEIGHTS 0140023 BELL CONS 10400
KILLEEN 0140006 BELL CONS 46296
TEMPLE 0190005 BELL CONS 44100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  180551
BELL-MILAM FALLS WSC 1 0140007 BET.T. NAIL 2300 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2300
BELLS 0910001 GRAYSON NATL 1000 1.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPUIATTON SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1000
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WATER SYSTEM and ÈPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_______________________    DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BELLVUE 0390013 CLAY NAIL 290 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------  290
BETHANY WSC 1260016 JOHNSON NAIL 2466 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------   2466
BETHESDA WSC 1260017 JOHNSON NATL 15283 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  15283
BIG LAKE 1920001 REAGAN NAIL 3100 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3100
BIRCME WSC 1090017 HILL NAIL 1200 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM------------ ■----------------  1200
BISHOP 1780002 NUECES NAIL 4000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SySTEM---------------------   4000
BLOOMING GROVE 1750001 NAVARRO NAIL 1200 5.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM * -   ------------  1200
BLUE RIDGE 0430002 OOLLIN NAIL 590 0.8
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------   590
BOERNE 1300001 KENDALL NAIL 4185 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------- 4185
BOLD SPRINGS WSC 1550017 MCLENNAN NATL 1100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  1100
BONHAM 0740001 FANNIN Acid ADJ 8700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  8700
BOOKER MWS 1480001 UPSOCMB NATL 1200 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------  1200
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________  NO_____________________________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BORGER MWS 1170001 HUTCHINSON NATL 1800 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1800
BOVINA MWS 1850001 PARMER NAIL 1499 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  1499
BOYCE WSC 0700021 ELLIS NAIL 990 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  990
BRADY 1540001 MCCULLOCH NATL 6000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6000
BRANDON IRENE WSC 1090018 HILL NATL 1320 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  1320
BRAZORIA 0200003 BRAZORIA NATL 3400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3400
BRAZORIA CO WCID 8 0200045 BRAZORIA NATL 2016 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2016
BREMOND 1980001 ROBERTSON Acid ADJ 10/84 1080 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1080
BRENHAM 2390001 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ /74 10966 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  -  10966
BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE 0150112 BEXAR Acid ADJ /62 2746 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------  2746
BROWNFIEUD 2230001 TERRY NATL 10456 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  10456
BRUCEVILLE-EDDY WC 0002200 MCLENNAN NATL 2200 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2200
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
BRYAN 0210001 BRAZOS Acid ADJ 01/71 50000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  -  50000
BUFFALO 1450001 LEON NaF ADJ 09/83 1507 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1507
BULLARD 2120006 SMITH NaF ADJ 06/85 1143 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 1143
BUNKER HILL 1010106 HARRIS NAIL 3800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3800
BURKE WSC 0030018 ANGELINA NATL 2400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  2400
BURKHART CITY 0200104 BRAZORIA NAIL 33 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  33
BURNET 0270001 BURNET Acid ADJ 05/81 4100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  4100
BYERS 0390003 CLAY NATL 565 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  565
CACTUS MWS 1710003 MOORE NATL 2450 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  2450
CALEWELL 0260001 BURLESON Acid ADJ 06/84 3500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  3500
CAMERON 1660001 MILAM Acid ADJ 07/81 5800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 5800
CAMERON 00 FWSC #1 0310005 CAMERON NAIL 5000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------ 5000
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
GAMP KARANKAWA 2050022 SAN PATRICIO NATL 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 1500
CANADIAN MWS 1060001 HEMPHILL NATL 3500 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------  3500
CANTON 0234001 YAN ZANDT NaF ADJ 10/85 2845 0.8
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  2845
CANYON LAKE FOREST 0460062 OQMAL NATL 849 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------- 849
CANYON MWS 1910001 RANDALL NAIL 12000 3.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------- 12000
CARLOS WSC 0930003 GRIMES NATL 900 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------■-------- 900
CARSWELL AIR FORCE BASE 2200082 TARRANT NaSiF6 ADJ /55 5628 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  5628
CEGODURANGO WATER SUPPLY OORP 0730013 FALLS NATL 600 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  600
CELANESE CHEM GO 1780030 NUECES NAIL 1000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  1000
CELINA 0430003 COLLIN NATL 1500 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 1500
CENTER 2100001 SHELBY Acid ADJ 05/82 6500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  6500
CHALK BLUFF WSC 1550020 MCLENNAN NATL 15000 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 15000
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________ N O _____________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHASEVILLE NAS 0130002 BEE NATL 2100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 2100
CHA3T WSC 1090020 HILL NATL 600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 600
CHILDRESS 0380001 CHILDRESS NATL 6000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 6000
CHILTON WA3ER 00 0730014 FALLS NATL 1000 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYS1EM-----------------------------  1000
CHINA SPRING WC 1550021 MCLENNAN NATL 1100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1100
CLAUDE MWS 0060001 ARMSTRONG NATL 1112 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1112
CLEVELAND 1460001 LIBERTY NATL 7500 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7500
CUTTE 0200004 BOSQUE NATL 19000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  19000
OOLLEYVILLE 2200043 TARRANT NATL 7450 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM-----------------------------  7450
COLONIAL NUEVA WS 1080047 HIDALGO NATL 1440 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1440
COLORADO CITY 1680001 MITCHELL NATL 5600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5600
COMBES 0310021 CAMERON NATL 1500 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1500
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________ N O __________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
CONROE 1700001 hOJTOOMERY Acid ADJ 12/63 18034 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 18034
COOPER 0600001 DELTA NaSiF6 ADJ 12/80 2249 0.8
CHARLESTON WSC 0600013 DELTA OONS 1152
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 3401
COOPER ISD 1520122 LUBBOCK NATL 1200 4.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1200
CORPUS CHRIST! 1780003 NUECES NaSiF6 ADJ 12/53 250000 0.7
CORPUS CHRIST! NAS 1780017 NUECES OONS 5500
GREGORY 2050001 SAN PATRICIO OONS 2800
ODEM 2050004 SAN PATRICIO OONS 2513
PORTLAND 2050005 SAN PATRICIO OONS 12000
TAFT 2050007 SAN PATRICIO CONS 5600
VIOLET WSC 1780015 NUECES OONS 1200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  279613
CORSICANA 1750002 NAVARRO Acid ADJ 08/85 3200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 3200
CORYELL CITY WSC 0500013 CORYELL NATL 2665 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2665
COVINGTON WW 1090021 HILL NATL 550 3.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  550
CRAFT-TURNEY WSC 0370017 CHEROKEE NATL 3378 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3378
CRAWFORD 1550011 MCLENNAN NATL 900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  900
CREEDMDOR-MAHA WSC 2270008 TRAVIS NATL 3800 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3800
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO______________________________________  DATE_______ LEVEL LEVEL
CRESTWDOD we 1580016 MARION NATL 540 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------  540
CRIMS CHAPEL WSC 2010010 RUSK NAIL 636 8.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  636
CROCKETT CO WCID 1H3ZONA 0530012 CROCKETT NATL 3500 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3500
CROSBY MUD 1010118 HARRIS NATL 3828 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3828
CROSBYTON 0540001 CROSBY NAIL 2252 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  2252
CROSS COUNTRY WSC 1550059 MCLENNAN NAIL 1500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1500
CRCWELL 0780001 FOARD NATL 1750 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1750
CRYSTAL CITY 2540001 ZAVALA NaF ADJ 03/82 9000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  9000
CRYSTAL SYSTEMS INC 2120015 SMITH NAIL 3963 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3963
CUESO 0620001 DE WITT NATL 7600 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  7600
CYPRESS-KLEIN UD 1010431 HARRIS NAIL 4425 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4425
CYPRESSMDOD UD 1010432 HARRIS NATL 4425 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 4425
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DALHART 0560001 DALLAM NATL 6800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- ------- 6800
DALLAS 0570004 DALLAS NaSiF6 ADJ 01/66 918350
ADDISON 0570031 DALLAS OONS 8700
CARROLLTON 0570034 DALLAS OONS 55000
CEDAR HILL 0570036 DAT .TAS CONS 11000
COCKRELL HILL 0570038 DALLAS OONS 3515
COPPELL 0570030 DALLAS OONS 8300
DESOTO 0570006 DALLAS OMIS 22350
DUNCANVILLE 0570007 DALLAS OONS 33500
FARMERS BRANCH 0570047 DALLAS OONS 27492
FLOWER MOUND 0610023 DEMON OONS 10000
GRAND PRAIRIE 0570048 DALLAS OONS 91550
HUTCHINS 0570012 DALLAS CONS 2500
IRVING 0570050 DALLAS CONS 141550
LANCASTER 0570013 DALLAS OONS 19336
SEAGCMLLE 0570016 DALLAS OONS 7900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 1361043
DALLAS 00 WCID 6 0570032 DALLAS NAIL 16000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  16000
DALLAS NAS 0570150 DALLAS NAIL 850 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ---------------------------  850
tALMORlHINGTON GARDENS 2200047 TARRANT NATL 1350 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1350
DEAF SMITH FWSD 1 0590002 DEAF SMITH NATL 600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  600
DEAN DALE WSC 0390019 CLAY NATL 2950 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  2950
DELL CITY 1150001 HUDSPEHM NATL 800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 800
DENTON 0610002 DENTON NaSiF6 ADJ 04/64 48063 0.8
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________  N O ___________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
OORIMTH 0610065 DEMON OONS 3500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------51563
DENTCM WEST MHP 0610053 DEMON NATL 925 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  925
DENVER CITY 2510001 YOAKUM NATL 5500 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 5500
DESERT WSC 0430032 OOLLIN NATL 800 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------- 800
DETROIT 1940003 RED RIVER NAIL 870 3.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 870
DIBOLL 0030001 ANGELINA Acid ADJ 06/85 5230 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  5230
DICKENS 0630001 DICKENS NATL 409 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  409
DIMCTT MWS 0350001 CASTRO NATL 4800 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  4800
DM» CITY 0740002 FANNIN NATL 350 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  350
DODSON WW 0440002 COLLINGSWORTH NATL 185 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  185
DOG RIDGE WSC 0140044 BELL NATL 2250 6.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  2250
DONNA 1080002 HIDALGO NATL 9952 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  9952
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
DOUGLASSVILLE 0340015 CASS NATL 240 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ------- 240
DOVE MEADOWS MUD 1010387 HARRIS NATL 479 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ ------- 479
DOWDELL PUD 1010592 HARRIS NATL 1140 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ------ 1140
DRIPPING SPRINGS WSC 1050013 HAYS NATL 1800 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ------ 1800
DRISCOLL 1780012 NUECES NATL 710 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ------  710
DUCK CREEK WSC 2120011 SMITH NATL 1155 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- ------  1155
DUMAS MUD 1710001 MOORE NATL 12750 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------- ------  12750
DUVAL 00 CONS & RECLAIM DIST 0660001 DUVAL NATL 1900 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - ------  1900
DYESS AIR FORCE BASE 2210013 TAYLOR Acid ADJ /60 6400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - - -  -  6400
EAGLE PASS 1620001 MAVERICK NATL 23660 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -- ------ 23660
EARTH 1400002 LAMB NATL 1497 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- ------ 1497
EAST BELL WSC 0140118 BELL NATL 2500 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -----  2500
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________ NO_______________________ i_________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EAST CRAWFORD WSC 1550023 MCLENNAN NATL 675 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 675
EAST LAMAR WSC 2100006 SHELBY NATL 720 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  720
ECTOR 0740007 FANNIN NATL 750 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------   750
EDOOUCH 1080003 HIDALGO NATL 3200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3200
EDMDNDSQN 0950015 HALE NATL 99 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  99
EDNA 1200001 JACKSON NATL 6000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  6000
EL INDIO WSC 1620004 MAVERICK NAIL 1830 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1830
EL JARDIN WSC 0310022 HARRIS NAIL 4900 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4900
EL OSO WSC 1280007 KARNES NATL 3100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------   -  -  3100
EL PASO 00 WATER AUTH 0710005 EL PASO NAIL 3000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3000
EL PASO WATER UTIL-PSB 0710002 EL PASO NATL 475000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------- 475000
EL PASO WCID-WESTWAY 0710004 EL PASO NATL 1800 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1800
759
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and ' EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________ NO___________________________________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
EL RANCHO CIMA 1050045 HAYS NATL 4000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------  4000
ELDORADO 2070001 SCHLEICHER NAIL 2500 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM----------------------------  2500
ELGIN 0110001 BASTROP NATL 4325 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  4325
ELK-OAK LAKE WSC 1550025 MCLENNAN NAIL 1360 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  -  1360
ELM CREEK WSC 1550026 MCLENNAN NAIL 1600 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM----------------------------  1600
ELMENDORF 0150048 BEXAR NATL 800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------  800
ELM3NT-FARMINGION WSC 0910055 GRAYSON NATL 475 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  475
ELSA 1080005 HIDALGO NAIL 5200 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------  5200
ENNIS 0700001 ELLIS NaF ADJ 06/67 12889 0.8
EAST GARRETT WSC 0700024 ELLIS COWS 750
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------ 13639
EVANT WSC 0500015 CORYELL NATL 475 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 475
F .C .I.-  FT WORTH 2200232 TARRANT NATL 800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  800
FAIRFIELD 0810001 FREESTONE Acid ADJ 09/84 3505 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 3505
760
TEXAS___________________________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FALCON RURAL WSC 2140003 STARR NAIL 2800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2800
FALLS CITY 1280004 KARNES NATL 580 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  580
FARWELL KMS 1850002 PARMER NATL 1400 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1400
FERRIS 0700002 ELLIS NATL 2500 3.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2500
FILES VALLEY WSC 1090035 HILL NATL 1600 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------- 1600
FIVE WAY WSC 2100008 SHELBY NATL 1149 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------- - -  -  ■------  1149
WSC 1450015 LEON NaF ADJ 02/85 1375 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM • --------------------- 1375
FLORENCE 2460005 WILLIAMSON NATL 1350 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------  1350
FLQRESVILLE 2470001 WILSON NaF ADJ 05/82 4684 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  4684
FIDYDADA 0770001 FLOYD NATL 4600 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4600
EDLLEIT MWS 1480003 LLPSCCMB NATL 470 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 470
PORSAN 1140011 HOWARD NATL 679 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  679
761
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
PORT DAVIS, WSC 1220001 JEFF DAVIS NATL 1000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTÏM------ 1000
FORT WORTH 2200012 TARRANT Acid ADJ 12/65 446500
BENBROQK 2200029 TARRANT OONS 14600
BURLESON 1260002 TARRANT OONS 11950
CROWLEY 0200034 TARRANT OONS 6250
EDGECLIFF VILLAGE 0200048 TARRANT OONS 3000
EVERMAN 2200010 TARRANT OONS 6000
FOREST HILL 2200011 TARRANT OONS 11950
HALTCM CITY (PART) 2200014 TARRANT OONS 30500
HURST 2200054 TARRANT OONS 37650
KELLER 22009% TARRANT OONS 8200
LAKE WORTH 2200060 TARRANT CONS 4550
NORTH RICHLAND HILLS 2200063 TARRANT OONS 56100
RICHLAND HILLS 2200022 TARRANT OONS 9100
RIVER OAKS 2200069 TARRANT OONS 7150
SANGINAW 2200023 TARRANT OONS 6500
WESTOVER HILLS 2200078 TARRANT OONS 780
WHITE SETTLEMENT 2200081 TARRANT OONS 13850
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 674630
FRANKSTON 0010002 ANDERSON NaF ADJ 09/84 1788
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 1788
FREDERICKSBURG 0860001 GILLESPIE Acid ADJ 08/83 10950
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 10950
FREER WCID 0660002 DUVAL NATL 3270
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 3270
FRIENDSWOOD 0840002 GALVESTON NATL 23000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 23000
FRIONA MWS 1850003 PARMER NATL 3809
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- 3809
FROGNOT WSC 0430035 OOLLIN NATL 800
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 800
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
FROST 1750004 NAVARRO NAIL 700 4.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 700
FT BLISS BIGGS ARMY AIRFIELD 0710078 EL PASO NATL 2830 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------- 2830
FT CLARK SPGS MUD 1360003 KINNEY NATL 1550 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM----------------------------- 1550
FT GATES WSC 0500017 CORYELL NAIL 1750 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1750
FT HANCOCK WCID 1150005 HUDSPEIH NATL 900 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  900
FT SAM HOUSTON 0150116 BEXAR Acid ADJ /60 18000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------------ 18000
FT STOCKTON 1860001 PEOOS NATL 8950 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 8950
GALVESTON 00 WCID 1 0840001 GALVESTON NATL 19500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  19500
GALVESTON 00 WCID 12 0840031 GALVESTON NATL 4000 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4000
GALVESTON GO WCID 19 0840028 GALVESTON NATL 657 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM-----------------------------  657
GALVESTON COUNTY WA 0840069 GALVESTON NaF ADJ 06/83 7500 0.7
BAYCLIFF MUD 0840011 GALVESTON CONS 4000
BAYVIEW MUD 0840010 GALVESTON CONS 1400
LAMARQUE 0840006 GALVESTON OONS 15372
TEXAS CITY 0840008 GALVESTON CONS 41000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 69272
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TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE________  LEVEL LEVEL
GANADO 1200002 JACKSON NAIL 1740 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1740
GARRISON 1740002 NACOGDOCHES NATL 1650 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM----------------------------  1650
GBRA-LULING 0280018 CALDWELL Acid ADJ 06/85 5039 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  5039
GBRA.-P0RT LAVACA 0290005 CALHOUN Acid ADJ 04/83 16070 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  16070
GEORGE WEST 1490001 LIVE OAK NATL 3500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  3500
GHOLSON WSC 1550028 MCLENNAN NATL 1400 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1400
GIDDINGS 0144001 LEE NATL 5500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5500
GILL WSC 1020021 HARRISON NATL 1800 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1800
GLENN HEIGHTS 0570085 DALLAS NATL 3500 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3500
GOBERWSC 0740024 FANNIN NATL 85 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  85
GOLDEN WSC 1 2500006 WOOD NATL 2061 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2061
GOLDSMITH 0680012 ECTOR NAIL 409 1.6
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM------------------- 409
764
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM 
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED
NO






GOLDIHWAITE 1670001 MILLS 




GOLIAD 0880001 GOLIAD 




GONZALES 0890001 GONZALES NaF 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------
ADJ 12/54 7350 
------- 7350
0.7
QOODFELLOW AFB 2260027 TOM GREEN Acid 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------
ADJ /60 2300 
------  2300
0.8
QORFOR1H WSC 1050019 HAYS 




GRAND SALINE 2340003 VAN ZANDT 




GRANDFALLS 2380003 WARD 




GRANGER 2460002 WILLIAMSON 




GREENBELT MIWA 0650013 DONLEY 




(MIM M»iS 0330001 CARSON 




GROVES 1230012 JEFFERSON Acid 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
ADJ /79 17421 
------  17421
0.7
GRUVER MWS 0980004 HANSFORD 





POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
GUADALUPE HTS UTIL CO 1330009 KERR 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM
NATL
GUNTER 0910012 GRAYSON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------
NATL
GUNTER WSC 0910081 GRAYSON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------
NATL
H & H WSC 1550029 MCLENNAN 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------
NATL
HALE CENTER 0950002 HALE 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------
NATL
HALTOM CITY (PART) 2200014 JOHNSON 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -
NATL
HAPPY MWS 2190001 SWISHER 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -
NATL
HARRIS CO. UD 5 1010348 HARRIS Acid ADJ 07/80
HARRIS CO. MUD 145 1010907 HARRIS CONS
HARRIS CO. MUD 8 1010712 HARRIS CONS
HARRIS 00. UD 1 1010723 HARRIS CONS
HARRIS CO. UD 2 1010724 HARRIS CONS
HARRIS 00. UD 3 1010424 HARRIS OONS
HARRIS CO. UD 4 1010725 HARRIS CONS
HARRIS CO. UD 8 1010726 HARRIS 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
OONS
HART MWS 0350002 CASTRO 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
NATL
HOO FWSD 1A 1010082 HARRIS NATL








































WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HGO FWSD IB HIGHLANDS 1010590 HARRIS NATL 606 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  606
H00 FWSD 27 1010261 HARRIS NAIL 1353 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1353
HOO FWSD 47 SHADOW GLEN 1010260 HARRIS NAIL 4194 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM-----------------------------  4194
HOO FWSD 51 1010238 HARRIS NATL 18000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  18000
HOO MUD 13 WOOD MEADOW 1010418 HARRIS NATL 6327 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  6327
HOO MUD 24 1010572 HARRIS NATL 4428 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------  -  -  4428
HGO MUD 44 1010718 HARRIS NAIL 2205 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2205
HOO MUD 53 1010720 HARRIS NATL 7710 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7710
HOO MUD 55 1010678 HARRIS NATL 3850 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3850
HOO MUD 58 1011704 HARRIS NATL 1662 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1662
HOO MUD 82 1010630 HARRIS NATL 4275 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------    4275
HGO WCID #1 HIGHLANDS 1010159 HARRIS NATL 5700 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM-----------------------------  5700
767
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________   NO_______________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
H00 WCID 108 1010258 HARRIS NAIL 3048 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 3048
HOO WCID 110 1010482 HARRIS 




H00 WCID 132 1010413 HARRIS 




HOO WCID 133 1010210 HARRIS 




HOO WCID 21 1010769 HARRIS 




HOO WCID 36 1010239 HARRIS 




HOO WCID 50 1010241 HARRIS 




HOO WCID 84 CHANNELVIEW BEAR 1010113 HARRIS




HOO WCID 91 1010063 HARRIS NATL 2700 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ' 2700
HEMPHILL 2020001 SABINE NaF 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------
AID 12/84 1908
1908
HEREFORD MWS 0590001 DEAF SMITH 




HEWITT WO 1550031 MCLENNAN 





POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA 










HICKORY CREEK WSC 1160062 HUNT NATL 1990 3.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 9QURŒ WATER SYSTEM------ - --------  1990
HIGHLAND VILLAGE 0610080 DENTON NATL 4900 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - --------  4900
HILLCREST VILLAGE 0200028 BRAZORIA NATL 630 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ------  630
HILLSBORO 1090001 HILL NATL 8500 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- ------- 8500
HILLTOP WSC 1550032 MCLENNAN NATL 700 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ------- 700
HITOHOOCK 0840004 GALVESTON NATL 6800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ------  6800
HOLLAND 0140003 RELT. NATL 953 3.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ------- 953
HONEY G8CVE 0740003 FANNIN NATL 2400 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- ------  2400
HOUSTON 1010013 HARRIS Acid ADU 02/821702135 0.7
BELLAIRE 1010004 HARRIS CONS 14936
CLEAR LAKE 1010056 GALVESTON CONS 755
DEER PARK 1010007 HARRIS OONS 26000
GALVESTON 0840003 GALVESTON CONS 61902
PASADENA 1010293 HARRIS OONS 150000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- ------ 1955728
HOWE 0910013 GRAYSON NATL 2400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM.--------- ------- 2400
HUDSPETH GO WCID 1 1150007 HUDSPETH NAIL 750 4.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------- ------  750
769
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________  NO_____________________________________DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
HUNTSVILLE 2360001 WALKER Acid ADJ 10/80 30000 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  30000
HUTTO 2460007 WILLIAMSON NATL 750 4.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM--------------------------------  750
IDALOU 1520001 LUBBOCK NATL 2360 3.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2360
IMPALA WOODS WC 1870094 POLK NATL 1035 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1035
IMPERIAL WC 1860003 PEOOS NATL 600 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 600
INDIAN LAKE 0310008 CAMERON NATL 600 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - --------------------------  600
INGRAM WSC 1330011 KERR NATL 3000 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3000
INVERNESS EX3REST ID 1010172 HARRIS NATL 1491 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1491
IRAAN 1860002 PEOOS NATL 1200 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA’IER SYSTEM-------------------------    1200
ITALY 0700028 ELLIS NATL 1900 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1900
ITASCA 1090003 HILL NATL 1700 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1700
J  & R WATER SUPPLY 0140067 BELL NAIL 860 5.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  860
770
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
JACINTOPORT 1010068 HARRIS NAIL 2500 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 2500
JACKSON WSC 2120016 SMITH 




JACOBS WSC 2010017 RUSK 




JARVIS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE 2500011 WOOD NAIL 600 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 600
JEbVfcRSON 1580001 MARION NaF 




JIM HOOG CO WCID 2 1240001 JIM HOGG 




JONAH WSC 2460022 WILLIAMSON 




JONESTOWN WSC 0227011 TRAVIS NaF 




KARNES CITY 1280001 KARNES 




KEENE 1260008 JOHNSON 




KELLY AIR FORCE BASE 0150113 BEXAR NaF 




KELLYVILLE-BERE WSC 1580003 MARION 






WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
KENDALL COUNTY WCID 1 1300002 KENDALL NATL 1660 1.6
KENEDY






























TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------
0920003 GREGG Acid ADJ 09/84
2800
14559
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ - 14559
KING RANCH-SANTA GERT. DIV 1370012 KLEBERG NATL 550 0.8
KIRBYVILLE
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ -













TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 783
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM 










KYLE 1050002 HAYS 




LA PORTE 1010018 HARRIS 




LA VILLA 1080023 HIDALGO 




LACEY-LAKEVIEW 1550033 MCLENNAN 




LACKLAND AFB ANNEX 0150275 BEXAR NaF 




LACKLAND AIR FORCE BASE 0150114 BEXAR NaF ADJ /58 30000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 30000
LADONIA 0740004 FANNIN 




LAKE CITIES MUA 0610029 DENTON 




LAKE JACKSON 0200006 BRAZORIA NaF 




LAKE LBJ MUD 1500015 LLANO Acid 




LAKE VISTA UTIL CO 1490017 LIVE OAK 




LAKESHORE SYSTEM 1090008 HILL 





POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO    DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LAKESIDE CITY 0050015 ARCHER 




LAMESA 0580001 DAWSON 




LAMPLIGHT VILLAGE WS 2270082 TRAVIS 




LAREDO WWS 2400001 WEBB 




LAUGHLIN AIR FORCE BASE 2330006 VAL VERDE Acid 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------
ADJ /59 4500
4500
LEBANON WSC 0430038 OOLLIN 




LEONARD 0740005 FANNIN 




LEROY-'IOURS-GERALD WSC 1550027 MCLENNAN 




LEVELLAND 1100002 HOCKLEY 




LEVI WSC 1550035 MCLENNAN 




LEWISVILLE 0610004 DENTON Acid 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
ALU 10/84 30600
30600
LIBERTY HILL WSC 2460013 WILLIAMSON 





POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______ __________________________  NO_________________________  DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LILLY GROVE WSC 1740014 NAOOGDOCHES NAIL 1740 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 1740
LINDQJ 0340004 CASS NAIL 3276 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------- 3276
li t t le :  elm east 0610035 denton n a il 1 0 0 0  1 . 4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------- 1000
LITTLE ELM VALLEY WSC 0140025 BELL NAIL 900 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  900
LITTLEFIELD 1400003 LAMB NATL 7409 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  7409
LIVINGSTON REG WS (TRA) 1870129 POLK Acid ADJ 03/84 5000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  5000
LLANO 1500001 LLANO Acid ADJ 05/81 3071 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  3071
LLANO GRANDE MHP 1080034 HIDALGO NATL 1400 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  1400
LOCXETT-RRA 2440008 WILBARGER NATL 800 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------   800
LOCKHART 0280001 CALEWELL NaF ADJ 09/77 8000 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  8000
LCMETA 1410002 LAMPASAS NATL 633 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------------  633
LONE STAR STEEL-MAIN PLANT 1720002 MORRIS NATL 10000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 10000
775
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TEXAS
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_________________________________________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
LONGVIEW 0920004 GREGG Acid ADJ 04/70 64203 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  64203
LOOP WSC (FHA) 0830011 GAINES NATL 500 5.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  500
U3RAINE 1680002 MITCHELL NATL 950 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 950
LORENA WC 1550036 MQiMJAN NATL 1800 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1800
LORENZO 0540002 CROSBY NATL 1396 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1396
LOTT 0730001 FALLS NATL 1050 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------    1050
LUBBOCK 1520002 LUBBOCK NATL 75290 0.8
YELLGWHOUSE CANYON WCID 1520017 LUBBOCK CONS 600
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------- 75890
LUBBOCK CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY 1520017 LUBBOCK NAIL 1000 4.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1000
LUBBOCK 00 WCID 1 1520006 LUBBOCK NAIL 860 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------  -  860
LUELLA WSC 0910032 GRAYSON NATL 1650 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1650
LUFKIN 0030004 ANGELINA Acid ADJ /73 34500 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  34500
LUNAR LAKE WS 2200208 TARRANT NAIL 625 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 625
776
TEXAS_________________________ ___________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________NO____________________________  ,_DATE_________LEVEL LEVEL
LYPORD 2450003 WILLACY NAIL 1900 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 1900
LYTLE 0070004 ATASCOSA NAIL 2216 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2216
MACBEE WSC 2340012 VAN ZANDT Acid ADJ 10/82 3609 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3609
MANDR 2270002 TRAVIS NATL 1400 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1400
MANVILLE WSC 2270033 TRAVIS NATL 7220 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  7220
MAPLE WSC 0090011 BAILEY NAIL 250 2.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 250
MARBLE FALLS 0270026 BURNET Acid ADJ /81 5034 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 5034
MARFA 1890001 PRESIDIO NATL 2850 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  2850
MARQUEZ 1450009 LEION NATL 400 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -----------------------------  400
MARSHALL 1020002 HARRISON Acid ADJ 04/46 25947 0.8
LEIGH WSC 1020022 HARRISON CONS 2856
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  28803
MATADOR 1730001 MDTLEY NATL 1024 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  1024
MATAGORDA 00 WCID 6-VAN VLECK 1610007 MATAGORDA NATL 1140 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1140
777
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO__________________________________   DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MATAGORDA WSC 1610013 MATAGORDA NATL 900 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  900
MAYPEARL 0700004 E LLIS  NATL 626 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 626
MCALLEN 1080006 HIDALGO NATL 68000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  68000
MGCAMEY 2310001 UPTON NATL 2436 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2436
MCCOY WSC 0070023 ATASCOSA NATL 2490 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2490
MEADCW 2230002 TERRY NATL 574 4 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  574
MEDINA WSC 0100013 BANDERA NATL 400  2 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  400
M ELISSA 0430040 COLLIN NATL 604 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 604
MEMORIAL POINT UD 1870030 POLK NATL 750 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  750
MEMORIAL VILLASES WA 1010148 HARRIS R A IL  12000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  12000
MERCEDES 1080007 HIDALGO NATL 11800 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------11800
MIDLAND REGIONAL A IR  TERMINAL 1650002 MIDLAND NATL 3400 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  3400
778
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________________  NO_______________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MIDLOTHIAN 0700005 E LLIS  NATL 4000 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4000
MILANO WSC 1660009 MILAM NATL 1800 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1800
M ILES 2000002 RUNNELS NATL 800 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  800
MILPORD 0700006 E LLIS  NATL 900 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  900
M ILITA R Y  HIGHWAY WSC 1080067 HIDALGO NATL 16180 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------16180
M ILLER GROVE WSC 1120016 HOPKINS NATL 1113 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1113
MILLERSVIEW-DOOLE WSC 0480015 OONCHO N A IL  3000 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3000
M ISSIO N 1080008 HIDALGO NATL 24500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 24500
MITCHELL 0 0  U T IL  0 0  1680004 MITCHELL NATL 1680 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------   1680
MJC-WSC 1390010 LAMAR NATL 642 3 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  642
MQFFAT WSC 0140028 BELL N A IL  2256 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2256
MONAHANS 2380001 WARD NATL 8416 2 .1
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 8416
779
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO    DATE___________  LEVEL LEVEL
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
MONT BELVIEU 0360017 CHAMBERS 




MONTE ALTO W&S 1080069 HIDALGO 




MONTOCMERY 0 0  MUD 36 1700139 MONTOQMERY 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ----------
N A IL 3924
3924
0 .7
MONTOCMERY 0 0  MUD 6 1700090 MONTOCMERY 




MONTOOMERY 0 0  MUD 7 1700169 MONTGOMERY 




MORTON FWS 0400001 OOCHRAN 




MOUNTAIN PEAK WSC 0700042 E LLIS  




MDUNTAIN WSC 0500020 OORYELL 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------
N A IL 1075
1075
1 .6
NACOGDOCHES 1740003 NACOGDOCHES A c id  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------  ■
ADJ 0 5 /8 4 27531
27531
NASH FORREST»! WSC 0700025 E LLIS  




NAVASOTA 0930001 GRIMES 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------
N A IL 6006
6006
0 .7
NEDERLAND 1230006 JEFEERSON A c id  
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------
ADJ 0 1 /6 7 19878
19878
780
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA ”  COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ N O __________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NEW BRAUNFELS U T IL  0460001 OQMAL A c id  ADJ 0 2 /8 3  30000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------  30000
NEW DEAL 1520015 LUBBOCK NATL 730 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  730
NEW S l*M ER FIELD  WSC 0370028 CHEROKEE NATL 582 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  582
NEWTON 1760001 NETWON A c id  ADJ 0 5 /8 5  2325 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 2325
NORTH CEMIRAL TEXAS MWA 1380009 KNOX A c id  ADJ 0 1 /8 1  540 0 .8
HASKELL 1040001 HASKELL CONS 3782
KN3X C ITY  1380002 KNOX CONS 1620
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 5942
NORTH HUNT WSC 1160039 HUNT NATL 1950
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 1950
NORTH MILAM WSC 1660011 MILAM N A IL 1400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 1400
NORTH PARK PROPERTIES 1460092 HARRIS NATL 675
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 675
NORTH TEXAS IWD 0430044 OOLLIN A c id ADJ 0 5 /8 2 1098
ALLEN 0430025 OOLUN OONS 12750
BECKER- J IB A  WSC 1290011 KAUFMAN CONS 1800
BHP WSC 1160015 HUNT OONS 1800
BLACKLAND WSC 1990004 ROCKWALL OONS 1950
OOPEVILLE WSC 0430029 OOLLIN ' CONS 1600
CRANDALL 1290007 KAUFMAN OONS 1800
CULLEEKA WSC 0430030 OOLLIN OONS 3200
DAINGERFIELD 1720001 MORRIS CONS 3300
DALLAS 0 0  EWSD #15 0570033 DALLAS OONS 159
DANVILLE WSC 0430031 OOLLIN OONS 2100
EAST PORK WSC 0430033 OOLLIN OONS 2100
FAIRVIEW 0430034 OOLLIN OONS 2600
781
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE________  LEVEL LEVEL
FABMERSVILLE 0430004 COLLIN CONS 2360
F A IE 1990006 ROCKWALL OONS 700
FORNEY 1290002 KAUEMAN OONS 4000
GARLAND 0570010 DALLAS OONS 171500
GASTONIA-SCURRY WSC 1290015 KAUFMAN OONS 2800
HIGHPOINT WSC 1290016 KAUFMAN OONS 1980
HOPEWELL WSC 1160029 HUNT OONS 4500
KAUEMAN 1290003 KAUEMAN CONS 6000
KINGS CREEK WSC 1290027 KAUFMAN CONS 600
LAVON WSC 0430037 COLLIN CONS 1075
LUCAS WSC 0430054 OOLUN OONS 2000
MARKDUT WSC 1290019 KAUFMAN CONS 800
MCKINNEY 0430039 COLLIN OONS 19050
MESQUITE 0570014 DALLAS OONS 93000
M ILLIG AN  WSC 0430041 OOLUN OONS 1400
MT ZIO N WSC 1990010 ROCKWALL OONS 1500
MURPHY 0430042 COLLIN OONS 1530
NEVADA WSC 0430053 COLLIN CONS 700
NORTH COLLIN WSC 0430055 COLLIN OONS 3300
NORTH FARMERSVILLE WSC 0430043 COLLIN OONS 245
NORTH KAUEMAN WSC 1270021 KAUEMAN OONS 600
PLANO 0430007 OOLUN CONS 110450
PRINCETON 0430008 OOLLIN r a s 3408
PROSPER 0430009 COLLIN OONS 1000
RICHARDSON 0570015 DALLAS OONS 77800
ROCKWALL 1990001 ROCKWALL OONS 5939
ROWLETT 0570056 DALLAS OONS 15200
ROYSE C IT Y 1990002 OOLLIN /  ROCKWALL OONS 1900
SACHSE 0570057 DALLAS OONS 3600
SE IS LAGOS MUD 0430057 OOLLIN OONS 280
SUNNYVALE 0570059 DALLAS OONS 1800
TALTY WSC 1290025 KAUFMAN OONS 480
WYLIE 0430011 COLLINS OONS 6500
W YLIE NE 0430051 OOLLINS OONS 2900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -- 587154
NORTHAMPTON MUD 1010337 HARRIS NATL 2790
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -- 2790
NORTHEAST TEXAS NWD 1580065 MORRIS A c id AIXJ 0 1 /8 5 4232
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -- 4232
NORTHWEST WS 1010213 HARRIS A c id ADJ 0 7 /8 2 1103
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1103
782
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NORTHWEST WS 1700013 HARRIS A c id  ADJ 0 7 /8 2  1104 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1104
NORTHWEST WS 1700031 HARRIS A c id  ADJ 0 7 /8 2  1104 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1104
NORTHWEST WS 1700036 HARRIS A c id  ADJ 0 7 /8 2  1104 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1104
NUECES 0 0  WCID #3  1780005 NUECES A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 2  21000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------21000
NUECES 0 0  WCID 5 1780010 NUECES N A IL  650 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  650
O 'B R IE N  1040005 HASKELL NATL 280 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------   280
O'DONNELL 1530001 LYNN NATL 1215 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATtR SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1215
OAK VILLAG E NORTH 0460037 COMAL NATL 540 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 540
ODESSA 0680002 ECTOR NATL 15108 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------15108
OGLESBY 0500003 OORYELL NATL 450 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  450
OLTCN 1400004 LAMB N A IL  2281 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  2281
ONALASKA WSC 1870009 POLK NATL 2664 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 2664
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
783
T E X A S
WATER. SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
N O _____________________DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
O VILLA 0700067 ELLIS  




CW ILLA OOMUNITY SYSTEM 0700050 E LLIS




PADRE ISLAND NATL SEASHORE 1370002 KLEBERG




PALACIOS 1610004 MATAGORDA 




PALM PARK WC 0150082 BEXAR 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------
N A IL 800
800
0 .8
PALMER 0700007 ELLIS  




PAMPA MWS 0900003 GRAY 




PANIBQO 2200066 TARRANT 




PARIS 1390002 LAMAR NaF ADJ 1 0 /52 28977
LAMAR COUNTY WSC 1390015 LAMAR 
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------
OONS 13704
42681
PARK TEN MUD 1010749 HARRIS 




PAXTON WSC 2100012 SHELBY 




PEARLAND 0200008 BRAZORIA 





P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPÄ COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PEGOS 1950001 REEVES NATL 12000 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 12000
PELICAN BAY U T IL  0 0  2200164 TARRANT NATL 1250 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1250
PEMJLETON WSC 0140033 BELL NATL 1650 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1650
PENINSULA 0040020 ARANSAS NATL 620 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  620
PEPPER CREEK WSC 1 0140034 BELL NATL 2500 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2500
PERRIN WW 1190005 JACK NATL 525 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 525
PERRY WATER SUPPLY OORP 0730016 FALLS NATL 500 3 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  --------------------------------------  500
PERRYTON MrfS 1790001 OCHILTREE NATL 8500 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 8500
PETERSBURG 0950003 HALE NATL 1641 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1641
PFLUGERVILLE 2270014 TRAVIS NATL 3575 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 3575
PHARR 1080009 HIDALGO NATL 21900 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------21900
H E LP S  WSC 2360009 WALKER N A IL  1500 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1500
785
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________________________   N O _______________________    DATE_LEVEL LEVEL
P H ILL IP S  PET-PANTEX WS 1170005 HUTCHINSON NATL 1500 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1500
P IN E HARBOR SUBDIV 1580023 MARION NATL 912 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  912
P IN K  H IL L  WSC 0910034 GRAYSON NATL 1278 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1278
PLAINS 2510002 YOAKUM N A IL  1405 3 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1405
PLAINVIEW  0950004 HALE NATL 25000 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  25000
POINT 1900004 RAINS NATL 1170 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1170
PORT ARTHUR 1230009 JEFFERSON N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 3  69089 0 .7
LAKEVIEW WSC 0960094 HALL OONS 200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  69289
PORTNECHES 1230010 JEFFERSON A c id  ADJ 0 1 /6 6  15858 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  15858
POST 0850001 GARZA NATL 3970 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3970
PO M  2470002 WILSON NATL 1455 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1455
POTTSBORO 0910004 GRAYSON A c id  ADJ 0 6 /8 5  1000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 1000
P R A IR IE  H IL L  WSC 1470001 LIMESTONE NATL 2000 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 2000
786
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________  NO____________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PREMHT 1250003 J IM  WELLS N A IL  3282 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  3282
PRESIDIO  WSC 1890002 PRESIDIO NATL 2200 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2200
PRESTONMOOD FO R EST-U TILITY 1010467 HARRIS NATL 3105 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3105
PRICE WSC 2010031 RUSK N A IL  654 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  654
QUITAQUE MWS 0230002 BRISCOE NATL 601 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 601
RALLS 0540003 CROSBY NATL 2422 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2422
RANDOLPH A IR  FtDRCE BASE 0150115 BEXAR NaF ADJ /5 5  10501 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 10501
RANKIN 2310002 UPTON NATL 1000 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1000
RAYBURN VILLAG E U T IL  0 0  1210014 JASPER NATL 1407 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 1407
RAYMONDVILLE 2450001 WILLACY NATL 9348 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 9348
RED OAK 0700031 E LLIS  NATL 1990 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1990
REESE AFB 1520020 LUBBOCK A c id  ADJ /6 2  3500 0 .8
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------- 3500
787
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY ! CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_______________________________________  NO__________________________________________ DATE _________ LEVEL LEVEL
REFUGIO 1960001 REFUGIO NATL 3500 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3500
REFUGIO 0 0  W QD 1 1960004 REFUGIO N A IL  800 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ -^--------  800
REHOBEHH WSC 1830012 PANOLA NATL 786 4 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  786
RENDO) 2200068 TARRANT NATL 2435 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------  -  -  -  2435
RENO 1390013 LAMAR NATL 1350 3 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1350
RICHLAND SPRINGS 2060002 SAN SABA NATL 450  0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -------------------------------   450
RICHMOND 0200035 BRAZORIA NATL 3000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  3000
RICHWOOD 0200053 BRAZORIA NATL 1000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------- 1000
RIESEL 1550040 MCLENNAN NATL 800 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM --------------------------   800
RINGGOLD WSC 1690005 MONTAGUE NATL 500 3 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  500
R IO  HONDO 0310006 CAMERON NATL 1674 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1674
RIVER ACRES WSC 1780013 NUECES NATL 1500 0 .7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM------------------ 1500
7QQ
T E X A S ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ____
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________  NO______________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RIVERSIDE WSC 2360010 WALKER NATL 2100 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 2100
ROANOKE 0610008 DENTON NATL 1450 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  1450
ROBERT LEE 0410002 COKE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /8 5  1650 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  1650
ROBINSCM 1550010 MCLENNAN NATL 6100 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  6100
ROCKETT WSC 0700033 E LLIS  NATL 5900 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------    5900
ROGERS 0140004 BELL NATL 1261 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ---------------------------------------------  1261
ROLUNGWDC® 2270016 TRAVIS N A IL  905 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------------------ 905
ROMA 2140007 STARR NATL 5800 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  5800
ROOSEVELT IS D  1520123 LUBBOCK NATL 1189 2 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----------------------------------------- 1189
ROSOOE 1770001 NOLAN NATL 1450 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 1450
ROSS WSC 1550042 MCLENNAN NATL 1350 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  1350
RRA-HOWAREWICK 0650004 DONLEY NATL 720 1 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  720
789
T E X A S __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________  NO___________________________________________DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RUSK 0370003 RUSK A c id  ADJ 0 9 /8 2  4800 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  4800
SAFARI MH 0 0 *1  0840020 GALVESTON N A IL  535 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAHK SYSTEM------------------------------------   535
SAGEMEADOW MUD 1010386 HARRIS NATL 5763 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5763
SAGINAW PK U T IL  2200023 TARRANT NATL 6500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6500
SALADO WSC 0140035 BELL NATL 2400 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------ 2400
SAN LEON MUD 0840063 GALVESTON NATL 4500 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4500
SAN PATRICIO  MWD 2050011 SAN P A IR IC IO  A c id  ADJ 0 5 /8 1  5040 0 .7
ARANSAS PASS 2050015 SAN P A IR IC IO  CONS 8150
INGLESIDE 2050002 SAN P M R IC IO  OONS 5320
BOCXPORT 0040002 SAN P A IR IC IO  OONS 5500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  24010
SAND FLAT WSC 2120020 SMUH A c id  ADJ 0 8 /8 3  2500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS1EM-------------------------------------------- 2500
SAND H ILLS  WSC 2100013 SHELBY NATL 750 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  750
SARDIS DONE ELM WSC 0700034 E LLIS  NATL 4800 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4800
SAVOY 0740006 FANNIN N A IL  825 1 .1
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  825
790
T E X A S ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SEABROOK 1010062 HARRIS NATL 5352 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  5352
SEADRIFT 0290004 CALHOUN N A IL  1285 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1285
SEAGRAVES 0830001 GAINES NATL 2443 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2443
SEMINOLE 0830012 GAINES NATL 6100 4 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------    6100
SEQUIN 0940002 GUADALUPE A c id  ADJ /7 4  18000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T IM ------------------------------------------  18000
SEYMOUR 0120001 BAYLOR N A IL  3754 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  ■-------------------------------------  3754
SHALLCWATER 1520003 LUBBOCK NATL 2100 5 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2100
SHELBYVILLE WSC 2100014 SHELBY NATL 639 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 639
SHEPPARD A IR  FORCE BASE 2430007 W ICHITA ADJ 13500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 13500
SHERMAN 0910006 GRAYSON NATL 31114 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------31114
SHERWOOD SHORES 0910040 GRAYSON N A IL  750 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 750
SHINER 1430003 LAVACA NATL 2244 0 .8
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2244
791
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
._________________________  NO____________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SIESTA PLAZA MHP 1910003 RANDALL NATL 600 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  600
SIESTA SHORES WATERWORKS 2530804 ZAPATA NATL 650 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 650
SILVERTOJ MWS 0230001 BRISOOE NATL 850 3 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  850
SINTCN 2050006 SAN PATRICIO NATL 6500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  6500
SLATON 1520004 LUBBOCK NATL 6804 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  6804
SLOCUM WSC 0010028 ANDERSON NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 4  1360 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1360
SOMERVILLE 0260002 BROOKS NATL 2190 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - ------------------------------ 2190
SOUTH E LL IS  CO WSC 0700043 E LLIS  NATL 750 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  750
SOUTH GRAYSON WSC 0910064 GRAYSON NATL 2810 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2810
SOUTH RUSK CD WSC 2010039 RUSK NATL 750 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  750
SOUriH TAWAKDNI WSC 2340019 VAN ZANDT A c id  AIXJ 0 3 /8 1  3600 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 3600
SOUTH TEXAS NUCLEAR PROJECT 1610051 MATAGORDA NATL 1000 1 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1000
792
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SOUIHLAKE 2200075 TARRANT NATL 4600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4600
S0UTHMAYD 0910045 GRAYSON N A IL  230  0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------   230
SOUTHWEST FANNIN WSC 0740031 FANNIN N A IL  1900 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1900
SPEARMAN MWS 0980001 HANSFORD NATL 3418 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM --------------   3418
SPRING CREEK UD 1700133 MONTGOMERY N A IL  1500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------  1500
SPRING VALLEY WSC 1550044 MCLENNAN NATL 700 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------   700
SPRINGTCMN 1840003 PARKER NATL 2150 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S TIM ---------------  2150
SPUR 0630012 DICKENS NATL 1690 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  1690
STAMFORD 1270003 JONES N aS iF6 ADJ 0 1 /8 4  6000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 6000
STANTON 1590001 MARTIN NATL 2322 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2322
STARR 0 0  WCID 2 2140028 STARR NATL 6000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6000
STARR WSC 0910046 GRAYSON NATL 1500 1 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   1500
793
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA 
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID
NO







NATURAL SYSTEMS  
NAT OPT 
LEVEL LEVEL
STERLING 2160001 STERLING NATL 1000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 1000
STINNETT MWS 1170003 HUTCHINSON NATL 2000 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 2000
STRATFORD 2110001 SHERMAN NATL 1800 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1800
SUDAN 1400005 LAMB N A IL 1184 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1184
SULPHUR SPRINGS 1120002 HOPKINS A c id ADJ 0 1 /6 7 17028 0 .8
BRASHER WSC 1120010 HOPKINS OONS 762
BRIfcKER 1120011 HOPKINS CONS 1524
GAFPORD CHAPEL WSC 1120014 HOPKINS OONS 990
MARTIN SPRINGS WSC 1120015 HOPKINS OONS 2220
NORTH HOPKINS WSC 1120017 HOPKINS OONS 4080
SHADY GROVE 2 WSC 1120020 HOPKINS OONS 465
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 27069
SUNDOWN 1100003 HOCKLEY NATL 1800 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 1800
SUNRAY MWS 1710002 MOORE NATL 1962 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1962
SWEETWATER 1770002 NOLAN N aS iF6 ADJ 10 /51 11500 0 .8
BITTERCREEX WSC 1770004 NOLAN OONS 3300
ROBY 0760001 FISHER OONS 814
SYLVESTER-MCCALJLEY WSC 0760012 FISHER OONS 800
TRENT 2210009 TAYLOR OONS 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 16814
T  D C RETREIVE U NIT 0200046 BRAZORIA NATL 1050 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 1050
■MOCA 1530002 LYNN NATL 3265 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 3265
794
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TATLM 2010034 RUSK NATL 1500 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1500
TAYLOR 2460004 WILLIAMSON N A IL  12000 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 12000
TAYLOR 0 0  FSWD 1 1US00LA 2210010 TAYLOR NATL 800 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 800
TAYLOR'S VALLEY WSC 0140036 BELL NATL 550 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  550
TDH-COMPORT S T A T IO N -I-IO  1330040 KERR NATL 800 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  800
TENAHA 2100002 SHELBY NATL 1500 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1500
TERRELL 1290006 KAUFMAN N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /5 8  22000 0 .8
ABLE SPRINGS WSC 1290010 KAUFMAN OONS 1800
COLLEGE HOUND 1290012 KAUFMAN 00NS 4500
LAWRENCE 1290018 KAUFMAN OONS 400
POETRY 1290022 KAUFMAN OONS 1800
ROSE H IL L  1290023 KAUFMAN OONS 2100
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 32600
TEXLINE 0560002 DALLAM NATL 470 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 470
TIMPSON 2100003 SHELBY N A IL  1605 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1605
TIMPSON RURAL WSC 2100015 SHELBY N A IL  1557 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER S Y S IiM ------------------------------------------  1557
TOM BEAN 0910008 (SAYSON NATL 1000 1 .6
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM------------------- 1000
795
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________________________________________  NO________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TQM GREEN 0 0  FWSD 1 2260003 TOM GREEN NATL 850 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------  850
TOYAH 1950004 REEVES NATL 220 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------, -------------------  220
TR A IL DUST C ITY  0610055 DEMON NATL 800 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W AIIR  SYSTEM----------------------------------------------- 800
TRAVIS 0 0  WCID 17 2270027 TRAVIS A c id  ADJ 0 3 /8 5  2500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 2500
TRENTON 0700009 FANNIN N A IL  800 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S TIM ----------------------------------------------  800
T R I C IT Y  WC 1170012 HUTCHINSON NATL 4000 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S TIM --------------------------------------------  4000
T R I COUNTY WSC 0730004 FALLS NATL 3600 3 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T IM --------------------------------------------  3600
TROUP 2120003 SMITH NATL 1900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T IM -------------------------------------------- 1900
TKOY 0140037 BELL NATL 1500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 1500
TUCKER WSC 0010029 ANDERSON NATL 1038 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1038
TULIAM W S 2190003 SWISHER NATL 4452 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  4452
TURKEY MWS 0960003 HALL NATL 600 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  600
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
7%
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and ■ EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO ______________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TYLER 2120004 SMITH A c id  ADJ 0 1 /5 2  81243 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------81243
UGRA-KERRVILLE 1330108 KERR A c id  ADJ 0 6 /8 2  15030 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  15030
UNION CARBIDE 00RP 0840043 GALVESTON NATL 2500 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2500
UNION WSC 2140004 STARR N A IL  2500 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 2500
UNION-FLLJVANNA WSC 2080002 SCURRY N A IL  730 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  730
USD OF JUSTICE FC I LATUNA 0710076 EL PASO N A IL  1000 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1000
in T L .D E V E L . & RESEARCH,INC 1370007 KLEBERG NATL 800 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 800
VALLEY M ILLS  0180003 BOSQUE NATL 1600 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1600
VAN ALSTYNE 0910009 GRAYSON N A IL  2185 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2185
VAN HORN 5500001 CULBERSON NATL 3600 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3600
VERONA WSC 0400048 OOLLIN NATL 1200 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1200
VIC TO R IA 2350002 VICTORIA A c id  ADJ 0 5 /8 5  58100 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------58100
797
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO______________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WAOO 1550008 MCLENNAN N aS iF6 ADJ 1 0 /7 2  116914 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------ 116914
WALNUT CREEK WSC 1840008 PARKER NATL 4500 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4500
WALSTON SPRINGS WSC 0010030 ANDERSON NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 5  2694 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2694
WAXAHACHIE 0700008 E LLIS  A c id  ADJ 0 3 /8 4  14900 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  14900
WEATHERFORD 1840005 PARKER A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 5  13400 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM-----------------   13400
WEINERT 1040004 HASKELL NATL 253 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  253
WELLS 0370004 CHEROKEE NATL 1112 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1112
WEST 1550009 MCLENNAN NATL 2630 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 2630
WEST BRAZOS WSC 0730021 FALLS NATL 1000 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  1000
WEST DELTA WSC 0600017 DELTA NATL 11040 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 11040
WEST GREQG WSC 0920022 GREQG NATL 2988 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  2988
WEST JACKSONVILLE WSC 0370036 CHEROKEE NATL 1011 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  1011
798
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO   DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WEST IEONARD WSC 0740034 FANNIN N A IL 700 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- 700
WESTERN H ILLS  WS 1550072 MCLENNAN NATL 1125 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 1125
WHISKERS RETREAT 1160065 HUNT NATL 700 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 700
WHITE DEER MrfS 0330003 CARSON NATL 1201 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- 1201
WHITE FACE 0400002 OOCHRAN NATL 450 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 450
WHITE RIVER MUD 0540015 CROSBY NATL 735 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 735
WHITE SHED WSC 0740035 FANNIN NATL 1450 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------ 1450
WHITEWRIGHT 0910011 GRAYSON N A IL 2100 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 2100
W ICHITA FALLS 2430001 W ICHITA A c id ADJ 0 7 /7 3 88000
ARCHER 0 0  MUD 1 0050014 ARCHER CONS 660
BURKBURNETT 2430005 W ICHITA CONS 12900
HOLLIDAY 0050002 ARCHER CONS 1450
SCOTLAND 0050003 ARCHER CONS 650
WINDTHORST 0050013 ARCHER CONS 865
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- -- 104525
WICKETT 2380002 WARD NATL 800 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 800
W ILLS POINT 2340005 VAN ZANOT A c id ADJ 0 8 /8 0 2636
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- 2636
799
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO_____________________________   DATE_LEVEL LEVEL
WILMER 0570018 DALLAS N A IL  3500 2 .3
TOTAL P0PUIATT0N SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------  3500
WILSCN 1530003 LYNN NATL 580 4 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 580
WIMBERLY 1050018 HAYS NATL 3150 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  ;----------------------------------  3150
WINDCM 0740008 FANNIN NATL 325 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  325
WINK 2480002 WINKLER N A IL  1100 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - - - - -  -  ------------------  1100
WIXSON WSC 0210005 BRAZOS N A IL  3640 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------   -  -  3640
WOLFPORTH 1520005 LUBBOCK N A IL  1701 5 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1701
WOODLAWN WSC 0030029 ANGELINA NATL 1348 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1348
WOODSBORO 1960003 REFUGIO NATL 2000 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2000
WOOLWAY 1550048 MCLENNAN N A IL 7091 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  7091
YAKUTS 2500010 WOOD NATL 555 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  555
YAUPON OOVE WS 1870017 POLK NATL 1137 0 .7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1137
800
T E X A S
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________ NO____   DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ZAPATA 0 0  WATERWORKS 2530002 ZAPATA NATL 6000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  6000
ZAPATA WCID-SAN YGNACIO 2530003 ZAPATA NATL 900 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 900
ZAVALLA WCID 0030030 ANGELINA NATL 1053 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1053
ZEPHYR BAPTIST ENCAMP 1490008 L IV E  OAK NATL 8000 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8000
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
80]
U T A H
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ANETH (NTUA) 4900220 SAN JUAN A c id  ADJ 1 1 /8 1  280 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  280
AXTELL COM  SERV D IS T  4906009 SANPETE N A IL  120 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  120
BONANZA 4900098 UINTAH NATL 35 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  35
BRIGHAM C ITY  4900103 BOX ELDER N aS iF6 ADJ 1 1 /6 6  15 5 %  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------155%
CORNISH 4900480 CACHE NATL 250 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  250
COVE SPECIAL SERVICE D ISTR IC T 4907021 SEVIER N A IL  100 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100
DAGGETT COUNTY WATER & SEWER 4900274 DAGGETT NATL 125 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  125
EL PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY 4900082 SAN JUAN NATL 200 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  200
GLENDALE 4900190 KANE NATL 290 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  290
HELPER 4900206 CARBON A c id  ADJ 0 8 /5 6  2724 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2724
H IL L  A IR  FORCE BASE ' 4900513 DAVIS NaF ADJ 0 9 /5 8  4281 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4281
HOLLY VILLAG E 4903020 NaF ADJ 64 1 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  64
802
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
U T A H
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO____________________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
JOHNSON WS 4900316 UINTAH NATL 1480 1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1480
MANILA 4900275 DAGGETT N A IL  272 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 272
MARYSVILLE 4900280 PIUTE NATL 359 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  359
MEXICAN HAT 4903032 NaF ADJ 340 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  340
MILFORD 4900288 BEAVER N A IL  1350 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1350
M INERSVILLE 490 02 9 0 ' BEAVER N A IL  600 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  600
MDDENA 4902106 IRON NATL 25 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  25
MONTEZUMA CREEK 4903018 SAN JUAN N A IL  270 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 270
MONTEZUMA TRAILER PARK 4902226 SAN JUAN - NATL 100 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 100
MONIMENT VALLEY MISSION 4900222 NaF ADJ 175 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 175
OLJATO 4900224 SAN JUAN NATL 130 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 130
SANTA CLARA 4900399 WASHINGTON NATL 297 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  297
803
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
U T A H
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO___________  DATE LEVEL LEVEL
SNCWVILLE 4900406 BOX ELDER NATL 237 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- ---------  237
TODAHAIDEKANI 4903070 NaF ADd 145 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- ---------  145
UTE TR IBAL WS 4924007 UINTAH NaF ADJ /7 4  2617 1 .0
BALLARD 4900379 UINTAH OONS 900
CURRAY PARK 4902328 UNITAH CONS 160
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------- ---------  3677
804
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )






COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS









0005136 GRAND IS LE  ADJ 400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 400
0005254 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 0 7 /6 7  10500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 10500
0005298 WINDHAM NaF ADJ 0 7 /6 7  4000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 4000
CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 5  34
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 34
0005170 ORANGE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 1  831
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  831
0005053 CfflTIENDEN N aS iF6 ADJ 0 7 /5 2  50000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  50000
CHAMPLAIN WD 0005092 QHTTENDEN A c id ADJ 0 3 /7 3 42000
COLCHESTER FD//1 0005058 CHITTENDEN OONS 3500
COLCHESTER FD//3 0005060 a n nE N D E N CONS 1800
ESSEX 0005065 CHITTENDEN CONS 3200
ESSEX JUNCTION 0005066 CHITTENDEN OONS 7600
SHELBURNE 0005087 CHITTENDEN OONS 4000
SOUTH BURLINGTON 0005091 CHITTENDEN OONS 9400
W IL L I STON 0005098 CHITTENDEN OONS 1300
WINOOSKI 0005102 CHITTENDEN OONS 6000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 78800
CHARLOTTE CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 7 469
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 469
CHELSEA (BANGE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 3 119
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -
BENNINGTON NaF
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -















V E R M O N T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DERBY L IN E  (INTERNATIONAL WC) 0005196 ORLEANS NaF ADJ 0 7 /5 8  4000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4000
ENOSBURG FALLS 0005116 FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 6  1207 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1207
FAIRFAX FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 3  260 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------  260
FA IR FIE LD  FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 6  275 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 275
FAIRLEE ORANGE NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 3  70 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 70
FRANKLIN FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 7  115 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 115
GEORGIA FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 7  415 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 415
GRAND IS LE  GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 3  185 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 185
GRAND IS LE  0005141 GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 4  185 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  185
GRAND IS L E  F IR E  D IS T  # 4  0005139 GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 3  300 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  300
HINESBURG CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 3  502 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  502
HUNTINGTON CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 4  89 5 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  89
806
V E R M O N T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________  NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
IS L E  LA MDTTE GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 5  50  5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------    50
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
JERICHO 0005077 CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 7 /7 3 1340 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 1340
MIDDLEBURY 0005004 ADDISON A c id ADJ 0 1 /6 9 6000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 6000
MILTON C H ITIiNDEN NaF ADJ 0 5 /7 7 475 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 475
MONTPELIER 0005272 WASHINGTON A c id ADJ 1 1 /6 7 8241 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 8241
MDRRISVILLE 0005160 LAM 3ILLE NaF ADJ 0 9 /7 0 2074 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 2074
NEWPORT 0005202 (»LEANS NaF ADJ 0 1 /6 9 4756 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 4756
NORTH BENNINCTON BENNINGTON NaF ADJ 1 0 /7 7 179 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------ 179
NORTH HERD GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 4 150 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 150
NORTHFIELD 0005275 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 6 4000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------ 4000
NORWICH 0005326 WINDSOR NaF ADJ 1 1 /71 2275 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 2275
ORLEANS 0005190 ORLEANS NaF ADJ 0 1 /6 9 983 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------- 983
807
V E R M O N T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PANION 0005010 ADDISON NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 3  200 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 200
PLA IN FIELD  0005277 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 0 4 /8 0  1050 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1050
POULTOEY 0005227 RUTLAND A c id  ADJ 0 6 /8 4  2000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2000
POWNAL BENNINGTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 8  416 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 416
PROCTOR 0005228 RUTLAND NaF ADJ 0 1 /6 3  2100 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2100
RICHMOND 0005084 CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 2  900 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 900
RUTLAND 0005229 RUTLAND A c id  ADJ /8 3  20000 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 20000
SHARON WINDSOR NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 6  65 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 65
SOUTH HERO GRAND IS LE  NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 4  175 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 175
SPRINGFIELD 0005333 WINDSOR NaF ADJ 0 4 /7 5  6500 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6500
ST ALBANS 0005130 FRANKLIN A c id  ADJ 0 6 /8 4  8500 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  8500
ST ALBANS TOWN FRANKLIN NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 4  548 5 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  548
808
V E R M O N T
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ST JOHNSBURY 0005045 CALEDONIA A c id  ADJ 0 1 /6 9  7960 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 7960
SUNDERLAND BENNINGTON NaF ADJ 0 8 /7 9  120 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  120
SWANTON 0005132 FRANKLIN A c id  ADJ 0 8 /5 0  2600 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2600
TUNBRIDGE ORANGE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 3  95 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  95
UNDERHILL 00050%  CHITTENDEN NaF> ADJ 1 1 /8 1  800 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  800
UNDERHILL CEMER CHITTENDEN NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 3  125 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  125
VERGENNES 0005010 ADDISON NaF ADJ 1 2 /7 3  2500 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  2500
VERSHIRE ORANGE NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 4  44  5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  44
WASHINGTON ORANGE NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 3  135 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  135
WAIERBURY 0005284 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  4500 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 4500
WEST FAIRLEE ORANGE NaF ADJ 1 1 /7 3  60 5 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 60
809
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABEL LAKE 6179775 STAFFORD A c id  ADJ /8 3  12500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  12500
ALTAVISTA 5031050 CAMPBELL A c id  ADJ /8 2  3900 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  3900
APPOMATTOX RIVER ALUM (ARWA) 4041035 CHESTERFIELD A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 8  100000 0 .9
D D W ID D IE  3053280 DINW IDDIE CONS 1600
FT LEE 3149247 PRINCE GEORGE CONS 2000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  103600
AQUIA 6179100 STAFFORD A c id  ADJ 1 0 /8 1  10000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  10000
ARBOR MEADOWS 3800010 SUFFOLK NATL 272 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  272
ASHLAND 4085840 HANOVER A c id  ADJ 0 4 /8 5  6000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  6000
AUGUSTA 0 0  SYS AUIH 2015575 AUGUSTA A c id  ADJ 0 9 /8 2  16000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  16000
B A ILY  TLR PK 3181100 SURRY NATL 48  3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  48
BALL POINT 4103100 LANCASTER NATL 60 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  60
BARNHARD DUCXFARM 4119200 MIDDLESEX NATL 160 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  160
BATTERY PARK 3093050 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 280 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  280
BAY QUARTER WATER 0 0  4133040 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 264 1 .1
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  264
810
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BEALE'S CORNER 3800030 SUFFOLK N A IL  104 6 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  104
BECK'S SUBD 3800040 SUFFOLK NATL 240 5 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVE» BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 240
BEDFORD 5515050 BEDFORD A c id  ADJ 0 7 /5 8  8000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 8000
BELL ACRES 4159100 RICHMOND N A IL  64  2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  64
BENN'S CHURCH 3093100 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 1 %  4 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  196
BENNETT'S HARBOR 3800050 SUFFOLK NATL 46 4  4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 464
BERKLEY BEACH-EBB T ID E  4193120 WESTMORELAND NATL 684  2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  684
BERRYVILLE 2043125 CLARK NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 4  2977 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2977
BERWYN WAY SUBD 3800060 SUFFOLK N A IL  8 0  4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  80
BETHEL HGTS 3093111 IS LE  OF W IC irr NATL 8 8  3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------------  88
B IG  STONE GAP 1195100 WISE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /6 7  9000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9000
BLACK STUMP 4103130 LANCASTER NATL 63 3 .7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 63
811
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________  NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BUUEFIELD 1185061 TAZEWELL N aS iF6 ADJ 0 3 /6 4  7450 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7450
BRANCHVILLE 3175130 SOUTHHAMPTON NATL 1000 5 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1000
BRIDGEWATER 2165045 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 6  3828 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM -   ---------------------------------  3828
BRIGHIWAIERS 4103150 LANCASTER NATL 32 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  32
BRISTOL 1520070 WASHINGTON N aS iF6 ADJ 0 5 /5 4  20000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  20000
BROADWAY 2165060 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 0 2 /7 4  887 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  887
BROOKSIDE TRL CT 3175140 SOUTHAMPTON NATL 75 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 75
BROWN'S STORE 4133110 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 1048 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1048
BUCKINGHAM CO 5029085 BUCKINGHAM NaF ADJ /8 4  1100 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1100
BUENA V IS TA  2530125 ROCKBRIDGE NaF ADJ /8 1  6000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  6000
BUFFALO SPRING 5117147 MECKLENBURG N A IL  35 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  35
BULLOCK TRL PK 3800130 SUFFOLK NATL 4 8  5 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  48
812
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
BURGESS 4133120 NORTHUMBERLAND N A IL  144 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  144
BYRDQXMJ (RODGERS) 3800080 SUFFOLK NATL 144 5 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  144
CABIN POINT 4193240 WESTMORELAND NATL 32 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   ----------------------------------- 32
CANTON WATERWORKS 3001080 ACCOMACK NATL 120 3 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 120
CARISBROOK 3093120 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 248 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - ----------------------------------  248
CARROLLTON 3093150 IS LE  OF WIGHT’ M T L  80  5 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------   80
CARROLLTON COURT 3093155 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 42 4 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------------------------------------  42
CARRSVILLE W C 3093170 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 480 5 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM •---------------------------------------- 480
CAVER GARDENS 3199200 YORK N A IL  268 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------    268
CEDAR POINT 3800100 SUFFOLK NATL 325 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------  325
CHARLOTTESVILLE 2540500 ALBEMARLE N aS iF6 ADJ /5 4  45000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  45000
CHATHAM 5143114 PITTSYLVANIA A c id  ADJ 0 4 /5 5  2500 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  2500
813
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
. _______________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CHERRY GROVE ACHES W C 3093180 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  200 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  200
CHESAPEAKE 3550051 CHESAPEAKE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /8 3  100000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100000
CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTS 4133200 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 400  2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  400
OULHCW IE 1173090 SMYTH NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 7  3600 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------  3600
CHRISTCHURCH SCHOOL 4119400 MIDDLESEX NATL 252 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  252
CHUCKATUCK 3800120 SUFFOLK NATL 291 5 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 291
CHURCHFIELDS 4103200 LANCASTER NATL 4 4  3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 44
C IT IZEN S WATER LEAGUE 3800780 SUFFOLK N A IL  164 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 164
CLARKSVILLE 5117310 MECKLENBURG A c id  ADJ 1 1 /7 5  1650 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1650
CLYDES DALE MHP 3093190 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL 75 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  75
COBBS CREEK 4115435 MATTHEWS NaF ADJ /8 0  100 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  100
OOEBURN 1195170 WISE A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 2  2500 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 2500
814
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
COLONIAL BEACH 4193280 WESTMORELAND N A IL  4000 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4000
COLONIAL NATIONAL H IS T  PARK 3095100 JAMES C ITY N A IL  1000 3 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1000
COLONY MANOR 3550200 CHESAPEAKE N A IL  180 3 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  180
OORROTOMAN BY THE BAY 4103230 LANCASTER NATL 200 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 200
OOURTLAND 3175220 SOUIHAMPTON NATL 1300 4 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1300
COVE COLONY 4103250 LANCASTER N A IL  124 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S ItM ------------------------------------------  124
COVINGTON 2580100 ALLEGHANY A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  10200 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  10200
CRANEY ISLAND 4085170 HANOVER N A IL  268  1 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  268
CREWE 5135160 NOTTOWAY NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 1  2400 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------   2400
CRITTENDEN 3800140 SUFFOLK NATL 200 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  200
CROZET 2003050 ALBEMARLE NaF ADJ 0 1 /8 3  3000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3000
CULPEPER 6047500 CULPEPER A c id  ADJ 1 0 /6 5  6800 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 6800
815
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
CUMBERLAND ELEM 5049090 CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ /8 0  990 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  990
CUMBERLAND HIGH 5049100 CUMBERLAND NaF ADJ /8 2  990 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  990
CUMBERLAND HOSPITAL 4127141 NEW KENT N A IL  100 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S IE M -------------------------------------------  100
CYPRESS COVE GARDENS 3175260 SOUTHAMPTON NATL 80 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------- 80
DAINGBRFIELD 4057250 ESSEX NATL 40  1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------------------- 40
DANVILLE 5590100 PITTSLYVANIA N aS iF 6 ADJ 1 0 /5 3  45700 0 .9
MT CROSS ROAD 5143394 PITTSYLVANIA CONS 780
MT HERMON 5143396 PITTSYLVANIA CONS 1752
SHERWOOD ACRES 5143741 PITTSYLVANIA OONS 400
WESTOVER H ILLS  5143910 PITTSYLVANIA OONS 2000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 50632
DAYLE ACRES 3800190 SUFFOLK NATL 68  4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 68
DAYS POINT 3093200 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 276 4 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T iM ----------------------------------------  276
DAYTON 2165210 ROCKINGHAM A c id  ADJ 1 1 /8 2  978 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  978
DEERFIELD SUBD 3800180 SUFFOLK N A IL  492 4 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  492
DRIFTWOOD BEACH 4193360 WESTMORELAND NATL 196 1 .8
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 196
816
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID “  USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
DUCK TRL CT 3093220 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 138 2 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  138
EASTERNSHORE W ILD LIFE  3131122 NORTHAMPTON NATL 25 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  25
ECLIPSE 3800210 SUFFOLK NATL 120 4 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  120
ECUPSE WA IN C  3800200 SUFFOLK NATL 360 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  360
EDGEHILL 3175340 SOUTHAMPTON NATL 332 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  332
EDWARD'S TRL PK 3093225 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 72 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 72
EMPORIA 3595250 GREENSVILLE A c id  ADJ 1 0 /7 8  8000  0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8000
FAIRFAX 0 0  WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN 6059500 FAIRFAX A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 3  450000  0 .9
FALLS CHURCH (PART) 6610100 FAIRFAX CONS 72000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  522000
FAIRFAX 0 0  WATER AUTH-POTOMAC 6059501 FAIRFAX A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 3  150000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 150000
FAIR FA X, C IT Y  6600100 FAIRFAX A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 3  115000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATiR SYSTEM------------------------------------------  115000
FARMVILLE 5147170 PRINCE EDWARD A c id  ADJ 0 4 /5 4  6250  0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 6250
FED CORRECT IN S  3149240 PETERSBURG NATL 750 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 750
817
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTÉMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
FIR S T COLONY 3095240 JAMES C ITY NATL 796 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  796
FLEETON 4133280 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 4 0  2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  40
FOREST GLEN TERRACE 3800240 SUFFOLK N A IL  80 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  80
PCKWELLS 4103350 LANCASTER NATL 300 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  -  300
FRANKLIN 3620350 FRANKLIN NATL 9600 3 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  9600
FREDERICKSBURG 6630050 SPOTSYLVANIA N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 /5 3  20000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 20000
FRIES 107220 GRAYSON NaF ADJ 0 6 /5 2  1300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1300
FRONT ROYAL 2187406 WARREN N aS iF 6 ADJ 1 2 /6 3  11500 0 .9
SHENANDOAH SHORES 2187812 WARREN CONS 233
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------11733
GALAX 1640243 GRAYSON N aS iF6 ADJ 0 9 /6 7  6700 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------   6700
GATE C IT Y  1169405 SCOTT N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /7 0  2618 0 .9
ECONOMICAL SUBDIV 1169300 SOOTT CONS 73
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  2691
GLASGOW 2163225 ROCKBRIDGE NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 4  1000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1000
GLEBE POINT 4133320 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 112 1 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 112
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V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
GUENWOOD 5143194 PITTSYLVANIA NATL 900 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  900
GLOUCESTER CO SAN D IS T  4073320 GLOUCESTER NATL 1330 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1330
GLOUCESTER POINT SD 2 4073320 GLOUCESTER N A IL  3350 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  3350
QORDONSVILLE 6137400 ORANGE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  1400 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1400
GREEN SPRINGS MHP 3095320 JAMES C ITY  N A IL  258  2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  258
GREMA 5143210 PITTSYLVANIA NaF ADJ 0 7 /8 3  1300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1300
GWYNFIELD SUBD 4057400 ESSEX NATL 40 0  2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 400
H 0  CARTER SUBD 3800088 SUFFOLK NATL 64  0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  64
HARBOR VIEW COLONY 4193520 WESTMORELAND N A IL  228 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 228
HARRISONBURG 2660345 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ 0 9 / 5 5  30000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  30000
HAYNESVILLE CORRECTIONAL 4159200 RICHMOND NATL 120 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  120
HEATHSVILLE 4133360 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 368 1 .2
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 368
819
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
HENRY CD SERV AUIH  5089487 HENRY NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 2  3770 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3770
HERITAGE POINT 4103500 LANCASTER NATL 1264 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  1264
H ILLS V ILLE  1035295 CARROLL NaF ADJ 0 3 /8 1  2800 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  :--------------------------------- 2800
HOBSON ARTESIAN WELL 3800290 SUFFOLK NATL 180 5 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  180
HOBSON C IV IC  3800300 SUFFOLK NATL 148 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 148
HOLLAND WATER 0 0  38003,10 SUFFOLK NATL 400  5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 400
HOLLYWOOD 3800320 SUFFOLK N A IL  56 6 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  56
HORNER'S BEACH 4193560 WESTMORELAND NATL 184 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 184
HORSESHOE MANOR 6099285 KING GEORGE NATL 44  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  44
HURT 5143246 PITTSYLVANIA NATL 1500 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  1500
IDLEWOOD 3800330 SUFFOLK NATL 156 6 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  156
IN D IA N  CREEK ESTS 4133400 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 216 3 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 216
820
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
' ______________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
IN D IA N  F IE LD  SUB 4159300 RICHMOND NATL 130 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 130
INDIGO PARK 3095400 JAMES C ITY  N A IL  880 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA'IER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 880
IRVINGTON 4103550 LANCASTER NATL 567 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 567
ISLAND CREEK 5117944 MECKLENBURG NATL 50  1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - ----------------------------------  50
IS LE  OF WIGHT MOBILE VILLAG E 3093316 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 267 4 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  267
IT T  GWALTOEY 3093300 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 1500 3 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  1500
JAMES TERRACE 3095440 JAMES C ITY NATL 3040 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------------------------------  3040
JETTY REACH SUB 4133415 NORTHUMBERLAND N A IL  4 0  2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S IE M -------------------------------------------  40
JOHN FLANNIGAN WATER AUTH 1051377 DICKENSON A c id  ADJ 0 1 /8 2  5000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 5000
KENTWOOD MHP 4127425 NEW KENT NATL 108 1 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 108
KEYSVILLE 5037300 CHARLOTTE A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 7 9  900 0 . 9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   --------------------------------------  900
K ILB Y  SHORES 3800370 SUFFOLK NATL 532 5 .2
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 532
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V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
KILMARNOCK 4103600 LANCASTER N A IL  1800 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  1800
KM G S M LE  (MOSLEY) 3175461 SOUIHAMPION N A IL  192 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------  192
KINGSLAND 4103630 LANCASTER N A IL  100 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100
LAKE FOREST SUBD 3800400 SUFFOLK NATL 192 5 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  192
LAKE MEAT® 3800420 SUFFOLK NATL 36 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 36
LAKE PRINCE MEADOW 3800425 SUFFOLK N A IL  28 5 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 28
LAKE SPEIGHT COLONY 3800440 SUFFOLK NATL 288 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 288
LAKESHAWNEE 4145510 POWHATAN NATL 428 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 428
LANCASTER CT HS 4103680 LANCASTER N A IL  140 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 140
LANTA1T0N MHP 3550750 CHESAPEAKE NATL 150 4 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 150
LAUREL POINT 4103750 LANCASTER NATL 68 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 68
LAWRENCEVILLE 5025450 BRUNSWICK A c id  ADJ 0 3 /8 2  3050 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3050
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POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)\
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
:_______________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LEE JACKSON 4115600 MATTHEWS NaF ADJ /8 0  480  4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  - -----------------------------------  480
le e -d a le  s h o re s  4133440 N o rth u m b e rla n d  n a i l  84  2 . 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 84
LEESBURG 6107300 LOUDOUN A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 8  10000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 10000
L IT T LE  BAY OQM-1 4103780 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 32 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 32
L IV E LY  4103800 LANCASTER NATL 500 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  500
LOCKSLEY HALL 4133520 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 144 2 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------   144
LOUISA 2019510 LOUISA NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 5  920 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  920
IDCKHAM PT SUB 4133600 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 72 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   72
LUTTRELLVILLE 4159500 RICHMOND NATL 284 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------  284
LYNCHBURG 5680200 CAMPBELL N aS iF6 ADJ 0 9 / 51  67000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------- 67000
MAGNOLIA 3800500 SUFFOLK NATL 140 6 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------  140
MAGRUDER TRL PK 3199400 YORK NATL 155 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  155
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V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and ERA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________ ;_______________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
MANASSAS 6685100 PRINCE W ILLIAM  N aS iF6 A ll]  0 5 / 7 4  22000 0 .9
ID E A L POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  22000
MAPLE H IL L  3800510 SUFFOLK NATL 300 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  300
MARION 1173481 SMY1H NaF ADJ 0 3 /7 6  12500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------------------- 12500
M ARTINSVILLE 5690400 MARTINSVILLE A c id  ADJ 0 6 /6 6  21000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 21000
MATHEWS INTERMEDIATE: 4115646 MATTHEWS NaF ADJ /8 0  460 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  460
MAURY SERVICE ALTIH 2163550 ROCKBRIDGE A c id  ADJ 0 2 /7 4  8175 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  8175
MILTEER ACRES 3800530 SUFFOLK NATL 400 4 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------------------  400
M IZIPA H  NURSING HOME 4119535 MIDDLESEX NATL 89 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 89
MDGCASIN GAP 1169650 SOOTT A c id  ADJ 0 3 /7 2  5400 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  5400
MURPHY'S TRL CTT 3093330 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 99 4 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  99
NANSEM3ND CORRECTIONAL 3093450 IS LE  OF WIGHT' NATL 100 3 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  100
NANSEMDND GARTENS 3800580 SUFFOLK N A IL  660 6 .0
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 660
824
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NANSEMDND SHORES 3800620 SUFFOLK NATL 1000 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 1000
NARRCWS 1071565 GILES NaF ADJ 0 6 /8 2  3000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------   3000
NAYLOR'S BEACH 4159610 RICHMOND NATL 28  2 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 28
NEW KENT 4127430 NEW KENT NATL 4 0  0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  4 0
NEWPORT NEWS 3700510 NEWPORT NEWS N aS iF ^ ADJ 0 1 /5 3  300000 0 .9
FT EUSTTS-US ARMY TRANS CTK 3700100 NEWPORT NEWS OONS 12538
FT MONROE 3650150 NEWPORT NEWS OONS 2803
JAMES RIVER RESERVE FLEET 3700400 NEWPORT NEWS OONS 98
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  315439
NEWSOME MHP 3093340 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  45  4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------------  45
N I R IVE R , SPOTSYLVANIA 0 0  6177300 SPOTSYLVANIA NaF ADJ 0 7 /8 1  20300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  20300
NORFOLK 3710100 NORFOLK A c id  ADJ 0 8 /5 2  531000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------  531000
NORTH END WATERWORKS 3001570 ACCOMACK NATL 120 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ----------------------------  120
NORTH WEEMS 4103830 LANCASTER NATL 1384 3 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------  1384
NORTON 1720076 WISE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 2  4500  0 .9
WISE PSA-NORTON 1195550 WISE OONS 464
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------  4964
825
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
___________   NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
NOTKMAY SHORES 3175530 SOUTHAMPTON NATL 104 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 104
NOOOWAY TRL PK 3175540 SOUTHAMPTON N A IL  64  5 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 64
OAK RIDGE 3800640 SUFFOLK NATL 900  5 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 900
OAKLAND 3800660 SUFFOLK NATL 400  5 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM ------------------------------------ 400
OAKS TERRACE PARK 3093347 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 30 2 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  30
OBREY SUBD 3093350 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  160 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM  --------------------------------------  160
ORANGE 6137500 ORANGE A c id  ADJ 1 2 /7 0  4200 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 4200
OUTLAW TRL CT 3800670 SUFFOLK NATL 75 4 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 75
OWENS SUBDIVISIO N 3093380 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 160 3 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 160
PEARISBURG 1071660 GILES A c id  ADJ 0 5 / 8 2  6000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 6000
PETERSBURG 3730750 PETERSBURG NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 8  41500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 41500
P IN E  ST ASSN 3183820 SUSSEX NATL 40  4 .7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------------  40
826
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
PINECREST TRL PK 3093381 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 60  4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T iM -----------------------------------------  60
PORTSMOUTH 3740600 PORTSMOUTH NATL 100000 3 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ---------------------  100000
POUND 1195650 WISE N aS iF 6  ADJ 0 3 /6 8  5400 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  5400
PUDDLE DOCK 3149700 PRINCE GEORGE NATL 160 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  160
PULASKI 1755635 PULASKI N aS iF6 ADJ 0 3 /5 7  13300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  13300
PULASKI CD SVC AUTH 1155641 PULASKI N aS iF6 ADJ 0 4 /7 9  20000 0 .9
LAKELAND 1155441 PULASKI OONS 120
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------20120
QUANTIOO 6153675 PRINCE W ILLIAM  NaF ADJ /7 8  16500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  16500
RADFORD 1750100 RADFORD N aS iF6 ADJ 0 6 /5 9  13000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 13000
RAPPAHANNOCK WESTMIN CANTER 4103870 LANCASTER N A IL  100 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 100
R E E W ILLE  4133720 NORTHUMBERLAND N A IL  520  2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 520
RESCUE WATERWORKS 3093400 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 332 4 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 332
RICHLANDS 1185695 TAZEWELL NaF ADJ 0 2 /8 4  6000 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 6000
827
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
RICHMOND 4760100 RICHMOND NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 2  400000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  400000
RIVER BEND ESTATES 4133760 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 4 0  1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  40
R IVER C U FF 3800700 SUFFOLK NATL 48  5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  48
RIVERDALE SUBDIVISIO N 4057680 ESSEX NATL 181 1 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  181
RIVERVIEW IMPROVEMENT 0 0  3093430 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 160 4 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 160
ROANOKE C IT Y  WA 2770650 ROANOKE N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /5 5  171000 0 .9
PINETREE VILLAG E 2161680 ROANOKE OONS 210
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 171210
ROCKY MOUNT 5067840 FRANKLIN A c id  ADJ 0 9 /5 4  5000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W A IiR  SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5000
ROSEWOOD WATER SUPPLY 3800720 SUFFOLK NATL 120 5 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  120
ROUNUIREE TRL PK 3800006 SUFFOLK NATL 48  5 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 48
RURAL RETREAT 1197700 WYTHE NaF ADJ 0 4 /8 2  1500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1500
RUSHMERE 3093470 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  320 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER S Y S T tM ------------------------------------------ 320
RUSHMERE SHORES 3093480 IS IE  OF WIGHT NATL 200 3 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 200
828
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _________________  NO_________   DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
S L  HINES 3800760 SUFFOLK NATL 320 5 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  320
SALEM 2775300 ROCKBRIDGE A c id  ADJ 0 9 /6 8  22500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------------------  22500
SALTVILLE 1173723 SMYTH NaF ADJ /8 4  3350 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3350
SALUDA 4119600 MIDDLESEX NATL 456  2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  -  -   -------------------------- 456*
SANDY MOUNT MANOR 3093500 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 260 4 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 260
SAUNTERS TP 3095770 JAMES C ITY NATL 30  1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 30
SCOTLAND HEIGHTS 3181700 SURRY NATL 168 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 168
SCOTLAND WHARF 3181750 SURRY NATL 108 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 108
SOOTTSVILLE 2003051 ALBERMARLE NaF ADJ /8 3  800  0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 800
SOOTTSWOOD SUB 3175650 SOUTHAMPTON NATL 400  3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  400
SHELLBANK WOODS 3095778 JAMES C ITY NATL 480  4 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 480
SHENANDOAH GO SANITATION AUIH 2171725 SHENANDOAH A c id  ADJ 0 4 /7 9  4000  0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N 'S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4000
829
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT „
______________________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
SLEEPY LAKE 3800790 SUFFOLK NATL 309 5 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------    309
a u r a  VILLAG E 1121709 MONTGOMERY NATL 399 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------  -  399
SM ITHFIELD 3093640 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 4200 3 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  4200
S M IIH FIE LD  APT OORP 3093540 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  180 3 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  180
S M IIH FIE LD  HGTS 3093580 IS LE  OF W IQ fT NATL 200 4 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  200
S M IIH FIE LD  MHP 3093306 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 150 3 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 150
SOUTH BOSTON 5780600 HALIFAX A c id  ADJ 0 2 /5 8  8300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 8300
SOWH END (BLACKDYE) WTR WORKS 3001800 ACOOMACK NATL 160 2 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 160
SOLTIH H IL L  5117797 MECKLENBURG A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 6  4600 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4600
SOUTH H IL L  BANKS 4057750 ESSEX NATL 92 1 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS'ItM   --------------------------------------  92
SOUTH WEEMS 4103970 LANCASTER N A IL  336 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  336
SPRINGFIELD TERRACE 3199750 YORK NATL 260 2 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 260
830
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
,   NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ST GEORGE'S HUNDRED 3095800 JAMES C ITY N A IL  184 0 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  184
STAUNTON 2820775 STAUNTON A c id  ADJ 0 3 /5 8  21857 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 21857
STRASBURG 2171750 SHENANDOAH NaF ADJ 1 0 /8 3  2431 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    -----------------------------------  2431
STRATFORD HARBOUR 4193920 WESTMORELAND NATL 360 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  360
STRATFORD TERRACE SUBD 3800800 SUFFOLK NATL 110 5 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 110
STRATFORD VILLAG E 4087835 HENRICO NATL 380 2 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 380
STUART 5141640 PATRICK A c id  ADJ /8 2  900 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  900
SUFFOLK 3800805 SUFFOLK NATL 25500 2 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  25500
SUFFOLK TRL PK 3800072 SUFFOLK NATL 96 5 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  96
SUNRAY ARTESIAN WC 3550775 CHESAPEAKE NATL 100 4 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100
SUNRAY WC IN C  3550800 CHESAPEAKE NATL 100 4 .1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  100
SWIFT CREEK 4041845 CHESTERFIELD NaF ADJ 0 6 /6 8  150000 0 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 150000
831
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT .,.
_________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
TAPPAHANNOCK 4057800 ESSEX N A IL  1111 1 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1111
TAZEWELL 1185761 TAZEWELL A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 7  5987 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S liM -------------------------------------------  5987
THE GOTEAGES AT GOLDEN EAGLE 4103245 LANCASTER NATL 104 4 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------  -  104
THE GREEN 4103400 LANCASTER NATL 72 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S liM ------------------------------------------- 72
THOMAS PARK 0CM4UNITY 3093650 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 150 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  150
THREE SISTERS TRL PK 3181860 SURRY NATL 54 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 54
TIM BERVILLE 2165720 ROCKINGHAM NaF ADJ /8 4  955 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ------------------------------------ 955
TORMENTOR CREEK ESTS 3093665 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 88  3 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  88
TURNER 3093700 IS LE  OF WIGHT’ N A IL  80 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  80
UPPER SMITH RIVER WA 5089852 HENRY NaF ADJ 0 8 /8 5  8200 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  8200
URBANNA 4119800 MIDDLESEX N A IL  4375 2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  4375
VA AMERICAN WATERWORKS 3670800 PRINCE GEORGE NaF ADJ 0 6 /6 8  28500 0 .9
ALEXANDRIA 6510010 FAIRFAX OONS 115000
BIRCHETT ESTATES 3149150 PRINCE GEORGE OONS 588
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------------------- 144088
832
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
____________________________________  NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
VENDOR HEIGHTS 4101800 KING W ILLIAM  NATL 4 4  0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  44
V IN T  H IL L  FARM STATION 6061595 FAQUIEK. A c id  ADJ 0 5 /6 2  2080 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  2080
V P I SERVICE A M U  1121057 MONTGOMERY A c id  ADJ 1 2 /5 7  48000 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  48000
W N BUNCH SYSTEM 3800075 SUFFOLK NATL 8 0  5 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 80
WARMHEARTH 1121845 MONTGOMERY NATL 300 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 300
WARRENTON 6061600 FAUQUIER A c id  ADJ 0 1 /6 4  4500  0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------  4500
WARSAW 4159900 RICHMOND NATL 2520 2 .4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 2520
WASHINGTON AQOT-OORPS ENG, DC 0000001 D ISTRICT OF COLUMBIA A c id  ADJ 0 6 /5 2  0  1 .0
ARLINGTON 0 0  W&SD 6013010 ARLINGTON OONS 180000
FALLS CHURCH (PART) 6610100 FAIRFAX OONS 36000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 216000
WASHINGTON 0 0  SVC AUTH 1191883 WASHINGTON N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /75  39010 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 39010
WAVERLY SUBD 4103950 LANCASTER NATL 112 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 112
WAYNESBORO 2820775 AUGUSTA NaF ADJ 0 2 / 5 7  17500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  17500
WEST POINT 4101900 KING W ILLIAM  N A IL  3350 2 .7
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  3350
833
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
WEST RIDGE WATERWORKS 3001900 ACCOMACK N A IL  120 2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER S Y S T ÍM -----------------------------------------------  120
WESTHAVEN LAKES 3800860 SUFEOIK NATL 128 6 .3
TO M L POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------  128
WESTMORELAND SUB 4097850 KING AND QUEEN NATL 116 1 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------  116
WESTOVER MHP 5143960 PITTSYLVANIA NATL 75 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------------  75
WESTWOOD MHP SUFFOLK NATL 60 5 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------------ 60
WHALEYVILLE 3800880 SUFFOLK NATL 400  4 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------- 400
WHEATLEY WATERWORKS 3001960 ACCOMACK NATL 120 3 .2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------- 120
WHITE SAND HARBOR 4133890 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 190 1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------- 190
WHITE STONE 4103980 LANCASTER NATL 800 2 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  800
W HITFIELD TLR PK 3093847 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 60 3 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------------------  60
WIOQMIOO CHURCH 4133900 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 120 3 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------------  120
WIOCHIOO RIDGE 4133920 NORTHUMBERLAND NATL 40  2 .4
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTÍM---------------------  40
834
V I R G I N I A
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
.■ _______________________________________NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
WILLIAMSBURG 3830850 JAMES C ITY A c id  ADJ 0 7 /6 6  17500 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  17500
W ILLIN G  WORKERS 3093850 IS LE  OF WIGHT NATL 120 4 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  120
WINCHESTER 2840500 FREDERICK N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /5 7  26220 0 .9
FREDERICK CO SANITATION AUTH 5069250 FREDERICK CONS 5900
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------- 32120
WINDSOR 3093900 IS LE  OF WIQTT N A IL  900 3 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  900
WINDSOR PARK SUB 4127895 NEW KENT NATL 112 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------  112
WISE TOWN 1195950 WISE N aS iF6 ADJ 0 9 /6 5  5044 0 .9
WISE PSA-STEPHENS 1195920 WISE CONS 28
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  5072
WOODHAVEN SHORES 4127925 NEW KENT NATL 1001 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  1001
WYTHEVILLE 1197810 WYTHE N aS iF6 ADJ 1 2 /6 3  7300 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------- 7300
YORK RIVER STATE PARK 3095921 JAMES C ITY NATL 40 0  1 .6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  400
YORKTOWN PLANTATION 3095940 JAMES C ITY NATL 128 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------------------  128
ZUNI 3093950 IS LE  OF WIGHT N A IL  100 2 .3
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100
835
W A S H I N G T O N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO_________ ______________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
ANAGORTES 5302200 SKAGIT N aS iF6 ADJ 0 4 /6 3  9825 1 .0
SHELTER BAY 5378155 SKAGIT CONS 700
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  10525
ANNAPOLIS WD 5302600 KITSAP NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 1  10200 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  10200
BATTLE GROUND WD 5304700 CLARK NaF ADJ 0 2 /6 3  3257 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  3257
BUOOQA WD 5309100 THURSTON NaF ADJ 0 6 /6 7  560 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  560
BURBANK IR R IG  D IS T  # 4  5309300 WALLA WALLA NATL 748 1 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------  748
CAMAS MUN WATER & SEWER 5310800 CLARK N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /6 6  7655 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATE»! SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 7655
CAIHLAMET WD 5311850 WAHKIAKUM N aS iF6 ADJ 1 0 /5 7  1000 1 .0
PUGET ISLAND 5369760 WAHKLAKLM CONS 990
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 1990
CENTRALIAW D 5312200 LEWIS N aS iF6 ADJ 0 7 /5 9  12350 1 .0
H IL L  WATER COMPANY 5333100 LEWIS CONS 126
SEMINARY H IL L  5377590 LEWIS CONS 174
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 12650
CHEHALIS WD 5312250 LEWIS N aS iF6 ADJ 0 5 / 6 7  7000 1 .0
NEWANKUM H IL L  5301428 LEWIS CONS 543
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 7543
CHENEY 5312400 SPOKANE NaF ADJ 0 6 /7 4  7540 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 7540
CLARKSTON 5393343 ASOTIN NATL 14000 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------------------------- 14000
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
836
W A S H I N G T O N
WATER SYSTEM and ! EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■'f:__________________________________________ NO___________________________________________  DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OOULEE DAM EAST 5315400 OKANOGAN NaF ADJ 0 3 / 5 6  1046 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1046
OOULEE DAM WEST 5315350 DOUGLAS NaF ADJ 0 3 /5 6  225 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 225
DAVENPORT 5318100 LINCOLN NATL 1610 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  1610
ELECTRIC C IT Y  5322850 GRANT NATL 1200 0 .9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1200
FAIRCHILD  AFB 5324350 SFOCANE NaF ADJ 0 6 /5 8  7709 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  7709
FIRCREST 5325150 PIERCE NaF ADJ 1 0 /5 8  5477 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  5477
PORKS MWD 5326000 CLALLAM N aS iF6 ADJ 0 3 / 5 6  5000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 5000
PORT LEWIS 5326050 PIERCE N aS iF6 ADJ 1 0 /5 6  40000  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 40000
KALAMA 5337550 OOWLtTZ NaF ADJ 0 5 / 6 4  1920 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1920
KELSO 5338000 COWLITZ N aS iF6 ADJ 0 5 / 5 8  11024 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------------------- 11024
KENT WD 5338150 KING A c id  ADJ 1 1 /6 4  27050 1 .0
KING GO WD #111 5341900 KING CONS 8400
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 35450
LIN D  5347350 ADAMS NATL 651 1 .6
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  651
837
W A S H I N G T O N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM  STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_____________________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
LONGVIEW 5348100 COWLITZ N aS iF6 ADJ 0 8 /5 6  34900 1 .0
COWLITZ 0 0  PUD 5315650 COWLITZ CONS 7342
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  42242
LYNDEN WD 5349150 WHATCOM N aS iF 6 ADJ 0 3 /6 5  4430 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  4430
MABTON 5349650 YAKIMA NATL 1247 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  1247
MANCHESTER WD 5350700 KITSAP NaF ADJ 0 5 / 7 1  5502 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  5502
MCCHORD AFB 5352200 PIERCE NaF ADJ 0 4 /6 1  3500 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3500
MDNTESANO 5356000 GRAYS HARBOR NaF ADJ 1 1 /6 1  3260 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3260
MDSES LAKE 5356300 GRANT NATL 15500 0 .8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  15500
MDUNTLAKE TERRACE 5357250 SNOHOMISH A c id  ADJ 1 2 /6 8  15900 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  15900
MCKEE C ITY  5357300 YAKIMA NATL 840 1 .5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  840
NOB HTT.T. WATER ASSOC 5359700 YAKIMA NATL 14633 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  14633
OAK HARBOR 5362650 ISLAND NaF ADJ 1 1 /5 5  8600 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 8600
ODESSA 5363050 LINCOLN NATL 1100 1 .9
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- 1100
838
W A S H I N G T O N
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________ NO________________________________________________ DATE____________ LEVEL LEVEL
OTHELLO WD 5364850 ADAMS NATL 4570  2 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 4570
PATERSON 5366479 BENTON N A IL  90  2 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------------------  90
PLYMOUffl 5368045 BENTON NATL 190 2 .3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 190
PORT ORCHARD WD 5368900 KITSAP NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 1  4910  1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 4910
POULSBO 5369150 KITSAP NaF ADJ 0 7 / 5 9  2745 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------- 2745
PULLMAN WD 5369150 WHITMAN N aS iF6 ADJ 0 2 / 5 6  14594 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  14594
R AYM M ) WD 5371500 PA C IFIC  A c id  ADJ 0 3 /6 3  3000 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  3000
REDMDND WS 5371650 KING NaF ADJ 0 1 /7 6  27600 1 .0
UNION H IL L  WA 5390260 KING CONS 1843
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  29443
RENTON 5371850 KING NaF ADJ 0 2 / 7 0  34030 1 .0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------  34030
R IT Z V ILLE  5372700 ADAMS NATL 1850 0 .7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------------ 1850
SEATTLE WD 5377050 KING A c id  ADJ 0 2 / 7 0  541000 1 .0
BELLEVUE 5305575 KING CONS 100000
BOTHELL 5307900 KING OONS 5256
CEDAR RIVER WATER & SEWER 5341800 KING OONS 11800
DUVALL 5320750 KING CONS 1200
EDMDNDS 5322500 KING OONS 24200
P O P U L A T IO N  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R  B Y  S O U R C E  S Y S T E M ,
C O N S E C U T IV E  S Y S T E M , A N D  C O U N T Y  W IT H IN  S T A T E  (A S  O F  1 2 /3 1 /8 5 )
839
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WASHINGTON
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
HIGHLANDS 5332900 KING CONS 421
KING GO V® #107 5341750 KING OONS 15684
KING 00 WD #119 5341985 KING CONS
KING 00 WD #125 5341998 KING OONS 12192
KING 00 WD #14 5338800 KING OONS 3560
KING 00 WD #17 5338850 KING CONS 350
KING 00 WD #20 5338950 KING CONS 25000
KING 00 WD #24 5339100 KING OONS 900
KING 00 WD #25 5339150 KING OONS 1200
KING 00 WD #42 5339600 KING OONS 25000
KING 00 WD #45 5339700 KING OONS 3831
KING 00 WD #49 5339800 KING OONS 14000
KING 00 WD #57 5340050 (ONG CONS 210
KING 00 WD #58 5340100 KING OONS 31185
KING 00 WD #63 5340250 KING OONS 2000
KING 00 WD #75 5340650 JONG OONS 41680
KING 00 WD #85 5341000 KING CONS 1536
KING 00 WD #90 5341150 KING CONS 11094
KIRKLAND 5342250 KING OONS 19000
MERCER ISLAND 5353640 KING OONS 21700
NE LK WA SEWER & WAIER 5340800 KING CONS 53750
NORMANDY PARK 5359900 KING OONS 1985
OLYMPIC VIEW WD 5363600 KING OONS 13100
ROSE HILL WAIER & SEWER 5340850 KING OONS 12000
SALLAL WATER ASSOC 5375560 KING OONS 1958
SHOREWOQD APTS 5378795 KING OONS 1600
SKYWAY WATER & SEWER 5315788 KING OONS 4500
STRANDRIK 5384580 KING OONS 100
TUKWILLA 5389500 KING OONS 3860
WILDERNESS RIM 5396878 KING OONS 2063
WOODINVILLE WD 5341600 KING OONS 20440
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ ---- 1031205
TOPPENISH 5388850 YAKIMA NaF ADJ 05/82 6570
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 6570
VANCOUVER 5391200 CLARK NaSiF6 ADJ 07/63 105000
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 105000
WARDEN 5392850 GRANT NATL 1620
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1620
WINLOCK 5397500 LEWIS NaF ADJ 08/66 1500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1500
840
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
DATE LEVEL LEVEL
WOODLAND 5398200 COWLITZ Acid ADJ 12/56 2550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM 2550
841
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALDERSON 3301315 MONROE NaF ADJ 09/81 1980 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1980
ATHENS 3302801 MERCER NaF ADJ 06/71 4500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 4500
BECKLEY 3304104 RALEIGH NaSiF6 ADJ 03/63 57750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 57750
BELINGTON 3300101 BARBOUR NaF ADJ 09/83 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 2300
BELMONT 3303701 PLEASANTS NaF ADJ 10/82 1530 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 1530
BERKELEY 00 PSD 3300202 BERKELEY NaF ADJ 05/84 8400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 8400
BEVERLY 3304202 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 01/84 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 900
BIG BEND PSD 3304507 SUMMERS NaF ADJ 06/84 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1000
BIUEWELL PSD 3302804 MERCER NaF ADJ 02/67 6300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 6300
BRIDGEPORT 3301703 HARRISON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/54 9076 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 9076
BUCKHANNON 3304901 UPSHUR NaSiF6 ADJ 02/65 11550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 11550
BUFFALO 3304002 PUINAM NaF AIXJ 01/85 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1400
842
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
BUFFALO CREEK PSD 3302347 LOGAN NaF ADJ 08/84 4000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4000
BURNSVILLE 3300408 BRAXTON NaF ADJ 02/80 588 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 588
CAMERON 3302603 MARSHALL NaF ADJ 10/85 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- ■--------- 1500
CEDAR GROVE 3302009 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 11/81 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5000
CEREDO 3305001 WAYNE NaF ADJ 04/72 3150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3150
CHAPMANVTLLE 3302317 DOGAN NaF ADJ 11/71 2593 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2593
CHARLES TOWN 3301905 JEFFERSON NaF ADJ 01/83 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 9000
CHEAT NECK PSD 3303105 MONONGALIA NaF ADJ 12/83 1700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 1700
CHESTER 3301504 HANCOCK NaSiF6 ADJ 08/58 4638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4638
CLARKSBURG 3301705 HARRISON NaSiF6 ADJ 01/54 30100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM--------------------- 30100
CLAYWOOD PARK PSD 3305402 WOOD Acid ADJ 08/81 4737 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  4737
CLENDENIN 3302010 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 01/60 2000 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2000
843
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,







COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________________________________________________ DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
PLEASANTS NaF ADJ 09/61 950 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  950
WEBSTER NaF ADJ 09/82 2397 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2397
NICHOLAS NaF ADJ 01/83 3879 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------  3879
WIRT NaF ADJ 07/84 1482 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1482
RANDOLPH NaSiF6 ADJ 03/59 11000 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 11000
MARION NaSiF6 ADJ 10/53 40000 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  40000
FAYETTE NaF ADJ 08/62 4597 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - - ;---------------  4597
BRAXTON NaF ADJ 04/74 1269 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1269
MARSHALL NaF ADJ 09/84 2964 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2964
GILMER NaF ADJ 09/58 2500 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2500
MERCER Acid ADJ 08/64 4000 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4000
TAYLOR Acid ADJ 06/59 10000 1.0
BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  10000
OOLIN ANDERSON 3303702
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
OOWEN PSD 3305103
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
CRAIGSVILLE 3303402
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
ELIZABETH 3305302
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
ELKINS 3304203
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
FAIRMONT 3302502
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
FAYETTEVILLE 3301010
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
FLATWOODS CANOE RUN PSD 3300402
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
GLEN DALE 3302605
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
GLENVILLE 3301104
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED 
GLENWOOD-GREEN VALLEY PSD 3302813




POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
GRANTSVILLE 3300701 CALHOUN NaF ADJ 01/58 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTÍM-------------------- 1500
GREENBRIER PSD 3301302 GREENBRIER NaF ADJ 08/83 1948 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1948
HARRISVILLE 3304303 RITCHIE NaF ADJ 01/74 2793 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2793
HEDGESVILLE 3300225 BERKELEY NaF ADJ 05/83 1600 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1600
HOOVERSON UTS PSD 3300512 BROOKE NaF ADJ 03/66 5482 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5482
HUNTINGTON 3300608 CABELL Acid ADJ 03/53 110000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 110000
HURRICANE 3304005 PUTNAM NaF ADJ 11/57 7000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 7000
JANE LEW 3302102 LEWIS NaF ADJ 10/62 1109 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1109
KANAWHA FALLS PSD 3301037 FAYETTE NaF ADJ 12/82 3873 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  3873
KERMIT 3303003 MINGO NaF' ADJ 11/80 1500 1.0
TOM. POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 1500
KEYSER 3302915 MINERAL Acid ADJ 09/84 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 9000
KINGWOOD 3303908 PRESTON NáF ADJ 05/67 3645 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  3645
845
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
LASHMEET PSD 3302817 MERCER NaF ADJ 06/71 1941 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 1941
IEWISBURG 3301307 GREENBRIER NaF ADJ 11/65 7798 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------- 7798
LOGAN 3302331 LOGAN NaSiF6 ADJ 05/53 9000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSliM--------------------  9000
LUBECK PSD 3305404 WOOD NaF ADJ 03/63 7374 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7374
MAN 3302336 LOGAN NaF ADJ 09/59 1650 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1650
MANOTNGTON 3302513 MARION NaF ADJ 04/84 4550 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4550
MARLINTON 3303803 POCAHONTAS NaF ADJ 05/84 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1800
MARHNSBURG 3300212 BERKELEY Acid ADJ 02/54 15675 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  15675
MASON 3302708 MASON NaF ADJ /83 2660 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2660
MASONTOWN 3303909 PRESTON NaF ADJ 02/82 1200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1200
MATEWAN 3303005 MINGO NaF ADJ 02/53 2275 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2275
MIDDLEBOURNE 3304802 TYLER NaF ADJ 08/80 1410 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1410
846
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR PO P NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED STAFiT SERVED  NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
MILL CREEK 3304209 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 04/79 1505 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   1505
MILTON 3300609 CABELL NaF ADJ 04/62 5250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------- ■-----  5250
t-CNONGAH 3302515 FAIRMONT NaF ADJ 11/84 6400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 6400
MORGANTOWN 5303112 MONONGALIA Acid ADJ 02/61 60000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  60000
MDUNDSVILLE 3302611 MARSHALL Acid ADJ 05/84 17000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  17000
MULLENS 3305514 WYOMING NaF ADJ 06/85 2852 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2852
NEW CUMBERLAND 3301515 HANCOCK NaF ADJ 03/83 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATEB SYSTEM------------------ - 1800
NEW HAVEN 3302709 MASON NaF ADJ 03/84 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2300
NORTHFORK 3302413 MCDOWELL NaF ADJ 05/55 1498 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1498
NORTON-JIMTOWN-HAEDING PSD 3304213 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 11/80 823 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------    823
OCEANA 3305516 WYOMING NaF ADJ 06/71 2647 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM--------------------  2647
OPEQUON PSD 3300218 BERKELEY Acid ADJ 12/73 5157 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5157
847
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
PAGE-KINCAID PSD 3301036 FAYETTE NaF ADJ 11/81 2000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   2000
PARKERSBURG 3305407 WOOD NaSiF6 ADJ 01/57 59500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM - •------------------  59500
PENNSBORD 3304306 RITCHIE NaF ADJ 05/84 2432 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2432
PETERSBURG 3301204 GRANT NaF ADJ 03/68 3075 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3075
PHILIPPI 3300104 BARBOUR NaF ADJ 05/64 7438 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7438
PINCH PSD 3302023 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 02/63 3115 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3115
POINT PLEASANT 3302710 MASON NaF ADJ 12/62 9612 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9612
PRATT 3302024 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 02/83 1536 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1536
RALEIGH GO PSD-STOOO 3304123 RALEIGH NaF ADJ 06/85 1806 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1806
RAVENSWOOD 3301810 WYOMING NaF ADJ 11/80 5280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5280
RED SULPHUR PSD 3303206 MONROE NaF ADJ 09/65 3150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3150
RICHWOOD 3303401 NICHOLAS NaF ADJ 02/76 5118 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 5118
848
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR PO P NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
RIPLEY 3301811 JACKSON NaF ADJ 03/51 5748 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5748
RGMNEY 3301405 HAMPSHIRE NaF ADJ 02/71 3325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3325
RCNCEVERTE 3301310 GREENBRIER NaF ADJ 12/67 2859 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2859
SALEM 3301720 HARRISON NaF ADJ 09/84 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-----------    2500
SALEM-GATEWOOD PSD 3301027 FAYETTE NaF ADJ 06/84 2300 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2300
SALT ROCK PSD 3300611 CABELL NaF ADJ 07/71 6470 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  6470
SHEPHERDSTOWN 3301933 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 05/74 2500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  2500
SHINNSTON 3301721 HARRISON NaF ADJ 04/82 6000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6000
SISSONVILLE PSD 3302030 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 06/63 5250 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  5250
SISTERSVIUJE 3304803 TAYLOR NaSiF6 ADJ 06/53 3150 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3150
SPENCER 3304405 ROANE NaF ADJ 03/82 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------- 5000
ST ALBANS 3302031 KANAWHA NaSiF6 ADJ 02/66 18102 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 18102
849
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
ST MARYS 3303704 PLEASANTS NaF ADJ 10/66 3325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3325
SUGAR CREEK PSD 3300404 BRAXTON NaF ADJ 04/68 665 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  665
SUM4ERSVILLE 3303404 NICHOLAS NaF ADJ 10/62 3500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  3500
UNION 3303207 MONROE NaF ADJ 04/70 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  -------------------  1000
UNION DISTRICT PSD 3303118 MONONGALIA Acid ADJ 12/82 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1400
UNION WILLIAMS PSD 3305410 WOOD NaF ADJ 05/81 4450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4450
VALLEY WATER GO 3304211 RANDOLPH NaF ADJ 05/82 1800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - - -----------------  1800
VIENNA 3305411 WOOD NaF ADJ 03/61 13839 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  13839
WALTON PSD 3304407 ROANE NaF ADJ 11/81 420 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------------    420
WASHINGTON PSD 3302035 KANAWHA NaF ADJ 09/83 4110 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4110
WAYNE 3305007 WAYNE NaF ADJ 04/57 3602 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  3602
WEIRTON 3300516 BROOKE Acid ADJ 04/51 29665 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  29665
850
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
WELCH 3302421 MCDOWELL NaSiF6 ADJ 05/54 4458 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 4458
WELLSBURG 3300517 BROOKE Acid ADJ 12/58 4839 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------   4839
WEST HAMLIN 3302203 LINCOLN NaF ADJ 06/71 1536 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 1536
WEST UNION 3300901 DODDRIDGE NaF ADJ 10/67 1635 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------------- 1635
WHEELING 3303516 OHIO NaSiF6 ADJ 09/50 50828 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 50828
WILDERNESS PSD 3303405 NICHOLAS NaF ADJ 03/82 2170 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2170
WILLIAMSON 3303009 MINOO Acid ADJ 04/53 7100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- - -   7100
WILLLAMSTOWN 3305412 WOOD NaF ADJ 07/52 3474 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3474
WINFIELD 3304012 PUINAM NaF ADJ 12/85 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYS'IiM--------------------  1000
WV WATER OO-BLUEFIELD 3302835 MERCER NaSiF6 ADJ 07/53 17334 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 17334
WV WAIER OO-GASSAWAY 3300406 BRAXTON Acid ADJ 12/79 2135 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM--------------------  2135
WV WATER OO-HAMLIN 3302204 LINCOLN Acid ADJ 04/80 2471 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 2471
851
WEST VIRGINIA
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
NO DATE LEVEL LEVEL
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
WV WATER OO-KANAWHA 3302016 KANAWHA Acid ADJ 04/54 186000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM------ 186000
WV WATER OO-MADISON 3300313 BOONE Acid ADJ 12/77 4851 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM ------ 4851
WV WATER CO-MONTGOMERY 3301029 FAYETTE NaSiF6 ADJ 02/61 5000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ------ 5000
WV WATER CO-OAK HILL 3301030 FAYETTE Acid ADJ 11/61 16244 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM 16244
WV WATER OO-PRINCEION 3302839 MERCER NaSiF6 ADJ 01/54 18746 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM ------ 18746
wv waier oo-sunm 3300407 BRAXTON Acid ADJ 11/79 1700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM ------ 1700
WV WATER/WEBSTER 3305104 WEBSTER Acid ADJ 01/84 1922 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------ 1922
WV WATER/WESTON 3302104 LEWIS Acid ADJ 12/82 7800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM------ 7800
852
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
___________   NO__________ DATE__________ LEVEL LEVEL
ABBOTSFORD 7370148 CLARK Acid ADJ 10/66 2023 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2023
ACRE AVE WER TRUST 2410610 MILWAUKEE NATL 30 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  30
ALBANY 1230071 GREEN Acid ADJ 02/63 1068 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1068
ALG0MA 4310280 KEWAUNEE NATL 3697 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3697
ALLEMANDE WTR ASSN-MIDDLE 2680805 WAUKESHA NATL 26 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  26
ALLEMANDE WIR ASSN-SOUTH 2680256 WAUKESHA NATL 35 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------   35
ALLOUEZ 4050455 BROWN NATL 14851 2.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  14851
ALMA 6060192 BUFFALO Acid ADJ 03/52 929 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  929
AMERY 6490328 POLK Acid ADJ 02/52 2834 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2834
ANTI GO 7340086 LANGLADE Acid ADJ 08/65 8692 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8692
APPLE (»CHARD 2460163 OZAUKEE NAIL 100 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  100
APPLETON 4450333 OUTAGAMIE NaSiF6 ADJ 10/50 62924 1.0
GRAND CHUTE SD #1 4450429 OUTAGAMIE COWS 2000
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 64924
853
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
ARCADIA 6620319 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 01/68 2235 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2235
ARLINGTON 1110093 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 02/67 454 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  454
ASHLAND 8020373 ASHLAND NaF ADJ 10/49 8963 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   8963
ASHWAUBENON 4050456 BROWN NATL 15414 2.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 15414
ATHENS 7370149 MARATHON NaF ADJ /72 1097 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1097
AVOCA 1250074 IOWA Acid ADJ 03/72 522 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  522
BAD RIVER RESERVATION 5500102 ASHLAND Acid ADJ 06/75 525 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  525
BADGER MHP 2410568 MILWAUKEE NATL 150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
BAILEY'S HARBOR YACHT CLUB 4150507 DOOR NATL 25 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 25
BALSAM LAKE 6490330 POLK Acid ADJ 11/66 892 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 892
BARABOO 1570085 SAUK Acid ADJ 05/49 8450 1.0
WEST BARABOO 1570112 SAUK CONS 968
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 9418
BARNEVELD 1250075 IOWA Acid ADJ 04/65 603 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 603
854
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL,
BAYSIDE NORTH SHORE EAST 2410552 MILWAUKEE NAIL 400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  400
BAYSIDE VILLAGE APTS 2410611 MILWAUKEE NATL 130 0.8
I
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  130
BAYSIDE WOODS 2410576 MILWAUKEE NATL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------  25
BAYSIDE-PELHAM HEATH 2410551 MILWAUKEE NATL 270 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 270
BEAVER DAM 1140059 DODGE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/51 14110 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------14110
BELGIUM 2460107 OZAUKEE NATL 868 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 868
BELLEVILLE 1130209 DANE Acid ADJ 08/51 1302 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1302
BELLEVUE SD 4050459 BROWN NATL 5418 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5418
BELMONT 1330069 LAFAYETTE Acid ADJ 12/66 877 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 877
BEUOIT 1540112 ROCK Acid ADJ 04/49 34344 1.0
SOUTH BELOIT WS (IL) 2010450 WINNEBAGO CONS 0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------------- 34344
BENTON 1330070 LAFAYETTE NaF ADJ 04/62 972 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 972
BERLIN 4240216 GREEN LAKE Acid ADJ 10/51 5524 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5524
855
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 ____________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
BIRON 7720171 WOOD Acid ADJ 02/69 665 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 665
BLACK EARTH 1130211 DANE Acid ADJ 12/65 1217 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   1217
BLACK RIVER FALLS 6270244 JACKSON Acid ADJ 05/53 3734 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------    3734
BLAIR 6620274 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 06/51 lil5 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   1115
BLANCHARDVILLE 1330071 LAFAYETTE Acid ADJ 11/62 962 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 962
BLOSSOM HEATH #1 2410580 MILWAUKEE NATL 100 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100
BLUE MDUNDS 1130023 DANE Acid ADJ /78 422 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 422
BLUE RIVER 1120087 GRANT Acid ADJ 05/63 453 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------  453
BLUEMXJND VILLA APTS #2 4450432 OUTAGAMIE NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 60
BONDUEL 4590450 SHAWANO Acid ADJ 06/82 1281 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    1281
BQSGOBEL 1220089 GRANT Acid ADJ 03/52 2687 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2687
BRISTOL HEIGHTS MHP 2300106 KENOSHA NATL 45 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  45
856
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■____________________________  NO___________________________________________________________DATE____________  LEVEL LEVEL
BRISTOL UD 2300050 KEN3SHA NATL 3819 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3819
BRQDHEAD 1230072 GREEN Acid ADJ 12/64 3268 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3268
BROOKFIELD #3-ARROWHEAD 2680251 WAUKESHA NATL 285 0.8
TOTAL POPUIATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 285
BROCKET ELD-BROOK SQUARE 2680253 WAUKESHA NATL 3686 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3686
BROOKFIELD-DGMINIC HEIGHTS 2680255 WAUKESHA NATL 3172 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3172
BROOKFIELD-LYNDALE 2680179 WAUKESHA NATL 500 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 500
BROOKETELD-MISSION HEIGHTS 2680178 WAUKESHA NATL 1513 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1513
BROOKLYN 1230075 DANE Acid ADJ 10/63 627 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 627
BUTLER 2680191 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 05/68 1972 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1972
CAMBELLSPQRT 4200461 PC*® DU LAC NATL 1836 0.7;
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1836
CAMBRIDGE 1130074 DANE NaF ADJ 06/51 857 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 857
CASCATE 4600436 SHEBOYGAN NATL 665 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  665
857
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■_________■_______________________________________NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
CASSVILLE 1220091 GRANT Acid ADJ 05/62 1290 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------------  1290
CASTLE ROCK ELEM 7010291 ADAMS NaF ADJ /75 189 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  189
CEDAR FALLS 6170300 DUNN NaF ADJ /82 214 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  214
CEDAR GROVE 4600437 SHEBOYGAN NATL 1486 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1486
CEDARBURG 2460108 OZAUKEE Acid ADJ 01/57 9327 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------  9327
CENIRAL WI CTR-MENDOTA Mia 1130235 DANE Acid ADJ 10/68 879 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 879
CENIURIA 6490332 POLK Acid ADJ 07/70 865 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM - - ----------  865
CHILTON 4080222 CALUMET Acid ADJ 08/69 3133 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  3133
CIRCLE ACRES 4450417 OLTEAGAMIE NATL 120 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  ---------------   120
CLINTON 1540114 ROCK Acid ADJ 02/62 1923 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM---------------------  1923
CUNTONVILLE 4690391 WAUPACA NATL 4638 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  4638
COCHRANE 6060226 BUFFALO Acid ADJ /81 579 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------------------------  579
858
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS' FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE __________ LEVEL LEVEL
COENENS MOBILE HOME PARK 4690405 WAUPACA NAIL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  100
COLBY 7370169 CLARK Acid ADJ 03/68 1675 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1675
OOLGMA 4700265 WAUSHARA Acid ADJ 08/56 405 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 405
COLUMBUS 1110038 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 08/50 4157 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4157
CONCORD PLACE CONDO ASSN 2460165 OZAUKEE NATL 100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 100
CONGREGATIONAL HOME 2680185 WAUKESHA NATL 124 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  124
CORNELL 6090458 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ 03/66 1668 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1668
COUNTRY CHARM ESTATES #3 2300613 KENOSHA NATL 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  50
COUNTRY CHARM ESTATES #4 2300618 KENOSHA NATL 50 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 50
COUNTRY TERRACE CONDO HOMES 2460128 OZAUKEE NATL 150 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   - -    150
OOZY ACRES SUBDIVISION 2520192 RACINE NATL 120 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 120
CREST VIEW S.D. 2520186 RACINE NATL 3838 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 3838
859
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STAfUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■____________   NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
CROSS PLAINS 1130219 DANE Acid ADJ 12/7A 2338 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2338
CUBA CITY 1220092 GRANT Acid ADJ 05/53 2262 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2262
CUDAHY 2410169 MILWAUKEE Acid ADJ 11/66 19024 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  19024
DARBOY 4450117 OUTAGAMAMIE NATL 1000 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  1000
DARLINGTON 1330073 LAFAYETTE Acid ADJ 08/53 2353 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2353
DE FOREST 1130221 DANE Acid ADJ 08/52 4318 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  4318
DEERFIELD 1130223 DANE Acid ADJ 09/66 1584 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   1584
DEKORRA 1110136 COLUMBIA NaF ADJ /82 127 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  127
DEXAVAN 2650113 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 05/65 6048 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  6048
DEPERE 4050453 BROWN NATL 16150 2.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 16150
DICKEYVILLE 1220094 GRANT Acid ADJ 05/62 1076 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1076
DODCEVILLE 1250079 IOWA Acid ADJ 05/53 3809 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  3809
860
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEMS
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEMS SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________  NO__________________________  DATE______________LEVEL LEVEL
DOUSMAN 2680197 WAUKESHA Acid AO] /71 1355 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1355
DCWNSVILLE 6170231 DUNN NaF ADJ /83 150 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
DREAMLAND VILLAGE 2411761 MILWAUKEE NAIL 150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
DURAND 6470107 PEPIN Acid ADJ 09/63 2054 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2054
DURHAM MEADOW'S SUBDIVISION 2680213 WAUKESHA NAIL 800 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  800
EAGLE CHATEAU APTS 2300118 KEMOSHA NATL 216 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  216
EAGLE LAKE MANOR #4 2520183 RACINE NAIL 400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE W&TER SYSTEM------------------  400
EAGLE RIVER 7640113 VILAS Acid ADJ 10/65 1414 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  1414
EAST TROY 2650123 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 01/64 2619 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  2619
EAU CLAIRE 6180230 EAU CLAIRE NaSiF6 ADJ 01/64 54313 1.0
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS S.D. 6180293 EAU CLAIRE OONS 3500
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  57813
EDGAR 7370150 MARATHON Acid ADJ 11/49 1324 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSUM - ,----------------  1324
EDGERTON 1540119 ROCK Acid ADJ 10/50 4302 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------ 4302
861
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO______________________________________ ■____________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
EL£VA 6620270 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 05/70 638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 638
ELK MOUND 6170264 DUNN Acid ADJ 06/74 830 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 830
ELKH0RN 2650062 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 04/48 4918 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4918
ELLSWORTH 6480239 PIERCE Acid ADJ 11/69 2495 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2495
ELROY 7290122 JUNEAU Acid ADJ /82 1616 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1616
EVANSVILLE 1540047 ROCK Acid ADJ 03/50 2907 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2907
EXELAND 8581015 SAWYER Acid ADJ 06/80 243 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 243
FAIRVIEW 4430587 OUTAGAMIE NaF ADJ /83 156 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 156
FAIRVIEW VILLAGE MHP 7500145 PORTAGE NAIL 175 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  175
FALL CREEK 61802% EAU CLAIRE Acid ADJ /74 1306 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1306
FALL RIVER 1110098 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 09/62 898 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  898
FENNIMDRE 12200% GRANT Acid ADJ 11/61 2445 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------- 2445
862
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________ DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
FIFTH AVENUE MHP 2410593 MILWAUKEE NATL 100 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  100
FITCHBURG 1130231 DANE Acid ADJ 06/68 13905 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  13905
FLORENCE 4190155 FLORENCE Acid ADJ 06/82 1957 1.0
CO’frCNWEALTH S.D. 4190156 OONS 97
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------   2054
K M )  DU LAC 4200469 PCM) DU LAC Acid ADJ 07/50 36707 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  36707
PONK'S MHP 2520201 RACINE NATL 480 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  480
FOREST JUNCTION 4080377 BROWN NATL 150 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
PORT ATKINSON 1280103 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 12/49 10054 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  10054
PCK LAKE 1140145 DODGE Acid ADJ 07/67 1409 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   1409
FRANKLIN MOBILE ESTATES #1 2410604 MILWAUKEE NATL 90 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  90
FRANKLIN MOBILE ESTATES #2 2410603 MILWAUKEE NATL 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  400
FRANKLIN MOBILE ESTATES #3 2410602 MILWAUKEE NATL 118 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  118
FRANKLIN-SECURITY ACRE 2410560 MILWAUKEE NATL 360 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  360
863
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
__________    NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
FRANKLIN-SECURITY ACRES ADD 2410562 MILWAUKEE NAIL 400 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 400
FRANKSVILLE-N. CAPE 2520181 RACINE NATL 325 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 325
FREDERIC 6490337 POLK Acid ADJ 09/63 1101 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1101
GALESVILLE 6620271 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 09/51 1285 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1285
GENOA CITY 2650058 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 11/68 1316 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1316
GERMANTOWN 2670105 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 01/76 11682 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------11682
GILLETT 4430490 OCONTO Acid ADJ 11/66 1350 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1350
GIIMAN 8610124 TAYLOR Acid ADJ 02/69 469 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 469
GLEN Wffi 00 #08 2300134 KENOSHA NATL 36 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 36
GLENN W m  00 #06 2300127 KENOSHA NATL 36 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 36
GLENN WTR CO #09 2300141 KENOSHA NATL 36 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 36
GLENN WTR GO #10 2300137 OZAUKEE NATL 36 1.1
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  36
864
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
GLENN WTR CD #11 2300136 KENOSHA NAIL 52 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 52
GLENN WTR 00 #12 2300139 KENOSHA NAIL 36 0.7/
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    36
GLENN WIR 00 #13 2300120 KENOSHA NATL 32 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  32
GLENN VIR 00 #17 2300123 KENOSHA NATL 36 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM >--------------  36
GLENN WTR CO #18 2300124 KENOSHA NATL 36 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  36
GORDON 8160499 DOUGLAS NaF ADJ /81 57 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  57
GRAETON 2460111 OZAUKEE Acid ADJ 08/69 8381 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  8381
GRANTSBURG 8070310 BURNEIT Acid ADJ 01/65 1194 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------  1194
GREEN BAY 4050356 BROWN Acid ADJ 08/57 93942 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------- - - - -----  93942
GREEN BRIAR APTS 2460129 OZAUKEE NATL 240 1.3 :
TOML POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  240
GREENFIELD-TOWN VIEW WTR OOOP 2410573 MILWAUKEE NAIL 360 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   360
GREENLEAF 4050466 BROWN NATL 523 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOIAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  523
865
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■  NO________________________________________________________ DATE_________ LEVEL LEVEL
GREENWOOD 6100328 CLARK Acid ADJ 06/72 1147 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1147
GRESHAM 4590454 SHAWANO NATL 546 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  546
GUERNSEY MEADOWS WTR UTIL 2680258 WAUKESHA NAIL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   25
HALES HAPPINESS SUBD 2410575 MILWAUKEE NATL 576 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 576
HAMCND 6560121 ST. CROIX Acid ADJ /82 1006 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  1006
HARMONY GROVE 1110065 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 11/64 840 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 840
HARTFORD 2670110 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 01/50 7604 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  7604
HARTLAND 2680205 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 04/69 6288 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  6288
HAYWARD 8580532 SAWYER Acid ADJ /51 2053 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------  2053
HAZEL GREEN 1220102 GRANT Acid ADJ /61 1270 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ---------------------  1270
HICKORY HAVEN M3BILE CT 2520196 RACINE NATL 303 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 303
HOLLAND S.D. 4050726 OUTAGAMIE NATL 325 1.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------------ 325
866
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
HORICON 1140146 DODGE NaF ADJ 05/52 3743 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3743
HORTONVILLE 4450411 OUTAGAMIE Acid ADJ 12/68 2217 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2217
HOWARD 4050468 BROWN NAIL 9126 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  9126
HOWELL AVE EST 2410591 MILWAUKEE NATL 200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  200
HUDSON 6560087 ST. CROIX Acid ADJ 02/64 5938 1.0
NORTH HUDSON 6560133 ST. CROIX CONS 2673
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8611
HUNTINGTON PARK 2460151 OZAUKEE NAIL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------  25
INDEPENDENCE 6620276 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 06/73 1232 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1232
JANESVILLE 1540127 ROCK Acid ADJ 02/49 52202 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 52202
JEFFERSON 1280104 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 08/63 5606 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  5606
JENSENS MOBILE HOME VILLAGE 2520190 RACINE NATL 130 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 130
JOHNSON CREEK 1280107 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 01/62 1227 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1227
JUDA 1230099 GREEN NaF ADJ /82 280 4.5
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM--------------------------------  280
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WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT - OPT
__________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
JUNEAU 1140058 DODGE Acid ADJ /82 2118 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2118
KANSASVILLE-EAGLE LK MANOR #4 2520183 RACINE NATL 400 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------- 400
KAUKAUNA 4450336 OUTAGAMIE NATL 12258 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM  -----------------  12258
KENOSHA 2300046 KENOSHA Acid ADJ 11/64 76173 1.0
SCMERS 2300158 KENOSHA CONS 516
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIEM-------------------  76689
KENOSHA MOBILE COURTS 2300115 KENOSHA NATL 75 1.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIEM-------------------  75
KESHENA 5500503 MENOMINEE Acid ADJ 10/61 400 1.0
PLEASANT PRAIRIE-CAROL BEACH 2300064 KENOSHA CONS 210
PLEASANT PRAIRIE-sariH KENOSHA 2300063 KENOSHA CONS 154
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - - ---------------  764
KEWASKLM 2670112 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 11/62 2325 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2325
KEWAUNEE 4310281 KEWAUNEE NAIL 2868 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2868
KIELER 1220103 GRANT Acid ADJ 07/70 500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  500
KILTYS K X M R Y  KQURT 7370167 MARAIHON NATL 150 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  150
KIMBERLY 4450342 OUTAGAMIE NATL 5851 1.3
COMBINED LOCKS 4450409 OUTAGAMIE CONS 2499
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  8350
868
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
 __________________________________________________NO_________________________________________________  DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
KNAPP 6170267 DUNN NaF ADJ /83 60 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 60
LAC 00URTE OREILLES RES 5500301 SAWYER Acid ADJ 06/71 689 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  689
LAC DU FLAMBEAU RES 5500402 VILAS Acid ADJ 06/79 865 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 865
LACONIA HIGH SCHOOL 4200645 POND DU LAC NaF ADJ /74 386 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM >--------------  386
LADYSMITH 8550131 RUSK Acid ADJ 01/66 3811 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3811
LAKE GENEVA 2650066 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 05/51 5728 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 5728
LAKE MEADOWS SUBD 2680228 WAUKESHA NATL 25 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 25
LAKE MILLS 1280108 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 07/62 3722 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3722
LAKEVIEW MH COURT 4310284 KEWAUNEE NATL 66 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 66
LANCASTER 1220107 GRANT Acid ADJ 02/61 4248 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4248
LACNA 7210108 FOREST Acid ADJ 09/69 1485 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------- 1485
LEMONT UHLITY-LAC DU OOURS 2460117 OZAUKEE NATL 800 0.9
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  800
869
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
 _______________________________________________NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
LEMONT UniJTY-WHITMAN PL 2460112 OZAUKEE NAIL 250 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  250
LINDGREN ELEM 6480343 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 147 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  147
LITTLE CHUTE 4450338 OUTAGAMIE NATL 8916 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8916
LITTLE ELK CREEK 6170277 DUNN NaF ADJ /83 95 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  95
LODI 1110101 OOUMBIA Acid ADJ 06/52 2056 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2056
LONE ROCK 1530061 RICHLAND Acid ADJ 08/72 638 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  638
LOOKOUT DRIVE WIR ASSN 2681085 WAUKESHA NATL 28 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  28
LOYAL 6100329 CLARK Acid ADJ 01/82 1322 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1322
LUCAS 6170301 DUNN NaF ADJ /82 100 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------------  100
LUCK 6490338 POLK Acid ADJ 12/69 1059 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1059
LUXEMBURG 4310282 KEWAUNEE NATL 1153 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1153
MADISON 1130224 DANE Acid ADJ 06/48 175664 1.0
MAPLE BLUFF 1130234 DANE CONS 1318
SHOREWOOD HILLS 1130236 DANE OONS 1832
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
870
WISCONSIN
WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
:  NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
WAUNONA S.D. 1130742 DANE CONS 1200
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  180014
MANITOWOC 4360364 MANITOWOC NaSiF6 ADJ 11/68 32482 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  32482
MARAIHON 7370151 MARATHON Acid ADJ /78 1746 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1746
MARENGO VALLEY ELEM 8020469 ASHLAND NaF ADJ /74 156 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  156
MARINETTE 4380395 MARINETTE Acid ADJ 03/51 11888 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 11888
MARION 46903% WAUPACA Acid ADJ 05/66 1366 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  1366
MARIAN MEADOWS 2680224 WAUKESHA NAIL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  25
MARSHALL 1130237 DANE Acid ADJ 01/66 2610 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  2610
MARSHFIELD 7720165 WOOD NaSiF6 ADJ— 10/50 19318-----------1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 19318
MARY ANN DR HOME OWNERS ASSN 2410606 MILWAUKEE NATL 28 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 28
MAUSTON 7290129 JUNEAU Acid ADJ /82 3429 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 3429
MAYVILLE 1140057 DODGE Acid ADJ 09/50 4394 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------- 4394
871
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
______________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
MAZCMANIE 1130239 DANE Acid ADJ 09/51 1324 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   1324
MCFARLAND 1130241 DANE Acid ADJ 05/53 4354 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4354
MEADOW LANE SUBD 2520188 RACINE NATL 30 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 30
MENASHA 4710334 WINNEBAGO NaSiF6 ADJ /50 14778 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 14778
MENASHA S.D. 4710358 WINNEBAGO NAIL 13769 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 13769
MENOMINEE 5500501 MENOMINEE Acid ADJ 06/85 1500 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1500
MENCMONEE FALLS 2680082 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 09/51 27045 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 27045
MENCMONIE 6170268 DUNN Acid ADJ 06/73 13654 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 13654
ME)QU0N CARE CIR INC 2460123 OZAUKEE NATL 148 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------------  148
MBQUON NORTH SHORE HEIGHTS 2460125 OZAUKEE NATL 75 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  75
MEQUON WTR TRUST 2460131 OZAUKEE NATL 32 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  32
MERRILL 7350123 LINCOLN Acid ADJ 01/62 9895 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  9895
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
- _________________________________________NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
MIDDLETON 1130242 DANE Acid ADJ 06/50 13108 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 13108
MIDWAY ELEM 7350306 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /74 180 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------■ - - 180
MILTON 1540130 BOCK Acid ADJ 10/53 4348 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ------------------  4348
MILWAUKEE 2410100 MILWAUKEE Acid ADJ 07/53 618171 1.0
BROWN DEER 2410556 MILWAUKEE CONS 12394
GREENDALE 2410571 MILWAUKEE CONS 13610
SHOREWOOD 2410607 MILWAUKEE CONS 14207
WAUWATOSA 24105% MILWAUKEE CONS 50070
WEST ALUS 2410595 MILWAUKEE CONS 64028
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 772480
MINERAL POINT 1250084 IOWA Acid ADJ 01/54 2272 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2272
MINONG 8660303 WASHBURN Acid ADJ 12/72 578 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 578
MI SHI GOT 4360430 MANITOWOC NATL 1557 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 1557
MONDWI 6060193 BUFFALO NaF ADJ 02/62 2687 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------      2687
MONONA 1130245 DANE Acid ADJ 10/56 8712 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 8712
MONROE 1230078 GREEN Acid ADJ 03/66 10458 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  10458
MONTICELLO 1230083 GREEN NaSiF6 ADJ 09/64 1072 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------------  1072
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CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
MDRRISONVILLE 1130246 DANE Acid ADJ 09/62 375 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  375
MDSEL 4600499 SHEBOYGAN NaF ADJ /83 166 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  166
M3UNT HOREB 1130247 DANE Acid ADJ 02/52 3826 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3826
MUKWONAGO 2680209 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 05/49 4243 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4243
MUSGODA 1220112 GRANT Acid ADJ 06/65 1417 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1417
NEENAH 4710348 WINNEBAGO NaSiF6 ADJ 10/50 23992 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 23992
NE2LLSVILLE 6100330 CLARK Acid ADJ 12/54 2828 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2828
NEXDOSA 7720169 WOOD Acid ADJ 06/59 2782 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2782
NEOPIT 5500502 MENOMINEE Acid ADJ 01/51 1400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1400
NESHKORO ELEM 4390331 MARQUETTE NaF ADJ /79 105 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 105
NEUFELD BUILDERS APTS 2680186 WAUKESHA NATL 35 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 35
•NEW GLARUS 1230084 GREEN Acid ADJ 02/52 1823 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1823
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________________________________________ NO_____________________________________________________ DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
NEW HOLSTEIN 4080270 CALUMET Acid ADJ 09/53 3415 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3415
NEW LONDON 4690398 OUTAGAMIE Acid ADJ 09/69 6777 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ----   6777
NEW MEDICAL REHABILITATION Cffi 2520204 RACINE NAIL 87 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -------------  87
NEW RICHMOND 6560126 ST. CROIX Acid ADJ 07/60 4792 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 4792
NEWARK ELEM 1540303 ROCK NaF ADJ /75 140 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■--------------  140
NEWBOLD ELEM 7440649 ONEIDA NaF ADJ /75 175 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------   175
NIAGARA 4380439 MARINETTE. Acid ADJ 01/51 2026 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 2026
NORTH FOND DU LAC 4200405 PCM) DU LAC Acid ADJ 03/73 4225 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM  ---------   4225
NORTH FREEDOM 1570096 SAUK Acid ADJ 11/63 750 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------- 750
NORTH LAKELAND ELEM 7640801 VILAS NaF AIXJ /75 228 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------   228
NORTH PEDERSEN WELL ASSN 2520722 RACINE NATL 100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------  100
NORTH SHORE HEALTH CARE O R  2410586 MILWAUKEE NATL 200 0.8
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------   200
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 _____________________ ;______________________NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
NORTH SHORE WTR OCH-POK POINT 2410584 MILWAUKEE NaSiF6 ADJ 07/63 7144 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM -------------- 7144
NORTH SHORE WTR CCM-GLENDALE 2410168 MILWAUKEE NaSiF6 ADJ 07/63 13610 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- 13610
NORTH SHORE WIR-WHITEFISH BAY 2410597 MILWAUKEE NaSiF6 ADJ 07/63 14214 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------- 14214
NORTHVIEW 4600724 SHEBOYGAN NaF ADJ /80 137 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------  137
OAK CREEK 2410172 MILWAUKEE Acid ADJ 04/74 17977 1.0
TOM. POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTiM-------------------  17977
OAK CREEK VIEW SUBD 3 2410592 MILWAUKEE NATL 350 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  350
OAK RIDGE CARE O R  2520182 RACINE NATL 32 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM    ---------------  32
OAKDALE 6420401 MONROE NaF ADJ /81 78 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  78
OAKDALE ESTATES MHP 2300177 KENOSHA NATL 700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------   700
OGONOMGWOC 2680227 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 12/53 10336 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  10336
OCONTO 4430495 OCONTO NATL 4387 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------  4387
OCONTO FALLS 44304% OCONTO Acid ADJ 02/67 2668 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-----------    2668
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________   DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
OLIVER 8160146 DOUGLAS NATL 246 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------    246
CMRO 4710357 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ 05/59 2909 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------- _ _ _ _ _ _  2909
ONDOSSAGON 8040169 BAYFIELD NaF ADJ /74 204 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  204
ONEIDA RESERVATION 5500601 BROWN Acid ADJ 06/85 450 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------- ;------  450
OOSTBURG 4600445 SHEBOYGAN Acid ADJ /83 1875 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1875
OREGON 1130251 DANE Acid ADJ 02/50 4347 1,0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 4347
OSCEOLA 6490341 POLK Acid ADJ 08/53 1917 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------- 1917
OSHKD5H 4710457 WINNEBAGO NaSiF6 ADJ 01/50 51721 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------------51721
OXFORD ELEM 4390310 MARQUETTE NaF ADJ /79 176 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 176
PADDOCK LAKE 2300146 KENOSHA NATL 2248 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2248
PALMYRA 1280112 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 03/67 1663 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATIR SYSTiM-------------------- 1663
PARC VUE APTS (124TH ST) 2680271 WAUKESHA NATL 60 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------------   60
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WATER SYSTEM  and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED  ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
PARDEVILLE 1110049 00IUMBIA Acid AEU 05/65 1635 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1635
PARK FALLS 8510130 PRICE Acid ADJ 10/63 3327 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA1ER SYSTEM--------------------  3327
PARK MANOR APTS 2410599 MILWAUKEE NATL 30 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  30
PARK PLACE SUBDIVISION 2460066 OZAUKEE NAIL 210 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  210
PARKVIEW HEALTH Q R  4710456 WINNEBAGO NATL 790 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■--------------  790
PEEWAUKEE 2680229 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 01/54 4956 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4956
PESHTIGO 4380442 MARINETTE Acid ADJ /82 3003 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3003
PHILLIPS 8510131 PRICE Acid ADJ 11/50 1688 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1688
PILGRIM MEADOWS #9 2680221 WAUKESHA NATL 35 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  35
PINE LAND ELEM 7010293 ADAMS NaF ADJ /74 80 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  80
PINE RIVER ELEM 7350305 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /75 107 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  107
PLAIN 1570098 SAUK Acid ADJ 04/63 711 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  711
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WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
■__________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
PLAIT 2670322 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ /82 116 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------  116
PLA1TEVILLE 1220115 GRANT Acid ADJ 11/64 9651 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9651
PLEASANT PRAIRIE MHP 2300117 KENOSHA NATL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  100
PLEASANT PRAIRIE-INDUSTRIAL PK 2300168 KENOSHA NAIL 910 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  910
PLEASANT PRAIRIE-UMBER RIDGE 2300167 KENOSHA NATL 280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  280
PLEASANT PRAIRIE-WATER WORKS 2300109 KENOSHA NAIL 280 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  280
PLUM CITY EUEM 6480349 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 212 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  212
PLLM CITY HIGH SCHOOL 6480350 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 141 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  141
PLYMOUTH 4600446 SHEBOYGAN Acid ADJ 03/66 6410 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  6410
PORT EDWARDS 7720113 WOOD Acid ADJ 07/54 2051 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2051
PORT WASHINGTON 2460054 OZAUKEE Acid ADJ 09/50 8890 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8890
PORTAGE 1110039 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 03/51 8049 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 8049
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_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE______________ LEVEL LEVEL
POTOSÍ 1220117 GRANT Acid ADJ /62 752 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  752
POYNETTE 1110037 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 10/52 1529 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAJER SYSTEM--------------------  1529
PRAIRIE DU SAC 1570100 SAUK Acid ADJ 04/64 2245 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  2245
PRAIRIE VIEW ELEM 6480345 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 307 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  307
PRESCOTT 6480243 PIERCE Acid ADJ 04/72 2987 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  2987
PULASKI 4050355 BROWN Acid ADJ 04/69 2041 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2041
PUMPKIN HOLLOW 1130597 DANE NaF ADJ /80 87 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  87
QUIET COUNTRY HOMES #1 4360434 MANITOWOC NATL 60 1.2
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  60
RACINE 2520062 RACINE NaSiF6 ADJ 03/50 81635 1.0
CALEDONDIA U.D. 2520027 RACINE CONS 1500
NORTH PARK 2520185 RACINE OONS 3900
SOUTH LAWN S.D. 2520197 RACINE CONS 1540
STURTEVANT 2520195 RACINE OONS 3885
WIND POINT 2520191 RACINE CONS 1695
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 94155
RACINE CADDY VISTA SAN DIST 2520180 RACINE NATL 1200 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1200
RAINBOW LAKE MANOR TR CT 2300166 KENOSHA NATL 260 0.7
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 260
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RANDOLPH 1110125 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 01/66 1776 1.0
«TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1776
RANGE LINE HILLS 2460119 OZAUKEE NATL 45 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  45
RAVINE FARMS HW OWNER'S ASSN 2460124 OZAUKEE NATL 88 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  .88
RED CUFF RESERVATION 5500802 BAYFIELD Acid ADJ /84 421 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -   421
REED5BURG 1570102 SAUK Acid ADJ 02/50 5356 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM -  ----------------- 5356
RHINELANDER 7440126 ONEIDA Acid ADJ 03/66 7906 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -  --------   7906
RICE LAKE 6030138 BARRON Acid ADJ 01/52 8027 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY 90URCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8027
RICHFIELD 2670268 WASHINGTON NaF ADJ /82 424 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  424
RICHLAND CENTER 1530068 RICHLAND Acid ADJ 12/49 5162 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM'--------------------  5162
RIDGE VIEW NURSING CIR 4050469 BROWN NATL 30 1.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  30
\
RIO 1110111 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 12/61 800 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  800
RIPON 4200476 PCM) DU LAC Acid ADJ 06/51 7241 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 7241
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RIVER FALLS 6480246 PIERCE Acid ADJ 12/62 9938 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------- 9938
RIVER GARDEN APTS 2460139 OZAUKEE NATL 75 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 75
RIVER GLEN 2460136 OZAUKEE NATL 25 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------  25
RIVER HILLS APTS . 4700539 WAUSHARA NATL 25 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  25
RIVERVIEW 4600481 SHEBOYGAN NaF ADJ /83 167 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM---------  167
ROCHE A CRI 7010292 ADAMS NaF ADJ /74 125 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  125
ROMANES!© MHP 4450420 OUTAGAMIE NATL 80 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTiM-------------------  80
ROSENDALE ELEM 4200519 FOND DU LAC NaF ADJ /74 226 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  226
ROSENDALE MIDDLE 4200520 PCM) DU LAC NaF ADJ /74 133 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------  133
ROTHSCHILD 7370161 MARATHON Acid ADJ 09/64 3313 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSItM-------------------  3313
RUSTIC ACRES MHP 4430494 OCONTO NAIL 106 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-------------------  106
SAUK CITY 1570105 SAUK Acid ADJ 12/66 2876 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------------------  2876
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SAUKVILLE 2460134 OZAUKEE Acid ADJ ¡12 3619 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3619
SCHOENIKE MHP #1 4590468 SHAWANO NATL 68 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  68
SCH0E5NIKE MHP #2 4590452 SHAWANO NATL 100 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------  100
SCHOFIELD 7370162 MARATHON Acid ADJ 05/64 2336 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2336
SOOIT ELEM 7350304 LINCOLN NaF ADJ /74 81 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 81
SOOIT S.D. 4050071 BROWN NATL 610 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 610
SHADY NOOK TR PK #1 2300174 KENOSHA NATL 75 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 75
SHADY NOCK TR PK #2 2300175 KENOSHA NATL 75 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 75
SHARON 2650145 WALWORTH Acid ADJ /82 1288 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------   1288
SHAWANO LAKE S.D. 4590457 SHAWANO NATL 1000 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1000
SHEBOYGAN 4600354 SHEBOYGAN NaSiF6 ADJ 02/46 47644 1.0
KOHLER 4600444 SHEBOYGAN OONS 1722
SHEBOYGAN FALLS 4600455 SHEBOYGAN OONS 47644
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 97010
SHELL LAKE 8660304 WASHBURN Acid ADJ 05/52 1311 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  1311
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SIREN 8070311 BURNETT Acid ADJ 07/73 890 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  890
SOLDIERS GROVE 6120252 CRAWFORD Acid ADJ /50 676 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  676
SOWERS MHP #1 4600459 SHEBOYGAN NATL 120 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  120
S0M4ERS MHP #2 4600460 SHEBOYGAN NATL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  100
SOBERS MHP #3 4600461 SHEBOYGAN NAIL 100 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  100
SOUTH MIUJAUKEE 2410144 MILWAUKEE Acid ADJ 06/52 20392 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  20392
SOUTH PEHERSON WELL ASSN 2520179 RACINE NATL 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTtM--------------------  100
SOUTHERN WIS CNIR-DEVEL DIS 2520199 RACINE NATL 900 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  900
SPARTA 6420297 MONROE Acid ADJ 10/51 7553 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  7553
SPENCER 7370108 MARATHON Acid ADJ 09/74 1824 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1824
SPOONER 8660305 WASHBURN Acid ADJ 05/52 2700 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  2700
SPRING GREEN 1570109 SAUK Acid ADJ 12/51 1302 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------------------  1302
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SPRING VALLEY 6480249 PIERCE Acid ADJ 05/73 1000 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 1000
ST BENEDICTS ABBEY 2300382 KENOSHA NAIL 40 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 40
ST ELIZABETH NURSING HOME 2680257 WAUKESHA NAIL 30 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 30
ST. CROIX FALLS 6490343 POLK Acid ADJ 04/67 1619 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM - -  ---------------  1619
ST. CKOIX RESERVATION 5500901 BURNETT Acid ADJ 06/84 200 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 200
ST. JOHNS ELEM 6480262 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 90 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 90
ST. NAZIANZ 4360433 MANITOWOC Acid ADJ /81 714 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 714
STANLEY 6090462 CHIPPEWA Acid ADJ /82 2154 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2154
STEVENS POINT 7500141 PORTAGE Acid ADJ 08/72 23180 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   23180
STOCKBRIDGE-MUNSEE RESERVATION 5501001 SHAWANO Acid ADJ 06/84 400 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 400
STONE BANK 2680716 WAUKESHA NaF ADJ /82 221 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 221
STOUGHTON 1130078 DANE Acid ADJ 09/49 8456 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  8456
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_______________________________________________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE  LEVEL LEVEL
STRUM 6620331 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 01/67 1060 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1060
STURGEON BAY 4150526 DOC» Acid ADJ 05/62 9270 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  9270
SUN PRAIRIE 1130258 DANE Acid ADJ 03/50 14008 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  14008
SUNNYSIDE ELEM 6480342 PIERCE NaF ADJ /74 164 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  164
SUPERIOR 8160147 DOUGLAS Acid ADJ /83 27661 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  27661
TAYCHEEDAH CORRECTIONAL INST 4200478 POND DU LAC NATL 275 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  275
TENNYSON 1220120 GRANT ADJ /62 434 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  434
THERESA 1140154 DODGE NaF ADJ 07/68 794 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  794
THIENSVIIUE-CENHJRY EST #2 2460144 OZAUKEE NATL 120 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  120
THIENSVILLE-VTLLAGE HEIGHTS 2460145 OZAUKEE NATL 131 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  131
TIGERTON 4590462 SHAWANO Acid ADJ 06/70 889 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  889
TOMAHAWK 7350127 LANGLADE Acid ADJ 06/51 3560 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------- 3560
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' ________________ NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
TOWN VIEW WATER CORP 2410573 MIIWAUKEE NATL 403 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM------------------ 403
TREMPEALEAU 6620332 1REMPEALEAU NaF ADJ 11/52 1094 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1094
TWIN LAKES-VAN WOODS 2300153 KENOSHA NATL 80 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  80
TWO RIVERS 4360436 MANITOWOC NaSiF6 ADJ 05/53 13208 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 13208
UNION GROVE 2520200 RACINE NATL 3632 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3632
UNITY 7370368 MARATHON NaF ADJ /81 178 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 178
VALDERS 4360437 MANITOWOC Acid ADJ /81 1029 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1029
VAN HANDELS MHP #2 4450422 OUTAGAMIE NATL 100 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100
VERONA 1130259 DANE Acid ADJ 02/68 3823 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 3823
VESPER 7720134 WOOD Acid ADJ 01/69 657 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 657
WASHBURN 8040132 BAYFIELD Acid ADJ 01/67 2264 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 2264
WATERUX) 1280115 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 12/64 2606 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  2606
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WATERTOWN 1280044 JEFFERSON Acid ADJ 12/50 18846 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  18846
WAUKESHA 2680238 WAUKESHA Acid ADJ 02/71 52723 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  52723
WAUNAKEE 1130265 DANE Acid ADJ 04/51 4752 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSIiM    --------------  4752
WAUPACA 4690402 WAUPACA Acid ADJ 04/70 4825 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  4825
WAUPUN 1140131 DODGE NaF ADJ 11/70 8559 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  8559
WAUSAU 7370102 MARATHON NaSiF6 ADJ 09/52 32446 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  32446 .
WEST BEND 2670120 WASHINGTON Acid ADJ 08/50 22372 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM    ----------------  22372
WEST SALEM 6320334 LA CROSSE Acid ADJ 01/67 3668 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  3668
WESTBY 6630267 VERNON Acid ADJ 08/64 1936 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM-----------------  - 1936
WESTFIELD ELEM 4390309 MARQUET1E NaF ADJ /79 385 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WAIER SYSTEM--------------------  385
WESTON SD 7370163 MARAIHON Acid ADJ 03/64 10777 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM--------------------  10777
WEYAUWEGA 4690403 WAUPACA Acid ADJ 01/54 1651 1.0
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSIiM--------------------------------- 1651
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WHITEHALL 6620275 TREMPEALEAU Acid ADJ 06/51 1599 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1599
WHITEWATER 2650056 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 01/60 11990 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11990
WILD WOC» PARK SUBD 2520189 RACINE NAIL 80 0.7
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM ■--------------  80
WILLIAMS BAY 2650060 WALWORTH Acid ADJ 10/65 1868 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1868
WILLIAMSBURG 2 15-20-25-35^0 2460067 OZAUKEE NATL 80 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM --------------  80
WILTON 6420306 MONROE NaF ADJ 06/66 469 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 469
WIMMER BLATTER APTS-EAST 2680220 WAUKESHA NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 60
WlhMER BLATTER APTS-EAST 2680222 WAUKESHA NATL 60 0.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 60
WINDSOR 1130267 DANE Acid ADJ 05/65 4264 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   4264
WINNEBAGO RESERVATION 5501101 WINNEBAGO Acid ADJ 06/68 1587 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1587
WINNEBAGO RESERVATION 5501105 WOOD Acid ADJ 06/72 100 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 100
WINNEBAGO STATE HOSPITAL 4710455 WINNEBAGO NATL 930 1.3
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  930
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 _____________________________________________________NO___________________________________________________________DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
WISCONSIN DELLS 1110113 COLUMBIA Acid ADJ 03/64 2737 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  2737
WISCONSIN RAPIDS 7720108 WOOD NaSiF6 ADJ 01/51 18747 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------  18747
WONEWOC 7290137 JUNEAU Acid ADJ 03/53 851 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 851
WOODVILLE 6560138 ST. CROIX Acid ADJ /77 919 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM----------------- - - 919
WRIGHTSTOWN 4050464 BROWN NATL 1272 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 1272
WYEVILLE 6420311 MDNRQE NaF ADJ /81 192 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 192
YAHARA ELEM 1540306 ROCK NaF ADJ /74 119 4.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------- 119
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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WYOMING
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED  NAT OPT
.  NO DATE___ LEVEL LEVEL
CHEYENNE 5600011 LARAMIE NaSiF6 ADJ /74 47283 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WA3ER SYSTEM--------------------  47283
CLEARMHT 5600013 SHERIDAN NATL 191 2.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  191
PORT WASHAKIE 5690003 FREMONT NaF ADJ /79 1073 1.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  1073
FRANNIE 5600210 BIG HORN NAIL 138 2.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  138
GILLETTE 5600019 CAMPBELL NATL 12134 1.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 12134
HULETT 5600026 CROOK NATL 291 1.8
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  291
KEM4ERER 5600028 LINCOLN NaSiF6 ADJ /73 4573 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  4573
LARAMIE 5600029 ALBANY NaSiF6 ADJ 06/66 24410 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------  24410
UNCH 5600241 JOHNSON NAIL 100 2.4
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------- •--------- 100
MANDERSON 5600204 BIG HORN NAIL 174 3.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 174
PAVILLION 5600039 FREMONT NAIL 287 1.6
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 287
POWELL 5600042 PARK NAIL 5310 0.9
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM--------------------------------  5310
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WYOMING
WATER SYSTEM and EPA COUNTY CHEM STATUS FLUOR POP NATURAL SYSTEM S
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM S SERVED ID USED START SERVED NAT OPT
_______________________________________________________ NO  DATE_______________LEVEL LEVEL
RAWLINS 5600045 CARBON Acid ADJ /70 11547 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM---------------------- 11547
SHOSHONI 5600053 FR E M M 1 NATL 879 2.0
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 879
SINCLAIR 5600054 CARBON NaSiF6 ADJ 11/52 586 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 586
THERMOPOLIS 5600056 HOT SPRINGS NaSiF6 ADJ 12/54 3852 1.0
EAST THERMOPOLIS 5600226 HOT SPRINGS CONS 359
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------   4211
UPTON 5600140 WESTON NATL 1193 1.3
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 1193
WAMSUTffiR 5600105 SWEETWATER NATL 681 1.5
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 681
YODER 5600169 GOSHEN NATL 110 1.1
TOTAL POPULATION SERVED BY SOURCE WATER SYSTEM-------------------- 110
POPULATION SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER BY SOURCE SYSTEM,
CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM, AND COUNTY WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
892
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALABAMA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ABBEVILLE HENRY ADJ 11/76 ABBEVILLE
ALBERTVILLE MARSHALL ADJ 5/57 ALBERTVILLE
ALEXANDER CITY TALLAPOOSA ADJ 10/69 ALEXANDER CITY
AUCEVILLE PICKENS ADJ 7/78 AUCEVILLE
ANDALUSIA COVINGTON NATL ANDALUSIA
ANNISTON CALHOUN ADJ 7/60 ANNISTON
ARAB MARSHALL ADJ 12/72 ARAB
ARLEY WINSTON NAIL ARLEY
ASHLAND CLAY CONS ASHLAND CLAY 00
ATHENS LIMESTONE ADJ 2/62 ATHENS
ADORE ESCAMBIA ADJ 10/74 AIMORE
A3TALLA ETOWAH CONS ATTALLA GADSDEN
AUBURN LEE ADJ 6/60 AUBURN
BAILEYTON CULLMAN CONS EAST CULLMAN CULLMAN
BANKS PIKE OONS BANKS BRUNDIDGE
BAY MINETTE BALDWIN ADJ 12/80 BAY MINETTE
BEAR CREEK FRANKLIN OONS BEAR CREEK UPPER BEAR CREEK
BELK FAYETTE NAIL BELK
BESSEMER JEFFERSON OONS BESSEMER BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
BLUE MOUtiCAIN CALHOUN ADJ 7/60 ANNISTON
BQAZ MARSHALL OONS BQAZ ALBERTVILLE
BRAMELEY CRENSHAW ADJ 10/82 BRANTLEY
BRIGHTON JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,































































~ '  FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALABAMA
DUTTON JACKSON ADJ 4/65 SECTION/DUTTON
ECLECTIC ELMORE CONS ECLECTIC TALLASSEE
EDWARDSVIUJE CLEBURNE CONS EDWARDSVILLE HEFLIN
ENTERPRISE COFFEE ADJ /74 ENTERPRISE
EUFAUIA BARBOUR ADJ 5/72 EUFAULA
EUTAW GREENE NATL EUTAW
EVERGREEN CONECUH ADJ 6/85 EVERGREEN
FAIRFIELD JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
FAIRHOPE BALDWIN ADJ 3/81 FAIRHOPE
FALKVILLE MORGAN CONS FALKVTLLE HARTSELLE
FARIVIEW CULLMAN ADJ 11/67 CULLMAN
FAYETTE FAYETTE ADJ 2/57 FAYETTE
FLORENCE LAUDERDALE ADJ 6/68 FLORENCE
FOLEY BALDWIN ADJ 10/63 FOLEY
PORKLAND GREENE NAIL PORKLAND
PORT DEPOSIT LOWNDES ADJ 6/84 PORT DEPOSIT
FORT MCCLELLAN CALHOUN CONS PORT MCCLELLAN ANNISTON
PORT PAYNE DEKALB ADJ 2/64 PORT PAYNE
PORT RUCKER DALE ADJ 11/61 PORT RUCKER
FRANKLIN MACON CONS ERANKL1N MAOON 00
ETJL'TONQALE JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
FYFFE DEKALB ADJ 2/64 PORT PAYNE
GADSDEN ETOWAH ADJ 9/80 GADSDEN
GAINSVILLE SUMTER CONS SUMTER OOUN1Y YORK
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALABAMA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
GARDEN CITY CULLMAN ADJ 11/67 CULLMAN
GARDENDALE JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
GAYLESVILLE CHEROKEE ADJ 2/64 FORT PAYNE
GBORGIANA BUTLER NATL GBORGIANA
GEKALDINE DEKALB CONS NORTHEAST ALABAMA PORT PAYNE
GOOD HOPE CULLMAN ADJ 11/67 CULLMAN
GORDO PICKENS ADJ 2/65 GORDO
(SAND BAY MDBIIE ADJ 4/82 GRAND BAY
GRAYSVILLE JEFFERSON OONS GRAYSVILLE BIRMINGHAM
GRAYSVILLE JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
GREENVILLE BUTLER NATL GREENVILLE
GUIN MARION ADJ 4/80 GUIN
GULF SHORES BALDWIN ADJ 3/82 GULF SHORES
GUNTERSV1LLE MARSHALL ADJ 11/60 GUNIERSVILLE
HALEYVILLE WINSTON OONS HALEYVILLE UPPER BEAR CREEK
HANCEVILLE CULLMAN OONS HANCEVILLE CULLMAN
HARTSELLE MORGAN ADJ 2/73 HARTSELLE
HEADLAND HENRY ADJ 11/68 HEADLAND
HEATH OOVHOON OONS HEATH ANDALUSIA
HEFLIN CLEBURNE ADJ 3/81 HEFLIN
HILLSBORO LAWRENCE NATL HILLSBORO
HOBSCN CITY CALHOUN OONS HOBSON CITY ANNISTON
HOLLY PCM) CULLMAN ADJ 11/67 CULLMAN
HOLLYWOOD JACKSON OONS HOLLYWOOD SOOflTSBORO
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
ALABAMA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HCMEW00D JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
HOOVER JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
HUEYTOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
HUGULEY CHAMBERS OONS HUGULEY WEST POINT PEP
HUNTSVILLE MADISON ADJ 9/59 HUNTSVILLE
IRONDALE JEFFERSON ADJ 9/82 IRONDALE
JACKSON CLARKE ADJ 2/84 JACKSON
JACKSONVILLE CALHOUN ADJ 1/81 JACKSONVILLE
JASPER WALKER ADJ 10/68 JASPER
KIMBERLY JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
LA FAYETTE CHAMBERS ADJ 1/63 LA FAYETTE
LAKEVIEW DEKAUB CONS NORTHEAST ALABAMA PORT PAYNE
LANETT CHAMBERS OONS LANETT WEST POINT PEP.
LEXINGTON LAUDERDALE OONS LEXINGTON FLORENCE
UBERTYVILLE coving™ OONS OCMUNITY ANDALUSIA
LINDEN MARENOO NATL LINDEN
UNEVILLE CLAY OONS UNEVILLE CLAY CO
LIPSOOMB JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
IITTLEVILLE COLBERT OONS UTTLEVILLE 'IUSCUMBIA
LIVINGSTON SUMTER ADJ 10/55 UVINGSTON
IQACHOPOIKA LEE OONS LQACHAPOLKA TUSKEGEE
UUVERNE CRENSHAW ADJ 10/80 LUVERNE
MAYTOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
MENTONE DEKALB OONS MENTONE FORT PAYNE
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ALABAMA
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MIDFIELD JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
MOBILE SHELBY ADJ 7/58 MOBILE
MONROEVILLE MONROE ADJ 5/82 MONROEVILLE
MMEVALLD SHELBY ADJ 5/63 MQNTEVALID
MONTGOMERY MONTGOMERY ADJ 5/79 MONTGOMERY
MORRIS JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
MOULTON LAWRENCE ADJ 7/71 MOULTON
MOUNTAIN BROCK JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
MULGA JEFFERSON CONS MULGA BIRMINGHAM
MUSCLE SHOALS COLBERT ADJ 2/75 MUSCLE SHOALS
NAPIER FIELD DALE CONS NAPIER FIELD DOTHAN
NEW SITE TALLSPOOSA CONS NEW SITE ALEXANDER CITY
NORTH JOHNS JEFFERSON ADJ 9/81 BIRMINGHAM
NORTH MARSHALL MARSHALL ADJ 2/71 NORTH MARSHALL
NORTHPORT TUSCALOOSA CONS NORTHPORT TUSCALOOSA
NOTASULGA MAOON OONS NOTASULGA TUSKEGEE
QAKMAN WALKER CONS QAKMAN JASPER
( M I M A BLOUNT ADJ 2/62 QNBONTA
OPELIKA LEE ADJ 7/58 OPELIKA
ORRVILLE DALLAS NAIL ORRVILLE
OXFORD CALHOUN OONS OXFORD ANNISTON
OZARK DALE ADJ 8/60 OZARK
PARRISH WALKER OONS PARRISH JASPER
PELL CITY ST’. CLAIR ADJ 12/80 PF.1.1. CITY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEI
PHENIX CITY RUSSELL ADJ 2 /7 5 PHENIX CITY
P H IL  CAMPBELL FRANKLIN CONS PH IL  CAMPBELL UPPER BEAR CREEK
PIECMGtfT CLAHOUN ADJ 3 /8 5 PIEDMONT
P IN E  APPLE WILCOX NATL PIN E APPLE
P IN E  H IL L WILOCK ADJ 1 0 /8 2 PIN E  H ILL
PLEASANT GROVE JEFFERSON CONS PLEASANT GROVE BIRMINGHAM
PRATTVILLE AUTAUGU ADJ 1 /8 1 PRATTVILLE
PRICHARD MOBILE ADJ 4 / 8 3 PRICHARD
RAINBOW ETOWAH CONS RAINBOW GADSDEN
RANBURNE CLEBURNE CONS RANBURNE BOWDON, GA
REDSTONE ARSENAL MADISON ADJ 6 /5 6 REDSTONE ARSENAL
ROCKFORD COOSA CONS ROCKFORD RAY COM UNI TY
ROOSEVELT CITY JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
RUSSELLVILLE FRANKLIN ADJ 1 0 /6 7 RUSSELLVILLE
SARDIS CITY ETOWAH CONS SARDIS CITY BQAZ
SOOTTSBORO JACKSON ADJ 7 /6 1 SOOTTSBORO
SECTION JACKSON ADJ 4 /6 5 SECTION/DUTTON
SELMA DALLAS ADJ 1 1 /7 9 SELMA
SH EFFIEID COLBERT ADJ 1 2 /5 2 SHEFFIELD
SILVERHILL BALDWIN ADJ 7 /8 4 SILVERHILL
SOUTH V I N B O i r CULLMAN ADJ 1 1 /6 7 CULLMAN
SOUTHSIDE ETOWAH ADJ 2 /8 4 SOLTEHSIDE
SUMdERDALE BALDWIN ADJ 2 /8 3 SIMMERDALE
SYLACAUGA TALLADEGA ADJ 1 1 /8 2 SYLACAUGA
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SYLVAN SPRINGS JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
TALLADEGA TALLADEGA ADJ 2 / 7 9 TALLADEGA
TALLASSEE ELMORE ADJ 2 /6 7 TALLASSEE
TARRANT CITY JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
THCMASTON MARENGO NATL THOMASTON
THCMASVILLE CLARKE OONS 1H0MASVILLE PIN E  H ILL
TRAFPORD JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
T R IN ITY MORGAN OONS TRINITY DECATUR
TROY PIK E ADJ 5 / 7 4 TROY
THUSSVILLE JEFFERSON ADJ 2 /8 2 IRUSSVILLE
TUSCALOOSA TUSCALOOSA ADJ 7 /5 1 TUSCALOOSA
TUSCLMBIA OOLBERT ADJ 6 /6 3 TUSCLMBIA
TUSKEGEE MAOON ADJ 2 /6 7 1USKEGEE
UNION GROVE MARSHALL OONS UNION GROVE ARAB
VERNON LAMAR ADJ 2 /8 1 VERNON
VESTAVIA H ILLS JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
WALDO TALLADEGA CONS WALDO TALLADEGA
WARRIOR JEFFERSON ADJ 9 /8 1 BIRMINGHAM
WATERLOO LAUDERDALE OONS WATERLOO FLORENCE
WEST JEFFERSON JEFFERSON OONS WEST JEFFERSON BIRMINGHAM
WEST POINT CULLMAN ADJ 1 1 /6 7 CULLMAN
WETUMPKA ELMORE CONS WETUMPKA MONTGOMERY
WINETEXD MARION ADJ 1 2 /7 2 WINFIELD
YORK SLMIER ADJ 1 /5 9 YORK
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A L A S K A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
AKHIOK KDDIAK ISLAND ADJ AKHIOK
AKUTAN ALEUTIAN ISLANDS ADJ AKUTAN
ALAKANUK WADE HAMPTON ADJ ALAKANUK
ALLAKAKET YUKDN-WDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ ALLAKAKET
AMBLER KQBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ AMBLER
ANCHORAGE ANCHORAGE BOROUGH ADJ ANCHORAGE
ANQOON SKAGWAY-YAKUTAT-ANGO ADJ ANGOON
ANNETTE PRINCE OF WALES ADJ ANNETTE
ANVIK YUK3N-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ ANVIK
ARCTIC VILLAGE YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ ARCTIC VILLAGE
ATKA ALEUTIAN ISLANDS ADJ A1KA
A3MAUTLUAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ AIMAUTLUAK
BARROW NORTH SLOPE ADJ BARROW
BETHEL BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ BETHEL
BREVIG M ISSIO N NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ BREVIG MISSION
BUCKLAND KOBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ BUCKLAND
CHALKYITSIK YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ CHALKYITSIK
CHEFORNAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ CHEPORNAK
CHEVAK WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ CHEVAK
CHIGNIK LAKE DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ CHIGNIK LAKE
CLARKS POINT DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ CLARKS POINT
CLEAR A IR  FORCE STATION ADJ CLEAR A IR  FORCE STATION
CRAIG PRINCE OF WALES ADJ CRAIG
DEERING KQBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ DEERING
m
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A L A S K A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ________
DILLINGHAM DILLINGHAM ADJ DILLINGHAM
EOT LAKE SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS ADJ DOT' LAKE
EAGLE VILLAGE SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS ADJ EAGLE VILLAGE
EEX BETHEL ADJ EEK
EIELSON AFB FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ EIELSON A IR  FORCE BASE
ELIM NOME ADJ ELIM
EM40NAK WADE HAMPTON ADJ EM40NAK
ENGLISH BAY KENAI PENINSULA ADJ ENGLISH BAY
FAIRBANKS FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ FAIRBANKS
FALSE PASS ALEUTIAN ISLANDS ADJ FALSE PASS
PORT GREELY FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ PORT GREELY-MAIN POST
PORT YUKON YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ PORT YUKON
GALENA YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ GALENA
GAMBELL NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ GAMBELL
QODCNTN NCME CENSUS AREA ADJ GOIOVTN
GRAYLING YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ GRAYLING
GULKANA VALDEZ-CORDOVA ADJ GULKANA
HOLY CROSS YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ HOLY CROSS
HOONAH SKAGWAY-YAKUTAT-ANGO ADJ HOONAH
HOOPER BAY WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ HOOPER BAY #1
HOOPER BAY WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ HOOPER BAY # 2
HUGHES YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ HUGHES
H U SU A YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ HUSLIA
HYDABURG PRINCE OF WALES ADJ HYDABURG
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
IG IU G IG DILLINGHAM ADJ IGIUG IG
JUNEAU JUNEAU BOROUGH ADJ JUNEAU
KAKE WRANGELL-PEHERSBURG ADJ KAKE
KAKTCMK NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH ADJ KAKIÜVIK
KALTAG YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ KALTAG
KARLUK KODIAK ISLAND ADJ KARLUK
KASAAN PRINCE OF WALES ADJ KASAAN
KIANA KDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ KIANA
KIPNUK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ KIPNUK
KTVALINA MDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ KTVALINA
KLAWOCK PRINCE OF WALES ADJ KLAWOCK
KLUKWAN HAINES BOROUGH ADJ KLUKWAN
KOBUK KDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ KDBUK
KOLIGANEK DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ KDLIGANEK
KDNGIGANEK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ KDNGIGANEK
KDTLIK WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ KDTLIK
KOTZEBUE KDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ KOTZEBUE
KDYUK NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ KOYUK
KDYUKUK YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ KOYUKUK
KWE3HLUK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ KWEIHLUK
LARSEN BAY KODIAK ISLAND ADJ LARSEN BAY
LOWER KALSAG BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ LOWER KALSAG
MANOKOTAK BRISTOL BAY ADJ MANOKOTAK
MCGRATH YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ MCGRATH
A L A S K A
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
METLAKATLA KETCHIKAN GA'IEWAY ADJ METLAKATLA
MINTO YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ MINTO
MOUNTAIN VILLAGE WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ MOUNTAIN VILLAGE
NAKNEK BRISTOL BAY ADJ NAKNEK
NAPAKIAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ NAPAKIAK
NAPASKLAK BE1HEL CENSUS AREA ADJ NAPASKIAK
NEW STUYAHOK BRISTOL BAY ADJ NEW STUYAHOK
NEMTOK BEIHEL/WADE HAMPTON ADJ NEWIOK
NQATAK KOBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ NQATAK
NOME NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ NOME
NONDALTON BRISTOL BAY ADJ NONDALTON
NOORVIK KDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ NOORVIK
NORTH POLE FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ NORTH POLE U T IL IT IE S
N u iQ s irr NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH ADJ NUIQSUT
NULATO YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ NULATO (PH S)
NULATO (VSW) ADJ NULATU (VSW)
OLD HARBOR KODIAK ISLAND ADJ OLD HARBOR
OSCARVILLE BEIMEL CENSUS AREA ADJ O SC A R V m ji
OUZINKIE KODIAK ISLAND ADJ OUZINldE
PERRYVILLE DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ PERRYVILLE
PETERSBURG WRANGELL-PETERSBURG ADJ PETERSBURG
PIL O T  STATION WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ PILOT STATION
PITKAS POINT WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ PITKAS POINT
POINT LAY NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH ADJ POINT LAY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PORT GRAHAM KENAI PENINSULA ADJ PORT GRAHAM
PORT LIONS KODIAK ISLAND ADJ PORT LIONS
QUINHAGAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ QUINHAGAK
RUSSIAN M ISSIO N WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ RUSSIAN MISSION
SAINT MARY'S WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ SAINT MARY'S
SAINT MICHAEL NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ SAINT MICHAEL
SAINT PAUL PR IB ILO F ISLANDS ADJ SAINT PAUL
SAND POINT ALEUTIAN ISLANDS ADJ SAND POINT
SAVOONGA NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ SAVOONGA
SAXMAN KETCHIKAN GATEWAY ADJ SAXMAN
SCAhWON BAY WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ SCAM-ON BAY
SELAWIK KOBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ SELAWIK
SELDOVIA KENAI PENINSULA ADJ SELDOVLA
SHAGELUK YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ SHAGELUK
SHAKTOOLIK NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ SHAKTOOLIK
SHELDONS POINT WADE HAMPTON CENSUS ADJ SHELDONS POINT
SHISMAREF NCME CENSUS ARE£ ADJ SHISMAREF
SHUNGNAK KDBUK CENSUS AREA ADJ SHUNGNAK
s i m SITKA BOROUGH ADJ SITKA
SOUIH NAKNEK BRISTOL BAY ADJ SOUTH NAKNEK
STEBBINS NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ STEBBINS
STEVENS VILLAGE YUKDN-KDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ STEVENS VILLAGE
TAKDTNA YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ TAKQTNA
TANACEOSS FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR ADJ TANACKOSS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
TANANA (VSW) YUKON-KOYUKUK CENSUS ADJ TANANA (VSW)
TATTTLEK VALDEZ-OORDOVA ALU TATITLEK
TELLER NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ TELLER
TETLIN SOUTHEAST FAIRBANKS ADJ TETLIN
TOGIAK BRISTOL BAY ADJ TOGIAK
TOKSOOK BAY BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ TOKSOOK BAY
TULUKSAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ TULUKSAK
TU M IU IU U A K BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ TUNIUTULIAK
TUNUNAK BETHEL CENSUS AREA ADJ 'IUNUNAK
TWIN FALLS DILLINGHAM CENSUS ADJ TWIN HILLS
TYONEX KENAI PENINSULA ADJ TYONEX
UNALAKLEET NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ UNALAKLEET
VENETIE YUKOtHKDYUKUK CENSUS ADJ VENETIE
WALES NOME CENSUS AREA ADJ WALES
YAKUTAT SKAGWAY-YAKUTAT-ANGO ADJ YAKUTAT
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
AJO PIMA NATL AJO IMPROV CO
AJO PIMA NAIL AJO-AZ WTR CO
AJO PIMA NAIL AJO IMPROV CO-PD PLANT
APACHE JUNCTION PINAL NAIL APACHE JUNCTION
APACHE JUNCTION (PA RT) PINAL NAIL PALM SPRINGS SUB
AVONDALE MARICOPA NAIL AVONDALE
BAGDAD YAVAPAI NAIL BAGDAD
BENSON COCHISE NAIL BENSON
BISBEE COCHISE ADJ / 7 3  BISBEE
BUCKEYE MARICOPA NAIL BUCKEYE
CASA GRANDE PINAL NAIL CASA GRANDE
CAVE CREEK MARICOPA NAIL CAVE CREEK
CIRCLE CITY  WC MARICOPA NAIL CONSOL WTR CO-CITY CIRCLE
OOOLIDGE PINAL NAIL OOOLIDGE
DOUGLAS COCHISE NAIL DOUGLAS
DUNCAN GREENLEE NATL DUNCAN
EAGAR APACHE NAIL EAGAR
ELOY PINAL NATL EIDY
FLORENCE PINAL NATL FLORENCE
FOUNTAIN H ILLS MARICOPA NAIL CHAPARRAL WC-P0UNTA1N HILLS
G ILA  BEND MARICOPA NAIL GILA BEND
HAYDEN GILA NAIL HAYDEN
KEARNY PINAL NAIL KEARNY
KINGMAN M3HAVE NATL KJNCMAN
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LAKE HAVASU CITY MOHAVE NATL LAKE HAVASU CITY
LITCH FIELD  PARK MARICOPA NATL LITCHFIELD PARK
LUKE AFB MARICOPA NATL LUKE AFB
MAMUIH PINAL NATL MANMOTH
MANY FARMS APACHE NATL MANY FARMS COMMUNITY
NOGALES SANTA CRUZ NAIL NOGALES WATER DEPT
PARKER LA PAZ NATL PARKER
PAYSON GILA NAIL PAYSON
PAYSON (PA R T) GILA ADJ 6 /8 5 WHITE RIVER
PIMA GRAHAM NATL PIMA
RANDOLPH PINAL NATL OOOLIDGE
SAFFORD GRAHAM NATL SAFFORD
SAN CARLOS GILA ADJ 5 /8 5 SAN CARLOS BIA
SAN MANUEL PINAL NATL SAN MANUEL
SCOTTSDALE MARICOPA NATL SCOTTSDALE
SKT-TS PIMA ADJ 4 / 8 4 SFT.TS
TEMPE MARICOPA ADJ /6 5 TEMPE
THATCHER GRAHAM NATL SAFTORD
TOLLESON (PA RT) MARICOPA NAIL GARCIA WC-SWEETWATER #
TOMBSTONE COCHISE NAIL TOMBSTONE
TUCSON (PA R T) FIMA NAIL K & V WTR CO
TUSOON (PA R T) PIMA NATL WHY U TIL CO
WHITE RIVER (PA RT) NAVAJO ADJ 6 /8 5 WHITE RIVER
WILLOCK COCHISE NAIL WJLLGQX
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WINKELMAN GILA NATL WINKELMAN
YUMA MARICOPA NATL US ARMY-YPG MAIN POST
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALTHE3MER JEFFERSON ADJ 7 /6 9 ALTHEIMER
ARKADELPHIA CLARK ADJ 6 / 6 3 ARKADELPHIA
A E O N S POPE ADJ 5 /7 6 A3KINS
AUGUSTA WOODRUFF ADJ 9 / 7 0 AUGUSTA
BAIESVILLE INDEPENDENCE ADJ 4 / 5 6 BAIESVILLE
BEARDEN OUACHITA ADJ 3 /8 5 BEARDEN
BEMFCN SALINE ADJ 1 1 /5 8 BENTON
BENTON (PA R T) SALINE OONS WEST BA IK I1E ASSOC BENTON
BIG  FLAT BAXTER NATL BIG  FLAT
BLYTHEVILLE M IS S IS S IP P I ADJ 1 2 /6 8 BLYTHEVILLE
BRINKLEY MDNROE ADJ 2 / 8 4 BRINKLEY
CABOT LONOKE ADJ 3 / 7 0 CABOT
CADDO VALLEY CLARK OONS CADDO VALLEY ARKADELPHIA
CALDWELL S T . FRANCIS OONS CALDWELL FORREST CITY
CAMDEN OUACHITA ADJ 7 /5 3 CAMDEN
CAMPBELL STATION JACKSON (JONS CAMPBELL STATION NEWPORT
CARLISLE LONOKE ADJ 7 /8 2 CARLISLE
CAVE SPRINGS BENTON OONS CAVE SPRINGS SPRINGDALE
CLARKSVILLE JOHNSON ADJ 3 /5 5 CLARKSVILLE
C LJM O N VAN BUREN ADJ 5 /8 2 CLINTON
COAL H IL L JOHNSON OONS GOAL H ILL CLARKSVILLE
CONWAY FAULKNER ADJ 6 / 6 8 CONWAY
CRQSSETT ASHLEY ADJ 2 / 5 8 CRQSSETT
DAMASCUS VAN BUREN OONS DAMASCUS CLINTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____  _________
DELL (PA R T) M IS S IS S IP P I ADJ 1 2 /6 8 BLYTHEVILLE
DELL (PA RT) M IS S IS S IP P I OONS DELL BLYTHEVILLE
DES ARC PR A IR IE ADJ 5 /8 1 DES ARC
DIAZ JACKSON OONS DIAZ NEWPORT
D IEM S HOWARD ADJ 9 /8 2 DIERKS
DIMAS DESHA ADJ 6 / 8 4 DUMAS
ELKINS WASHINGTON CONS ELKINS FAYETTEVILLE
ENGLAND LONOKE ADJ 2 /8 2 ENGLAND
EUDORA CHICOT ADJ 3 /8 5 EUDORA
FARMINGTON WASHINGTON OONS FARMINGTON FAYETTEVILLE
FAYETTEVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ 5 /8 2 FAYETTEVILLE
FORDYCE DALLAS ADJ 9 /7 3 FORDYCE
FORREST CITY S T . FRANCIS ADJ 3 /5 5 FORREST CITY
GRAVEJTE BENTON NAIL QRAVETTE
GREENLAND WASHINGTON CDNS GREENLAND FAYETTEVILLE
GUM SPRINGS CLARK OONS GUM SPRINGS ARKADELPHIA
GURDON CLARK NATL GURDON
HAMBURG ASHLEY ADJ 2 /5 8 HAMBURG
HARRISON BOONE ADJ 5 /5 4 HARRISON
HARTMAN JOHNSON OONS HARTMAN CLARKSVILLE
HEBER SPRINGS CLEBURNE ADJ 4 / 5 9 HEBER SPRINGS
HELENA PH IL L IP S ADJ 1 2 /8 5 HELENA
HOPE HEMPSTEAD ADJ /8 2 HOPE
HCKIE LAWRENCE ADJ 9 /8 2 HQXIE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JACKSONVILLE PULASKI OONS JACKSONVILLE LITTLE ROCK
JOHNSON WASHINGTON OONS JOHNSON SPRINGDALE
JONESBORO CRAIGHEAD ADJ 1 0 /51 JONESBORO
JUDSONIA WHITE ADJ 1 2 /5 3 JUDSONIA
KENSETT w h it e : OONS KENSETT SEARCY
KNOXVILLE JOHNSON CONS KNOXVILLE CLARKSVILLE
LAKE VILLAGE a n o o r ADJ 7 /8 3 LAKE VILLAGE
LAMAR JOHNSON OONS LAMAR CLARKSVILLE
LEDLA GRANT ADJ /7 8 LEIOLA
LEW ISVILLE LAFAYETTE: ADJ 1 0 /81 LEWISVILLE
L IT TL E  ROCK PULASKI ADJ 4 /5 1 LITTLE ROCK
LONDON POPE OONS LONDON RUSSELLVILLE
LONOKE LONOKE ADJ 3 /7 0 LONOKE
LOWELL BENTON OONS LOWELL SPRINGDALE
MADISON S T . FRANCIS CONS MADISON BRINKLEY
MALVERN HOT SPRINGS ADJ 2 /5 9 MALVERN
MARIANNA LEE ADJ 9 /5 4 MARIANNA
MARIE M IS S IS S IP P I OONS MARIE WATER ASSOC WILSON
MARION CRITTENDEN ADJ 2 /7 7 MARION
MARKED TREE POINSETT ADJ 8 /8 2 MARKED TREE
MCCRQRY WOODRUFF ADJ 2 /6 2 MCCRORY
MCGEHEE LESHA ADJ 4 /7 2 MOGEHEE
MELBOURNE IZARD ADJ 1 0 /83 MELBOURNE
MINERAL SPRINGS HOWARD NATL MINERAL SPRINGS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _ _ ____________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
A R K A N S A S
MTTCHEnXVILLE DESHA ADJ 1 0 /8 4 MITCHELLVILLE
MONTICELLO DREW ADJ 9 /8 3 h tW n C E IIX )
MONTROSE ASHLEY CONS MONTROSE PORTLAND
MORO LEE CONS MORO MARIANNA
MOUNTAIN HOME BAXTER ADJ 3 /5 5 MOUNTAIN HOME
NASHVILLE HOWARD ADJ 1 /8 2 NASHVILLE
NEWPORT JACKSON ADJ 1 /8 2 NEWPORT
NORTH L IT TL E  ROCK PULASKI CONS NORTH U T IL E  ROCK U T T L E  ROCK
OAK GROVE GREENE CONS OAK GROVE PARAGOULD
OSCEOLA M IS S IS S IP P I ADJ 1 0 /8 2 OSCEOLA
PALESTINE S T . FRANCIS a u s PALESTINE FORREST CITY
PARAGOULD GREENE ADJ 6 / 8 3 PARAGOULD
PARKIN CROSS ADJ 1 2 /8 2 PARKIN
PATTERSON WOODRUFF CONS PATTERSON MGCRORY
PEA RIDGE (PA RT) BENTON CONS PENDUETON-PEA RIDGE DUMAS
PERLA HOT SPRINGS CONS PERLA WATER ASSOC MALVERN
PIQQOrr CLAY ADJ 2 /8 3 PIGGOTT
PIN E  BLUFF JEFFERSON ADJ 3 /6 9 PIN E BLUFF
PUUMERVILLE CONWAY CONS PLUMERVILLE CONWAY 0 0  REGIONAL
POCAHONTAS RANDOLPH ADJ 8 /6 7 POCAHONTAS
PORTLAND ASHLEY ADJ 8 / 7 0 PORTLAND
POTTSVILLE POPE CONS POTTSVILLE ATKINS
PRESCOTT NEVADA NAIL PRESCOTT
RUSSELLVILLE POPE ADJ 2 /6 0 RUSSELLVILLE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ____________
SEARCY WHITE ADJ 1 2 /5 3 SEARCY
SHERIDAN GRANT ADJ 2 / 7 0 SHERIDAN
SPARKMAN DALLAS NAIL SPARKMAN
SPRINGDALE BEMKJN/WASHINGTÜN ADJ 9 / 7 8 SPRINGDALE
S T  PAUL MADISON NATL ST PAUL
S T . FRANCIS S T . FRANCIS GONS ST FRANCIS ASSOC FORREST CITY
STUTTCART ARKANSAS ADJ 2 / 6 9 STUTTGART
SUNSET QHTTENDON CONS SUNSET MARION
TONITOWN WASHINGTON CONS TONI TOWN SPRINGDALE
TRLMANN POINSETT ADJ 6 /6 2 TRLMANN
WALNUT RIDGE LAWRENCE ADJ 1 /5 2 WALNUT RIDGE
WARREN BRADLEY ADJ 1 0 /6 1 WARREN
WEST HELENA PH IL L IP S ADJ 9 /5 4 WEST HELENA
WEST MEMPHIS CRITTENDEN ADJ 4 / 6 2 WEST MEMPHIS
WHEATLEY MONROE CONS WHEATLEY BRINKLEY
WHITE HALL JEFFfcKSON ADJ 7 /8 3 WHITE HALL
WIDENER S T . FRANCIS CONS WIDENER FORREST CITY
WILSON M IS S IS S IP P I ADJ 8 /8 2 WILSON
WYNNE CROSS ADJ 3 /5 5 WYNNE
YELLVILLE MARION ADJ 8 /8 2 YELLVILLE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ALAMEDA ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
ALAMO OCMRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
ALBANY ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
ANTIOCH CONTRA COSTA ADJ 8 /5 2 ANTIOCH
ARCATA HUMBOLDT ADJ 1 /6 4 ARCATA
ASHLAND ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
BELVEDERE MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
BENECIA SOLANO ADJ 5 /7 1 BENECIA U T IL IT IE S
BERKELEY ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
BEVERLY H ILLS LOS ANGELES ADJ 3 /7 4 BEVERLY HILLS
BRISBANE SAN MATEO CONS BRISBANE SAN FRANCISCO WD
BURLINGAME SAN MATEO CONS BURLINGAME SAN FRANCISCO WD
CASTRO VALLEY ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
CHERRYLAND ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
CLAYTON CONTRA OOSTA ADJ 5 /6 5 OCMRA OOSTA WD
GOLMA SAN MATED CONS CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES SAN FRANCISCO WD
CONCORD CONTRA OOSTA ADJ 5 /6 5 OCMRA OOSTA WD
OORTE MADERA MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
CRESCENT CITY DEL NORTE ADJ 1 1 /6 9 CRESCENT CITY
DALY CITY SAN MATED CONS DALY CITY SAN FRANCISCO WD
DUBLIN CONTRA OOSTA ADJ 4 / 8 0 DUBLIN-SAN RAMON SERVICE
EL CERRITO CONTRA OOSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
EL SOBRANIE CONERÀ OOSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
EMERYVILLE ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
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COMMUNITY COUNTY . STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
EUREKA HUMBOLDT ADJ 2 /7 2 EUREKA
FAIRFAX MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
FA IRFIELD SOLANO ADJ 1 2 /6 7 FAIRFIELD
FOUNTAIN VALLEY ORANGE ADJ 6 / 7 3 FOUNTAIN VALLEY
EREMOWT ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 ALAMEDA COUNTY WD
GRIDLEY BUTTE ADJ 5 /5 4 GRIDLEY
HAYWARD ALAMEDA ADJ 3 /5 8 HAYWARD WS
HEALDSBURG SONOMA ADJ 1 1 /5 3 HEALDSBURG
HERCULES CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
HILLSBOROUGH SAN MATED CONS HILLSBOROUGH SAN FRANCISCO WD
HUNTINGTON BEACH ORANGE ADJ 7 /7 3 HUNTINGTON BEACH
KENSINGTON OONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
LAFAYETTE CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
LARKSPUR MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
LONG BEACH DOS ANGELES ADJ 6 /7 1 LONG BEACH WD
LOS BANOS MERCED ADJ 3 /5 8 LOS BANOS
LOYALTON SIERRA ADJ 5 /6 8 LOYALTON
MARTINEZ OCMRA COSTA ADJ 1 /6 5 MARTINEZ
MERCED MERCED ADJ 6 /6 6 MERCED CITY WS
M ILL VALLEY MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
MILLBRAE SAN MAUD CONS MILLERAE SAN FRANCISCO WD
MORAGA CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
MORGAN H IL L SANTA CLARA ADJ 1 1 /5 6 MORGAN H ILL
NEWARK ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 ALAMEDA COUNTY WD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
OAKLAND ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
ORINDA CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
OROVILLE BUTTE ADJ 4 / 5 8 CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICE
PA C IFIC A SAN MATEO CONS NORTH COAST CWD SAN FRANCISCO WD
PALO ALTO SANTA CLARA ADJ 6 /5 6 PALO ALTO
PIEDMONT ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
PINOLE CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
PITTSBURG CONTRA COSTA ADJ 4 / 6 5 PITTSBURG MUNICIPAL MATER
FLACERVILLE EL DORADO ADJ 1 0 /5 6 PLACERVILLE
PLEASANT H ILL OONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
PLEASANTON ALAMEDA ADJ 3 / 5 4 PLEASANTON
RICHMOND OONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
RODE» CONIRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
ROSEMONT SACRAMENTO ADJ 1 2 /5 6 C ITIZEN S U T IL  CO-ROSEMONT
ROSEVILLE PLACER ADJ 1 0 /6 7 ROSEVILLE
ROSS MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
SAN ANSELM) MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
SAN BRUNO SAN MATED CONS SAN BRUNO SAN FRANCISCO WD
SAN CARLOS SAN MATEO CONS CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES SAN FRANCISCO WD
SAN FRANCISCO SAN FRANCISCO ADJ 8 /5 2 SAN FRANCISCO WD
SAN LEANDRO ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
SAN LORENZO ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
SAN L U IS  OBISPO SAN L U IS  OBISPO ADJ 8 / 5 4 SAN L U IS  OBISPO
SAN MATEO SAN MATED CONS CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES SAN FRANCISCO WD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
SAN PABLO CONTRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
SAN RAFAEL MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
SAN RAMDN OONIRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
SAUSALITO MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO SAN MATED a u s CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICES
TTBURON MARIN ADJ 1 2 /7 3 MARIN MUNICIPAL WD
UNION CITY ALAMEDA ADJ 6 /7 1 ALAMEDA COUNTY WD,
VACAVILLE SOLANO ADJ 2 /7 5 VACAVILLE
VALLEJO SOLANO ADJ 1 1 /5 4 VALLEJO
WALNUT CREEK OCWIRA COSTA ADJ 6 /7 1 EAST BAY MUD
SAN FRANCISCO WD
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALAMDSA ALAMOSA ADJ 6 /8 3 ALAMDSA
MDONITO OONEJOS ADJ 6 /8 1 ANTONI TO
ARAPAHOE CHEYENNE NATL ARAPAHOE WATER GO
ARVADA (PA RT) JEFFERSON ADJ 6 / 8 0 ARVADA
ARVADA (PA RT) JEFFERSON NAIL INSPIRATION VALLEY MHP
ASPEN PIT K IN ADJ 1 2 /8 0 ASPEN
AURORA (PA R T) ADAMS ADJ 8 / 8 4 AURORA
AURORA (PA RT) ADAMS NATL AURORA MHP
AURORA (PA R T) ADAMS NAIL (SEEN  ACRES MHP-AURQRA
BENNETT ADAMS NAIL BENNET
BERTHOUD LARIMER ADJ 6 / 6 0 BERTHOUD
BETHUNE K IT  CARSON NAIL BEIHUNE
BOONE PUEBLO NAIL BOONE
BOULDER (PA RT) BOULDER ADJ 1 2 /6 5 BOULDER
BOULDER (PA RT) BOULDER NAIL ORCHARD GROVE TP
BOULDER (PA RT) BOULDER NAIL SHADY ACRES MHP
BRECKENRIDGE SUBMIT ADJ 1 1 /8 5 BRECKENRIDGE
BRIGHTON (PA RT) ADAMS NAIL BRIGHTON
BRIGHTON (PA RT) ADAMS NAIL BRIGHTON MHP
BROOMFIELD (PA RT) BOULDER ADJ 1 0 /8 1 BROOMFIELD
BROOMFIELD (PA RT) ADAMS NAIL WESTLAKE W&S D IST
BUENA V ISTA  (PA RT) CHAFFEE NAIL VALLEY MHP
BURLINGTON K IT  CARSON NAIL BURLINGTON
CALHAN EL PASO NAIL CALHAN
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CAMPO BACA NATL CAMPO
CANON CITY  (PA RT) FREMONT NATL PARK CENTER WATER D IST
CASTLE BOCK (PA R T) DOUGLAS NATL BEVERLY HILLS MUT WAT CO
CENTER SAGUACHE ADJ 1 /8 1  CENTER
CHERAW OTERO NAIL CHERAW
CHERRY H ILLS V IL L  (PA R T) ARAPAHOE NAIL HOLLY MUTUAL WC
CLIFTON MESA ADJ 4 / 8 0  CLIFTON WD
COLBRAN MESA NAIL COLBRAN
COLORADO SPRINGS EL PASA NATL COLORADO SPRINGS
C0t>WERCE CITY  (PA RT) ADAMS NATL SHADY LANE 1ELR CT
CRAIG (PA R T) MOFFAT ADJ 4 / 5 3  CRAIG
CRAIG (PA R T) MOFFAT NAIL MEN FUELS SUPPLY-POWDER WASH
CRAWFORD DELTA NATL CRAWFORD
C R IPPLE CREEK (PA RT) TELLER NATL CRIPPLE CREEK
ŒOWLEY CROWLEY NAIL CROWLEY
DEER TRAIL ARAPAHOE NATL DEER TRAIL
M L  NORTE R IO  GRANDE ADJ 9 / 8 2  DEL NORTE
DELTA DELTA CONS mrr.TA PROJECT 7 WATER AUTH (MONTROSE)
DENVER DENVER ADJ 5 / 5 4  DENVER
DILLON Sll-M IT ADJ 1 2 /8 2  DILLON
DIKES MHP JEFFERSON NATL DUKES MHP
DURANGO LA PLATA ADJ 5 /5 7  DURANGO
EAGLE EAGLE ADJ 1 2 /8 0  EAGLE
EAST ALAMOSA (PA RT) ALAMOSA NAIL EAST ALAMOSA W&S DIST'
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ECKLEY YUMA NATL ECKLEY
ENGLEWOOD ARAPAHOE NATL ENGLEWOOD
EVERGREEN (PA RT) JEFFERSON ADJ 1 0 /7 6 EVERGREEN
EVERGREEN (PA R T) JEFFERSON NATL PARK WAIER GO
FEDERAL HEIGHTS ADAMS NATL FEDERAL HEIGHTS WD
FLEMING LOGAN NATL FLEMING
PORT MORGAN MORGAN NATL PORT MORGAN
PORT MORGAN (PA RT) MORGAN NATL LOG LANE VILLAGE
PORT MORGAN (PA RT) MORGAN NAIL PAGELS TRLR C l
FOUNTAIN (PA RT) EL PASO NAIL FOUNTAIN
FOUNTAIN (PA RT) EL PASO NAIL SECURITY MHV
FOWLER OTERO NAIL POWLER
FREDERICK WELD NAIL FREDERICK
F T  COLLINS LARIMER ADJ 1 2 /6 7 FT COLLINS
FT OOLLINS-LOVELAND WD LARIMER ADJ FT  OOLLINS-LOVELAND WD
FT LUPTON (PA RT) WELD NAIL ARISTOCRAT RANCHEHES
FT  LUPTON (PA RT) WELD NAIL FT LUPTON
FT  LUPTON (PA R T) WELD NATL WAT1ENBURG IMPROVMENT ASSN
GILCREST WELD NAIL GILCREST
GLENDALE ARAPAHOE NAIL GLENDALE
GOLDEN JEFFERSON NAIL GOLDEN
GRANADA PROWERS NAIL GRANADA
GRANBY GRAND ADJ 9 /8 2 GRANBY
GRAND JUNCTION (PA RT) MESA ADJ 7 /5 1 GRAND JUNCTION
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GREELEY WELD ADJ 1 2 /5 4 GREELEY
HARTMAN PROWERS NATL HARTMAN
HASWELL KIOWA NATL HAS-JELL
HAXTUN P H IL L IP S NATL HAXTUN
HAYDEN ROUTT ADJ 1 /6 0 HAYDEN
HOLLY PROWERS NATL HOLLY
HOLYOKE P H IL L IP S NATL HOLYOKE
HOTCHKISS DELTA ADJ 6 / 8 4 HOTCHKISS
HUDSON WELD NATL HUDSON
HUGO LINCOLN NATL HUGO
JOHNSTOWN WELD ADJ 9 /8 2 JOHNSTOWN
KEENSBURG WELD NATL KEENSBURG
K IT  CARSON CHEYENNE NATL K IT  CARSON
KREM4LING GRAND ADJ 9 /8 2 KREMCING
LA JUNTA OTERO NATL LA JUNTA
LA VETA (PA R T) HUERFANO NAIL HUAJATOLLA WD
LAFAYETTE BOULDER ADJ 8 /5 2 LAFAYETTE
LAKEWOOD (PA RT) JEFFERSON OONS CONSOLIDATED MUT WC
LAKEWOOD (PA R T) JEFFERSON NATL VALLEY MOBILE MANOR
LAMAR PROWERS ADJ 6 / 8 4 LAMAR
LAS ANIMAS (PA R T) BENT NAIL BENT COUNTY MEM NURSING HOME
LAS ANIMAS (PA RT) BENT NAIL LAS ANIMAS
LIMON LINCOLN NAIL L O T
LITTLETON (PA RT) DOUGLAS NAIL VIEW RIDGE WD
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LOCHBUIE WELD NATL LOCHBUIE
IONGMDNT BOULDER ADJ 9 / 5 8 LONCM3NT
LOUISVILLE BOULDER ADJ 9 /8 2 LOUISVILLE
LOUISVILLE (PA R T) BOULDER NATL SHANNON ESTATES W&S D IST
LOVELAND LARIMER ADJ 7 /5 4 LOVELAND
MANITOU SPRINGS EL PASO NATL MANITOU SPRINGS
MANZANOLA OTERO NAIL MANZANOLA
MERINO LOGAN NAIL MERINO
MINIURN EAGLE ADJ 4 /8 1 MIMURN
MOMEOSE MOMROSE OONS MONTROSE
MONUMENT EL PASO NATL MONUMENT
MONUMENT (PA R T) EL PASO NAIL FOREST VIEW ACRES WD
NORTH GLENN ADAMS NAIL NORTH GLENN
NUNN WELD NAIL NUNN
OAK CREEK ROUTT ADJ 7 /8 5 OAK CREEK
OLATHE M0N1RQ5E CONS OLATHE
OLNEY SPRINGS CROWLEY NAIL OLNEY SPRINGS
ORDWAY 4ROWLEY NAIL ORDWAY
O T IS WASHINGTON NATL o n s
OVID SEDGWICK NAIL OVID
PALISADE MESA ADJ 1 2 /5 2 PALISADE
PALMER LAKE (PA RT) EL PASO NAIL NORAD VIEW TRLR PK
PALMER LAKE (PA RT) EL PASO NAIL PALMER LAKE
PALMER LAKE (PA RT) EL PASO NAIL PALMER LAKE MHP
PROJECT 7 WATER AW H(MONHtOSE)
PROJECT 7 WATER A L nH (K N IR O S E )
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O L O R A D O
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
PAONIA DELTA ADJ 9 /8 2  PAONIA
PEETZ LOGAN NATL P E E K
PLACTEVILLE WELD NATL PLATTEVILLE
PONCHO SPRINGS CHAFFEE NATL PONCHO SPRINGS
PRITCHETT BACA NATL PRITCHETT
PUEBLO PUEBLO ADJ 8 / 8 2  PUEBLO
RANGELY R IO  BLANOO ADJ 1 1 /8 1  RANGELY
RAYMER WELD NATL RAYMER WATER CO
R IF L E GARFIELD ADJ 6 / 5 6  R IFLE
ROCKVALE FREMONT NATL ROCKVALE
ROCKY FORD OTERO NAIL ROCKY FORD
S A L IM  (PA R T) CHAFFEE NATL BIG  SPRINGS TP
SEDGWICK SEDGWICK NATL SEDGWICK
SHERIDAN LAKE KIOWA NATL SHERIDAN LAKE WC
SILMA ELBERT NATL SIMLA
SILVER PUJME CLEAR CREEK NATL SILVER PLUME
SILVERTHORNE SU-M IT ADJ 8 /8 1  SILVERTHORNE
SILVERTON SAN JUAN ADJ 1 0 /8 1  SILVERTON
SNOWMASS PIT K IN ADJ 9 /8 2  SNOUMASS WSD
SPRINGFIELD BACA NAIL SPRINGFIELD
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS ROUTT OONS STEAMBOAT SPRINGS MT WERNER W&SD
STKASBURG (PA RT) ARAPAHOE NAIL COUNTRY GARDENS MHP
STRASBURG (PA RT) ADAMS NAIL STRASBURG W&S D IST
SUGAR CITY CROWLEY NATL SUGAR CITY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O L O R A D O
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
SWINK OTERO NATL SWINK
IHORNIDN ADAMS NATL THORNTON
TRINIDAD (PA R T) LAS ANIMAS ADJ 1 2 /7 2  TRINIDAD
TWO BUTTES BACA NATL TOO BUTTES
V I C K » TELLER NATL V IC K »
VILAS BACA NATL VILAS
WALDEN JACKSON ADJ 9 / 5 8  WALDEN
WALSENBURG HUERFANO ADJ 6 /8 1  WALSENBURG
WESTMINISTER ADAMS NATL WESTMINISTER
WINDSOR WELD CONS WINDSOR GREELEY
WOODLAND PARK (PA RT) TELLER NATL RIDGEWOOD WD
WOODLAND PARK (PA RT) TELLER N&TL TELLER COUNTY W&S D IST
WOODLAND PARK (PA RT) TELLER NATL TRANQUIL ACRES WSC
WOODLAND PARK (PA RT) TELLER NAIL WESTWOOD LAKES WD
WOODLAND PARK (PA R T) TELLER NATL WOODLAND ACRES TP
WRAY YUMA NATL WRAY
YUMA YUMA NATL YUMA
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O N N E C T I C U T
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ANSONIA NEW HAVEN ADJ / 7 9 ANSONIA-DERBY W C
BEACON FALLS NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 8 CT W C-NAUGATUCK DIV
BERLIN HARTFORD ADJ / 5 0 BERLIN W AND S CO M
BETHANY (PA R T) NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
BLOOMFIELD HARTFORD ADJ /6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
BOLTON (PA R T) TOLLAND NATL LLYNWOOD
BQZRAH NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 9 NORWICH WATER DEPT
BRANFORD NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER GO
BRIDGEPORT FA IRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC CO
BRISTOL HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 BRISTOL WATER DEPT
CHESHIRE NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
CHESTER MIDDLESEX ADJ /6 7 CT W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV
CLINTON MIDDLESEX ADJ /6 7 CT W C-CUILF-CHESTER DIV
CROMWELL MIDDLESEX ADJ /5 1 CROMWELL F IR E  D IST
DANBURY FA IRFIELD ADJ / 6 8 DANBURY WATER DEPT
DARIEN FA IRFIELD ADJ /6 7 NOROTON WATER 0 0
DEEP RIVER MIDDLESEX ADJ /6 7 CT W C-O JILF-CH ESTER DIV
DERBY NEW HAVEN ADJ / 7 9 ANSONIA-DERBY W C
EAST HARTFORD HARTFORD ADJ /  6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
EAST HAVEN NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
EAST LYME NEW LONDON ADJ / 7 4 EAST LYME WATER 0 0
EAST WINDSOR HARTFORD ADJ /6 7 CT W C-WESTERN
EASTON FAIRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
ELLINGTON (PA R T) TOLLAND ADJ /6 7 ROCKVILLE WATER AND AQUEDUCT
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O N N E C T I C U T
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _______
ENFIELD HARTFORD ADJ /6 7 CT W C-WESTERN
ESSEX MIDDLESEX ADJ /6 7 CT W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV
FA IR FIELD FA IRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
FARMINGTON (PA RT) HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
GLASTONBURY HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD MEIRO D IST
GREENWICH FA IRFIELD ADJ 3 /6 7 GREENWICH WATER 0 0
(KOTOON (PA R T) NEW LONDON ADJ /  6 8 GROTON WATER DEPT
GROTON (PA R T) NEW LONDON ADJ / 5 3 MYSTIC VALLEY WAIT® 0 0
GUILFORD NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 7 CT W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV
HAMDEN NEW HAVEN ADJ /  67 NEW HAVEN WATER CO
HARTFORD HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD MEIRO D IST
LEBANON (PA RT) NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 9 NORWICH WATER DEFT
MADISON NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 7 C l  W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV
MANCHESTER (PA RT) HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
MANCHESTER (PA R T) HARTFORD ADJ / 6 8 MANCHESTER WATER DEPT
MANSFIELD WINDHAM ADJ / 5 8 WILUMANTIC WATER DEPT
MERIDEN NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 8 MERIDEN WATER DEPT
MIDDLETOWN NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 0 MIDDLETOWN WATER 0 0
MILFORD NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
MONROE FA IRFIELD ADJ /  67 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
MONTVILLE NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 9 NORWICH WATER DEPT
NAUGATUCK NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 8 C l  W C-NAUGATUCK DIV
NEW BRITAIN HARTFORD ADJ / 5 0 NEW BRITAIN WATER 0 0
NEW CANAAN FAIRFIELD ADJ / 5 8 NEW CANAAN WATER 0 0
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O N N E C T I C U T
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
NEW HAVEN NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER GO
NEW LONDON NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 8 NEW LONDON WATER DEPT
NEWINGTON HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
NORTH BRANFORD NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
NORTH HAVEN NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
NORWALK (PA R T) FAIRFIELD ADJ / 6 8 NORWALK 1ST  TAXING D IST
NORWALK (PA RT) FAIRFIELD ADJ / 6 8 NORWALK 2ND TAXING D IST
NORWICH NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 9 NORWICH WATER DEPT
OLD SAYBROOK MIDDLESEX ADJ / 6 7 CT W C-G U ILF-CH ESTiK  DIV
ORANGE NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
PLAINVILLE HARTFORD ADJ /8 2 PLAINVELLE
PRESTON NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 9 NORWICH WATER DEPT
ROCKY H IL L HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
SEYMOUR NEW HAVEN ADJ / 7 9 ANSONIA-DERBY W C
SOUTH WINDSOR HARTFORD ADJ /6 7 CT W C-WESTERN
SOUTH WINDSOR HARTFORD ADJ /6 0 HARTFORD METIRO D IST
SOUTHINGTON HARTFORD ADJ /6 8 SO jm iN C TO N  WATER DEPT
STAMFORD FAIRFIELD ADJ /6 7 STAMFORD WATER 0 0
ST O N ItO O N NEW LONDON ADJ / 5 3 MYSTIC VALLEY WATER CD
STRATFORD FAIRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
SUFFIELD HARTFORD ADJ /6 7 CT W C-WESTERN
TOLLAND (PA RT) TOLLAND ADJ /6 7 ROCKVILLE WATER AND AQUEDUCT
TORRINCTON LITCHFIELD ADJ / 5 8 TORRINGTON WATER CO
TRUMBULL FAIRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O N N E C T I C U T
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
VERNON (PA RT) TOLLAND ADJ / 6 7 ROCKVILLE WATER AND AQUEDUCT
WALLINGFORD NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 WALLINGFORD WATER DEPT
WATERBURY NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 8 WATERBURY WATER DEPT
WATERFORD NEW LONDON ADJ / 6 8 NEW LONDON WATER DEPT
WATERTOWN (PA RT) LITCHFIELD ADJ / 6 8 WATERBURY WATER DEPT
WEST HARTFORD HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METRO D IST
WEST HAVEN NEW HAVEN ADJ /6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER 0 0
WESTBROOK MIDDLESEX ADJ /6 7 CT W C-GUILF-CHESTER DIV
WESTON (PA RT) FA IRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
WESTPORT FAIRFIELD ADJ /6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC GO
WETHERSFIELD HARTTORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD M E M ) D IST
WILUMANTIC WINDHAM ADJ / 5 8 WILLIMANIIC WATER DEPT
WILTON FA IRFIELD ADJ / 6 7 BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC 0 0
WINDHAM WINDHAM ADJ / 5 8 W IIUM ANTIC WATER DEPT
WINDSOR HARTFORD ADJ / 6 0 HARTFORD METBO D IST
WINDSOR DOCKS HARTFORD ADJ /6 7 CT W C-WESTERN
WOODBRIDGE NEW HAVEN ADJ / 6 7 NEW HAVEN WATER GO
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
D E L A W A R E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ARDEN NEW CASTLE ADJ 3 /7 2 WILMINGTON SUBURBAN W OORP
B E L L E H M E NEW CASTLE ADJ 3 /7 2 WILMINGTON SUBURBAN W OORP
QAYtCW T NEW CASTLE ADJ 3 /7 2 WILMINGTON SUBURBAN W CORP
CLAYTON (PA R T) KENT M I L CLAYTON 1
CLAYTON (PA R T) KENT NAIL CLAYTON 2
DAFB HOUSING ANNEX KENT ADJ / 8 0 DOVER A IR  FORCE BASE HOUSING
ELSMERE NEW CASTLE ADJ 4 / 7 3 ARTESIAN WATER COMPANY
LEWES SUSSEX ADJ 2 / 6 4 LEWES WD
MILFORD KENT & SUSSEX ADJ 1 1 /7 3 MILFORD WD
NEWARK NEW CASTLE ADJ / 5 1 NEWARK WD
SELBYVTLLE SUSSEX ADJ 5 /5 6 SELBYVTLLE WD
TALLEYVILLE NEW CASTLE ADJ 1 /6 0 WILMINGTON
WILMINGTON NEW CASTLE ADJ 1 /6 0 WILMINGTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WASHINGTON D .C . D ISTR IC T OF COLUMBIA ADJ 6 / 5 2  WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT-OORPS ENG
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALACHUA ALACHUA ADJ 6 / 8 0 ALACHUA
ANNA MARIA MANATEE NAIL ANNA MARIA
APALACHICOLA FRANKLIN NATL APALACHICOLA
ARCADIA 1 «  SOTO NATL ARCADIA
ATLANTIC BEACH DUVAL NAIL JACKSONVILLE
AVON PARK HIGHLANDS ADJ 6 /8 1 AVON PARK
BAL HARBOUR DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
BAY HARBOR ISLANDS DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
BELLE GLADE PALM BEACH ADJ 1 2 /5 6 BKT.TJ: GLADE
BISCAYNE PARK DALE ADJ 3 / 6 9 MIAMI
BIOUNTSTOWN CALHOUN NATL BLOUNISTOWN
BRADENTON BEACH MANATEE NAIL BRADENTON BEACH
BROADVIEW PARK BROWARD ADJ 8 /7 6 BROADVIEW PK WC
CAPE CANAVERAL BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
CAPE OORAL LEE NAIL CAPE OORAL
CLEWISTON HENDRY ADJ 1 0 /5 1 US SUGAR OORP
OOOQA BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
COCOA BEACH BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
CORAL GABLES DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
CRESTVIEW OKALOOSA ADJ 4 /8 5 CRESTVIEW
DANIA BROWARD ADJ 1 /7 8 DANIA
DAVIE BROWARD ADJ 1 /7 8 DAVIE
DAYTONA BEACH VOUJSIA ADJ 1 /6 6 DAYTONA BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH SHORES VOLUSIA ADJ 1 /6 6 DAYTONA BEACH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER ‘ SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
DESTIN OKADOOSA NATL DESTIN
EAST NAPLES COLLIER ADJ 1 /5 9 NAPLES
EGLEN AFB OKALOOSA ADJ EGLIN AFB
EL PORTAL DALE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
EU STIS LAKE ADJ 5 / 8 4 EUSTIS
EVERGLADES COLLIER NATL EVERGLADES
FELLSMERE INDIAN RIVER NATL FELLSMERE
FERNANDINA BEACH NASSAU NATL FERNANDINA BEACH
PORT MYERS LEE ADJ 1 /7 5 PORT MYERS
PORT PIERCE S T . LUCIE ADJ 6 / 6 3 PORT PIERCE
FORT WALTON BEACH OKALOOSA NATL PORT WALTON BEACH
PORT WHITE COLUMBIA NATL PORT WHITE
ET LAUDERDALE BROWARD ADJ 5 /8 1 FT  LAUDERDALE
GAINESVILLE ALACHUA ADJ 1 0 /4 9 GAINESVILLE
GREEN COVE SPRINGS CLAY ADJ 1 2 /8 2 GREEN COVE SPRINGS
HALLANDALE BROWARD ADJ / 7 5 HALLANDALE
HARLEM HENDRY ADJ 1 0 /5 1 US SUGAR OORP
HASTINGS S T . JOHNS NATL HASTINGS
HIALEAH d a d e ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
HIALEAH GARDENS DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
HIGH SPRINGS ALACHUA ADJ 1 /7 9 HIGH SPRINGS
HOLLY H IL L VOLUSIA ADJ 1 /6 6 DAYTONA BEACH
HOLLYWOOD BROWARD ADJ 6 /7 7 HOLLYWOOD
HOLMES BEACH MANATEE NATL HOLMES BEACH
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HOMESTEAD AFB DADE ADJ HCMESTEAD AFB
INDIALAOTIC BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
INDIAN CREEK VILLAGE DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
INDIAN HARBOUR BEACH BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
JACKSONVILLE DUVAL NAIL JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE BEACH DUVAL NAIL JACKSONVILLE
KENDALL DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
K ISSIM 4EE OSCEOLA ADJ 5 /8 1 KISSIhM EE
LAKE ALFRED POLK ADJ 1 1 /8 2 LAKE ALFRED
LAKE CITY COLUMBIA ADJ 1 2 /8 2 LAKE CITY
LAKELAND POLK ADJ 3 /8 2 LAKELAND
LAUDERHILL BROWARD ADJ 3 /7 5 LAUDERHILL
LEESBURG LAKE ADJ /6 2 LEESBURG
LIV E  OAK SUWANEE ADJ 4 /8 2 LIVE OAK
LONGWOOD SEMINOLE ADJ 6 /8 2 LONGWOOD
MACCLENNY BAKER NAIL MACCLENNY
MADISON MADISON ADJ 5 /8 5 MADISON
MAITLAND ORANGE ADJ 3 /7 8 MAITLAND
MARGATE BROWARD ADJ 1 1 /7 7 MARGATE
MEDLEY DADE ADJ 1 1 /6 4 MIAMI
MELBOURNE BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
MELBOURNE BEACH BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
MERRITT ISLAND BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
MEXICO BEACH BAY NATL MEXICO BEACH
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
F L O R I D A
MIAMI DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
MIAMI BEACH DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
MIAMI SHORES DACE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
MIAMI SPRINGS DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
MILTON SANTA ROSA ADJ 5 /8 5 MILTON
MIRAMAR BROWARD ADJ /7 5 MIRAMAR
NAPLES COLLIER ADJ 1 0 /5 1 NAPLES
NAPLES PARK COLLIER ADJ 1 /6 7 NAPLES
NEPTUNE BEACH DUVAL NATL JACKSONVILLE
NEW SMYRNA BEACH VOLUSIA ADJ 6 / 8 3 NEW SMYRNA BEACH
N ICEVILLE OKALOOSA ADJ 7 /8 1 NICEVILLE
NORTH BAY DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
NORTH LAUDERDALE BROWARD ADJ 1 0 /7 6 NORTH LAUDERDALE
NORTH MIAMI DALE ADJ 3 /6 9 MIAMI
OCALA MARION ADJ 1 1 /5 6 OCALA
OKEECHOBEE OKEECHOBEE ADJ 5 /8 2 OKEECHOBEE
ONEGO MANATEE NATL ONEGO
OPA-LOCKA DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
ORLANDO ORANGE ADJ 1 1 /5 6 ORLANDO
ORMOND BEACH VOLUSIA ADJ 8 /6 1 ORMOND BEACH
ORMOND BY THE SEA VOLUSIA ADJ 8 /6 1 ORMOND BEACH
PALM BAY BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
PALMA SOLA MANATEE NAIL PALMA SOLA
PALMDALE BROWARD ADJ /7 5 UNIVERSITY U T IL IT IE S
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PALMETTO MANATEE NATL PALMETTO
PATRICK AFB BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 PATRICK AFB
PLANTATION (PA RT) BROWARD ADJ 1 /7 8 PLANTATION
PORT CHANCE VOLUSIA ADJ 6 /8 2 PORT ORANGE
PORT ST  JO E GULF NATL PORT ST JOE
ROCKLEDGE BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
SAINT CLOUD OSCEOLA ADJ 3 /7 5 SAINT CIXXJD
SANFORD SEMINOLE ADJ 1 /6 6 SANFXJRD
SANTRET. TJTK NATL GREATER PIN E ISLAND 
SARASOTASARASOTA SARASOTA NAIL
SATELLITE BEACH BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
SEBRING HIGHLANDS ADJ 1 1 /7 9 SEEKING
SNEADS JACKSON NAIL SNEADS
SOUTH DAYTONA BEACH VOLUSIA ADJ 6 /6 6 DAYTONA BEACH
SOUTH MIAMI DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
SUNRISE BROWARD ADJ 5 /8 3 SUNRISE
SUNTREE BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /5 5 OOOQA
SURFSIDE DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
SWEETWATER DADE ADJ 5 /6 1 MIAMI
TAVARES LAKE ADJ 8 /8 3 TAVARES
TEMPLE TERRACE HILLSBOROUGH ADJ TEMPLE TERRACE UTILITY
TITU SV ILLE BREVARD ADJ 6 /8 3 TITUSVILLE
TYNDALL AFB BAY ADJ TYNDALL AFB
IMATILLA LAKE ADJ 8 /8 4 IMATILLA
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
VENICE SARASOTA NATL VENICE
VERO BEACH INDIAN RIVER ADJ 9 / 8 4 VERO BEACH
V IR G IN IA  GARDENS DADE ADJ 4 /5 2 MIAMI
WAUCHULA HARDEE NAIL WAUCHULA
WEST MELBOURNE BREVARD ADJ 1 1 /6 6 MELBOURNE
WEST MIAMI DADE ADJ 4 / 5 2 MIAMI
WEWAHITCHKA GULF NAIL WEWAHITCHKA
ZOLTO SPRINGS HARDEE NATL ZOLPO SPRINGS
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ACWOKffl OOBB CONS ACWORIH OOBB GOUMTY-MARIETEA WAT AUIH
ADAIRSVILLE BARTOW ADJ / 7 9 ADAIRSVILLE
ALBANY DOUGHERTY ADJ 9 /5 3 ALBANY
ALMA BAOON ADJ /7 4 ALMA
ALPHARETTA FULTON CONS ALPHARETTA FULTON 0 0  (PA R T)
AMERICUS SUMTER ADJ / 7 4 AMERICUS
ARABI C R ISP ADJ / 5 3 ARABI
ARLINGTON CALHOUN ADJ / 7 9 ARLINGTON
ARNOLDSVILLE OGLETHORPE ADJ / 7 9 ARNOLDSVILLE
ASHBURN TURNER ADJ 9 /7 2 ASHBURN
ATHENS CLARKE ADJ 5 /5 1 AIHENS
ATLANTA FULTON ADJ 7 /6 9 ATLANTA
AUBURN BARROW ADJ / 7 9 AUBURN
AUGUSTA RICHMOND ADJ 7 /5 5 AUGUSTA
AUSTELL OOBB CONS AUSTELL OOBB OOUNTY-MARIETTA WAT AUIH
BAOONTON MITCHELL ADJ /7 5 BAOONTON
BAINBRIDGE DECATUR ADJ / 7 4 BAINBRIDGE
BALL GROUND CHEROKEE ADJ / 7 9 BALL GROUND
BARNESVILLE LAMAR ADJ 5 /5 5 BARNESVILLE
BAXLEY APPLING ADJ 9 /8 1 BAXLEY
BLACKSHEAR PIERCE ADJ / 7 4 BLACKSHEAR
BLAIRSVILLE UNION ADJ /7 5 BLAIRSVILLE
BLAKELY EARLY ADJ 1 0 /6 5 BLAKELY
BLUE RIDGE FANNIN ADJ /7 5 BLUE RIDGE
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
BOSTON THOMAS ADJ 8 / 8 4 BOSTON
BOWDON CARROLL ADJ / 7 9 BOWDON
KIEMEN HARALSON ADJ /7 5 BREMEN
BRONWOOD TERRELL ADJ / 7 4 BRONWOOD
BROCKS FAYETTE ADJ /7 5 BROOKS
BRCKTON COFFEE ADJ 8 /8 5 BRQXTON
BRUNSWICK GLYNN ADJ 4 / 8 2 BRUNSWICK
BUCHANAN HARALSON CONS BUCHANAN
BUENA V ISTA MARION ADJ 7 /7 9 BUENA VISTA
BUPORD GWINNETT ADJ 1 1 /6 8 BUFORD
BUTLER TAYLOR ADJ / 7 4 BUTLER
BYRON PEACH ADJ 9 / 8 4 BYRON
CAIRO GRADY ADJ 2 / 8 4 CAIRO
CALHOUN GORDON ADJ 8 /5 7 CALHOUN
CAMILLA MITCHELL ADJ 1 1 /6 6 CAMILLA
CANTON CHEROKEE ADJ 5 /5 6 CANTON
CARLTON MADISON ADJ m CARLTON
CARNESVILLE FRANKLIN ADJ / 7 9 CARNESVILLE
CARROLLTON CARROLL ADJ / 7 4 CARROLLTON
CARTERSVILLE BARTOW ADJ / 7 3 CARTERSVILLE
CAVE SPRING FLOYD ADJ / 6 0 CAVE SPRING
ŒDART0WN POLK ADJ 1 0 /8 2 CEDARTOWN
CENTERVILLE HOUSTON ADJ / 7 5 CENTERVILLE
ŒATSWORTH MURRAY ADJ / 7 9 CHATSWORTH
HARALSON COUNTY
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CHICKAMAUGA WALKER ADJ 1 0 /8 3  CHICKAMAUGA
CLARKESVILLE HABERSHAM ADJ 5 / 6 4  CLARKESVILLE
CLARKSTON EE KALB ADJ / 5 4  DEKALB COUNTY
CLAYTON RABUN ADJ /7 5  CLAYTON
CLEVELAND WHITE ADJ / 7 5  CLEVELAND
COCHRAN BLECKLEY ADJ 8 / 8 1  COCHRAN
COLBERT MADISON ADJ / 7 9  COLBERT
COLLEGE PARK FULTON CONS COLLEGE PARK EAST POINT
COLQUITT MILLER ADJ 1 2 /8 4  COLQUITT
COLUMBUS MUSCOGEE ADJ / 7 4  OOLLMBUS
COMER MADISON ADJ / 7 9  COMER
COMMERCE JACKSON ADJ / 7 5  COMMERCE
CONYERS ROCKDALE ADJ 1 2 /6 3  CONYERS
OORDELE C R ISP ADJ 4 / 5 6  OORDELE
CORNELIA HABERSHAM ADJ 1 0 /5 7  CORNELIA
COVINGTON NEWTON ADJ 5 /6 0  COVINGTON
CU-MING FORSYTH ADJ 8 / 5 9  CUMMING
CUSSEIA CHATTAHOOCHEE ADJ 1 0 /8 5  CUSSETA
OJIHBERT RANDOLPH ADJ 4 / 8 4  CUIUBERT
DACULA GWINNETT CONS DACULA GWINNETT COUNTY
DAHLONEGA LUMPKIN ADJ / 7 4  DAHLONEGA
DALTON WHITFIELD ADJ 4 / 6 7  DALTON
DANIELSVILLE MADISON ADJ / 7 8  DANIELSVILLE
DARIEN MCINTOSH ADJ 1 /8 2  DARIEN
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
DAVISBORO WASHINGTON ADJ /7 5 DAVISBORO
DAWSON TERRELL ADJ /7 4 DAWSON
DAWSONVILLE DAWSON ADJ / 7 9 DAWSONVILLE
DONALDSONVILLE SEMINOLE ADJ 1 1 /6 4 DONALDSONVILLE
DOUGLAS COFFEE ADJ 1 2 /6 3 DOUGLAS
DOUGLASVILLE DOUGLAS ADJ / 7 4 DOUGLASVILLE
DUBLIN LAURENS ADJ 1 2 /6 0 DUBLIN
DULUTH GWINNETT CONS DULLUH GWINNETT
EAST DUBLIN LAURENS ADJ 6 /8 1 EAST DUBLIN
EAST ELLIJA Y GILMER CONS EAST ELLIJAY ELLIJAY
EAST POINT FULTON ADJ 7 /6 9 EAST POINT
EASTMAN DODGE ADJ 1 1 /5 6 EASTMAN
EATONTON PUTNAM ADJ 1 2 /6 0 EATONTON
EDISON CALHOUN ADJ / 7 4 EDI SCW
ELBERTON ELBERT ADJ 1 2 /5 7 ELBERTON
ELLAVILLE SCHLEY ADJ /7 5 ELLAVILLE
ELLIJA Y GILMER ADJ / 7 4 ELLIJAY
EMERSON BARTOW ADJ /7 5 EMERSON
FAIRBURN FULTON CONS FAIRBURN ATLANTA
FAIRMDUNT GORDON CONS FAIRMDUNT CALHOUN
FAYETTEVILLE FAYETTE CONS FAYETTEVILLE ATLANTA
FITZGERALD BEN H ILL ADJ 6 /5 7 FITZGERALD
FLOWERY BRANCH HALL ADJ / 7 9 FLOWERY BRANCH
FOLKSTON CHARLTON ADJ 5 /8 2 POLKSTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
FOREST PARK CLAYTON CONS FOREST PARK
FORSYTH M3NROE ADJ 6 /5 7 FORSYTH
PORT BENNING MUSCOGEE ADJ / 7 3 PORT BENNING
PORT GAINES CLAY NATL PORT GAINES
PORT GORDON RICHMOND ADJ /5 5 PORT GORDON
PORT OGLETHORPE CATOOSA c o n s PORT OGLETHORPE
PORT STEWART BRYAN ADJ / 6 9 PORT STEWART
PORT VALLEY PEACH ADJ 6 /5 5 PORT VALLEY
FRANKLIN HEARD ADJ / 7 8 FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN SPRINGS FRANKLIN ADJ /7 5 FRANKLIN STRINGS
GAINESVILLE HALL ADJ 6 /5 2 GAINESVILLE
GARDEN CITY CHA3HAM ADJ 6 / 8 3 GARDEN CITY
GLENNVILLE W IN A L L ADJ 8 /8 1 GLENNVILLE
GORDON WILKINSON ADJ 5 /8 2 GORDON
GRANTVILLE COWETA ADJ /7 5 GRANTVILLE
GRAY JONES ADJ 4 /8 5 GRAY
GRAYSON GWINNETT CONS GRAYSON '
GREENSBORO GREENE ADJ /7 5 GREENSBORO
GREENVILLE MERIWETHER ADJ /7 5 GREENVILLE
G R IF F IN SPALDING ADJ 1 0 /5 4 GRIFFIN-SPAULDING
GROVETOWN COLUMBIA ADJ 1 0 /8 0 GROVETOWN
GUYTON EFFINGHAM ADJ / 7 4 GUYTON
HAHIRA DOWNESES ADJ / 8 4 HAHIRA
HAPEVILLE FULTON CONS HAPEVILLE
ATLANTA




G E O R G I A
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
HARLEM COLUMBIA ADJ /  65 HARLEM
HARTWELL HART ADJ 7 /6 5 HARTWELL
HAWKINSVILLE PULASKI ADJ / 7 4 HAWKINSVILLE
HAZELiiURST JE F F  DAVIS ADJ / 7 0 HAZELHURST
HEPZIBAH RICHMOND ADJ / 7 4 HEPZIBAH
HINESVILLE LIBERTY ADJ /8 1 HINESVILLE
HOGANSVILLE TROUP ADJ 9 /5 5 HOGANSVILLE
HOLLY SPRINGS CHEROKEE CONS HOLLY SPRINGS
HCMERVILLE CLINCH ADJ /7 4 HOMERVTLLE
h o s c h t o n JACKSON ADJ /7 9 HOSOnON
IDEAL MAOTN ADJ / 7 4 IDEAL
ILA MADISON ADJ /7 9 ILA
JA SPER PICKENS ADJ /7 5 JASPER
JEFFERSON JACKSON ADJ /7 5 JEFFERSON
JESU P WAYNE ADJ 5 /8 2 JESUP
JONESBORO CLAYTON ADJ 8 /6 5 JONESBORO
KENNESAW COBB CONS KENNESAW
LA FAYEITE WALKER ADJ 1 2 /6 0 LA FAYETTE
LA GRANGE TROUP ADJ 4 / 5 6 LA GRANGE
LAKELAND LANIER ADJ 1 0 /8 3 LAKELAND
LAVONIA FRANKLIN ADJ 1 2 /6 8 LAVONIA
LAWRENCEVILLE GWINNETT CONS LAWRENCEVILLE
LEESBURG LEE ADJ 5 /8 5 LEESBURG
LILLY DOOLY ADJ /7 4 LILLY
CANTON
COBB COUMíY-MARIETTA WAT AUIH
GWINNETT COUNTY
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
LTNOOLNTON LINCOLN ADJ /6 9 LINCDLNTON
LOCUST GROVE HENRY ADJ /7 5 m C U ST GROVE
LOGANVILLE GWINNETT cans LOGANVILLE
LOUISVILLE JEFFERSON ADJ /5 5 LOUISVILLE
UUDOWICI LONG ADJ /7 4 LUDOWICI
LULA HALL ADJ /7 5 LULA
LUMBER CITY TELFAIR ADJ /8 4 LUMBER CITY
LUMPKIN STEWART ADJ 8 /8 5 LLMPKIN
LYONS TOOMBS ADJ 1 0 /6 9 LYONS
MAOON BIBB ADJ 7 /8 2 MAOON-BIBB 0 0
MADISON MORGAN ADJ 1 2 /6 4 MADISCN
MANCHESTER MERIWETHER ADJ 4 /6 0 MANCHESTER
MANSFIELD NEWTON ADJ /7 5 MANSFIELD
MARIETTA COBB CONS MARIETTA
MARSHALLVILLE MAOON ADJ 8 /8 4 MARSHALLVILLE
MAYSVILLE BANKS ADJ /7 9 MAYSVILLE
MC CAYSVILLE FANNIN ADJ /7 9 MC CAYSVLUJE
MC RAE TELFAIR ADJ /7 4 MC RAE
MCDONOUGH HENRY ADJ /8 1 MCDONOUGH
MEIGS THOMAS ADJ 5 /8 5 MEIGS
MILLEDGEVILLE BALDWIN ADJ 1 1 /6 4 MILLEDGEVILLE
MILLEN JENKINS ADJ 4 /8 4 MILLEN
MILNER LAMAR CONS MILNER
MILSTEAD ROCKDALE CONS MILSTEAD
GWINNETT COUNTY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
MONROE WALTON ADJ 8 /5 2 MONROE
MONTEZUMA MACON ADJ 3 /6 0 MONTEZUMA
MONTICELLO JASPER ADJ 5 / 5 9 MONTICELLO
MONTROSE LAURENS ADJ / 7 5 MONTROSE
MORGANTON FANNIN ADJ /7 5 t-CRGANION
MOULTRIE COLQUITT ADJ / 8 3 MOULTRIE
MOUNT VERNON MONIGOMERY ADJ / 8 4 MOUNT VERNON
MOUNTAIN PARK FULTON CONS MOUNTAIN PARK
NAHUNTA BRANTLEY ADJ / 7 5 NAHUNTA
NASHVILLE BERRIEN ADJ / 7 5 NASHVILLE
NEWNAN COWETA ADJ 7 /5 8 NEWNAN
NICHOLLS COFFEE ADJ 8 /8 5 NICHOLLS
NORCBOSS GWINNETT CONS NORCBOSS
OCILLA IRWIN ADJ 1 0 /7 0 OCILLA
OXFORD NEWTON CONS OXFORD
PALMETTO FULTON ADJ /7 5 PALMETTO
PEARSON ATKINSON ADJ 6 / 8 3 PEARSON
PELHAM MITCHELL ADJ 1 0 /8 0 PELHAM
PEMBROKE BRYAN ADJ 8 / 8 4 PEMBROKE
PERRY HOUSTON ADJ 1 1 /5 8 PERRY
PLAINS SUMTER ADJ / 7 4 PLAINS
POOLER CHATHAM ADJ 5 /8 2 POOLER
PORTAL BULLOCH ADJ /7 4 PORTAL
POULAN WORTH ADJ / 7 4 POULAN




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
G E O R G I A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
POWDER SPRINGS OOBB CONS POWDER SPRINGS OOBB OOUNIY-MARI ETTA WAT AUTH
PRESTON WEBSTER ADJ /7 5 PRESTON
QUITMAN BROCKS ADJ 3 /8 1 QUITMAN
R EIDSV ILLE TATTNALL ADJ 6 /8 4 REIDSVILLE
REYNOLDS TAYLOR ADJ 1 1 /6 4 REYNOLDS
RICHLAND STEWART ADJ 3 /8 3 RICHLAND
RINGGOLD CATOOSA CONS RINGGOLD TENNESSEE-AMERICÄN WIR CO, TN
R i® IN S  A IR  FORCE BASE HOUSTON ADJ / 6 0 ROBINS A IR  FiORCE BASE
ROCHELLE WILGCK ADJ 3 /6 6 ROCHELLE
ROCKMART POLK ADJ / 7 0 ROCKMART
RßME FLDYD ADJ 6 /5 2 RCME
ROSSVILLE WALKER CONS ROSSVILLE TENNESSEE-AMERICAN WIR 0 0 ,  TN
ROSWELL FULTON ADJ / 6 8 ROSWELL
ROYSTON FRANKLIN ADJ 1 0 /6 5 ROYSTON
SANDERSVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ /8 1 SANDERSVILLE
SAVANNAH CHATHAM ADJ / 7 4 SAVANNAH
SILQAM GREENE NATL SILOAM
SMYRNA OOBB CONS SMYRNA OOBB COUNTY-MARIETT'A WAT AUTH
SOCIAL CIRCLE WALTON ADJ /7 5 SOCIAL CIRCLE
SOPERTON TREUTLEN ADJ 4 /8 2 SOPERTON
SPRINGFIELD EFFINGHAM ADJ / 7 4 SPRINGFIELD
S T  MARYS CAMDEN ADJ 9 /8 1 ST MARYS
S T  S IK H S GLYNN NATL ST SIMONS WATER D IST
STATESBORO BULLOCH ADJ 1 0 /5 5 STATESBORO
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
STATHAM BARROW ADJ / 7 9 STATHAM
STOCKBRIDGE HENRY CONS STOCKBRIDGE HENRY COUNTY
STONE MOUNTAIN I E  KALB ADJ / 5 4 DEKALB COUNTY
SUGAR H ILL GWINNETT CONS SUGAR H ILL GWINNETT COUNTY
SUMMERVILLE CHATTOOGA ADJ / 7 9 SUMMERVILLE
SUWANEE GWINNETT ADJ / 7 8 SUWANEE
SWAINSBORO EMANUEL ADJ / 7 4 SWAINSBORO
SYLVANIA SCREVEN ADJ / 7 4 SYLVANIA
SYLVESTER WORTH ADJ 1 1 /6 4 SYLVESTER
TALLAPOOSA HARALSON CONS TALLAPOOSA HARALSON COUNTY
TALLULAH FALLS RABUN ADJ / 7 9 TALLULAH FALLS
THOMASTON UPSON ADJ 6 /6 1 THOMASTON
THCMASVILLE THOMAS ADJ 1 1 /5 4 THCMASVILLE
THOMSON MCDUFFIE ADJ / 6 9 THOMSON
TTFION T IF T ADJ /7 5 T IF IC N
TOCOQA STEPHENS ADJ 5 /6 1 TOCOQA
TWIN CITY EMANUEL ADJ 5 /8 3 TWIN CITY
TYBEE ISLAND CHATHAM NA3L TYBEE ISLAND
UNADILLA UNADILLA ADJ 8 /8 5 UNADILLA
UNION CITY FULTON CONS UNION CITY ATLANTA
UNION POINT GREENE ADJ /7 5 UNION POINT
VALDOSTA LOWNDES ADJ 4 / 5 4 VALDOSTA
VIDALIA TOOMBS ADJ /7 5 VIDALIA
VIENNA DOOLY ADJ /7 4 VIENNA
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
V ILLA  RICA CARROLL ADJ / 7 4 VILLA RICA
WADLEY JEFFERSON ADJ /7 7 WADLEY
WALNUT GROVE WALTCN OONS WALNUT GROVE GWINNEIT COUNTY
WARNER ROBINS HOUSTON ADJ 1 1 /6 2 WARNER ROBINS
WARRENTON WARREN ADJ 1 2 /7 0 WARRENTON
WASHINGTON WILKES ADJ 1 0 /7 0 WASHINGTON
WA3KINSVILLE OOONEE ADJ / 7 4 WATKINSVILLE-OOONEE CO WA
WAYCROSS WARE ADJ 1 1 /5 5 WAYCROSS
WAYNESBORO BURKE ADJ 3 /6 3 WAYNESBORO
WEST POINT TROUP ADJ 4 / 5 7 WEST POINT
WHITE PLAINS GREENE ADJ 6 /8 2 WHITE PLAINS
WILLAOOOCHEE A3KINSON ADJ 4 /8 5 WILLAOOOCHEE
WINDER BARROW ADJ /7 5 WINDER
WOODBURY MERIWETHER ADJ /7 5 WOODBURY
WOODSTOCK CHEROKEE CONS MDODSTOCK CANTON
WRENS JEFFERSON ADJ / 5 5 WRENS
WRIGHTSVILLE JOHNSON ADJ 9 /8 0 WRIGHTSVILLE
YOUNG HARRIS TOWNS ADJ /7 5 YOUNG HARRIS
ZEBULON PIK E ADJ 1 2 /8 5 ZEBULON
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
BARBER'S POINT (PA R T) HONOLULU




ADJ 1 1 /5 6  SCHOFIELD BARRACK
PEARL HARBOR
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ASHTON FREM3NT NATL ASHTON
B OISE (PA R T) ADA NATL BOISE (PART)
BONNERS FERRY BOUNDARY ADJ 3 /5 2 BONNERS FERE«
BUHL TWIN FALLS NATL BUHL
CALDWELL CANYON NAIL CALDWELL
CASTLEPORD TWIN FALLS NAIL CASTLEPORD
CLAYTON CUSTER NAIL CLAYTON
ELK RIVER CLEARWATER NAIL ELK RIVER
EMMETT GEM NATL EMMEIT
F IL fR TWIN FALLS NATL FILER
GRANDVIEW OWYHEE NATL GRANDVIEW
GRANGEVILLE IDAHO NATL GRANGEVILLE
GREENLEAF CANYON NATL GREEMJSAF
HEYBURN MINIDOKA NAIL HEYBURN
HOLLISTER TWIN FALLS NATL HOLLISTER
HCMEQALE OWYHEE NATL HQMEDALE
KUNA ADA NATL KUNA
LEWISTON NEZ PERCE ADJ 6 /4 7 LEWISTON
MARSING OWYHEE NATL MARSING
MELBA CANYON NATL MELBA
MIDVALE WASHINGTON NATL MIEWALE
MINIDOKA MINIDOKA NATL MINIDOKA
hOSOOW LATAH NATL MOSCOW
MOUNTAIN HOME AFB ELMORE ADJ 1 0 /6 0 MOUNTAIN HOME
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
NAMPA CANYON NATL NAMPA
NEW MEADOWS ADAMS NATL NEW MEADOWS
NEWDALE FREM3NT NAIL NEWDALE
PARKER FREMONT NATL PARKER
PARMA CANYON NAIL PARMA
REXBURG MADISON NATL REXBURG
ROBERTS JEFFERSON NATL ROBERTS
RUPERT MINIDOKA NATL RUPERT
SANDPOINT BONNER ADJ 4 / 5 2  SANDPOINT
ST ANIHONY FREMONT NATL ST ANTHONY
TEICN FREMONT NATL TETON
TWIN FALLS TWIN FALLS NAIL TWIN FALLS
WHITEBIRD IDAHO NAIL WHITEBIRD
WILDER CANYON NATL W ILIER
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
ABINGDON KNOX NAIL ABINGDON WS
ADDISON DU PAGE ADJ /6 1 ADDISON WS
ALBANY WHITESIDE ADJ 5 /6 8 ALBANY WS
ALBERS CLINTON ADJ / 7 0 ALBERS WS
ALBION EDUARDS ADJ 1 1 /6 8 ALBION WS
ALEDO MERCER NAIL ALEDO WS
ALEXIS WARREN NAIL ALEXIS WS
ALGONQUIN MCHENRY ADJ 1 /7 1 ALGONQUIN WS
ALHAMBRA MADISON NAIL ALHAMBRA WS
ALLENDALE: WABASH ADJ 1 1 /7 0 ALLENDALE WS
ALLERTON VERMILION ADJ 5 /6 8 ALLERTON WS
AIWA MARION CONS ALMA
ALORION S T . CLAIR ADJ 5 /6 8 ILL-AM WC (E  ST LO U IS)
ALPHA HENRY NATL ALPHA WS
A L SIP OOOK OQNS A LSIP
ALTAMONT EFFINGHAM ADJ 1 /7 1 ALTAMONT WS
ALTO PASS UNION ADJ 3 /6 7 ALTO PASS WS
ALTON MADISON ADJ 1 0 /6 8 ALTON WC
ALTONA KNOX NAIL ALTONA WS
ALVIN VERMILION ADJ 2 /6 8 ALVIN WS
AMBOY LEE ADJ 6 /6 0 AMBOY WS
ANCHOR MCLEAN NAIL ANCHOR WS
ANDALUSIA ROCK ISLAND ADJ /7 0 ANDALUSIA WS




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
I L L I N O I S
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
ANNA UNION CONS ANNA ANNA-JONESBORO WC
ANNAWAN HENRY ADJ 1 2 /7 0 ANNAWAN WS
ANTIOCH LAKE NAIL ANTIOCH WS
APPLE RIVER JO  DAVIESS ADJ 1 2 /6 8 APPLE RIVER WS
ARCOLA DOUGLAS ADJ / 7 0 ARCOLA WS
ARENZVILLE CASS ADJ / 7 0 ARENZVILLE WS
ARCENLA MAOON ADJ 6 /6 8 ARGENTA WS
ARLINGTON BUREAU ADJ 1 2 /6 9 ARLINGTON WS
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS OOOK NAIL ARLINGTON HEIGHTS WS
ARRINGTON TAZEWELL ADJ 1 /6 9 ARMINGTON WS
AROMA PARK KANKAKEE ADJ 6 / 6 8 AROMA PARK WS
ARROWSMITH MCLEAN NAIL ARROWSMITH WS
ARTHUR MDULTRIE ADJ 4 / 6 8 ARTHUR WS
ASHKLM IROQUOIS ADJ / 7 0 ASHRUM WS
ASHLAND CASS ADJ 7 /6 7 ASHLAND WS
ASHLEY WASHINGTON ADJ 1 2 /7 0 ASHLEY WS
ASHMORE COLES ADJ 3 /6 9 ASHM3RE WS
ASHTON LEE ADJ 1 1 /6 9 ASHTON WS
ASSUMPTION CHRISTIAN ADJ 8 / 5 3 ASSUMPTION WS
ASTORIA FULTON ADJ / 7 0 ASTORIA WS
A3HENS MENARD ADJ 1 1 /6 9 ATHENS WS
ATKINSON HENRY NAIL ATKINSON WS
ATLANTA LOGAN ADJ / 7 0 ATLANTA WS
ATWOOD PIA TT ADJ 7 /7 5 ATWOOD WS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
AUBURN SANGAMON CONS AUBURN ADGPTV WATER COMM
AUGUSTA HANCOCK CONS AUGUSTA CLAYTON-CAMP P T  W OOMM
AURORA KANE NAIL AURORA WS
AVA JACKSON CONS AVA KINKAID REEDS CK IN T  CITY
AVI STON CLINTON ADJ 7 /6 7 AVISTON WS
AVON FULTON ADJ 1 0 /6 9 AVON WS
BALDWIN RANDOLPH ADJ / 7 0 BALDWIN WS
BANNOCKBURN LAKE CONS BANNOCKBURN HIGHLAND PARK WS
BARDOLPH MCDONOUGH NATL BARDOLPH WS
BARRINGTON LAKE ADJ 1 1 /6 7 BARRINGTON WS
BARRINGTON WOODS OOCK ADJ 1 0 /6 7 BARRINGTON WOODS WS
BARRY PIK E ADJ 7 /7 0 BARRY WS
BARTELSO CLINTON ADJ /7 1 BARIELSO WS
BARTLETT OOOK ADJ 1 2 /6 7 BARTLETT WS
BARTONVILLE PEORIA ADJ 1 0 /5 8 PEORIA (ILL-A M  WC)
BATAVIA KANE NATL BATAVIA WS
BATCHTOWN CALHOUN ADJ 7 /7 2 BATCHTOWN WS
BAYLIS PIK E NATL BAYLIS WS
BEARDSTOWN CASS ADJ / 6 8 BEARDSTOWN WS
BEAVERVILLE IROQUOIS ADJ /7 0 BEAVERVILLE WS
BECKEMEYER CLINTON OONS BECHEMEYER CARLYLE WS
BEDFORD PARK OOOK CONS BEDFORD PARK CHICAGO WS
BEECHER WILL NATL BEECHER (VILLAGE)
BEECHER CITY EFFINGHAM ADJ 1 /7 1 BEECHER CITY WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BELGIUM VERMILION ADJ 1 2 /5 5 INTER-STATE WAT CO (DANVILLE)
BELKNAP JOHNSON ADJ 7 /7 9 BELKNAP WS
BELLE RIV E JEFFERSON OONS BELLE RIVE REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
BELLEVILLE S T . CLAIR ADJ 8 / 6 8 ILL-AM WC (E  ST LO U IS)
BELLEVUE PEORIA ADJ 1 0 /5 8 PEORIA (ILL-A M  WC)
BELLFLOWER MCLEAN ADJ 6 /7 1 BELLFLOWER WS
BELLMONT WABASH NATL BELLMONT WS
BELLWOOD COCK NAIL BELLWOOD WS
BELVIDERE BOONE ADJ 3 /7 1 BELVEDERE WS
BEMENT PIA TT ADJ / 7 0 BEMENT WS
BENLD MACOUPIN OONS BENLD G IL L E S P IE  WS
BENSENVILLE DU PAGE NAIL BENSENVILLE WS
BENSON WOODFORD ADJ / 7 0 BENSON WS
BENTON FRANKLIN CONS BENTON REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
BERKLEY COOK OONS BERKLEY CHICAGO WS
BERWYN OOOK CONS BERWYN CHICAGO WS
BETHALTO MADISON ADJ 1 0 /6 8 BETEHALTO WS
BETHANY MOULTRIE ADJ 9 /6 8 BETHANY WS
BIGGSVILLE HENDERSON NATL BIGGSVILLE WS
BIRDS LAWRENCE ADJ / 7 0 B1RDS-PINKSTAFF WS
BISHOP H ILL HENRY NATL BISHOP H ILL WS
BLANDINSVILLE MCDONOUGH ADJ 1 1 /7 0 BLANDINSVILLE WS
BLOCMDGDALE DU PAGE ADJ /6 5 BLOQMINGDALE WS
BLOOMINGTON MCLEAN ADJ 1 2 /7 0 BIXXMINGION WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BLUE ISLAND OOOK CONS BLUE ISLAND CHICAGO WS
BLUE MOUND MAOON ADJ 3 /7 1 BLUE MOUND WS
BLUFFS so o tt ADJ 6/68 BLUFFS WS
BLUPORD JEFFERSON CONS BIUPORD REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
BOLINGBROOK (PART) W ILL ADJ /7 0 BOLINGBROOK WS
BONDVILLE CHAMPAIGN ADJ /68 NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (CHAMP)
BONE GAP EDWARDS ADJ 1 2 /7 0 BONE GAP WS
BONNIE JEFFfcRSGN CONS BONNIE REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
BOURBONNAIS KANKAKEE ADJ 1 1 /6 4 KANKAKEE WC
BOWEN HANCOCK ADJ /6 9 BOWEN WS
BRACEVILLE GRUNDY NATL BRACEVILLE WS
BRADFORD STARK NATL BRADFORD WS
BRADLEY KANKAKEE CONS BRADLEY KANKAKEE WC
BRAIDWOOD W ILL N A IL BRAIDWOOD WS
BREESE CLINTON ADJ 3 /5 6 BREESE WS
BRIDGEPORT LAWRENCE CONS BRIDGEPORT LAWRENCEVTLLE WS
BRIDGEVIEW OOOK CONS BRIDGEVIEW CHICAGO WS
BRIDGEVIEW SOUIHFIELD SD OOOK CONS BRIDGEVIEW SOUIHFIELD SD CHICAGO WS
BR IG H T»! MACOUPIN CONS BRIGHTON ALTON WC
BRIM FIELD PEORIA NATL BRIMFIELD WS
BRQADLANDS CHAMPAIGN ADJ /68 BRQADLANDS
BROADVIEW OOOK OONS BROADVIEW CHICAGO WS
BRQADWELL LOGAN ADJ /66 BRQADWELL WS
BROCKS EDGAR ADJ 2 /7 1 BROCTON WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BROOKFIELD COCK CONS BROOKFIELD CHICAGO WS
BROOKLYN SCHUYLER ADJ 8/68 ILL -A M  WC (E  ST LO U IS)
BROOKPORT MASSAC ADJ 1 2 /7 1 BROOKPORT WS
BROUGHTON HAMILTON ADJ /68 NORRIS C ITY  WS
BROWNING SCHUYLER ADJ /7 6 BROWNING WS
BROWNS EDWARDS ADJ 11/68 ALBION WS
BROWNSTOWN FAYETTE CONS BROWNSTOWN ST ELMO WS
BRUSSELS CALHOUN ADJ 6 /6 9 BRUSSELS WS
BRYANT FULTON NATL BRYANT WS
BUCKINGHAM KANKAKEE NATL BUCKINGHAM WS
BUCKLEY IROQUOIS ADJ 1 0 /7 0 BUCKLEY WS
BUCKNER FRANKLIN CONS BUCKNER REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y
B U M BUREAU N A IL BUQA WS
BUFFALO SANGAMON ADJ /5 6 MECHANICS-BUFFALO WC
BUFFALO GROVE OOOK NATL BUFFALO GROVE WS
BULPITT CHRISTIAN ADJ 1 0 /7 0 KIN C AID  WS
BUNCOMBE JOHNSON ADJ /7 4 LAKE OF E1GYPT PWD
BUNKER H IL L MACOUPIN OONS BUNKER H IL L ALTON WC
BURLINGTON KANE ADJ 7 /6 8 BURLINGTON WS
BURNHAM COCK OONS BURNHAM CHICAGO WS
BURR RIDGE d u  page: ADJ 6/68 BURR RIDGE WS
BUSH WILLIAMSON OONS BUSH C IT IE S  WATER CO
BUSHNELL MCDONOUGH NATL BUSHNELL WS
BUTLER MONTGOMERY OONS BUTLER LITC H FIELD  WS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BYRON OGLE ADJ 10/68 BYRON WS
CABERY KANKAKEE N A IL CABERY WS
CAHOKIA (PART) S T . CLAIR OONS CAHOKIA ILL -A M  WC (E  ST LO U IS )
CAHOKIA (PAR T) S T . CLAIR OONS CAHOKIA FWD IL L -A M  WC (E  ST LO U IS )
CAIRO ALEXANDER ADJ 10/68 CAIRO WS
CALHOUN RICHLAND NATL CALHOUN WS
CALLMET C ITY COOK CONS CALUMET C ITY CHICAGO WS
CALLMET PARK COOK OONS CALUMET PARK CHICAGO WS
CAMAROO DOUGLAS ADJ /7 0 CAMAROO WS
CAMBRIA WILLIAMSON ADJ /7 1 REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
CAMBRIDGE HENRY NATL CAMBRIDGE WS
CAMDEN SCHUYLER CONS CAMDEN-LITILETON WC CLAYTON-CAMP PT W COMM
CAMP POINT ADAMS OONS CAMP POINT CLAYTON-CAMP PT W (X *M
CAMPBELL H IL L JACKSON OONS CAMPBELL H IL L K IN K A ID  REEDS CK IN T  C ITY
CAMPUS LIVINGSTON ADJ /7 0 CAMPUS WS
CANTON FULTON ADJ 6 /6 7 CAMON WS
CAPRGN BOONE ADJ /7 0 CAPRON WS
CARBON C LIFF ROCK ISLAND ADJ /7 0 CARBON C LIFF WS
CARBON H IL L GRUNDY NATL CARBON H IL L  WS
CARBONQALE JACKSON ADJ /7 0 CARBONDALE WS
CAR LINVILLE MACOUPIN ADJ 1 1 /6 9 CARLINVILLE WS
CARLOCK MCLEAN ADJ 9 /6 8 OARLOCK WS
CARLYLE CLINTON ADJ 6 /5 2 CARLYLE WS
CARMI WHITE ADJ 7 /6 8 CARMI WS
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CAROL STREAM DU PAGE ADJ / 6 9 CAROL STREAM WS
CARPENTERSVILLE KANE ÄDJ 1 1 /6 6 CARPENIERSVILLE WS
CARRIERS MILLS SALINE ADJ 1 0 /6 9 CARRIERS MILLS WS
CARROLLTON GREENE ADJ 1 2 /6 9 CARROLLTON WS
CARTERVILLE WILLIAMSON CONS CARTERVILLE REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W
CARTHAGE HANCOCK ADJ 1 1 /7 0 CARTHAGE WS
CARY MCHENRY ADJ 1 2 /6 6 CARY WS
CASEY CLARK ADJ 8 /5 2 CASEY WS
CASEYVILLE S T . CLAIR CONS CASEYVILLE ILL-AM  WC (E  ST  L O U IS)
CATLIN VERMILION CONS CATLIN INTER-STATE WAT CO (DANVILLE)
CAVE IN  ROCK HARDIN ADJ / 7 0 CAVE IN  ROCK WS
CEDAR POINT LA SALLE NATL CEDAR POINT WS
CEDARVILLE STEPHENSON ADJ 1 1 /6 9 CEDARVILLE WS
CENTRAL CITY MARION ADJ 1 1 /6 7 CEMRALIA WS
CEM RALIA MARION ADJ 1 1 /6 7 CENTRALIA WS
CENTREVILLE S T . CLAIR ADJ 8 / 6 8 ILL-AM WC (E  ST LOUIS)
CERRO GORDO PIA TT ADJ 8 /6 8 CERRO GORDO WS
CHADWICK CARROLL ADJ / 7 0 CHADWICK WS
CHAMPAIGN CHAMPAIGN ADJ 1 1 /6 9 NORTHERN IL L IN O IS  WC (CHAMP)
CHANDLERVILLE CASS ADJ 1 2 /7 0 CHANDLERVILLE WS
CHANNAHON (PA RT) WILL ' NATL CHANNAHON (VILLAGE)
CHAPIN MORGAN ADJ /5 5 CHAPIN
CHARLESTON COLES ADJ 1 2 /6 5 CHARLESTON WS
CHATHAM SANGAMON CONS CHATHAM SPRINGFIELD WS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CHATSWORTH LIVINGSTON ADJ 10/69 CHATSWORTH WS
CHERANSE IROQUOIS ADJ /70 CHEBANSE WS
CHENQA MCLEAN NATL CHENQA WS
CHERRY BUREAU ADJ 11/70 CHERRY WS
CHESTER RANDOLPH ADJ 12/51 CHESTER WS
CHESTERFIELD MACOUPIN ADJ 11/69 CHESTERFIELD WS
CHICAGO COOK ADJ 8/56 CHICAGO WS
CHICAGO HEIGHTS COOK ADJ 11/68 CHICAGO ms WS
CHICAGO RIDGE COOK CONS CHICAGO RIDGE
CHILLIOOTHE PEORIA ADJ 12/68 Q 1 £
CHRISMAN EDGAR ADJ 12/68 CHRISMAN WS
CHRISTOPHER FRANKLIN CONS CHRISTOPHER
CICERO COOK CONS CICERO
CISCO PIA TT ADJ 1/68 CISCO WS
CISNE WAYNE ADJ /70 CISNE WS
CISSNA PARK IROQUOIS ADJ /69 CISSNA PARK WS
CLAREMDNT RICHLAND ADJ /80 CLAREMONT WS
CLARENDON H ILLS DU PAGE ADJ 7/59 CLARENDON H ILLS
CLAY C ITY CLAY ADJ /69 CLAY C ITY  WS
CLAYTON ADAMS CONS CLAYTON
CLEARLAKE SANGAMON ADJ /68 RIVERTON WS
CLIFTON IROQUOIS ADJ /70 CLIFTON WS
CLINTON WS DE W ITT ADJ /70 CLINTON WS
COAL C ITY GUJNDY NATL COAL C ITY  WS
CHICAGO WS
REND LAKE IN T -C IT Y  W 
CHICAGO WS
CLAYTON-CAMP PT  W COM4
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
GOAL VALLEY ROCK ISLAND ADJ /68 GOAL VALLEY WS
OQALTON MONTGOMERY CONS OQALTON NOKDMIS WS
OOBDEN UNION ADJ 11/70 OOBDEN WS
COLCHESTER MCDONOUGH ADJ 8/71 COLCHESTER WS
OOLFAX MCLEAN ADJ 10/68 OOLFAX WS
COLLINSVILLE MADISON ADJ 12/68 COLLINSVILLE WS
OOLONA HENRY ADJ 4/71 OOLONA WS
COLP WILLIAMSON CONS COLP REND LAKE INT-CITY W
COLUMBIA MONROE CONS COLUMBIA ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
COMPTON LEE ADJ /70 COMPTm WS
CONCORD MORGAN CONS CONCORD ARENZVILLE WS
CONGERVILLE WOODFORD ADJ /68 OONGERVILLE WS
GOOKSVILLE MCLEAN NATL GOOKSVILLE WS
CORDOVA ROCK ISLAND ADJ 768 CORDOVA WS
CORNELL LIVINGSTON NATL OORNELL WS
OOULTERVILLE RANDOLPH ADJ 12/69 OOULTERVILLE WS
COUNIRYSIDE COCK OCHS COUNTRYSIDE CHICAGO WS
OCWDEN SHELBY ADJ 11/68 OOWDEN WS
CRAINVILLE WILLIAMSON CONS CRAINVILLE REND LAKE INT-CITY W
CREAL SPRINGS WILLIAMSON CONS CREAL SPRINGS LAKE OF EGYPT PWD
CRESCENT CITY IROQUOIS ADJ /70 CRESCENT CITY WS
CREST HILL WILL ADJ 12/68 CREST HILL WS
CRESTON OGLE ADJ 8/68 CRESTON WS
CRESTWOOD COCK OONS CRESTWOOD CHICAGO WS
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CRETE WILL ADJ 3/69 CRETE WS
CREVE cm ® TAZEWELL ADJ /70 CREVE COEUR WS
CROSSVILLE WHITE ADJ 1/71 CROSSVILLE WS
CRYSTAL LAKE MCHENRY ADJ 9/66 CRYSTAL LAKE WS
CUBA FULTON NATL CUBA WS
CULLCM LIVINGSTON ADJ 7/69 CULLOM WS
DAHLGREN HAMILTON CONS DAHLGREN REND LAKE INT-CITY W
DAKOTA STEPHENSON ADJ /70 DAKOTA WS
DALLAS CITY HANCOCK ADJ /70 DALLAS CITY WS
DALTON CITY MDULTRIE ADJ 6/69 DALTON CITY WS
DATZRT.T, BUREAU ADJ 4/71 DAT 7,El .T, WS
DAMIANSVILLE CLINTON ADJ /72 DAMIANSVILLE PWD
DANPORTH IROQUOIS ADJ /68 DANPORTH WS
DANVERS MCLEAN ADJ 7/68 DANVERS WS
DANVILLE VERMILION ADJ 12/55 INTER-STATE WAT 00 (DANVILLE)
DARIEN DU PAGE ADJ /66 DARIEN WS
DAVIS STEPHENSON ADJ /70 DAVIS WS
DAWSON SANGAMON ADJ 12/67 DAWSON WS
DE KALB EE KALB ADJ 3/67 EE KALB WS
DE PUE BUREAU NATL DE PUE WS
DE SOTO JACKSON CONS DE SOTO KENKAID REEDS CK INT CITY 1
EE WITT IE WITT ADJ /82 EE WITT
DECATUR MAOON ADJ /68 DECATUR WS
DEER CREEK TAZEWELL ADJ 11/69 DEER CREEK WS
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ILLINOIS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
DEKRETEm LAKE CONS DEERFIELD HIGHLAND PARK WS
DELAND PIATT ADJ /69 DELAND WS
DE1AVAN TAZEWELL ADJ 12/67 DELAVAN WS
DES PLAINES COCK CONS DES PLAINES CHICAGO WS
DIAMOND GRUNDY NAIL DIAMOND WS
DIETERICH EFFINGHAM ADJ /73 DIETERICH
DIVERNON SANGAMON OONS DIVERNCN ADGPTV WATER OOMM
DIX JEFFERSON cons DIX-KELL REND LAKE INT-CITY W
DIXMOOR COCK CONS DIXMDOR CHICAGO WS
DIXGN LEE ADJ 4/68 DIXON WS
DOLTON COOK OCNS DOLTON CHICAGO WS
DONQOLA UNION ADJ 7/68 DONGOLA WS
DONNELLSON BOND OCNS DONNELLSON GREENVILLE WS
DONOVAN IROQUOIS ADJ 10/70 DONOVAN WS
DORCHESTER MACOUPIN CONS DORCHESTER GILLESPIE WS
DOVER BUREAU ADJ /68 DOVER WS
DCWELL JACKSON OONS DOWELL REND LAKE INT-CITY W
DOWNERS GROVE DU PAGE ADJ /67 DOWNERS GROVE WS
DOWNS MCLEAN ADJ 11/69 DOWNS WS
DU QUOIN PERRY OONS DU QUOIN REND LAKE INT-CITY W
DUBOIS WASHINGTON OONS DUBOIS REND LAKE INT-CITY W
DUNFERMLINE FULTON OONS DUNFERMLINE-ST DAVID WC CANTON WS
DUNLAP PEORIA NAIL DUNLAP WS
DUPO ST. CLAIR OONS DUPO ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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DURAND WINNEBAGO ADJ /68 DURAND WS
DWIGHT LIVINGSTON ADJ 5/68 DWIGHT WS
EAGERVTLLE MACOUPIN CJONS EAGERVILLE GILLESPIE WS
EARLVILLE LA SALLE ADJ /70 EARLVILLE WS
EAST ALTON MADISON ADJ 8/67 EAST ALTON WS
EAST CARONDELET ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
EAST CHICAGO HEIGHTS COOK ADJ 4/71 EAST CHICAGO HTS WS
EAST DUBUQUE JO DAVIESS ADJ 11/69 EAST DUBUQUE WS
EAST DUNDEE KANE ADJ 5/67 EAST DUNDEE WS
EAST GALESBURG KNCK OONS EAST GALESBURG GALESBURG WS
EAST GILLESPIE MACOUPIN ADJ 10/69 GILLESPIE WS
EAST HAZEL CREST COOK OONS EAST HAZEL CREST CHICAGO WS
EAST MOLINE ROCK ISLAND ADJ 1/70 EAST MOLINE WS
EAST PEORIA TAZEWELL ADJ 1/71 EAST PBORIA WS
EAST ST LOUIS ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
EASTON MASON ADJ 8/69 EASTON WS
EDDYVILLE POPE ADJ /75 MILLSTONE EWD
EDINBURG CHRISTIAN ADJ / 69 EDINBURG WS
EDWARDSVILLE MADISON ADJ /70 EDWARDSVILLE WS
EILEEN GRUNDY OONS EILEEN WS OOAL CITY WS
EL PASO WOODFORD ADJ 4/69 EL PASO WS
ELBURN KANE NATL ELBURN WS
ELDORADO SALINE OONS ELDORADO WC SALINE VALLEY
FT DR FT) GREENE ADJ 12/69 ELDRED WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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ELGIN KANE ADJ 8/67 ELGIN WS
ELIZABETH JO DAVIESS ADJ /70 ELIZABETH WS
ELIZABETHTOWN HARDIN ADJ 11/58 ELIZABETHTOWN WS
ELK OWE VILLAGE COOK NATL ELK GROVE VILLAGE WS
ELKHART LOGAN ADJ /70 ELKHART CITY
ELKVILLE JACKSON CONS ELKVILLE KINKAID REEDS CK INT
ELLIOTT FORD NATL ELLIOTT WS
ELLIS GROVE RANDOLPH CONS ELLIS GROVE EVANSVILLE WS
ELLSWORTH MCLEAN ADJ /70 ELLSWORTH WS
ELMHURST DU PAGE NAIL ELMHURST WS
ELMWOOD PEORIA NAIL ELMWOOD WS
ELMWOOD PARK COCK CONS ELMWOOD PARK CHICAGO WS
ELWOQD WILL ADJ 5/68 ELWOOD WS
EMDEN LOGAN ADJ /69 EMDEN WS
EMTNGTON LIVINGSTON NAIL EMINGTON WS
ENERGY WILLIAMSON CONS ENERGY REND LAKE INT-CITY W
ENFIELD white: NAIL ENFIELD WS
EQUALITY GALLATIN ADJ /70 E3QUALITY WS
ERIE WHITESIDE: ADJ /69 ERIE WS
EUREKA WOODFORD ADJ 11/60 EUREKA WS
EVANSTON COCK ADJ 12/47 EVANSTON WS
EVANSVILLE RANDOLPH ADJ 11/71 EVANSVILLE WS
EVERGREEN PARK COOK CONS EVERGREEN PARK CHICAGO WS
EWING FRANKLIN CONS EWING-INA REND LAKE INT-CITY W
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
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FAIRBURY LIVINGSTON ADJ /70 FAIRBURY WS
FAIRFIELD WAYNE ADJ /68 FAIRFIELD WS
FAIRMONT CITY ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST DOUIS)
FAIRMOUNT VERMILION ADJ /70 FAIRMOUNT WS
FAIRVIEW FULTON NAIL FAIRVIEW WS
FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS ST. CLAIR ADJ / 68 ILL-AM WC (E ST>LOUIS)
FARINA FAYETTE ADJ /68 FARINA
FARMER CITY IE WITT ADJ /70 FARMER CITY WS
FARMERSVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ /68 FARMERSVILLE WS
FARMINGTON FULTON NATL FARMINGTON WS
FAYETTEVILLE ST. CLAIR ADJ /70 FAYETTEVILLE WS
FI ELDON JERSEY CONS FI ELDON
FILLMORE MONTOOMERY ADJ 11/70 FILLMORE WS
FINDLAY SHELBY ADJ 11/69 FINDLAY
FISHER CHAMPAIGN ADJ 12/69 FISHER WS
FLANAGAN LIVINGSTON ADJ /69 FLANAGAN WS
FLAT ROCK CRAWFORD ADJ 7/69 FLAT ROCK WS
FLORA CLAY ADJ 4/69 FLORA WS
FLOSSMOOR COOK ADJ 12/70 FLOSSMOOR WS
FOREST PARK COOK CONS FOREST PARK
FOREST VIEW COOK OCHS FOREST VIEW
PORREST LIVINGS™ ADJ /70 FORREST WS
FORREST LAKE LAKE ADJ m FORREST LAKE SUBD






COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FORSYTH MAOON ADJ 12/68 FORSYTH WS
FUX LAKE LAKE ADJ 11/69 FOX LAKE WS
PCK LAKE HILLS LAKE NATL FOX LAKE HILLS SUBD
POK RIVER GROVE MCHENRY ADJ 4/68 fox riv e r m m  WS
FRANKFORT WILL ADJ 11/67 FRANKFORT WS
FRANKLIN MDRGAN OONS FRANKLIN JACKSONVILLE WS
FRANKLIN GROVE LEE ADJ 7/62 FRANKLIN GROVE
FRANKLIN PARK OOOK cons FRANKLIN PARK CHICAGO WS
FREEBURG ST. CLAIR OONS FREEBURG S L M WATER CO
FREEMANSFUR WILLIAMS») OONS FREEMANSPUR REND LAKE INT-CITY W
FREEPORT STEPHENSON ADJ /66 FREEPORT WS
FULTON WHITESIDE ADJ 2/69 FULTON WS
GALATIA SALINE OONS GALATIA REND LAKE INT-CITY W
GALENA JO DAVIESS ADJ 12/65 GALENA WS
GALESBURG KNOX ADJ 11/61 GALESBURG WS
GALVA HENRY NATL GALVA WS
GARDNER GRUNDY NATL GARDNER WS
GAYS M3ULTRIE ADJ 9/68 SULLIVAN WS
GENESED HENRY ADJ 12/54 GENESED WS
GENEVA KANE NAIL GENEVA WS
GENOA DE KALB ADJ /69 GENOA WS
GEORGETOWN VERMILION ADJ 3/69 GEORGETOWN WS
GERMAN VALLEY STEPHENSON ADJ /68 GERMAN VALLEY WS
GERMANTOWN CLINTON ADJ 1/72 GERMANTOWN WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____
GIBSON CITY FORD ADJ 11/68 GIBSON CITY WS
GIFFORD CHAMPAIGN ADJ 6/68 GIFFORD WS
GILBERTS (PART) KANE ADJ /79 GILBERTS
GILLESPIE MACOUPIN ADJ 10/69 GILLESPIE WS
GILMAN IROQUOIS ADJ /68 GILMAN WS
GIRARD MACOUPIN CONS GIRARD ADGPTV WA3ER COOT
GLASPORD PEORIA NAIL GLASPORD WS
GLEN CARBON MADISON ADJ /70 GLEN CARBON WS
GLEN ELLYN DU PAGE ADJ /70 GLEN ELLYN WS
GLENCOE COOK ADJ 4/56 GLENCOE WS
GLENDALE HEIGHTS DU PAGE ADJ 5/68 GLENDALE HEIGHTS WS
GLÜNVIEW COOK CONS GLENVIEW WILMETTE WS
GLENWOOD COOK CONS GLENWOOD WS HAM40ND, IN
GOLOONDA POPE ADJ /68 GOLOONDA WS
GOLDEN ADAMS CONS GOLDEN CLAYTON-CAMP PT W CCM«1
GOLDEN GATE WAYNE CONS GOLDEN GATE FAIRFIELD WS
GOLF COOK CONS GOLF CHICAGO WS
GOOD HOPE MCDONOUGH ADJ /69 GOOD HOPE WS
GOODFIELD WOODFORD ADJ /69 GOODFIELD WS
GOREVILLE JOHNSON CONS GOREVILLE LAKE OF EEYPT PWD
GORHAM JACKSON ADJ /70 GORHAM WS
GRAFTON JERSEY ADJ /70 GRAFTON WS
GRAND RIDGE LA SALLE NA3L GRAND RIDGE WS
GRAND TOMER JACKSON ADJ 3/72 GRAND TOWER WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
GRANDVIEW SANGAMON OCHS GRANDVIEW WS
GRANITE CITY MADISON ADJ 7/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
GRANT PORK MADISON CONS GRANTPORK
GRANT PARK KANKAKEE ADJ /68 GRANT PARK WS
GRANVILLE PUINAM NATL GRANVILLE WS
GRAYSLAKE LAKE NAIL GRAYSLAKE WS
GRAYVILLE WHITE ADJ 12/69 GRAYVILLE WS
GREEN ROCK HEJKY ADJ /68 GREEN ROCK WS
GREEN VALLEY TAZEWELL ADJ 12/70 GREEN VALLEY WS
GREENFIELD GREENE ADJ 11/58 GREENFIELD WS
GREENUP CUMBERLAND ADJ 12/68 GREENUP WS
GREENVIEW MENARD ADJ /69 GREENVIEW WS
GREENVILLE BOND ADJ 11/58 GREENVILLE WS
GRIDLEY MCLEAN ADJ 11/70 GRIDLEY WS
GRIQGSVILLE PIKE ADJ 11/70 GRIQGSVILLE WS
GURNEE LAKE NAIL GURNEE WS
HAMEL MADISON NAIL HAMEL WS
HAMILTON HANCOCK ADJ /70 HAMILTON WS
HAMLETSBURG POPE ADJ /75 MILLSTONE PWD
HAM-CND PIATT ADJ 11/69 HAtfdND WS
HAMPSHIRE KANE ADJ 11/69 HAMPSHIRE WS
HAMPTON ROCK ISLAND CONS HAMPTON
HANAPORD FRANKLIN ADJ 10/62 REND LAKE INT-CITY W




REND LAKE INT-C ITY W
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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HANNA CITY PEORIA NATL HANNA CITY WS
HANOVER JO DAVIESS ADJ 10/69 HANOVER WS
HANOVER PARK DU PAGE CONS HANOVER PARK WS CHICAGO WS
HARDIN CALHOUN ADJ 11/69 HARDIN WS
HARM3N LEE ADJ /70 HARMDN WS
HARRISTOWN MACON ADJ /68 HARRISTOWN WS
HARTFORD MADISON ADJ 5/68 HARTFORD WS
HARTSBURG LOGAN ADJ /70 HARTSBURG WS
HARVARD MCHENRY ADJ /69 HARVARD WS
HARVEY OOOK CONS HARVEY CHICAGO WS
HARWOOD HEIGHTS OOOK OONS HARWOOD HEIGHTS CHICAGO WS
HAVANA MASON ADJ 12/70 HAVANA WS
HAWTHORNE WOODS LAKE ADJ /68 HAWTHORNE WOODS (VILLAGE)
HAZEL CREST OOOK OONS HAZEL CREST CHICAGO WS
HEBRON MCHENRY ADJ 3/69 HEBRON WS
HECKER MONROE OONS HECXER S L M WATER
HENDERSON KICK NAIL HENDERSON WS
HENNEPIN PUTNAM ADJ /66 HENNEPIN FWD
HENRY MARSHALL ADJ 10/68 HENRY WS
HERRICK SHELBY ADJ 6/68 HERRICK WS
HERRIN WILLIAMSON ADJ 9/62 REND LAKE INT-CITY W
HERSCHER KANKAKEE ADJ /73 HERSCHER WS
HEHTICK MAOOUPIN ADJ /68 HETTICK
HEYWORTH MCLEAN ADJ 12/70 HEYWORTH WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HICKORY HILLS COOK GONS HICKORY HILLS CHICAGO WS
HIGHLAND MADISON ADJ /68 HIGHLAND WS
HIGHLAND PARK LAKE ADJ 12/55 HIGHLAND PARK WS
HIGHWOOD LAKE ADJ 10/68 HIGHWOOD WS
HILLCREST OGLE ADJ 11/68 HILLCREST WS
HILLSBORO MONTGOMERY ADJ /70 HILLSBORO WS
HILLSIDE OOOK OONS HILLSIDE CHICAGO WS
HILLVIEW GREENE ADJ /68 HILLVIEW WS
HINCKLEY DE KAUB ADJ 5/68 HINCKLEY WS
HINDSBORO DOUGLAS ADJ 12/69 HINDSBORO WS
HINSDALE DU PAGE ADJ 6/68 HINSDALE WS
HODGKINS OOOK OONS HODGKINS CHICAGO WS
HOFFMAN clinton OONS HOFFMAN CENTRAI IA WS
HOFFMAN ESTATES (PART) COOK ADJ /79 HOFFMAN ESTA1ES-N0RTH
HOFFMAN ESTATES (PART) COOK ADJ /79 HOFFMAN ESTATES-SOUTH
HOFFMAN ESTATES (PART) OOOK ADJ /79 HOFFMAN ESTATES-WEST
HOMER CHAMPAIGN ADJ /70 HOMER WS
HOMETOWN OOOK OONS HCMEICWN CHICAGO WS
HCMEWOOD OOOK OONS HOMEWOOD WS CHICAGO WS
HOOPESTON VERMILION ADJ 12/67 HOOPESTON WS
HOPEDALE TAZEWELL ADJ 3/69 HOPEDALE WS
HOPEWELL ESTATES SUBD MARSHALL NATL HOPEWELL ESTATES SUBD
HOYLEDCN WASHINGTON OONS HOYLETOJ NASHVILLE WS
HUDSON MCLEAN OONS HUDSON BLOOMINGTON WS
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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HULL PIKE ADJ 12/70 HULL WS
HUMBOLDT COLES CONS HLMBOmr MAITOON WS
HUME EDGAR ADJ 4/69 HUME WS
HUNTLEY MCHEÜKY ADJ 7/71 HUNTLEY WS
HURST WILLIAMS»! CONS HURST CITIES WATER CO
HUTSONVILLE CRAWFORD ADJ 10/70 HUTSONVILLE WS
ILLIOPOLIS SANGAtdN ADJ 12/67 ILLIOPOLIS WS
INA JEFERSON CONS EWING-INA REND LAKE INT-CITY
INA JEFFERSON ADJ /71 REND LAKE IMT-CITY W
INDIAN HEAD PARK COOK ADJ 8/68 INDIAN HEAD PARK WS
INDIANOLA VERMILION ADJ /68 INDIANOLA WS
INDUSTRY MCDONOUGH NAIL INDUSTRY WS
IPAVA FULTON NAIL IPAVA WS
IRVING MDMTOOMEKY OONS IRVING WITT WS
IRVINGTON WASHINGTON CONS IRVINGTON CEMRALIA WS
ISLAND LAKE LAKE ADJ /75 ISLAND LAKE WC
ITASCA DU PAGE ADJ /72 ITASCA WS
IUKA MARICN ADJ 4/71 IUKA WS
IVESDALE CHAMPAIGN ADJ /68 IVESDALE WS
JACKSONVILLE MDRGAN ADJ 8/56 JACKSONVILLE WS
JEFFERSONVILLE WAYNE NAIL JEFFERSONVILLE
JEISEYVILLE CHRISTIAN OONS JEISEYVILLE KINCAID WS
JERCME SANGAMON OONS JERCME SPRINGFIELD WS
JEISEYVILLE JERSEY ADJ 11/64 JERSEYVILLE WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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JEWETT CUMBERLAND ADJ 6/68 JEWEIT WS
JOHNSTON CITY WILLIAMS»! OONS JOHSTON CITY REND LAKE INT-CITY W
JOLIET MILL NATL JOLIET WS
JONESBORO UNION CONS JONESBORO WC ANNA-JONESBORO WC
JOPPA MASSAC ADJ /82 JOPPA WS
JOY MERCER ADJ /23 JOY
JUNCTION CITY MARION CONS JUNCTION CITY CEMRALIA WS
JUSTICE OOOK cons JUSnCE-WILLOW SPRINGS CHICAGO WS
KAMPSVILLE CALHOUN ADJ /70 KAMPSVILLE WS
KANE GREENE ADJ /68 KANE WS
KANGLEY LA SALLE NATL KANGLEY WS
KANKAKEE KANKAKEE ADJ 11/64 KANKAKEE WC
KANSAS EDGAR ADJ n o KANSAS WS
KARNAK PULASKI ADJ /68 KARNAK WS
KEENSBURG WABASH ADJ 11/68 KEENSBURG
KEITHSBURG MERCER ADJ 11/70 KEITHSBURG WS
KELL MARIO! OONS DIX-KELL REND LAKE INT-CITY W
KEMPT»! FORD ADJ /82 KEMPTON WS
KENILWORTH COCK ADJ 11/53 KENILWORTH WS
KENNEY DE WITT ADJ 11/53 KENNEY WS
KEWANEE HENRY NATL KEWANEE WS
KEYESFORT CLINTON ADJ /68 KEYESFORT WS
KINCAID CHRISTIAN ADJ 10/70 KINCAID WS
KINDERHOOK PIKE ADJ 6/69 KINDERHOOK WS
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
KINGSTON DE KALB ADJ 12/70 KINGSTON WS
KINGSTON MINES PEORIA NATL KI NGSTON MINES WS
KBWUNDY MARION ADJ /68 khwundy WS
KINSMAN GRUNDY NATL KINSMAN
KIRKLAND DE KALB ADJ /70 KIRKLAND WS
KIRKWOOD WARREN NATL KIRKWOOD WS
KNOXVILLE KNOX NATL KNOXVILLE WS
LA FAYETTE STARK NATL LA FAYEITE WS
LA GRANGE COOK ADJ 5/61 LA GRANGE WS
LA GRANGE HIGHLAND COOK ADJ 12/67 LA GRANGE HIGHLAND SD
LA GRANGE PARK COOK CONS LA GRANGE PARK
LA HARPE HANCOCK ADJ 12/69 LA HARPE WS
LA PLACE PIATT ADJ /72 LA PLACE WS
LA ROSE MARSHALL ADJ /68 LA ROSE WS
LA SALLE LA SALLE ADJ 3/57 LA SALLE WS
LAGON MARSHALL ADJ 10/66 LAGON WS
LADD BUREAU NATL LADD WS
LAKE BARRINGTON SHORES LAKE NAIL LAKE BARRINGTON SHORES WS
LAKE BLUFF LAKE ADJ 11/60 LAKE FOREST WS
LAKE FOREST LAKE ADJ 12/58 LAKE FOREST WS
LAKE IN THE HILLS MCHENRY ADJ 10/81 LAKE IN THE HILLS WS
LAKE VILLA LAKE NATL LAKE VILLA WS
LAKE ZURICH LAKE NATL LAKE ZURICH WS




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LANSING COOK CONS LANSING HAÌ-MOND, IN
LATHAM LOGAN ADJ /68 LATHAM WS
LAWRENCEVILLE LAWRENCE ADJ 7/53 LAWRENCEVILLE WS
LE ROY MCLEAN ADJ 11/53 LE ROY WS
LEAF RIVER OGLE ADJ /70 LEAF RIVER WS
LEBANON ST. CLAIR CONS LEBANON S L M WATER 00
LEE LEE ADJ /68 LEE
LELAND LA SALLE ADJ 2/72 LELAND WS
LELAND GRCMS SANGAMON ADJ 7/68 SPRINGFIELD WS
LEMONT OOOK NATL LEMKT WS
LENA STEPHENSON ADJ 4/69 IMA WS
LENZBURG ST. CLAIR CONS LENZBURG KASKASKIA WATER DIS
LEEJNORE LA SALLE ADJ /68 LEDNORE
LERNA COLES OONS LERNA CLEAR WATER SERV CORP
LEWISTOWN FULTON ADJ 8/71 LEWISTOWN WS
LEXINGTON MCLEAN ADJ /69 LEXINGTON WS
LIBERTY ADAMS G»IS LIBERTY CLAYTON-CAMP PT W CC*M
LIBERTYVILLE LAKE NAIL LIBERTYVILLE WS
LIMA ADAMS ADJ /68 LIMA
LINCOLN LOGAN ADJ 1/68 LINCOLN
LINCOLNSHIRE LAKE NATL LINCOLNSHIRE WS
LINCXDLNWOOD OOCK OONS LINOOLNWOOD CHICAGO WS
LINDENHURST LAKE NAIL LINDENHURST WS
LISLE DU PAGE ADJ 11/68 LI SLE WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
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LITCHFIELD MONTGOMERY ADJ /69 LITCHFIELD WS
LITTLE YORK WARREN NATL LITTLE YORK WS
LIVINGSTON MADISON NATL LIVINGSTON WS
LOAMI SANGAMON ADJ /70 LOAMI WS
LOCKPORT WILL NATL LOCKPORT WS
LODA IROQUOIS ADJ 11/70 LODA WS
LOMBARD DU PAGE NATL LOMBARD WS
LONDON MILLS FULTON ADJ 11/70 LONDON MILLS WS
LONG VIEW CHAMPAIGN ADJ 1/70 LONG VIEW WS
LQRAINE ADAMS NATL UCRAINE WS
LOSTANT LA SALLE NAIL LOSTANT WS
LOUISVILLE CLAY ADJ /70 LOUISVILLE WS
LOVES PARK WINNEBAGO ADJ 10/68 LOVES PARK WS
LOVINGTON MOULTRIE ADJ 12/70 LOVINGTON WS
LUDLOW CHAMPAIGN ADJ 3/69 LUDLOW WS
LYNDON WHITESIDE ADJ /68 LYNDON WS
LYNNVILLE MORGAN ADJ 5/70 JACKSONVILLE WS
LYNWOOD COOK CONS LYNWOOD WS HANMOND, IN
LYONS COOK CONS Lyons CHICAGO WS
MACEDONIA HAMILTON CONS MACEDONIA REND LAKE INT-CITY W
MACKINAW TAZEWELL ADJ 12/69 MACKINAW WS
MAOOMB MCDONOUGH ADJ /70 MAOOMB WS
MAOON MAOON ADJ 11/67 MAC») WS
MADISON MADISON ADJ 7/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
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SOURCE SYSTEM
MAEYSTOWN MONROE ADJ 10/77 MAEYSTOWN WS
MAGNOLIA PUTNAM ADJ /68 MAGNOLIA
MAHOMET CHAMPAIGN ADJ 11/69 MAHOMET WS
MAKANDA JACKSON ADJ /70 CARBONDALE WS
MALDEN BUREAU ADJ /68 MALDEN WS
MALTA I® KALB ADJ 11/68 MALTA WS
MANCHESTER SOOTT OONS MANCHESTER
MANHATTAN WILL ADJ /74 MANHATTAN WS
MANITO MASON ADJ /70 MANITO WS
MANLIUS BUREAU ADJ /70 MANLIUS WS
MANSFIELD PIATT ADJ 11/69 MANSFIELD WS
MANTENO KANKAKEE ADJ 10/69 MANTENO WS
MAPLE PARK KANE ADJ /80 MAPLE PARK WS
MAPIETON PEORIA NATL MAPLETON WS
M^QUON KNOX NAIL MAQUON WS
MARENGO MCHENRY ADJ /69 MARENGO WS
MARINE MADISON ADJ /70 MARINE WS
MARION WILLIAMSON ADJ 5/62 MARION WS
MARISSA ST. CLAIR OONS MARISSA
MARK PUTNAM OONS MARK
MARKHAM COOK CONS MARKHAM
MAROA MAOON ADJ /69 MAROA WS
MARQUETTE HEIGHTS TAZEWELL ADJ /68 MARQUETTE HEIGHTS WS
MARSEILLES LA SALLE ADJ 12/67 MARSEILLES WS
ROQDHOUSE WS





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MARSHALL CLARK ADJ /68 MARSHALL WS
MARTINSVILLE CLARK ADJ /68 MARTINSVILLE WS
MARTTNTON IROQUOIS ADJ 10/69 MARTINTON WS
MARYVILLE MADISON ADJ 11/70 MARYVILLE WS
MASOOUTAH SALINE CONS MASOOUTAH SLM  WATER CO
MASON EFFINGHAM CONS MASON EDGEWOOD WS
MASON CITY MASON ADJ /69 MASON CITY WS
MA3HERVILLE MERCER NAIL MA3HERVILLE WS
MATTESON COOK ADJ 4/57 MMTESON WS
MATTOON COLES ADJ 1/69 MATTOON WS
MAYWOOD OOOK CONS MAYWOOD CHICAGO WS
MAZON GRUNDY ADJ /70 MAZON WS
MCOOOK OOOK CONS MCOOOK CHICAGO WS
MCHENRY MCHENRY ADJ 12/63 MCHENRY WS
MCHENRY SHORES MCHENRY ADJ /71 MCHENRY SHORES WC
MCLEAN MCLEAN ADJ 2/71 (CLEAN WS
MCLEANSBORO HAMILTON OONS MCLEANSBORO REND LAKE INT-CITY
MCNABB PUTNAM ADJ 12/69 MCNABB WS
MEADOWBROOK MADISON CONS MEADOWBROOK PWD BETHALTO WS
MECHANICSBURG SCHUYLER ADJ /70 MECHANICS-BUFFALO WC
MEDIA HENDERSON ADJ /69 MEDIA WS
MEDORA MAOOUPIN ADJ /70 MEDORA WS-
MELROSE PARK COCK OONS MELROSE PARK CHICAGO WS
MELVIN FORD ADJ 11/70 MELVIN WS
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MENDON ADAMS ADJ 12/70 MENDON WS
MEREDOSIA MORGAN ADJ 12/69 MERED05IA WS
MEHRICNETTE PARK COOK CONS MERRIONETIE PARK CHICAGO WS
METAMDRA WOODFORD ADJ /70 METAMORA WS
METCALF EDGAR ADJ /70 METCALF WS
METROPOLIS MASSAC ADJ /69 METROPOLIS WS
MIDDLETOWN LOGAN ADJ /70 MIDDLETOWN WS
MIDLOmiAN 000K CONS MIDLOTHIAN CHICAGO WS
MILAN ROCK ISLAND ADJ /70 MILAN WS
MILFORD IROQUOIS ADJ 3/68 MILFORD WS
MILL SHOALS WHITE ADJ /64 MILL SHOALS
MILLEDGEVILLE CARROLL ADJ 5/68 MILLEDGEVILLE WS
MILLSTAOT ST. CLAIR OONS MILLSTADT ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
MILTON PIKE ADJ 8/69 MILTON WS
MINERAL BUREAU ADJ /68 MINERAL WS
MINIER TAZEWELL ADJ 11/70 MINIER WS
MLN3NK WOODFORD NATL MINONK WS
MINDOKA GRUNDY NATL MLNOOKA WS
MODESTO MACOUPIN ADJ 3/69 PALMYRAHDDESTO WC
MOKENA WILL ADJ /69 MOKENA WS
MDLINE ROCK ISLAND ADJ 3/55 M3LINE WS
MCME2CE KANKAKEE ADJ 3/68 MQMENCE WS
MONEE WILL ADJ 1/69 MONEE WS
MMWOUIH WARREN NATL MOMOUTH WS
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MONTGOMERY KANE NATL MONTGOMERY WS
MONITCELLO PIATT ADJ 12/69 MONTI CELLO WS
MONIROSE EFFINGHAM ADJ /70 MONTROSE WS
MORRIS GRUNDY ADJ 5/67 MORRIS WS
MORRISON WHITESIDE ADJ 12/68 MORRISON WS
MORRISONVILLE CHRISTIAN ADJ 7/69 MORRISONVILLE WS
MORTON TAZEWELL ADJ 7/68 MORION WS
MORTON GROVE COCK CONS MORTON GROVE CHICAGO WS
MOUND CITY PULASKI NATL MOUND CITY WS
MOUND STATION BROWN NATL MOUND STATION WS
MOUNDS PULASKI ADJ 1/69 MOUNDS WS
MOUNT AUBURN CHRISTIAN ADJ /70 Ml’ AUBURN WS
MOUNT CLARE MACOUPIN CONS MOUNT CLARE GILLESPIE WS
MOUNT ERIE WAYNE ADJ /68 MOUNT ERIE WS
MOUNT OLIVE MACOUPIN ADJ 12/69 MOUNT OLIVE WS
MOUNT STERLING BROWN OONS MOUNT STERLING WS CLAYTON-CAMP PT W COW
MOUNT VEBNON JEFFERSON OONS MOUNT VERNON REND LAKE INT-CITY W
MOWEAQUA SHELBY ADJ 10/69 MDWEAQUA WS
MT CARMEL WABASH ADJ /69 MT CARMEL WS
MT CARROLL CARROLL ADJ /70 MT CARROLL WS
MT MORRIS OGLE ADJ /68 MT MORRIS WS
KT PROSPECT COCK NATL MT PROSPECT WS
MT PULASKI LOGAN ADJ /70 MI’ PULASKI WS
MT ZION MAD») OONS MI' ZION DECATUR WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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MUDDY SALINE OONS MUDDY SALINE VALLEY CD'
MULBERRY GROVE BOND OONS MULBERRY GROVE GREENVILLE WS
MUNDELEIN LAKE NAIL MUNDELEIN WS
MURPHYSBORD JACKSON CONS MURPHYSBORO KINKAID REEDS CK INT
MURRAYVILLE MORGAN CONS MURRAYVILLE-WOODSON WC JACKSONVILLE WS
NAPERVILLE DU PAGE ADJ 6/68 NAPERVILLE WS
NAPLAIE LA SALLE NAIL NAPLA3E WS
NASHVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ 12/56 NASHVILLE WS
NASON JEFFERSON ADJ m REND LAKE INT-CITY W
NATIONAL CITY ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
NAUVOO HANCOCK ADJ /69 NAUVOO WS
NEBO PIKE ADJ 11/69 NEBO WS
NBOGA CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/69 NBOGA WS
NEPONSET BUREAU NATL NEPONSET WS
NEW A2HENS ST. CLAIR OONS NEW ATHENS KASKASKIA WATER DIS
NEW BADEN CLINTON CONS NEW BADEN S L M WATER GO
NEW BERLIN SANGAMON ADJ 8/69 NEW BERLIN WS
NEW BOSTON MERCER ADJ /68 NEW BOSTON WS
NEW CANTON PIKE ADJ /69 NEW CANTON WS
NEW GRAND CHAIN PULASKI ADJ /75 MILLSTONE FWD
NEW HAVEN GALLATIN ADJ 12/69 NEW HAVEN WS
NEW HOLLAND LOGAN ADJ /70 NEW HOLLAND WS
NEW LENOX WILL ADJ /70 NEW LENOX WS
NEW MINDEN WASHINGTON OONS NEW MINDEN NASHVILLE WS
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NEWARK KENDALL ADJ 6/68 NEWARK WS
NEWMAN DOUGLAS ADJ /69 NEJJMAN WS
NEWTON JASPER ADJ 3/54 NEWION WS
NIANTIC MAOON ADJ 11/68 NIAMnC WS
NILES OOOK CONS NILES CHICAGO WS
NILWOOD MACOUPIN CONS NILWOOD ADGPTV WATER OOMM
NOBLE RICHLAND ADJ 6/68 NOBLE WS
NOKQMIS MMGQMERY ADJ /68 NOKQMIS WS
NORMAL MCLEAN ADJ 12/53 NORMAL WS
NOBRIDGE OOOK CONS N0RR1DGE CHICAGO WS
NORRIS FULTON CONS NORRIS WS CANTON WS
NORRIS CITY WHITE ADJ 11/69 NORRIS CITY WS
NORTH AURORA KANE NATL NORTH AURORA WS
NORTH CHICAGO LAKE ADJ 11/68 NORTH CHICAGO WS
NORTH CITY FRANKLIN CONS NORTH CITY REND LAKE IMT-CITY
NORTH HENDERSON MERCER NATL NORTH HENDERSON WS
NORTH PARK WINNEBAGO ADJ /55 NORTH PARK PWD
NORTH PEKIN TAZEWELL ADJ /69 NORTH PEKIN WS
NORTH RIVERSIDE COCK eras NORTH RIVERSIDE CHICAGO WS
NORTH irncA LA SALLE ADJ 6/70 NORTH UTICA WS
NORTHBROOK COOK ADJ 4/56 NORTHBROOK WS
NORTHETELD OOOK ADJ 12/52 WINNETKA WS
NORTHFIELD OOOK CONS NORTHFIELD CHICAGO WS
NORTHLAKE COOK CONS NORTHLAKE CHICAGO WS
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O'FALLON ST. CLAIR OONS O'FALLON ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
OAK BROOK DU PAGE ADJ /72 OAK BROCK WS
OAK FOREST COOK OONS OAK FOREST CHICAGO WS
OAK LAWN OOOK oons OAK LAWN CHICAGO WS
OAK PARK OOCK CONS OAK PARK CHICAGO WS
OAKDALE ACRES SUBD KANKAKEE ADJ 111 OAKDALE ACRES SUBD
QAKPORD MENARD ADJ 5/69 QAKPORD WS
OAKLAND COLES ADJ 11/68 OAKLAND WS
OAKWOOD VERMILION ADJ /70 OAKWOOD WS
OBLONG CRAWFORD OONS OBLONG ROBINSON-PALESTINE WC
OTVRf .T. LIVINGSTON NATL ODELL WS
COIN MARION OONS ODIN CENTRALIA WS
OGDEN CHAMPAIGN ADJ /70 OGDEN WS
OGLESBY LA SALLE NAIL OGLESBY WS
OHIO BUREAU NAIL OHIO WS
OKAWVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ 11/68 OKAWVILLE WS
OLD SHAWNEEIOWN GALLATIN ADJ /70 OLD SHAWNEEIOWN WS
OLMSTED PULASKI ADJ /68 OLMSTED
OLNEY RICHLAND ADJ /68 OLNEY WS
OLYMPIA FIELDS OOOK ADJ /70 OLYMPIA FIELDS WS
OMAHA GALLATIN ADJ /68 OMAHA WS
ONARGA IROQUOIS ADJ 4/71 ONARGA WS
ONEIDA KNCK NAIL CM2 DA WS
OQUAWKA HENDERSON ADJ /69 OQUAWKA WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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ORANGEVILLE STEPHENSON ADJ 11/68 ORANGEVILLE WS
OREANA MAOON ADJ 5/68 OREANA MS
OREGON OGLE ADJ 11/84 OREGON WS
ORIENT FRANKLIN CONS ORIENT REND LAKE INT-dTY
ORION HENRY ADJ 9/52 ORION WS
ORLAND PARK COOK CONS (»LAND PARK WS CHICAGO WS
OSWEGO KENDALL NAIL OSWEGO MS
OOTAWA LA SALLE ADJ /68 OTTAWA MS
OWANECO CHRISTIAN cats OWANECO TAYLORVILLE MS
PALATINE COOK NAIL PALATINE MS
PALESTINE CRAWFORD ADJ /69 ROBINSON-PALESTINE WC
PALMER CHRISTIAN ADJ /69 PALMER WS
PALMYRA MACOUPIN CONS PALMYRA PALMYRA-MODESIO WC
PALOS HEIGHTS COOK OONS PALOS HEIGHTS CHICAGO WS
PALOS HILLS OOOK OONS PALOS HILLS CHICAGO MS
PANA CHRISTIAN ADJ /69 PANA MS
PANAMA MMQOMERY CONS PANAMA GREENVILLE MS
PARIS EDGAR ADJ 10/70 PARIS WS
PARK CITY LAKE CONS PARK CITY MALKEGAN MS
PARK FOREST COOK ADJ 12/52 PARK FOREST WS
PARK RIDGE OOOK CONS PARK RIDGE CHICAGO MS
PARKERSBURG RICHLAND NAIL PARKERSBURG WS
PATQKA MARION ADJ /70 PAIGKA WS
PAM PAM LEE ADJ 9/59 PAW PAW
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PAWNEE SANGAMON OONS PAWNEE
PAXTON PORD ADJ 5/68 PAXTON
PAYSCN ADAMS ADJ /69 PAYSON WS
PEARL PIKE ADJ 10/69 PEARL WS
PEARL CITY STEPHENSON ADJ • 4/71 PEARL CITY WS
PECATONICA WINNEBAGO ADJ /68 PECATONICA WS
PEKIN TAZEWELL ADJ /68 PEKIN (ILL-AM WC)
PEORIA PEORIA ADJ 10/58 PEORIA (ILL-AM WC)
PEORIA HEIGHTS PEORIA ADJ /82 PEORIA HEIGHTS WS
PEOTONE WILL ADJ 11/70 PEOTONE WS
PERCY RANDOLPH ADJ 8/69 PERCY WS
PERRY PIKE ADJ 1/70 PERRY WS
PERU LA SALLE NATL PERU WS
PESOHW CHAMPAIGN ADJ 12/70 PESOTLM WS
PETERSBURG MENARD ADJ /68 PETERSBURG WS
PHILO CHAMPAIGN OONS PHILO
PHOENIX COOK CONS PHOENIX
PIERRON BOND OONS PIERRON
PINCKNEYVILLE PERRY ADJ 8/59 PINCKNEYVILLE WS
PIPER CITY PORD ADJ 10/70 PIPER CITY WS
PITTSBURG WILLIAMSON OONS PITTSBURG
PITTSFIELD PIKE ADJ 12/63 PITTSFIELD WS
PLAINFIELD WILL NATL PLAINFIELD WS
PLAINVILLE ADAMS ADJ 10/69 PLAINVILLE WS
ADGPTV WATER OCMM
NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (CHAMP) 
CHICAGO WS 
HIGHLAND WS
REND LAKE INT-CITY W
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PLANO KENDALL ADJ 7/68 PLANO WS
PLEASANT HILL PIKE ADJ 6/69 PLEASANT HILL WS
PLEASANT PLAINS SANGAMDN ADJ 12/68 PLEASANT PLAINS WS
PLYMXTTH HANCOCK ADJ /68 PLYMOUTH WS
POCHONTAS BOND ADJ 1/70 POCHONTAS WS
POLO OGLE ADJ 12/69 POLO WS
PONTIAC LIVINGSTON ADJ /69 NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (PONT)
PONTOON BEACH MADISON CONS PONTOON BEACH PWD ILL-AM WC (E ST DOUIS)
POPLAR GROVE boone ADJ /68 POPLAR GROVE WS
PORT BYRON ROCK ISLAND ADJ 8/70 PORT BYRON WS
POSEN COCK CONS POSEN CHICAGO WS
POTOMAC VERMILION ADJ 3/63 POTOMAC WS
PRAIRIE CITY MCDONOUGH NAIL PRAIRIE CITY WS
PRAIRIE DU ROCHER RANDOLPH ADJ 5/71 PRAIRIE DU ROCHER WS
PRINCETON BUREAU ADJ 11/69 PRINCETON WS
PRINCEVILLE PEORIA NAIL PRINCEVILLE WS
PROPHETSTOWN WHITESIDE ADJ 12/68 PROPHETSTOWN WS
PULASKI PULASKI ADJ 11/69 PULASKI WS
QUINCY ADAMS ADJ 4/54 QUINCY WS
RADCM WASHINGTON CONS RADON REND LAKE INT-CITY W
RALEIGH SALINE CONS RALEIGH WD SALINE VALLEY CD
RAMSEY FAYETTE ADJ 12/68 RAMSEY WS
RANKIN VERMILION ADJ 11/60 RANKIN WS
RANSOM LA SALLE NATL RANSOM WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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RANTOUL CHAMPAIGN ADJ 5/65 RANTOUL WS
RAPIDS CITY ROCK ISLAND ADJ /68 RAPIDS CITY WS
RARITAN HENDERSON NAIL RARITAN WS
RAYMOND MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 RAYMOND WS
RED BUD RANDOLPH ADJ /70 RED BUD WS
REDDICK KANKAKEE /LIVINGSTON NATL REDDICK WS
REDMON EDGAR ADJ /70 REDMON WS
REYNOLDS MERCER /  ROCK ISLAND NATL REYNOLDS WS
RICHMOND MCHENRY ADJ /70 RICHMOND WS
RICHTON PARK OOOK ADJ 12/71 RICHTON PARK WS
RICHVIEW WASHINGTON OCNS RICHVIEW CENTRALIA WS
RIDGE FARM VERMILION ADJ 6/83 RIDGE FARM WS
RIDGWAY GALLATIN ADJ /70 RIDGWAY WS
RIPLEY BROUN CONS RIPLEY CLAYTON-CAMP
RIVER FOREST OOOK OCNS RIVER FOREST CHICAGO WS
RIVER GRCWE COOK OONS RIVER GROVE CHICAGO WS
RIVERDALE COOK OONS RIVERDALE CHICAGO WS
RIVERSIDE OOOK OCNS RIVERSIDE WS CHICAGO WS
RIVERTON SANGAMON ADJ 7/69 RIVERTON WS
ROANOKE WOODPORD ADJ /68 ROANOKE WS
ROBBINS OOOK OONS ROBBINS CHICAGO WS
ROBERTS FORD ADJ /70 ROBERTS WS
ROBINSON CRAWFORD ADJ 11/65 RQBINSON-PALESTTNE WC
ROCHELLE OGLE ADJ /70 ROCHELLE WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
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ROCHESTER SANGAMON CONS ROCHESTER SPRINGFIELD WS
ROCK CITY STEPHEN90N ADJ 12/70 ROCK CITY WS
ROCK FALLS WHITESIDE ADJ 9/68 ROCK FALLS WS
ROCK ISLAND ROCK ISLAND ADJ 6/63 ROCX ISLAND WS
ROCKBRIDGE GREENE CONS ROCKBRIDGE MEDORA WS
ROCKDALE WILL NATL ROCKDALE WS
ROCKFORD WINNEBAGO ADJ 10/66 ROCKFORD WS
ROCKKJN WINNEBAGO ADJ /68 ROOODN WS
ROLLING MEADOWS COOK NATL ROLLING MEADOWS WS
RCME (PART) PEORIA ADJ /52 ROME WS
RCMEDVILLE WILL NATL ROMEDVIILE
ROODHOUSE GREENE ADJ /70 ROODHOUSE WS
ROSELLE COOK ADJ /69 ROSELLE WS
ROSEM3NT COCK CONS RDSEMONT CHICAGO WS
ROSEVILLE WARREN ADJ 1/72 ROSEVILLE WS
ROSICLARE HARDIN ADJ 11/58 ROSICLARE WS
ROSSVILLE VERMILION ADJ 5/62 ROSSVILLE WS
ROUND LAKE LAKE NAIL ROUND LAKE WS
ROUND LAKE BEACH LAKE NAIL ROUND LAKE BEACH WS
ROUND LAKE PARK LAKE NATL ROUND LAKE PARK WS
ROXANA MADISON ADJ /70 ROXANA WS
ROYAL CHAMPAIGN ADJ 11/68 ROYAL WS *
ROYALTON FRANKLIN ADJ /68 CITIES WATER 00
RUMA RANDOLPH ADJ /68 RUMA
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ILLINOIS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY C O U N TY ' STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _________
RUSHVILLE SCHUYLER ADJ /70 RUSHVILLE WS
RUTLAND LA SALLE ADJ /68 RUTLAND
SALEM MARION ADJ 10/58 SALEM WS
SAN JOSE MASON ADJ 10/69 SAN JOSE WS
SANDOVAL MARION CONS SANDOVAL CEMRALIA WS
SANDWICH IE KALB ADJ 12/70 SANDWICH WS
SAUGET ST. CLAIR ADJ /68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
SAUK VILLAGE COOK ADJ 3/69 SAUK VILLAGE WS
SAUNEMIN LIVINGSTON NAIL SAUNEMIN WS
SAVANNA CARROLL ADJ /70 SAVANNA WS
SAVOY CHAMPAIGN ADJ /68 NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (CHAMP)
SAWYERVILLE MACOUPIN CONS SAWYERVILLE GILLESPIE WS
SAYBROOK MCLEAN ADJ 11/69 SAYBROOK WS
SCALES MOUND JO DAVIESS ADJ 10/71 SCALES MOUND WS
SCHAUMBURG COOK ADJ 12/70 SCHAUMBURG WS
SCHILLER PARK COCK CONS SCHILLER PARK CHICAGO WS
SCHRAM CITY MONTGOMERY CONS SCHRAM CITY HILLSBORO WS
SCOTT AFB ST. CLAIR CONS SCOTT AFB ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
SEATON MERCER NAIL SEATON WS
SEOOR WOODFORD ADJ /69 SEOOR WS
SENECA LA SALLE ADJ /68 SENECA WS
SESSER FRANKLIN COIS SESSER REND LAKE INT-CITY W
SHABBONA EE KALB ADJ /69 SHABBONA WS
SHANNON CARROLL ADJ 11/70 SHANNON WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____
SHAWNEEIOWN GALLATIN ADJ 10/65 SHAWNEEIOWN WS
SHEFFIELD BUREAU ADJ 4/71 SHEFFIELD WS
SHELBYVILLE SHELBY ADJ 2/71 SHELBYVILLE WS
SHELDON IROQUOIS ADJ /68 SHELDON
SHERMAN SANGA1CN ADJ 12/67 SPRINGFIELD WS
SHERRARD MERCER ADJ 11/69 SHERRARD WS
SHILOH ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
SHIFMAN MACOUPIN ADJ 12/70 SHIFMAN WS
SHOREWOOD WILL NATL SHOREWOOD WS
SIBLEY FORD ADJ -- o SIBLEY WS
SIDELL VERMILION ADJ 4/69 SIDELL WS
SIDNEY CHAMPAIGN ADJ /70 SIDNEY WS
SIGEL SHELBY ADJ 12/70 SIGEL WS
SILVIS ROCK ISLAND ADJ /68 SILVIS WS
SIMPSON JOHNSON ADJ /75 MILLSTONE EWD
SIMS WAYNE COIS SIMS WAYNE CITY WS
SKOKIE COOK CONS SKDKIE EVANSTON WS
SLEEPY HOLLOW KANE CONS SLEEPY HOLLOW WC ELGIN WS
SMITHBORO BOND CONS SMITHBORO GREENVILLE WS
SMI THE! ELD FULTON ADJ 12/68 SMITHFIELD WS
SMITHTON ST. CLAIR CONS SMITHTON S L M WATER CO
S M H DE KALB ADJ /68 SOMONAUK WS
SOUIH BELOIT WINNEBAGO CONS SOUIH BELOIT WS BELOIT, WI
SOUIH CHICAGO OOOK ADJ 3/68 SOUIH CHICAGO HGTS WS
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
SOUTH ELGIN KANE ADJ 5/68 SOUIH ELGIN WS
SOUTH HOLLAND OOOK CONS SOUIH HOLLAND CHICAGO WS
SOUIH JACKSONVILLE MORGAN ADJ 8/56 SOUTH JACKSONVILLE WS
SOUTH PEKIN TAZEWELL ADJ 5/71 SOUIH PEKIN WS
SOUIH ROXANA MADISON CONS SOUIH ROXANA WS ROXANA WS
SOUIH WILMINGTON GRUNDY NATL SOUIH WILMINGTON WS
SOUTHERN VIEW SANGAM3N ADJ 7/68 SPRINGFIELD WS
SPARLAND MARSHALL ADJ 8/68 SPARLAND WS
SPARTA RANDOLPH ADJ 3/54 SPARTA WS
SPAULDING SANGAMON ADJ /68 RIVERTON WS
SPILLERTOWN WILLIAMSON ADJ /71 REND LAKE INT-CITY W
SPRING VALLEY BUREAU ADJ 2/70 SPRING VALLEY WS
SPRINGERTON WHITE ADJ 1/69 SPRINGERTON WS
SPRINGFIELD SANGAMON ADJ 7/68 SPRINGFIELD WS
ST ANNE KANKAKEE ADJ 11/68 ST ANNE WS
ST AUGUSTINE KNOX NAIL ST AUGUSTINE WS
ST CHARLES KANE ADJ /73 SI’ CHARLES WS
ST DAVID FULTON CONS DUNFERMLINE-ST DAVID WC CAN10N WS
ST ELMD FAYETTE ADJ 11/66 ST ELMO WS
ST JAOOB MADISON ADJ 7/68 SI’ JAOOB
ST JOHNS PERRY ADJ 10/62 REND LAKE INT-CITY W
ST JOSEPH CHAMPAIGN ADJ 7/68 SI' JOSEPH WS
ST LIBORY ST. CLAIR ADJ 10/70 SI’ LIBORY WS
ST MARIE JASPER ADJ /68 ST MARIE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ST PETER FAYETTE cats ST PETER ST ELMO WS
STANDARD PUTNAM NATL STANDARD WS
STANFORD MCLEAN ADJ 11/70 STANFORD WS
STAUNTON MACOUPIN ADJ 6/69 STAUNTON WS
STKKT.FyTT.TK RANDOLPH ADJ 12/57 STEELEVILLE WS
STEJGER COOK / WILL ADJ 10/67 SIEGER WS
STERLING WHITESIDE ADJ 7/69 NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (STERL)
STEWARD LEE ADJ 6/68 STEWARD WS
STEWARDSON SHELBY ADJ /70 STEWARDSON WS
STICKNEY COOK CONS STICKNEY CHICAGO WS
STILLMAN VALLEY OGLE ADJ /70 STILLMAN VALLEY WS
STOCKTON JO DAVIESS ADJ 12/68 STOCKTON WS
STONE PARK COOK OONS STONE PARK CHICAGO WS
STONEPORT SALINE OONS STONEPORT WS REND LAKE INT-CITY W
STONINCTON CHRISTIAN ADJ 11/70 STONINGTON WS
STOY CRAWFORD OONS STOY ROBINSON-PALESÏTNE WC
STRASBURG SHELBY ADJ /70 STRASBURG WS
STRAWN LIVINGSTON ADJ 6/68 STRAWN WS
STREAMWOOD OOCK ADJ 12/68 STREAMWOOD WS
STREATOR LIVINGSTON ADJ 12/69 NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (STREAT)
STRONGHURST HENDERSON ADJ /69 STRONGHURST WS
SUBLETTE LEE ADJ 6/68 SUBLETTE WS
SUGAR GROVE KANE ADJ /67 SUGAR GROVE
SULLIVAN MOULTRIE ADJ 12/61 SULLIVAN WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SUM4ERFIELD ST. CLAIR CONS SUM4ERFIELD S L M WATER 00
SUMMIT COOK CONS ARGO-SIMCT CHICAGO WS
SUMNER LAWRENCE OONS SUMNER LAWRENCEVILLE WS
SUNNYSIDE MCHENRY ADJ /42 WHISPERING HILLS WC
SWANSEA ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
SYCAMORE EE KALB ADJ 11/70 SYCAMORE WS
TABLE GROVE FULTON NATL TABLE GROVE WS
TALLULA MENARD ADJ /69 TALLULA WS
TAMARQA PERRY eras TAMARQA REND LAKE INT-CITY W
TAhWS ALEXANDER ADJ 10/69 TAM4S WS
TAMPICO WHITESIDE ADJ 7/70 TAMPICO WS
TAYLOR SPRINGS M3NTGCMERY eras TAYLOR SPRINGS HILLSBORO WS
TAYDORVILLE CHRISTIAN ADJ 5/60 TAYLORVILLE WS
lEUTOPOLIS EFFINGHAM ADJ /70 TEUTOPOLIS WS
IHAWVILLE IROQUOIS ADJ /70 IHAWVILLE WS
THAYER SANGAMON OONS THAYER ADGPTV WATER COMM
THEBES ALEXANDER ADJ /70 THEBES WS
THOMASBORO CHAMPAIGN ADJ 6/68 THOMASBORO WS
THCMPSQNVILIJE FRANKLIN CONS THOMPSONVILLE REND LAKE INT-CITY W
THOMSON CARROLL ADJ /70 THOMSON WS
THORNTON COOK CONS THORNTON WS CHICAGO WS
TILDEN RANDOLPH CONS TILDEN KASKASKLA WATER DIS
tilton VERMILION ADJ 12/55 INTER-STATE WAT 00 (DANVILLE)
TINLEY PARK COOK OONS TINLEY PARK CHICAGO WS
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
TISKILWA BUREAU ADJ 2/70 TISKILWA WS
TOLEDO CUMBERLAND ADJ 12/58 TOLEDO WS
TOLONO CHAMPAIGN ADJ 1/70 TOLONO WS
TOLUCA MARSHALL NATL TOLUCA WS
TONICA LA SALLE NAIL TONICA WS
TOULON STARK NATL TOULON WS
TOVEY CHRISTIAN CONS TOVEY KINCAID WS
TOWANDA MCLEAN CONS TOWANDA BLOOMINGTON WS
TOWER HILL SHELBY ADJ 7/70 TOWER HILL
TOWER LAKES WC LAKE ADJ /69 TOWER LAKES WC
TREMONT TAZEWELL ADJ 11/68 TREMONT WS
TRENT») CLINTON CONS TRENTON S L M WATER 00
TROY MADISON ADJ 10/70 TROY WS
TUSCOLA DOUGLAS ADJ /68 DOUGLAS WC
TUSCOLA (PART) DOUGLAS ADJ /68 U S INDUSTRIAL CHEM 00
ULLIN PULASKI ADJ 11/70 ULLIN WS
UNION MCHENRY ADJ 4/68 UNION WS
URBANA CHAMPAIGN ADJ /68 NORTHERN ILLINOIS WC (CHAMP)
URSA ADAMS ADJ 8/68 URSA WS
VALIER FRANKLIN CONS VALIER REND LAKE INT-CITY W
VALLEY VIEW KANE ADJ 3/68 VALLEY VIEW WS
VALMEYER MONROE ADJ /70 VAU1EYER WS
VANDALIA FAYETTE ADJ 5/67 VANDALIA WS
VARNA MARSHALL ADJ /68 VARNA WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
VENICE MADISON ADJ 7/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
VERGENNES JACKSON CONS VERGENNES K3NKAID REEDS CK INT
VERMILION EDGAR ADJ /70 VERMILION WS
VERMONT FULTON ADJ 12/69 VERMONT WS
VERNON MARION cons VERNON PAIOKA WS
VERNON HILLS LAKE NAIL VERNON HILLS WS
VERSAILLES BROWN ADJ 12/69 VERSAILLES WS
VICTORIA KNCK NAIL VICTORIA WS
VIENNA JOHNSON ADJ 11/67 VIENNA WS
VILLA GROVE DOUGLAS ADJ 1/71 VILLA GROVE WS
VILLA PARK DU PAGE ADJ 3/68 VILLA PARK WS
VIOLA MERCER NAIL VIOLA WS
VIRDEN MACOUPIN CONS VIRDEN ADGPTV WATER COM
VIRGINIA CASS ADJ 11/69 VIRGINIA WS
WAGGONER MONTGOMERY ADJ 9/68 WAGGONER WS
WALNUT BUREAU ADJ 169 WALNUT WS
WALNUT HILL MARION CONS WALNUT HILL CENTRALIA WS
WALTONVILLE JEF'E'ERSON OONS WALTONVILLE: REND LAKE INT-CITY W
WAMAC MARION CONS WAMAC CENIRALIA WS
WAPELLA 1« WITT ADJ 1/69 WAPELLA WS
WARREN JO DAVIESS ADJ 5/66 WARREN WS
WARRENSBURG MACON ADJ 11/68 WARRENSBURG WS
WARRENVILLE DU PAGE ADJ 5/68 WARRENVILLE: WS
WARSAW HANCOCK ADJ 10/69 WARSAW WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
WASHBURN WOODFORD ADJ /70 WASHBURN WS
WASHINGTCW TAZEWELL ADJ 8/68 WASHINGTON WS
WASHINGTON PARK ST. CLAIR ADJ 8/68 ILL-AM WC (E ST LOUIS)
WATAGA KNOX NATL WATAGA WS
WATERLOO MONROE ADJ 7/68 WATERLOO WS
WATERMAN I® KALB ADJ 12/69 WATERMAN WS
WATSEKA IROQUOIS ADJ 11/70 WATSEKA WS
WATSON EFFINGHAM ADJ 10/83 WATSON WS
WALfOONDA LAKE ADJ 3/69 WAUOONUA WS
WAUKEGAN LAKE ADJ 3/52 WAUKEGAN WS
WAVERLY MORGAN ADJ 10/67 WAVERLY WS
WAYNE CITY WAYNE ADJ 11/69 WAYNE CITY WS
WAYNESVILLE DE WITT ADJ 11/70 WAYNESVILLE
WELDON DE WITT ADJ /69 WELDON WS
WELLINGTON IROQUOIS ADJ /70 WELLINGTON WS
WENONA MARSHALL NATL WENONA WS
WEST BROOKLYN LEE ADJ /68 WEST BROOKLYN
WEST CHICADO DU PAGE ADJ 6/68 WEST CHICAGO WS
WEST CITY FRANKLIN OQNS WEST CITY REND LAKE INT-€ITY W
WEST DUNDEE KANE ADJ /68 WEST DUNDEE WS
WEST FRANKFORT FRANKLIN CONS WEST FRANKFORT REND LAKE INT-CITY W
WEST POINT HANCOCK ADJ /68 WEST POINT
WEST SALEM EDWARDS ADJ /68 WEST SAIJ3M
WESTCHESTER OOOK CONS WESTCHESTER CHICAGO WS
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ILLINOIS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WESTERN SPRINGS OOOK NAIL WESTERN SPGS WS
WESTFIELD CLARK ADJ /68 WESTFIELD WS
WESTM3NT DU PAGE ADJ 12/70 WESTMONT WS
WESTVILLE VERMILION CONS WESTVILLE INTER-STATE WAT 00 (DANVILLE)
WHEATON DU PAGE ADJ • 7/63 WHEATON WS
WHEELING OOOK ADJ 12/63 WHEELING WS
WHITE CITY MACOUPIN OONS WHITE CITY MOUNT OLIVE WS
WHITE HALL GREENE ADJ 10/62 WHITE HALL WS
WILLIAMSFIELD KNOX NAIL WILLIAMSFIELD WS
WILLIAMSON MADISON OONS WILLIAMS»! STAUNTON WS
WILLIAMSVILLE SANGAMON OONS WILLIAMSVILLE WS SPRINGFIELD WS
WILUSVILLE PERRY OONS WILUSVILLE KJNKAID REELS CK INT CITY W
WILLOW HILL JASPER ADJ /68 WILLOW HILL WS
WILLOW SPRINGS OOOK ADJ 6/66 CHICAGO WS
WILLCWBROOK DU PAGE NAIL WILL/OWBRQOK WS
WILMETTE OOOK ADJ 12/58 WILMETTE WS
WHMNGTOJ WILL NAIL WILMINGTON WS
WILSONVILLE MACOUPIN OONS WILSONVILLE BENLD
WINCHESTER SOOTT ADJ /68 WINCHESTER WS
WINDSOR SHELBY /  MERCER ADJ /70 WINDSOR WS
WINFIELD DU PAGE ADJ 10/68 WINFIELD WS
WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO ADJ 10/69 WINNEBAGO WS
WINNETKA 00« ADJ 12/52 WINNETKA WS
WINSLOW STEPHENSON ADJ 4/69 WINSLOW WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____
WINIHROP HARBOR LAKE NATL WINIHROP HARBOR WS
WITT MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 WITT WS
WONDER LAKE (PART) MCHENRY ADJ 9/69 WONDER LAKE WS
WOOD DALE DU PAGE ADJ 3/68 W0(» DALE WS
WOOD RIVER MADISON ADJ /70 WOC» RIVER WS
WOODHULL HENRY NATL WOODHULL WS
WOODLAND IROQUOIS ADJ /70 WOODLAND WS
WOODLAWN JEFFERSON OONS WOODLAWN REND LAKE INT-CITY W
WOODRIDGE DU PAGE ADJ 6/68 WOODRIDGE WS
WOODSON MORGAN OONS MURRAYVILLE-WOODSON WC JACKSONVILLE WS
WOODSTOCK MCHENRY ADJ 9/66 WOODSTOCK WS
WORDEN MADISON ADJ /70 WORDEN WS
WORTH OOOK CONS WORTH CHICAGO WS
WYANET BUREAU ADJ /68 WYANET WS
WYOMING STARK NATL WYOMING WS
XENIA CLAY OONS XENIA FLORA WS
YATES CITY KNOX NATL YATES CITY WS
YORKVILLE KENDALL NAIL YORKVILLE WS
ZEIGLER ERANKUN OONS ZEIGLER REND LAKE INT-CITY W
ZION LAKE ADJ /55 ZION-BENIGN WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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ADVANCE boone NATL ADVANCE
ALBION NOBLE NATL ALBION
ALEXANDRIA MADISON ADJ /68 ALEXANDRIA
ANDERSON MADISON ADJ /63 ANDERSON
ANDREWS HUMTOCTON ADJ /84 ANDREWS
ANGOLA STEUBEN ADJ /72 ANGOLA
ARGOS MARSHALL ADJ /75 ARGOS
ASHLEY DEKALB /  STEUBEN ADJ /82 ASHLEY
AUBURN DE KALB NATL AUBURN
AURORA DEARBORN ADJ /67 AURORA
AUSTIN SCOTT ADJ m STUCKER FORK UTILITIES
AVILLA NOBLE NATL AVILLA
BAINBRIDGE HTOJAM ADJ /82 BAINBRIDGE
BARGERSVILLE JOHNSON ADJ /81 BARGERSVILLE
BATESVILLE RIPLEY ADJ /52 BATESVTLLE
BATTLE GROUND TIPPECANOE ADJ /79 BATTLE GROUND
BEDFORD LAURENCE ADJ /52 BEDFORD
BEECH GROVE MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
BERNE ADAMS NATL berne;
BIRDSEYE DUBOIS ADJ /51 HUNTTNGBURG
BLOCMFIELD GREENE ADJ /52 BLOOMFIELD
BLOOMETELD GREENE ADJ /82 EASTERN HEIGHTS MIR CO
BLOCMINGTON MONROE ADJ /70 BLOOMINGTON
BLUFFTON WELLS NATL B1UFFT0N
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B00NVILLE WARRICK ADJ /67 BOONVILLE
BORDEN CLARK ADJ /79 BORDEN TRI-COUNTY
BRAZIL CLAY ADJ /56 BRAZIL
BREMEN MARSHALL ADJ /75 BREMEN
BRISTOL ELKHART ADJ /83 BRISTOL
BROOK NEWTON ADJ /82 BROCK
BROOKLYN MORGAN ADJ /81 BROOKLYN
BROOKSTON WHITE ADJ /67 BROOKSTON
BROOKVILLE FRANKLIN ADJ /68 BROOKVILLE
BROWNSBURG HENDRICKS NAIL BROWNSBURG
BROWNSTOWN JACKSON ADJ /69 JACKSON COUNTY RW
BRUCEVILLE KNOX ADJ /80 BRUCEVILLE
BUNKER HILL MIAMI NATL BUNKER HILL
BUNKER HILL MIAMI ADJ /71 STUCKER FORK imLITTES
BURNS HARBOR LAKE ADJ /56 GARY-HQBART W OORP
BUTLER 1« KALB NATL BUTLER
CAMBRIDGE CITY WAYNE ADJ /68 CAMBRIDGE CITY
CAMDEN CARROLL ADJ /81 CAMDEN
CAMPBELLSBURG WASHINGTON ADJ /84 CAMPBELLSBURG
CARBON CLAY OONS CARBON
CARMEL HAMILTON ADJ /56 CARMEL
CARTHAGE RUSH ADJ /80 CARTHAGE
CASTLETON MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CENTER POINT CLAY OONS CENTER POINT BRAZIL
CENTERVILLE WAYNE ADJ /81 CEMERVILLE
CHALMERS WHITE ADJ /84 CHALMERS
CHANDLER WARRICK ADJ /80 CHANDLER
CHARLESTOWN CLARK ADJ /66 CHARLESTOWN
CHESTERFIELD MADISON ADJ /79 CHESTERFIELD
CHESTERTON PORTER ADJ /72 CHESTERTON
CHRISNEY SPENCER ADJ /80 CHRISNEY
ŒURUBUSGO WHITLEY NATL CHURUBUSOO
CICERO HAMILTON ADJ /81 CICERO
CLARKS HILL TIPPECANOE ADJ /84 CLARKS HILL
CLARKSVILLE CLARK ADJ /59 JEFFERSQNVILLE-IN CITIES W 00
CLERMONT MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
CLIFFORD BARTHOLOMEW ADJ /81 EASTERN BARIHOIJDMEW 00
CLINTON VERMILLION ADJ /83 CLINTON
CLOVERDALE PUTNAM ADJ /84 CLOVERDALE
COLFAX CLINTON ADJ /79 OOLFAX
COLUMBIA CITY WHITLEY NATL COLUMBIA CITY
COLUMBUS BARTHOLOMEW ADJ /52 COLUMBUS
OORYDON HARRISON ADJ / 66 OORYDON
OWINGTON FOUNTAIN ADJ /81 COVINGTON
CRANE MARTIN eras CRANE CRANE NAVAL
ŒAWPORDSVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ /64 CRAWFORDSVILLE-IN CITIES W CO
CROTHERSVILLE JACKSON ADJ /81 CROTHERSVILLE
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CROWN POINT LAKE ADJ /73 CROWN POINT
CROWS NEST MARION ADJ /58 INDIANAPOLIS
CULVER MARSHALL ADJ /53 CULVER
CUMBERLAND MARION NATL CUMBERLAND
DALE SPENCER CONS DALE . PA3ÖKA LAKE REGIONAL WIR DIST
DANVILLE HENDRICKS NATL DANVILLE
DARLINGTON t-ENTOOMERY ADJ /83 DARLINGTON
DARMSTADT VANDERBURGH ADJ /63 EVANSVILLE
DARMSTADT (PART) GIBSON ADJ /81 ET BRANCH
DECATUR ADAMS NATL DECATUR
DELPHI CARROLL ADJ /65 DELPHI
DILLSBORO DEARBORN OONS DILLSBORO AURORA
DUBLIN WAYNE ADJ /80 DUBLIN
DUNE ACRES PORTER ADJ /67 DUNE ACRES
DUNKIRK JAY NATL DUNKIRK
DUPONT JEFFERSON CONS DUPONT MADISON
DYER LAKE ADJ /73 DYER
EAST CHICAGO LAKE ADJ /66 EAST CHICAGO
EDGEWOOD MARION ADJ /78 EDGEWOOD
EDGEWOOD MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
EDINBURG JOHNSCM ADJ /79 EDINBURG
EDWARDSPORT KNOX ADJ /81 EDWARDSPORT
ELBERFELD WARRICK ADJ /80 CHANDLER
ELKHART ELKHART ADJ /53 ELKHART
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ELLETTSVILLE NOffiOE CONS ELLEITSVILLE
ELWOOD MADISON NATL ELWOOD
ENGLISH CRAWFORD CONS ENGLISH
EVANSVILLE VANDERBURGH ADJ /63 EVANSVILLE
FAIRMOUNT GRANT NAIL FAIRMDUNT
FARMLAND RANDOLPH NATL FARMLAND
FERDINAND DUBOIS ADJ /80 FERDINAND
FLORA CARROLL ADJ n o FLORA
FORTVILLE HANCOCK ADJ /56 FORIVILLE
FOUNTAIN CITY WAYNE NAIL FOUNTAIN CITY
FOWLER BENTON ADJ n \ FOWLER
FRANCISCO GIBSON NATL FRANCISCO
FRANKFORT CLINTON NATL FRANKFORT
FRANKLIN JOHNSON ADJ /72 FRANKLIN-IN CITIES W 00
FRANfOOJ MADISON ADJ /82 FRANKTON
FREMONT STEUBEN ADJ /8A FREMONT
FRENCH LICK ORANGE ADJ /83 SPRINGS VALLEY REG WATER
FT BRANCH GIBSON ADJ /81 FT BRANCH
FT. WAYNE ALLEN ADJ /51 FI’ WAYNE
GALENA FLOYD ADJ /75 GREENVILLE
GARRETT EE KALB NATL GARRETT
GARY LAKE ADJ /56 GARY-HOBART W OORP
GAS CITY GRANT ADJ /74 GAS CITY
GASTON DELAWARE ADJ /85 GASTON
BLOOMINGTON
PAIDKA LAKE REGIONAL WTR DIST
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
GENEVA ADAMS NAIL GENEVA
GENTRYVILLE SPENCER CONS GENTRYVILLE BOONVILLE
GEORGETOWN FLOYD CONS GEORGETOWN RAMSEY
GLENWOOD FAYETTE NATL GLENWOOD
GOODLAND NEWTON NATL GOODLAND
GOSHEN ELKHART ADJ /70 GOSHEN
GOSPORT OWEN ADJ /81 GOSPORT
GRABILL ALLEN NAIL GRABILL
GRANDVIEW SPENCER ADJ /81 GRANDVIEW
GREENCASTLE PUTNAM ADJ /84 GREENCASTLE
GREENDALE DEARBORN ADJ /65 GREENDALE
GREENFIELD HANOOQC NATL GREENFIELD
GREENSBURG DECATUR ADJ /53 GREENSBURG
GREENIOWN HOWARD NATL GREENIOWN
GREENVILLE FLOYD ADJ /75 GREENVILLE
GREENWOOD JOHNSON ADJ /69 GREENWOOD-IN CITIES W CO
GRIFFITH LAKE CONS GRIFFITH GARY-HOBART W CORP
HAGERSTOWN WAYNE ADJ /55 HAGERSTOWN
HAMILTON STEUBEN NATL HAMILTON
HAMdND LAKE ADJ /53 HAMCND
HANOVER JEFFERSON OONS HANOVER HANOVER OOT.TfHE
HARMONY CLAY ADJ /56 BRAZIL
HARTFORD CITY BLACKFORD NAIL HARTFORD CITY
HARTSVILLE BARTHOLOMEW ADJ /81 EASTERN BAR'IHOLOMEW CO
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INDIANA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HAUBSTADT GIBSON OONS HAUBSTADT FT BRANCH
HAZELTON GIBSON ADJ HAZELTON
HEBRON PORTER ADJ H i HEBRON
HENRYVILLE CLARK OONS RURAL MEMBERSHIP SELLERSBURG
HIGHLAND (PART) LAKE OONS HIGHLAND HAMOTO
HOBART LAKE ADJ /56 GARY-HOBART W OORP
HOLLAND DUBOIS ADJ 111 HOLLAND
HOLTAN RIPLEY ADJ /70 VERSAILLES
HCMECROFT MARION ADJ 151 INDIANAPOLIS
HUDSON STEUBEN OONS HUDSON ASHLEY
HUNTERTOWN ALLEN ADJ /81 HUNTERTOWN
HUNTTNGBURG DUBOIS ADJ /51 HUNITNGBURG
HYMERA SULLIVAN OONS HYMERA JASOJVILLE
INDIANAPOLIS MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
JAMESTOWN BOONE NATL JAMESTOWN
JASONVILLE GREENE ADJ /54 JASONVILLE
JASPER DUBOIS ADJ /58 JASPER
J Eb't'bKSONVILLE CLARK ADJ /59 JEFFERSONVILLE-IN CITIES W 00
KENQALLVILLE NOBLE ADJ /58 KENDALLVIIXE
KENILANO NEWTON ADJ /80 KENILANO
KINGMAN FOUNTAIN NATL KINGMAN
KINGS PCM) HEIGHTS LAPORTE ADJ /81 KTNGSPCM) HEIGHTS
KIRKLJN CLINTON NATL KIRKLIN
KNIGHTSTOWN HENRY ADJ /69 KNiariSTOWN
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COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
KNIQfTSVILLE CLAY CONS KNIGHTSVILLE
KNOX STARKE ADJ /81 KNOX
M H ) HOWARD ADJ /52 KQKQMO-IN CITIES W 00
KOUTS PORTER ADJ /80 KOUTS
LA CROSSE LA PORTE ADJ /80 LA CROSSE
LA FONTAINE WABASH NAIL LA FONTAINE
LA GRANGE LAGRANGE ADJ /70 LA GRANGE
LA PORTE LA PORTE ADJ /54 LA PORTE
LACONIA HARRISON ADJ /81 SOUIH HARRISON 00
LADOGA MONTGOMERY ADJ /82 LADOGA
LAFAYETTE TIPPECANOE ADJ /53 LAFAYETTE
LAKE STATION LAKE ADJ /84 LAKE STATION
LANESVILLE HARRISON ADJ /85 LANESVILLE
LAWRENCE MARION NAIL LAWRENCE
LAWRENCEBURG DEARBORN ADJ /81 LAWRENCEBURG
LEBANON BOONE NATL LEBANON
LIBERTY UNION ADJ /81 LIBERTY WW
UGONIER NOBLE ADJ /68 LIGONIER
LITTLE YORK WASHINGTON ADJ 111 STUCKER FORK UTILITIES
LOGANSPORT CASS ADJ /56 LOGANSPORT
LONG BEACH LA FORTE ADJ /69 LONG BEACH
LOOQOOTEE MARTIN ADJ /84 LOOGOOIEE
LOWELL LAKE NATL LOWELL




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
LYNN RANDOLPH NAIL LYNN
LYNNVILLE WARRICK ADJ /83 LYNNVILLE
LYONS GREENE ADJ /52 LYONS
MADISON JEFFERSON ADJ /68 MADISON
MARENGO CRAWFORD OONS MARENGO
MARION GRANT ADJ /52 MARION
MARKLE WELLS ADJ /85 MARKLE
MARTINSVILLE MORGAN ADJ /53 MARTINSVILLE
MALKXPORT HARRISON ADJ /81 SOUTH HARRISON 00
MECCA PARKE NAIL MECCA
MEDARYVILLE PULASKI NATL MEDARYVILLE
MEDORA JACKSON ADJ /83 MEDORA
MERIDIAN HTTJ.S MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
MERRILLVILLE LAKE ADJ /56 GARY-HOBART W OORP
MI CHIANA, MI ADJ /52 MICHIGAN CITY
MICHIGAN CITY LA PORTE ADJ /52 MICHIGAN CITY
MIDDLEEURY ELKHART ADJ /80 MJDDLEBURY
MIDDLETOWN HENRY ADJ /78 MIDDLETOWN
MILFORD KOSCIUSKO ADJ /83 MILFORD
MILLERSBURG ELKHART ADJ /83 MILLERSBURG
MILLTOWN CRAWFORD NA1L MILLTOWN
MISHAWAKA ST. JOSEPH ADJ /61 MISHAWAKA
MITCHELL LAWRENCE ADJ /75 MITCHELL
M0N0N WHITE ADJ /59 MONON
MILLTOWN
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INDIANA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE __________
MONROE ADAMS NATL MONROE
MONROEVILLE ALLEN NAIL MONROEVILLE
MONTGOMERY DAVIESS ADJ /70 MONTGOMERY
MONTICELLO WHITE ADJ /69 MONTI CELLO
MONTPELIER BLACKFORD ADJ /67 MONTPELIER
MDORESVILLE MORGAN ADJ /67 MOORESVILLE
MOROCCO NEKTON ADJ /66 MOROCCO
MORRISTOWN SHELBY NATL MORRISTOWN
MOUNT CARMEL FRANKLIN ADJ /83 FRANKLIN OOUNTY
MOUNT SIMGT HENRY ADJ /80 MOUNT SUMMIT
MOUNT SUM-HT HENRY ADJ /80 MOUNT SUM'HT
MOUNT VERNON POSEY ADJ /56 MOUNT VEBNON
MUNCIE DELAWARE ADJ /57 MUNCIE-IN CITIES W 00
MUNSTER LAKE CONS MUNSTER HAMUND
NAPOLEON RIPLEY CONS NAPOLEON OQMUNITY RW ASSN OSGOOD
NAPPANEE ELKHART ADJ /68 NAPPANEE
NASHVILLE BROWN CONS NASHVILLE (PART) BLOOMINGTON
NEW ALBANY F10YD ADJ /69 NEW ALBANY
NEW AMSTERDAM HARRISON ADJ /81 S0U1H HARRISON 00
NEW CARLISLE ST. JOSEPH ADJ /53 NEW CARLISLE
NEW CASTLE HENRY ADJ /54 NEW CASTLE
NEW CHICAGO LAKE OONS NEW CHICAGO GARY-HOBART W
NEW HARMONY POSEY ADJ /85 NEW HARMONY
NEW HAVEN ALLEN CONS NEW HAVEN FT WAYNE
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
NEW MARKET MARKET OONS MARYSVILLE-OTISOO-NABB VflR OOCHARLESTOMN
NEW MIDDLETOWN HARRISON ADJ /81 SOLTIH HARRI SCW 00
NEW PEKIN WASHINGTON OONS NEW PEKIN SALEM
NEW WHITELAND JOHNSON ADJ /69 GREENWOOD-IN CITIES W 00
NEW WHITELAND JOHNSON NAIL NEW WHITELAND
NEWBURGH WARRICK ADJ /66 NEWBURGH
NOBLESVILLE HAMILTON ADJ /70 NOBLESVILLE-IN CITIES W 00
NORTH CROWS NEST MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
NORTH JUDSON STARKE NATL NORTH JUDSON
NORTH LIBERTY ST. JOSEPH ADJ /76 NORTH LIBERTY
NORTH SALEM HENDRICKS NAIL NORTH SALEM
NORTH VERNON JENNINGS ADJ /  65 NORTH VERNON
OAKLAND CITY GIBSON ADJ /81 OAKLAND CITY
OAKTOWN KNOX ADJ /75 OAKTOWN
ODON DAVIESS ADJ /83 (XXM
OGDEN DUNES LAKE CONS OGDEN DUNES GARY-HOBART W
OLDENBURG FRANKLIN OONS OLDENBURG BATESVILLE
OOLITIC LAWRENCE CONS OOLITIC BEDFORD
(»LEANS ORANGE ADJ /75 MITCHELL
ORLEANS ORANGE NATL ORLEANS
OSQOQD RIPLEY ADJ /66 OSGOOD
OSSIAN WELLS NAIL OSSIAN
OWENSVILLE GIBSON ADJ /82 OWENSVILLE
CKPORD BENTON ADJ /83 OXFORD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
PALMYRA HARRISON CONS PALMYRA (PART)
PAOLI ORANGE ADJ /65 PAOLI
PARAGON MORGAN ADJ /81 PARAGON
PARKER RANDOLPH ADJ /82 PARKER CITY
PATOKA GIBSON OONS PATOKA
PENDLETON MADISON ADJ /73 PENDLETON
PENNVILLE JAY NATL PENNVILLE
PERU MIAMI ADJ /69 PERU
PETERSBURG PIKE ADJ /74 PETERSBURG
PETERSBURG PIKE ADJ /81 EASTERN BARTHOLOMEW 00
PIERCETON KOSCIUSKO NAIL PIERCETON
PITTSBORO HENDRICKS NATL PITTSBORO
PLAINFIELD HENDRICKS ADJ /84 PLAINETELD
PLYMOUTH MARSHALL ADJ /69 PLYNmm
PORTAGE PORTER ADJ /56 GARY-HOBART W OORP
PORTER PORTER ADJ /72 CHESTERTON
PORTLAND JAY NATL PORTLAND
POSEYVILLE POSEY ADJ /82 POSEYVILLE
PRINCE'S LAKE UTIL JOHNSON ADJ /73 PRINCE'S LAKE UTILITY
PRINCETON GIBSON ADJ /57 PRINCETON
REDKEY JAY NATL REDKEY
RENSSELAER JASPER ADJ /65 RENSSELAER
REYNOLDS WHITE ADJ /79 REYNOLDS





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
RIDGEVILLE RANDOLPH ADJ /84 RIDGEVILLE
RILEY VIGO NATL RILEY
RISING SUN OHIO ADJ /84 RISING SUN
RQACHDALE PUTNAM ADJ /80 RQACHDALE
ROANOKE HUNTTNCTON NATL ROANOKE
ROCHESTER FULTON ADJ /65 ROCHESTER
RQCXPORT SPENCER ADJ /61 ROCKPORT-IN CITIES W CO
ROSELAND ST JOSEPH OONS ROSELAND
ROYAL CENTER CASS NATL ROYAL CENTER
RUSHVILLE RUSH ADJ /58 RUSHVILLE
RUSSIAVILLE HOWARD NAIL RUSSIAVILLE
SAUM WASHINGTON ADJ /67 SALEM
SANTA CLAUS SPENCER ADJ /79 SAMEA CLAUS
SCHERERVILLE LAKE OONS SCHERERVILLE
SCHNEIDER LAKE NAIL SCHNEIDER
SOOTTSBURG SCOTT ADJ /67 SOOTTSBURG
SELLERSBURG CLARK ADJ /67 SELLERSBURG
SELMA DELAWARE ADJ /57 MUNCIE-IN CITIES W CO
SEYMOUR JACKSON ADJ /54 SEYMOUR-IN CITIES W 00
SHARPSVILLE TIPTON NAIL SHARPSVILLE
SHELBYVILLE SHELBY ADJ /65 SHELBYVILLE-IN CITIES W 00
SHERIDAN HAMILTON NAIL SHERIDAN
SHIPSHEWANA LAGRANGE • ADJ /84 SHIPSHEWANA





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SILVER LAKE KOSCIUSKO NATL SILVER LAKE
SOUIH BEND ST. JOSEPH ADJ /67 SOUTH BEND
SOUIH WHITLEY WHITLEY ADJ /64 SOUIH WHITLEY
SOUTHPORT MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
SPEEDWAY MARIO! ADJ /68 SPEEDWAY
SPENCER OWEN ADJ /81 BEAN BLOSSOM-PATRICKSBURG RURA
SPRING GROVE WAYNE ADJ /63 RICHOJD-IN CITIES W 00
SPURGEON PIKE OCHS PIKE-GIBSON PETERSBURG
SPURGE»! PIKE NATL SPURGE»!
ST JOE I® KALB NATL ST JOE
ST JCWN LAKE ADJ /82 ST JOIN
STAUNTON CLAY NAIL STAUNTON
STINESVILLE MDNBOE ADJ /81 BEAN BLOSSOM-PATRI CKSBURG RURA
SIMCTVILLE MADISON NATL SUMMITVILLE
SlttMAN RIPLEY ADJ /83 SUNMAN
SWAYZEE GRANT NATL SWAYZEE
SYRACUSE KOSCIUSKO ADJ /84 SYRACUSE
TAYLORSVILLE BARTHOLOMEW ADJ /81 EASTERN BARTHOLOMEW 00
TELL CITY PERRY ADJ /85 TELL CITY
TENNYSON WARRICK OONS TENNYSON BOONVILLE
THORNHMJ BOONE ADJ /80 THORNIOWN
TOPEKA LAGRANGE ADJ /65 TOPEKA
TRAFALGAR BROUN ADJ /84 BROWN 00
UNION CITY RANDOLPH NATL UNION CITY
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
UPLAND GRANT NATL UPLAND
UTICA CLARK ADJ /80 WATSON RURAL WATER DIST
VALPARAISO PORTER ADJ /52 VALPARAISO
VAN BUREN GRANT NATL VAN BUREN
VEEDERSBURG FOUNTAIN ADJ /69 VEEDERSBURG
VERNON JENNINGS OONS VERNON
VERSAILLES RIPLEY ADJ /70 VERSAILLES
VEVAY SWITZERLAND ADJ /55 VEVAY
VINCENNES KNCK ADJ /67 VINCENNES
WABASH WABASH ADJ /58 WABASH
WAKARUSA ELKHART ADJ /81 WAKARUSA
WALKERTON ST. JOSEPH ADJ /54 WALKERTON
WALTON CASS NAIL WALTON
WANAIAH LAPORTE ADJ /80 WANAIAH
WARREN HUNTINGTON ADJ /67 WARREN
WARREN PARK MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
WARSAW KOSCIUSKO ADJ /68 WARSAW
WASHINGTON DAVIESS ADJ /70 WASHINGTON
WATERLOO 1« KALB NAIL WATERLOO
WAYNETOWN MONDQGMERY ADJ /83 WAYNETOWN
WEST BADEN ORANGE ADJ /83 SPRINGS VALLEY REG WATER
WEST HARRIS»} DEARBORN OONS WEST HARRIS»!
WEST LAFAYETTE TIPPECANOE ADJ /58 WEST LAFAYETTE





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WESTFIELD HAMILTON NATL WESTFIELD
WESTPORT DECATUR ADJ /80 WESTPORT
WESTVILLE LAPORTE ADJ /84 WESTVILLE
WHITELAND JOHNSON ADJ /69 GREENJOOD-IN CITIES W CO
WHITELAND JOHNSON NATL WHITELAND
WHITESTOWN BOONE ADJ /84 WHITESTOWN *
WHITING LAKE ADJ /72 WHITING
WILLIAMS CREEK MARION ADJ /51 INDIANAPOLIS
WINAMAC PULASKI ADJ /80 WINAMAC
WINCHESTER RANDOLPH ADJ /80 WINCHESTER-HOOSIER WATER GO
WINGAIE MONTGOMERY ADJ /80 WINGAIE
WINONA KDSCIUSK) ADJ /68 WARSAW
WINSLOW PIKE ADJ /69 WINSLOW
WOLCOTT WHITE ADJ /84 WOLCOTT
WOODBURN ALLEN NATL WOODBURN
WORTHINGTON GREENE ADJ /82 EASTERN HEIGHTS WTR 00
YORKTOWN DELAWARE ADJ /80 YORKTOWN
ZIONSVILLE BOONE ADJ /51 ZIONSVILLE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ACKLEY HARDIN NATL ACKLEY
ADAIR GUTHRIE NATL ADAIR
ADEL DALLAS ADJ 11/74 ADEL
AGENCY WAPELLO CONS AGENCY WAPELLO RW ASSOC
AINSWORTH WASHINGTON NATL AINSWORTH
ALBERT CITY BUENA VISTA ADJ 5/82 ALBERT CITY
ALCONA KDSSUIH ADJ 4/59 ALCONA
ALLERTON WAYNE CONS ALLERTON LINEVILLE
ALLISON BUTLER ADJ 8/68 ALLISON
ALTON SIOUX ADJ 7/82 ALTON
ALTOONA POLK NATL ALTOONA
AMES STORY ADJ 2/57 AMES
ANAMOSA JONES NATL ANAMOSA
ANKENY POLK NATL ANKENY
ANIHON WOODBURY NATL ANTHON
ARLINGTON BUTLER ADJ 1/67 AP12NGI0N
ARCADIA CARROLL NATL ARCADIA
ARLINGTON FAYETTE ADJ 9/84 ARLINGTON
ARMSTRONG EhWETT ADJ 9/68 ARMSTRONG
ARNOLDS PARK DICKINSON CONS ARNOLDS PARK CENTRAL WATER SYSTEM
ASHTON OSCEOLA ADJ 12/84 ASHTON
ASPINWALL CRAWFORD OONS ASPINWALL WEST CENTRAL RW NISH
ATLANTIC CASS ADJ 11/68 ATLANTIC
AUDUBON AUDUBON ADJ 5/63 AUDUBON
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
AVOCA POTTAWATTAMIE ADJ 8/64 AVOCA
BADGER WEBSTER NATL BADGER
BANCROFT KOSSUTH ADJ 4/63 BANCROFT
BAXTER JASPER ADJ 5/83 BAXTER
BEAOCIN MAHASKA CONS BEACON OSKALOOSA
BEDFORD TAYLOR ADJ 9/68 BEDFORD
BELLE PLAINE BENTON ADJ 9/82 BELLE PLAINE
BELLEVUE JACKSON ADJ 9/79 BELLEVUE
BELMOND WRIGHT ADJ 8/64 BELMOND
BETTENDORF SCOTT ADJ 7/52 IOWA-AMERICAN WTR OO-DAVENPORT
BIRMINGHAM VAN BUREN CONS BIRMINGHAM FAIRFIELD
BLAIRSBURG HAMILTON NATL BLAIRSBURG
BLAIRSTOWN BENTON NATL BLAIRSTOWN
BLAKESBURG WAPELLD CONS BLAKESBURG RA3HBUN RWA
BLOCKTON TAYLOR NATL BIDOCTON
BLOOMFIELD DAVIS ADJ 4/69 BLOOMFIELD
BOLTON DALLAS ADJ 2/83 XENIA RWS
BCNDURANT POLK ADJ 9/82 BONDURANT
BOONE BOONE ADJ 9/61 BOONE
BQXHOLM BOONE NATL BQXHOLM
BRANDON BUCHANAN NATL BRANDON
BREDA CARROLL ADJ 6/82 BREDA
BRITT HANCOCK ADJ 9/71 BRITT
BROOKLYN POWESHIEK NATL BROOKLYN
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
BURLINGTON DES MOINES ADJ 4/63 BURLINGTON
BUSSEY MARION NAIL BUSSEY
CALLENDER WEBSTER NAIL CALLENDER
CANTRIL VAN BUREN CONS CANTRIL
CARLISLE WARREN ADJ 12/64 CARLISLE
CARROLL CARROLL ADJ 1/72 CARROLL
CARTER LAKE POTTAWATTAMIE OONS CARTER LAKE
CASCADE DUBUQUE ADJ 2/80 CASCADE
CASEY GLTIHRIE ADJ 11/84 CASEY
CEDAR FALLS BLACK HAWK ADJ 9/58 CEDAR FALLS
CEDAR RAPIDS LINN ADJ 5/52 CEDAR RAPIDS
CENTER POINT LINN ADJ 3/66 CENTER POINT
CENTERVILLE APPANOOSE ADJ 6/62 CENTERVILLE
CENTRAL CITY LINN ADJ 5/70 CENTRAL CITY
CHARITON LUCAS ADJ 10/58 CHARITON
CHARTER OAK CRAWFORD ADJ 3/85 CHARTER OAK
CHELSEA TAMA ADJ 9/85 CHELSEA
CHEROKEE CHEROKEE NAIL CHEROKEE RWS MILL CREEK
CHESTER HOWARD NAIL CHESTER
CINCINAm APPANOOSE CONS CINCINAm
CLARE WEBSTER NAIL CLARE
CLARENCE CEDAR ADJ 7/81 CLARENCE
CLARINDA PAGE ADJ 7/81 CLARINDA
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CLARKSVILLE BUTLER ADJ 3/69 CLARKSVILLE
CLEAR LAKE CERRO GORDO ADJ 4/63 CLEAR LAKE
CLEGHORN CHEROKEE NATL CLEGHORN
CLINK»! CLINTON ADJ 9/65 IOWA-AMERICAN WC-CLINTON
CUO WAYNE ADJ 5/79 RMHBUN RWA
CLIVE POLK CONS CLIVE DES MOINES WER WKS
CLUTTER TAMA NAIL CLUTIER
COIN PAGE eras COIN PAGE I RW ASSN
OOLESBURG DELAWARE NATL OOLESBURG
COLLINS STORY NATL COLLINS
GOLD STORY NATL GOLD
COLUMBUS JUNCTION LOUISA ADJ 4/81 COLUMBUS JUNCTION
OOLWELL FLOYD NATL OOLWELL
CONRAD GRUNDY ADJ 9/82 CONRAD
COON RAPIDS CARROLL ADJ 4/68 GOON RAPIDS
CORALVILLE JOHNSON NATL CORALVILLE
OORNING ADAMS ADJ 7/58 OORNING
OORYDON WAYNE ADJ 11/68 OORYDCW
COULTER FRANKLIN NAIL COULTER
COUNCIL BLUFFS POTTAWATTAMIE ADJ 8/62 COUNCIL BLUFFS
CRAWPORDSVILLE WASHINGTON NATL CRAWPORDSVILLE
CRESCENT POTTAWATTAMIE NATL CRESCENT
CRESOO HOWARD ADJ 6/60 CRESOO
CRESTON UNION ADJ 4/53 CRESTON
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CROMWELL UNION CCWS SO IOWA RWS-HIGHLAND/TTNG CRESTON
CUMING WARREN eras (H'MING DES MOINES i
DALLAS MARION NATL MELCHER-DALLAS WTR SUPPLY
DALLAS CENTER DALLAS ADJ 11/85 DALLAS CENTER
DANVILLE DES MOINES eras DANVILLE BURLINGTON
DAVENPORT SCOTT ADJ 7/52 IOWA-AMERICAN WIR OO-DAVENPORT
DAVIS CITY DECATUR NATL DAVIS CITY
DAYTON WEBSTER NATL DAYTON
DE WITT CLINTON NATL IE WITT
DEOQRAH WINNESHIEK ADJ 12/63 DEOORAH
DENISON CRAWFORD ADJ 11/64 DENISON
DENVER BREMER NATL DENVER
DERBY LUCAS eras DERBY RATHBUN RWA
EES MOINES POLK ADJ 9/59 DES MOI NES WIR WCS
DESOTO DALLAS ADJ 7/79 DESOTO
DEXTER DALLAS ADJ 11/77 DEXTER
DIAGONAL RINGGOLD ADJ 3/85 DIAGONAL
DIKE GRUNDY NATL DIKE
DONNELLSON LEE NATL DONNELLSON
DOWS WRIGHT NAIL DOWS
DRAKESVILLE DAVIS eras DRAKESVILLE RAIHBUN RWA
DUBUQUE DUBUQUE ADJ 10/51 DUBUQUE
DUMONT BUTLER NATL DUMONT
DUNOCMBE WEBSTER NATL DUNOOMBE
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
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DUNKERTON BLACK HAWK NAIL DUNKERTON
DURANT CEDAR ADJ 9/81 DURANT
DYERSVILLE DELAWARE ADJ 10/71 DYERSVILLE
DYSART TAMA NAIL DYSART
EAGLE GROVE WRIGHT ADJ 1/53 EAGLE GROVE
EARLHAM MADISON NAIL EARLHAM
EARLVILLE DELAWARE ADJ 12/69 EARLVILLE
EDDYVILLE WAPELLO ADJ 6/82 EDDYVTLLE
EDGEW00D CLAYTON ADJ 1/71 EDGEWOC»
ELBERON TAMA NAIL ELBERON
ELDON WAPELLO NAIL ELDON
ELDORA HARDIN ADJ 10/65 ELDORA
ELDRIDGE SOOTT ADJ 10/68 ELDRIDGE
ELK HORN SHELBY ADJ 6/65 ELK HORN
ELKADER CLAYTON ADJ 9/82 ELKADER
ells™ RINGGOLD OONS ELLSTON SO IOWA RWS-HIGHLAND/UNG
ELLSWORTH HAMILTON NAIL ELLSWORTH
ELMA HOWARD ADJ 9/82 ELMA
ELY LINN ADJ 6/82 ELY
EM4ETSBURG PALO ALTO ADJ 3/55 EM4ETSBURG
ESTHERVILLE B*1ET ADJ 3/58 ESTHERVILLE
EVANSDALE BLACK HAWK ADJ 12/83 EVANSDALE
EXLINE APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RAIHBUN RWA
FAIRBANK FAYETTE NAIL FAIRBANK
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FAIRFAX LIMN ADJ 8/68 FAIRFAX
FAIRFIELD JEFFERSON ADJ 12/52 FAIRFIELD
FARLEY DUBUQUE ADJ 7/68 FARLEY
FARNHAMVILLE CALHOUN NATL FARNHAMVILLE
POMEANELLE ADAIR ADJ 5/63 PONIANELLE
FOREST CITY WINNEBAGO ADJ 10/69 FOREST CITY
PORT AIKINSON WINNESHIEK NATL PORT ATKINSON
PORT DODGE WEBSTER NATL PORT DODGE
PORT MADISON LEE ADJ 12/68 PORT MADISON
POSTORIA CLAY CONS POSTORIA
FREDERICKSBURG CHICKASAW NATL FREDERICKSBURG
GALVA IDA ADJ 8/84 GALVA
GARDEN GROVE DECATUR OONS GARDEN GROVE
GARNAVILLO CLAYTON ADJ 3/83 GARNAVILLO
GARNER HANCOCK NAIL GARNER
GARRISON BENTON NATL GARRISON
GARWIN TAMA NATL GARWIN
GIBSON KEOKUK NATL GIBSON
GLADBROOK TAMA ADJ 8/68 GLADBROOK
GLENWOOD MILLS ADJ 10/59 GLENWOOD
GLIDDEN CARROLL ADJ 12/69 GLIDDEN
GOLDFIELD WRIGHT ADJ 10/80 GOLDFIELD
GOWRIE WEBSTER NATL GOWRIE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
GRAND JUNCTION GREENE NATL GRAND JUNCTION
GRANGER DALLAS ADJ 7/84 GRANGER
GRANVILLE SIOUX NATL GRANVILLE
GRAY AUDUBON CONS GRAY
GREENE BUTLER ADJ 3/81 CREENE
CRKKn k  l KT JP) ADAIR ADJ 8/62 GREENFIELD
GREENVILLE CLAY ADJ 3/85 CLAY 00 RWD
GRIMES POLK NATL GRIMES
GRINNE1L POWESHIEK NATL GRINNELL
GRISWOLD CASS ADJ 3/82 GRISWOLD
GRUNDY CENTER GRUNDY NATL GRUNDY CENTER
GUERNSEY POWESHIEK ADJ 12/85 POWESHIEK WIR ASSOC
GUIHRIE CENTER GUTHRIE ADJ 2/59 GUTHRIE CENIER
GUTTENBERG CLAYTON ADJ 5/81 GUTTENBERG
HAMILTON MARION NATL HAMILTON
HAMILTON MARION NATL HAMILTON
HAMPTON FRANKLIN ADJ 8/76 HAMPTON
HANSELL ERANKLIN NATL HANSELL
HAROOURT WEBSTER NATL HAROOURT
HARTFORD WARREN NATL HARTFORD
HARTLEY O'BRIEN ADJ 8/52 HARTLEY
HAVERHILL MARSHALL OONS CENTRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON)
HEDRICK KEDKUK NATL HEDRICK
HIAWATHA LINN ADJ 10/81 HIAWATHA
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
HOLLAND GRUNDY NATL HOLLAND
HOLSTEIN IDA NATL HOLSTEIN
HOPKJNKJN DELAWARE NAIL HOPKMDON
HUBBARD HARDIN NATL HUBBARD
HUDSON BLACK HAWK CONS HUDSON
HULL SIOUX ADJ 11/85 HULL
HIWBOLCT HUMBOLDT ADJ 3/64 HUMBOLDT
HUMESTON WAYNE ADJ 3/83 HUMESTON
HUXLEY STORY NAIL HUXLEY
IDA GROVE IDA ADJ 9/71 IDA GROVE
IMDGENE FREMONT' OONS PAGE I RW ASSN
INDEPENDENCE BUCHANAN ADJ 4/63 INDEPENDENCE
INDIANOLA WARREN NATL INDIANOLA
ICNIA CHICKASAW NATL IONIA
IOWA CITY JOHNS»! ADJ 8/53 IOWA CITY
IOWA FALLS HARDIN ADJ 7/68 IOWA FALLS
IRETON SIOUX ADJ 9/68 IRETON
JEFFERS») GREENE ADJ 3/60 JEFFERS»!
JESUP BUCHANAN ADJ 10/68 JESUP
JEWELL HAMILTON NATL JEWELL
JOHNSTON POLK OONS JOHNSTON
JOLLEY CALHOUN NATL JOLLEY
KALCNA WASHINGTON ADJ 11/68 KALONA
KAMRAR HAMILTON NAIL KAMRAR
WATERLOO
CLARINDA
DES MOINES WER WKS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IOWA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
KANAWHA HANCOCK ADJ 8/85 KANAWHA
KENT(PART) UNION OONS SO IOWA RWS-HIGHLAND/TING CRESTON
KEOKUK LEE ADJ 4/55 KEOKUK
KEDSADQUA VAN BUREN NATL KEDSADQUA
KEOTA KEOKUK NATL KEDTA
KEYSTONE BENTON NATL KEYSTONE
KLEMdE HANCOCK NAIL KLS'ME
KNOXVILLE MARION NAIL KNCKVILLE
LA PORTE CITY BLACK HAWK NAIL LA PORTE CITY
LAGONA WARREN OONS LAOONA MARION 00 RWD
LADORA IOWA NATL LADORA
LAKE CITY CALHOUN ADJ 5/65 LAKE CITY
LAKE MILLS WINNEBAGO ADJ 2/65 LAKE MILLS
LAKE PARK DICKINSON ADJ 6/85 LAKE PARK
LAKE VIEW SAC ADJ 6/60 LAKE VIEW
LAKESIDE BUENA VISTA OONS LAKESIDE STORM LAKE
LAMBS GROVE JASPER ADJ 10/59 NEWTON
LAMONI DECATUR ADJ 7/63 LAMONI
LARCHWOOD LYON NAIL LARCHWOOD
LARRABEE CHEROKEE OONS LARRABEE CHEROKEE RWS MILL CREEK
LAUREL MARSHALL OONS LAUREL CENTRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON)
LAURENS POCAHONTAS ADJ 8/68 LAURENS
LAWLER CHICKASAW NATL LAWLER
LE CLAIRE SCOTT ADJ 9/80 LE CLAIRE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IOWA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LE GRAND MARSHALL NAIL LE GRAND
LE MARS PLYMOUTH NAIL LE MARS
LEHIGH WEBSTER NAIL LEHIGH
LEIGHTON MAHASKA NAIL LEIGHTON
LEON DECATUR NAIL LEON
LIBERTYVILLE JEFFERSON CONS LIBERTYVILLE FAIRFIELD
LIME SPRINGS HOWARD ADJ 11/65 LIME SPRINGS
LINCOLN TAMA NATL LINCOLN
LINDEN DALLAS NAIL LINDEN
LINEVILLE WAYNE CONS LINEVILLE RA3HBUN RWA
LINN GROVE BUENA VTSTA NAIL LINN GROVE
LOCKRIDGE JEFFERSON CONS LOCKRIDGE FAIRFIELD
LOGAN HARRISON ADJ 4/81 LOGAN
LONE TREE JOHNSON ADJ 2/73 LONE IREE
LOVILLA MONROE CONS LOVILLA RAIHBUN RWA
LUCAS LUCAS CONS LUCAS RAIHBUN RWA
LUTHER BOONE NAIL LUJHER
LYNNVILLE JASPER NAIL LYNNVILLE
LYTTON SAC NAIL LYTTON
MALVERN MILLS ADJ 5/82 MALVERN
MANCHESTER DELAWARE ADJ 12/52 MANCHESTER
MANILLA CRAWFORD ADJ 12/69 MANILLA
MANLY WORTH ADJ 2/81 MANLY
MANNING CARROLL ADJ 9/79 MANNING
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
MANSON CALHOUN NAIL MANSON
MAQUOKETA JACKSON ADJ 7/79 MAQUOKEIA
MARATHON BUENA VISTA ADJ 11/69 MARATHON
MARCUS CHEROKEE NAIL MARCUS
MARION LINN ADJ 11/63 MARION
MARSHALLTOWN MARSHALL ADJ 12/58 MARSHALLTOWN
MARYSVILLE MARION ADJ 5/79 RATHBUN RWA
MAURICE SIOUX NAIL MAURICE
MAYNARD FAYETTE NAIL MAYNARD
MC CALLSBURG STORY NAIL MC CALLSBURG
MCGREGOR CLAYTON ADJ 5/72 MOGREBOR
MECHANICSVILLE CEDAR ADJ 7/85 MECHANICSVILLE
MELBOURNE MARSHALL CONS MELBOURNE
MELCHER MARION NAIL MELCHER-DALLAS WIR SUPPLY
MELROSE MDNROE ADJ 5/79 RATHBUN RWA
MERIDEN CHEROKEE OONS MERIDEN
MESERVEY CERRO QORDO NAIL MESERVEY
MIDDLETOWN EES MDINES NAIL MIDDLETOWN
MILFORD DICKINSON ADJ 9/68 MILFORD
MILLERTON WAYNE ADJ 5/79 RATHBUN RWA
MILO WARREN NAIL MILO
MILTON VAN BUREN NAIL MILTON
MINBURN DALLAS OONS MINBURN
MINDEN POTTAWATTAMIE ADJ 12/84 MINDEN
CENTRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON)
CHEROKEE RWS MILL CREEK
XENIA RWS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
IOWA
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
MINGO JASPER CONS MINQO CENTRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON)
MISSOURI VALLEY HARRISON ADJ 4/82 MISSOURI VALLEY
MITCHELLVTLLE POLK ADJ 5/77 MITCHELLVTLLE
MODALE HARRISON ADJ 1/84 MODALE
MONONA CLAYTON ADJ 1/70 MONONA
MONTEZIMA POWESHIEK ADJ 12/80 MONTEZUMA
MONITCELUO JONES ADJ 12/63 MONTICELI!)
MOORLAND WEBSTER NAIL MOORLAND
MORAVIA APPANOOSE OQNS MORAVIA RAIHBUN RWA
MORNING SUN LOUISA NATL MORNING SUN
MOULTON APPANOOSE CONS MOULTON RAIHBUN RWA
MOUNT PLEASANT HENRY NATL MOUNT PLEASANT
MOUNT VERNON LINN ADJ 12/70 MOUNT VERNON
MT AUBURN BENTON ADJ 3/83 MT AUBURN
MT AYR RINGGOLD ADJ 10/82 MT AYR
MURRAY CLARKE NATL MURRAY
MUSCATINE MUSCATINE ADJ 5/66 MUSCATINE
MYSTIC APPANOOSE CONS MYSTIC RATHBUN RWA
NEDLA POTTAWATAMIE ADJ 7/85 NEDLA
NEVADA STORY NATL NEVADA
NEW HARTFORD BUTLER NATL NEW HARTFORD
NEW LONDON HENRY NATL NEW LONDON
NEW MARKET TAYLOR CONS NEW MARKET PAGE I RW ASSN
NEW PROVIDENCE HARDIN NATL NEW PROVIDENCE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
NEW SHARON MAHASKA ADJ 10/70 NEW SHARON
NEW VIRGINIA WARREN ADJ 6/83 NEW VIRGINIA
NEWHALL BENTON NATL NEWHALL
NEWTON JASPER ADJ 10/59 NEWION
NORA SPRINGS FLOYD NATL NORA SPRINGS
NORTH ENGLISH IOWA NATL NORTH ENGLISH
NORTH LIBERTY JOHNSON ADJ 11/59 NORTH LIBERTY
NORTHBQRO PAGE OONS PAGE I RW ASSN
NORTHWOOD WORTH ADJ 6/66 NORIHWOOD
NORWALK WARREN CONS NORWALK
NORWAY BENTON NATL NORWAY
NUMA APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RAIHBUN RWA
OAKLAND POTTAWATTAMIE NAIL OAKLAND
OAKLAND ACRES JASPER OONS CENffiAL IOWA RWA (NEWION)
ODEBOLT SAC NAIL ODEBOLT
OELWEIN FAYETTE NAIL OElirfEIN
OKDBOJI DICKINSON CONS OKOBOJI
OLDS HENRY NATL Oil)S
onawa M0N0KA ADJ 5/82 ONAWA
ORANGE CITY SIOUX ADJ 12/73 ORANGE CITY
ORCHARD MITCHELL NATL ORCHARD
ORIENT ADAIR ADJ 11/84 CEI ENT
ORLEANS DICKINSON ADJ 8/68 SPIRIT LAKE
OSAGE MITCHELL ADJ 2/69 OSAGE
CLARINDA





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
OSCEOLA CLARKE ADJ 5/71 OSCEOLA
OSKALOOSA MAHASKA ADJ 2/65 OSKALOOSA
QIH0 WEBSTER NATL OIK)
OrnOSEN HUMBOLDT NAIL OITOSEN
OTHMJA WAPELLO ADJ 1/58 oiujmwa
PACIFIC JUNCTION MILLS CONS PACIFIC JUNCTION GLENWOOD
PARKERSBURG BLTILER NATL PARKERSBURG
PAULLINA O'BRIEN ADJ 11/69 PAULLINA
PELLA MARION ADJ 11/59 PELLA
PERRY DALLAS ADJ 6/53 PERRY
PERSIA HARRISON CONS PERSIA SHELBY COUNTY RW
PLANO APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RAIHBUN RWA
PLEASANT HILL POLK CONS PLEASANT HILL DES MOINES WIH WKS
FLEASANTVILLE MARION NATL PLEASANIVILLE
PLYMOUTH CERRO GORDO ADJ 7/84 PLYMOUTH
POCAHONTAS POCAHONTAS ADJ 2/81 POCAHONTAS
POLK CITY POLK ADJ 4/83 POLK CITY
PORTSMOUTH SHELBY CONS PORTSMOUTH SHELBY COUNTY RW
POSTVILLE ALLAMAKEE ADJ 11/65 POSTVILLE
PRAIRIE CITY JASPER ADJ 8/79 PRAIRIE CITY
PRESCOTT ADAMS ADJ 3/84 PRESCOTT
PRESTON JACKSON ADJ 2/82 PRESTON
PRCMISE CITY WAYNE ADJ 5/79 RATHBUN RWA
PULASKI DAVIS OONS PULASKI RAIHBUN RWA
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
QUIMBY CHEROKEE ADJ 5/72 QUIMBY
RANDALL HAMILTON NAIL RANDALL
RAIHBUN APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RAIHBUN RWA
READLYN BREMER NATL READLYN
RED OAK MONTGOMERY ADJ 3/62 RED OAK
REINBECK GRUNDY NATL REINBECX
REMSEN PLYMOUTH NAIL REMSEN
RICEVILLE HOWARD NATL RICEVILLE
RICHLAND KEXMJK NATL RICHLAND
RIDGEWAY WINNESHIEK NAIL RIDGEWAY
RINARD CALHOUN NAIL RINARD
RINGSTED EM4ET ADJ 10/82 RINGSTED
RIVERDALE SCOTT ADJ 1/69 IOWA-AMERICAN WIR CO-DAVENPORT
RIVERSIDE WASHINGTON ADJ 1/75 RIVERSIDE
ROCK RAPIDS LYON ADJ 2/80 ROCK RAPIDS
ROCKFORD FLOYD ADJ 12/85 ROCKFORD
ROCKWELL CERRO GORDO NATL ROCKWELL
ROCKWELL CITY CALHOUN NAIL ROCKWELL CITY
RODMAN PAID ALTO NAIL RODMAN
ROLAND STORY NAIL ROLAND
ROME HENRY CONS ROME FAIRFIELD
ROSSIE CLAY ADJ 3/85 CLAY CO RWD
RUNNELLS POLK NATL RUNNELLS
RUSSELL LUCAS NAIL RUSSELL
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
RU1HVEN PALO ALTO ADJ 1/68 RUIHVEN
RYAN DELAWARE ADJ 8/84 RYAN
SAC CITY SAC ADJ 3/79 SAC CITY
SALEM HENRY NAIL SALEM
SANBORN O'BRIEN ADJ 9/68 SANBORN
SCHAUER SAC ADJ 9/82 SCHALLER
SERGEANT BLUFF WOODBURY NATL SERGEANT BLUFF
SEYMOUR WAYNE OONS SEYMOUR
SHANNON CITY UNION CONS SO IOWA RWS-HICHLAND/rrNG
SHEFFIELD FRANKLIN NATL SHEFFIELD
SHELDON O'BRIEN ADJ 9/73 SHELDON
SHELLSBURG BENTON NATL SHELLSBURG
SHENANDOAH PAGE ADJ 8/62 SHENANDOAH
SIBLEY OSCEDLA ADJ 2/81 SIBLEY
SIGOURNEY KEOKUK ADJ 4/80 SIGOURNEY
sioux c m SIOUX ADJ 10/61 SIOUX CENTER
SIOUX CITY WOODBURY ADJ 5/73 SIOUX CITY
SLATER STORY ADJ 12/80 SLATER
SOMERS CALHOUN NAIL SOMERS
SPENCER CLAY ADJ 8/64 SPENCER
SPIRIT LAKE DICKINSON ADJ 8/68 SPIRIT LAKE
SPRINGBROOK JACKSON NAIL SPRINGBROCK
ST ANSGAR MITCHELL ADJ 10/57 ST ANSGAR





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ST. ANTHONY MARSHALL NATL ST ANTHONY
STACYVILLE MITCHELL ADJ 8/75 STACYVILLE
STANHOPE HAMILTON NATL STANHOPE
STANTON MONTGOMERY ADJ 8/73 STANTON
STANWOOD CEDAR ADJ 10/68 STANWOOD
STATE CENTER MARSHALL NATL STATE CENTER
STOCKPORT VAN BUREN NATL STOCKPORT
STORM LAKE BUENA VISTA ADJ 1/67 STORM LAKE
STORY CITY STORY NATL STORY CITY
STRATFORD WEBSTER NATL STRATFORD
SULLY JASPER NAIL SULLY
SUMNER BREMER NATL SUMNER
SUTHERLAND O'BRIEN ADJ 8/83 SUTHERLAND
SWALEDALE CERRD GORDO NATL SWALEDALE
SWEA CITY KOSSUTH ADJ 6/85 SWEA CITY
TEMPLETON CARROLL CONS TEMPLETON
TENNANT SHELBY CONS TENNANT
TERRILL DICKINSON ADJ 7/84 TERRILL
THOMPSON WINNEBAGO ADJ 2/83 THOMPSON
THORNTON CERRO GORDO NATL THORNTON
TIFFIN JOHNSON ADJ 5/79 TIFFIN
TINGLEY RINGGOLD OONS SO IOWA RWS-HIGHLAND/TING
TIPTON CEDAR ADJ 7/62 TIPTON
TITONKA KOSSUTH NATL TITONKA





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
TOLEDO TAMA NATL TOLEDO
TRAER TAMA NAIL TRAER
TREYNOR POTTAWATTAMIE ADJ 11/85 TREYNOR
TRIPOLI BREMER ADJ 11/80 TRIPOLI
11DKÍ.T. APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RAIHBUN RWA
UNIONVILLE APPANOOSE ADJ 5/79 RATHBUN RWA
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS JOHNSON ADJ 8/53 IOWA CITY
UNIVERSITY PARK MAHASKA ADJ 2/65 OSKALOOSA
URBANA BENTON NATL URBANA
URBANDALE POLK CO© URBANDALE
VALERIA JASPER CONS CENIRAL IOWA RWA (NEWTON)
VAN HORNE BENTON NATL VAN HORNE
VAN METER DALLAS ADJ 9/82 VAN METIER
VARINA POCAHONTAS ADJ 1/85 VARINA
VICTOR IOWA ADJ 9/68 VICTOR
VILLISCA MONTGOMERY ADJ 11/63 VILLI SCA
VINCENT WEBSTER NATL VINCENT
VINTON BENTON ADJ 6/74 VINTON
VOLGA CITY CLAYTON NATL VOLGA CITY
WALL LAKE SAC ADJ 6/78 WALL LAKE
WALNUT POTTAWATTAMIE NAIL WALNUT
WASHINGTON WASHINGTON NAIL WASHINGTON
WASHTA CHEROKEE NATL WASHTA
WATERLOO BLACK HAWK ADJ 12/66 WATERLOO




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
WAUCOMA FAYETTE NAIL WAUCOMA
WAUKEE DALLAS NAIL WAUKEE
WAUKQN ALLAMAKEE ADJ 10/51 WAUKQN
WAVERLY BREMER NATL WAVERLY
WAYLAND HENRY NAIL WAYLAND
WEBB CLAY NATL WEBB
WEBSTER CITY HAMILTON NAIL WEBSTER CITY
WELLMAN WASHINGTON NATL WELLMAN
WELLSBURG GRUNDY NATL WELLSBURG
WESLEY KOSSUTH NAIL WESLEY
WEST BEND KDSSUIH NAIL WEST BEND
WEST BRANCH CEDAR ADJ 1/70 WEST BRANCH
WEST BURLINGTON DES MOINES NAIL WEST BURLINGTON
WEST DES MDINES POLK NAIL WEST DES MOINES
WEST LIBERTY MUSCATINE NAIL WEST LIBERTY
WEST OKQBQJI DICKINSON cats WEST OKDBOJI
WEST POINT LEE NATL WEST POINT
WESTPHALIA SHELBY 00NS WESTPHALIA
WHAT CHEER KEOKUK NAIL WHAT CHEER
WHEATLAND CLINTON NATL WHEATLAND
WHI'ITEMDRE KDSSUIH ADJ 5/70 WHITTEM)RE
WILLIAMS HAMILTON NAIL WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSBURG IOWA NAIL WILLIAMSBURG





COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
WILTON MUSCATINE ADJ 1/71 WILTON
WINDSOR HEIGHTS POLK CONS WINDSOR HEIGHTS EES MOINES WIK WKS
WINFIELD HENRY NAIL WINFIELD
WMUBSET MADISON ADJ 1/64 WINTERSET
WINIHRÛP BUCHANAN ADJ 7/68 WINIHRQP
WOODBINE HARRISON ADJ 7/82 WOODBINE
WOODWARD DALLAS ADJ 7/70 WOODWARD
WORTHINGTON DUBUQUE NATL WORTHINGTON
YORKTOWN PAGE CONS PAGE I RW ASSN CLARINDA
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
KANSAS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ________
ALLEN CO RWD 2 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ALLEM GO RWD 3 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ALLEN GO RWD 4 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ALLEN 00 RWD 6 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ALLEM GO RWD 7 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ALLEN GO RWD 8 ALLEN ADJ IOLA
ANDERSON 00 RWD 1 ANDERSON ADJ GARNETT
ANDERSON 00 RWD 5 ANDERSON ADJ IOLA
ARCADIA CRAWFORD NATL ARCADIA
ARKANSAS CITY COWLEY ADJ 4/53 ARKANSAS
ARMA CRAWFORD NAIL ARMA
ASHLAND CLARK ADJ 9/65 ASHLAND
ATCHISON ATCHISON ADJ 7/69 ATCHISON
ATCHISON GO RWD 1 ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
ATCHISON 00 RWD 2 ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
ATCHISON CD RWD 3 ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
ATCHISON 00 RWD 5 ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
ATCHISON GO RWD 6 ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
A3W00D RAWLINS NATL ATWOOD
BALDWIN DOUGLAS ADJ LAWRENCE
BIRD CITY CHEYENNE NATL BIRD CITY
BONNER SPRINGS WYANDOTTE ADJ 12/59 BONNER SPf
BOURBON GO RWD 1 BOURBON ADJ FT SCOTT
BOURBON 00 RWD 1 CONS BOURBON ADJ FT SCOTT
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BREWSTER THOMAS NAIL BREWSTER
BURDETT PAWNEE NATL BUEDEHT
BURLINGTON OOFFEY ADJ 6/59 BURLINGTON
BURNS MARION NATL BURNS
BUTLER 00 RWD 1 BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
BUTLER 00 RWD 2 BLTTLER ADJ EL DORADO
BUTLER 00 RWD 3 BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
BUTLER 00 RWD 5 BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
BUTLER 00 RWD 6 BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
BUTLER 00 RWD 7 BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
CAPALDO NAIL CAPALDO
QHANUTE NEOSHO ADJ 9/56 CHANUIE
CHEROKEE CRAWFORD NATL CHEROKEE
CHEROKEE CO RWD 1 CHEROKEE NAIL CHEROKEE 00 RWD 1
CHICOPEE WD CRAWFORD ADJ PITTSBURG
CTRCUEVILLE JACKSON NAIL CIRCLEVILLE
CK WATER OORP MONTGOMERY ADJ OOFFEYVILLE
COFFEY CO RWD 2 COFFEY ADJ EMPORIA
COFFEY 00 RWD 2(PART) COFFEY ADJ BURLINGTON
OOFFEY 00 RWD 3 OOFFEY ADJ BURLINGTON
OOFFEYVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ 10/52 OOFFEYVILLE
COLBY THOMAS NAIL OOLBY
OOLUHBUS CHEROKEE NAIL OOLUHBUS
OOOLIDGE HAMILTON NAIL OOOLIDGE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
COUNCIL GROVE MORRIS ADJ 7/58 COUNCIL GROVE
COUNTRYSIDE JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
CRAWFORD 00 RWD 2 CRAWFORD NAIL CRAWFORD 00 RWD 2
CRAWFORD 00 RWD 3 CRAWFORD NATL CRAWFORD 00 RWD 3
CRAWFORD 00 RWD 4 CRAWFORD NATL CRAWFORD 00 RWD 4
DAMAR ROCKS NAIL DAMAR
TEARING MONTGOMERY ADJ OOFFEYVILLE
DEERFIELD KEARNY NATL DERRPTRrn
DERBY SEDGWICK NAIL DERBY
DIGHTON LANE NAIL DIGHTON
DODGE CITY FORD NAIL DODGE CITY
DOUGLAS 00 RWD 4 DOUGLAS ADJ LAWRENCE
DOUGLAS 00 RWD 5 DOUGLAS ADJ LAWRENCE
DOUGLAS 00 RWD 6 DOUGLAS ADJ LAWRENCE
DOUGLASS BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
EDWARD5VILLE WYANDOTTE ADJ KANSAS CITY
EL DORADO BUTLER ADJ 9/52 EL DORADO
ELLINWOOD BARTON NAIL ELLINWOOD
ELLSWORTH ELLSWORTH ADJ 2/66 ELLSWORTH
EMPORIA LYON ADJ 9/59 EMPORIA
EUREKA GREENWOOD ADJ 5/58 EUREKA
FAIRWAY JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
FOWLER MEADE NATL FOWLER
FRANKLIN 00 RWD 1 FRANKLIN ADJ OTTAWA
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
KANSAS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FRANKLIN 00 RWD 2 FRANKLIN ADJ OTTAWA
FRANKLIN GO RWD 4 (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ OTTAWA
FREDONIA WILSON ADJ 6/54 FREDONIA
FT LEAVENWORTH LEAVENWORTH ADJ 2/56 FT LEAVENWORTH
FT LEAVENWORTH WILSON ADJ 2/56 FREDONIA
FT RILEY RILEY ADJ 8/64 FT RILEY
FT SCOTT BOURBON ADJ 6/52 FT SCOOT
GARDEN CITY FINNEY NATL GARDEN CITY
GARDNER JOHNSON ADJ 12/66 GARDNER
GARNETT ANDERSON ADJ 6/52 GARNETT
GAS CITY ALLEN ADJ IOLA
GEARY RWD 1 GEARY ADJ JUNCTION CITY
GIRARD CRAWFORD NATL GIRARD
GOODLAND SHERMAN NAIL GOODLAND
GRAINFIELD GOVE NAIL GRAINFIELD
GREAT BEND BARTON NATL GREAT BEND
GREEtWOOD CO RWD 1 GREENWOOD ADJ EUREKA
GREENWOOD CO RWD 2 GREENWOOD ADJ EUREKA
GRINNEX*L GOVE NATL GRINNELL
HANSTON HODGEMAN NATL HANSTON
HAYS ELLIS -ADJ 8/52 HAYS
HERINCTGN DICKINSON ADJ 7/61 HERINGTON
HERNDON RAWLINS NATL HERNDON
HILL CITY GRAHAM NAIL HILL CITY
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
KANSAS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HILLSBORO MARION NATL HILLSBORO
HOLOQMB FINNEY NATL HOLOQMB
HCKIE SHERIDAN NAIL HCKIE
HOYT JACKSON ADJ TOPEKA
INDEPENDENCE MONTGOMERY ADJ 8/55 INDEPENDENCE
IOLA ALLEN ADJ 12/52 IOLA
JACKSON 00 RWD 1 JACKSON ADJ TOPEKA
JOHNSON STANTON NAIL JOHNSON
JOHNSON 00 RWD 1 JOHNSON ADJ OLATHE
JOHNSON 00 RWD 3 JOHNSON ADJ BONNER SPRINGS
JOHNSON 00 RWD 3 JOHNSON ADJ OLATHE
JOHNSON 00 RWD 5 JOHNSON ADJ OLATHE
JOHNSON 00 RWD 7 JOHNSON ADJ OLATHE
JOHNSON WD 1 JOHNSON ADJ 2/66 JOHNSON WD 1
JUNCTION CITY GEARY ADJ 1/52 JUNCTION CITY
KANORADO SHERMAN NATL KANORADO
KANSAS CITY WYANDOTTE ADJ 7/64 KANSAS CITY
KANSAS STATE UNIV RILEY ADJ MANHATTAN
KINCAID ANDERSON ADJ IOLA
KISMET SEWARD NATL KISMET
LABETTE 00 RWD 2 LABETTE ADJ PARSONS
LABETTE 00 RWD 5 LABETTE ADJ PARSONS
LABETTE 00 RWD 7 LABETIE ADJ PARSONS
LABETTE RWD 6 LABETTE ADJ OOFPEYVTLLE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/80)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LAHARPE ALLEN ADJ IOLA
LAKE QUIVIRA JOHNSON ADJ KANSAS CITY
LAKIN KEARNY NATL LAKIN
LANCASTER ATCHISON ADJ ATCHISON
LANE GO RWD 1 LANE NATL LANE 00 RWD 1
LARNED PAWNEE NATL LARNED
LATHAM BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
LATHAM BUTLER NAIL LATHAM
LAWRENCE DOUGLAS ADJ 3/53 LAWRENCE
LEAVENWORTH 00 RWD 7 LEAVENWORTH ADJ BONNER SPRINGS
LEAWOOD JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
LENEXA JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
LBOTI WICHITA NATL uaon
LIEBENTHAL RUSH NATL LIEBENTHAL
LINCOLN LINOOLN ADJ 6/71 LINOOLN
LYON 00 RWD 2 LYON ADJ EMPORIA
LYON 00 RWD 4 LYON ADJ EMPORIA
LYON CO RWD 5 LYON ADJ EMPORIA
LYONS RICE ADJ 5/58 LYONS
MAHASKA WASHINGTON NATL - MAHASKA
MANHATTAN RILEY ADJ 10/54 MANHATTAN
MANTER STANTON NAIL MANIER
MARION MARION ADJ 12/58 MARION
MC CRACXEN RUSH NATL MC CRACKEN
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MC CUNE CRAWFORD NAIL MC CUNE
MC DONALD RAWLINS NAIL MC DONALD
MCCONNELL AFB SEDGWICK ADJ /61 MCCONNELL AFB
MEADE MEADE NAIL MEADE
MELVERN OSAGE NAIL MELVERN
MERRIAM JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
MIAMI CD RWD 1 (PART) MIAMI ADJ OSAWATQMIE
MIAMI GO RWD 1 (PART) MIAMI ADJ PAOLA
MIAMI CO RWD 2 (PART) MIAMI ADJ PAOLA
MIAMI GO RWD 3 MIAMI ADJ OSAWATQMIE
MISSION JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
MISSION HILLS (PART) JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
MISSION WOODS JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
MONTGOMERY CO RWD 1 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 10 MONTGOMERY ADJ COFFEYVILIJE
MONEQOMERY CO RWD 11 MONTGOMERY ADJ OOFFEYVILLE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 12 MONTGOMERY ADJ NEODESHA
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 2 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MMTOCMERY GO RWD 3 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 4 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 5 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 6 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
MONTGOMERY GO RWD 7 MONTQCMERY ADJ OOFFEYVILLE'
MONTGOMERY CO RWD 8 MONTGOMERY ADJ INDEPENDENCE
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MOSCOW STEVENS NAIL MOSCOW
MOUNDRIDGE MCPHERSON ADJ 7/79 MOUNDRIDGE
MULBERRY CRAWFORD NATL MULBERRY
NARKA REPUBLIC NATL NARKA
NEMAHA RMD 2 NEMAHA ADJ SENECA
NEODESHA WILSON ADJ 5/69 NEDDESHA
NEOSHO 00 RWD 4 (PART) NEOSHO ADJ PARSONS
NEDSHO RWD 12 NEDSHO ADJ CHANUTE
NEDSHO RWD 7 NEOSHO ADJ CHANUIE
NEOSHO RWD 9 NEOSHO ADJ CHANUIE
NESS CITY NESS NAIL NESS CITY
NICKERSON RENO NAIL NICKERSON
OFFERLE EDWARDS NAIL OFFERLE
OLAIHE JOHNSON ADJ 3/60 OLAIHE
OLMITZ BARTON NAIL OLMITZ
OSAGE CITY OSAGE ADJ 2/67 OSAGE CITY
OSAGE 00 RWD 2 OSAGE NATL OSAGE 00 RWD 2
OSAGE CO RWD 4 OSAGE NAIL OSAGE 00 RWD 4
OSAGE CO RWD 6 OSAGE ADJ OSAGE CITY
OSAGE CO RWD 7 OSAGE ADJ OSAGE CITY
OSAWAICMIE MIAMI ADJ 8/54 OSAWATOMIE
OSAWATOMIE ST HOSP MIAMI ADJ OSAWATOMIE
OTTAWA FRANKLIN ADJ 9/46 OTTAWA
OVERBROOK OSAGE NAIL OVERBROOK
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OVERLAND PARK JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
PAOLA MIAMI ADJ 3/53 PAOLA
PARADISE RUSSELL NATL PARADISE
PARSONS LABETTE ADJ 9/53 PARSONS
PHILLIPSBURG PHILUPS ADJ 4/61 PHILLIPSBURG
PITTSBURG CRAWFORD ADJ 7/67 PITTSBURG
PLAINS MEADE NAIL PLAINS
POTWIN BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
PRAIRIE VILLAGE JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
QUINTER GOVE NATL QUIMŒR
READING LYON MX] OSAGE CITY
REXFORD THOMAS NATL REXPORD
ROELAND PARK JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
ROSE HILL BUILER NATL ROSE HILL
SABEHHA NEMAHA ADJ 1/68 SABETHA
SAUNA SAUNE ADJ 9/69 SAUNA
SAUNA 00 RWD 3 SAUNE ADJ SAUNA
SATANTA HASKELL NATL SATANTA
SCAMOJ CHEROKEE NATL SCAMMQN
SCOTT CITY SOOTT NAIL SOOTT CITY
SELDEN SHERIDAN NATL SELDEN
SENECA NEMAHA ADJ 8/52 SENECA
SHARON SPRINGS WALLACE NATL SHARON SPRINGS
SHAWNEE JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
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SHAWNEE 00 RWD 1 OONS SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SHAWNEE 00 RWD 3 SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SHAWNEE 00 RWD 6 SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SHAWNEE 00 RWD 7 SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SHAWNEE 00 RWD 8 SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SHAWNEE 00 RWD 9 SHAWNEE ADJ TOPEKA
SPEARVILLE PCS® NATL SPEARVILLE
ST FRANCIS CHEYENNE NATL ST FRANCIS
STAFFORD STAFFORD ADJ 9/62 STAFFORD
STERLING RICE NATL STERLING
SUBLETTE HASKELL NATL SUBLETTE
SUM4ERFIELD MARSHALL NAIL SIM4ERFIELD
SUMNER 00 RWD 4 SUMNER ADJ ARKANSAS CITY
SUSANK BARTON NATL SUSANK
TOPEKA SHAWNEE ADJ 8/57 TOPEKA
TRIBUNE GREELEY NATL TRIBUNE
ULYSSES GRANT NATL ULYSSES
WALLACE WALLACE NATL WALLACE
WALLACE 00 RWD 1 WALLACE NATL WALLACE 00 RWD 1
WALNUT CRAWFORD NATL WALNUT
WEIR CITY CHEROKEE NATL WEIR CITY
WELLSVILLE FRANKLIN ADJ LAWRENCE
WEST MINERAL CHEROKEE NATL WEST MINERAL
WESTWOOD JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
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WESTWOOD HILLS (PART) JOHNSON ADJ JOHNSON WD 1
WHITEWATER BUTLER ADJ EL DORADO
WILSON 00 RWD 1 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 11 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 12 WILSON ADJ NEODESHA
WILSON 00 RWD 13 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 2 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 3 WILSON ADJ NEODESHA
WILSON 00 RWD 4 WILSON ADJ NEODESHA
WILSON 00 RWD 5 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 6 WILSON ADJ NEODESHA
WILSON 00 RWD 7 WILSON ADJ FREDONIA
WILSON 00 RWD 8 WILSON ADJ NEODESHA
WYANDOTTE 00 RWD 2 WYANDOTTE ADJ KANSAS CITY
YA3ES CENTER WOODSON ADJ 2/55 YATES CENTER
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ADAIRVILLE LOGAN ADJ 10/65 ADAIRVILLE WATER WORKS
ALBANY CUNT»] ADJ 11/65 ALBANY WATER WORKS
ARTEMUS KNOX ADJ /70 EAST KNOX WD
ASHLAND BOYD ADJ 11/52 ASHLAND WATER WORKS
AUBURN LDGAN ADJ AUBURN WATER DEPT
AUGUSTA BRACKEN ADJ AUGUSTA MUN WD
BARBOURVILLE KNOX ADJ 6/69 BARBOURVILLE WAT & ELEC
BARDSTOWN NELSON ADJ 11/61 BARDSTOWN MUN WD
BARDWELL CARLISLE ADJ BARDWELL CITY UTIL
BARKLEY LAKE TRIGG ADJ 10/71 BARKLEY LAKE WD
BARLOW BALLARD ADJ BARLOW W&S WORKS
BAXTER HARLAN ADJ 2/72 HARLAN MUN WW
BEATTYVILLE LEE ADJ 5/58 BEATTYVILLE WATER WORKS
BEDPORD TRIMBLE ADJ TRIMBLE CO WD 1
BENHAM HARLAN ADJ 11/69 BENHAM WATER PLANT’
BENTON MARSHALL ADJ 11/57 BENTON WAIER-SEWER SYSTEM
BEREA MADISON ADJ 3/62 BEREA COLLEGE WATER DEPT
BEVERLY BET I. ADJ RED BIRD MISSION
BONNIEVILLE HART ADJ BONNIEVILLE WATER DIST
BOONEVILLE OWSLEY ADJ 12/68 BOCMVILLE WATER DEPT
BOWLING GREEN WARREN ADJ 5/68 BOWLING GREEN MUN UTTL
BRANDENBURG MEADE ADJ 5/73 BRANDENBURG WATER WORKS
BRQOKSVILLE BRACKEN ADJ. 4/67 BRACKEN CO WD 1
BROWNSVILLE EDMONSON ADJ 11/75 EDMONDSON CO WD
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BUCKNER OLDHAM ADJ OLDHAM 00 WD
BURKESVILLE CUMBERLAND ADJ 10/53 BURKESVILLE WATER WORKS
BURNSIDE PULASKI ADJ 2/75 BURNSIDE WATER 00
CADIZ TRIGG ADJ 11/65 CADIZ MUN WC
CALHOUN MCLEAN ADJ 11/53 CALHOUN WAIER WORKS
CALVERT CITY MARSHALL ADJ 12/60 CALVERT CITY MUN WD
CAMPBELLSBURG HENRY ADJ 10/71 HENRY COUNTY WD 2
CAMPBELLSVILLE TAYLOR ADJ 3/64 CAMPBELLSVILLE MUN WS
CAMPTON WOLFE ADJ 10/70 CAMPTON WATER PLANT
CANEYVILLE GRAYSON ADJ CANEYVILLE MUN WW
CARLISLE NICHOLAS ADJ 10/67 CARLISLE WAIER DEPT
CARROLLTON CARROLL ADJ 9/62 CARROLLTON UTILITIES
CEMRAL CITY MUHLENBERG ADJ 3/52 CENTRAL CITY W & S SYSTEM
CLAY CITY POWELL ADJ CLAY CITY WAIER PLANT
CLINTON HICKMAN ADJ 11/72 KENTUCKY WATER SVC CO
CLOVERPORT BRECKINRIDGE ADJ CLOVERPORT W & S SYSTEM
COLUMBIA ADAIR ADJ 11/66 COLUMBIA UTIL OOM
CORBIN WHITLEY ADJ 12/67 CORBIN UTIL OOM't
CRITTENDEN GRANT ADJ BULLOCK PEN WD
CUMBERLAND HARLAN ADJ 12/54 CUMBERLAND MUN WW
CYNXHIANA HARRISON ADJ 3/52 CYNTHIANA MUN WW
DANVILLE BOYLE ADJ 7/54 DANVILLE CITY WAIER WORKS
DAWSON SPRINGS HOPKINS ADJ /65 DAWSON SPRINGS W & S
DAMSON SPRINGS CHRISTIAN ADJ EXCEPT!OON OUTWOOD CAMPUS
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DOE VALLEY MEADE ADJ DOE VALLEY UTIL INC
DOVER MASON ADJ WESTERN MASON 00 WD
EARLTNCTON HOPKINS ADJ 6/75 EARLINGTON W & S SYSTEM
EDDYVILLE LYON ADJ 9/75 EDDYVILLE WATER DEPT
EDMONTON METCALFE ADJ 12/75 EDMONTON WATER WORKS
ELIZABETHTOWN (PART) HARDIN ADJ 7/51 ELIZABETHTOWN WD 1
ELIZABETHTOWN (PART) HARDIN ADJ 7/51 ELIZABEMHTOWN WD 2
ELKHORN CITY PIKE ADJ ELKHORN CITY WD
ELKTON TODD ADJ 4/64 ELKTON W & S WORKS
EVARTS HARLAN ADJ 11/69 EVARTS MUN WATER PLANT
EWING NICHOLAS ADJ WESTERN FLEMING WD
FALMOUTH PENDLETON ADJ 7/74 FALMOUTH WATER DEPT
FANCY FARM GRAVES ADJ FANCY FARM WD
FLEMINGSBURG FLEMING ADJ /70 FLEMINGSBURG UTIL
PORDSVILLE OHIO ADJ FCRDSVILLE WD
PORT MITCHELL CAMPBELL ADJ KENTON 00 WD-OOVINGTON PLANT
FORT THCMAS CAMPBELL ADJ NEWPORT WATER WORKS
FRANKFORT FRANKLIN ADJ 9/57 FRANKFORT ELEC & WAT PLANT
FRANKLIN SIMPSON ADJ 1/64 FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
FT KNOX HARDIN ADJ FT KNOX WATER DEFT
FT MITCHELL KENTON ADJ 7/67 KENTON 00 WD 1
FULTON FULTON ADJ 9/73 FULTON MUN WS
GEORGETOWN SCOTT ADJ GEORGETOWN MUN WS
GHENT CARROLL ADJ CARROLL 00 WD 1
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GLASGOW BARREN ADJ 12/52 GLASGOW WC 1 & 2
GOSHEN OLDHAM ADJ GOSHEN UTILITIES INC
(»AND RIVERS LIVINGSTON ADJ GRAND RIVERS WS
GRAYSON CARTER ADJ 8/64 GRAYSON UTIL COW
GREENSBURG GREEN ADJ 4/51 GREENSBURG WATER WORKS
GREENUP GREENUP ADJ GREENUP W&S OQMM
GREENVILLE MUHLENBERG ADJ 11/61 GREENVILLE UTIL COW
GUTHRIE TOM) ADJ GUIHRIE WATER WORKS
HARDIN MARSHALL ADJ 6/75 HARDIN WATER SYSTEM
HARDINSBURG BRECKINRIDGE ADJ 10/64 HARDINSBURG MUN WW
HARDINSBURG BRECKINRIDGE ADJ ROUGH RIVER WAT PLANT
HARDYVILLE HART ADJ 6/73 GREEN RIVER VALLEY WD
HARRODSBURG MERCER ADJ 5/58 HARRODSBURG MUN WD
HARTFORD ono ADJ HARTFORD MUN WW
HAWESVILLE HANCOCK ADJ /74 HAWESVILLE WATER WORKS
HAZARD PERRY ADJ 3/57 HAZARD WATER DEPT
HENDERSON HENDERSON ADJ 3/62 HENDERSON MUN W&S DEPT
HICKMAN FULTON ADJ 6/62 HICKMAN WATER DEPT
HICKORY GRAVES ADJ HICKORY WD
HINDMAN KNOTT ADJ /70 HINDMAN WATER DEPT
HODGENVILLE LARUE ADJ 12/62 HODGENVILLE WD
HOPKINSVILLE CHRISTIAN ADJ 8/51 HOPKINSVILLE S&WW COMM
HYMN LESLIE ADJ /70 HYDEN LESLIE CO WD
INDIAN HARBOUR BEACH BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCKEE WATER WORKS
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INEZ MARTIN ADJ 6/70 MARTIN 00 WD 1
IRVINE ESTILL ADJ 11/65 IRVINE MUN UHL
IRVINGTON BRECKINRIDGE ADJ /70 IRVINGTON WS
ISLAND MCLEAN ADJ ISLAND WATER DEPT
JACKSON BREATHITT ADJ 5/63 JACKSON MUN WW
JAMESTOWN RUSSELL ADJ 7/69 JAMESTOWN MUN WW
JENKINS LETCHER ADJ 11/69 JENKINS WATER SYSTEM
JONATHAN (KEEK MARSHALL ADJ 6/75 JONATHAN CREEK WA
KUTTAWA LYON ADJ 9/75 KUITAWA WATER SUPPLY
LACEMER BALLARD ADJ 11/75 LACEMER MUN WC
LAKE CITY LIVINGSTON ADJ LAKE CITY WD
LANCASTER GARRARD ADJ 12/52 LANCASTER WATER WORKS
LAUREL 00 WD 2 LAUREL ADJ LAUREL 00 WD 2
LAWRENCEBURG ANDERSON ADJ 6/56 LAWRENCEBURG W&S DEPT
LEBANON MARION ADJ LEBANON WATER WORKS 00
LEDBETTER LIVINGSTON ADJ LEDBETTER WD
LEITCHFIELD GRAYSON ADJ 6/70 LEITCHFIELD WATER WORKS
LEWISBURG LOGAN ADJ 7/75 LEWISBURG WATER WORKS
LEWISPORT HANCOCK ADJ 6/75 LEWISPORT MUN WW
LEXINCTON FAYETTE ADJ 4/54 KENTUCKY-AMERICAN WC/KR
LIBERTY CASEY ADJ 7/73 LIBERTY WATER WORKS
LIVERMORE MCLEAN ADJ 10/75 LIVERMORE WATER WORKS
LIVINGSTON ROCKCASTLE ADJ LIVINGSTON MUN WW
LONDON LAUREL ADJ 8/67 LONDON UTIL OQMM
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LOUISA LAWRENCE ADJ 11/62 LOUISA WATER DEPT
LOUISVILLE JEFFERSON ADJ 8/51 LOUISVILLE WATER 00
LYNCH HARLAN ADJ 6/57 LYNCH WATER PLANT
MADISONVILLE HOPKINS ADJ 11/70 MADISONVILLE LIGffl'/WTR 1
MANCHESTER CLAY ADJ 8/65 MANCHESTER WATER WORKS
MARION CRITIENDEN ADJ 1/72 MARION WATER DEFT
MARROWBONE OMBERLAND ADJ MARROWBONE WAT DIST
MARROWBONE CREEK WD PIKE ADJ MARROWBONE CREEK WD
MARTIN FLOYD ADJ 4/52 MARTIN WATER DEPT
MAYFIELD (PART) GRAVES ADJ CONSUMERS WD
MAYFIELD (PART) GRAVES ADJ HARDEMAN WATER DIST
MAYFIELD (PART) GRAVES ADJ 9/52 MAYFIELD ELEC/WAIER SYSTEM
MAYSVILLE MASON ADJ 4/51 MAYSVILLE UTIL COMM
MCKEE JACKSON ADJ /70 MCKEE WATER WORKS
MELBOURNE BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCKEE WATER WORKS
MELBOURNE BEACH BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCKEE WATER WORKS
MIDDLESBORO BFT.T. ADJ KENTUCKY WS 00 INC
MIDWAY WOODFORD ADJ MIDWAY MUN WW
MILLERSBURG BOURBON ADJ MILLERSBURG MUN WW
MONTGOMERY 00 WD 1 MONTGOMERY ADJ MONTGOMERY 00 WD 1
MONTI CELLO WAYNE ADJ MONTI CELLO W&S OOMM
MOOREHEAD STATE UNIV ROWAN ADJ 6/53 MOOREHEAD STATE UNIV WP
MDREHEAD ROWAN ADJ 10/68 MOREHEAD UTIL PLANT
MORGANFIELD UNION ADJ /70 MORGANFIELD WATER WORKS
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MORGANTOWN BUTLER ADJ 9/63 MORGANTOWN WATER SYSTEM
MORTON'S GAP HOPKINS ADJ MORTON'S GAP WD
MT STERLING MONTGOMERY ADJ 3/60 ML’ STERLING WATER WORKS
MT VERNON ROCKCASTLE ADJ 12/70 MT VERNON WATER WORKS
MURRAY CALLOWAY ADJ 11/59 MURRAY WATER SYSTEM
NEW HAVEN NELSON ADJ NEW HAVEN MUN WW
NICHOLASVILLE JESSAMINE ADJ NICHOLASVILLE WATER DEPT
NORTH MARSHALL WD 1 MARSHALL ADJ NORTH MARSHALL WD 1
NORTH MIDDLETOWN BOURBON ADJ NORTH MIDDLETOWN WD
OAK GROVE CHRISTIAN ADJ OAK GROVE UTIL CO
OHIO OOUNTY WD OHIO ADJ OHIO COUNTY WD
OLIVE HILL CARTER ADJ OLIVE HILL MUN WW
OWENSBORO DAVIESS ADJ 9/53 OWENSBORO MUN U1TL
CMENTON OWEN ADJ 6/73 OWENTON CITY WW
OWINGSVILLE BAIH ADJ 6/73 OWINGSVILLE CITY WD
PADUCAH MCCRACKEN ADJ 11/66 PADUCAH WATER WORKS
PAINTSVILLE JOHNSON ADJ 4/52 PAINTSVILLE MUN WW
PALM BAY BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCXEE WATER WORKS
PARIS BOURBON ADJ 3/63 PARIS WATER WORKS
PEMBROKE CHRISTIAN ADJ 6/75 PEMBKOKE WATER WORKS
PIKEVILLE PIKE ADJ 8/59 PIKEVILLE WATER DEPT
PINEVILLE RRT.T. ADJ 9/67 PINEVILLE WATER SYSTEM
PIPPA PASSES KNOTT ADJ CANEY CREEK WD
PLEASUREVILLE HENRY ADJ 5/73 HENRY CO WD 1
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PRESTONSBURG FLOYD ADJ 7/58 PRESTONSBURG WATER CO
PRINCETON CALDWELL ADJ 6/66 PRINCETON UTILITY COM4
PROVIDENCE WEBSTER ADJ 7/66 PROVIDENCE WATER WORKS
RADCLIFF (PART) HARDIN ADJ HARDIN, 00 WD 1-SANDER
RADCLIFF (PART) HARDIN ADJ /70 HARDIN 00 WD-MULDROUGH
REIDLAND MCCRACKEN ADJ 9/75 REIDLAND WATER DI$T
RICHMOND MADISON ADJ 8/67 RICHMOND WTR/GAS/SEWER WORKS
ROCHESTER BUTLER ADJ ROCHESTER WATER DIST
ROCKPORT OHIO ADJ ROCKPORT WATER WORKS
RUSSELL GREENUP ADJ 7/74 RUSSELL WATER CD
RUSSELL SPRINGS RUSSELL ADJ RUSSELL SHUNGS W&S SYSTEM
RUSSELLVILLE LOGAN ADJ 9/65 RUSSELLVILLE MUN WW
SALYERSVILLE MAGOFFIN ADJ SALYERSVILLE MUN WATER
SANDY HOOK ELLIOTT ADJ SANDY HOOK WD
SATELLITE BEACH BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCKEE WATER WORKS
SOOTTSVILLE ALLEN ADJ 10/60 SOOTTSVILLE WATER DEPT
SEBREE WEBSTER ADJ 6/75 SEBREE WATER DEPT
SEDALIA GRAVES ADJ SEDALIA WATER DIST
SHARPSBURG BATH ADJ SHARPSBURG WD
SHELBYVILLE SHELBY ADJ 3/64 SHELBYVILLE W&S OOfM
SHEPHERDSVILLE BULLITT ADJ SALT RIVER WD
SHEPHERDSVILLE BULLITT ADJ 8/60 SHEPHERDSVILLE WATER 00
SMITHLAND LIVINGSTON ADJ SMITHLAND W&S SYSTEM
SOMERSET PULASKI ADJ 2/67 KENTUCKY WAT SERVICE
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SOUTH SHORE GREENUP ADJ SOUTH SHORE WW
SPRINGFIELD WASHINGTON ADJ 11/58 SPRINGFIELD WATER WORKS
STAMPING GROUND SCOTT ADJ 7/75 STAMPING GROUND WW
STANFORD LINCOLN ADJ 5/66 STANFORD WATER WORKS
STANTON POWELL ADJ 5/73 STANTON WATER WORKS
STURGISS UNION ADJ STURGISS WW
SYMSONIA (SAVES ADJ SYMSONIA WATER DIST
TAYLORSVILLE SPENCER ADJ 3/60 TAYLORSVILLE WATER WORKS
TODD 00 WD TODD ADJ TODD 00 WD
TOMPKINSVILLE MONROE ADJ TOMPKINSVILLE WATER WORKS
TRENTON TODD ADJ 6/75 TRENTON WATER WORKS
TYNER JACKSON ADJ 1/74 JACKSON CO WD ASSN
UNIONTOWN UNION ADJ /70 UNIONTOWN W & S DEFT
VAN LEAR JOHNSON ADJ HIGHLAND WATER 00
VANCEBURG LEWIS ADJ 10/58 VANCEBURG UTILITIES
VERSAILLES WOODFORD ADJ VERSAILLES WS 1
VINE GROVE HARDIN ADJ 10/73 VINE GROVE WD
WAYLAND FLOYD ADJ BEAVER ELKHORN WD
WEST LIBERTY MORGAN ADJ 4/62 WEST-LIBERTY WAT CO
WEST MELBOURNE BARREN ADJ 11/66 MCKEE WATER WORKS
WEST POINT HARDIN ADJ WEST POINT WATER DEPT
WHEELWRIGHT FLOYD ADJ MTN INVESTMENT INC-WHEELWRIGHT
WHITE PLAINS HOPKINS ADJ WHITE PLAINS WD
WHITESBURG LETCHER ADJ 11/69 WHITESBURG MUN WW
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WHITLEY CITY MCCREARY ADJ 2/74 MCCREARY 00 WD
WILLIAMSBURG WHITLEY ADJ 3/66 WILLIAMSBURG WATER 1
WILLIAMSTOWN GRANT ALU WILLIAMSTOWN MUN WD
WIIH3RE JESSAMINE ADJ WILMORE WATER WORKS
WINCHESTER CLARK ADJ 6/61 WINCHESTER MUN UTIL
WINGO (PART) GRAVES ADJ SOUTH GRAVES 00 WD
WINGO (PART) GRAVES ADJ WINGO W & S DEPT
WOOD CREEK LAUREL ADJ WOOD CREEK WD
WORTHINGTON GREENUP ADJ WORTHINGTON MUN WW
WURTLAND GREENUP ADJ WURTLAND WATER DIST
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ALEXANDRIA RAPIDES NAIL ALEXANDRIA
AMELIA ASSUMPTION ADJ 9/60 ASSUMPTION PARISH W W #1
ANAGOGO VERNON NATL ANACOCO
AVONDALE JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
BAKER EAST BATON ROUGE NATL BAKER
BARATARIA JEE'FERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
BAYOU BLUE TERREBONNE ADJ 11/56 TERREBCMJE WATER WORKS
BAYOU CANE TERREBONNE ADJ 11/56 TERREBONNE WATER WORKS
BAYOU TRAILER PARK BOSSIER NATL BAYOU TRAILER PARK
BELCHER CADDO NATL BEL DI GIE WS
BENTON BOSSIER CONS BENTON EVANGELINE OAKS WS
BOLGALUSA WASHINGTON ADJ 9/82 BOGALLISA
BONITA M3REH0USE NAIL BONITA
BOSSIER CITY BOSSIER ADJ 1/81 BOSSIER CITY
BOURG TERREBONNE ADJ 11/56 TERREBONNE WATER WORKS
BOYCE RAPIDES NATL BOYCE
BRUSLY WEST BATON ROUGE ADJ 12/84 WEST BATON ROUGE WW 2
BUNKIE AVOYELLES NATL BUNKIE
CASTOR BIENVILLE NATL CASTOR
CHAVIN TERREBONNE ADJ 11/56 TERREBONNE WATER WORKS
CHENEYVILLE RAPIDES NATL CHENEYVILLE
CLAYTON CONCORDIA ADJ 6/82 CLAYTON
GOLLINGSTON MOREHOUSE NAIL GOLLINGSTON
CONVERSE SABINE NATL OONVERSE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
OUT (FF LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
DES ALLEMANDS LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
DES ALLEMANDS ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 2
DESTRAHAN ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 1
DONALDSONVILLE ASCENSION ADJ 6/83 PEOPLES WATER 00 0? LA
CRY PRONG GRANT ADJ 5/83 DRY PRONG
EVERGREEN AVOYELLES NATL EVERGREEN
PORT POLK NORTH VERNON ADJ 7/74 PORT POLK AB NORTH
PORT POLK soirm VERNON ADJ 7/74 PORT POLK AB SOUTH
FRANKLINTON WASHINGTON NATL FRANKLINION
GALLIANO LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
GARYVILLE ST JOHN THE BAPTIST ADJ 6/83 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 3
GILLIAM CADDO NATL BEL DI GIE WS
GOLDEN MEADOW LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
GONZALES ASCENSION ADJ 11/82 GONZALES
GRAMERCY ST JAMES ADJ 5/82 GRAMERCY
GRAND ISLE JEFFERSON OONS GRAND ISLE LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
HAHNVILLE ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 2
HARAHAN JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1
HARVEY JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
HAUGHTON BOSSIER ADJ 4/82 HAUGHTON
HAYNESVILLE CLAIRBORNE ADJ 9/85 HAYNESVILLE
HESSMER AVOYELLES NAIL HESSMER
HOUMA TERREBONNE ADJ 11/56 HOUMA
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
LOUISIANA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JACKSON EAST FELICIANA ADJ 12/84 JACKSON
JEAN LAFITIE JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
JEFFERSON JEE'E'ERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1
JENNNINGS JEFFERSON DAVIS ADJ 5/83 JENNINGS
KENNER JEE'E'ERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1
KINDER ALLEN NATL KINDER
LABADIEVILLE ASSUMPTION ADJ 9/60 ASSUMPTION PARISH W W #1
LAFITIE JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
LAKE CHARLES CALCASIEU ADJ 6/84 LAKE CHARLES
LAKE PROVIDENCE EAST CARROLL NATL LAKE PROVIDENCE
LAPLACE ST JOHN THE BAPTIST ADJ 6/83 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 3
LAROSE LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
LIVONA POINTE COUPEE NATL iw m
LOCKPORT LAFOURCHE ADJ 4/54 LOCKPORT WATER PLANT
I£NE STAR ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST’ CHARLES PARISH WW 2
LCWER VACHERIE ST JAMES ADJ 5/82 ST JAMES PARISH WW 2
IDLING ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 2
Ii/TCHER ST JAMES ADJ 5/82 LUTCHER
MAMDU EVANGELINE NATL MAMOU
MARRERO JEE'E'ERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
METAIRIE JEE'FERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1
MIMOSA PARK ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 2
NAPOLEONVILLE ASSUMPTION ADJ 9/60 ASSUMPTION PARISH W W #1
NEW ORLEANS ORLEANS ADJ 6/74 NEW ORLEANS - ALGIERS PLANT'
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ___________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS ORLEANS ADJ 6/74 NEW ORLEANS -  CARROLTON PLANT
NEW ROADS POINTE OOUPEE ADJ 5/82 NEW ROADS
NEW SARPY ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 1
NOBLE SABINE NATL NOBLE
NORCO / ST CHARLES ADJ 6/82 ST CHARLES PARISH WW 1
OAKDALE ALLEN ADJ 12/82 OAKDALE
PALMETTO ST. LANDRY NATL PALMETTO
PIERRE PART ASSUMPTION ADJ 9/60 ASSUMPTION PARISH W W #1
PINEVILLE RAPIDES NATL PINEVILLE
PLAIN DEALING BOSSIER NATL PLAIN DEALING
PLAUCHEVILLE AVOYELLES ADJ 5/82 PLAUCHEVILLE
RACELAND LAFOURCHE ADJ 1/54 LAFOURCHE WATER WORKS #1
RESERVE ST JOHN THE BAPTIST ADJ 6/83 ST JOHN THE BAPTIST PAR WW 1
RIVER RIDGE JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 1
RODESSA CADDO NATL RODESSA
R05EDALE IBERVILLE NATL R05EDALE
SALINE BIENVILLE NAIL SALINE
SHREVEPORT CADDO ADJ 6/80 SHREVEPORT
SICILY ISLAND CATAHOULA ADJ 6/82 SICILY ISLAND
SIKES WINN NATL SIKES
SOUIH MANSFIELD DE SOTO ADJ 9/82 SOUTH MANSFIELD
SPRINGFIELD LIVINGSTON NAIL SPRINGFIELD WS
SPRINGHILL WEBSTER ADJ 4/83 SPRINGHILL
TERRYTOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
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LOUISIANA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
THIBODAUX LAFOURCHE ADJ 10/56 THIBODAUX
TTMBERLINE JEFFERSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
TURKEY CREEK EVANGELINE NAIL TURKEY CREEK
VACHERIE ST JAMES ADJ 5/82 ST JAMES PARISH WW 2
VIDALIA OONOORDIA ADJ 9/84 VIDALIA
WAGGAMAN JKtVfcKSON ADJ 2/83 JEFFERSON PARISH WW 2
WELSH JEFFERSON DAVIS ADJ 5/85 WELSH
WINNFIELD WINN ADJ 11/83 WINNFIELD
woœwœm RAPIDES NAIL WOODWORTH
ZWOLLE SABINE NATL ZWOLLE
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______________________
.COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
MAINE
ANSON SOMERSET ADJ /83 ANSON WD
ASHLAND AROOSTOOK ADJ 10/66 ASHLAND WIR & SWR DIST
AUBUKN ANDROSCOGGIN ADJ 8/69 AUBURN TOR DIST
BANGOR PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR Wm DIST
BAR HARBOR HANCOCK ADJ 12/63 BAR HARBOR WTR 00
BATH SAGADAHOC ADJ 9/69 BATH WTR DIST
BELFAST WALDO ADJ 9/60 BELFAST WTR DIST
BENTON KENNEBEC ADJ 1/65 KENNEBEC WTR DIST
BETHEL CKPORD ADJ 12/70 BETHEL WTR DIST
BLAINE AROOSTOOK ADJ 11/71 MARS HILL -  BLAINE WC
BRADLEY PENOBSCOT ADJ 1/63 OLEDOWN WTR DIST
BREMER PENOBSCOT ADJ 6/67 BREWER WTR DIST
BRIDCTON CUMBERLAND ADJ 10/63 BRIDGTON WIR DIST
BRUNSWICK CUMBERLAND ADJ 8/55 BRUNSWICK-TOPSHAM WD
BUCKSFORT HANCOCK ADJ 12/69 BUCKSPORT WIR 00
CAMDEN KNOX ADJ 12/69 CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WC
CARIBOU AROOSTOOK ADJ 11/59 CARIBOU WIR WKS OORP
CLIFTON PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR WIR DIST
DAMARISOOTTA LINCOLN ADJ 3/71 DAMARISOOTTA-NEWCASTLE WC
DIXFIELD OXFORD ADJ 9/71 DIXFIELD LT & WIR
EAGLE LAKE AROOSTOOK ADJ 11/74 EAGLE LAKE WS DIST
EAST MILLINOCKET PENOBSCOT ADJ 4/66 EAST MILEINOCKET WW
EASTPORT WASHINGTON ADJ 12/69 EASTPORT WTR CO
EDDINGTON (PART) PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR WIR DIST
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
EDDINGTON (PART) PENOBSCOT ADJ 6/67 BREWER WIR DIST
ELLSWORTH HANOOCX ADJ 10/69 ELLSWORTH WTR CO
EMBDEN SOMERSET ADJ /83 ANSON WD
FAIRFIELD SOMERSET ADJ 1/65 KENNEBEC WIR DIST
FARMINGDALE KENNEBEC ADJ 3/73 GARDINER WIR DIST
PORT FAIRFIELD AROOSTOOK ADJ 12/59 PORT FAIRFIELD UTIL DIST
PORT KENT AROOSTOOK ADJ 2/72 PORT KENT MUN WIR
FRYEBURG OXFORD ADJ 11/71 FRYEBURG WATER CO
GARDINER KENNEBEC ADJ 3/73 GARDINER WIR DIST
GUILPORD PISCATAQUIS ADJ 12/72 GUILPORD-SANGERVILLE
HAMLIN AROOSTOOK ADJ 1/67 VAN BUREN WIR DIST
HAMPDEN PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANCOR WIR DIST
HAMPDEN PENOBSCOT CONS HAMPDEN
HERM3N PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR WTR DIST
HOLDEN (PART) PENOBSCOT ADJ 6/67 BREWER WIR DIST
HOULTON AROOSTOOK ADJ 12/68 HOULTON WTR 00
INDIAN ISLAND PENOBSCOT ADJ 1/63 OLDTOWN WIR DIST
LEWISTON ANDROSCOGGIN ADJ 5/70 LEWISTON WIR DIST'
liDRING AFB AROOSTOOK ADJ /58 LORING AFB
LUBEC WASHINGTON ADJ 3/72 LUBEC W & EL
MACHIAS WASHINGTON ADJ 4/66 MACHIAS WIR 00
MADAWASKA AROOSTOOK ADJ 4/60 MADAWASKA WIR DIST
MARS HILL AROOSTOOK ADJ 11/71 MARS HILL - BLAINE WC
MECHANIC FALLS ANDROSCOGGIN ADJ 10/71 MECHANIC FALLS WIR 00
BANCOR WIR DI ST
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
MEDWAY PENOBSCOT ADJ 4/66 EAST MMJNOCKET WW
MEXICO OXFORD ADJ 1/67 MEXICO WIR DIST
MILFORD PENOBSCOT ADJ 1/63 OIOTOWN WTR DIST
MHUNOCKET PENOBSCOT ADJ 7/60 MILLINOCKET WTR DIST
NEWCASTLE LINCOLN ADJ 3/71 DAMARISCOTTA-NEWCASTLE WC
NEWPORT PENOBSCOT ADJ 3/72 NEWPORT WTR CO
NORTHEAST HARBOR HANCOCK ADJ /62 NORTHEAST HARBOR WC
NORWAY OXFORD ADJ /52 NORWAY WD
OLD TOWN PENOBSCOT ADJ 1/63 OLDTOWN WTR DIST
ORONO PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANCOR WIR DIST
ORONO PENOBSCOT CONS ORONO-VEAZIE WD BANGOR WTR DIST
ORRINGTON (PART) PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR WIR DIST
ORRINGTON (PART) PENOBSCOT ADJ 6/67 BREWER WIR DIST
OWL'S HEAD KNCK ADJ 12/69 CAMDEN-RQCKLAND WC
PERRY WASHINGTON ADJ 12/69 EASTPORT WTR CD
PINELAND CENTER CUMBERLAND ADJ /67 PINELAND CENTER
PITTSFIELD SOMERSET ADJ 1/65 PITTSFIELD WIR WKS
PITTSTON KENNEBEC ADJ 3/73 GARDINER WIR DIST
PRESQUE ISLE AROOSTOOK ADJ 6/60 PRESQUE ISLE WIR DIST
RANDOLPH KENNEBEC ADJ 3/73 GARDINER WIR DIST
ROCKLAND KNOX ADJ 12/69 CAMDEN-RQCKLAND WC
ROCXPORT KNOX ADJ 12/69 CAMDEN-RQCKLAND WC
RUMFORD QXFXM) ADJ- 11/59 RLMFORD WTR DIST
SANFORD YORK ADJ 2/72 SANFORD WIR DIST’
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SANGERVILLE PISCATAQUIS ADJ 12/72 GUILEXM>-SANGERVILLE
SEAL HABOR HANCOCK ADJ /62 SEAL HABOR WTR CO
SKDWHBGAN SOMERSET ADJ 2/73 SKOWHEGAN WIR 00
SOUTHWEST HARBOR HANCOCK ADJ 1/59 SOUTHWEST HARBOR WD
SPRINGVALE YORK ADJ 2/72 SANEXKD WIR DIST
THOMASTÖN KNOX ADJ 12/69 CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WC
TOPSHAM CUMBERLAND ADJ 8/55 BRUNSWICK-TOPSHAM WD
VAN BUREN AROOSTOOK ADJ 1/67 VAN BUREN Wffi DIST
VEAZIE PENOBSCOT ADJ 12/54 BANGOR WTR DIST
VEAZIE PENOBSCOT CONS ORONO-VEAZIE WD
WASHBURN AROOSTOOK ADJ 10/61 WASHBURN WIR DIST
WAIERVILLE KENNEBEC ADJ 1/65 KENNEBEC WIR DIST
WESTFIELD AROOSTOOK ADJ 11/71 MARS HILL -  BLAINE WC
WINSLOW KENNEBEC ADJ 1/65 KENNEBEC WTR DIST
WINTERPORT WALDO ADJ 2/73 WINTERPORT WIR DIST
WINTHROP KENNEBEC ADJ 2/72 W1NTHROP WTR DIST
WOODLAND WASHINGTON ADJ 4/55 BAILEYVILLE UTIL DIST




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
/
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ABERDEEN HARPORD ADJ /53 ABERDEEN
ABERDEEN PROVING GROM) HAREDRD ADJ /63 ABERDEEN PROVING GROUNDS
ACCIDENT GARRETT ADJ /75 ACCIDENT
ADELFffl PRINCE GEORGE'S , ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
ANNAPOLIS ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 8/54 ANNAPOLIS
ARNOLD ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ /64 ARNOLD
BALTIMORE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
BEL AIR HARPORD ADJ /52 BEL AIR-MDWW
BELTSVILLE PRINCE GEDRGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
BERWYN HEIGHTS PRINCE GEDRGE'S ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
BETHESDA MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
BLADENSBURG PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
BOWIE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ /63 BEL AIR-BCWIE
BRANDYWINE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
BRENTWOOD PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
BRYAN'S ROAD CHARLES NATL CHARLES UTIL CO
CABIN JOHN-BROOKMONT MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CAMBRIDGE DORCHESTER NATL CAMBRIDGE
CAMP SPRINGS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CAPITOL HEIGHTS PRINCE GEDRGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CAIONSVILLE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
CAVETTOWN WASHINGTON ADJ /52 HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON
CHESTERTOWN KENT ADJ 1/64 CHESTERTOWN UTIL 001*1
CHEVERLY PRINCE GEDRGE'S ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
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CHEVY CHASE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CHILLUM PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CLINTON PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
OOLESVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
COLLEGE PARK PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
COLMAR MANOR PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CORAL HILLS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
COTTAGE CITY PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
CRISFIELD SOMERSET NATL CRISFIELD
CROFTON ANNE ARUNDEL CONS CKOFTON ANNAPOLIS LANDING
DENTON CAROLINE NATL DEMON
DISTRICT HEIGHTS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
DORSEY ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ /64 DORSEY RD
DUNDALK BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
EAST NEW MARKET DORCHESTER NATL EAST NEW MARKET
EASTON TALBOT NATL EASTON UTILITIES
EDGEMERE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
EDMONDSTON PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
ESSEX BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
FAIRMONT HTS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
FOREST HEIGHTS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
FORESTVILLE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
PORT MEADE ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 11/61 PORT MEADE
FREDERICK CITY (PART) FREDERICK ADJ FREDERICK-FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
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FREDERICK CITY (PART) FREDERICK oons EREDERICK-LINGANORE ANNAPOLIS LANDING
FREDERICK CITY (PART) FREDERICK ADJ /61 EREDERICK-MONACACY
FREDERICK CITY (PART) FREDERICK OONS EREDERICX-YELLOW SPRINGS ANNAPOLIS LANDING
FREDERICK CITY (PART) FREDERICK ADJ /61 FREDERICK-FISHING CREEK RESERV
FUNKSTOWN WASHINGTON ADJ /52 HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON
GAITHERSBURG MONTOOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
GARRETT PARK MCMTOOMERY ADJ 12/51 PA3UXENT-WSSC
GLASS MANOR PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PAHKENT-WSSC
GLEN BURNIE (PART) ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 1/64 SAWMILL BRANCH
GLEN ECHO MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
GLENARDEN PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PA3UXENT-WSSC
GLENDALE HEIGHTS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
GREENBELT PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
GREENSBORO CAROLINE NATL GREENSBORO
HAGERSTOWN WASHINGTON ADJ /52 HAGESSTOMN-WILLSON
HALFMAY WASHINGTON ADJ /52 HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON
HANCOCK WASHINGTON ADJ /74 HANCOCK
HAVRE DE GRACE HARFORD ADJ /74 HAVRE DE GRACE
HERALD HARBOR ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ /64 HERALD HARBOR
HILLCREST HEIGHTS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
HILLDENDALE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
HYA3TSVILLE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
INDIAN HEAD CHARLES NATL INDIAN HEAD
JESSUP HOMARD ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JOPPATOWNE HARFORD ADJ 1/62 JOPPATOWNE
KENSINGTON MCMOOMERY ADJ 12/51 PÄIUXENT-WSSC
LA PLATA CHARLES NATL LA PLAIA
LAKEVIEW HOWARD ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
LANDOVER PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PÄIUXENT-WSSC
LANDOVER HILLS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
LANGLEY PARK PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
LANHAtf-SEABROOK PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
LANSDOWNE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
LARGO PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
LAUREL PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
LEXINGTON PARK ST. MARY'S ADJ /76 LEXINGTON PARK-ESSEX
LOCHEARN BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
LUmERWLLE-TTMONIlJM BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
MARYLAND CITY ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ 1/64 MARYLAND CITY-YELLOW SPRING
MIDDLE RIVER BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
MDRNINGSIDE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
MT LAKE PARK (PART) GARRETT ADJ /76 BRDADFQRD
MT RAINIER PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
NEW CARROLLTON PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
NEW WINDSOR CARROLL ADJ 1/68 NEW WINDSOR
NORTH BRENIWOOD PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
NORTH LAUREL HOWARD ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
OVERLEA BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
CKPORD TALBOT NATL OXFORD UTILITIES
QXON HILL PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
PALMER PARK PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
PARKVILLE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
PERRY HALL BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
PIKESVILLE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
POCXMKE CITY WORCESTER ADJ /73 POCOMOKE
POTOMAC MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
POTOMAC HEIGHTS CHARLES NATL POTOMAC HEIGHTS
RANDALLSTOWN BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
REISTERTOWN BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
RIVERHALE PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
ROCX HALL KENT ADJ 5/62 CHESTERTOWN UTIL 0CM»1
ROCKVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/58 ROCKVILLE
RQSEDALE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
ROSSVILLE BALTIMORE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
SALISBURY WICOMICO ADJ 4/59 SALISBURY-MAIN ST
SEAT PLEASANT PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
SECRETARY DORCHESTER NAIL SECRETARY
SECURITY WASHINGTON ADJ /52 HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON
SILVER SPRING MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
SMITHSBURG WASHINGTON CONS HAGERSTOWbHMLTHSBURG HAGERSTOWN-WILLSON
SNOW HILL WORCESTER ADJ 11/58 SNOW HILL
SOMERSET MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SUITLAND-SILVERHILL PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
TAKEMA PARK MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
TEMPLE HILLS PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
UNIVERSITY PARK PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
UPPER MARLBORO PRINCE GEORGE'S ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
US NAVAL ACADEMY ANNE ARUNDEL ADJ /54 DAVID TAYLOR NAVAL STATION
VIENNA DORCHESTER NATL VIENNA
WALKERSVILLE (PART) FREDERICK ADJ /75 WALKERSVILLE-WELL PLANT
WALKERSVILLE (PART) FREDERICK ADJ /73 WALKERSVILLE-RESERVOIR PLANT
WASHINGTON GROVE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PAIUXENT-WSSC
WESTMINISTER CARROLL ADJ /64 WESTMINISTER
WHEATCW-GLfNCUNT MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/51 PATUXENT-WSSC
WILLIAMSPORT (PART) WASHINGTON CONS HAGERSTOWNh-ailTHSBURG
WOODLAWN PRINCE GEORGE ADJ 11/52 BALTIMORE CITY WS
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MASSACHUSETTS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ACTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 9/70 ACTON
AMESBURY ESSEX ADJ 11/68 AMESBURY
ANDOVER ESSEX ADJ 9/69 ANDOVER
ARLINGTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
ASHBURNHAM WORCESTER ADJ 11/52 ASHBURNHAM
ATHOL WORCESTER ADJ 11/52 ATHOL
ATTLEBORO BRISTOL ADJ 4/73 ATTLEBORO
BEDFORD MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 BEDFORD
BELMONT MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
BEVERLY ESSEX ADJ 12/52 BEVERLY
BOSTON SUFFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
BROOKLINE NORFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
CAMBRIDGE MIDDLESEX ADJ 4/74 CAMBRIDGE
CANTON NORFOLK ADJ 4/78 CANTON
CHELSEA SUFFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
OOHASSET NORFOLK ADJ 6/56 COHASSETT
OONOORD MIDDLESEX ADJ 3/70 CONCORD
DANVERS ESSEX ADJ 5/51 DANVERS
DEDHAM NORFOLK ADJ 1/77 DEDHAM WATER 00
DIGHTON (PART) BRISTOL ADJ 6/69 SOMERSET
DRACUT (PART) MIDDLESEX OONS DRACUT LOWELL
ESSEX ESSEX ADJ 12/54 ESSEX
EVERETT MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
FALL RIVER BRISTOL ADJ 3/73 FALL RIVER
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FITCHBURG WORCESTER ADJ 6/75 FITCHBURG
PORT DEVENS MIDDLESEX ADJ 10/58 AYER
FRAMINGHAM MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
FRANKLIN NORFOLK ADJ 11/70 FRANKLIN
QDUCESTER ESSEX ADJ 7/81 GLOUCESTER
HAMILTON ESSEX ADJ 3/56 HAMILTON
HAVERHILL ESSEX ADJ 9/71 HAVERHILL
HINGHAM PLYMOUTH ADJ 5/53 HINGHAM WATER 00
HOLLISTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 10/70 HOLLISTON
HOLYOKE HAMPDEN ADJ 6/70 HOLYOKE
HUDSON MIDDLESEX ADJ - 1/85 HUDSON
HULL PLYMOUTH ADJ 5/53 HINGHAM WATER 00
IPSWICH ESSEX ADJ 10/71 IPSWICH
LAWRENCE ESSEX ADJ 3/83 LAWRENCE
LEXINGTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
LINCOLN MIDDLESEX ADJ 4/71 LINOOLN
DOWELL ESSEX ADJ 6/82 LOWELL
LYNN ESSEX ADJ 8/83 LYNN
LYNNFIELD (PART) ESSEX ADJ 11/59 LYNNFIELD CIR.
LYNNFIELD (PART) ESSEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
MAIDEN MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
MANCHESTER ESSEX ADJ 10/83 MANCHESTER
MARBLEHEAD ESSEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
MARLEQROUGH MIDDLESEX ADJ 11/82 MARLBOROUGH
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
MASSACHUSETTS
MEDFORD MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATEK DIST (MDC)
MEDWAY NORFOLK ADJ 12/53 MEDWAY
MELROSE MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
MIDDLETON ESSEX ADJ 5/51 DANVERS
MILLIS (PART) NORFOLK CONS MILLIS MEDWAY
MILTON NORFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER» DIST (MDC)
NAHANT ESSEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
NEEDHAM NORFOLK ADJ 11/71 NEEDHAM
NEWBURY (PART) ESSEX ADJ 3/69 NEWBURYPORT
NEWBURYPORT ESSEX ADJ 3/69 NEWBURYPORT
NEWTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
NORTH ANDOVER ESSEX ADJ 5/75 NORTH ANDOVER
NORTH DIGTON BRISTOL ADJ 12/81 TAUNTON
NORTH READING MIDDLESEX ADJ 8/71 NORTH READING
NORWOOD NORFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
PEABODY ESSEX ADJ 2/83 PEABODY
PEMBROKE PLYMOUTH ADJ 9/69 PEMBROKE
QUINCY NORFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MIX:)
READING MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/69 READING
REVERE SUFFOLK ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MIX:)
ROCXPORT ESSEX ADJ 2/84 ROCXPORT
SALEM ESSEX ADJ 12/52 BEVERLY
SAUGUS ESSEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
SCITUATE PLYMOUTH ADJ 7/54 SCITUATE
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SEEKDNK BRISTOL ADJ 11/52 SEEKDNK
SHARON NORFOLK ADJ 12/53 SHARON
SHREWSBURY WORCESTER ADJ 12/53 SHREWSBURY
SOMERSET BRISTOL ADJ 6/69 SOMERSET
SOMERVILLE MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
SOUTHBRIDGE WORCESTER ADJ 3/71 SOUIHBRIDGE
STONEHAM MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
SUDBURY MIDDLESEX ADJ 12/60 SUDBURY
SWAMPSOOTT ESSEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATffi DIST (MDC)
SWANSEA BRISTOL ADJ 9/69 SWANSEA
TAUNTON BRISTOL ADJ 12/81 TAUNTON
TEMPLETON WORCESTER ADJ 6/51 TEMPLETON
IOPSFIELD ESSEX ADJ 12/53 IOPSFIELD
WAKEFIELD MIDDLESEX ADJ 4/78 WAKEFIELD
WALPOLE NORFOLK ADJ 3/77 WALPOLE
WALTHAM MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
WATERTOWN MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
WENHAM ESSEX ADJ 1/67 WENHAM
WEST NEWBURY ESSEX ADJ 3/69 NEWBURYPORT
WESTBOROUGH WORCESTER ADJ 12/74 WESTBOROUGH
WESTMINISTER WORCESTER ADJ 1/68 WESTMINISTER
WESTON MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
WESTWOOD NORFOLK ADJ 1/77 DEDHAM WATER 00
WEYMDU1H NORFOLK ADJ 3/72 WEYMOUTH
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ADÜ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
ADJ 6/78 METROPOLITAN WATER DIST (MDC)
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ADDISON LiNAWEE NATL ADDISON
ADRIAN LENAWEE ADJ 11/60 ADRIAN
AKRON TUSCOLA NATL AKRON
ALBION CALHOUN ADJ 11/66 ALBION
ALOONAC ST. CLAIR ADJ 9/49 ALGONAC
ALLEGAN ALLEGAN ADJ 1/73 ALLEGAN
ALLEN PARK WAYNE CONS ALLEN PARK DETROIT
ALMA GRATIOT ADJ 8/65 ALMA
ALMDNT LAPEER CONS ALMONT DETROIT
ALPENA ALPENA ADJ 9/58 ALPENA
ANN ARBOR WASHTENAW ADJ 12/51 ANN ARBOR
ARMADA MAOOMB NATL ARMADA
AUBURN MIDLAND CONS AUBURN MIDLAND
BAD AXE HURON NATL BAD AXE
BALDWIN TWP IOSCO CONS BAUJWIN TWP EAST TAWAS
BANCROFT SHIAWASSEE NATL BANCROFT
BANGOR VAN BUREN ADJ 6/73 BANGOR
BARAGA BARAGA ADJ 7/72 BARAGA
BATTLE CREEK CALHOUN ADJ 4/51 BATTLE (REEK-VERONA
BAY CITY BAY ADJ 11/52 BAY CITY
BEECHER METRO DIST GENESEE NATL BEECHER METRO DIST
BELDING IONIA ADJ /71 BELDING
BELLEVILLE WAYNE CONS BELLEVILLE DETROIT
BENTON HARBOR BERRIEN ADJ 9/51 BENTON HARBOR
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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BERKLEY OAKLAND CONS BERKLEY SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUTH
BEVERLY HILLS OAKLAND CONS BEVERLY HILLS SE OAKLAND CO WATER ALHH
BIG RAPIDS MEOOSTA ADJ 4/61 BIG RAPIDS
BINGHAM FARMS OAKLAND CONS BINGHAM FARMS SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUTH
BIRCH RUN SAGINAW CONS BIRCH RUN SAGINAW
BIRMINGHAM OAKLAND CONS BIRMINGHAM SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUTH
BLISSFIELD LENAWEE ADJ 11/73 BLISSFIELD
BLOOMFIELD HILLS OAKLAND CONS BLOOMFIELD HILLS DETROIT
BLOOMFIELD TOP OAKLAND CONS BLOOMFIELD TOP DETROIT
BOYNE CITY CHARLEVOIX ADJ 11/73 BOYNE CITY
BRIDGMAN BERRIEN ADJ 12/68 BRIDGMAN
BRIGHTON LIVINGSTON ADO /64 BRIGHTON
BRITTON LfNAWEE NATL BRITTON
BRONSON BRANCH ADJ 10/67 BRONSON
BROOKLYN JACKSON ADJ 3/74 BROOKLYN
BROWN CITY SANILAC NATL BROWN CITY
BUCHANAN BERRIEN ADJ 10/52 BUCHANAN
BURR OAK ST. JOSEPH ADJ 4/74 BURR OAK
BURTON (PART) GENESEE CONS BURTON GENESEE 00 DRAIN COMM
BURTON (PART) GENESEE NAIL BURTON
BYRON SHIAWASSEE NATL BYRON
BYRON TOP KENT CONS BYRON TOP WYOMING
CAMDEN HILLSDALE NAIL CAMDEN
CANTON TOP WAYNE CONS CANT® TOP DETROIT
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CAPAC ST. CLAIR NATL CAPAC
CARD TUSCOLA NAIL CARO
CARSON CITY MONTCALM ADJ 10/66 CARSON CITY
CASEVILLE HURON NAIL CASEVILLE
CASS CITY TUSCOLA NATL CASS CITY
CEDAR SPRINGS KENT ADJ 10/58 CEDAR SPRINGS
CENTERLINE MACOMB CONS CEMERUNE DETROIT
CHARLEVOIX CHARLEVOIX ADJ 10/53 CHARLEVOIX
CHARLOTTE EATON ADJ 6/65 CHARLOTTE
CHEBOYGAN CHEBOYGAN NAIL CHEBOYGAN
CHELSEA WASHTENAW ADJ 5/61 CHELSEA
CLARE CLARE ADJ 11/70 CLARE
CLAWSON OAKLAND CONS CLAWSON SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUTH
CLIFFORD LAPEER NATL CLIFFORD
CLINTON TOP MACOMB OONS CLINTON TOP DETROIT
CLIO HRNRSKK CONS CLIO GENESEE 00 DRAIN CO-M
COUMBIAVILLE LAPEER NAIL OOLLMBIAVILLE
OOOPERSVILLE OTTAWA CONS OOOPERSVILLE GRAND RAPIDS
CORUNNA SHIAWASSEE NAIL CORUNNA
DAVISON GENESEE NAIL DAVISON
DAVISON TOP HFNESER CONS DAVISON TOP GENESEE 00 DRAIN GCM4
DEARBORN WAYNE OONS DEARBORN DETROIT
DEARBORN HEIGHTS WAYNE CONS DEARBORN HEIGHTS DE1R0IT
DETROIT WAYNE ADJ 8/67 DETROIT
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DOWAGIAC CASS ADJ /70 DOWAGIAC
DRYDEN LAPEER NATL DRYDEN
DUNDEE MONROE ADJ /72 DUNDEE
E GRAND RAPIDS KENT CONS E GRAND RAPIDS GRAND RAPIDS
EAST DETROIT MACOMB OONS EAST DETROIT DETROIT
EAST JORDAN CHARLEVOIX ADJ 4/58 EAST JORDAN
EAST LANSING INGHAM CONS E LANSING E LANSING-MERIDIAN TWP ALTffl
EAST TAWAS IOSCO ADJ EAST TAWAS
EATON RAPIDS EATON ADJ /71 EATON RAPIDS
EOQRSE WAYNE OONS EOORSE DETROIT
ELK RAPIDS ANTRIM ADJ 12/69 ELK RAPIDS
ESCANABA DELTA ADJ 12/55 ESCANABA
ESSEXVILLE BAY CONS ESSEXVILLE BAY CITY
FARMINGTON OAKLAND OONS FARMINGTON DETROIT
FARMINGTON HILLS OAKLAND OONS FARMINGTON HILLS DETROIT
FENTON GENESEE ADJ 9/63 FENTON
FEENDALE OAKLAND OONS FERNDALE DETROIT
FERRYSBURG OITAWA OONS FERRYSBURG GRAND HAVEN
FLAT ROCK WAYNE CONS FLAT ROCK DETROIT
FLINT r^ MKSRK OONS FLINT DETROIT
FLUSHING flFMRSFK OONS FLUSHING GENESEE 00 DRAIN 001*1
FOWLER CLIMDN NATL FOWLER
POWLERVILLE LIVINGSTON ADJ 3/73 POWLERVILLE
FRANKENLUST TWP (PART) BAY OONS FRANKENLUST’ TWP BAY CITY
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FRANKENLUST TWP (PART) BAY CONS ERANKENLUST TWP SAGINAW
ERANKEMUTH SAGINAW CONS FRANKQWUTH SAGINAW
FRASER MACOMB CONS FRASER DETROIT
FREELAND SAGINAW NATL FREELAND
FREMONT NEWAYGO ADJ 12/68 FREMONT
GAGETOWN TUSOOLA NATL GAGETOWN
GALESBURG KALAMAZOO ADJ 6/67 GALESBURG
GARDEN DELTA NATL GARDEN
GARDEN CITY WAYNE CONS GARDEN CITY DETROIT
GENESEE TWP GENESEE CONS GENESEE TWP GENESEE 00 DRAIN
GIBRALTAR WAYNE CONS GIBRALTAR DETROIT
GLADSTONE DELTA ADJ 11/54 GLADSTONE
GRAND BEACH BERRIEN CONS GRAND BEACH MKHLANA
GRAND BLANC GENESEE NATL GRAND BLANC
GRAND HAVEN OTTAWA ADJ 6/52 GRAND HAVEN
GRAND RAPIDS KENT ADJ 11/45 GRAND RAPIDS
GRANDVILLE KENT CONS GRANDVILLE WYOMING
GRAYLING CRAWFORD ADJ /70 GRAYLING
GREENVILLE MONTCALM ADJ 11/66 GREENVILLE
GROSSE POINTE WAYNE OONS CROSSE POINTE GROSSE PTE FARMS
GROSSE PTE FARMS WAYNE ADJ GROSSE PTE FARMS
GROSSE PTE PARK WAYNE OONS GROSSE PTE PARK DETROIT
GROSSE PTE SH WAYNE OONS GROSSE PTE SHORES DETROIT
GROSSE PTE WOODS WAYNE OONS GROSSE PTE WOODS DETROIT
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GWINN MARQUETTE ADJ (MINN
HAMffiAMCK WAYNE CONS HAMIRAMCK DETROIT
HARBOR BEACH HURON ADJ HARBOR BEACH
HARBOR SPRINGS EhWET ADJ 5/63 HARBOR S HUNGS
HARPER WOODS WAYNE CONS HARPER WOODS DETROIT
HARRISON TOP MACOMB CONS HARRISON TOP MT CLEMENS
HARTFORD VAN BUREN ADJ 5/66 HARTFORD
HASTINGS BARRY ADJ 11/51 HASTINGS
HAZEL PARK OAKLAND CONS HAZEL PARK DETROIT
HIGHLAND PARK WAYNE ADJ /52 HIGHLAND PARK
HILLSDALE HILLSDALE ADJ 11/54 HILLSDALE
HOLLAND OTTAWA ADJ 8/66 HOLLAND
HOLLY OAKLAND ADJ HOLLY
HOWARD CITY MONTCALM ADJ HOWARD CITY
HOWELL LIVINGSTON ADJ 11/61 HOWELL
HUDSON IiNAWEE NATL HUDSON
HUDSONVILLE KENT CONS HUDSONVILLE WYOMING
HUNTINGTON WOODS OAKLAND CONS HUNTINGDON WOODS SE OAKLAND CO
IMLAY CITY LAPEER CONS IMLAY CITY DETROIT
INKSTER WAYNE CONS INKSTER DETROIT
ISHPEMING MARQUETTE ADJ /53 ISHPEMING
JACKSON JACKSON ADJ 8/51 JACKSON
JONESVILLE HILLSDALE ADJ 11/73 JONESVILLE
K I SAWYER AFB MARQUETTE ADJ K I SAWYER AFB
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KALAMAZOO KALAMAZOO ADJ 8/51 KALAMAZOO
KEEGO HARBOR OAKLAND CONS KEEGO HARBOR DETROIT
KENTWOOD KENT COIS KENIWOOD GRAND RAPIDS
KINGSTON TUSCOLA NATL KINGSTON
LAKE ODESSA IONIA ADJ /52 LAKE ODESSA
LANSING INGHAM ADJ 2/63 LANSING
LAPEER LAPEER OONS LAPEER DETROIT
LA3HRUP VILLAGE OAKLAND OONS LAIHRUP VILLAGE SE OAKLAND CO WATER
LEXINGTON SANILAC NATL LEXINGTON
LINCOLN PARK WAYNE OONS LINCOLN PARK DETROIT
LINCOLN TWP BERRIEN OONS LINCOLN TWP ST JOSEPH
LINDEN GENESSEE ADJ LINDEN
LIVONIA WAYNE OONS LIVONIA DETROIT
LOWELL KENT ADJ 4/57 LOWELL
LUDINGTON MASON ADJ 12/49 LUDINGTON
LUNA PIER MONROE OONS LUNA PIER MONROE SOUTH CD
MADISON HEIGHTS OAKLAND OONS MADISON HEIGHTS DETROIT
MANCHESTER WASHTENAW ADJ 6/73 MANCHESTER
MANISTEE MANISTEE ADJ 12/62 MANISTEE
MANISTTQUE SCHOOLCRAFT ADJ 11/61 MANISTTQUE
MARCELLUS CASS ADJ MARCELLUS
MARINE CITY ST. CLAIR ADJ 5/61 MARINE CITY
MARION OSCEOLA ADJ 11/62 MARION
MARLETEE SANILAC NATL MARLETTE
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MARQUETTE MARQUETTE ADJ 9/51 MARQUETTE
MARSHALL CALHOUN ADJ 12/61 MARSHALL
MARYSVILLE ST. CLAIR ADJ 4/52 MARYSVILLE
MASON INGHAM ADJ 9/64 MASON
MAYVILLE TUSCOLA NATL MAYVILLE
MELVINDALE WAYNE CONS MELVINDALE DETROIT
MEMPHIS ST. CLAIR NATL MEMPHIS
MEMMINEE MENOMINEE ADJ 9/57 MENOMINEE
M ld n A N A BERRIEN ADJ /52 MICHIGAN CITY, IN
MICHIANA BERRIAN CONS MICHIANA MICHIGAN CITY, IN
MIDLAND MIDLAND ADJ 11/46 MIDLAND
MILAN WASHTENAW NATL MILAN
MILFORD OAKLAND ADJ 6/62 MILPORD
MILLINGTON TUSCOLA NATL MILLINGTON
MINDEN CITY SANILAC NATL MINDEN CITY
MONROE MONROE ADJ 12/51 MONROE
MONTROSE GENESEE OONS MONIROSE GENESEE 00 DRAIN COMM
MORENCI LENAWEE NATL MORENCI
MT CLEMENS MACOMB ADJ 3/51 MI' CLEMENS
MT MORRIS GENESEE OONS MT MORRIS GENESEE CO DRAIN CXM-i
MT PLEASANT ISABELLA ADJ 10/57 MT PLEASANT
MUNISING ALGER ADJ /69 MUNISING
MUSKEGON MUSKEGON ADJ 7/51 MUSKEGON
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS MUSKEGON ADJ 1/52 MUSKEQON HEIQfTS
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NBGAUNEE MARQUETTE ADJ 11/51 NEGAUNEE
NEW BUFFALO BERRIEN ADJ NEW BUFFALD
NEW LOIHRDP SHIAWASSEE NATL NEW LÜTHROP
NEWAYGO NEWAYGO NATL NEWAYGO
NEWBERRY LUCE ADJ 11/68 NEWBERRY
NILES BERRIEN ADJ 11/74 NILES
NORTH BRANCH LAPEER NATL NORTH BRANCH
NORTH MUSKEGON MUSKEGON OONS NORTH MUSKEGON MUSKEGON
NORTHVILLE WAYNE OONS NORTHVILLE DETBOIT
NORTON SHORES MUSKEEON oons NORTH SHORES MUSKEGON HEIGHTS
NOVI OAKLAND OONS NOVI DETROIT
OAK PARK OAKLAND oons OAK PARK DETROIT
OAK SHADE PARK LfNAWEE NATL OAK SHADE PARK
ONAWAY PRESQUE ISLE NATL ONAWAY
ONSTED LENAWEE NATL ONSTED
OnSVILLE GENESEE NATL OTISVILLE
OTSEGO ALLEGAN ADJ 7/67 OTSEGO
OWOSSO SHIAWASSEE ADJ 1/72 OWOSSO
PARCHMENT KALAMAZOO ADJ 3/56 PARCHMENT
PETERSBURG MONROE NAIL PETERSBURG
PETDSKEY ENMET ADJ 4/54 PETOSKEY
PIGEON HURON NATL PIGEON
PINGONNING BAY ADJ 11/62 PINGONNING
PLAINWELL ALLEGAN ADJ 3/56 PIAINWELL
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PLEASANT RIDGE OAKLAND CONS PLEASANT RIDGE SE OAKLAND CO WATER AUTH
PLYMOUTH WAYNE CONS PLYMOUTH DETROIT
PONTIAC OAKLAND CONS PONTIAC DETROIT
PORT HURON ST. CLAIR ADJ 10/74 PORT HURON
PORTAGE KALAMAZOO ADJ /51 PORTAGE
RAISINVILLE TWP MONROE ADJ 12/51 MONROE
READING HILLSDALE NATL READING
REDFORD TWP WAYNE CONS REDPORD TWP DETROIT
RICHMOND MACOMB NATL RICHMOND
RIVER ROUGE WAYNE CONS RIVER ROUGE DETROIT
RIVERVIEW WAYNE OONS RIVERVIEW DETROIT
ROCKFORD KENT ADJ 9/54 ROCKFORD
ROCKWOOD WAYNE OONS ROCKWOOD DETROIT
ROGERS CITY PRESQUE ISLE ADJ 8/61 ROGERS CITY
RCMULUS WAYNE OONS ROMULUS DETROIT
ROOSEVELT PARK MUSKEGON OONS ROOSEVELT PARK MUSKEGON
ROSEVILLE MAOOMB OONS ROSEVILLE DETROIT
ROYAL OAK OAKLAND OONS ROYAL OAK SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUIH
S ERANKENLUST TWP SAGINAW ADJ SAGINAW
S ROCKWOOD MONROE CONS S ROCKWOOD DETROIT
SAGINAW SAGINAW ADJ 11/67 SAGINAW
SALINE WASHIENAW ADJ 10/64 SALINE
SANDUSKY SANILAC NAIL SANDUSKY
SAULT STE MARIE CHIPPEWA ADJ 8/55 SAULT STE MARIE
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SCHOOLCRAFT KALAMAZOO ADJ SCHOOLCRAFT
SGOTTVILLE MASON OONS SOOTTVILLE LUDINGTTON
SEBEWAING HURON NATL SEBEMAING
SHELBY TOP MAOCMB OONS SHELBY TOP DETROIT
SHERIDAN MONTCALM ADJ .4/59 SHERIDAN
SHOREHAM BERRIEN OONS SHOREHAM . ST JOSEPH
SOUIH HAVEN VAN BUREN ADJ 12/52 SOUffl HAVEN
SOUTH LYON OAKLAND ADJ 11/72 SOUIH LYON
SOUTHFIELD OAKLAND OONS SOUTHFIELD SE OAKLAND 00 WATER AUIH
SOLTIHGATE WAYNE OONS SOUTHGATE DETROIT
SPARTA KENT ADJ /56 SPARTA
SPAULDERS TOP SAGINAW ADJ SAGINAW
SPRING LAKE OTTAWA ADJ 4/57 SPRING LAKE
ST CHARLES SAGINAW OONS ST CHARLES SAGINAW
ST CLAIR ST. CLAIR ADJ 7/56 ST CLAIR
ST CLAIR SHORES MACOMB CONS ST CLAIR SHORES DETROIT
ST JOINS CLINTON ADJ 11/70 ST JOHNS
ST JOSEPH BERRIEN ADJ 7/53 ST JOSEPH
STAMBAUGH IRON ADJ 8/53 STAMBAUGH
STERLING HEIGHTS MAOCMB OONS STERLING HEIGHTS DETROIT
STEVENSVILLE BERRIEN CONS STEVENSVILLE ST JOSEPH
STURGIS ST. JOSEPH ADJ 12/71 STURGIS
SIMGT TOP JACKSON ADJ SIMMIT TOP
SWARTZ CREEK KENRREK OONS SWARTZ CREEK GENESEE 00 DRAIN COMM
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TAWAS CITY IOSCO CONS TAWAS CITY EAST TAWAS
TAYLOR WAYNE CONS TAYLOR DETROIT
TEOJMSEH LENAWEE ADJ 11/57 TEOJMSEH
TRAVERSE CITY GRAND TRAVERSE ADJ 5/52 TRAVERSE CITY
TRENTON WAYNE CONS TRENTON DETROIT
TROY OAKLAND CONS TROY DETROIT
UBLY HURON NAIL UBLY
UNIGNVILLE TUSCOLA NATL UNIONVILLE
UTICA MACOMB CONS UTTCA DETROIT
VASSAR TUSCOLA NATL VASSAR
VICKSBURG KALAMAZOO ADJ VICKSBURG
VIENNA TWP GENESEE CONS VIENNA TWP GENESEE 00 DRAIN
W BLOOMFIELD TOP OAKLAND CONS W BLOOMFIELD TWP DETROIT
WAKEFIELD GOGEBIC ADJ /72 WAKEFIELD
WALDRON HILLSDALE NATL WALDRON
WALKER KENT CONS WALKER GRAND RAPIDS
WARREN MACOMB CONS WARREN DETROIT
WAYLAND ALLEGAN ADJ 1/74 WAYLAND
WAYNE WAYNE CONS WAYNE DETROIT
WEST BRANCH OGEMAW ADJ 12/64 WEST BRANCH
WESTLAND WAYNE CONS WESTLAND DETROIT
WHITE PINE ONTONAGON ADJ 3/55 WHITE PINE
WOODHAVEN WAYNE CONS WOODHAVEN DETROIT
WURTSMITH AFB IOSOO ADJ WURTSMITH AFB
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DATE
WYANDOTTE WAYNE ADJ 11/51 WYANDOTTE
WYOMING KENT ADJ 10/61 WYOMING
YALE ST. CLAIR ADJ 6/59 YALE
YPSILANIT WASHTENAW ADJ 1/64 YPSILAMTI
ZEELAND OTTAWA CONS ZEELAND HOLLAND
ZIIWAUKEE SAGINAW OONS ZILWAUKEE SAGINAW
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ADA NORMAN ADJ 6/67 ADA
ADAMS MJWER ADJ /68 ADAMS
ADRIAN NOBLES ADJ 11/70 ADRIAN
AITKIN AITKIN ADJ /63 AITKIN
AKELEY HUBBARD ADJ AKELEY
ALBANY STEARNS ADJ 11/69 ALBANY
ALBERT LEA FREEBORN ADJ 10/55 ALBERT LEA
ALBERTVILLE WRIGHT ADJ 11/71 JOINT POWERS W.S.
ALDEN FREEBORN ADJ 9/69 ALDEN
ALEXANDRIA DOUGLAS ADJ 12/69 ALEXANDRIA
ALPHA JACKSON ADJ ALPHA
ALTURA WINONA ADJ /70 ALTURA
ALVARADO MARSHALL ADJ 12/70 ALVARADO
AMBOY BLUE EARTH ADJ 12/70 AMBOY
ANDOVER ANOKA ADJ ANDOVER
ANNANDALE WRIGHT ADJ /70 ANNANDALE
ANOKA ANOKA ADJ 11/65 ANOKA
APPLE VALLEY DAKOTA ADJ APPLE VALLEY
APPLETON SWIFT ADJ 8/52 APPLET»)
AR00 LINCOLN ADJ /80 LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
ARDEN HILLS RAMSEY OONS ARDEN HILLS
ARGYLE MARSHALL ADJ ARGYLE
ARLINGTON SIBLEY ADJ 11/52 ARLINGTON
ASHBY GRANT ADJ n o ASHBY
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ASKOV PINE ADJ ASKOV
AIWA1ER KANDIYOHI ADJ 12/70 A3WA1ER
AUDOBON BECKER ADJ /84 AUDOBON
AURORA ST. LOUIS ADJ 3/60 AURORA
AUSTIN MOWER ADJ /52 AUSTIN
AVON STEARNS ADJ /70 AVCN
BABBITT ST. LOUIS ADJ 11/69 BABBITT
BACKUS CASS ADJ BACKUS
BADGER ROSEAU ADJ 11/70 BADGER
BAGLEY CLEARWATER ADJ BAGLEY
BALATON LYON ADJ 5/69 BALATON
BARNESVILLE CLAY ADJ 8/66 BARNESVILLE
BARNUM CARLTON ADJ 11/71 BARNUM
BARRETT GRANT ADJ 11/70 BARRETT
BARRY BIG s u m : ADJ BARRY
BATTLE LAKE OTTER TAIL ADJ 11/69 BATTLE LAKE
BAUDETTE LAKE OF THE WOODS ADJ 11/70 baudetie:
BAXTER CROW WING ADJ 9/80 BAXTER
BAYPORT WASHINGTON ADJ 9/58 BAYPORT
BEARDSLEY BIG STONE ADJ BEARDSLEY
BEAVER BAY BOCK ADJ /70 BEAVER BAY
BEAVER CREEK ROCK ADJ BEAVER CREEK
BECKER SHERBURNE ADJ 1/80 BECKER
BEJOU MAHNOMEN ADJ BEJOU
1 0 %
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DATE ____________
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MINNESOTA
BELGRADE STEARNS ADJ 12/69 BELGRADE
BELLE PLAINE SCOTT ADJ /69 BELLE PLAINE
BELLINGHAM LAC QUI PARLE ADJ 5/69 BELLINGHAM
BELTRAMI POLK ADJ BELTRAMI
BELVIEW REDWOOD ADJ /69 BELVIEW
BEMIDJI BELTRAMI ADJ 11/69 BEMIDJI
BENSON SWIFT ADJ 11/52 BENSON
BERTHA TODD ADJ 11/70 BERTHA
BIG FALLS KOOCHICHING ADJ 12/70 BIG FALLS
BIG LAKE SHERBURNE ADJ 12/69 BIG LAKE
BIGELOW NOBLES ADJ BIGELOW
BIGPORK ITASCA ADJ 10/80 BIGPORK
BIRCHWOOD VILLAGE WASHINGTON ADJ 6/57 WHITE BEAR LAKE WS
BIRD ISLAND RENVILLE ADJ 12/58 BIRD ISLAND
BISCAY MCLEDD ADJ 9/80 BISCAY
BIWABIK ST. LOUIS ADJ 11/72 BIWABIK
BLACKDUCK BELTRAMI ADJ BLACKDUCK
BLAINE ANOKA ADJ 1/65 BLAINE
BLCMKEST KANDIYOHI ADJ /70 BU3MKEST
BLOOMING PRARIE HENNEPIN ADJ 8/68 BLOOMING PRAIRIE
bloomington HENNEPIN ADJ 11/60 BLOOMINGTON
BLUE EARTH FARIBAULT ADJ 8/53 BLUE EARTH
BORUP NORMAN ADJ BORLIP
BCVEY ITASCA ADJ 12/72 BOVEY
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DATE
BOWLUS MORRISON ADJ BOWLUS
BOYD LAC QUI PARLE ADJ BOYD
BRAHAM ISANtn ADJ /70 BRAHAM
BRAINERD CROW WING ADJ 2/80 BRAINERD
BRANDON DOUGLAS ADJ 11/70 BRANDON
BRECKENRIDGE WILKIN ADJ 10/60 BRECKENRIDGE
BREWSTER NOBLES ADJ 11/71 BREWSTER
BRICELYN FARIBAULT ADJ 10/68 BRICELYN
BROOKLYN CENTER HENNEPIN ADJ 4/64 BROOKLYN CENTER
BROOKLYN PARK HENNEPIN ADJ 10/65 BROOKLYN PARK
BROOTEN STEARNS ADJ /69 BROOTEN
BROWERVILLE TODD ADJ /70 BROWERVILLE
BROWNS VALLEY TRAVERSE ADJ 12/70 BROWNS VALLEY
BRCWNION MCLEOD ADJ 11/69 BROWNTON
BUCKMAN MORRISON ADJ BUCKMAN
BUFFALO WRIGHT ADJ BUFFALO
BUFFALO LAKE RENVILLE ADJ /70 BUFFALO LAKE
BUHL ST. LOUIS ADJ 6/80 BUHL
BURNSVILLE DAKOTA ADJ 10/66 BURNSVILLE
BUTTERFIELD WATONWAN ADJ BUTTERFIELD
BYRON OLMSTED ADJ 11/70 BYRON
CALEDONIA HOUSTON ADJ 10/69 CALEDONIA
CALLAWAY BECKER ADJ /70 CALLAWAY
CAMBRIDGE ISANTI ADJ /69 CAMBRIDGE
1 0 %
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CAMPBELL WILKIN NAIL CAMPBELL
CANBY YELLOW MEDICINE ADJ 3/66 CANBY
CANNON FALLS GOODHUE ADJ /70 CANNON FALLS
CAMION FILLMORE ADJ 3/80 CANTON
CARLOS DOUGLAS ADJ 1/68 CARLOS
CARLTON CARLTON ADJ CARLTON
CASS LAKE CASS ADJ /70 CASS LAKE
CENTER CITY CHISAGO ADJ 11/71 CENTER CITY
CEYLON MARTIN ADJ CEYLON
(HAMPLIN HENNEPIN ADJ 1/80 CHAMPUN
CHANHASSEN CARVER ADJ /70 CHANHASSEN
CHASKA CARVER ADJ 12/70 CHASKA
CHATFIELD FILLMORE ADJ 1/67 CHATFIELD
CHISAGO CITY CHISAGO ADJ /70 CHISAGO CITY
CHISHOLM ST. LOUIS ADJ 11/70 CHISHOLM
CHOKIO STEVENS ADJ /70 a o a o
CIRCLE PINES ANOKA ADJ 12/52 CIRCLE PINES
CLARA CITY CHIPPEWA ADJ 11/69 CLARA CITY
CLAREMONT DODGE ADJ 10/70 CLAREMONT
CLARISSA TODD ADJ 11/72 CLARISSA
CLARKFIELL YELLOW MEDICINE ADJ 1/70 CLARKFIELD
CLARKS GROVE FREEBORN ADJ 1/68 CLARKS iaiOVE
CLEAR LAKE SHERBURNE ADJ 2/80 CLEAR LAKE
CLEARBROOK CLEARWATER ADJ 12/70 CLEARBROOK
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
CLEARWATER WRIGHT ADJ 3/80 CLEARWATER
CLEMENTS REDWOOD ADJ CLEMENTS
CLEVELAND LE SUEUR ADJ /71 CLEVELAND
CLIMAX POLK ADJ 12/70 CLIMAX
CLINTON BIG STONE ADJ 12/70 CLINTON
CLOQUET CARLTON ADJ 12/53 CLOQUCT WAIER SYSTEM
COKATO WRIGHT ADJ 12/70 OOKATO
COLD SPRING STEARNS ADJ /TO COLD SPRING
COLERAINE ITASCA ADJ /71 COLERAINE
COLOGNE CARVER ADJ 1/68 COLOGNE
COLUMBIA HEIGHTS ANOKA CONS COLLMBIA HEIGHTS
CCMEREY BROWN ADJ 12/70 OOMFREY
COMSTOCK CLAY ADJ COMSTOCK
CONGER FREEBORN ADJ CONGER
COOK ST. LOUIS ADJ 11/70 COCK
COON RAPIDS ANOKA ADJ 11/66 COON RAPIDS
COSMOS MEEKER ADJ /70 COSMOS
COTTAGE GROVE WASHINGTON ADJ 7/64 COTTAGE GROVE
COTTONWOOD LYON ADJ 11/70 OOTKMCOD
OOURTLAND NICOLLET ADJ /69 OOURTLAND
CROWELL CARLTON ADJ /69 CROMWELL
CROOKSTON POLK ADJ /54 CROOKSTON
CROSBY CROW WING ADJ 1/68 CROSBY
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
CURRIE MURRAY ADJ 12/70 CURRIE
CYRUS POPE ADJ 11/71 CYRUS
DALTON OTTER TAIL ADJ /70 DALTON
DARFUR WATONWAN ADJ 11/69 DARFUR
DARWIN MEEKER ADJ /68 DARWIN
DASSEL MEEKER ADJ 5/66 DASSEL
DAWSON LAC QUI PARLE ADJ /70 DAWSON
DE GRAFF SWIFT ADJ DE GRAFF
DEER CREEK OOTCER TAIL ADJ /69 DEER CREEK
ram  river ITASCA ADJ ram  RIVER
DE33MX3D CROW WING ADJ 2/80 DEERWOOD
DELANO WRIGHT ADJ /69 DELANO
DELAVAN FARIBAULT ADJ /71 DELAVAN
DENNISON GOODHUE ADJ DENNISON
DETROIT LAKES BECKER ADJ 3/68 DETROIT LAKES
DEXTER MOWER ADJ 10/70 DEXTiR
DILWORTH CLAY ADJ /69 DILWORTH
DODGE CENTER DODGE ADJ 1/67 DODGE CENTER
DONALDSON MARSHALL ADJ 6/80 MARSHALL-KITTSON 00 RURAL WS
DONNELLY STEVENS ADJ 12/70 DONNELLY
DOVER OLMSTED ADJ DOVER
DOVRAY MURRAY OONS DOVRAY RED ROCK RURAL WS
DULUIH ST. LOUIS ADJ /70 DULUIH
DUMONT TRAVERSE ADJ /72 DUMONT
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DUNDAS RICE ADJ DUNDAS
DUNNELL MARTIN ADJ 12/70 DUNNELL
EAGAN DAKOTA ADJ /70 EAGAN
EAGLE BEND TODD ADJ 11/72 EAGLE BEND
EAGLE LAKE BLUE EARTH ADJ 12/70 EAGLE LAKE
EAST (SAND PORKS POLK ADJ 6/66 EAST GRAND PORKS
EASTON FARIBAULT ADJ /71 EASTON
ECHO YELLOW MEDICINE ADJ 111 ECHO
EDEN PRAIRIE HENNEPIN ADJ EDEN PRAIRIE
EDEN VALLEY MEEKER ADJ 12/68 EDEN VALLEY
EDGERTON PIPESTONE ADJ 10/58 EDGERTON
EDINA HENNEPIN ADJ 4/57 EDINA
EDINA (PART) HENNEPIN ADJ MINNEAPOLIS
EITZEN HOUSTON ADJ /70 EITZEN
ELBA WINONA ADJ /70 ELBA
ELBOW LAKE GRANT ADJ 11/69 ELBOW LAKE
ELGIN WABASHA ADJ 11/70 ELGIN
ELIZABETH OTTER TAIL ADJ ELIZABETH
ELK RIVES SHERBURNE ADJ 12/55 ELK RIVER
ELK) SCOTT ADJ /70 ELK)
ELKTON MOWER ADJ 1/68 ELKTON
ELLENDALE STEELE ADJ 12/68 ELLENDALE
ELLSWORTH NOBLES ADJ h i ELLSWORTH
ELMORE FARIBAULT ADJ 11/69 ELMORE
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ELY ST. LOUIS ADJ 11/52
ELYSIAN LE SUEUR ADJ /71
HMCNS FREEBORN ADJ 9/80
EMPIRE TOWNSHIP ADJ
ERSKINE POLK ADJ /71
EVANSVILLE DOUGLAS ADJ /69
EVELETH ST. LOUIS ADJ /71
EXCELSIOR HENNEPIN ADJ 6/63
EYOTEA OLMSTED ADJ 1/68
FAIRFAX RENVILLE ADJ 11/67
FAIRMONT MARTIN ADJ 12/51
FADOON HEIOfTS RAMSEY ADJ
FARIBAULT RICE ADJ /53
FARMINGTON DAKOTA ADJ 10/68
FELTON CLAY ADJ
FERGUS FALLS OTTER TAIL ADJ 5/51
FERTILE POLK ADJ 12/69
FINLAYSON PINE ADJ /69
FISHER POLK ADJ /71
FLORENCE LYON CONS
FOLEY BENTON ADJ 3/60
FOREST LAKE WASHINGTON ADJ 11/61
FORESTON MILLE LACS ADJ
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HASTINGS WASHINGTON ADJ 12/67 HASTINGS
HAWLEY CLAY ADJ 7/66 HAWLEY
HAYFIELD DODGE ADJ n o HAYFIELD
HAYWARD FREEBORN ADJ n o HAYWARD
HECK» RENVILLE ADJ HECTOR
HENDERSON SIBLEY ADJ HENDERSON
HENDRICKS LINCOLN OONS HENDRICKS LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL Wi
HENDRUM NORMAN ADJ 12/12 HENDRUM
HENNING OTTER TAIL ADJ 12/10 HENNING
HERMAN GRANT ADJ n o HERMAN
HERMAMTOWN ST. LOUIS CONS HERMANIOWN DULUTH
HERRON LAKE JACKSON ADJ HERON LAKE
HEWITT TODD ADJ 6/80 HEWITT
HIBBING ST. LOUIS ADJ n o HIBBING
HILL CITY AITKIN ADJ ¡12 HILL CITY
HILLS ROCK CONS HILLS ROCK COUNTY RURAL WC
HILLTOP ANOKA ADJ MINNEAPOLIS
HINCKLEY PINE ADJ 9/68 HINCKLEY
HITTERQAL CLAY ADJ ¡11 H1TTERDAL
HOFFMAN GRANT ADJ 12/11 HOFFMAN
HOKAH HOUSTON ADJ 1/70 HOKAH
HOLDINGPORD STEARNS ADJ /72 HOLDINGFORD
HOLLAND PIPESTONE ADJ /80 LINCOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
HOLLANDALE FREEBORN ADJ / 69 HOLLANDALE
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HOLLOWAY SWIFT ADJ HOLLOWAY
HOPKINS HENNEPIN ADJ 11/62 HOPKINS
HOUSTON HOUSTON ADJ HOUSTON
HOWARD LAKE WRIGHT ADJ HOWARD LAKE
HOYT LAKES ST. LOUIS ADJ 3/61 HOYT LAKES
HUGO WASHINGTON ADJ /70 HUGO
HUTCHINSON MCLEOD ADJ 12/52 HUTCHINSON
INTERNATIONAL FALLS KOOCHICHING ADJ 9/52 INTERNATIONAL FALLS
INVER GBCWE HEIGHTS DAKOTA ADJ /70 INVER GROVE HEIGHTS
IONA MURRAY ADJ 4/69 IONA
IRON JUNCTION ST. LOUIS ADJ IRON JUNCTION
IRONION CROW WING ADJ 10/80 IRONTON
ISANTI isAwn ADJ 8/80 ISANTI
ISLE MILLE LACS ADJ 4/80 ISLE
IVANHOE LINCOLN CONS IVANHOE
JACKSON JACKSON ADJ 11/67 JACKSON
JANESVILLE WASECA ADJ 11/71 JANESVILLE
JASPER PIPESTONE ADJ JASPER
JEFFERS COTTONWOOD CONS JEFFERS
JOHNSON BIG STONE NATL JOHNSON
JORDAN SCOTT ADJ 5/65 JORDAN
KANDIYOHI KANDIYOHI ADJ 2/80 KANDIYOHI
KARLSTAD KITTSON NATL KARLSTAD
KASOTA LE SUEUR ADJ KASOTA
LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
RED ROCK RURAL WS
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KASSON DODGE ADJ 12/68 KASSON
KEEWAIIN ITASCA ADJ /70 KEEWAIIN
KELLIHER BELTRAMI ADJ 5/69 KELLIHER
KELLOGG WABASHA ADJ 1/70 KELLOGG
KENNEDY KITTSON ADJ /70 KENNEDY
KENNETH ROCK ADJ /80 UNOOIN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
KENSINGTON DOUGLAS ADJ /69 KENSINGTON
KENT WILKIN NAIL KENT
KERKHOVEN SWIET ADJ 12/70 KERKHOVEN
KETTLE RIVER CARLTON ADJ 12/70 KETTLE RIVER
KIESTER FARIBAULT ADJ 12/70 KIESTER
KILKENNY LE SUEUR ADJ /70 KILKENNY
KINNEY ST. LOUIS ADJ /69 KINNEY
LA CRESCENT HOUSTON ADJ /70 LA CRESCENT
LA SALLE WATONWAN ADJ 7/78 LA SALLE
LAFAYETTE NICOLLET ADJ 12/70 LAFAYETTE
LAKE BENTON LINCOLN OONS LAKE BENTON LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
LAKE BRONSON KITTSON CONS LAKE BRONSON NORTH KITTSON 00 RURAL WS
LAKE CITY WABASHA ADJ /70 LAKE CITY
LAKE CRYSTAL BLUE EARTH ADJ 12/67 LAKE CRYSTAL
LAKE ELM) WASHINGTON ADJ 12/70 LAKE ELMO
LAKE LILLIAN KANDIYOHI ADJ 12/69 LAKE LILLIAN
LAKE PARK BECKER ADJ 12/70 LAKE PARK
LAKE WILSON MURRAY ADJ 12/69 LAKE WILSON
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LAKEFIELD JACKSCN ADJ 10/59 LAKEETELD
LAKEVILLE DAKOTA ADJ /70 LAKEVILLE
LAMBERTON REDWOOD ADJ 6/69 LAMBERTON
LANCASTER KITTSON CONS LANCASTER
LANESBORO FILLMORE ADJ 11/69 LANESBORO
LAUDERDALE RAMSEY ADJ ST PAUL
IE  CENTER LE SUEUR ADJ 9/69 LE CENTER
LE ROY MOWER ADJ /69 LE ROY
LE SUEUR LE SUEUR ADJ 11/69 LE SUEUR
LESTER PRAIRIE MCLEOD ADJ 2/70 LESTER PRAIRIE
LEWISTON WINONA ADJ /70 LEWISTON
LEWISVILLE WATONWAN ADJ 4/69 LEWISVILLE:
LEXINGTON ANOKA ADJ LEXINGTON
UNDSTRCM CHISAGO ADJ /70 LINDSTROM
UNO LAKES ANOKA ADJ 2/80 LINO LAKES
USM3RE NOBLES ADJ 111 USMQRE
UTCHETEUD MEEKER ADJ 5/59 LITCHFIELD
LITTLE CANADA RAMSEY CONS LITTLE CANADA
LITTLE FALLS MORRISON ADJ /70 LITTLE FALLS
LITTLE PORK KOOCHICHING ADJ /70 LITTLE FORK
LONG LAKE HENNEPIN ADJ 9/59 LONG LAKE
LONG PRAIRIE TODD ADJ 12/70 LONG PRAIRIE
IONSDALE RICE ADJ /70 LCNSDALE
LORETO) HENNEPIN ADJ /70 LORETIO
NORTH KITTSON 00 RURAL WS
MINNEAPOLIS
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LOWRY POPE ADJ /70 LOWRY
LUCAN REDWOOD ADJ /70 LUCAN
LUVERNE ROCK ADJ 12/68 LUVERNE
LYLE MOWER ADJ /71 LYLE
LYND LYON ADJ /70 LYND
MABEL FILLMORE ADJ 1/68 MABEL
MADELIA WATONWAN ADJ 6/66 MADELIA
MADISON LAC QUI PARLE ADJ 11/53 MADISON
MADISON LAKE BLUE EARTH ADJ /69 MADISON LAKE
MAGNOLIA ROCK CONS MAGNOLIA
MAHNOMEN MAHNCMEN ADJ /71 MAHNOMEN
MAUTOMEDI WASHINGTON ADJ 11/69 MAHTCMEDI
MANKATO BLUE EARTH ADJ 7/62 MANKATO
MANTORVILLE DODGE ADJ 12/70 MANTORVILLE
MAPLE GROVE HENNEPIN ADJ 8/73 MAPLE GROVE
MAPLE LAKE WRIGHT ADJ 12/70 MAPLE LAKE
MAPLE PLAIN HENNEPIN ADJ /69 MAPLE PLAIN
MAPLEION BLUE EARTH ADJ 9/52 MAPLETON
MAPLEVIEW MOWER ADJ /70 MAPLEVIEW
MAPLEWOOD RAMSEY ADJ ST PAUL
MARBLE ITASCA ADJ 11/71 MARBLE
MARIETTA LAC QUI PARLE ADJ 10/72 MARIETTA
MARSHALL LYON ADJ 11/63 MARSHALL
MAYER CARVER ADJ 12/70 MAYER
ROCK COUNTY RURAL WC
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MAYNARD CHIPPEWA ADJ /70 MAYNARD
MAZEPPA WABASHA ADJ 12/71 MAZEPPA
MCINTOSH POLK ADJ 12/69 MCINTOSH
MCKINLEY ST. LOUIS ADJ MCKINLEY
MEADCWLANDS ST. LOUIS ADJ ¡12 MEADOWLANDS
MEDPORD STEELE ADJ 11/70 MEDEORD
MEDINA HENNEPIN ADJ 2/69 MEDINA
MELROSE STEARNS ADJ 11/70 MELROSE
MENAHGA WADENA ADJ 11/70 MENAHGA
MENDOCA HEIGHTS DAKOTA ADJ ST PAUL
MIDDLE RIVER MARSHALL ADJ 11/70 MIDDLE RIVER
MILACA MILLE LACS ADJ 8/68 MILACA
MILAN CHIPPEWA ADJ /85 MILAN
MILLVILLE WABASHA ADJ 3/80 MILLVILLE
MILROY REDWOOD NAIL MILROY
MINNEAPOLIS HENNEPIN ADJ 8/57 MINNEAPOLIS
MINNEOTA LYON ADJ /69 MINNEOTA
MINNESOTA LAKE BLUE EARTH ADJ 11/70 MINNESOTA LAKE
MINNETONKA HENNEPIN ADJ 1/69 MINNETONKA
MINNETKMCA BEACH HENNEPIN ADJ 12/70 MINNETONKA BEACH
MINNEIRISTA HENNEPIN ADJ 6/71 MINNEffilSTA
NCNTEVIDED CHIPPEWA ADJ 10/51 MONTEVIDEO
MONTGOMERY LE SUEUR ADJ 11/70 MONTGOMERY
MONTICELLO WRIGHT ADJ /69 MONTICELIO
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MONTROSE WRIGHT ADJ 12/70 MONTROSE
MOORHEAD CLAY ADJ 12/65 MOORHEAD
MOOSE LAKE CARLTON ADJ 11/70 MOOSE LAKE
MORA KANABEC ADJ 5/52 MORA
MORGAN REDWOOD ADJ 8/67 MORGAN
MORRIS STEVENS ADJ 11/52 MORRIS
MORRISTOWN RICE ADJ 11/69 MORRISTOWN
MORTON RENVILLE ADJ 11/70 MORTON
MOTLEY MORRISON ADJ 12/69 MOTLEY
MOUND HENNEPIN ADJ 11/67 MOUND
MOUNDS VIEW RAMSEY ADJ 11/70 MOUNDS VIEW
MOUNTAIN IRON ST LOIUS ADJ 7/69 MOUNTAIN IRON
MOUNTAIN LAKE COTTONWOOD ADJ 12/64 MOUNTAIN LAKE
MURDOCK SWIFT ADJ 12/70 MURDOCK
NASHWAUK ITASCA ADJ /70 NASHWAUK
NERSTRAND RICE ADJ /69 NERSTRAND
NEVIS HUBBARD ADJ NEVIS
NEW AUBURN SIBLEY ADJ 1/80 NEW AUBURN
NEW BRIGHTON RAMSEY ADJ 3/68 NEW BRIGHT»!
NEW GERMANY CARVER ADJ 11/70 NEW GERMANY
NEW HOPE HENNEPIN OONS NEW HOPE MINNEAPOLIS
NEW LONDON KANDIYOHI ADJ 12/69 NEW LONDON
NEW MARKET SCOTT ADJ 10/71 NEW MARKET
NEW MUNICH STEARNS ADJ 11/71 NEW MUNICH
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
NEW PRAGUE LE SUEUR ADJ /69 NEW PRAGUE
NEW RICHLAND WASECA ADJ 12/70 NEW RICHLAND
NEW TRIER DAKOTA ADJ 2/70 NEW TRIER
NEW ULM BROUN ADJ 11/68 NEW ULM
NEW YORK MILLS OTTER TAIL ADJ 8/52 NEW YORK MILLS
NEWFOLDEN MARSHALL ADJ 12/72 NEWFOLDEN
NEWPORT WASHINGTON ADJ 11/70 NEWPORT
NICOLLET NICOLLET ADJ /69 NICOLLET
NORTH BRANCH CHISAGO ADJ NORTH BRANCH
NORTH MANKATO NICOLLET ADJ 12/66 NORTH MANKATO
NORTH REDWOOD REDWOOD CONS NORTH REDWOOD REDWOOD FALLS
NORTH ST. PAUL RAMSEY ADJ 9/69 NORTH ST PAUL
NORTHFTELD RICE ADJ 12/63 NORTHFIELD
NORTHCME KOOCHICHING ADJ /71 NORTHOME
NORTHROP MARTIN ADJ /70 NORTHROP
NORWOOD CARVER ADJ /70 NORWOOD
OAK PARK HEIGHTS WASHINGTON ADJ 5/68 OAK PARK HEIGHT'S
OAKDALE WASHINGTON ADJ 11/70 OAKDALE
ODESSA BIG STONE ADJ /72 ODESSA
OGILVIE KANABEC ADJ 11/69 OGILVIE
OKABENA JACKSON ADJ 7/52 OKABENA
OKLEE RED LAKE ADJ 12/69 OKLEE
OLIVIA RENVILLE ADJ 6/60 OLIVIA
ONAMIA MTLLE LACS ADJ 5/69 ONAMIA
m i
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ORMSBY MARTIN ADJ in ORMSBY
ORONO HENNEPIN ADJ ¡12 ORONO
ORR ST. LOUIS ADJ /70 ORR
ORTONVILLE BIG STONE ADJ 11/58 ORTONVILLE
OSAKIS DOUGLAS ADJ 12/67 OSAKIS
OSLO MARSHALL ADJ ¡10 OSLO
OSSED HENNEPIN ADJ 11/70 OSSEO
OSTRANDER FILLMDRE ADJ 11/71 OSTRANDER
OWATONNA STEELE ADJ 12/67 OWATONNA
PALISALE AITKIN ADJ /84 PALISADE
PARK RAPIDS HUBBARD ADJ 12/69 PARK RAPIDS
PARKERS PRAIRIE OTTER TAIL ADJ /70 PARKERS PRAIRIE
PAYNESVILLE STEARNS ADJ 12/65 PAYNESVILLE
PELICAN RAPIDS OTTER TAIL ADJ /62 PELICAN RAPIDS
PEMBERTON BLUE EARTH ADJ 10/70 PEMBERTON
PENNOCK KANDIYOHI ADJ /70 PENNOCK
PERHAM OTTER TAIL ADJ 5/53 PERHAM
PERLEY NORMAN ADJ 11/72 PERLEY
PEDERSON FILLMDRE ADJ 12/71 PETERSON
PIERZ MORRISON ADJ /69 PIERZ
PINE CITY PINE ADJ 12/67 PINE CITY
PINE ISLAND GOODHUE ADJ 9/62 PINE ISLAND
PINE RIVER CASS ADJ 11/70 PINE RIVER
PIPESTONE PIPESTONE ADJ /62 PIPESTONE
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
PLAINVIEW WABASHA ADJ /68 PLAINVIEW
PLATO MCLEOD ADJ 1/69 PLATO
PLUMPER RED LAKE ADJ 12/69 PLUMMER
PLYMOUIH HENNEPIN ADJ 10/70 PLYMOUTH
PORTER YELLOW MEDICINE ADJ 7/76 PORTER
PRESTON FILLMORE ADJ 4/66 PRESTON
PRINCETON MILLE LACS ADJ 10/66 PRINCETON
PRINSBURG KANDIYOHI NATL PRINSBURG
PRIOR LAKE SOOTT ADJ /69 PRIOR LAKE
PROCTOR ST. LOUIS OONS PROCTOR
RACINE MOWER ADJ /72 RACINE
RANDALL MORRISON ADJ /69 RANDALL
RANIER KOOCHICHING ADJ 9/52 INTERNATIONAL FALLS
RANIER KOOCHICHING OONS RANIER
RAYMOND KANDIYOHI ADJ 3/69 RAYMOND
RED LAKE FALLS RED LAKE ADJ 4/51 RED LAKE FALLS
RED WING GOODHUE ADJ 11/70 RED WING
REDWOOD FALLS REDWOOD ADJ 4/59 REDWOOD FALLS
RENVILLE RENVILLE ADJ 9/68 RENVILLE
REVERE REDWOOD NAIL REVERE
RICE BENTON ADJ 11/71 RICE
RICHFIELD HENNEPIN ADJ 11/64 RICHFIELD.
RICHMOND STEARNS ADJ 11/71 RICHMOND
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ROCHESTER OLMSTED ADJ 3/60 ROCHESTER
ROCKFORD HENNEPIN ADJ 4/69 ROCKFORD
ROGERS HENNEPIN ADJ /70 ROGERS
ROLLINGSTONE WINONA ADJ 1/68 ROLLINGSTONE
ROSOOE STEARNS ADJ ROSOOE
ROSE CREEK MOWER ADJ 11/70 ROSE CREEK
ROSEAU ROSEAU ADJ 11/57 ROSEAU
ROSEMOUNT DAKOTA ADJ 6/67 ROSEMOUNT
ROSEVILLE RAMSEY CONS ROSEVILLE
ROTHSAY WILKIN ADJ 12/71 ROTHSAY
ROUND LAKE NOBLES ADJ /70 ROUND LAKE
ROYALTON MORRISON ADJ 11/70 ROYALTON
RUSH CITY CHISAGO ADJ 10/52 RUSH CITY
RUSHPORD FILLMORE ADJ /70 RUSHPORD
RUSHMORE NOBLES ADJ /70 RUSHMORE
Runnm PIPESTONE ADJ 11/70 RUMDON
SABIN CLAY ADJ 11/70 SABIN
SACRED HEART RENVILLE ADJ /71 SACRED HEART
SANBORN REDWOOD ADJ 11/70 SANBORN
SANDSTONE PINE ADJ /69 SANDSTONE
SARTELL STEARNS ADJ 11/70 SARTELL
SAUK CENffiE STEARNS ADJ 12/57 SAUK CENTRE
SAUK RAPIDS BENITO ADJ /70 SAUK RAPIDS
SAVAGE SCOTT ADJ 8/69 SAVAGE
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SILVER BAY LAKE ADJ
SILVER LAKE MCLBOD ADJ
SKYLINE BLUE EARTH ADJ
SLAYTON MURRAY ADJ
SLEEPY EYE BROUN ADJ
SO INTERNATIONAL FALLS KOOCHICHING ADJ
SO INTERNATIONAL FALLS KOOCHICHING CONS
SOUIH HAVEN WRIGHT ADJ
SOUTH ST PAUL DAKOTA ADJ
SPICER KANDIYOHI ADJ
SPRING GROVE HOUSTON ADJ
SPRING LAKE PARK ANOKA ADJ
SPRING PARK HENNEPIN ADJ
SPRING VALLEY FILLMJRE ADJ
SPRINGFIELD BROUN ADJ
ST ANIHONY HENNEPIN ADJ
ST BONIFACIUS HENNEPIN ADJ











6/67 SLEEPY EXE 
9/52 INTERNATIONAL FALLS
SOUTH INTERNATIONAL FALLS INTERNATIONAL FALLS
/69 SOUTH HAVEN 
/70 SOUTH ST PAUL 
9/68 SPICER 
9/68 SIRING GROVE 
6/66 SPRING LAKE PARK 
/72 SPRING PARK 
11/65 SPRING VALLEY 
10/64 SPRINGFIELD 
1/70 ST ANIHONY 
11/70 SI' BONIFACIUS
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ST CHARLES WINONA ADJ 11/62 ST CHARLES
ST CLAIR BIDE EARTH ADJ 8/67 ST CLAIR
ST CLOUD BENTON ADJ 9/57 ST CLOUD
ST FRANCIS ANOKA ADJ 5/80 ST FRANCIS
ST HILAIRE PENNINGTON ADJ /70 ST HILAIRE
ST JAMES WATONWAN ADJ 8/65 ST JAMES
ST JOSEPH STEARNS ADJ 12/59 ST JOSEPH
ST LEO YELLOW MEDICINE CONS ST' LED CANBY
ST LOUIS PARK HENNEPIN ADJ 12/61 ST LOUIS PARK
ST MARTIN STEARNS ADJ /74 ST MARTIN
ST PAUL RAMSEY ADJ ST PAUL
ST PAUL PARK WASHINGTON ADJ 12/70 ST PAUL PARK
ST PETER NICOLLET ADJ 11/68 ST PETTER
ST. MICHAEL WRIGHT ADJ 11/71 JOINT POWERS W.S.
ST. VINCENT KITTSON ADJ 11/80 NORTH KITTSON 00 RURAL WS
STACY CHISAGO ADJ /72 STACY
STAPLES TODD ADJ 4/52 STAPLES
STARBUCK POPE ADJ 11/70 STARBUCK
STEEN ROCK ADJ 10/80 ROCK COUNTY RURAL WC
STEHEN MARSHALL ADJ /70 STEPHEN
STEWART MCLEOD ADJ STEWART
STEWARTVILLE OLMSTED ADJ 11/66 STEWARIVILLE
STILLWATER WASHINGTON ADJ 12/70 STILLWATER
STORDEN COTTONWOOD ADJ 11/70 STORDEN
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
STRANDQUIST MARSHALL ADJ 11/80 NORTH KITTSON 00 RURAL WS
STRANDQUIST MARSHALL NATL STRANDQUIST
SWANVILLE MDRRISON ADJ /71 aJANVILLE
TAOONITE ITASCA ADJ /69 TAOONITE
TAUNTON LYON ADJ /77 TAUNTON
TAYLORS FALLS CHISAGO ADJ /70 TAYLORS FALLS
THIEF RIVER FALLS PENNINGTON ADJ 9/51 THIEF RIVER FALLS
THOMPSON CARLTON ADJ /81 THOMPSON
TTNTAH TRAVERSE ADJ /82 TTNTAH
TONKA BAY HENNEPIN ADJ /72 TONKA BAY
TRACY LYON ADJ 12/67 IRACY
TRIMONT MARTIN ADJ /69 TRIMONT
TROSKY PIPESTONE CONS TROSKY LINOOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
TRUMAN MARTIN ADJ 6/56 TRLMAN
TWIN LAKES FREEBORN ADJ 3/69 TWIN LAKES
TWIN VALLEY NORMAN ADJ /69 TWIN VALLEY
TWO HARBORS LAKE ADJ 9/61 TWO HARBORS
TYLER LINCOLN CONS TYLER LI NCOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
ULEN CLAY ADJ /70 ULEN
UNDERWOOD OTTER TAIL ADJ UNDERWOOD
UPSALA MORRISON ADJ 11/70 UPSALA
UTICA WINONA ADJ 5/80 UTICA
VADNAIS HEIGHTS RAMSEY ADJ VADNAIS HEIGHTS
VERNDALE WADENA ADJ /69 VERNDALE
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VERNON CENTER BLUE EARTH ADJ VERNON CENTER
VESTA REDWOOD ADJ 12/69 VESTA
VICTORIA CARVER ADJ VICTORIA
VIRGINIA ST. LOUIS ADJ /64 VIRGINIA
WABASHA WABASHA ADJ 12/69 WABASHA
WABASSO REDWOOD ADJ /70 WABASSO
WAOONIA CARVER ADJ /69 WAOONIA
WADENA WADENA ADJ 10/62 WADENA
WAITE PARK STEARNS ADJ 1/80 WAITE PARK
WALDORF WASECA ADJ 12/70 WALDORF
WALKER CASS ADJ 12/70 WALKER
WALNUT GROVE REDWOOD NATL WALNUT GROVE
WANAMDJQO GOODHUE ADJ 12/70 WANAMINGO
WANDA REDWOOD NATL WANM
WARBA ITASCA ADJ WARBA
WARRED MARSHALL ADJ /70 WARREN
WARRQAD ROSEAU ADJ /69 WARRQAD
WASECA WASECA ADJ 11/67 WASECA
WATERTOWN CARVER ADJ /70 WATERTOWN
WATERVILLE LE SUEUR ADJ 5/64 WA3ERVILLE
WATKINS MEEKER ADJ /70 WA3KTNS
WATSON CHIPPEWA ADJ WATSON
WAUBUN MAHNOMEN ADJ /71 WAUBUN
WAVERLY WRIGHT ADJ /69 WAVERLY
C O M M U N IT IE S  S E R V E D  F L U O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W A T E R ,
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WAYZATA HENNEPIN AOJ 11/62 WAYZATA
WELCOME MARTIN ADJ 11/70 WELCOME
WELLS FARIBAULT ADJ 4/67 WELLS
WENDELL GRANT ADJ WENDE1L
west c a m ® DODGE ADJ 9/51 WEST CXMDRD
WEST ST PAUL DAKOTA ADJ ST PAUL
WESTBROOK COTTONWOOD ADJ 11/70 WESTBROOK
WHEATON TRAVERSE ADJ /70 WHEATON
WHITE BEAR LAKE RAMSEY ADJ 6/57 WHITE BEAR LAKE WS
WILLERNIE WASHINGTON ADJ 11/69 MAHTOMEDI
WILLMAR KANDIYOHI ADJ 3/67 WILLMAR
WIIMMT NOBLES ADJ WILMDNT
WINDOM OOTTONWOQD ADJ 12/60 WINDOM
WINGER POLK ADJ 11/70 WINGER
WINNEBAGO FARIBAULT ADJ 6/51 WINNEBAGO
WINONA WINONA ADJ 8/65 WINONA
WINSTED MCLEOD ADJ /70 WINSTED
WINTHROP SIBLEY ADJ 9/68 WINIHROP
WMDON ST LOUIS ADJ WINTON
WO» LAKE YELLOW MEDICINE ADJ 12/70 WOOD LAKE
WOODBURY WASHINGTON ADJ /70 WOODBURY
WOODSTOCK PIPESTONE ADJ /80 LINCOLN-PIPESTONE RURAL WS
WORTHINGTON NOBLES ADJ /69 WOR'IHINGTON
WYKOFF FILLMORE ADJ /70 WYKDFF
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WYOMING CHISAGO ADJ /  69 WYOMING
YOUNG AMERICA CARVER ADJ 12/69 YOUNG AMERICA
ZIMMERMAN SHERBURNE ADJ ZIMMERMAN
ZUMERÒ FALLS WABASHA ADJ /70 ZUMERÒ FALLS
ZUMBBCfEA GOODHUE ADJ /70 ZUMBR0IA
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ABERDEEN M3NROE ADJ /75 ABERDEEN
ACKERMAN CHOCTAW ADJ 9/80 ACKERMAN
AMDRY MONROE ADJ 8/72 AMORY
BALDWYN PREMISS ADJ /75 BALDWYN
BATESVILLE PANOLA ADJ 6/76 BATESVILLE
BAY ST UXJIS HANCOCK ADJ 9/77 BAY ST LOUIS LTTIL SYSTEM
BELMONT DESOTO ADJ 6/85 BELt-ONT
BELZONI HUMPHREY ADJ 10/84 BELZONI
BLUE SPRINGS UNION NATL BLUE SPRINGS
BOONEVILLE PREMISS ADJ 7/71 BOONEVILLE
BRANDON RANKIN ADJ 9/82 BRANDON
BRIGHTS DESOTO ADJ 6/85 BRIGHTS
BROOKHAVEN LINCOLN ADJ 11/65 BROOKHAVEN
BYHALIA MARSHALL ADJ 8/70 BYHALIA
CALHOUN CITY CALHOUN ADJ 6/54 CALHOUN CITY
CANTON MADISON ADJ 10/65 CANTON
CARTHAGE LEAKE ADJ 7/62 CARTHAGE
CLEVELAND BOLIVAR ADJ 4/63 CLEVELAND
CLINTON HINDS ADJ 8/74 CLINTON
COLLINS COVINGTON ADJ 10/66 COLLINS
COLUMBIA MARION ADJ /74 COLUMBIA
COLUMBUS LOWNDES ADJ 8/51 COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS LOWNDES ADJ 8/83 EAST LOWNDES
COLUMBUS AFB LOWNDES ADJ /73 COLUMBUS AFB
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
OQMO PANOLA ADJ 4/58 OCHO
COEUMH ALOORN ADJ 9/61 CORINTH
GOURTLAND PANOLA ADJ 6/74 POPE-OOURTLAND
CRYSTAL SPRINGS OOPIAH ADJ 9/64 CRYSTAL SPRINGS
DECATUR NEWTON ADJ 10/81 DECATUR
DECA1UR (PART) NEWTON OONS NORTH DEQOUR WA NEWTON
DREW SUNF1DWER ADJ /71 DREW
DURANT HOLMES ADJ 6/64 DURANT
EDWARDS HINDS NATL EDWARDS
EUPORA WEBSTER ADJ 9/81 EUPORA
FLORA MADISON ADJ 7/62 FDDRA
FOREST SGOttT ADJ 12/52 FOREST
FULTON ITAWAMBA ADJ 10/66 FULTON
GAUnER (PART) JACKSON NAIL SEACLIFF-LAMOITE SUBD
Georgetown OOPIAH NAIL GEORGETOWN
GL08TER AMITE ADJ 3/74 GL05TER
GREENVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ 7/81 GREENVILLE
GUNTOWN LEE ADJ 2/77 QJNTOWN
HATTIESBURG FORREST ADJ 8/76 HATTIESBURG
HAZLEHURST OOPIAH ADJ 3/71 HAZLEHURST
HERNANDO DE SOTO ADJ 5/75 HERNANDO WD
HOLLANDALE WASHINGTON NAIL HOLLANDALE MUN WA
HOLLY SPRINGS MARSHALL ADJ /69 HOLLY SPRINGS
HORN LAKE DESOTO ADJ 11/81 HORN LAKE WA
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HOUSTON CHICKASAW ADJ 6/75 HOUSTON WD
INDIANOLA SUNFLOWER ADJ 4/76 INDIANOLA
INVERNESS SUNFLOWER ADJ /75 INVERNESS
IUKA TTSHCMNOO ADJ 9/67 IUKA WD
JACKSON HINDS ADJ /69 JACKSON
KOSCIUSKO ATTALA ADJ 2/55 KOSCIUSKO
LAMBERT QUITMAN ADJ 10/84 LAMBERT
LAUREL JONES ADJ 9/65 LAUREL
LEAKESVILLE GREENE ADJ /75 LEAKESVILLE
LEXINGTON HOLMES ADJ /61 LEXINGTON
LOUISVILLE; WINSTON ADJ 3/59 LOUISVILLE
LUCEDALE GEORGE ADJ 9/82 LUCEDALE
MACON NOXUBEE ADJ 6/84 MACON
MADISON MADISON ADJ 6/76 MADISON
MAGEE SIMPSON ADJ 8/71 MAGEE
MAGNOLIA PIKE ADJ 10/82 MAGNOLIA
MANTACHIE ITAWAMBA ADJ 6/76 MANTACHIE WA
MARKS QUITMAN ADJ 3/56 MARKS
MENDENHALL SIMPSON ADJ 12/65 MENDENHALL
MERIDIAN LAUDERDALE ADJ 2/53 MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN NAVAL AIR STA LAUDERDALE ADJ /73 MERIDIAN NAVAL AIR STATION
MONTI CELLO LAWRENCE NATL MONTI CELLO
MOSS POINT JACKSON NA3L MOSS POINT’
MOSS POINT (PART) JACKSON NATL TIP MOBILE HOME PARK
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NATCHEZ ADAMS ADJ 11/70 NATCHEZ
NEW ALBANY UNION ADJ 6/58 NEW ALBANY
NEW HEBRON LAWRENCE ADJ 3/82 NEW HEBRON
NEWTON NEWTON ADJ 3/54 NEWTON
NORTH HINDS HINDS ADJ 6/84 NORTH HINDS
OKDLONA CHICKASAW ADJ 4/75 OKDLONA
OLIVE BRANCH DESOTO ADJ 3/84 OLIVE BRANCH
OXFORD LAFAYETTE ADJ /69 OXFORD
PASCAGOULA JACKSON NATL PASCAGOULA
PASCAGOULA (PART) JACKSON NATL SEVENTH STREET SUBD
PEARL RANKIN ADJ 7/81 PEARL
PHILADELPHIA NESHOBA ADJ 8/62 PHILADELPHIA
PICKENS HOLMES ADJ 5/75 PICKENS NORTH SYSTEM
POPE PANOLA ADJ 6/74 POPE-OOURTLAND
POPLARVILLE PEARL RIVER ADJ 4/83 POPLARVILLE
PRENTISS JEFFERSON DAVIS ADJ /  66 PREMISS
RIDGELAND MADISON ADJ 4/83 RIDGELAND
RIPLEY TIPPAH ADJ 10/76 RIPLEY
ROLLING PORK SHARKEY ADJ 3/74 ROLLING PORK
ROSEDALE BOLIVAR ADJ 9/77 ROSEDALE
RULEVILLE SUNFLOWER ADJ 6/76 RULEVILLE
SALTILLO LEE ADJ 2/77 SALTILLO
SARDIS PANOLA ADJ 10/68 SARDIS
SENATOBIA TATE ADJ 6/78 SENATOBIA
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SHANNON LEE ADJ 1/77 SHANNON
SHIVERS SIMPSON ADJ 7/82 SHIVEKS
SOUIHAVEN DESOTO ADJ 9/83 SOUTHAVEN
STARKVILLE OKTIBBEHA ADJ 5/73 STARKVILLE
STURGIS WD OKTIBBEHA NAIL STURGIS WD
TAYLORSVILLE SMITH ADJ 7/73 TAYLORSVILLE
TERRY HINDS NATL TERRY
TISHOMINGO TISHOMINGO ADJ 5/76 TISHOMINGO
TOGCOPOLA PONTOTOC NATL TOCOOPOLA WA 2
TREMCMT ITAWAMBA ADJ 7/76 TREMDNT WA
TUNICA TUNICA ADJ 6/76 TUNICA
TUPELO LEE ADJ 9/63 TUPELO
TYLERTOWN WALTHALL ADJ 5/78 TYLERTOWN
UNION NEWTON /  NESHOBA ADJ 7/63 UNION WD
VERONA LEE ADJ 10/77 VERONA
VICKSBURG WARREN ADJ 8/81 VICKSBURG
WALNUT TIPPAH ADJ 8/81 WALNUT
WATER VALLEY YALOBUSHA ADJ 1/77 WATER VALLEY
WAYNESBORO WAYNE ADJ 10/82 WAYNESBORO
WESSON COPIAH ADJ 5/83 WESSON
WEST POINT CLAY ADJ 7/82 WEST POINT
WINONA MONTGOMERY ADJ 5/83 WINONA
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ALBANY GENIRY ADJ 9/64 ALBANY
ANDERSON MCDONALD NATL ANDERSON
APPLETON CITY ST. CLAIR ADJ 9/63 APPLETON CITY
ARNOLD ST. LOUIS CONS JEFFERSON 00 FWSD 1 ST LOUIS COUNTY
AUXVASSE CALLAWAY NATL AUXVASSE
BALLWIN ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST IJDUIS COUNTY
BEL-tCR ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BEL-RIDGE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST IOUIS COUNTY
BELLA VILLA ST. IXXJIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BELLEAU LAKE ESTATES ST. CHARLES NATL MISSOU. CITIES WC-BELLEAU LAKE
BELLEPONTAINE NEIGHBORS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BELLERIVE VILLAGE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BELLFLOWER MONTGOMERY NATL BELLFLOWER
BERKELEY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BERNIE STODDARD ADJ 5/80 BERNIE
BEVERLY HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BEVIER MAOO) CONS BEVIER MAOON
BLACK JACK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BLAIRSTOWN HENRY NATL BLAIRSTOWN
BLYTHEDALE HARRISON ADJ 3/80 HARRISON CD FWSD 1
BON QOR LAKE ESTATES BOONE NATL BON GOR LAKE ESTATES
BOONVILLE COOPER ADJ 11/58 BOONVILLE
BOWLING GREEN PIKE ADJ 12/58 BOWLING GREEN
BRBCKENRIDGE HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
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BRENTWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BRIDGETON ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 st im rs  COUNTY
BRIDGETON TERRACE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
BRONAUGH VERNON NATL BRONAUGH
BROOKFIELD LINN ADJ 10/60 BROOKFIELD
BUCKUN LINN ADJ 12/79 BUCKLIN
CABOOL TEXAS ADJ 3/62 CABOOL
CAIRO MACON ADJ 11/59 MACON
CALIFORNIA MDNITEAU ADJ 6/80 CALIFORNIA
CALVERTON PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CAMDEN POINT PLATTE ADJ 1/80 PLATTE CO PWSD 0-1
CAMERON CLINTON ADJ 7/64 CAMERON
CAPE GIRARDEAU CAPE GIRARDEAU ADJ 4/55 CAPE GIRARDEAU
CARTHAGE JASPER ADJ 5/55 CARTHAGE
CARMHERSVILLE PEMISCOT ADJ 3/57 CARUTHERSVILLE
CEDAR CITY CALLAWAY NATL CEDAR CITY
CEDAR HILL JEFFERSON ADJ /78 JEFFERSON 00 FWSD 8
CENTERVIEW JOHNSON CONS □INTERVIEW JOHNSON GO FWSD 1
CENIRALIA BOONE NATL CENIRALIA
CHAFFEE SCOTT ADJ 7/64 CHAFFEE
CHAMP ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CHARLACK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CHARLESTON MISSISSIPPI ADJ 3/70 CHARLESTON
CHILHCWEE JOHNSON NATL CHILHOWEE
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CHILLI COIHE LIVINGSTON ADJ 9/59 CHILLI OOQHE
CLARK RANDOLPH NATL CLARK
CLARKSON VALLEY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CLARKSVILLE PIKE NATL CLARKSVILLE
CLAYTON ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CLINTON HENRY ADJ 11/63 CLINTON
OOLLMBIA BOONE ADJ /73 COLUMBIA
OONCORDIA LAFAYETTE ADJ /78 CONCORDIA
OOOL VALLEY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
COUNTRY CLUB HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
COUNTRY LIFE ACRES ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CREIGHTON CASS NATL CREIGHTON
CRESTWDOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CREVE OOEUR ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
CRYSTAL CITY JEFFERSON ADJ 6/59 CRYSTAL CITY
CRYSTAL LAKE PARK ST. IAUIS ADJ 1/63 SI’ LOUIS COUNTY
CURRYVILLE PIKE CONS CURRYVILLE PIKE CO PWSID 1
DEEPWATER HENRY NAIL DEEPWATER
DELLWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
MS PERES ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
DESLOGE ST. FRANCOIS ADJ /72 FLAT RIVER
DEXTER STODDARD ADJ 6/64 LEXTER
EAGLEVILLE HARRISON ADJ 3/80 HARRI SOI CO PWSD 1
EAST LYNNE CASS NAIL EAST LYNNE
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
EAST PRAIRIE MISSISSIPPI ADJ 8/80 EAST PRAIRIE
EDGERTON CLINTON CONS EDGERTON CLINTON CO PWSD 2
EDMUNDSON ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST IOUIS COUNTY
EICON MILLER ADJ m EIDON
ELLISVILLE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 SI' IOUIS COUNTY
ELVINS ST. FRANCOIS . ADJ /72 FLAT RIVER
EMMA LAFAYETIE CONS EMMA CONCORDIA
ESSEX STODDARD NATL ESSEX
ESTHER ST. FRANCOIS ADJ /72 ELAT RIVER
EUREKA ST. LOUIS ADJ /78 EUREKA
FARBER AUDRAIN NAIL FARBER
FAYETTE HOWARD ADJ /78 FAYETIE
FENTON ST. DOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
FERGUSON ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
FESTUS JEFFERSON ADJ 9/56 FESTUS
ELAT RIVER ST. FRANCOIS ADJ /72 FLAT RIVER
FLORDELL HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
FLORISSANT ST. LOUIS CONS FLORISSANT ST LOUIS COUNTY
FOLEY LINCOLN NATL LINCOLN CO PWSD 1
FOREST CITY HOLT ADJ 4/80 OREGON
FREDERIQCTOWN MADISON ADJ 12/57 FREDERIOCTOWN
ERONTENAC ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 SI’ LOUIS.COUNTY
FULTON CALLAWAY NATL FULTON
GALLATIN DAVIESS ADJ 7/80 GALLATIN
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MISSOURI
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
GALT ST. LOUIS ADJ 10/66 TRENTON
GILLIAM SALINE CONS GILLIAM SLATER
GLASGOW HOWARD ADJ 3/61 GLASGOW
GLEN ECHO PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
GLENDALE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
GLENWOOD SCHUYLER cons GLENWOOD LANCASTER
GRANT CITY WORTH ADJ m GRANT CITY
GRANTWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST DDUIS COUNTY
GREENDALE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
HALE CARROLL CONS HALE LIVINGSTON 00 FWSD 3 EAST
HALLSVILLE BOONE NATL HALLSVILLE
HANLEY HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
HANNIBAL MARION ADJ 12/55 HANNIBAL
HARRISBURG BOONE CONS HARRISBURG BOONE 00 OONS PWSD 1 (8 )
HARRISQNVILLE CASS ADJ 5/78 HARRISONVILLE
HAWK POINT LINCOLN NAIL HAWK POINT
HAYTI PEMISCOT ADJ A/63 HAYTI
HAYTT HEIGHTS PEMISCOT CONS HAYTI HEIGHTS HAYTI
HAZELWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 SI' LOUIS COUNTY
HIGH HILL MMOOMERY NAIL HIGH HILL
HILLSDALE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
HOLTS SUM-1IT CALLAWAY NAIL CALLAWAY CO FWSD 1
HOUSTONIA PETITS NAIL HOUSIONIA
HUGHESVILLE PETTIS NAIL HUGHESVILLE
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
HUNTLEIGH ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
HUNTSVILLE RANDOLPH CONS HUNTSVILLE MOBERLY
IRONTON IRON ADJ 9/69 IRONTON
JACKSON CAPE GIRARDEAU ADJ 7/56 JACKSON
JACKSONVILLE MACON ADJ 11/59 MACON
JEFFERSON CITY COLE ADJ 12/63 JEFFERS») CITY
JENNINGS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
JONESBURG MONTGOMERY NATL JONESBURG
JUNCTION CITY MADISON ADJ 12/57 FREDERICKTOWN
KAHOKA CLARK ADJ 12/79 KAHOKA
KEARNEY CLAY ADJ /78 KEARNEY
KENNETT DUNKLIN ADJ 6/55 KENNETT
KINGSVILLE JOHNS») NATL KINGSVILLE
KINLOCH ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
KIRKSVILLE ADAIR ADJ 1/74 KIRKSVILLE
KIRKWOOD (PART) ST. LOUIS ADJ 7/57 KIRKWOOD (PART)
KIRKWOOD (PART) ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
LA MONTE PETTIS NATL LA MONTE
LACLEDE LINN CONS LACLEDE BROOKFIELD
LADDONIA AUDRAIN NAIL LADDONIA
LADUE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST' LOUIS COUNTY
LAKE THUNDERHEAD PUTNAM CONS LAKE THUNDERHEAD UNIONVILLE
LAKESHIRE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
LAMAR BARTON ADJ 7/61 LAMAR
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LANCASTER SCHUYLER ADJ 8/80 LANCASTER
LEADWOOD ST. FRANCOIS ADJ /72 FLAT RIVER
LEEION JOHNSON NATL LEETGN
LIBERTY CLAY ADJ ✓55 LIBERTY
LONGDCMN CAPE GIRARDEAU NATL CAPE-PERRY FWSD 1 N
LOUISIANA PIKE ADJ 12/62 LOUISIANA
MACKENZIE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST' LOUIS COUNTY
MAOON MAOON ADJ 3/55 MAOON
MANCHESTER ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
MANSFIELD WRIGHT ADJ 8/68 MANSFIELD
MAPLEWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS OOUNTY
MARBLE HILL BOLLINGER ADJ 12/79 MARBLE HILL
MARCELINE LTNN ADJ 7/63 MARCELINE
MARLBOROUGH ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
MARTINSBURG AUDRAIN NATL MARTINSBURG
MARYVILLE NODAWAY ADJ 3/65 MARYVILLE
MATHEWS NEW MADRID ADJ /77 MATHEWS
MAYSVILLE DE KALB ADJ 6/66 MAYSVILLE
MCFALL GENTRY ADJ /79 ALBANY
MEMPHIS SCOTLAND ADJ 3/80 MEMPHIS
MEXICO AUDRAIN NATL MEXICO
MiDDmrowN MONTGOMERY NAIL MIDDLETOWN
MINDEfWINES BARTON NATL MINDENMINES
MINER SOOTT ADJ 10/80 MINER
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
MISSOURI CITY CLAY CONS MISSOURI CITY LIBERTY
MDBERLY RANDOLPH ADJ 12/68 MOBERLY
MOLINE ACRES ST. uouis ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS OOUNTY
MONROE CITY MONROE ADJ /78 MONROE CITY
MONTGOMERY CITY MONTGOMERY NATL MONTGOMERY CITY
M0NTRO5E HENRY NAIL MONTROSE
MOSCOW MILLS LINCOLN NAIL MOSCOW MILLS
MOUNDVILLE VERNON NAIL VERNON CO PWSD 1
NEVADA VERNON NATL NEVADA
NEW FLORENCE MONTGOMERY NAIL NEW FLORENCE
NEW LONDON RALLS ADJ m NEW LONDON
NEW MADRID NEW MADRID ADJ m NEW MADRID
NEW MELLE ST. CHARLES NAIL ST CHARLES PWSD 1
NEW MELLE ST. CHARLES CONS NEW MELLE ST CHARLES PWSD 1
NIXA CHRISTIAN ADJ m NIXA
NOEL MCDONALD NAIL NOEL
NORMANDY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
NORTHWOODS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
NORWOOD COURT ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
O'FALLON ST. CHARLES NAIL O'FALLON
OAKLAND ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUS COUNTY
OLD APPLETON CAPE GIRARDEAU NAIL CAPE-PERRY. PWSD IN
OLIVETTE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
OREGON HOLT ADJ 4/80 OREGON
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START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
OVERLAND ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
PAGEDALE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST IOUIS COUNTY
PALMYRA MARION ADJ 4/80 PALMYRA
PASADENA HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
PASADENA PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
PERRYVILLE PERRY ADJ 9/59 PERRYVILLE
PILOT KNOB IRON NATL PILOT KNOB
PINE LAWN ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
PLATTE CITY PLATTE ADJ 6/58 PLATTE CITY
PLA3TSBURG CLINTON ADJ 10/60 PLATTSBURG
POPLAR BLUFF BUTLER ADJ 12/70 POPLAR BLUFF
PRAIHERSVILLE BOONE NATL BOONE 00 PWSD 1
PRINCETON MERCER ADJ 3/80 PRINCETON
REPUBLIC GREENE ADJ 8/79 REPUBLIC
RICH HILL BATES NATL RICH HILL
RICHLAND PULASKI ADJ 5/54 RICHLAND
RICHMOND HEIGHTS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
RIDGELEY PLATTE OONS RIDGELEY PLATIE CO PWSD 7
RIVERMINES ST. FRANCOIS ADJ /72 FLAT RIVER
RIVERVIEW ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
ROCHEFORT BOONE NATL ROCHEPORT
ROCK HILL ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
ROLLA PHELPS ADJ 11/68 ROLLA
RUSH HILL AUDRAIN NATL RUSH HILL
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
SALISBURY CHARITON ADJ 8/61 SALISBURY
SAROQXIE JASPER ADJ 11/58 SAROQXIE
SAVANNAH ANDREW ADJ 5/63 SAVANNAH
SCHELL CITY VERNON NATL SCHELL CITY
SCHUERMANN HEIGHTS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
SEDAUA PETTIS ADJ 10/77 SEDALIA
SHREWSBURY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
SIKESTON SCOTT ADJ /56 SIKESTON
SLATER SALINE ADJ 9/56 SLATER
SMIIHVILLE PLATIE ADJ 9/78 SMIIHVILLE
ST ANN ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
ST GEORGE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
ST JOHN ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
ST LOUIS ST. LOUIS ADJ 9/55 ST LOUIS
STE GENEVIEVE STE. GENEVIEVE ADJ 10/80 STE GENEVIEVE
STEELE PEMISOOT ADJ 9/80 STEELE
STOCKTON CEDAR ADJ 6/80 STOCKTON
STURGEON BOONE CONS SlURGEON
SUNSET HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST' LOUIS COUNTY
SWEET SPRINGS SALINE ADJ 12/79 SWEET SPRINGS
SYCAMORE HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
TOWN & COUNTRY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
TRENTON ST. LOUIS ADJ 12/66 TRENTON
TROY LINCOLN NAIL TROY
BOONE CD PWSD 10
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
■ffiUESDALE WARREN NAIL WARRENTON
TURNEY CLINTON CONS TURNEY
TWIN OAKS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
UNION FRANKLIN ADJ /73 UNION
UNIONVILLE PUINAM ADJ 3/64 UNIONVILLE
UNIVERSITY CITY ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
UPLANDS PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
URICH HENRY MEL URICH
VAN BUREN CARTER ADJ 9/80 VAN BUREN
VELDA VILLAGE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
VELDA VILLAGE HILLS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 SI' LOUIS COUNTY
VINITA PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
VINITA TERRACE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WARRENSBURG JOHNSON NAIL WARRENSBURG
WARRENTON WARREN NAIL WARRENTON
WARSON WOODS ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WEBSTER GROVES ST. LOUIS CONS WEBSTER GROVES
WEBSTER GROVES (PART) ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WELDON SPRINGS HGTS ST CHARLES NAIL WELDON SPRINGS HEIGHTS
WELLSTON ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WENEZVILLE ST. CHARLES NAIL WENTZVILLE
WESTON PLATTE ADJ 3/78 WESTON
WESTWOOD ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 SI' LOUIS COUNTY
WHITEMAN AEB PETTIS NAIL WHITEMAN AFB
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WILBUR PARK ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WINCHESTER ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WOODSON TERRACE ST. LOUIS ADJ 1/63 ST LOUIS COUNTY
WOOLRIDGE COOPER NATL COOPER 00 PWSD 1
WRIGHT CITY WARREN NAIL WRIGHT CITY
WYAOONDA CLARK ADJ 8/80 WYAOONDA
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BOZEMAN GALLATIN ADJ 7/53 BOZEMAN
BROADVIEW YELLOWSTONE NATL BROADVIEW
BROCKTON ROOSEVELT NATL BROCKTON
CASCADE CASCADE NATL CASCADE
CHESTER LIBERTY ADJ 11/69 CHESTER
CIRCLE MCOONE NATL CIRCLE
CLYDE PARK PARK NATL CLYDE PARK
COFFEE CREEK FERGUS NATL COFFEE CREEX
CONRAD PONDERA ADJ /  62 CONRAD
OOSTRIP ROSEBUD ADJ OOLSTRIP
DEMON FERGUS NATL DENTON
ENNIS MADISON NATL ENNIS
FAIRFIELD TETON NATL FAIRFIELD
FAIRVIEW RICHLAND NATL FAIRVIEW
FRCMBERG CARBON NATL FRCMBERG
GERALDINE CHOUTEAU NATL GERALDINE
GLENDIVE (PART) DAWSON NATL GLENDIVE (PART)
GRASS RANGE FERGUS NATL GRASS RANGE
(BEAT FALLS CASCADE NAIL GREAT FALLS
HARDIN BIG HORN ADJ 11/73 HARDIN
HARLOWTON WHEATLAND NATL HARLOWTON
JORDON GARFIELD NATL JORDON
JUDITH GAP WHEATLAND NATL JUDITH GAP
LAUREL YELLOWSTONE ADJ 11/58 LAUREL
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MALMSTBCM AFB CASCADE NAIL MALMSTROM AFB
MILES CITY CUSTER ADJ 7/55 MILES CITY
NASHUA VALLEY NATL NASHUA
0PHE3M VALLEY NAIL OPHEIM
PLEVNA FALLON NAIL PLEVNA
POPLAR ROOSEVELT ADJ 6/70 POPLAR
RICHEY DAWSON NAIL RICHEY
SOOBEY DANIELS ADJ /71 SOOBEY
SUNBRUST MINERAL NAIL SUNBRUST
THREE FORKS GALLATIN NAIL THREE FORKS
WHITEHALL jEFt'fcRSON NAIL WHITEHALL
WIBAUX WIBAUX NAIL WIBAUX
WINNETT PETM)LELM NAIL WINNETT
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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ALBION BOONE ADJ 12/75 ALBION
ALLEN DIXON ADJ 10/74 ALLEN
ALLIANCE BOX BUTTE NA3L ALLIANCE
AUBURN NEMAHA ADJ 2/74 AUBURN
BASSETT ROCK ADJ 2/76 BASSETT
BEIDEN CEDAR ADJ 2/75 BEIDEN
BELLEVUE (PART) SARPY ADJ 12/66 BELLEVUE
BELLEVUE (PART) SARPY ADJ 10/68 OMAHA MUD
BENKELMAN DUNDY NATL BENKELMAN
BLAIR WASHINGTON ADJ 2/75 BLAIR
BLOCMFIELD KNOX ADJ 4/75 BLOCMFIELD
BLUE HILL WEBSTER ADJ 3/71 BLUE HILL
CLARIS MERRICK NATL CLARKS
COLERIDGE CEDAR ADJ 4/79 COLERIDGE
COLUMBUS PLATTE ADJ 10/61 COLUMBUS
COOK JOHNSON ADJ 7/76 COOK
CREIGHTON KNOX ADJ 6/75 CREIGHTON
CKOFTON KNOX ADJ 2/76 CROFTON
CULBERTSON HITCHCOCK NATL CULBERTSON
ELGIN ANTELOPE ADJ 5/76 ELGIN
EMERSON DAKOTA ADJ 7/75 EMERSON
FAIRBURY JEFFERSON ADJ 11/52 FAIRBURY
FT CALHOUN WASHINGTON ADJ 10/68 OMAHA MUD
FULLERTON NANCE ADJ 12/75 FULLERTON
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HAMPTON HAMILTON ADJ HAMPTON
HARTENGION CEDAR ADJ 3/76 HARTTNGTON
HICKMAN LANCASTER ADJ 4/77 HICKMAN
HUMPHREY PLATTE ADJ 5/75 HUMPHREY
INDIANOLA RED WILLOW NATL INDIANOLA
JACKSON DAKOTA NATL JACKSON
KEARNEY BUFFALO ADJ 11/75 KEARNEY
LA VISTA SARPY ADJ 10/68 OMAHA MUD
LAUREL CEDAR ADJ 5/84 LAUREL
LINCOLN (PART) LANCASTER ADJ 11/70 LINCOLN
LOUISVILLE CASS ADJ 1/75 LOUISVILLE
LYMAN SCOOTS BLUFF ADJ LYMAN
LYONS BURT ADJ 4/78 LYONS
MINDEN KEARNEY ADJ 9/66 MINDEN
NEBRASKA CITY OTOE ADJ 9/52 NEBRASKA CITY
NELIGH ANTELOPE ADJ 1/66 NELIGH
NELSON NUCKOLLS ADJ 12/75 NELSON
O'NEILL HOLT ADJ 10/70 O'NEILL
OAKDALE ANTELOPE ADJ OAKDALE
OAKLAND BURT NATL OAKLAND
OFFUTT AFB SARPY ADJ 6/57 OFFUTT AFB
OGALLALA KEITH ADJ 6/75 OGALLALA
OMAHA DOUGLAS ADJ 10/68 OMAHA MUD
OSMOND PIERCE ADJ 1/75 OSMOND
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PALISADE HITCHCOCK NAIL PALISADE
PAPILLION SARPY ADJ 1/78 PAPILLION
PLAITSMXJTH CASS ADJ 2/79 PLATTSMDU1H
PONCA dixon NAIL PONCA
RED CLOUD WEBSTER ADJ 12/74 RED CLOUD
RUSHVILLE SHERIDAN ADJ 9/65 RUSHVILLE
SCRIBNER DODGE ADJ 5/75 SCRIBNER
STELLA RICHARDSON ADJ 11/77 STELLA
STRATTON HITCHCOCK NAIL STRATTON
SUPERIOR NUCKOLLS ADJ 7/51 SUPERIOR
SYRACUSE aiOE ADJ 10/76 SYRACUSE
TEOJMSEH JOHNSON ADJ 8/77 TEOJMSEH
TILDEN MADISON ADJ 6/77 HLDEN
TRENTON HITCHCOCK NAIL TRENTON
UTICA SEWARD ADJ 7/67 UTICA
VERDEL KNCK NAIL VERDEL
WAUNETA CHASE NAIL WAUNETA
WAUSA KNCK ADJ 11/75 WAUSA
WAYNE WAYNE ADJ 5/75 WAYNE
WINNEBAGO THURSTON ADJ WINNEBAGO
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BA3TLE MOUNTAIN (PART) LANDER ADJ 8/78 OID BATTLE MOUNTAIN
BATTLE MOUNTAIN (PART) LANDES ADJ 2/83 NEW BATTLE MOUNTAIN
CALIENTE LINCOLN M IL CALIENTE
FALLON CHURCHILL NA3L FALLON
GABBS NYE NATL GABBS
OVERTON CLARK NAIL MQAPA
WELLS ELK) ADJ 10/81 WELLS INDIAN COLONY
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NEW HAM PSH IRE
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
0 * 0 ® MERRIMACK ADJ 11/78 CONCORD
DURHAM STRAFFORD ADJ 8/55 DURHAM
HANOVER GRAFTON ADJ 11/58 HANOVER
LANCASTER COOS ADJ 12/65. LANCASTER
LEBANON (BAFTON ADJ 11/56 LEBANON
NEW CASTLE ROCKINGHAM CONS NEW CASTLE PORTSMOUTH
NORTH CONWAY CARROLL NATL NORTH CONHAY
PORTSMOUTH ROCKINGHAM ADJ 6/75 PORTSMOUTH
ROCHESTER STRAFFORD ADJ 11/67 ROCHESTER
WHITEFIELD COOS NATL WHITEFIELD VIL FIRE B HILL
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NEW JERSEY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALLENHURST ADJ 7/54 ALLENHURST WATER DEPT
ALLENTOWN MSMDUm ADJ 4/65 ALLENTOWN WATER DEPT
ANDOVER (PART) SUSSEX ADJ 1/69 NEWTON WATER & SEWER UTILITY
ASBURY PARK MDtmjni ADJ 3/53 MONtfXJTH CONSOLIDATED
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC ADJ 3/58 ATLANTIC CITY MUN UTIL ALTIH
BEACH HAVEN OCEAN ADJ 3/64 BEACH HAVEN WATER DEPT
BRADLEY BEACH M3M4DUTH ADJ 3/53 lOWOUIH CONSOLIDATED
BRANCHBURG SCMERSET ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
BRIDGEWATER (PART) SOMERSET ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
BURLINGTON CITY BURLINGTON ADJ 6/65 BURLINGTON CITY WATER DEPT
CHESTERFIELD TOP MERCER ADJ 10/72 GARDEN STATE WC-HAMILTON
CLAYTON GLOUCESTER NATL CLAYTON WATER DEPT
CRANBURY MIDDLESEX ADJ n /7 4 CRANBURY TOP WATER DEPT
DEAL MOtMOUIH ADJ 3/53 MOSMDUIH CONSOLIDATED
DEPTFORD (PART) GLOUCESTER NATL WOODBURY WATER DEPT
DEPTFORD TOP GLOUCESTER NATL DEPTPORD TOP MUA
EAST BRUNSWICK MIDDLESEX ADJ 12/54 EAST BRUNSWICK
EAST GREENWICH TOP GLOUCESTER NAIL EAST GREENWICH TOP WATER DEPT
EAST WINDSOR TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 7/69 EAST WINDSOR MUN UTIL AUIH
EAST WINDSOR TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 11/68 HIGHTSTOWN WATER DEPT
EAKMOWN MONMOUTH ADJ 3/53 MONMOUTH CONSOLIDATED
EGG HARBOR ATLANTIC ADJ 12/57 EGG HARBOR CITY WAT DEPT
ELMER BOROUGH SALEM NATL ELMER WATER DEPT
EWING MERCER ADJ 5/64 TRENTON
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NEW JERSEY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE __________
FAIR HAVEN M3MXJTH ADJ 3/53 MOtHOUTH CONSOLIDATED
FREEHOLD TOP M3M0UTH ADJ 2/72 FREEHOLD TOP WATER DEPT
FT DIX BURLINGTON ADJ /67 FT DIX-US ARMY
GLASSBQRO GLOUCESTER NATL GLASSBORO WATER DEPT
HAMILTON (PART) MERCER ADJ 5/64 TRENTON
HAMILTON TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 10/72 GARDEN STATE WC-HAMILTON
HANOVER TOP (PART) GLOUCESTER NAIL SOUIH JERSEY WIR SUPPLY CO
HIGHLAND PARK MIDDLESEX ADJ 2/61 HIGHLAND PARK WAT DEPT
HIGHTSTOWN MERCER ADJ 11/68 HiorrsrowN water dept
INTERLAKEN hOMDUffl ADJ 3/53 MOWOUTH CONSOLIDATED
LAWRENCE TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
LAWRENCE TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 5/64 TRENTON
LITTLE SILVER hOMOUTH ADJ 3/53 M0M40LTIH CONSOLIDATED
LOCH ARBOUR (PART) (•OsMOUTH ADJ 7/54 ALLENHURST WATER DEPT
LOCH ARBOUR (PART) (OW OLTIH ADJ 3/53 MOM-Orm CONSOLIDATED
LONG BRANCH MDNMDUTH ADJ 3/53 MÄMDUTH CONSOLIDATED
MANTUA TOP GLOUCESTER NAIL MANTliA TOP MUA
MIDDLETOWN MdWOUTH ADJ 3/53 MONMOUTH CONSOLIDATED
MONMOUTH BEACH MDM-CXim ADJ 3/53 MOWOUIH OONSOLI DATED
MT LAUREL TOP (PART) BURLINGTON ADJ 1/65 MT. LAUREL MUN UTIL AUIH
NEPTUNE CITY hONMOLTCH ADJ 3/53 M »m nH CONSOLIDATED
NEPTUNE TOP MOfWOLTIH ADJ 3/53 MOtMXJTH CONSOLIDATED
NEWTON SUSSEX ADJ 1/69 NEWTON WATER & SEWER UTILITY
OCEAN MONMOUTH ADJ 3/53 NOMXJIH CONSOLIDATED
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NEW JERSEY
~ ' ~  FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
OŒANPORT MONMOUTH ADJ 3/53 MONMOUTH CONSOLIDATED
PEMBERTON TOP (PART) BURLINCjnON ADJ 2/85 PEMBERTON TOP
PENNS GKOVE (PART) SALEM NATL WOODSTOWN WATER DEPT
PERTH AMBOY MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/54 PERTH AMBOY WATER DEPT
PITMAN BOROUGH GLOUCESTER NAIL PITMAN WATER DEFT
PLAINSBORO MERCER ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
PRINCETON BOROUGH MERCER ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
PRINCETON TOP MERCER ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
RAHWAY UNION ADJ 7/52 RAHWAY WATER DEPT
RARITAN BOROUGH SOMERSET ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
RED BANK (PART) M3WDUIH ADJ 3/53 M M X Iffl CONSOLIDATED
SAYREVILLE (PART) MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/54 PERTH AMBOY WATER DEPT
SEA BRIGHT M»M0UTH ADJ 3/53 MQMtfXJTH CONSOLIDATED
SHREWSBURY (PART) MOMXJTH ADJ 3/53 MOM'DUTH CONSOLIDATED
SHREWSBURY TOP (PART) H M X IIH ADJ 3/53 MOtWXTIH CONSOLIDATED
SOMERVILLE SOMERSET ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
SPARTA (PART) SUSSEX ADJ 1/69 NEWTON WATER & SEWER UTILITY
u n io n  FALLS ADJ 3/53 MOtMXJIH CONSOLIDATED
TRENTON MERCER ADJ 5/64 TRENTON
WASHINGTON TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 10/72 GARDEN STATE WC-HAMILTON
WASHINGTON TOP (PART) GLOUCESTER ADJ 9/72 WASHINGTON TOP MUN UTIL AUIH
WASHINGTON TOP (PART) GLOUCESTER NATL WASHINGTON TOP MUA NOB HILL DI
WENONAH (PART) GLOUCESTER NAIL WOODBURY WATER DEPT
WENONAH BOROUGH (PART) GLOUCESTER NATL WENONAH WATER DEPT
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NEW JERSEY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______________________
WEST DEPTFORD (PART) GLOUCESTER NATL WEST DEPTFORD TOP WATER DEPT
WEST DEPTFORD (PART) GLOUCESTER NATL WOODBURY WATER DEPT
WEST LONG BRANCH M3MXJIH ADJ 3/53 MONMOUTH CONSOLIDATED
WEST MILFORD TWP (PART) PASSAIC NAIL WEST MILFORD TOP MUA AWOSTUNG
WEST WINDSOR TOP MERCER ADJ 12/65 ELIZABETHTOWN WC
WHARTON BOROUGH MORRIS ADJ 9/64 WHARTON WATER DEPT
WILLINGBORO BURLINGTON ADJ 5/63 WILLINGBORO MUA
WOODBRIDGE (PART) MIDDLESEX ADJ 6/54 PERTH AMBOY WATER DEPT
WOODBURY CITY GLOUCESTER NAIL WOODBURY WAIER DEPT
WOODBURY HEIGHTS (PART) GLOUCESTER NAIL WOODBURY HEIGHTS WATER UTIL
WOODBURY HEIGHTS (PART) GLOUCESTER NAIL WOODBURY WAIER DEPT
WOODSTOWN BOROUGH SALEM NAIL WOODSTOWN WAIER DEPT
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALBUQUERQUE BERNALILLO ADJ 2/74 ALBUQUERQUE
ARTESLA EDDY NAIL ARTESIA
BELEN VALENCIA NATL BELEN
BERNALILLO SANDOVAL NAIL BERNALILLO
CARRIZQZO LINCOLN ADJ /80 CARRIZQZO
CAUSEY ROOSEVELT NAIL CAUSEY
CHAMA RIO ARRIBA ADJ 5/77 CHAMA
CHLMAYD RIO ARRIBA NAIL CHIMAYO
CIMARRON COLFAX ADJ 10/81 CIMARRON
CLAYTCN UNION NAIL CLAYTON
CLOVIS CURRY NATL CLOVIS
COLUMBUS LUNA NAIL GOI1MBUS
CORONA LINCOLN NAIL OORONA
DEMING LUNA NAIL DEMING
DES M3INES UNION NAIL DES MOINES
LEXTER CHAVES NAIL DEXTER
DORA ROOSEVELT NAIL DORA
ELIDA ROOSEVELT NAIL EUDA
ENCINO TORRANCE NAIL ENCINO (VAUGHN)
ESPAÑOLA RIO ARRIBA NAIL ESPAÑOLA
ESTANCIA TORRANCE ADJ 9/80 ESTANCIA
EUNICE LEA NAIL EUNICE
FARMINGTON SAN JUAN ADJ 12/65 FARMINGTON
FLOYD ROOSEVELT NAIL FLOYD
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NEW MEXICO
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PORT SUMNER DE BACA NATL FORT SLMNER
GALLUP MCKINLEY NATL GALLUP
GRADY CURRY NATL GRADY
HAGERMAN CHAVES NATL HAGERMAN
HATCH DONA ANA NATL HATCH
HOBBS LEA NATL HOBBS
HURLEY GRANT NATL HURLEY
JAL LEA NATL JAL
LAKE ARTHUR CHAVES NATL LAKE ARTHUR
LAS VEGAS SAN MIGUEL ADJ 9/60 LAS VEGAS
LORDSBURG HIDALGO NATL LORDSBURG
IDS ALAMOS IDS ALAMOS ADJ 11/68 LOS ALAMOS
LOS UJMAS VALENCIA NATL LOS LUNAS
L0VINGTON LEA NATL LOVDOON
MELROSE CURRY NATL MELROSE
MILAN VALENCIA ADJ /80 MILAN
M3RIARTY TORRANCE ADJ 9/80 MORIARTY
MDSQUERO HARDING NAIL MDSQUERO
PECOS SAN MIGUEL ADJ 2/74 PEGOS
PORTALES ROOSEVELT NATL PORTALES
RATON COLFAX ADJ 4/56 RATON
ROSWELL CHAVES NAIL R05WE1L
ROY HARDING NATL ROY
RUIDOSO LINCOLN ADJ 1/81 RUIDOSO
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NEW MEXICO
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SAN JON QUAY NATL SAN JON
SANTA FE SANEA FE ADJ 6/56 SANEA FE
SANEA ROSA GUADALUPE ADJ 7/60 SANEA ROSA
SILVER CITY GRANT ADJ 2/82 SILVER CITY
SPRINGER OOLFAX ADJ /73 SPRINGER
T OR C SIERRA NATL T OR C
TAOS TAOS ADJ 10/81 TAOS
TATUM LEA NATL TATUM
TEXIOO CURRY NATL TEXIOO
TUOJMCARI QUAY NAIL TUOJMCARI
VAUGHN GUADALUPE NATL VAUGHN (ENCINO)
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ADAMS JEFFERSON ADJ 5/76 ADAMS WS
ADAMS CENTER JEFFERSON CJONS ADAMS CENTER ADAMS WS
ALBION (»LEANS ADJ 7/67 ALBION WS
ALIEN ERIE OONS ALIEN ERIE 00 WATER ALTCHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 1 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OCHS AMHERST TOP WD 10 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 11 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 2 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 3 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE CONS AMHERST TOP WD 4 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 5 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 6 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 7 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 8 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AMHERST TOP WD 9 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AMHERST TOP (PART) ERIE CONS AMHERST WD 12 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
ANGOLA ERIE OONS ANGOLA ERIE 00 WATER ALTIHORITY
ANNSVILLE (PART) ONEIDA OONS TABERG WD u n c A  WS
ANTWERP JEFFERSON ADJ 10/82 ANTWERP -
ARDSLEY WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC: (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
ATTICA WYOMING ADJ 10/83 ATTICA
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE COIS AURORA (m s WD #235 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AURORA WD 1 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AURORA WD 1A ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AURORA WD 6 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AURORA WD 8 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
AURORA TOP (PART) ERIE OONS AURORA WD 9 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
AVON LIVINGSTON ADJ 9/83 AVON
BAINBRIDGE CHENANGO ADJ 7/71 BAINBRIDGE WS
BALLSTON SPA SARATOGA ADJ 11/84 BALLSTON SPA
BARKER NIAGARA OONS BARKER NIAGARA 00 WD
BARNEVELD ONEIDA OONS BARNEVELD UTICA WS
BATAVIA GENESEE ADJ 12/63 BATAVIA W S
BATAVIA TOP GENESEE OONS BATAVIA TOP BATAVIA W S
BATH STEUBEN ADJ 6/76 BATH WS
BELFAST ALLEGANY ADJ 8/64 BELFAST W D
BELMONT ALLEGANY ADJ 3/77 BELMONT W S
BINGHAMTON BROOME ADJ 3/64 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME CONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 1 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME CONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 2 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME OONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 3 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TWP (PART) BROOME OONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 4 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME OONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 5 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME OONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 6 BINGHAMTON W S
BINGHAMTON TOP (PART) BROOME OONS BINGHAMTON TOP WD 7 BINGHAMTON W S
BLASDELL ERIE OONS BLASDELL ERIE CD WATER AUTHORITY
BRIARCUFF MANOR WESTCHESTER ADJ 12/74 BRIARCUFF MANOR W S
BRIGHTON TOP (PART) MONROE OONS BRIGHTON TOP-BRIGHTON WD MONROE CO WATER AUTH
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _______
BRISTOL TWP (PART) ERIE CONS BRISTOL WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
BRUNSWICK IWP RENSSELAER ADJ 1/67 TROY WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER OONS BRUNSWICK WD 1 TROY WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS BRUNSWICK WD 2 TS0Y WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS BRUNSWICK WD 3 TROY WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER OONS BRUNSWICK WD 4 TROY WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS BRUNSWICK WD 5 TROY WS
BRUNSWICK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER OONS BRUNSWICK WD 6 TROY WS
BUFFALO ERIE ADJ 6/55 BUFFALO W S
BURKE TOP ERIE OONS BURKE WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CALEDONIA LIVINGSTON ADJ 10/81 CALEDONIA
CAMBRIA TOP (PART) NIAGARA CONS CAMBRIA WD NIAGARA 00 WD
CAMILLUS TOP ONONDAGA CONS CAMILLUS CONSOLIDATED WD ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
CANANDAIGUA ONTARIO ADJ 7/56 CANANDAIGUA WS
CANANDAIGUA TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS CHAPIN RD WD ONTARIO TOP WD
CANANDAIGUA TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS ASHTON PLACE WD ONTARIO TWP WD
CANANDAIGUA TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS CANANDAIGUA E ZONE WD ONTARIO TWP WD
CANANDAIGUA TWP (PART) ONTARIO OONS CANANDAIGUA W ZONE WD (MARIO TWP WD
CANTON TOP ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 6/76 CANTON W S
CARTHAGE JEFFERSON ADJ 3/66 CARTHAGE W S
CASTILE TOP (PART) WYOMING CONS CASTILE TOP-OARDEAU WD PERRY WS
CASTILE TOP (PART) WYOMING OONS CASTILE TOP-SILV LAKE WD PERRY WS
CASTORLAND LEWIS OONS CASTORLAND THERESA WS
CELERON CHAUTAUQUA OONS CELERON JAMESTOWN WS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CENTRAL BRIDGE SCHOHARIE ADJ 1/84 CENTRAL BRIDGE
CHAMPLAIN CLINTON ADJ 11/82 CHAMPLAIN
CHAMPLAIN PARK CLINK»! ADJ 2/83 CHAMPLAIN PARK WD
CHARLOTTE MONROE ADJ 3/64 MONROE CO WATER AUIH
CHEEKTOWAGA (PART) ERIE CONS CHEEKTOWAGA WD 11 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA (PART) ERIE OONS CHEEKTOWAGA WD 8 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA TWP (PART) ERIE CONS CLEVELAND HILL WD-CHEEKTOWGA ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA TWP (PART) ERIE OONS CHEEKTOWAGA TOP WD 9 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA TOP (PART) ERIE CONS BELLEVUE WD-CHEEKTOWAGA TOP ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA TWP (PART) ERIE OONS DOYLE WD-CHEEKTOWAGA TOP ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
CHEEKTOWAGA TOP (PART) ERIE CONS CHEEKTOWAGA TOP WD 10 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
CHILI (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-CHILI WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS CHILI TWP-RIVERDALJE WD MONROE CO WATER AUIH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-BENEDICT TRACT WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-BROOKVIEW TRACT WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-CHILI AVENUE TRACT WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-CHILI HEIGHTS WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-CREEKVIEW WD MONROE CO WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-LOCKWOOD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-MORGAN ROAD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-RANCHMAR WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
CHILI TOP (PART) MONROE CCNS MCWA-SUNSETVIEW WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
CHURŒVILLE MONROE ADJ 10/81 CHURCHVILLE
CICERO TOP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS CICEBO WD'S ONONDAGA CO WATER AUTH
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NEW YORK
MMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CLARENCE TOP (PART) ERIE CONS CLARENCE CONS WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
CLARK MILLS ONEIDA CONS CLARK MILLS WD UTICA WS
CLARKSON (PART) MONROE CONS CLARKSON WD MONROE CO WATER AUffl
CLARKSON TOP (PART) MONROE CONS CLARKSON MEADOWS WD MONROE CD WATER AIHH
CLAY TOP (PART) ONONDAGA CONS CLAY WD'S ONONDAGA CO WATER AUTH
CLAYVILLE (PART) ONEIDA CONS SULPHER SPRINGS RD WD UTICA WS
CLIFTON SPRINGS ONTARIO CONS CLIFTON SPRINGS ONTARIO TOP WD
CLINTON ONEIDA ADJ 12/68 CLINTON W S
GOBLESKILL SCHOHARIE ADJ 11/53 GOBLESKILL W S
COLLINS TOP ERIE CONS COLLINS WD 4 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
CONKLIN BROCME ADJ 8/84 CONKLIN
OOOPERTOWN OTSEGO ADJ 5/68 OOOPERTOWN W S
DEERFIELD TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS MULHANEY RD WD 1 UTICA WS
DELHI DELAWARE ADJ 1/64 DELHI W S
DEPEW (PART) ERIE CONS DEPEW ERIE CD WATER AUTHORITY
DEWITT TOP (PART) ONONDAGA CONS DEWITT WD'S -  NORTH ONONDAGA GO WATER AUTH
DEMITT TOP (PART) ONONDAGA eras DEWITT WD'S -  SOUTH ONONDAGA CD WATER AUTH
DICKINSON (PART) BROOME CONS DICKINSON WD 7 BINGHAMTON W S
DICKINSON TOP (PART) BROCME CONS DICKINSON TOP BIG BE WD 2 BINGHAMTON W S
DICKINSON TOP (PART) BROCME CONS DICKINSON TOP UP FRT WD 3 BINGHAMTON W S
DICKINSON TOP (PART) BROOME CONS DICKINSON TOP WD 6 BINGHAMTON W S
DOBBS FERRY WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
DRESDEN YATES CONS DRESDEN PENN YAN WS
E GREENBUSH TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS EAST GREENBUSH GENERAL WD TROY WS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
EAST AURORA ERIE ADJ 4/59 EAST AURORA WS
EAST BLOCMFIELD (PART) ONTARIO OONS EAST BLOOMFIELD WD 1 (MARIO TWP WD
EAST BLOCHFIELD (PART) ONTARIO ADJ 1/82 EAST BLOOMFIELD
EAST BLOCMFIELD (PART) (MARIO (m s EAST BLOOMFIELD WD 2 (MARIO TWP WD
EAST ROCHESTER M M X CONS EAST ROCHESTER WS, MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
EAST SYRACUSE ONONDAGA ADJ 2/84 EAST SYRACUSE
EASTCHESTER TWP (PART) WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
EDEN (PART) ERIE CONS EDEN WD 1 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE OONS EDEN WD 2 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE COB EDEN WD 3 ERIE 00 WAITER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE OONS EDEN WD 4 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE CONS EDEN WD 5 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE OONS EDEN WD 6 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE OONS EDEN WD 7 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
EDEN (PART) ERIE OONS EDEN WD 8 ERIE 00 WAHR AUTHORITY
ELBA nrajESER ADJ 12/83 ELBA
ELBRIDGE ONONDAGA (m s ELBRIDGE SYRACUSE WS
ELBRIDGE TWP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS HARTL CT WD ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
ELUGOTT TWP (PART) CHAUTAUQUA OONS W ELUOOTT TWP WD1 JAMESTOWN WS
ELUOOTT TWP (PART) CHAUTAUQUA (m s ELUOOTT TWP WD 2 JAMESTOWN WS
ELUOOTT TWP (PART) CHAUTAUQUA CONS ELUOOTT TWP WD 3 JAMESTOWN WS
ELMA TWP ERIE OONS ELMA WD.l ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ELMIRA CHEMUNG ADJ 2/53 ELMIRA WS
ELMSPORD NEW YORK ADJ 9/65 NEW YORK CITY WS
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ENDIC0ŒT BROCHE ADJ 3/70 ENDIOOŒT W S
EMMÜL BROCHE (m s ENDWELL (T) ENDIOOTT W S
EVANS TWP (PART) ERIE OONS EVANS IMP AREA 1-HIGHLAND ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
EVANS TOP (PART) ERIE (m s EVANS WD 2 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
EVANS TOP (PART) ERIE eras EVANS WD 3 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
EVANS TOP (PART) ERIE (m s EVANS WD 4 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
EVANS TOP (PART) ERIE eras EVANS WD 5 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
FAIRPQRT MONROE ADJ 2/57 FAIRPORT WS
FALCONER (PART) CHAUTAUQUA eras FALCONER JAMESTOWN WS
FARMINGTON TOP (PART) (MARIO (m s NORTH FARMINGTON WD (MARIO TOP WD
FARNHAM ERIE (m s FARNHAM ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
FAYETTEVILLE ONONDAGA ADJ 11/69 ONONDAGA CD WATER AUTH
FRANKFORT TOP (PART) ONEIDA eras FRANKFORT TOP WD 1 UTTCA WS
GAINES (PART) ORLEANS eras GAINES ALBION WS
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE eras MCWA-E & N GATES OONSOL WD MONROE CD WATER AUTH
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE eras MCWA-BUFFALO ROAD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
GAIES TOP (PART) MONROE eras MCWA-E GATES-SÛWEST EXT WD MONROE 00 WATER ALTIH
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE eras MCWA-GATES CONSOL WD 2 MONROE CD WATER AUTH
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-PIXLEY ROAD WD MONROE CD WATER AUTH
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE (m s MCWA-SOU1H GATES WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
GATES TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-WEST GATES WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
GEDDES TOP (PART) ONONDAGA (m s GEDDES WD'S ONONDAGA GO WATER AUTH
GEDDES TOP (PART) ONONDAGA (m s LAKELAND WD ONONDAGA CD WATER AUTH
GENESED LIVINGSTON ADJ 9/60 GENESEO WS
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GENEVA TOP (PART) ONTARIO eras ACREHURST WC INC (MARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) ONTARIO eras GENEVA TOWN WD 7 (MARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) ONTARIO eras GENEVA TOWN WD 1 (MARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) ONTARIO eras GENEVA TOWN WD 3 (MARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) (MARIO (m s GENEVA TOWN WD 4 (MARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) (MARIO ems GENEVA TOWN WD 5 ONTARIO TOP WD
GENEVA TOP (PART) (MARIO oews GENEVA TOWN WD 6 (MARIO TOP WD
GEYSER CREST SARATOGA ADJ 11/84 GEYSER CREST
GLOVERSVILLE FULTON ADJ 4/52 GLOVERSVILLE WS
GOUVERNEUR ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 7/68 GOUVERNEUR WS
GOWANQA CATTARAUGUS ADJ 6/74 QOWANDA WS
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE eras GRAND ISLAND WD 1 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE (m s (SAND ISLAND WD 2 ERIE GO WATER AinHQRITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE eras GRAND ISLAND WD 7 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE (m s GRAND ISLAND WD 9 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
(SAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE eras (SAND ISLAND WD 10 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE eras GRAND ISLAND WD 11 ERIE GO WATER ALTIHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE eras GRAND ISLAND WD 5 ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE (m s GRAND ISLAND WD 6 ERIE GO WATER ALHHORITY
GRAND ISLAND TOP (PART) ERIE (m s GRAND ISLAND WD 8 ERIE GO WATER ALTIHORITY
GREECE TOP (PART) MONROE (m s GREECE OONSOL WD-MCWA MONROE 00 WATER ALHH
GREECE TOP (PART) MONROE eras LAKE SHORE WIHCWA MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
GREENBURGH TOP (PART) WESTCHESTER (m s GREENBURGH TOP-D PK (PART) NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART)
GREENBURGH TOP (PART) WESTCHESTER eras GREENBURGH TOP-D PK (PART) SCARSDALE WS
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HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras ATHOL SPRINGS LOCKSLEY WD ERIE CO WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BAIN WD ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE CONS BAYVIEW ROAD WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BEACON HILL WD ERIE CO WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BEETOW DRIVE WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BETHPORD LAKE WD ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BIG TREE GARDEN WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras BONNIE LANE WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras CAMP ROAD LAKESHORE WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS CHESTNUT RIDGE WD BRIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS CLARK STREET WD ERIE 00 WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras CLOVER BANK WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras EAST FRONTIER DR WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS GLENDALE HEIGHTS WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras HAMBURG WD 1 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras HOLLYWOOD WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras KNOB LILLYDALE BENZ WD ERIE CO WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS LEWIS DRIVE WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS LYTH WD ERIE CO WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras MCKINLEY WD 1 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE oats OCKLER CAMP ROAD WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE CONS OLD LAKE VIEW ROAD WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras OSBORNE SAGAMDRE HEIGHTS WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS PARKER BIG IREE RD WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
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HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS PICTURE LAKE WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE CONS SALEM DRIVE WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS SHORE HEIGHTS WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS SOUTH TOWN WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras SIALEY dr WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras THRUWAY WD ERIE CO WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS VAIL WD ERIE 00 WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE eras WINDOVER Wffi DIST ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG (PART) ERIE OONS WOODLAWN WD ERIE 00 WATER ALTIHORITY
HAMBURG TWP (PART) ERIE OONS ABBOTT HIGHLAND WD-HAMBURG ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG TOP (PART) ERIE eras CENTRAL HAMBURG WD ERIE 00 WATER AlflHORITY
HAMBURG TOP (PART) ERIE eras MEADOWBROOK-GREENFIELD WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMBURG TOP (PART) ERIE eras HAMBURG WD 2 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
HAMILTON MADISON ADJ 5/69 HAMILTON WS
HAMLIN (PART) MONROE eras HAMLIN CONSOLIDATED WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
HAMLIN TOP (PART) MONROE eras TERRA BUGNA WD MONROE 00 WATER ALITH
HARTLAND TOP (PART) NIAGARA eras HARTLAND WD NIAGARA 00 WD
HASTDJGS-CW-tìUDSCW WESTCHESTER eras NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
HAWTHORNE NEW YORK ADJ 9/65 NEW YORK CITY WS
HENRIETTA TOP MONROE OONS HENRIETTA WD 1 MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
HIGHLAND ULSTER ADJ 5/54 HIGHLAND WD
HIGHLAND FALLS ORANGE ADJ 1/72 HIGHLAND FALLS WS
HILTON MONROE OONS HILTON WS MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
HOLOOMB ONTARIO ADJ 12/70 HOLOOMB WS
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HOLLAND PAIENT ONEIDA CONS HOLLAND PAIENT UTICA WS
HOMER CORTLAND ADJ 1/79 HOMER WS
HONEDYE FALLS MONROE cans HONEOYE FALLS MDNROE CD WATER AUIH
HOOSICK FALLS RENSSELAER ADJ 9/52 HOOSICK FALLS WS -
HOPEWELL TOP (PART) ONTARIO CONS HOPEWELL WD 1 ONTARIO TOP WD
HOPEWELL TOP (PART) ONTARIO CONS HOPEWELL WD 2 ONTARIO TOP WD
HORSEHEADS CHEMUNG ADJ 2/59 HORSEHEADS WS
HORSEHEADS TOP (PART) CHEMUNG CONS HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 2 HORSEHEADS WS
HORSEHEADS TOP (PART) CHEMUNG CONS HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 6 HORSEHEADS WS
HORSEHEADS TOP (PART) CHEMUNG CONS HORSEHEADS TOWN WD 7 HORSEHEADS WS
HORSEHEADS TOP (PART) CHEMUNG CONS HDRSEHEADS(T) TOWN WD 9 HORSEHEADS WS
HUDSON FALLS WASHINGTON ADJ 10/62 HUDSON FALLS WS
IR0NDE3QU0IT TOP (PART) MONROE oats IRONDEQUOIT TOP-WD MONROE CO WATER AUffl
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-CULVER RD ORCHARDS WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-FAIRVIEW WD MDNROE 00 WATER AUIH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-FRUIIDALE WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MDNROE OONS MCWA-N0R1H GOODMAN WD MDNROE CO WATER AUIH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MDNROE OONS MCWA-ST PAUL WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-SUWERVILLE WD MONROE 00 WAIER AUTH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MDNROE OONS MCWA-WINFIELD ROAD WD MDNROE CD WATER AUIH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MDNROE OONS MCWA-HELENDALE WD MDNROE CD WATER AUTH
IRONDEQUOIT TOP (PART) MONROE OCHS MCWA-LAKECREST WD MDNROE CO WATER AUIH
JAMESTOWN CHAUTAUQUA ADJ 6/63 JAMESTOWN WS
JORDAN ONONDAGA CONS JORDAN ONONDAGA CO WATER AUTH
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KEM-CRE ERIE CONS KENMORE ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS KIRKLAND WD 4 UTICA WS
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS CLINTON MANOR WD uncA ws
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) ONEIDA cans KIRKLAND WD 3 uncA ws
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) (M IDA CONS KIRKLAND WD 5 utica  ws
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS KIRKLAND WD 2 uncA ws
KIRKLAND TOP (PART) (M IDA CONS UNIVERSITY MANOR WD utica  ws
LACKAWANNA (PART) ERIE OONS LACKAWANNA CITY ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
LAKEVIEW (PART) ERIE CONS LAKEVIEW WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
LAKEWOOD CHAUTAUQUA OONS LAKEWOOD JAMESTOWN WS
LANCASTER (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS BOWMANSVILLE WD ERIE CO WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 1 ERIE CO WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 2 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE CONS LANCASTER WD 3 ERIE 00 WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 4 ERIE CO WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 5 ERIE CO WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 6 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 7 ERIE CD WATER AUIHORITY
LANCASTER TOP (PART) ERIE OONS LANCASTER WD 8 ERIE 00 WATER AUIHORITY
LAROMM WESTCHESTER ADJ 2/53 LAROMM1 WS
LEE TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS LEE WD UTICA WS
LEROY GENESEE ADJ 6/70 LEROY WS
LEVITIOWN (PART) NASSAU ADJ 1/54 LEVITIOWN WS
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LEWISTOWN (PART) NIAGARA CONS LEWISTOWN VILLAGE NIAGARA 00 WD
LEWISTOWN TWP (PART) NIAGARA CONS LEWI STOW Wffi IMPROVEMENT AREANIAGARA CO WD
LIMA LIVINGSTON ADJ 1/84 LIMA
LIVERPOOL ONONDAGA CONS LIVERPOOL ONONDAGA 00 WAIER AUTH
LIVONIA LIVINGSTON ADJ 9/82 LIVONIA (MONROE CO WA)
LOCKPORT NIAGARA ADJ 1/59 LOCKPORT WS
LYNDONVILLE ORLEANS ADJ 5/82 LYNDONVILLE
LYONS WAYNE ADJ 3/78 LYONS WS
LYONS TOP (PART) WAYNE CONS LYONS TOP WD-GRISTM WD LYONS WS
LYSANDER TOP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS WEST PHOENIX WD ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
MACEDON TOP (PART) STEUBEN ADJ 8/82 MACEDON TOP WD 2
MACEDON TOP (PART) WAYNE CONS MACEDON TOP-OONSOL WD (PART) PAINTED POST WS
MACEDON TOP (PART) WAYNE OONS MACEDON TOP-OONSOL WD (PART) WEBSTER WS
MAMARONECK TOP WESTCHESTER CONS WESTCHESTER JT WW 1 NEW YORK CITY WS
MANCHESTER (PART) ONTARIO ADJ 8/82 MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS PORT GIBSON WD (MARIO TOP WD
MANLIUS ONONDAGA ADJ 11/69 ONONDAGA 00 WAIER AUTH
MANLIUS TOP ONONDAGA ADJ 11/69 ONONDAGA 00 WAIER AUTH
MARATHON CORTLAND ADJ 8/82 MARATHON
MARCY ONEIDA OONS MARCY Wffi IMPROVEMENT AREA UTICA WS
MASSENA ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 5/65 MASSENA WS
MASSENA TOP ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 5/65 MASSENA WS
MCHDWNVILLE ALBANY OONS MCXDWNVILLE WESTMERE WD
MEDINA ORLEANS OONS MEDINA NIAGARA 00 WD
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MENANDS ALBANY ADJ 1/67 MENANDS WS
MENDON TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-MENDON WD MONROE CO WATER AUIH
MIDDLEBURGH SCHOHARIE ADJ 5/84 MIDDLEBURGH
MIDDLEPORT NIAGARA CONS MIDDLEPORT NIAGARA GO WD
MINQA ONONDAGA CONS MINQA ONONDAGA GO WATER AUIH
MONTI CELLO SULLIVAN ' ADJ 1/57 MONTICELLO WS
MORRISONVILLE (PART) CLINTON ADJ 12/82 MORRISONVILLE WD
MORRISTOWN ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 8/67 MORRISTOWN WS
MQRRISVILLE CLINTON ADJ 11/84 MORRISVILLE
MOUNT VERNON (PART) NEW YORK ADJ 9/65 NEW YORK CITY WS
MOUNT VERNON (PART) ERIE CONS MOUNT VERNON WD ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
N GREENBUSH TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS NORTH GREENBUSH WD 1 TROY WS
N GREENBUSH TOP (PART) RENSSELAER CONS NORTH GREENBUSH WD 3 TROY WS
NAPLES ONTARIO ADJ 5/83 NAPLES
NEW HARTFORD ONEIDA CONS NEW HARTFORD UTICA WS
NEW HARTFORD TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS NEW HARTFORD IMPROV DIST uhca  ws
NEW HEMPSTEAD TOP NASSAU ADJ 3/52 CARLE PLACE W D
NEW ROCHELLE (PART) WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
NEW ROCHELLE (PART) WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) SCARSDALE WS
NEW ROCHELLE (PART) WESTCHESTER CONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) WESTCHESTER JT WW 1
NEW WINDSOR TOP (PART) ORANGE CONS NEW WINDSOR TOP-OONS WD NEWBURG WS
NEW YORK CITY NEW YORK ADJ 9/65 NEW YORK CITY WS
NEW YORK MILLS ONEIDA CONS NEW YORK MILLS uncA WS
NEWARK WAYNE ADJ 2/61 NEWARK WS
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NEWBURGH (PART) ORANGE CONS NEWBURGH CITY NEWBURG WS
NEWBURGH TWP (PART) ORANGE ADJ 5/84 NEWBURGH
NEWBURGH TWP (PART) ORANGE ADJ 5/45 NEWBURG WS
NIAGARA (PART) NIAGARA OONS NIAGARA WIR IMPROVEMENT AREA NIAGARA 00 WD
NIAGARA FALLS NIAGARA G0NS NIAGARA FALLS WS NIAGARA 00 WD
NISKAYUNA SCHENECTADY ADJ 7/79 NISKAYUNA W S
NISKAYUNA TWP (PART) SCHENECTADY OCHS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 1 SCHENECTADY WS
NISKAYUNA TWP (PART) SCHENECTADY OONS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 2 SCHENECTADY WS
NISKAYUNA TWP (PART) SCHENECTADY OONS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 3 SQffiNECIADY WS
NISKAYUNA TOP (PART) SCHENECTADY OONS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 6 SCHENECTADY WS
NISKAYUNA TOP (PART) SCHENECTADY CONS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 7 SCHENECTADY WS
NISKAYUNA TOP (PART) SCHENECTADY OONS NISKAYUNA TOP WD 8 SCHENECTADY WS
NORTH SYRACUSE ONONDAGA ADJ 11/69 ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
NORTH TONAWANM NIAGARA ADJ 1/61 NORTH TONAWANDA WS
NORWICH CHENANGO ADJ 3/75 NORWICH WS
NORWOOD ST LAWRENCE ADJ 12/82 NORWOOD
QAKFIELD GENESEE ADJ 9/83 QAKFIELD
OGDEN TOP (PART) M3NROE OONS MCWA-OGDEN WD 1 MONROE CO WATER AUTH
OGDEN TWP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-ROLLING ACRES MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
OGDEN TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-EAST WIR DIST MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
OGDEN TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-SOUIHEAST WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
OGDENSBURG ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 12/68 OGDENSBURG WS
OLD FORGE WD HERKIMER ADJ 8/83 OLD FORGE WD
OLEAN CATTARAUGUS ADJ 11/51 OLEAN WS
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ONEONTA OTSEGO ADJ 6/58 ONBONTA WS
ONONDAGA TOP ONONDAGA ADJ 11/69 ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
ONTARIO TOP (PART) WAYNE ADJ 6/72 ONTARIO TOP WD
ORCHARD PARK (PART) ERIE OONS EAST HAMBURG WD 1 ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE CONS ORCHARD PARK WS ERIE 00 WATER ALTfflORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS (»CHARD PARK WD 18 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS (»CHARD PARK WD 10 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS (»CHARD PARK WD 11 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE CONS ORCHARD PARK WD 13 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 15 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE CONS (»CHARD PARK WD 17 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 19 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 2 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 3 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORiHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 4 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 5 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS (»CHARD PARK WD 7 ERIE 00 WATER AUfflORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 8 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORCHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS ORCHARD PARK WD 9 ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE OONS WEBSTER CORNERS WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
(»CHARD PARK TOP (PART) ERIE CONS WINDHAM ABBOTT RD WD ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY
ORISKANY ONEIDA OONS ORISKANY UTICA WS
OSWBQO OSWEGO ADJ 5/60 OSWEGO WS
OSWEGO TOP (PART) OSWEGO CONS OSWEGO TOP-FRT VALLEY WD OSWEGO WS
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OSWEGO TOP (PART) OSWEGO OONS OSWEGO TOP-MINEnO WD OSWEGO WS
OSWEGO TOP (PART) OSWEGO OONS OSWEGO TOP-OSWEGO CIR WD OSWEGO WS
OWEGO TOP (PART) TIOGA ADJ 5/65 OWEGO WD 2
PAINTED POST STEUBEN ADJ 2/76 PAINTED POST WS
PALATINE BRIDGE MONTGOMERY ADJ 2/83 PALATINE BRIDGE
PALMYRA WAYNE ADJ 3/58 PALMYRA WS
PALMYRA TOP (PART) WAYNE OONS PALMYRA TOP NORTH WD PALMYRA WS
PALMYRA TOP (PART) WAYNE OONS PALMYRA TOP SOUTH WD PALMYRA WS
PARIS TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS GRIDLEY AVE DEVELOPMENT UITCA WS
PARIS TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS HILLCREST WD uncA ws
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE COIS MCWA-OOLLAMER RD WD HILTON WS
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-FERGUSON 1» WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWAHHUFFER RD & ZELLWEGER MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-OOLLAMER RD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE 006 MCWA-LAKE SHORE W BEACH WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MGWA-PARMA CENTER WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-PARMA NORTH WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-PARMA RIDGE RD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-TRIMMER-RIDGE WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-MANITDU RD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
PARMA TOP (PART) MONROE CONS MCWA-PARMA SOUTH WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
PAVILION (PART) GENESEE ADJ 4/83 PAVILION
PELHAM (PART) WESTCHESTER OONS PELHAM NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART)
PELHAM MANOR WESTCHESTER OONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
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PENDLETON TOP NIAGARA OONS PENDLETON TOP WD NIAGARA 00 WD
PENFIELD MONROE! OONS CREEK STREET WD MONROE 00 WATER ALJffl
PENFIELD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS PENFIELD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
PENFIELD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-STATE JACKSON WD MONROE 00 WATER ALTffl
PENN YAN YATES ADJ 2/53 PENN YAN WS
PERINTON TOP (PART) MONROE OONS PERINTON TOP MONROE 00 WATER AMH
PERRY WYOMING ADJ 12/58 PERRY WS
PERRY TOP (PART) WYOMING CONS PERRY TOP-PERRY OR WD PERRY WS
HELPS TOP (PART) (MARIO OONS PHELPS (MARIO TOP WD
HELPS TOP (PART) (MARIO OONS MARBLETOWN-WHITE RD WD (MARIO TOP WD
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS PITTSPORD WS MONROE 00 WATER ALT®
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-EAST AVE WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE -CONS MOHA-EAST WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-FRENCH RD WD MONROE GO WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-KNOLLMOOD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-I2NDEN AVE WD MONROE GO WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-LONG MEADOW-POREST PK WDMONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-PALMYRA RD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE (m s MCWA-SO PITTSPORD WD 1 MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PITTSPORD TOP (PART) MONROE (m s MCWA-SO PITTSPORD WD 2 MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
PLATTSBURGH CLINTON ADJ 10/53 PLATTSBURGH WS
PLATTSBURGH TOP (PART) CLINTON OONS PLATTSBURGH TOP-B PT WD PLATTSBURGH WS
PLATTSBURGH TOP (PART) CLINTON cms PLATTSBURGH TOP-TM WD PLATTSBURGH WS
PLEASANIVILLE WESTCHESTER ADJ 6/55 PLEASANTVTLLE WS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PORT CHESTER WESTCHESTER OONS PORT CHESTER WW INC GREENWICH WATER 00, CT
PORT DICKINSON BROOME 00NS PORT DICKINSON (V) BINGHAMTON W S
PORTER TOP (PART) NIAGARA CONS RANSOMVILLE EXTENSION #3 WD NIAGARA 00 WD
PORTER TOP (PART) NIAGARA CONS PORTER WD 1 NIAGARA CD WD
PORTER TOP (PART) NIAGARA OONS PORTER WD 2 NIAGARA 00 WD
PORTVILLE CATTARAUGUS ADJ 10/72 PORTVILLE WS
POTSDAM ST. LAWRENCE ADJ 4/67 POTSDAM WS
POUGHKEEPSIE DUTCHESS ADJ 10/52 POUGHKEEPSIE WS
RAVENA ALBANY ADJ 11/68 RAVENA WS
REMSEN ONEIDA ADJ 7/84 REMSEN
RENSSELAER RENSSELAER OONS RENSSELAER CITY PWS 'TROY WS
RICHFIELD SPRINGS OTSEGO ADJ 2/85 RICHFIELD SPRINGS
RICHMOND TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS HONEDYE WD 2-RICHMOND T HALL ONTARIO TOP WD
RICHMOND TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS HONEDYE WD 3-RICHMOND T HALL ONTARIO TOP WD
RICHMONDVILLE SCHOHARIE ADJ 5/67 RICHMONDVILLE WS
RIGA TOP (PART) MONROE OONS MCWA-RIGA WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
RIVERSIDE STEUBEN OONS RIVERSIDE PAINTED POST WS
ROCHESTER (PART) MONROE OONS ROCHESTER MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
ROCHESTER (PART) MONROE OONS SEA BREEZE WD-MCWA MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
ROTTERDAM TOP (PART) SCHENECTADY OONS ROTTERDAM TOP WD 1 SCHENECTADY WS
ROYALTON TOP (PART) NIAGARA OONS ROYALTON WD 1 NIAGARA 00 WD
ROYALTON TOP (PART) NIAGARA CONS ROYALTON WD 2 NIAGARA 00 WD
RUSH (PART) MONROE OONS RUSH WD 2 -  MCWA MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
RUSH TOP MONROE OONS RUSH TWP WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SACXETS HARBOR JEFFERSON ADJ 1/84 SACKETS HARBOR
SAUNA TOP (PART) ONONDAGA CONS SAUNA WD'S ONONDAGA 00 WATER AUTH
SAUNA TOP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS OCWA OOLD SPRING WD ONONDAGA 00 WATER AU1H
SANGERFIELD (PART) ONEIDA OONS SANGERFIELD WD irncA WS
SARATOGA SPRINGS SARATOGA ADJ 8/62 SARATOGA SPRINGS WS
SCARSDALE WESTCHESTER ADJ 9/57 SCARSDALE WS
SCHAGfnOOKE (PART) RENSSELAER OONS SCHAOITIOOKE WD 1 TBOY WS
SCHAGHnOQKE (PART) RENSSELAER OONS SCHAGHTIGOKE WD 4 TROY WS
SCHAGHnOOKE (PART) RENSSELAER OONS SCHAGHTIGOKE WD 2 TROY WS
SCHAGHITCOKE (PART) RENSSELAER OONS SCHAGHT100KE WD 3 TROY WS
SCHENECTADY SCHENECTADY ADJ 3/71 SCHENECIADY WS
SOODACK TOP (PART) RENSSELAER OONS SOHODACK WD 28 ■moY WS
SOOOTSVILLE MONROE OONS MCWA-SOOTTSV1LLE M3NR0E 00 WATER AUTH
SCRIBA TOP (PART) OSWEGO OONS SCRIBA TOP-HALL RD WD OSWEGO WS
SCRIBA TOP (PART) OSWEGO OONS SCRIBA TOP-NOR1H RD WD OSWEGO WS
SENECA TOP (PART) ONTARIO OONS SENECA (T ) WD ONTARIO TOP WD
SHORTSVILLE WAYNE OONS SHORTSVILLE ONTARIO TOP WD
SIDNEY DELAWARE ADJ 2/83 SIDNEY
SKANEA3ELES (PART) ONONDAGA OONS SKANEAIELES WD'S ONONDAGA 00 WAIER AUTH
SKANEAIELES TOP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS SKANEAIELES ONONDAGA CD WAIER AUffl
SLOAN (PART) ERIE OONS SLOAN ERIE CD WAIER AUTHORITY
SODUS WAYNE ADJ 3/75 SODUS WS
SODUS POINT WAYNE ADJ 3/83 SODUS POINT
SOLVAY ONONDAGA OONS SOLVAY ONONDAGA 00 WAIER AUTH
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
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SOMERS WESTCHESTER ADJ 5/67 WESTCHESTER CD WD 2
SOMERSET TOP NIAGARA CONS SOMERSET CONSOL WD NIAGARA 00 WD
SPENCERPORT MONROE CONS SPENCERPORT MONROE CO WATER AUTH
SPRINGVILLE ERIE ADJ 4/75 SPRINGVILLE WS
STAMFORD DELAWARE ADJ 10/84 STAMFORD
SWEDEN TOP (PART) MONROE CONS SWEDEN WD 1 MONROE CD WATER AUTH
SWEDEN TOP (PART) MONROE CONS SWEDEN WD 2 MONROE CD WATER AUTH
SWEDEN TOP (PART) MONROE CONS SWEDEN WD 3 MONROE CO WATER AUTH
SWEDEN TOP (PART) MONROE (DNS SWEDEN WD 4 MONROE CD WATER ALTIH
SYRACUSE (PART) ONONDAGA. CONS SYRACUSE WS ONONDAGA CD WATER ALTIH
THERESA JEFFERSON NATL THERESA WS
TONAWANDA (PART) ERIE ADJ 6/58 TONAWANDA WTR AOQ DIST
TONAWANDA (PART) ERIE ADJ 8/55 TONAWANDA WS
TONAWANDA (PART) ERIE CONS TONAWANDA CON WD ERIE CD WATER ALHHORITY
TROY RENSSELAER ADJ 1/67 TSOY WS
TUCKAHOE WESTCHESTER OONS NEW ROCHELLE WC (PART) NEW YORK CITY WS
UTICA (PART) ONEIDA ADJ 5/67 UTICA WS
UTICA (PART) ONEIDA OONS CROSBY MANOR WD 1 UTICA WS
UTICA (PART) ONEIDA CONS HORATIO ART WD 2 UTICA WS
VAN BUREN TOP (PART) ONONDAGA OONS VAN BUREN WD'S ONONDAGA CO WATER AWH
VARICK (PART) SENECA CONS VARICK WD SENECA ARMY DEPOT
VERNON (PART) ONEIDA OONS VERNON UHCA WS
VERONA TOP (PART) (M il DA CONS DURHAMVILLE WD UTICA WS
VESTAL BROOME ADJ 5/83 VESTAL
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
MMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
VICTOR TOP (PART) ONTARIO CONS VICTOR TOWN WIR BENEFIT AREA ONTARIO TOP WD
MAIDEN orange; ADJ 4/53 WALDEN WS
WALWORTH TOP (PART) WAYNE CONS WALWORTH TOP WD1 ONTARIO TOP WD
WARSAW WYOMING ADJ 8/60 WARSAW WS
WARSAW TOP (PART) WYCMING OONS WARSAW TOP WD 1 WARSAW WS
WATEREÜRD SARATOGA ADJ 1/82 WATERFORD
WATERTOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 6/62 WATERTOWN WS
WATERTOWN TOP (PART) JEFFERSON OONS WATERTOWN TOP WD1 WATERTOWN WS
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS EMPIRE WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS INSPIRATION POINT WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
WEBSm (PART) MONROE OONS LAKE ROAD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS NORTH WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS SOjttH FIVE MILE LINE WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS UNION HILL WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS VÜSBURG WD MONROE CO WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS DRAKE ROAD WD MONROE CO WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE CONS EAST HYDRANT WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS HOLT ROAD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE CONS NORTH EAST WD MONROE 00 WATER AUffl
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS PEARLWOQD RD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS WHAL ROAD WD MONROE 00 WATER AUTH
WEBSTER (PART) MONROE OONS WEST WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WEBSTER TOP (PART) MONROE ADJ 5/64 WEBSTER WS
WEBSTER TOP (PART) MONROE OONS FIVE MILE LINE ROAD WD MONROE CO WATER AUTH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
COMMUNITY
WEBSTER IMP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WEBSTER TOP (PART) 
WELLSVILLE
WEST BLOCMFIELD (PART) 
WEST BLOCMFIELD (PART) 
WEST SENECA (PART)
WEST SENEGA (PART)
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
WEST SENECA TOP (PART) 
































FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE___________________________
FOREST LAWN WD 
HARD ROAD WD 
HATCH ROAD WD 
SHOECRAFT WD 
JACKSON ROAD WD 
KLEM ROAD WD 
MAPLE DRIVE WD 
4/74 WELLSVILLE WS
NORTH BLOOMFIELD WD 
WEST BLOCMFIELD WD 
WEST SENECA WD 5 
WEST SENECA WD 7 
WEST SENECA WD 6 
WEST SENECA WD 8 
WEST SENECA WD 9 
WEST SENECA WD 1 
WEST SENECA WD 2 
WEST SENECA WD 3 
WEST SENECA WD 4 
WESTBURY 
8/51 WESTFIELD WS 
9/73 WESTMERE WD
TINDALL CORNERS WD 
7/60 NIAGARA 00 WD
SOURCE SYSTEM
MONROE 00 WATER AUIH 
MONROE GO WATER AUTH 
MONROE GO WATER AUTH 
MONROE GO WATER AUIH 
MONROE GO WATER AUTH 
MONROE GO WATER AUTH 
MONROE GO WATER AUIH
(MARIO TOP WD 
(MARIO TOP WD 
ERIE CO WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE 00 WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE GO WATER AUTHORITY 
ERIE 00 WATER AUIHORITY 
ERIE 00 WATER AUIHORITY 
CARLE PLAGE W D
uncA WS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NEW YORK
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ____________
WHEAIFIELD TOP (PART) NIAGARA CONS WHEAIFIELD WD NIAGARA GO WD
WHEATLAND TOP (PART) MDNROE CONS MCMA-^ UMPORD WD MONROE CD WATER AUTH
WHEATLAND TOP (PART) M3NROE CONS MCWA-WHEATLAND WD MONROE 00 WATER AUIH
WHITE PLAINS WESTCHESTER ADJ 11/72 WHITE PLAINS WS
WHITESBORO ONEIDA OONS WHITESBORO UTICA WS
WHITESTOWN TOP (PART) ONEIDA CONS WHITESTOWN WD 1-YORKVILLE WD UTICA WS
WHITESTOWN TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS WHITESTOWN WD 2-HARTS HILL uttca ws
WHITESTOWN TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS WHITESTOWN WD 3-HARTS HILL uncA ws
WHITESTOWN TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS WHITESTOWN WD 4-SUNSET MANOR l/TICA WS
WHITESTOWN TOP (PART) ONEIDA OONS WHITESTOWN WD 5-QIESTHILL MN UTICA WS
WILLIAMSVILLE ERIE CONS WILLIAMSVILLE (V) ERIE 00 WATER AUIHORITY
WILSON NIAGARA OONS WILSON NIAGARA 00 WD
WILSON TOP NIAGARA OONS WILSON TOWN WD NIAGARA 00 WD
WINDSOR BROOME ADJ 8/82 WINDSOR
WOLCOTT WAYNE ADJ 11/68 WOLCOTT WS
YONKERS NEW YORK OONS YONKERS WS NEW YORK CITY WS
YORK TOP (PART) LIVINGSTON OONS YORK TOP WD GENESEO WS
YORKTOWN WESTCHESTER OONS YORKTOWN WESTCHESTER CD WD 2
YORKVILLE ONEIDA OONS YORKVILLE UTICA WS
YOUNGSTOWN NIAGARA OONS YOUNGSTOWN NIAGARA CD WD
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ABERDEEN MDORE ADJ 9/59 ABERDEEN
ALBEMARLE STANLY ADJ 1/54 ALBEMARLE
ANGIER HARNETT ADJ 9/79 NE HARNEIT METRO WAT SYSTEM
ANSONVILLE ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON COUNTY WATER SYSTEM
APEX WAKE ADJ 8/64 APEX
ASHEBORD RANDOLPH ADJ 9/67 ASHEBORO
ASHEVILLE BUNCOMBE ADJ 9/65 ASHEVILLE
AURORA BEAUFORT NATL AURORA
AYDEN PITT NAIL AYDEN
BEAUFORT CARTERET ADJ 9/79 BEAUFORT
BELMONT GASTON ADJ 9/71 BELMONT
BOGER CITY LINCOLN ADJ 9/75 LINOOLNTON
BROOKPORD CATAWBA ADJ 8/52 HICKORY
BUIES CREEK HARNETT ADJ 9/79 NE HARNETT MELRO WAT SYSTEM
BURGAW PENDER NAIL BURGAW
BURLINGTON ALAMANCE ADJ 9/77 BURLINGTON
CAMP LEJEUNE MARINE BASE ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE HADNOT POINT
CANTON HAYWOOD ADJ 9/69 CANTON
CARRBORO ORANGE ADJ 9/64 CHAPEL HILL
CARTHAGE MOORE ADJ 9/78 CARTHAGE
CARY WAKE ADJ 9/57 RALEIGH
CHAPEL HILL ORANGE ADJ 9/64 CHAPEL HILL
CHARLOTTE MECKLENBURG ADJ 4/49 CHARLOTTE
CLINTON SAMPSON ADJ 9/77 CLINTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CLYDE HAYWOOD ADJ 9/69 CANTON
COATS HARNETT ADJ 9/79 NE HARNETT METRO WAT SYSTEM
OOLERAIN BERTIE NAIL OOLERAIN
CONCORD CABARRUS ADJ 9/52 OONOQRD
CONOVER CATAWBA ADJ 8/52 HICKORY
CRAMERTON GASTON ADJ /64 GASTONIA
DALLAS GASTON ADJ /64 GASTONIA
DAVIDSON MECKLENBURG ADJ 3/71 DAVIDSON
DOBSON SURRY ADJ 9/77 DOBSON
DREXEL BURKE ADJ 9/65 DREXEL
DUNN HARNETT ADJ 9/53 DUNN
DURHAM DURHAM ADJ 5/62 DURHAM
EAST LAURINBURG SCOTLAND ADJ 3/59 LAURINBURG
EAST SPENCER ROWAN ADJ 7/52 SALISBURY
EDEN ROCKINGHAM ADJ 5/63 EDEN & FIELDCREST MILLS
EDENTON CHOWAN NATL EDENTON
ELIZABETH CITY PASQUOTANK ADJ 9/60 ELIZABETH CITY
ELKIN SURRY ADJ 8/70 EIJQCN
ENKA BUNCOMBE ADJ 9/65 ASHEVILLE
ERWIN HARNETT ADJ 9/53 DUNN
FAIRMONT ROBESON ADJ 5/72 FAIRMONT
FAYETTEVILLE CUMBERLAND ADJ 10/52 FAYETTEVILLE
FOREST CITY RUTHERFORD ADJ 5/67 FOREST CITY
PORT BRAGG-POPE AFB CUMBERLAND ADJ /  62 PORT BRAGG (INCLUDES POPE AFB)
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FUQUAY-VARINA WAKE ADJ 9/57 RALEIGH
GASTONIA GASTON ADJ /64 GASTONIA
GATESVILLE GATES NATL GATESVILLE
GLEN ALPINE BURKE ADJ 3/65 MORGANTON
GLEN RAVEN ALAMANCE ADJ 9/77 BURLINGTON
GOLDSBORO WAYNE ADJ 2/61 GOLDSBORO
GRAHAM ALAMANCE ADJ /77 GRAHAM-MEBANE
GRANITE FALLS CALDWELL ADJ /75 GRANITE FALLS
GRANITE QUARRY ROWAN ADJ 7/52 SALISBURY
GREENSBORO GUILFORD ADJ 5/67 GREENSBORO
GREENVILLE PITT ADJ 11/57 GREENVILLE
GRIMESLAND PITT NATL GRIMESLAND
HAMILTON MARTIN NATL HAMILTON
HAMLET RICHMOND ADJ /78 HAMLET
HAW RIVER ALAMANCE ADJ 9/77 BURLINGTON
HAZELWOOD HAYWOOD ADJ 12/68 WAYNESVILLE
HENDERSON VANCE ADJ /78 KERR LAKE REG WAT’ SYSTEM
HICKORY CATAWBA ADJ 8/52 HICKORY
HIGH POINT GUILFORD ADJ /53 HIGH POINT
MLDEBRAN BURKE ADJ 6/73 VALDESE
HILLSBOROUGH ORANGE ADJ 9/60 HILLSBOROUm
HUNTERSVILLE MECKLENBURG ADJ /77 HUNTERSVILLE
ICARD BURKE ADJ 6/73 VALDESE
JACKSONVILLE ONSLOW NAIL JACKSONVIILE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JAMESTOWN GUILFORD ÄDJ 2/68 JAMESTOWN
KELPORD BERTIE NAIL KELPORD
KERNERSVILLE FORSYTH ADJ 1/75 KERNERSVILLE
KING STOKES ADJ /77 KING DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY
KINGS MOUNTAIN CLEVELAND ADJ 3/71 KINGS MOUNTAIN
LANDIS ROWAN ADJ 4/68 LANDIS
LAURINBURG SCOTLAND ADJ 3/59 LAURINBURG
LENOIR CALDWELL ADJ 11/52 LENOIR
LEXINCTON DAVIDSON ADJ 7/53 LEXINGTON
LILESVILLE ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON OOUNTY WATER SYSTEM
LHUNGDCIN HARNETT ADJ 9/79 NE HARNETT METRO WAT SYSTEM
LTNOOLMDON LINOOLN ADJ 9/75 LINCOLMON
LITTLETON HALIFAX NAIL LITTLETON
LOCUST STANLY ADJ 9/77 NORWOOD
LONGVIEW CATAWBA ADJ 1/74 LONGVIEW
LOWELL GASTON ADJ /64 GASTONIA
UMBERTO! ROBESON ADJ 2/54 LUMBERTON
MADISON ROCKINGHAM ADJ 1/75 MADISON
MAIDEN CATAWBA ADJ 11/75 MAIDEN
MARSHVILLE UNION ADJ 9/68 MARSHVILLE
MATTHEWS MECKLENBURG ADJ 4/49 CHARLOTTE
MCFARLAN ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON OOUNTY WATER SYSTEM
MEBANE ALAMANCE ADJ /77 GRAHAM-MEBANE
MOCKSVILLE DAVIE ADJ 8/69 MOCKSVILLE
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
MONROE UNION ADJ 12/63 MONROE
MOORESVILLE IREDELL ADJ 2/56 MDORESVILLE
MOREHEAD CITY CARTEBET ADJ 9/79 MOREHEAD CITY
MDRGANTON BURKE ADJ 3/65 MDRGANTON
MORVEN ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON COUNTY WATER SYSTEM
MOUNT AIRY SURRY ADJ 1/57 MOUNT AIRY
MT. OLIVE WAYNE ADJ 8/75 MOUNT OLIVE
MURFREESBORO HERTFORD NATL MURFREESBORO
NEW BERN CRAVEN ADJ 3/73 NEW BERN
NEW LONDON STANLY ADJ 1/54 ALBEMARLE
NEWTON CATAWBA ADJ 10/61 NEWTON
NORTH WILKESBORO WILKES ADJ 4/62 NORTH WILKESBORO
NORWOOD STANLY ADJ 9/77 NORWOOD
OXFORD GRANVILLE ADJ /78 KERR LAKE REG WAT SYSTEM
PARKWOOD DURHAM ADJ 5/62 DURHAM
PEACHLAND ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON COUNTY WATER SYSTEM
PILOT MOUNTAIN SURRY ADJ 6/75 PILOT MOUNTAIN
PINEVILLE MECKLENBURG ADJ 4/49 CHARLOTTE
PLYMOUTH WASHINGTON NAIL PLYMOUTH
POLKTON ANSON ADJ 8/72 ANSON COUNTY WATER SYSTEM
POWELLSVILLE BERTIE NAIL POWELLSVILLE
RAEPORD HOKE ADJ /76 RAEPORD
RALEIGH WAKE ADJ 9/57 RALEIGH
RANLO GASTON ADJ /64 GASTONIA
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
RED SPRINGS ROBESON ADJ 1/75 RED SPRINGS
REIDSVILLE ROCKINGHAM ADJ 7/53 REIDSVILLE
RICH SQUARE NORTHAMPTON NATL RICH SQUARE
RICHFIELD STANLY ADJ 1/54 ALBEMARLE
ROANOKE RAPIDS HALIFAX ADJ 2/52 ROANOKE RAPIDS
ROBERSONVILLE MARTIN NATL ROBERSONVILLE
ROCKINGHAM RICHMOND ADJ 12/52 ROCKINGHAM
ROCKY MOUNT EDGECOMBE ADJ 9/52 ROCKY MOUNT
ROPER WASHINGTON NATL ROPER
RQXBORO PERSON ADJ 3/63 RQXBORO
RGXOBEL BERTIE NATL RQXOBEL
RLTIH RUTHERFORD ADJ 8/64 SPINDALE
RUTHERFORD COLLEGE BURKE ADJ 6/73 VALDESE
RLTIHERFORraCW RU1HERF0RD ADJ 8/64 SPINDALE
SALISBURY ROMAN ADJ 7/52 SALISBURY
SANFORD LEE ADJ 10/61 SANFORD
SELMA JOHNSTON ADJ 11/65 SELMA
SHELBY CLEVELAND ADJ 4/54 SHELBY
SMIIHFIELD JOHNSTON ADJ 10/58 SMIIHFIELD
SOUIHERN PINES MOORE ADJ 11/52 SOWHERN PINES
SPINDALE RWHERFORD ADJ 8/64 SPINDALE
STATESVILLE IREDELL ADJ 9/65 STATESVILLE
SUMY POINT ALEXANDER ADJ 6/73 ALEXANDER COUNTY WATER OQRP
SWANNANQA BUNCOMBE ADJ 9/65 ASHEVILLE
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING ~
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
TABOR CITY COLUMBUS NAIL TABOR CITY
TARBORO EDGEOOMBE ADJ 7/58 TARBORO
TAYLORSVILLE ALEXANDER ADJ 6/73 ALEXANDER COUNTY WATER OORP
THCMASVILLE DAVIDSON ADJ 6/56 THCMASVILLE
USMC LEJEUNE CAMP JOHNSO ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE CAMP JOHNSON
USMC LEJEUNE COURT HOUSE ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE OOURT HOUSE
USMC LEJEUNE HOLOOMB BLV ONS1DW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE HOLOOMB BLVD
USMC LEJEUNE NEW RIVER ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 U3C LEJEUNE NEW RLVER
USMC L£JEUNE I1 ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE ONSLOW BEACH
US4C LEJEUNE RIFLE RANGE ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEUNE RIFLE RANGE
USMC LEJEUNE TARAWA TERR ONSLOW ADJ 9/62 USMC LEJEJUNE TARAWA TERR
VAUDESE BURKE ADJ 6/73 VALDESE
WADESBORO ANSON ADJ 2/66 WADESBORO
WAKE FOREST WAKE ADJ 9/70 WAKE FOREST
WARRENTON VANCE ADJ /78 KERR LAKE REG WAT SYSTtM
WASHINGTON BEAUFORT ADJ 4/59 WASHINGTON
WAYNESVILLE HAYWOOD ADJ 12/68 WAYNESVILLE
WILKESBORO WILKES ADJ 3/75 WILKESBORO
WILLLAMSTON MARTIN NAIL W] LLIAMSTON
WILMINGTON NEW HANOVER ADJ 7/55 WILMINGTON
WILSON WILSON ADJ /54 WILSON
WINDSOR BERTIE NAIL WINDSOR
WINGATE UNION ADJ 12/63 MONROE
WINSTON-SALEM1 FORSYTH ADJ 10/51 WINSTON-SALEM
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH CAROLINA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WIN1ERVILLE PITT NAIL W1NTERVILLE
MINTON HERTFORD NATL WINTON
YADKINVILLE YADKIN ADJ /80 YADKINVILLE
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BUFFALO CASS RWS (PHASE I I I )




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH DAKOTA
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CASSELTON CASS ADJ 4/84 CASS RMS (PHASE I I )
CASSELTON CASS OONS CASSELTON CASS RWS (PHASE I I )
CAVALIER PEMBINA ADJ 6/60 CAVALIER
CENTER OLIVER ADJ 7/71 CENTER
COGSWELL SARGENT ADJ 8/83 COGSWELL
COLFAX RICHLAND NATL COLFAX
COLUMBUS BURKE NATL COLUMBUS
OOOPERSTOWN GRIGGS ADJ 7/58 OOOPERSTOWN
CRARY RAMSEY ADJ 3/75 CRARY
CROSBY DIVIDE ADJ 2/69 CROSBY
DEVILS LAKE RAMSEY ADJ 11/64 DEVILS LAKE
DICKINSON STARK ADJ 7/52 DICKINSON
DODGE DIM] NATL DODGE
DRAYTON PEMBINA ADJ 9/65 DRAYTON
DUTOJ CENTER DUNN NAIL DUNN CEMER
DUNSEnH (PART) ROLETTE OONS DUNSEITH-NORTH HOUSING BELOOURT RURAL WATER
DUMSEITH (PART) ROIE1TE ADJ 12/78 DUNSEITH-EAST HOUSING
DUNSE3TH-NOEOH HOUSING ROLETTE ADJ 10/84 BELOOURT RURAL WATER
EDGELEY LA MOURE ADJ 4/68 EDGELEY
ELLHUDALE DICKEY ADJ 4/66 ELLENDALE
EMERADO GRAND FORKS ADJ 2/77 GRAND PORKS-TRAIL RWS
EMERADO GRAND FORKS OONS EMERADO GRAND PORKS-TRAIL RWS
ENDERLIN RANSOM ADJ 11/67 ENDERLIN
ESMOND BENSON NAIL ESM3ND
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
FARGO CASS ADJ 5/52 FARGO
FESSENDEN WELLS ADJ 2/67 FESSENDEN
FLASHER MORTON NATL FLASHER
FLAXTON BURKE NATL FLAXION
FORBES DICKEY NATL FORBES
PORT YATES SIOUX ADJ 12/67 POST YATES
FULLERTON DICKEY NATL FULLERTON
GARDNER CASS NAIL GARDNER
GARRISON MCLEAN ADJ 10/74 GARRISON
GLADSTONE STARK NAIL GLADSTONE
GLEN ULLIN MORTON NAIL GLEN ULLIN
GOLDEN VALLEY MERCER NAIL QOLDEN VALLEY
GOLVA GOLDEN VALLEY NAIL GOLVA
GOODRICH SHERIDAN NAIL GOODRICH
GRAFTON WALSH ADJ 4/66 GRAFTON
GRAND PORKS GRAND FORKS ADJ 3/58 GRAND PORKS
GRAND PORKS AFB GRAND PORKS CONS (HAND PORKS AFB
GWINNER SARGENT ADJ 2/79 GWINNER
HAGUE EM4DNS NAIL HAGUE
HALLIDAY DUNN NAIL HALLIDAY
HANKINSON RICHLAND ADJ 4/81 HANKINSON
HARVEY WELLS ADJ 1/83 HARVEY
HATTON TRAILL NAIL HATTON
HAZEN MERCER ADJ 7/66 HAZEN
GRAND PORKS
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
HEBRON MORTON NAIL HEBRON
HETTINGER ADAMS NAIL' HETTINGER
HILLSBORO TRAILL ADJ 6/60 HILLSBORO
HUNTER CASS CONS HUNTER
HUNTER CASS ADJ 1/84 CASS RWS (PHASE I I I )
JAMESTOWN STUTSMAN ADJ 7/56 JAMESTOWN
KEN4ARE WARD NATL KEHWARE
KILLDEER DUNN ADJ 5/84 KILLDEER
KULM LA MOURE ADJ 9/71 KULM
LA MOURE LA MOURE ADJ 12/68 LA MOURE
LAKOTA NELSON ADJ 8/66 LAKDIA
LANGDON CAVALIER ADJ 11/65 LANGDON
LANSPORD BOITINEAU NAIL UPPER SOURIS RWS (SYS I I )
LARIMDRE GRAND FORKS ADJ 5/66 LARIMORE
TKFDR BENSON NAIL LEEDS
LIBSON RANSOM ADJ 12/65 LISBON
LINCOLN BURLEIGH ADJ 9/75 LINCOLN
TINT») EM40NS ADJ 8/68 UNION
HIDDEN DICKEY NATL HIDDEN
MADDOCK BENSON ADJ 12/69 MADDOCK
MANDAN MORTON ADJ 10/52 MANDAN
MANIADOR RICHLAND ADJ 1/85 RICHLAND RWS
MANIADOR RICHLAND OONS MANIADOR
MAPLEION CASS ADJ 2/84 CASS RWS (PHASE I)
CASS RWS (PHASE I I I )
RICHLAND RWS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH DAKOTA
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
MAPLEION GASS OONS MAPLEION CASS RWS (PHASE I )
MARION LAMOURE ADJ 8/83 MARION
MAX MCLEAN CONS MAX NORTH PRAIRIE RWS (SYS I I )
MAX MCLEAN OONS NORTH PRAIRIE RWS (SYS I I ) MINOT
MAYVILLE TRAILL ADJ 5/68 MAYVILLE
MOCLUSKY SHERIDAN NATL MCCLUSKY
MCVILLE NELSON ADJ 9/68 MCVILLE
MEDORA BILLINGS NATL MEDORA
MILNOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL BERG WELL 00
MEUNOR (PART) SARGENT NATL GEORGE WEEL 00
MILNOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL LARSON WELL 00
MILNOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL NELSON WELL 00
MILNOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL NORTH WELL 00
MIINOR (PART) SARGENT NATL NEDERSON WELL 00
MILNOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL POOL WELL 00
MIINOR (PART) SARGENT NAIL TAYLOR WELL 00
MILTON CAVALIER NAIL MILTON
MINDT AFB WARD OONS MI NOT AFB MINOT
MINNEWAUKAN BENSON ADJ 7/85 MINNEWAUKAN
MINOT WARD ADJ 5/56 MINOT
MINOT AIR FORCE BASE WARD ADJ 3/61 MINOT
MINK) WALSH ADJ 12/73 MINIO
MOHALL RENVILLE ADJ 9/68 MOHALL
MDNANGO DICKNEY NAIL MONANGO
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
MDORETON RICHLAND ADJ 1/85 RICHLAND RWS
MOORETON RICHLAND CONS MOORETON
MOTT HETTINGER NATL MOTT
NECHE PEMBINA ADJ 12/66 NECHE
NEW ENGLAND HETTINGER NAIL NEW ENGLAND
NEW LEIPZIG GRANT NATL NEW LEIPZIG
NEW ROCKFORD EDDY ADJ 5/68 NEW ROCKFORD
NEW SALEM MORTON ADJ 10/78 NEW SALEM
NEW TOWN MOUNTRAIL ADJ 2/66 NEW TOWN
NOONAN d ivide: NATL NOONAN
PARK RIVER WALSH ADJ A/66 PARK RIVER
PARSHALL MDiMRAIL ADJ 9/66 PARSHALL
PEMBINA PEMBINA ADJ 9/71 PEMBINA
PICK CITY MERCER ADJ 6/79 PICK CITY
PORTAL BURKE NAIL PORTAL
RAY WILLIAMS ADJ 11/83 RAY & TIOGA WS
REEDER ADAMS NAIL REEDER
REGENT HETTINGER NAIL REGENT
RHAME BCfeMAN NAIL RHAME
ROCKLAKE TOWNER ADJ 10/68 ROCK LAKE
ROLLA ROLETTE ADJ 3/60 ROLLA
RUGBY PIERCE ADJ 11/58 RUGBY
SCRANTON BOWMAN NAIL SCRANTON
SENTINEL BUTTE GOLDEN VALLEY NATL SENTINEL BITTE
RICHLAND RWS
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
SHELDON RANSOM OONS SHELDON
SHELDON RANSOM ADJ 11/67 ENDERLIN
SOLEN SIOUX NATL SOLEN
SOOTH HEART STARK NATL SOUTH HEART
ST. THOMAS PEMBINA ADJ 11/84 NORTH VALLEY RWA (SYSTEM I I )
ST. THOMAS PEMBINA OONS ST THOMAS
STANLEY MOUNTRAIL ADJ 2/85 STANLEY
STANTON MERCER ADJ 11/78 STANTON
STEELE KIDDER ADJ 6/70 STEELE
TAYLOR STARK NATL TAYLOR
TIOGA WILLIAMS ADJ 11/83 RAY & TIOGA WS
TURTLE LAKE MCLEAN ADJ 2/85 TURTLE LAKE
UNDERMOOD MCLEAN ADJ 6/83 UNDERWOOD
UNIVERSITY OF MARY BURLEIGH NATL UNIVERSITY OF MARY
VALLEY CITY BARNES ADJ 2/58 VALLEY CITY
VELVA MCHENRY ADJ 3/63 VELVA
VENTURIA MCINTOSH NATL VENTURIA
VERONA LA MOURE NATL VERONA
WAHPETON RICHLAND ADJ 2/75 WAHPETON
WALHALLA PEMBINA ADJ 12/75 WALHALLA
WASHBURN MCLEAN ADJ 12/69 WASHBURN
WATFORD CITY MCKENZIE ADJ 6/68 WATPORD CITY
WEST FARGO CASS ADJ 10/77 WEST FARGO
WILLISTON WILLIAMS ADJ 4/53 WILLI STON
ENDERLIN
NORTH VALLEY RWA (SYSTEM I I )
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
NORTH DAKOTA
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WILLISTON WILLIAMS ADJ 4/53 WILLI STON
WISHEX MCINTOSH ADJ 4/70 WISHEX
WYNDMERE RICHLAND ADJ 10/75 WYNDMERE
ZAP MERCER ADJ 7/85 ZAP
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ADA HARDIN NAIL ADA
ADELPHE ROSS ADJ 7/75 ROSS 00 WIR 00
ADENA JEFFERSON 0 0 © ADENA TRI-OOUNTY WER ALTIH
AKRON SUMMIT ADJ 11/69 AKRON
ALBANY AIHENS ADJ 9/77 LE-AX WATER 00
ALBANY ATHENS OONS ALBANY LE-AX WATER 00
ALEXANDRIA LICKING OONS ALEXANDRIA GRANVILLE
ALGER HARDIN NAIL ALGER
ALLIANCE STARK ADJ 9/71 ALLIANCE
AMBERLY HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCnWATC-CALIEORNIA
AMHERST LORAIN OONS AMHERST ELYRIA
AMSTERDAM JEFFERSON NAIL AMSTERDAM
ANNA SHELBY NAIL ANNA
ANSONIA DARKE NAIL ANSONIA
ANTIOCH MDNROE OONS MONROE WATER DI ST-SOUTH WOODSFIELD
AtilVJERP PAULDING NAIL ANTWERP
ARCHBOLD FULTON ADJ 5/84 ARCHBOLD
ARLINGTON HANCOCK NAIL ARLINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS HAMILTON OONS ARLINGTON HEIGHTS CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
ARROWHEAD HILLS UTIL 00 SHELBY NAIL ARROWHEAD HILLS LULL 00
ASHLAND ASHLAND ADJ 2/72 ASHLAND
ASHTABULA ASHTABULA ADJ 1/71 OHIO-AMER, ASHTABULA
ATTICA SENECA ADJ 4/85 ATTICA
AUGLA. 00, SOUIHMDOR SHR AUGLAIZE NAIL AUGLAIZE CO-SOUTHMOOR SHRS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
_____________  DATE_________________________________________________________________
AURORA PORTAGE 00 SHALERSVTLLEAURORA PORTAGE OONS
AVON DDRAIN OONS




BAY VILLAGE CUYAHOGA ADJ
BEACH CITY STARK ADJ
BEACHWOOD CUYAHOGA ADJ
BEALLSVILLE VILLAGE MONROE ADJ
BEAVERCREEK (PART) GREENE ADJ
BEAVERDAM ALLEM NATL
BEDFORD CUYAHOGA OONS
BEDFORD HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ
BELLAIRE BELM3NT ADJ








BLACKLICK ESTATES FRANKLIN ADJ
AVON AVON LAKE





2/85 BEACH CITY 
7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN 
12/82 SWITZERLAND OF OHO WD 















COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
OHIO
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
BLOCMQALE wot» NATL BLOOMDALE
BLOOMINGBURG FAYETTE NATL BLOOMINGBURG
BLOCMINGQALE JEFFQtSON CONS JEFFERSON CO SD M STEUBENVILLE
BLOCMVILLE SENECA NATL BLOOMVILLE
BLUE ASH HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
BLUFFTON ALLEN NATL BLUFFTON
BOTKINS SHELBY NATL BOTKINS
BOWERSVILLE GREENE NATL BOWERSVILLE
BOWLING GREEN WOOD ADJ 11/61 BOWLING GREEN
BRATENAHL CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
BRECKSVILLE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALLWIN
BRICE FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
BRIDGEPORT BELMONT ADJ 2/78 BRIDGEPORT
BROADVIEW HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
BROOK PARK CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
BROOKFIELD TRUMBULL CONS TRUMBULL C0-B800KFIELD SHENANQO VALLEY WATER 00
BROOKLYN CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BA1XWIN
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
BROOKSIDE VILLAGE BELMONT ADJ 2/78 BRIDGEPORT
BROOKVILLE MONTGOMERY CONS BROOKVILLE DAYTON-OTEAWA
BRUNSWICK MEDINA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
BRYAN WILLIAMS NATL BRYAN
BUCHTEL ATHENS ADJ 2/72 NELSONVILLE
BUCKEYE LAKE LICKING NATL BUCKEYE LAKE PARK 00
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
BUCYRUS CRAWFORD ADJ 7/73 BUCYRUS
CADIZ HARRISON ADJ 6/75 CADIZ
CAMBRIDGE GUERNSEY ALU 11/70 CAMBRIDGE
CAMPBELL MAHONING ADJ 1/74 CAMPBELL
CANAL WINCHESTER FRANKLIN ADJ 2/81 CANAL WINCHESTER
CANFIELD MAHONING OONS CANFIELD MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST
CANTON (PART) STARK ADJ 3/84 CANTON NE
CANTON (PART) STARK ADJ 3/84 CANTON NW
CANTON (PART) STARK ADJ 3/84 CANTON SUGAROREEK
CARDINGTON M3RROW NATL CARDINGTON
CARROLL FAIRFIELD NATL CARROLL
CARROLLTON CARROLL ADJ 9/74 CARROLLTON
CEDARVILLE GREENE ADJ 9/81 CEDARVILLE
CENTERBURG KNOX NATL ŒNIERBURG
CHARDON GEAUGA ADJ 4/84 CHARDON
CHERRY FORK VILLAGE ADAMS ADJ 10/70 ADAMS 00 WAIER COMPANY
CHEVIOT HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
CHILLI OOOHE ROSS ADJ 12/69 CHILLI OOIHE
CHRISTIANBURG CHAMPAIGN NATL CHRISTIANBURG
CINCINNATI HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALI FORNIA
CIRCLEVILLE PICKAWAY ADJ 11/72 CIRCLEVILLE
CLARKSBURG ROSS NATL CLARKSBURG
CLAYTON MONTOQMERY ADJ 3/77 DAYION-MIAMI
CLEVELAND CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA cons CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
CLYDE SANDUSKY ADJ 12/73 CLYDE
C0LDWA3ER MERCER NAIL COLDWATER
OOLLMBIANA OOLLMBIANA ADJ 12/73 OOLLMBIANA
COLUMBUS FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLLMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
COLUMBUS GROVE PUTNAM NATL OOLUMBUS GROVE
CONNEAUT ASHTABULA ADJ 11/76 OONNEAUT
CONTINENTAL PITMAM NATL CONTINENTAL
CONVOY VAN WERT NATL CONVOY
GOOLVILLE ATHENS OCHS GOOLVILLE
CORNING PERRY CONS CORNING
CORTLAND TRUMBULL ADJ 5/83 CORTLAND
COSHOCTON COSHOCTON ADJ 10/74 COSHOCTON
CRIDERSVILLE AUGLAIZE NATL CRIDERSVILLE
CBDOKSVILLE PERRY ADJ 6/85 CRQOKSVILLE
CUYAHOGA FALLS SIMUTT ADJ 1/84 CUYAHOGA FALLS
CUYAHOGA HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 QEVELANCHBALDWIN
DAYTON hONTOOMERY ADJ 3/77 DAYTON-MIAMI
DE GRAFF LOGAN NATL DE GRAFF
DEER PARK HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNA31-CALIF0RNIA
DEFIANCE DEFIANCE ADJ 4/64 DEFIANCE
DELPHOS ALLEN NATL DELPHOS
DESHLER HENRY NAIL DESHLER
DUBLIN FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
UIPPER PLAINS-ŒESTER WD 
OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
OHIO
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
DUNKIRK HARDIN NAIL DUNKIRK
EAST CANTON STARK CONS EAST CANTON CANTON NE
EAST CLEVELAND CUYAHOGA CONS EAST CLEVELAND CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
EAST LIVERPOOL GOIiWBLANA ADJ 12/81 EAST LIVERPOOL
EAST PALESTINE COLUMBIANA ADJ 8/72 EAST PALESTINE
EATON PREBLE NAIL EATON
EBON WILLIAMS NATL EDON
ELDORADO PREBLE NATL ELDORADO
ELIDA ALLEN CONS ELIÜA LIMA
ELMORE OTTAWA NATL ELMORE
ELMWOOD PLACE HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIPORNIA
ELYRIA LORAIN ADJ 5/54 ELYRIA
EMPIRE JEFFERSON CONS JEFFERSON GO SD M STEUBENVILLE
ENGLEWOOD MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/73 ENGLEWOOD
ENON CLARK ADJ 10/84 ENON
EUCLID CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
EVENDALE HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
FAIRFAX HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIPORNIA
FAIRFIELD (PART) BUTLER ADJ 10/70 FAIRFIELD-LIME SODA PLANT!'
FAIRFIELD (PART) BUTLER ADJ 10/84 FAIRFIELD CO WATER DIST
FAIRFIELD (PART) BUTLER ADJ 10/70 FAIRFIELD-ION EXCHANGE PLT
FAIRPORT HARBOR LAKE ADJ 10/64 FAIRPORT HARBOR
FAIRVIEW PARK CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
FARMERSVILLE MONTGOMERY NATL FARMERSVILLE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FAYETTE FULTON ADJ 1/83 FAYETTE
FINDLAY HANCOCK ADJ 4/57 FINDLAY
FLETCHER MIAMI NATL FLETXHER
FLORIDA HENRY OONS FLORIDA NAPOLEON
FOREST PARK HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
PORT LARAMIE SHELBY NAIL PORT LARAMIE
FORT RECOVERY MERCER NATL EORT RECOVERY
PORT SHAWNEE (PART) ALLEN NAIL PORT SHAWNEE HIGHLAND GREEN
POSTORIA SENECA ADJ 2/74 POSTORIA
FRANKLIN WARREN ADJ 6/72 FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN FURNACE SCIOTO CONS SCIOTO WAIER-FRANKUN FURNACEPORTSMQOTH
FREMONT SANDUSKY ADJ 6/71 FREMONT
FULTONHAM VILLAGE MUSiGNGHAM ADJ 10/83 MAYSVILLE REG WATER
GAHANNA FRANKLIN OONS GAHANNA 00LUMBUS-M3RSE ROAD
GALLIPOLIS GALLIA ADJ 11/65 GALLIPOLIS
GARFIELD HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
GATES MILLS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 Cl EVELAND-BALDW1N
GENEVA ASHTABULA ADJ 5/72 OHIO WATER SERV-LEE DIST
GENOA OTTAWA OONS OTTAWA 00-GENQA AREA OREGON
GEORGETOWN BROWN ADJ 11/61 GEORGETOWN
GETTYSBURG DARKE NATL GETTYSBURG
GIBSONBURG SANDUSKY NAIL GIBSONBURG
GIRARD TRUMBULL OONS GIRARD MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST
GLANDORF PUINAM OONS GLANDORF OTTAWA
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; SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
GLENDALE HAMILTON ADJ 12/52 GLENDALE
GLENWILLOW CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
GLOUSTER A3HENS CONS GLOUSTER ano  DNR-BURR OAK
GOLF MANOR HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNA3T-CALIP0RNIA.
GRAFTON LORAIN ADJ 3/82 GRAFTON
(SAND RAPIDS LUCAS ADJ 11/82 GRAND RAPIDS
GRANDVIEW HEIGHTS FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOUJMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
GRANVILLE LICKING ADJ 12/71 GRANVILLE
(SAITS PREBLE NAIL GRATIS
GREEN MEADOWS (PART) CLARK CONS CLARK 00 GREEN MEADOWS #1 ENON
GREEN MEADOWS (PART) CLARK OONS CLARK 00 GREEN MEADOWS #2 ENON
GREEN SPRINGS SENECA NAIL GREEN SPRINGS
GREENHILLS HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIPORNIA
GROVE CITY FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOUJMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
(SOVEPORT FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOUJMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
HAMDEN VINTON OONS HAMDEN WELLSTON
HAMILTON (PART) BUTLER ADJ 12/53 HAMILTON-SOUTH PLANT
HAMILTON (PART) BUTLER ADJ 12/53 HAMILTON-NORTH PLANT
HAMLER HENRY NAIL HAMLER
HAhMERSVTLLE BROWN OONS HAWERSVILLE GEORGETOWN
HANGING ROCK VILLAGE LAWRENCE ADJ 4/53 IRONTON
HARRISON HAMILTON ADJ 9/84 HARRISON
HARRISVILLE VILLAGE HARRISON OONS 1RI-OOUN1Y WIR AU1H MARTINS FERRY
HEATH LICKING ADJ 2/71 HEATH
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HEBRON LICKING ADJ 12/82 HEBRON
HEMLOCK VILLAGE PERRY OONS SO PERRY (»-HEMLOCK OHO DNR-BURR OAK
HICKSVILLE DEFIANCE NAIL HICKSVILLE
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 QEVELAND-BALDWIN
HILLIARD FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLLMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
HILLSBORO HIGHLAND ADJ 6/74 HILLSBORO
HOLGATE HENRY NAIL HOLGATE
HOLLAND LUCAS ADJ 4/55 TOLEDO
HUBBARD TRUMBULL ADJ 1/72 HUBBARD
HUBER HEIGHTS MONTGOMERY ADJ 3/74 OHIO SUBURBAN-HUBER HEIGHTS
HUBER RIDGE FRANKLIN ADJ 10/71 OHIO UHLS-HUBER RIDGE
HUDSON SUBMIT CONS SIM4IT CO-HUDSON IWP AKRON
HUDSON SUMMIT ADJ 11/69 HUDSON
HUNTING VALLEY CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
HURON ERIE ADJ 7/56 HURON
INDEPENDENCE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
IRONDALE JEFFERSON OONS IRONDALE JEFFERSON 00 SD M
IRONTCN LAWRENCE ADJ 4/53 IRONTON
IRONTON (PART) LAWRENCE OONS HECLA WTR ASSOC IRONTON IRONTON
JACKSON JACK90N ADJ 12/57 JACKSON
JACKSONVILLE A3HENS OONS JACKSONVILLE OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
JAMESTOWN GREENE NAIL JAMESTOWN
JEFFERSONVILLE FAYETTE NAIL JEFFERSONVILLE
JERUSALEM VILLAGE MONROE ADJ 12/82 SWITZERLAND OF OHIO WD
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
OHIO
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
JUNCTION CITY PERRY ADJ 6/76 JUNCTION CITY
KALIDA PUTNAM NATL KALIDA
KENT PORTAGE ADJ 9/71 KENT
KENTON HARDIN NATL KENTOI
KETTLERSVILLE SHELBY NATL KETTLERSVILLE WELL ASSOC
KINGSTON ROSS NATL KINGSTON
LA RUE MARION NATL LA RUE
LAGRANGE LORAIN ADJ 9/81 LAGRANGE
LAKE DARBY FRANKLIN NAIL OHIO UTILS-LAKE DARBY
LAKEVIEW LOGAN NATL LAKEVIEW
LAKEWOOD CUYAHOGA CONS LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
LAURA MIAMI NATL LAURA
LAWRENCEVILLE CLARK NAIL LAWRENCEVILLE
T KERRI MC HIGHLAND NATL LEESBURG
LEIPSIC PWNAM NATL LEIPSIC
LEWISVILLE MONROE CONS MONROE WATER DIST-WEST WOODSFIELD
LIBERTY CENTER HENRY OONS LIBERTY CENTER NAPOLEON
LIMA ALLEN ADJ 6/71 LIMA
LINCOLN HEIGHTS HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
LINDSEY SANDUSKY NATL LINDSEY
LTNNQALE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
LODI MEDINA ADJ 7/81 LODI
LOGAN HOCKING ADJ 6/63 LOGAN
LONDON MADISON NATL LONDON
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
LORAIN LORAIN ADJ 11/55 LORAIN
LORDSTOWN TRUMBULL CONS LORDSTOWN NEWTON FALLS
LORE CITY VILLAGE GUERNSEY CONS GUERNSEY 00 SAN DIST 6 CAMBRIDGE
LOUISVILLE STARK ADJ 9/77 LOUISVILLE
LOVELAND CLERMONT ADJ 1/78 LOVELAND
LYNCHBURG HIGHLAND ADJ 9/71 HIGHLAND 00 WATER 00
LYNDHURST CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BAIXWIN
LYONS FULTON OONS LYONS WAUSEON
MACEDONIA sumitt ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
MADERIA HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
MADISON LAKE ADJ 5/72 OHIO Wffi SERV-MADISON
MAPLE HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
MARBLE CLIFF FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
MARI EMM1 HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIPORNIA
MARIETTA WASHINGTON ADJ 8/62 MARIETTA
MARION MARION ADJ 11/71 OHIO-AMER, MARION
MARTINS FERRY BELMONT ADJ 8/52 MARTINS FERRY
MARYSVILLE UNION ADJ 3/74 OHIO WTR SERV-MARYSVILLE
MASON WARREN ADJ 8/80 MASON
MASSILLON STARK ADJ 7/71 OHIO WIR SERV-MASSILLON
MASURY TRUMBULL OONS MASURY WATER COMPANY SHENANGO VALLEY WATER 00
MALMEE LUCAS OONS MAUMEE TOLEDO
MAYFIELD HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
MAYFIELD VILLAGE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MCDONALD TRUMBULL CONS MCDONALD MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST
MOGUFFY HARDIN NATL MOGUFFY
MECHANICSBURG CHAMPAIGN ADJ 4/84 MECHANICSBURG
MEDINA MEDINA ADJ 12/53 MEDINA
MENDON MERCER NATL MENDON
MENTOR LAKE ADJ 3/68 OHIO WIR SERV-LEW DISTRICT
MIAMI SBURG MONTGOMERY ADJ 2/72 MIAMISBURG
MIDDLE POINT VAN WERT NATL MIDDLE POINT
MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
MIDDLEFIELD GEAUGA ADJ 9/81 MIDDLEFIELD
MILFORD CLERMONT ADJ 9/82 MILFXM)
MILFXM) CENTER UNION NATL MILFXM) CENTER
MILLERSPORT FAIRFIELD NATL Kellersport
MINERVA PARK FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 COLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
MINGO JUNCTION JEFFERSON ADJ 9/77 MINGO JUNCTION
MINSTER AUGLAIZE NAIL MINSTER
MONTGOMERY HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALJPORNIA
MORAINE MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/83 MONTGOMERY OO-GREAIER MORAINE
MORELAND HILLS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
MORRISTOWN BELMONT OONS MORRISTOWN BELMONT 00 SAN DIST 3
MOUNT BLANCHARD HANCOCK NATL MOUNT BLANCHARD
MOUNT GILEAD MORROW NATL MOUNT GILEAD
MOUNT HEALTHY HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
MOUNT ORAB BROWN ADJ 9/81 MOUNT ORAB
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
OHIO
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MDUNT STERLING MADISON NATL MOUNT STERLING
MOUNT VICTORY HARDIN NATL MOUNT VICTORY
MUNROE FALLS SLMiTT OONS MUNROE FALLS CUYAHOGA FALLS
MURRAY CITY HOCKING CONS MURRAY CITY OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
NAPOLEON HENRY ADJ 9/71 NAPOLEON
NELSONVILLE ATHENS ADJ 2/72 NELSONVILLE
NEVADA WYANDOT NATL NEVADA
NEW ALEXANDRIA JEFFERSON OONS JEFFERSON 00 SD M STEUBENVILLE
NEW ATHENS HARRISON CONS NEW ATHENS BELMONT 00 SAN DIST
NEW BOSTON SCIOTO ADJ 1/53 PORTSMXJffl
NEW BREMEN AUGLAIZE NATL NEW BREMEN
NEW GONOORD MUSKINGUM ADJ 3/75 NEW OONOORD
NEW HOLLAND PICKAWAY NATL NEW HOLLAND
NEW LEBANON M3HGCMERY NATL NEW LEBANON
NEW LEXINGTON PERRY ADJ 6/75 NEW LEXINGTON
NEW STRAITSVILLE (PART) PERRY OONS NEW STRAITSVILLE SYSTEM #1 OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
NEW STRAITSVILLE (PART) PERRY OONS NEW STRAITSVILLE SYSTEM #2 OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
NEW VIENNA CLINTON NATL NEW VIENNA
NEWARK LICKING ADJ 5/57 NEWARK
NEWBURGH HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
NEWOCMERSTOWN TUSCARAWAS ADJ 3/83 NEWOCMERSTOWN
NEWTON FALLS TRLMBULL ADJ 1/74 NEWTON FALLS
NEWTOWN HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
NEY DEFIANCE NATL NEY
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
NILES TRUMBULL CONS NILES MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST
NORTH BALTIMORE LUCAS ADJ 2/85 NORTH BALTIMORE
NORTH CANTON STARK ADJ 11/74 NORTH CANTON
NORTH COLLEGE HILL HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIEORNIA
NORTH HAMPTON CLARK NATL NORTH HAMPTON
NORTH LEMISBURG CHAMPAIGN NAIL NORTH LEWISBURG
NORTH OLMSTED CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
NORTH RANDALL CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
NORTH RIDGEVILLE LORAIN CONS NORTH RIDGEVILLE ELYRIA
NORTH ROYALTON CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
NORTHFIELD SU'tCT ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
NORTHRIDGE CLARK ADJ 2/79 CLARK 00 NORTHRIDGE SWD 1
NORTHRIDGE MONTGOMERY CONS MONTGOMERY OCHJORTHRIDGE DAYTON-OfTIAWA
NORWALK HURON ADJ 11/71 NORWALK
NORWICH MUSKINGUM ADJ 11/82 EAST MUSKINGUM WA
NORWOOD HAMILTON OONS NORWOOD CINCINNATT-BOLTON
OAK HARBOR OTTAWA CONS OAK HARBOR PORT CLINTON
OAK HILL JACKSON ADJ 3/75 OAK HILL
QAKWOOD CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 QEVELAND-BALDWIN
QAKMDOD PAULDING NATL QAKWOOD
(BERLIN LORAIN ADJ 3/54 OBERUN
OHIO CITY VAN WERT NAIL OHIO CITY
OLMSTED FALLS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
ONTARIO RICHLAND ADJ 9/85 ONTARIO
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ORANGE VILLAGE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
OREGON LUCAS ADJ 12/55 OREGON
ORVILLE WAYNE ADJ A/58 ORVTLLE
OTTAWA PUTNAM ADJ 12/85 OTTAWA
OTTAWA HTTIfi LUCAS ADJ A/55 TOLEDO
OTTOVILLE PUTNAM NATL OITOVILLE
OTWAY VILLAGE SCIOTO CONS NORTHWEST WATER SYSTEM SCIOTO 00 REG ALTIH
PAINESVILLE LAKE ADJ 9/70 PAINESVILLE
PANDORA PUTNAM NATL PANDORA
PARK LAYNE CLARK ADJ 10/82 CLARK 00-PARK LAYNE
PARMA CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
PARMA HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
PATASKALA LICKING NATL PATASKALA
PAYNE PAULDING NATL PAYNE
PEEBLES ADAMS OONS PEEBLES ADAMS 00 WATER COMPANY
PEPPER PIKE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
PERRY LAKE OONS OHIO Wffi SERV-PERRY LAKE 00 E WATER SUB DIST
PERRYSBURG woe® OONS PERRYSBURG TOLEDO
PETmSVILLE WATER WORKS FULTON NATL PETTI SVILLE WATER WORKS
PICXERINCTON FAIRFIELD ADJ 7/81 PICKERINGTON
PIONEER WILLIAMS NATL PIONEER
PIQUA MIAMI ADJ 6/77 PIQUA
PLAIN CITY MADISON NATL PLAIN CITY
PLYMOUTH RICHLAND OONS PLYMOUTH WILLARD
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
OHIO
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PORT CLINTON OTTAWA ADJ 1/85 PORT CLINTON
PORTSMOUTH SCIOTO ADJ 1/53 PORTSMOUTH
POWHATAN POINT BEttCNT ADJ 5/84 POWHATAN POINT
RARDEN VILLAGE SCIOTO CONS NORTHWEST WATER SYSTEM SCIOTO CO REG AUTH
RAVENNA PORTAGE ADJ 12/72 RAVENNA
RAMSON HANCOCK NATL RAWSON
READING HAMILTON ADJ 9/78 READING
RENDVILLE PERRY CONS RENDVILLE OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
RENDVILLE PERRY CONS CORNING OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
REPUBLIC SENECA NAIL REPUBLIC
REYNOLDSBURG FRANKLIN CONS REYNOLDSBURG OOLUMBUS-MORSE ROAD
RICHMOND HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
RIO GRANDE GALLIA ADJ 4/75 RIO GRANDE
RITIMAN WAYNE ADJ 12/79 RITIMAN
RIVERSIDE MONTGOMERY CONS MONTGOMERY 00-RIVERSIDE DAYTON-OTTAWA
ROCXFXM) MERCER NATL ROCKFORD
ROCKY RIVER CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
ROME VILLAGE ADAMS ADJ 10/70 ADAMS 00 WATER OOMPANY
ROSSPORD woe» ADJ 4/55 TOLEDO
RUSHSYLVANIA LOGAN NAIL RUSHSYLVANIA
SABINA CLINTON NAIL SABINA
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE BELMONT ADJ 11/69 SAINT CLAIRSVILLE
SAINT HENRY MERCER NAIL SAINT HENRY
SAINT PARIS CHAMPAIGN NATL SAINT PARIS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SALEM COLUMBIANA ADJ 12/57 SALEM
SANDUSKY ERIE ADJ 3/71 SANDUSKY
SEAMAN ADAMS OONS SEAMAN ADAMS 00 WATER COMPANY
SEBRING MAHONING ADJ 8/76 SEBRING
SENECAVILLE GUERNSEY OONS GUERNSEY 00 SAN DIST 6 CAMBRIDGE
SEVEN HILLS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
SHADYSIDE BEUENT ADJ 11/71 SHADYSIDE
SHAKER HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
SHARONVILLE HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
SHAWNEE PERRY OONS SHAWNEE OHIO DNR-BURR OAK
SHEFFIELD LORAIN OONS SHEFFIELD AVON LAKE
SHEFFIELD LAKE LORAIN OONS SHEFFIELD LAKE AVON LAKE
SHEFFIELD LAKE LORAIN ADJ 11/55 LORAIN
SHELBY RICHLAND ADJ 2/77 SHELBY
SHERWOOD DEFIANCE NAIL SHERWOOD
SIDNEY SHELBY ADJ 3/71 SIDNEY
SILVER LAKE Sll'MIT CONS SILVER LAKE CUYAHOGA FALLS
SILVERTON HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 Cl NCINNAH -CALI EORNIA
SOLON CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
SOMERSET KERRY ADJ 5/83 SOMERSET
SOUTH CHARLESTOWN CLARK NAIL SOUTH CHARLESTOWN
SOUTH EUCLID CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
SOUTH VIENNA CLARK NATL SOUTH VIENNA
SOUTH WEBSTER SCIOTO ADJ 8/72 SCIOTO 00 REG AUTH
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SPENCERVILLE ALLEN NAIL SPENCERVILLE
SPRINGDALE HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
ST. BERNARD HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
STAFFORD MONROE OONS MONROE WATER DIST-WEST WOODSFIELD
STEUBENVILLE JEFFERS«] ADJ 3/69 STEUBENVILLE
STOCKPORT MORGAN ADJ 3/75 STOCKPORT
STOW SLH'HT CONS SUMMIT OO-STOW SERV AREA AKRON
STREETSBORO PORTAGE ADJ 8/76 PORTAGE 00 SHALERSVILLE
STREETSBORO PORTAGE CONS STREETSBORO PORTAGE GO SHALERSVILLE
STRONGSVILLE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
STROTHERS MAHCNING ADJ 9/71 OHIO MIR SERV-STROTHERS
STRYKER WILLIAMS NATL STRYKER
SUNBURY DELAWARE ADJ 12/68 SUNBURY
SYCAMORE WYANDOT NATL SYCAMORE
SYLVANIA LUCAS OONS SYLVANIA TOLEDO
TALLMADGE SUM4IT CONS TALLMADGE AKRON
TERRACE PARK HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CINCINNATI-CALIFORNIA
THURSTON FAIRFIELD OONS THURSTON BALTIMORE
TIFFIN SENECA ADJ 11/66 OHIO-AMER, TIFFIN
TOLEDO LUCAS ADJ 4/55 TOLEDO
TONTOGANY WOOD OONS TONIOGANY BOWLING GREEN
toromid JEFFERSON ADJ 1/71 TORONTO
TRENTON BUTLER ADJ 7/72 TRENTON
TRIMBLE ATHENS OONS TRIMBLE OHIO UNR-BURR OAK
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OHIO
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
TR0TO00D MONTGOMERY CONS TR0IWOOD DAYTON-OŒT'AWA
TWINSBURG SLH*HT ADJ 7/56 CLEVELANEHRALDWIN
UNION M3MTQCMERY ADJ 9/85 UNION
union c m DARKE NATL UNION CITY
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
UPPER ARLINGTON FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
UPPER SANDUSKY WYANDOT ADJ 6/63 UPPER SANDUSKY
URBANCREST FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
VALLEY VIEW CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
VAN WERT VAN WERT ADJ 8/72 VAN WERT
VANDALIA MONTGOMERY CONS VANDALIA DAYTON-MEAMI
VERMILLION FREE ADJ 4/59 VERMILLION
VERONA PREBLE NATL VERONA
VINTON GALLIA CONS VINTON GALLIA 00 RURAL WATER
WADSWORTH MEDINA ADJ 12/64 WADSWORTH
WAKEMAN HURON ADJ 9/85 WAKEMAN
WALBRIDGE wot» ADJ 4/55 TOLEDO
WALTON HILLS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
WAPAKDNETA AUGLAIZE NATL WAPAKDNETA
WARREN TR1MBULL ADJ 11/70 WARREN
WARRENVTLLE HEIGHTS CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
WA3HINGTONVILLE OOLUMBIANA/MAHCMENG NATL WASHINGTONVILLE
WAIERVILLE LUCAS ADJ 6/62 WAIERVILLE
WAUSEDN FULTON ADJ 10/80 WAUSEDN
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
WAVFRLY CITY PIKE ADJ 12/71 WAVERLY
WAYNE WOOD NATL WAYNE
WAYNESFIELD AUGLAIZE NATL WAYNESFIELD
WELLINGTON LORAIN ADJ 8/68 WELLINGTON
WELLSTON JACKSON ADJ 5/61 WELLSTON
WELLSVILLE GOUWBIANA ADJ 12/84 WELLSVILLE
WEST ALEXANDRIA PREBLE NATL WEST ALEXANDRIA
WEST CARROLLTON MONTGOMERY ADJ /73 WEST CARROLLTON
WEST MANCHESTER PREBLE NATL WEST MANCHESTER
WEST MANSFIELD LOGAN NATL WEST MANSFIELD
WEST MILTON MIAMI ADJ 8/81 WEST MILT»I
WEST UNION ADAMS CONS WEST UNION ADAMS CO WAIER COMPANY
WEST UNITY WILLIAMS NATL WEST UNITY
WESTERVILLE FRANKLIN ADJ 6/51 WESTERVILLE
WESTLAKE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
WESTON WOOD ADJ 8/85 WESTON
WHEELERSBURG SCIOTO CONS SCIOTO WATER-WHEELERSBURG PORTSMOUIH
WHITEHALL FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLÜMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
WHITEHOUSE LUCAS NATL WHITEHOUSE
WILLARD HURON ADJ 7/72 WILLARD
WILLIAMSBURG CLERMONT ADJ 10/84 WILLIAMSBURG
WILLIAMSPORT RICKAWAY ADJ 3/83 WILLIAMSPORT
WILSON VILLAGE MONROE ADJ 12/81 SWITZERLAND OF OHIO WD
WINCHESTER ADAMS OONS WINCHESTER ADAMS CO WATER COMPANY
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
WMTERSVTLLE JEMKfcKSON CONS WINTERSVILLE STEUBENVILLE
WOODLAWN HAMILTON ADJ 1/79 CBKMlAn-CALIPORNIA
WOOCMERE CUYAHOGA ADJ 7/56 CLEVELAND-BALDWIN
WOODSFIELD MONROE ADJ 4/75 WOODSFIELD
WORTHINCTON FRANKLIN ADJ 1/73 OOLUMBUS-DUBLIN ROAD
WYOMING HAMILTON ADJ 8/53 WYOMING
YELLOW SPRINGS GREENE ADJ 12/59 YELLOW SPRINGS
YOUNGSTOWN MAHONING CONS YOUNGSTOWN MAHONING VALLEY SAN DIST
ZANESVILLE MUSKINGUM ADJ 10/70 ZANESVILLE
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OKLAHOMA
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
AM PONTOTOC ADJ /57 AM
AFTON OTTAWA NATL AFTON
ALDERSON PITTSBURG CONS ALDERSON RWD 6 MC ALESTER
ALDERSON PITTSBURG ADJ /81 PCWA-ADAMSON
ALTUS JACKSON ADJ 10/83 ALTUS
AREMQRE CARTER ADJ /82 ARDMDRE
ATOKA ATOKA ADJ /82 ATOKA
BARTLESVILLE WASHINGTON ADJ /65 BARTLESVILLE
BENNINGTON BRYAN NATL BENNINGTON RWD
BIXBY TULSA /  WAGONER ADJ /82 BIXBY
BLUEJACKET CRAIG NATL BLUEJACKET
BOISE CITY CIMARRON NATL BOISE CITY
BOKCHITO BRYAN NATL BOKCHITO
BOKOSHE LE FLORE CONS BQKOSHE POTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUTH
BOWLEGS (PART) SEMINOLE NATL BOWLEGS LIMA WATER DISTRICT
BOWLEGS (PART) SEMINOLE NATL BOWLEGS WATER WORKS
CACHE (PART) OCMANCHE NATL CACHE
CAUJMET CANADIAN NATL CAUMST
CAMERON LE FLORE CONS CAMERON PWA POTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUTEH
CATOOSA ROGERS OQNS CATOOSA TULSA
CHANDLER LINCOLN ADJ /83 CHANDLER
CHEOOTAH MCINTOSH ADJ 10/85 CHEOOEAH
OttCKASHA GRADY ADJ 3/85 CHICKASHA
CLINTON CUSTER ADJ /82 CLINTON
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O K L A H O M A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
OQALGATE COAL ADJ /82 OQALGATE
COLLINSVILLE ROGERS / TULSA ADJ ¡15 COLLINSVILLE
OOWLLNGTON LE FLORE CONS NW WATER ASSN POTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUTH
CROWDER PITTSBURG ADJ 1/82 CROWDER
CUSHING PAYNE ADJ /78 CUSHING
DEER CREEK OKLAHOMA NATL DEER CREEK WA3ER OORP
DEL CITY OKLAHOMA ADJ /73 DEL CITY
DEVOL COTTON NATL DEVOL
DEWEY WASHINGTON CONS DEWEY BARTLESVILLE
DRUM**© GARFIELD CONS DRUMOJD ENID
DRUMWRIGHT CKEEX ADJ /84 DRUMWRIGHT
DURANT BRYAN ADJ /58 DURANT
EDMOND OKLAHOMA NATL EBMOND
ELK CITY BECKHAM ADJ 12/84 ELK CITY
ENID (PART) GARFIELD ADJ /67 ENID
ENID (PART) GARFIELD ADJ /67 ENID #2
EUFAULA MCINTOSH ADJ 1/83 EUFAULA
FAIRLAND OTTAWA NATL FAIRLAND
FAIRVIEW MAJOR ADJ /67 FAIRVIEW
FX3RT GIBSON MUSKOGEE ADJ /85 FORT GIBSON
PORT SILL OCMANCHE 003 PORT SILL LAWK»}
FRANCIS PONTOTOC NAIL FRANCIS
GERCNIMD COMANCHE NATL GERONIMO
QOODWELL TEXAS NATL QOODWELL
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O K L A H O M A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
GLTIHRIE LOGAN ADJ /52 GUMHE
GUYMAN TEXAS NATL GUYMAN
HAIUEYVILLE PITTSBURG ADJ /81 PCWA-ADAMSON
HEAVENER LE FLORE ADJ 12/81 HEAVENER
HOLDENVILLE HUGHES ADJ 10/83 HOLDENVILLE
HOOKER TEXAS NAIL HOOKER
IDABEL MCCURTAIN ADJ /78 IDABEL
INDIAHCMA COMANCHE NAIL INDIAHQMA
JENKS TULSA OONS JENKS UJLSA
JET ALFALFA NATL JET
KANSAS DELAWARE NATL KANSAS PWA
KEYES CIMARRON NATL KEYES
KINGFISHER KINGFISHER ADJ /55 KINGFISHER
KINGSTON MARSHALL NAIL KINGSTON
KIOWA PITTSBURG ADJ /81 KIOWA
KREBS PITTSBURG ADJ /81 KREBS
LAVERNE HARPER NATL LAVERNE
LAWTON COMANCHE ADJ /7 i u m m
LINDSAY GARVIN ADJ /85 LINDSAY
LOGO STEPHENS NAIL IOCD RWD 4
MADILL MARSHALL ADJ /71 MADILL
MANNPORD CREEK ADJ /75 MANNPORD
MAUD SEMINOLE NAIL MAUD
MC ALESTER PITTSBURG ADJ /62 MC ALESTER
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
O K L A H O M A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
MC CURTAIN LE FLORE CONS
MEDICINE PARK (PART) OCMANCHE OONS
MEEKER LINCOLN ADJ
MIAMI OTTAWA NAIL







OKLAHOMA CITY (PART) OKLAHCMA ADJ
OKLAHCMA CITY (PART) OKLAHOMA ADJ
OKLAHOMA CITY (PART) OKLAHOMA ADJ
OPTIMA TEXAS NATL
OWASSO TULSA CONS
PANAMA LE FLORE CONS
PAWHUSKA OSAGE ADJ
PERRY NOBLE ADJ
POOOLA LE FLORE OONS
PONCA CITY KAY ADJ
PORTER WAGONER CONS
POTEAU LE FLORE OONS
PRAGUE LINCOLN NA3L
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______________________ ___













/54 OKLAHOMA CITY-OVERHOLSER 
OPTIMA
OWASSO TULSA
PANAMA POTEAU VALLEY IMPV ALTIH
/58 PAWHUSKA
/80 PERRY





POTEAU VALLEY IMPV ALTIH
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O K L A H O M A
COMMUNITY COUNTY . STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
RAMONA WASHINGTON OONS RAMONA BARTLESVILLE
RATCLIFF CITY CARTER NAIL RATCLIFF CITY
RINGLING JEFFERSON NAIL RINGLING
RQFF CITY PONTOTOC NATL RQFF CITY
SALLISAW SE3QUOYAH ADJ /81 SALLISAW
SAND SPRINGS TULSA ADJ /66 SAND SPRINGS
SAPULPA CREEK ADJ /58 SAPULPA
SASAKWA (PART) SEMINOLE ADJ 6/85 SASAKWA
SHAWNEE POTTAWATOMIE ADJ /69 SHAWNEE
SKIATOOK TULSA OONS SKLAIOQK TULSA
SPERRY TULSA OONS SPERRY TULSA
SPIRO (PART) LE FLORE OONS SPIRO EAST RW PCTTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUTH
STIGLER HASKELL ADJ 10/85 SITGLER
STILLWATER PAYNE ADJ /58 STTLLJWAIER
STILWEL ADAIR ADJ 3/85 STTLWEL
STROUD LINCOLN ADJ 1/83 STROUD
SULPHUR MURRAY ADJ 9/85 SULPHUR
TAFT MUSKOGEE OONS TAFT MUSKOGEE
TAHLEQUAH (PART) CHEROKEE ADJ /67 TAHLEQUAH
TALIHINA LE FUDRE ADJ /80 TALIHINA
TECLMSEH POTTAWATOMIE ADJ /74 TECLMSEH
TEXHCMA TEXAS NATL TEXHCMA
TIPTON TILLMAN NATL UPTON
TTSHQMINQO JOHNSTON ADJ /79 TISHOMINGO
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O K L A H O M A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
TULSA TULSA ADJ /53 TULSA
TURLEY TULSA OONS TURLEY TULSA
WAYNOKA WOODS ADJ /80 WAYNOKA
WELLSTON LINCOLN NAIL WELLSTON
WETUMKER HUGHES ADJ /81 WEHMCER
WEWOKA SEMINOLE /  HUGHES ADJ /82 WEWOKA
WILBURTON LAHMER ADJ 12/83 WILBURTON
WILSON CARTER NAIL WILSON
WISTER LE FLORE OONS W1S1ER POTEAU VALLEY IMPV AUIH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ADAMS UMATILLA NATL ADAMS
ADRIAN MAIHEUR NATL ADRIAN
ALBANY LINN ADJ 11/64 ALBANY
ALOHA WASHINGTON ADJ 6/64 WOLF CREEK HWY WD
ASTORIA CLATSOP ADJ 12/52 ASTORIA
AIHENA UMATILLA NATL AIHENA
BOARDMAN MORROW NATL BOARDMAN
CEDAR HILLS WASHINGTON ADJ 6/64 WOLF CREEK HWY WD
CHEHDWim CO-OP WASCO NATL CHEMOWITH CO-OP
OOOS BAY OOOS ADJ 1/57 OOOS BAY-NORTH BEND
OOQUILLE OOOS ADJ 5/54 OOQUILLE
CORVALLIS BEMON ADJ 6/52 CORVALLIS
DALLAS POLK ADJ 9/56 DALLAS
DUFUR WASCO NATL DUFUR
EASTSIDE OOOS ADJ 1/57 COOS BAY-NORTH BEND
ECHO UMATILLA NATL ECHO
FLORENCE LANE ADJ 6/52 FLORENCE
FOREST GROVE WASHINGTON ADJ 10/52 FOREST GROVE:
EOSSIL WHEELER NAIL FOSSIL
GEARHART CLATSOP CONS GEARHART WARRENTON
HEPPNER MDRROW NATL HEPPNER
HERMISTON UMATILLA NATL HERMISTCN
HUNTINGTON BAKER NATL HlMmOON
IRRIQON fCRBOW NATL IRRIQON
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O R E G O N
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JORDAN VALLEY MALHEUR NATL JORDAN VALLEY
KEIZER MARION ADJ 3/83 KEIZER
LAKEVIEW LAKE NATL LAKEVIEW
MCMINNVILLE YAMHILL ADJ 8/61 MCMINNVILLE
MILL CITY MARIO) ADJ 11/64 MILL CITY
M3MXHH POLK ADJ 5/70 tOMOUlH
NEWPORT LINCOLN ADJ 7/62 NEWPORT
NORTH BEND OOOS
/
ADJ 1/57 OOOS BAY-NORTH BEND
NYSSA MALHEUR NATL NYSSA
ONTARIO MALHEUR NATL ONTARIO
SALEM MARION ADJ /53 SALEM
SEASIDE CLATSOP ADJ 6/82 SEASIDE
SENECA GRANT NATL SENECA
SHERIDAN YAMHILL ADJ 2/66 SHERIDAN
SILVEKTON MARION ADJ /72 SILVERTON
STANFIELD UMATILLA NATL STANFIELD
SUBLIMITY MARION ADJ 7/55 SUBLIMITY
SWEET HOME LINN ADJ 7/65 SWEET HOME
UMATILLA LMATILLA NAIL UMATILLA
WARRENTON CLATSOP ADJ 1/56 WARRENTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALLEGHENY TOP WESTMORELAND ADJ 1/58 NEW KENSINGTON MUN AWH
ALIM TOP NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
ALLISON TOP (PART) CLINTON ADJ 4/75 LOCK HAVEN CITY AUTH
AMWELL TOP WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
ANNVILLE TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUTH
ARMAGH TOP MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
ARMSTRONG TOP LYCOMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUTH
ASTON TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
ASTON TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUTH
ATHENS BOROUGH BRADFORD ADJ 8/71 PA WATER-SAYRE DIST
ATHENS TOP BRADFORD ADJ 8/71 PA WATER-SAYRE DIST
AVALON BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
BEALLSVILLE BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 11/72 TRI-COUNTY JOINT MUN AUTH
BEAVER FALLS CITY BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
BEDFORD BOROUGH BEDFORD ADJ 12/64 BEDFORD BOROUGH
BEDFORD TOP BEDFORD ADJ 12/64 BEDFORD BOROUGH
BELLEPOME BOROUGH CENTRE ADJ 8/68 BELLEPONTE BOROUGH
BELLEVUE BOROUGi ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/18 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
BEN AVON BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
BEN AVON HEIGHTS ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
BENNER TOP CENTRE ADJ 8/68 BELLEPONTE BOROUGH
BENZDJGER TOP (PART) ELK ADJ 10/71 ST MARY'S JOINT WATER AUTH
BERN TOP (PART) BERKS CONS BERN TOP WA READING
BETHEL TOP DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR Allffl
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BEMHLfHEM NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
BETHLEHEM TOP (PART) NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
BETHLEHEM TOP (PART) NORTHAMPTON CONS EASTON SURBURBAN WIR AUIH EASTON MUN W W
BIG BEAVER BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
BIRMINGHAM TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUTH
BIRMINGHAM TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUTH
BRACKENRIDGE BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 2/53 BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
BRADDOCK BOROUGH ALLEGHENY CONS BRADDOCK BOROUGH WHiONSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
BRADDOCK HILLS BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
BRADPORDWOODS BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
BRIDGEWATER TOP SUSQUEHANNA ADJ 11/63 KEYSTONE WC-MMROSE DIST
BRISTOL TOP BUCKS ADJ 7/58 LOWER BUCKS COUNTY JOINT MA
BROCKWAY BOROUGH JEFFERSON ADJ 2/74 BROCKWAY MUN WA
BROOK HAVEN BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUTH
BRGOKVILLE BOROUGH JEFFERSON ADJ 9/51 BROOKVILLE MUN W W
BROWN TOP (PART) MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
BUFFALO TOP ALLEGHENY OONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
BULLSKIN TOP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
BURGETTSTOWN BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
BURNHAM BOROUGH MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
CALIFORNIA BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 11/72 TRI-COUNTY JOINT MUN AUIH
CALM TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 3/77 DOWNINGIOWN
CAMBRIA TOP (PART) CAMBRIA ADJ 12/51 EBENSBURG MUN WATER AUIH
CAMBRIDGE SPGS BOROUGH CRAWFORD ADJ 4/61 CAMBRIDGE SPGS WC
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
CAMBRIDGE TOP (PART) CRAWFORD ADJ 4/61 CAMBRIDGE SPGS WC
CAMP HILL BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVER™ CONSOLIDATED WC
CANONSBURG BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
CANTON BOROUGH BRADFORD ADJ 7/57 CANTON BOROUGH AUTH
CANTON TOP (PART) BRADFORD ADJ 7/57 CANTON BOROUGH ALUH
CAMION TOP (PART) washing™ ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
CARLISLE BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/57 CARLISLE BOROUGH
CARROLL TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
CASTANEA TOP CLINTON ADJ LOCK HAVEN MUN ALUH
CATASAUQUA BOROUGH LEHIGH ADJ 2/62 CATASAUQUA M W W
CECIL TOP (PART) WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
CENTERVILLE BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 11/72 TRI-COUNTY JOINT MUN AUIH
CHALFANT BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT ALUH
CHAMBERSBURG BORO (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 12/64 CHAMBERSBURG MUN W W
CHAMBERSBURG BORO (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 3/70 GUILFORD WATER AUTH
CHART! ERS TOP washing™ ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD OT
CHESTER DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUTH
CHESTER HEIGHTS (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
CHESTER HILL BOROUGH CLEARFIELD ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MOSHANNON VAL DIST
CHIPPEWA TOP BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
CHURCHILL BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WI1XINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
CLAIRTON ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MCW-VALLEY DIST
CLARION BOROUGH CLARION ADJ 8/54 WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DIST
CLARION TOP (PART) CLARION CONS STRATTONVl LIE MUN AUIH WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DIST
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CLARION TWP (PART) CLARION ADJ 8/54 WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DIST
CLARKSVILLE BOROUGH ®EENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER ALTIH
CLEARFIELD BOROUGH CLEARFIELD ADJ 12/52 CUEARFIEID MUN ALTIH
CLEONA BOROUGH LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUTH
001.1™ TWP (PART) CENTRE ADJ 8/68 BELLEHME BOROUGH
COLLEGE TOP (PART) CENTRE ADJ STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUDI
CONCORD TOP DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUTH
OONEWAGO TOP (PART) YORK ADJ 4/73 HANOVER MUN WATER ALTIH
OONNELLSVILLE FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
OONNELLSVILLE TOP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CD MA
COPLAY BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON ADJ 3/71 NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA
CORSICA JEFFERSON CONS CORSICA MUN AUTH (JEFFERSON OOÖROOKVILLE MUN W W
CRANBERRY TOP (PART) VENANGO ADJ 7/79 FRANKLIN CITY GENERAL AUTH
CRESSONA BOROUGH SCHUYLKILL ADJ 7/68 SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH
CUMRU TOP (PART) BERKS OONS CUMRU TOP WS SHILLINGTON BOROUGH WIR
CUMRU TOP (PART) BERKS OCMS SHILLINGTON BOROUGH WTR DEPT WESTERN BERKS WA
DALLASTOWN BOROUGH YORK CONS DALLASTOWN-YOE WIR ALTIH RED LION MUN AUTH
DAUGHERTY TOP BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
DAWSON BOROUGH FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
DECATUR TOP CLEARFIELD ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MOSHANNON VAL DIST
DERRY TOP MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTCWN MUN WA
DOUGLAS TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POTTSTOWN MUN W W
DOWNINGTTOWN BOROUGH CHESTER ADJ 3/77 DOWNINGIOWN
DRAVOSBURG BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
DUBOIS CLEARFIELD ADJ 10/65 DUBOIS MUN WATER AUIH
DUBOISTOWN BOROUGH LYOOMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUIH
DUNBAR BOROUGH FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
DUNBAR TWP (PART) GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER AUIH
DUNBAR TOP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 7/53 WESTERN PA WC-UNIONTOWN DIST
DUNBAR TOP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETIE 00 MA
DUQUESNE ALLEGHENY OONS DUQUESNE WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST
EAST ALLEN TOP NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
EAST BETHLEHEM TOP WASHINGTON ADJ 11/72 TRI-COUNTY JOINT MUN AUTH
EAST CALN TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 3/77 DOWNINGTOWN
EAST COVENTRY TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POOTSTOWN MUN W W
EAST DEER TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY OONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACXENRIDGE MUN WW
EAST DEER TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ TAREN1UM MUN WW
EAST HEMPFIELD TOP(PART) LANCASTER ADJ 6/66 EAST HEMPFIELD TWP MA
EAST HEMPFIELD TOP(PART) LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 IANCASTER MUN WA
EAST LAMPETER TOP LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
EAST MCKEESPORT BOROUGH ALLEGHENY OONS EAST MCKEESPORT BOROUGH WILKTNSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
EAST PENNSBORO TOP CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
EAST PIKELAND TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 7/76 PHOENIXVIUJE BOROUGH
EAST PITTSBURGH BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WIIKTNSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
EAST ROCHESTER BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
EASTON NORTHAMPTON ADJ 5/52 EASTON MUN W W
EASTVALE BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
EBENSBURG BOROUGH CAMBRIA ADJ 12/51 EBENSBURG MUN WATER AUTH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
EDGEWOOD BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AL/IH
EDGEWORTH BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ EDGEWORTH BOROUGH MUN AUTH
EDGEWORTH BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/57 SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
EDINBORO BOROUGH ERIE ADJ 8/75 EDINBORO MUN W W
ELIZABETH BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DI ST
ELIZABETH TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
EMSWORTH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
EXEIER TOP BERKS ADJ 5/75 MOUNT PENN BOROUGH WA
FAIRCHANCE BOROUGH FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
FAIRVIEW TOP CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
FALLS TOP BUCKS ADJ 7/58 LOWER BUCKS COUNTY JOINT MA
FÄLLST») BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
FARRELL MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANQO VALLEY WC
FAWN TOP ALLEGHENY OONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN
FERGUSON TOP (PART) CENTRE ADJ STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUTH
FINDLAY TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 4/66 MOON TOWNSHIP MA
FINDLAY TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS WESTERN ALLEGHENY 00 MUN AUTH
FLEETWOOD BOROUGH BERKS ADJ 4/66 FLEETOOOD BOROUGH M W W
FORD CITY BOROUGH ARMSTRONG ADJ 6/51 PORD CITY MUN W W
PORKS TOP NORTHAMPTON OONS EASTON SURBURBAN WTR AUTH EASTON MUN W W
FORREST HILLS BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
FORWARD TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
FOUNTAIN HILL BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
PCK CHAPEL BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 9/60 FOX CHAPEL WATER ALT IH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
POX TWP (PART) ELK ADJ 10/71 ST MARY'S JOINT WATER AUTH
FRANKLIN CITY VENANGO ADJ 7/79 FRANKLIN CITY GENERAL AUTH
FRANKLIN PARK BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
FRANKLIN TWP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
FRAZER TWP ALLEGHENY CONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
FREEDOM BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
FREEMANSBURG NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
FRENCH CREEK TWP VENANGO ADJ 7/79 FRANKLIN CITY GENERAL AUTH
GEORGES TWP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
GERMAN TWP (PART) GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER AUTH
GERMAN TWP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
GLASSPORT BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
GLENDON BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON CONS EAST») SURBURBAN WTR AUIH EASTON MUN W W
GLENFIELD BORQUCH (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS GLENFIELD BOROUQi WC ALLEPO TWP (PART)
GLENFIELD BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS ALLEPO TWP (PART) SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
GLENFIELD BOROUGH (PART) ALLECMNY OHS ALLEPO TWP (PART) WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
GRANVILLE TWP (PART) MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
GREEN HILLS BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
GREENE TWP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 12/64 CHAMBERSBURG MUN W W
GREENE TWP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 3/70 GUILFORD WATER AUTH
GREENVILLE BOROUGH MERCER ADJ 7/59 GREENVILLE MUN WA
GUILFORD TWP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 12/64 CHAMBERSBURG MUN W W
GUILFORD TWP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 3/70 GUILFORD WATER AUIH
HAMILTON TWP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 12/64 CHAMBERSBURG MUN W W
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HAMPDEN TOP CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
HAMPTON TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH
HAMPTON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS HAMPTON TOP MUN AUTH WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
HANOVER BOROUGH YORK ADJ 4/73 HANOVER MUN WATER AlHH
HANOVER TOP (PART) NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
HARMAN TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 9/60 POX CHAPEL WATER AUTH
HARMAR TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKMONT MA
HARRIS TOP (PART) CENTRE ADJ STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUTH
HARRISBURG DAUPHIN ADJ 9/72 HARRISBURG MUN W W
HARRISON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
HARRISON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 11/52 CLEARVIEW WSC
HARRISON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS HARRISON TOP AMU CLEARVIEW WSC
HAYSVILLÈ BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/57 SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
HEMPFIELD TOP MERCER ADJ 7/59 GREENVILLE MUN WA
HENDERSON TOP HUNTINGDON ADJ 1/74 HUNTINGDON W W
HERMITAGE MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANGO VALLEY WC
HICKORY TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANGO VALLEY WC
HICKORY TOP (PART) LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
HOMESTEAD BOROUGH ALLEGHENY CONS HCMESTEAD MUN WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU
HOMEWOOD BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
HORTON TOP JEFFERSON ADJ 2/74 BROCKWAY MUN WA
HOUSTON BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
HUNTINGDON BOROUGH HUNTINGDON ADJ 1/74 HUNTINGDON W W
INDIANA BOROUGH INDIANA ADJ 10/57 WESTERN PA WC-INDIANA DIST
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
INDIANA TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 9/60 Em CHAPEL WATER AUTH
INDIANA TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKMONT MA
INDIANA TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS HAMPTON TOP MUN AUTH WEST VIEW
JACKSON TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/68 MYERSTOWN WATER Aim
JAY TOP (PART) ELK ADJ 10/71 ST MARY'S JOINT WATER AUIH
JEFFERSON BOROUGH (PART) GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER ALJIH
JEFFERSON BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
JEFFERSON TOP (PART) SOMERSET ADJ 9/57 SOMERSET MUN WATER WORKS
JEFFERSON TOP (PART) GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATiR AUIH
JONESTOWN BOROUGH LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUTH
JUNIATA TEKRATE BOROUGH MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
KANE BOROUGH MCKEAN ADJ 3/60 WESTERN PA WC-KANE DIST
KENNEDY TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
KENNEIT SQUARE BOROUGH CHESTER ADJ 6/65 KENNETT SQUARE BOROUGH
KENNEIT TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUIH
KILBUCK ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
KITEANNING BOROUGH ARMSTRONG ADJ 11/58 WESTERN PA WC-KITTANNINC DIST
LANCASTER LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
LANCASTER TOP LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
LAWRENCE TOP CLEARFIELD ADJ 12/52 CLEARFIELD MUN AUTH
LEBANON LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUIH
LEET TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ EDGEWORTH BOROUGH MUN AUTH
LEETSDALE BOROUOi ALLEGHENY ADJ EDGEWORTH BOROUGH MUN AUTH
LEMOYNE BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LEWISTOWN BOROUGH MIFFLIN ADJ 7/76 LEWISTOWN MUN WA
LIBERTY ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
LINCOLN BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
LITITZ BOROUGH LANCASTER ADJ 5/72 LITITZ BOROUGH MUN AUTH
LOCK HAVEN CITY (PART) CLINTON ADJ 4/75 DOCK HAVEN CITY AUIH
LONDON GROVE TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AlHH
LOWER ALLEN TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH
LOWER ALLEN TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
LOWER ALSACE TOP BERKS ADJ 5/75 MOUNT PENN BOROUGH WA
LOWER BURRELL BOROUGH WESTMORELAND ADJ 1/58 NEW KENSINGTON MUN AUIH
LOWER CHICHESTER TOP DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUIH
DOWER NAZARETH TWP(PART) NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
LOWER NAZAREIH TOP(PART) NORTHAMPTON CONS DOWER NAZARETH TOP MA BETHLEHEM
LOWER OXFORD TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUTH
LOWER POTTSGKOVE TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POTTSTOWN MUN W W
LOWER SAUOCIN TOP (PART) NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BE3HUEHEM MUN WA
LOWER TYRONE TOP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETIE 00 MA
LOYALSOCK TOP LYCOMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUTH
LUZERNE TOP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 11/72 TRI-OOUNIY JOINT MUN AUIH
MANALLEN TOP FAYETTE ADJ 7/53 WESTERN PA WC-UNIONIOWN DIST
MANHEIM BOROUGH LANCASTER ADJ 2/71 MANHEIM BOROUGH W W
MANHEIM TOP LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
MANOR TOP (PART) LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
MANOR TOP (PART) ARMSTRONG ADJ 11/58 WESTERN PA WC-fGTTANNING DIST
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MANSFIELD BOROUGH (PART) TIOGA ADJ 2/54 MANSFIELD BOROUGH MUN WAT ALttH
MARCUS HOCK BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR ALTTH
MARSHALL TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
MCCANDLESS TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
MCDONALD BOROUGH WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
MCKEES ROCKS BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
MCSHERRYSTOWN BOROUGH YORK ADJ 4/73 HANOVER MUN WATER AUIH
MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH
MEDIA BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
MENALLEN TOP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
MIDDLETOWN BORO (PART) DAUPHIN ADJ 7/70 MIDDLETOWN MUN W W
MIDDLETOWN TOP (PART) BUCKS ADJ 7/58 LOWER BUCKS COUNTY JOINT MA
MIDDLETOWN TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
MIDDLETOWN TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUIH
MIDWAY BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
MILLERSBURG BORO (PART) DAUPHIN ADJ 10/54 MLLLERSBURG AREA WA
MILLERSVILLE BOROUGH LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
MILLERSVILLE MUN WA LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
MQHNTON BOROUGH BERKS CONS SHILLINGTON BOROUGH WTR DEPT WESTERN BERKS WA
MONONGAHELA ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
M3NROE TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH
MONROE TOP (PART) BRADFORD ADJ TOWANDA MUN AU1M
MONROE TOP (PART) CLARION ADJ 8/54 WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DIST’
MONROEICN BOROUGH BRADFORD ADJ TOWANDA MUN AUIH
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P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MONROEVILLE BOROUGH ALLEGHENY CONS MONROEVILLE WATER AUffl WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT
MOtWBOSE BOROUGH SUSQUEHANNA ADJ 11/63 KEYSTONE WC-MONTROSE DIST
MOON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 4/66 MOON TOWNSHIP MA
MORRIS TOP CLEARFIELD ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MOSHANNON VAL DIST
MOUNT PENN BOROUGH BERKS ADJ 10/68 READING MUN W W
MT PLEASANT TOP (PART) WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
MUHLENBERG TOP BERKS ADJ 10/68 READING MUN W W
MUNHALL BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS NUMHALL BOROUGH WTR DEPT WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU
N CA1ASAUQUA BQROUGi NORTHAMPTON ADJ 3/71 NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA
N WHITEHALL TOP NORTHAMPTON ADJ 3/71 NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA
NESHANNOCK TOP (PART) LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
NETHER PROVIDENCE DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER Wffi AUTH
NETHER PROVIDENCE TOP DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
NEVILLE TOP ALLEGHENY CONS NEVILLE TOP MUN WIR SYS WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
NEW BRIGHTON BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIQITON)
NEW CASTLE LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
NEW CUMBERLAND BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
NEW EAGLE BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
NEW GARDEN TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUIH
NEW KENSINGTON BOROUGH WESTMORELAND ADJ 1/58 NEW KENSINGTON MUN AUIH
NEW LONDON TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUIH
NEW MILFORD BOROUGH SUSQUEHANNA ADJ 3/75 NEW MILFORD MUN AUIH
NEW WILMINGTON BOR(PART) YORK CONS NEW WILMINGTON BOROUGH WIR DPSHENANQO VALLEY WC
NORTH BRADDOCK BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
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P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
NORTH CORNWALL TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUTH
NORTH OOVEMRY TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POTTSTOWN MUN W W
NORTH EAST BORO (PART) ERIE ADJ 9/58 NORTH EAST MUN ALHH
NORTH EAST TOP ERIE ADJ 9/58 NORTH EAST MUN AUTH
NORM FAYETTE TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD OT
NORTH FAYETTE TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY OONS OAKDALE MUN ALTIH WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST
NORTH FAYETTE TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY OONS WESTERN ALLEGHENY 00 MUN AUTHROBINSON TOP W W
NORTH FRANKLIN TOP(PARI) WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
NORTH LEBANON TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT ALTIH
NORTH MANHEIM TOP (PART) SCHUYLKILL ADJ 7/68 SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH
NORTH MIDDLETOWN CUMBERLAND OONS CARLISLE SUBURB WTR ALTIH CARLISLE BOROUGH
NORTH STRABONE TOP WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-UASH/MCDONALD DT
NORTH TOWANDA TOP BRADFORD ADJ TOWANDA MUN AU1H
NORTH UNION TOP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 7/53 WESTERN PA WC-UNIOWTOWN DIST
NORTH UNION TOP (PART) FAYETIE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
NORTH VERSAILLES TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON ADJ 3/71 NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA
NOTTINGHAM TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR ALTIH
O'HARA TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 9/60 FOX CHAPEL WATER AUffl
O'HARA TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS HAMPTON TOP MUN AUTH WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
OAKDALE BOURGH ALLEGHENY OONS OAKDALE MUN AUTH WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST
QAKMONT BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKMONT MA
OHIO TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78
/
WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
OLD LYCOMING TOP LYCOMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUIH
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ONTELAUNEE TOP (PART) BERKS CONS ONTELAUNEE TOP NWN AUTH READING MUN W W
OSBORNE BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/57 SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
OSCEOLA MILLS BORO CLEARFIELD ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MOSHANNON VAL DIST
PALMER TOP NORTHAMPTON CONS EASTON SURBURBAN WTR AUTH EASTON MUN W W
PARKSIDE BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTO AUTH
PATTERSON HGTS BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
PATTERSON TOP BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
PATTON BOROUGH CAMBRIA ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
PATTON TOP CENTRE ADJ STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUTH
PENN HILLS TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 OAKMONT MA
PEMi TOP (PART) YORK ADJ 4/73 HANOVER MUN WATER AUTH
PENN TOP (PART) LANCASTER ADJ 2/71 MANHEIM BOROUGH W W
PENN TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
PENNBROOK BOROUGH (PART) DAUPHIN ADJ 9/72 HARRISBURG MUN W W
PENNSBURY TOP CHESTER ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUIH
PERRY TOP (PART) FAYETTE CONS WASHINGTON-RUN WATERWORKS NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
PERRYOPOLIS FAYETTE CONS PERRYOPOLIS MA NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
PETERS TOP WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DfT
PHILADELPHIA (PART) PHILADELPHIA ADJ 9/54 PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA (PART) PHILADELPHIA ADJ 9/54 PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA (PART) PHILADELPHIA ADJ 9/54 PHILADELPHIA
PHILIPSBURG BOROUGH CENTRE ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MOSHANNON VAL DIST
PHOENIXVILLE BORO (PART) CHESTER ' ADJ 7/76 PHOENIXVILLE BOROUGH
PINE TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN ALttH
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P E N N S Y L V A N I A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PITCAIRN BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
PITTSBURG (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
PITTSBURGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 12/52 PITTSBURGH MUN W W
PITTSBURGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
PITTSBURGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 12/52 WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST
PLUM BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS PUW BOROUGH WS WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
PLUM BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKMONT MA
PUJM TWP WESTMDRELAND ADJ 1/58 NEW KENSINGTON MUN AUIH
POTTSTOWN BOROUGH MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POTTSTOWN MUN W W
PULASKI TWP (PART) BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
PULASKI TWP (PART) MERCER CONS PULASKI TWP DIST SHENANQO VALLEY WC
QUARRYVILLE BOROUGH LANCASTER ADJ 4/61 QUARRYVILLE MUN WS
RALPHO TWP (PART) LANCASTER •ADJ 2/71 MANHEIM BOROUGH W W
RANKIN BOROUGH ALLEGHENY a n s RANKIN WTR AUIH WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
RAYBURN TWP (PART) ARMSTRONG ADJ 11/58 WESTERN PA WC-KIITANNING DIST
RED LION BOROUGH YORK ADJ 12/68 RED LION MUN AUIH
REDSTONE TWP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
RESERVE TWP ALLEGHENY CONS RESERVE TWP MUN W W PITTSBURGH MUN W W
RICES LANDING BOROUGH GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER AUIH
RICHMOND TWP (PART) BERKS ADJ 4/66 FLEE3W00D BOROUGH M W W
RICHMDND TWP (PART) TIOGA ADJ 2/54 MANSFIELD BOROUGH MUN WAT AUIH
RIDGEWAY TWP (PART) ELK CONS RIDGEWAY TWP MUN AUIH RIDGWAY BORO WATER DEPT
RIDGWAY BOROUGH ELK ADJ 1/53 RIDGWAY BORO WATER DEPT
ROBINSON TWP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS ROBINSON TWP W W WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU DIST
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ROBINSON TOP (PART) washing™ ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
ROBINSON TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
ROCHESTER BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
ROCHESTER TOP BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (NEW BRIGHTON)
ROSE TOP (PART) JEFFERSON OONS CORSICA MUN AUTH( JEFFERSON OO&ROOKVILLE MUN W W
ROSE VALLEY BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
ROSS TOP ALLEQffiNY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
ROYALTON BOROUGH DAUPHIN OONS ROYALTON BOROUGH WA MIDDLETOWN MUN W W
RUSCOMB MANOR TOP (PART) BERKS ADJ 4/66 FLEETWOOD BOROUGH M W W
RUSH TOP CENTRE ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MDSHANNON VAL DIST
SALISBURY TOP NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BETHLEHEM MUN WA
SANDY CREEX TOP VENANGO ADJ 7/79 ERANKLIN CITY GENERAL AUIH
SANDY TOP CLEARFIELD ADJ 10/65 DUBOIS MUN WATER AUIH
SAYRE BOROUGH BRADFORD ADJ 8/71 PA WATER-SAYRE DIST
SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH SCHUYLKILL ADJ 7/68 SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH
SCHUYLKILL TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 7/76 PHOENIXVILLE BOROUGH
SEWICKLEY BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/57 SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
SEWICKLEY HEIGHTS (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/57 SEWICKLEY BOROUGH WS
SEWICKLEY HEIGHTS (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
SHALER ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
SHARON CITY MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANGO VALLEY WC
SHARPSVTLLE BOROUGH MERCER ADJ 1/63 SHARPSVTLLE MUN WA
SHENANGO TOP (PART) MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANGO VALLEY WC
SHENANGO TOP (PART) LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
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SHILLINGTON BOROUGH BERKS CONS SfflUItCTON BOROUGH WIR DEJT WESTERN BERKS WA
SHIREMANSTOWN BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
SILVER SPRING TWP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICS BURG B0R0UQ1
SILVER SPRING TWP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
SMITH TWP (PART) WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DfT
SMITHFIELD TWP HUNTINGDON ADJ 1/74 HUNTINGDON W W
SNYDER TWP JEFFERSON ADJ 2/74 BROCKWAY MUN WA
90 WILLIAMSPORT BOROUGH LYOCMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER ALTTH
9CMERSET BOROUGH SOMERSET ADJ 9/57 SOMERSET MUN WATER WORKS
SOMERSET TWP (PART) SOMERSET ADJ 10/70 SOMERSET MUN WATER WORKS
SOUIH BEAVER TWP BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
SOUTH FAYETTE TWP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS OAKDALE MUN AUIH WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU
SOUTH FRANKLIN TWP WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
SOUTH LEBANON TWP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT ALTTH
SOUTH MIDDLETOWN CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/57 CARLISLE BOROUGH
SOUTH NEW CASTLE BOROUGH LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
SOUTH PHILIPSBURG BORO CENTRE ADJ 9/63 KEYSTONE WC-MDSHANNON VAL DIST
SOUTH STKABCNE TWP WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
SOUTH UNION TWP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 7/53 WESTERN PA WC-UNIONTOWN DIST
SOUTH UNION TWP (PART) FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE CO MA
SOUTH WAVERLY BOROUGH BRADFORD ADJ 8/71 PA WATER-SAYRE DIST
SOUTHAMPTON TWP FRANKLIN ADJ 3/70 GUILFORD WATER AWH
SPRING TWP (PART) CENTRE ADJ 8/68 BELLEEXME BOROUCH
SPRING TWP (PART) BERKS CONS SIULLINGTON BOROUGH WIR DEPT WESTERN BERKS WA
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SPRINGDALE TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS FAWN-ERAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
ST LAWRENCE BOROUGH BERKS ADJ 5/75 MDUNT PENN BOROUGH WA
ST MARYS BOROUGH ELK ADJ 10/71 ST MARY'S JOINT WATER AUIH
STATE COLLEGE BQRO(PART) CENTRE ADJ 6/54 STATE COLLEGE BOROUGH AUIH
STOWE TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
STRATTONVILLE BOROUGH CLARION CONS STRATTONVILLE MUN ALJTH WESTERN PA WC-CLARION DI ST
SUGAR CREEK TOP VENANGO ADJ 7/79 FRANKLIN CITY GENERAL AUTH
SUNBURY NORTHUMBERLAND ADJ 8/71 SUNBURY MUN WATER AUIH
SUSQUEHANNA TOP (PART) DAUPHIN ADJ 9/72 HARRISBURG MUN W W
SWATARA TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUIH
SWISSVALLE BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT' AUIH
SYKESVTLLE BOROUGH CLEARFIELD ADJ 10/65 DUBOIS MUN WATER AUTH
TARENTUM BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS FAWN-ERAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
TARENTUM BOROUGH (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ TARENTUM MUN WW
TAYLOR TOP (PART) LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
TEMPLE BOROUGH (PART) BERKS CONS TEMPLE BOROUGH MWS READING MUN W W
THQRNBURY TOP (PART) DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER MR AUIH
TOWANDA BOROUCH BRADFORD ADJ TOWANDA MUN AUTll
TOWANDA TOP BRADFORD ADJ TOWANDA MUN AUIH
TRAFFORD BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUIH
TRAINER BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUTH
IULLYTOWN BOROUGH BUCKS ADJ 7/58 LOWER BUCKS COUNTY JOINT MA
TURTLE CREEK BOROUGH ALLEXMNY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
UNION TOP (PART) JEFFERSON CONS OORSICA MUN AUIH(JEFFERSON OOÛROOKVILLE MUN W W
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UNION TOP (PART) CLEARFIELD ADJ 10/65 DUBOIS MUN WATER AUIH
UNION TOP (PART) LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUIH
UNION TOP (PART) LAWRENCE ADJ 1/54 WESTERN PA WC-NEW CASTLE
UNIOMIOWN FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
UNIONIOWN CITY FAYETTE ADJ 2/64 WESTERN PA WC-UNIONIOWN DIST
UPLAND BOROUGH DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WIR AUTH
UPPER ALLEN TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 11/68 MECHANICSBURG BOROUGH
UPPER ALLEN TOP (PART) CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
UPPER AUGUSTA TOP (PART) NORTHUMBERLAND ADJ 8/71 SUNBURY MUN WATER AUIH
UPPER BURRELL TOP WESTMORELAND ADJ 1/58 NEW KENSINGTON MUN AUIH
UPPER CHICHESTER DELAWARE ADJ 10/68 CHESTER WTR AUTH
UPPER PAXTON TOP (PART) DAUPHIN ADJ 10/54 MLLLERSBURG AREA WA
UPPER POTTSGROVE TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POOTSTDWN MUN W W
UPPER PROVIDENCE T(PART) DELAWARE ADJ 7/64 MEDIA BOROUGH
UPPER PROVIDENCE T(PART) CHESTER ADJ 7/76 PHOENIXVILLE BOROUGH
UPPER SAUOON TOP (PART) NORTHAMPTON ADJ 6/71 BEIHUEHEM MUN WA
UPPER SAUOON TOP (PART) LEHIGH OONS UPPER SAUOON W C BETHLEHEM MUN WA
UPPER TYRONE TOP FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
VANDERBILT BOROUGH FAYETTE ADJ 2/83 NORTH FAYETTE 00 MA
VERONA BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKM3NT MA
W READING BOROUGH BERKS OONS WEST READING MUN W W WESTERN BERKS WA
WALL BOROUGH ALLEGHENY CONS WALL BOROUGH AUIH WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
WARWICK TOP (PART) LANCASTER OONS WARWICK TOP MUN AUTH LITTTZ BOROUGH MUN AUIH
WASHINGTON WASHINGTON ADJ 5/58 WESTERN PA WC-WASH/MCDONALD DT
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WASHINGTON TOP (PART) FRANKLIN ADJ 5/74 WAYNESBORO MUN W W
WAYNE TOP (PART) CLINTON ADJ 4/75 LOCK HAVEN CITY AUIH
WAYNE TOP (PART) SCHUYLKILL ADJ 7/68 SCHUYLKILL HAVEN BOROUGH
WAYNESBORO BOROUGH FRANKLIN ADJ 5/74 WAYNESBORO MUN W W
WAYNESBURG BOROUGH(PART) GREENE ADJ 10/74 SOUTH WESTERN PA WATER AUIH
WEST BRADFORD TOP (PART) CHESTER ADJ 3/77 DOWNINGTOWN
WEST ram TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY OONS FAWN-FRAZIER JOIN WA BRACKENRIDGE MUN WW
WEST ram. TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/84 QAKMDNT MA
WEST LEER TOP (PART) ALLEGHENY OONS HAMPTON TOP MUN AUTH WEST VIEW MUN AUIH
WEST EASTON BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON OONS EASTON SURBURBAN WTR AUTH EASTON MUN W W
WEST ELIZABETH BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-MON-VALLEY DIST
WEST FAIRVIEW BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED WC
WEST HEMPFIELD TOP(PART) LANCASTER ADJ 6/66 EAST HEMPFIELD TOP MA
WEST HEMPFIELD TOP(PART) LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
WEST LAMPETER TOP LANCASTER ADJ 10/60 LANCASTER MUN WA
WEST LEBANON TOP LEBANON ADJ 11/72 LEBANON MUN. WAT AUIH
WEST MANCHESTER TO(PART) YORK ADJ 10/63 WEST MANCHESTER TOP MUN AUIH
WEST MANHEIM TOP YORK ADJ 4/73 HANOVER MUN WATER AUTH
WEST MAYFIELD BOROUGH BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
WEST MIDDLESEX BOROUGH MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANGO VALLEY WC
WEST MIFFLIN (PART) ALLEGHENY CONS DUQUESNE WESTERN PA WC-PITTSG SUBU
WEST MIFFLIN BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ WESTERN PA WC-M3N-VALLEY DIST
WEST POTTSGBOVE TOP MONTGOMERY ADJ 1/71 POTTSTOWN MUN W W
WEST SAL£M TOP MERGER ADJ 7/59 GREENVILLE MUN WA
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WEST VIEW BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 3/78 WEST VIEW MUN AUTH
WETMDRE TOP (PART) MCKEAN ADJ 3/60 WESTERN PA WC-KANE DIST
WHEATLAND BOROUGH MERCER ADJ 10/70 SHENANQO VALLEY WC
WHITE TOP (PART) BEAVER ADJ 5/67 BEAVER FALLS MA (EASTVALE PLT)
WHITE TOP (PART) INDIANA ADJ 10/57 WESTERN PA WC-INDIANA DIST
WHITEHALL TOP NORTHAMPTON ADJ 3/71 NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH MA
WILKINS TOP ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
WILKINSBURG BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AUTH
WILLIAMS BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON CONS EASTON SURBURRAN WIR AUTH EASTON MUN W W
WILLIAMSPORT LYCOMING ADJ 12/66 WILLIAMSPORT MUN WATER AUTH
WILMERDING BOROUGH ALLEGHENY ADJ 1/53 WILKINSBURG PENN JOINT AU1H
WILMINGTON TOP (PART) YORK OONS NEW WILMINGTON BOROUGH WIR DPSHENANGO VALLEY WC
WILMINGTON TOP (PART) MERCER OQNS NEW WILMINGTON BOROUGH WER DPSHENANQO VALLEY WC
WILSON BOROUGH NORTHAMPTON OONS EASTON SURBURBAN WIR AUIH EASTON MUN W W
WINDSOR TOP YORK ADJ 12/68 RED IICW MUN AUIH
WORMLEYSBURG BOROUGH CUMBERLAND ADJ 5/56 RIVERTON CONSOLIDATED VC
WYCMSSING BOROUGH BERKS OONS WYOMISSING MUN WIR SYS WESTERN BERKS WA
YOE BOROUGH YORK OONS DAU.ASTOWN-YDE WIR AUIH RED LION MUN AUTH
YORK TOP (PART) YORK ADJ 12/68 RED LION MUN AUIH
YORK TOP (PART) YORK OONS DALLASTOWN-YOE WIR AUIH RED LION MUN AUTH
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P U E R T O  R I C O
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ADJUNTAS ADJUNTAS ADJ 9/62 TANASMA
AGUADILLA AGUADILLA ADJ 1/55 AGUADILLA
AGUAS BUENAS AGUAS BUENAS ADJ 2/57 AGUAS BUENAS
AÑASGO AÑASGO ADJ AÑASCO
ARECIBO ARECIBO ADJ ARECIBO
BARRANQUITAS BARRANQUITAS ADJ 5/56 BARRANQUITAS
BAYAM3N BAYAMON ADJ 1/54 METROPOLITAN A
CAGUAS (PART) CAGUAS ADJ 1/55 CAGUAS
CAGUAS (PART) SAN LORENZO ADJ 1/55 JAGUAL
CAMUY CAMUY ADJ 8/57 HATILLO
CAYEY CAYEY ADJ 5/56 CAYEY
CEIBA FAJARDO ADJ /56 FAJARDO-CEIBA
CIALES (PART) CIALES ADJ CIALES
CIALES (PART) CIALES ADJ 5/58 ROSSY
0QAM3 OQAMD ADJ /55 OQAMD
OOMEKIO OCMERIO ADJ 3/67 COMERIO
OORDZAL OOROZAL ADJ 1/55 COROZAL
FAJARDO FAJARDO ADJ /56 FAJARDO-CEIBA
GUAYAMA GUAYAMA ADJ 1/55 GUAYAMA
GUAYANILLA GUAYANILLA ADJ JAGUA PASTO
HATILLO HATUJD ADJ 8/57 HATILLO
ISABELA ISABELA ADJ 1/55 ISABELA
JUANA DIAZ JUANA DIAZ ADJ JUANA DIAZ
JUNOOS JUNOOS ADJ 12/57 JUNOOS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
LABES LARES ADJ 12/55 INDIERA ALTA
LAS MARIAS LAS MARIAS ADJ 12/55 LAS MARIAS
LUQUILLO LUQUILLO ADJ /55 LUQUILLO
M3RDVTS (PART) RIO GRANDE ADJ 1/58 MOROVIS
MDROVIS (PART) MDROVIS ADJ MOROVIS
NAGUABO NAGUABO ADJ 12/55 RIO BLANOO-VIEQUESHHLMACAO
NARANJITO NARANJITO ADJ 12/59 NARANJITO
OROGOVIS OROGOVIS ADJ /57 OROGOVIS
PENUELAS PENUELAS ADJ PENUELAS
PONCE (PART) PONCE ADJ GUARAGUAO
PONCE (PART) PONCE ADJ 11/55 PONCE
QUEBRADILLOS QUEBRADILLOS ADJ 11/55 QUEBRADILLAS
SAN JUAN BAYAM3N ADJ 1/54 METROPOLITAN A
SAN LORENZO SAN IORENZQ ADJ /60 SAN LORENZO
imJADO UTUADO ADJ 12/55 UTUADO
VEGA BAJA VEGA BAJA ADJ 12/63 VEGA BAJA
VILLALBA VILLALBA ADJ 12/57 VILLALBA
YAUOO YAUOO ADJ 12/59 YAUOO
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
R H O D E  I S L A N D
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _________
BARRINGTON BRISTOL ADJ 5/52 BARRINGTON
BRISTOL BRISTOL ADJ 5/52 BRISTOL
CENTRAL FALLS PROVIDENCE ADJ 11/57 PAWTUCKET
COVENTRY KENT CJ0NS COVENTRY PROVIDENCE
CRANSTON PROVIDENCE ADJ 8/52 PROVIDENCE
CUMBERLAND PROVIDENCE ADJ 11/57 CUMBERLAND
EAST PROVIDENCE PROVIDENCE CONS EAST PROVIDENCE PROVIDENCE
JOHNSTON PROVIDENCE ADJ 8/52 PROVIDENCE
LINCOLN PROVIDENCE CONS LINCOLN PROVIDENCE
MIDDLETOWN NEWPORT ADJ 7/53 NEWPORT
N. PROVIDENCE PROVIDENCE ADJ 8/52 PROVIDENCE
N. SMITHFIELD PROVIDENCE ADJ 6/57 WOONSOCKET
NEWPORT NEWPORT ADJ 7/53 NEWPORT
PAWTUCKET PROVIDENCE ADJ 11/57 PAWTUCKET
PORTSMOUTH NEWPORT CONS PORTSMDUIH NEWPORT
PROVIDENCE PROVIDENCE ADJ 8/52 PROVIDENCE
SMITHFIELD PROVIDENCE CONS SMITHFIELD PROVIDENCE
TIVERTON NEWPORT OONS TIVERTON FALL RIVER,
WARREN BRISTOL ADJ 5/52 BRISTOL
WARWICK KENT OONS WARWICK PROVIDENCE
WOONSOCKET PROVIDENCE ADJ 6/57 WOONSOCKET
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ABBEVILLE ABBEVILLE ADJ 6/81 ABBEVILLE
AIKEN AIKEN ADJ 11/55 AIKEN
ANDERSON ANDERSON ADd 6/69 ANDERSON-DUKE POWER
ANDREWS GEORGETOWN NATL ANDREWS
ARKWRIGHT SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
AYNOR HORRY NAIL AYNOR
BAMBERG BAMBERG ADJ 12/80 BAMBERG BRD PW
BATESBURG LEXINGTON ADJ 11/76 BATESBURG
BEALJPORT BEAUFORT CONS BEAUFORT BEAUPORT-JASPER
BELTON ANDERSON OONS BELTON BELTON-HONEA PATH
BELVEDERE AIKEN ADJ 6/63 NORTH AUGUSTA
BENNETTSVILLE MARLBORO ADJ 3/74 BENNEITSVILLE
BETTHUNE KERSHAW ADJ 11/83 BETHUNE
BISHOPVILLE LEE ADJ 10/56 BISHOPVILLE
BLACKSBURG CHEROKEE ADJ 9/82 BLACKSBURG
BLACKVILLE BARNWELL ADJ 88/4 BLACKVILLE
BOILING SPRINGS SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
BRUNSON HAMPTON NATL BRUNSON
BUCKSPORT HORRY NAIL BUCKSPORT
BUFFALO UNION OONS BUFFALO WD MEANSVILLE RILEY
BURTON BEAUFORT OONS BEAUFORT BEAUPORT-JASPER
CAMDEN KERSHAW ADJ 9/66 CAMDEN
CAMPOBELLO SPARTANBURG CONS BWAN-CAMPOBELLO SPARTANBURG
CARLISLE UNION OONS CARLISIE UNION
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING ~~
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _____________________________ _
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
CAYCE LEXINGTON ADJ 11/54 CAYCE
CENTRAL (PART) PICKENS CONS CEMRAL EASLEY CENTRAL 1
CENTRAL (PART) PICKENS ADJ 8/79 EASLEY CENTRAL 1
CHARLESTON CHARLESTON ADJ 12/82 CHARLESTON
CHERAW CHESTERFIELD ADJ 7/53 CHERAW
CHESTER CHESTER ADJ 10/62 CHESTER METRO
CHESTERFIELD CHESTERFIELD ADJ 1/60 CHESTERFIELD
CITY VIEW GREENVILLE CONS CITY VIEW WD GREENVILLE
CLEMSON PICKENS OONS CLEMSON ANDERSON-DÜKE POWER
CLINTON LAURENS ADJ 4/65 CLINTON
COLUMBIA RICHLAND ADJ 7/67 COLUMBIA
CONVERSE SPARTANBURG OONS B&B W/D CONVERSE SPARTANBURG
CONWAY HORRY NAIL CONWAY
OCWPENS SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
CROSS HILL LAURENS OONS RABON CREEK WD LAURENS
DARLINGTON DARLINGTON ADJ 2/58 darling™
DENMARK BAMBERG ADJ 1/84 DEM4ARK
DILLON DILLON ADJ 2/66 DILLON
DONALDS ABBEVILLE: CONS DONALDS-DUE WEST' BELTON-HONEA PATH WA
DRAYTON (PART) SPARTANBURG CONS DRAYTONVILLE GAFFNEY
DRAYTON (PART) SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
DUE VEST ABBEVILLE OONS DONALDS-DUE WEST BELTON-HONEA PATH WA
DUNCAN SPARTANBURG CONS STARTEX- JACKSON SPARTANBURG
EASLEY PICKENS ADJ 9/67 EASLEY COMBINED UTILITIES
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
f l u o r  s y s t e m  s u p p l y in g
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
EDGEFIELD EDGEFIELD ADJ 12/80 EDGEFIELD AL/IH
EDISTO BEACH COLLETON NATL EDISTO BEACH WAT CD
ENOREE (PART) SPARTANBURG OONS ENOREE MILLS MEANSVILLE RILEY
ENOREE (PART) SPARTANBURG CONS WOODRUFF-ROEBUCK SPARTANBURG
FLORENCE FLORENCE ADJ 1/68 FLORENCE
POLLY BEACH CHARLESTON OONS POLLY BEACH CHARLESTON
FOREST ACRES RICHLAND OONS FOREST ACRES COLLMBIA
PORT MILL YORK CONS FORT MILL SPRINGS-FT MILL
FT LAWN CHESTER ADJ 10/62 CHESTER METRO
FURMAN HAMPTON NATL FURMAN
GAFFNEY CHEROKEE ADJ 2/64 GAFFNEY
GEORGETOWN GEORGETOWN NAIL GEORGETOWN
GLENDALE SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
GOOSE CREEK BERKELEY OONS GOOSE CREEK CHARLESTON
GREAT FALLS CHESTER ADJ 10/62 CHESTER MEMO
GREELEYVILLE WILLIAMSBURG NAIL GREELEYVILLE
GREENVILLE GREENVILLE: ADJ 6/73 GREENVILLE
GREENWOOD GREENWOOD ADJ 12/84 GREENWOOD
GREER GREENVILLE ADJ 10/67 GREER
HARTSVILLE DARLMnON ADJ 10/51 HARTSVILLE
HEATH SPRINGS LANCASTER OCWS HEATH SPRINGS LANCASTER 00 WAT & SEW
HEMINGWAY WILLIAMSBURG NAIL HEMINGWAY
HODGES GREENWOOD ADJ 12/84 GREENWOOD
HOMELAND PARK ANDERSON OONS HOMELAND PARK ANDERSON-DUKE POWER
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _________________ __
HONEA PATH ANDERSON CONS HONEA PATH BELTON-HONEA PATH WA
ItWAN SPARTANBURG CONS DMAN-CAMPOBELLO SPARTANBURG
IRMO RICHLAND ADJ 7/67 COLUMBIA
ISLE OF PALMS charlestoj NATL ISLE OF PALMS
IVA ANDERSON OONS IVA ANDERSON-DUKE POWER
JACXSON SPARTANBURG OONS STARTEX-JACKSON SPARTANBURG
JAMESTOWN BERKELEY NATL JAMESTOWN
JEFFERSON CHESTERFIELD ADJ 6/78 JEFFERSON
JOANNA LAURENS CONS RABON CREEK WD LAURENS
JOHNSONVILLE FLORENCE NATL JOHNSONVILLE
JOHNSTON EDGEFIELD ADJ 12/80 EDGEFIELD AUTH
KERSHAW LANCASTER ADJ 5/58 KERSHAW CITY
KINGSTREE WILLIAMSBURG NATL KINGSTREE
LANCASTER LANCASTER ADJ 6/53 LANCASTER
LANDRUM SPARTANBURG ADJ 2/82 LANDRLM
LANE WILLIAMSBURG NATL LANE
LATTA DILLON ADJ 8/85 LATTA
LAURENS LAURENS ADJ 10/76 LAURENS
LEESVILUE LEXINGTON CONS LEESVILLE BATESBURG
LEXINGTON LEXINGTON ADJ 2/74 LEXINGTON
LIBERTY PICKENS ADJ 12/71 LIBERTY
LITTLE MOUNTAIN NEWBERRY OONS NEWBERRY 00 W&S NEWBERRY
LORIS HORRY NATL LORIS
LUQOFF KERSHAW ADJ 7/81 LUQOFF WATER D1ST
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ________________________
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
LYMAN (PART) SPARTANBURG CONS STARTEX-JACKSON SPARTANBURG
MARION MARION ADJ 7/57 MARION
MCCORMICK MCCORMICK ADJ 12/77 MCCORMICK
MONARCH MILLS (PART) UNION OONS MONARCH WD UNION
MONARCH MILLS (PART) UNION ADJ 4/55 UNION
MONCXS CORNER BERKELEY NATL MONCXS CORNER
MONEITA AIKEN NATL MONEITA
MT CARMEL MCCORMICK OONS MCCORMICK W&SA MCCORMICK
MT CROGHAN CHESTERFIELD (JONS CHESTERFIELD RURAL PAGELAND
MT PLEASANT CHARLESTON NATL MT PLEASANT
MURRELLS INLET GEORGETOWN NATL MURRELLS INLET
MYRTLE BEACH HORRY NATL MYRTLE BEACH
NEWBERRY NEWBERRY ADJ 3/79 NEWBERRY
NICHOLS MARION NATL NICHOLS
NINETY-SIX GREENWOOD OONS NINETY-SIX GREENWOOD
NORTH AUGUSTA AIKEN ADJ 6/63 NORTH AUGUSTA
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH HORRY NATL NORTH MYRTLE BEACH
ORANGEBURG ORANGEBURG ADJ 9/52 ORANGEBURG
PAOOLET SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
PAGELAND CHESTERFIELD ADJ 2/69 PAGELAND
PARIS ISLAND BEAUFORT CONS PARIS ISLAND BEAUFORT- JASPER
PARKSVILLE MCCORMICK CONS MCCORMICK W&SA MCCORMICK
PEUON LEXINGTON ADJ 7/84 PELION
PENDLETON ANDERSON CONS PENDLETON ANDERSQN-DUKE POWER
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PICKENS PICKENS ADJ 11/72 PICKENS
PIEDM0MT SPARTANBURG NATL PIEDMMT RURAL
PINERIDGE (PART) LEXINGTON ADJ 11/54 CAYCE
PLUM BRANCH MCCORMICK CONS MCCORMICK W&SA MCCORMICK
POMARIA NEWBERRY CONS NEWBERRY CD W&S NEWBERRY
PORT ROYAL BEAUFORT CONS PORT ROYAL BEAUPORT-JASPER
PROSPERITY NEWBERRY CONS NEWBERRY 00 W&S NEWBERRY
QUINBY FLORENCE ADJ 12/77 QUINBY
ROCK HILL YORK ADJ 5/52 ROCK HILL
ROEBUCK SPARTANBURG CONS WOODRUFF-ROEBUCK SPARTANBURG
RUBY CHESTER CONS CHESTERFIELD RURAL PAGELAND
SALUDA SALUDA CONS SALUDA NEWBERRY
SAXON (PART) SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
SAXON (PART) SPARTANBURG CONS UNA WD SPARTANBURG
SCOTIA HAMPTON NATL SCOTIA
SELLERS MARION NATL MARION RURAL
SENECA OCONEE ADJ 10/63 SENECA
SHAW AIR FORCE BASE SUMTER ADJ 1/58 SHAW AFB RESID
SIX MILE PICKENS CONS SIX MILE WD PICKENS
SLATER GREENVILLE CONS SLATER WD GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
SPRINGFIELD ORANGEBURG ADJ 8/84 SPRINGFIELD
ST MATTHEWS CALHOUN ADJ 8/63 ST MATTHEWS
ST STEPHENS BERKELEY NATL ST STEPHENS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE ______________
ST. ANDREWS RICHLAND ADJ 7/67 COLUMBIA
STARR ANDERSON CONS STARR-IVA ANDERSON-DUKE
STARTEX (PART) SPARTANBURG CONS STMTEX-JACKSON SPARTANBURG
STUCKEY WILLIAMSBURG NATL STUCKEY
SULLIVANS ISLAND CHARLESTON NATL SULLIVANS ISLAND
SUMMERTON CLARENDON NAIL Sll-WERTON
SUMMERVILLE DORCHESTER NATL SUMMERVILLE
SUMTER SUMTER ADJ 12/64 SUMTER
SURFSIDE BEACH HORRY NAIL SURFSIDE BEACH
HmSHSVILLE FLORENCE ADJ 8/76 TIMMDNSVILLE
TRENTON EDGEFIELD ADJ 12/80 EDGEFIELD AUIH
UNA SPARTANBURG CONS UNA WD SPARTANBURG
UNION UNION ADJ 4/55 UNION
VALLEY FALLS SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
VARNVILUE HAMPTON NAIL VARNVILLE
WALHALLA OCONEE ADJ 7/73 WALHALLA
WALTERBORD COLLETON NATL WALTERBORO
WATERLOO LAURENS CONS RABON CREEK WD LAURENS
WELLFORD SPARTANBURG CONS STARTEX-JACKSON SPARTANBURG
WEST COLUMBIA LEXINGTON ADJ 1/67 WEST COLUMBIA
WEST PELZER ANDERSON CONS WEST PELZER WILLIAMSTON
WEST UNION OCONEE CONS WEST UNION WALHALLA
WESTMINSTER OCONEE ADJ 6/63 WESTMINSTER
WHITMIRE NEWBERRY ADJ 5/85 WHITMIRE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WHITNEY SPARTANBURG ADJ 8/68 SPARTANBURG
WILLIAMSTON ANDERSON ADJ 11/79 WILLIAMS'TON
WINNSBORO FAIRFIELD ADJ 6/59 WINNSBORO
YORK ADJ 2/63 YORK
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ABERDEEN BROWN ADJ 5/51 ABERDEEN
AGAR SULLY NATL AGAR
ALCES1ER UNION ADJ 12/74 ALCES1ER
ALEXANDRIA HANSON CONS ALEXANDRIA HANSON RWS
ALPENA JERAULD NAIL ALPENA
ARLINGTON KINGSBURY ADJ 5/74 ARLINGTON
ARMOUR DOUGLAS CONS ARMOUR RANDALL I & I I  RWS
ASHTON SPINK NATL ASHTON
AURORA BROOKINGS ADJ 7/81 AURORA
AVON BON HOMME CONS AVON BON HOMME-YANKTON II
BALTIC MINNEHAHA CONS BALTIC MINNEHAHA RWS
BANCROFT KINGSBURY NAIL BANCROFT
BELLE POURCHE BUITE ADJ 1/71 BELLE FOURCHE
BELVIDERE JACKSON NAIL BELVIDERE
BERESFORD LINCOLN ADJ 7/71 BERESFORD
BIG STONE CITY GRANT ADJ 7/72 BIG STONE CITY
BISON PERKINS NATL BISON
BLACK HAWK MEADE ADJ 1/78 BLACK HAWK
BOWDLE EDMUNDS ADJ 7/72 BOWDLE
BOX ELDER PENNINGTON ADJ 4/73 BOX ELDER
BRADLEY CLARK OONS BRADLEY CLARK RWS
BRANDON MINNEHAHA ADJ 1/71 BRANDON
BRANDT DEUEL OONS BRANDT BROOKINGS-DEUEL RWS
BRENTFORD SPINK NATL BRENTFORD
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A





FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
BRIDGEWATER MCCOOK ADJ 10/72 BRIDGEWATER
BRITTON MARSHALL ADJ 6/71 BRITTON
BRQADLAND BEADLE NAIL BRQADLAND
BROOKINGS BROOKINGS ADJ 12/61 BROOKINGS
BRYANT HAMLIN CONS BRYANT
BUFFALO GAP CUSTER NAIL BUFFALO GAP
BURKE GREGORY ADJ 5/72 BURKE
CANISTUTA MCCOOK ADJ 10/72 CANISTOTA
CANOVA MINER NAIL CANOVA
CANTON LINCOLN NAIL CANTON
CARTHAGE MINER NAIL CARTHAGE
CASTLEWOOD HAMLIN ADJ 4/73 CASTLEWOC»
CAVOUR BEADLE NAIL CAVOUR
CENTERVILLE TURNER ADJ 7/73 CENTERVILLE
CENTRAL CITY LAWRENCE ADJ 10/70 LEAD
CHAMBERLAIN BRULE ADJ 7/71 CHAMBERLAIN
CHANCELLOR TURNER CONS CHANCELLOR
CLAREMONT BROUN CONS CLAREMONT
CLARK CLARK ADJ 11/71 CLARK
CLEAR LAKE DEUEL ADJ 11/71 CLEAR LAKE
OOIOME TRIPP CONS OOIOME
COLTON MINNEHAHA ADJ 11/73 COLTON
OONDE SPINK NATL OONDE
CORSICA DOUGLAS NATL CORSICA
SIOUX II




COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CRESBARD FAULK NATL CRESBARD
CROOKS MINNEHAHA CONS CROOKS MINNEHAHA RWS
CUSTER CUSTER ADJ 8/71 CUSTER
DALLAS GREGORY CONS DALLAS TRIPP GO RWS
EE SMET KINGSBURY ADJ 10/71 EE SMET
EEADWOOD LAWRENCE NAIL DEADWOOD
DELL RAPIDS MINNEHAHA ADJ 8/71 DELL RAPIDS
DELMOtfT DOUGLAS NATL EELMONT
DOLAND SPINK NAIL DOLAND
DRAPER JONES NAIL DRAPER
DUPREE ZIEBACH CONS DUPREE TRI-COUNTY RWS
EAGLE BUTTE DEWEY CONS EAGLE BUTTE TRI-COUNTY RWS
EDGEMONT FALL RIVER NATL EDGEMONT
ELK POINT UNION NAIL ELK POINT
ELKKON BROOKINGS ADJ 10/80 ELfCION
ELLSWORTH AFB MEADE CONS ELLSWORTH AFB RAPID CITY
EMERY HANSON OONS EMERY HANSON RWS
ESTELLINE HAMLIN ADJ 10/72 ESTELLINE
ETHAN DAVISON NAIL ETEHAN
EUREKA MCPHERSON ADJ 4/76 EUREKA
FAITH MEADE OONS FAITH TRI-COUNTY RWS
FAULKION FAULK ADJ 11/73 FAULKION
FLANDREAU MOODY ADJ 9/71 FLANDREAU
FLORENCE CLARK OONS FLORENCE CLARK RWS
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FRANKPORT SPINK NATL FRANKFORT
FREEMAN HUTCHINSON ADJ 1/72 FREEMAN
FT PIERRE STANLEY ADJ 3/72 FT PIERRE
GARRETSON MINNEHAHA ADJ 10/73 GARRETSON
GEDDES CHARLES MIX CONS GEDDES RANDALL I I I
GETTYSBURG POTTER ADJ 9/76 GETTYSBURG
GREGORY GREGORY ADJ 7/69 GREGORY
GROTON BROUN NAIL GROTON
HARTFORD MINNEHAHA ADJ 1/73 HARTFORD
HAZEL HAMLIN OONS HAZEL SIOUX II
HENRY OODDKnm OONS HENRY CLARK RWS
HERREID CAMPBELL ADJ 8/75 HERREID
HIGHMORE HYDE ADJ 1/72 HIGHMORE
HILL CITY penning™ ADJ 1/83 HILL CITY
HITCHCOCK BEADLE oons HITCHOOCX N BEADLE-S SPINK RWS
HOSMER EDMUNDS ADJ 4/57 HOSMER
HOT SPRINGS FALL RIVER ADJ 10/70 HOT SPRINGS
HOVEN porra» ADJ 7/72 HOVEN
HOWARD MINER NAIL HOWARD
HUMBOLDT MINNEHAHA OONS HUMBOLDT MINNEHAHA RWS
HURON beadle: ADJ 9/56 HURON
IPSWICH EDMUNDS NATL IPSWICH
IRENE CLAY/TURNER/YANKTON OONS IRENE BON HOMME YANKTON I
JEFFERSON UNION ADJ 1/83 JEFFERSON
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BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
KADOKA JACKSON NATL KADOKA
KIMBALL BRULE CONS KIMBALL AURORA-BRULE RWS
LAKE ANDES CHARLES MIX ADJ 1/72 LAKE ANDES
LAKE PRESTON KINGSBURY NATL LAKE PRESTON
LANE JESAULD NAIL LANE
LANGFORD MARSHALL CONS LANGFORD BROWN-DAY-MARSHALL RWS
LEAD LAURENCE ADJ 10/70 LEAD
LEMdN PERKINS NATL LEM40N
LENNCK LINCOLN ADJ 7/73 LENNOX
LEDLA MCPHERSON NATL LEDLA
LESTERVILLE YANKTON CONS LESTERVILLE BON HCM-E-YANKTON II
LETCHES SANBORN CONS DAVISON RWS MITCHELL
LETCHES SANBORN NAIL LETCHER
MADISON LAKE ADJ 5/70 MADISON
MARION TURNER ADJ 9/82 MARION
MARTIN BENNETT ADJ 11/71 MARTIN
MCINTOSH OORSON NAIL MCINTOSH
MCLAUGHLIN CORSON ADJ 10/72 MCLAUGHLIN
MELLETTE SPINK NAIL MELLETTE
MENMD HUTCHINSON NAIL MENNO
MIDLAND HAAKON NAIL MIDLAND
MILBANK GRANT ADJ 4/68 MILBANK
MILLER HAND NAIL MILLER
MISSION TODD ADJ 12/76 MISSION
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S O U T H  D A K O T A





FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
MISSION HILL YANKTON CONS MISSION HILL
MITCHELL DAVISCW ADJ 11/54 MITCHELL
MQBRIDGE WALWORTH ADJ 3/52 MOERIDGE
MONROE TURNER ADJ 4/76 MONROE
MORRISTOWN GORSON NAIL MORRISTOWN
MOUND CITY CAMPBELL NAIL MOUND CITY
MOUNT VERNON DAVISON NAIL MOUNT VERNON
MURDO JONES ADJ 9/72 MURDO
NEW UNDERWOOD PENNINGTON ADJ 3/83 NEW UNDERWOOD
NEWELL BUTTE NAIL NEWELL
NORTH SIOUX CITY UNION NAIL NORTH SIOUX CITY
NORTHVILLE SPINK NAIL NORTHVILLE
NUNOA LAKE NAIL NUNDA
QAGCMA LYMAN ADJ 1/81 OAOOMA
OELRICHS FALL RIVER NAIL OELRICHS
OLDHAM KINGSBURY NAIL OLDHAM
ONIDA SULLY NAIL ONIDA
ORIENT FAULK NATL ORIENT
PARKER TURNER ADJ 1/69 PARKER
PARKSTON HUTCHINSON ADJ 1/72 PARKSTON
PEEVER ROBERTS ADJ 9/82 PEEVER
PHILIP HAAKON ADJ 5/72 PHILIP
PIERPORT DAY OONS PIERPORT
PIERRE HUGHES ADJ 8/68 PIERRE
BON HOMME YANKTON I
BRÛWN-ÜAY-MARSHALL RWS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
PINE RIDGE SHANNON ADJ /75 PINE RIDGE
FLANKmrON AURORA NAIL PLANKINTON
PLATTE CHARLES MIX CONS PLATIE RANDALL III
PRESHO LYMAN NATL PRESHO
PROVO FALL RIVER CONS PROVO IGLOO WATER 00
PUKWANA BRULE CONS PUKWANA AURORA-BRULE RWS
QUINN PENNINGTON NATL QUINN
RAMONA LAKE NATL RAMONA
RAPID CITY penning™ ADJ 8/70 RAPID CITY
RAPID VALLEY penning™ ADJ 1/76 RAPID VALLEY RWS
RAYMOND CLARK OONS RAYMOND CLARK RWS
REDFIELD SPINK NATL REDFIELD
RELIANCE LYMAN NATL RELIANCE
ROCKHAM FAULK NATL ROCKHAM
ROSCOE EDMUNDS NATL ROSCOE
SALEM MCCOOK ADJ 3/71 SALEM
SCOTLAND BON HOWE CONS SCOTLAND BOJ HOME-YANKTON II
SELBY WALWORTH ADJ 5/72 SELBY
SINAI BROOKINGS NATL SINAI
SIOUX FALLS MINNEHAHA ADJ 10/70 SIOUX FALLS
SISSETÜN ROBERTS ADJ 4/72 SISSEIOI
SPEARFISH LAWRENCE ADJ 11/70 SPEARFISH
SPRINGFIELD BON HOME ADJ 6/67 SPRINGFIELD
ST FRANCIS TODD ADJ 1/83 ST FRANCIS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
STIGKNEY AURORA CONS STICKNEY AURORA-BRULE RWS
STRATFORD BROWN NATL STRATFORD
STURGIS MEADE ADJ 12/70 STURGIS
TABOR BON HOWE CONS TABOR BON HOMME-YANKTON II
TEA LINCOLN CJ0NS TEA LINCOLN 00 RWS
TIMBER LAKE DEWEY ADJ 6/76 TIMBER LAKE
TORONTO DEUEL ADJ 5/77 BROOKINGS-DEUEL RWS
TRIPP HUTCHINSON NATL TRIPP
TULARE SPINK NATL TULARE
TYNDALL BON HOME ADJ 7/73 TYNDALL
UTICA YANKTON CONS UTICA BON HOMME YANKTON I
VALLEY SPRINGS MINNEHAHA ADJ 10/73 VALLEY SPRINGS
VIBORG TURNER ADJ 3/77 VI BORG
VILAS MINER ADJ 1/81 KINGBROQK III  RWS
VIRGIL BEADLE NATL VIRGIL
VOLGA BROOKINGS ADJ 4/72 VOLGA
VOLIN YANKTON CONS VOLIN BON HOMME YANKTON I
WAGNER CHARLES MIX CONS WAGNER RANDALL I & I I  RWS
WALL PENNINGTON NATL WALL
WATERTOWN CODINGTON ADJ 9/53 WATERTOWN
WAUBAY MY ADJ 10/74 WADMY
WEBSTER MY ADJ 1/70 WEBSTER
WENIWORTH LAKE CONS WEOTWORTH BIG SIOUX RWS
WESSINGTON SPRINGS JERAULD ADJ 5/66 WESSINGTON SPRINGS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
S O U T H  D A K O T A
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
WHITE BROOKINGS CONS WHITE BROOKINGS-DEUEL RWS
WHITE LAKE AURORA CONS WHITE IAKE AURORA-BRUIE RWS
WHITE RIVER MELLETTE ADJ 1/74 WHITE RIVER
WHITEWOOD LAWRENCE ADJ 9/74 WHITEWOOD
WILMOT ROBERTS ADJ 12/74 WILMOT
WINNER TRIPP ADJ 7/70 WINNER
WOLSEY BEADLE OONS WOLSEY N BEADLE-S SPINK RWS
WCX» MELLETTE OONS WOC» TRIPP CO RWS
WOONSOCKET SANBORN ADJ 5/72 WOONSOCKET
WORTHING LINCOLN NATL WORTHING
YALE BEADLE NAIL YALE
YANKTON YANKTON ADJ 11/70 YANKTON
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ADAMSVILLE MCNAIRY ALU ADAMSVILLE
ALAMO CROCKETT ADJ 2/83 ALAMD
ALCOA BLOUNT ADJ 5/64 ALOQA
ARLINGTON SHELBY ADJ 7/68 ARLINGTON
ASHLAND CITY CHEATHAM ADJ 3/82 ASHLAND CITY
ATHENS MCMINN ADJ 9/65 ATHENS
BARTLETT SHELBY ADJ 8/61 BARTLETT
BET.Tfi CROCKETT ADJ 4/80 RFT.T.q
BLOOMINGOALE SULLIVAN ADJ 3/74 BLOOMINGDAIE
BOLIVAR HARDEMAN ADJ 3/66 BOLIVAR
BRADFORD GIBSON ADJ 6/81 BRADFORD
BRIGHTON TIPTON ADJ 7/81 BRIGHTON
BRISTOL SULLIVAN ADJ 7/52 BRISTOL
BROWNSVILLE HAYWOOD ADJ 5/51 BROWNSVILLE
BYRD5TOWN PICKETT ADJ 10/81 BYRDSTOWN
CAMDEN BENTON ADJ 8/65 CAMDEN
CARTHAGE SMITH ADJ 8/77 CARTHAGE
CEUNA CLAY ADJ 8/73 CELINA
CENTERVILLE HICKMAN ADJ 3/82 CENTERVILLE
CLARKSVILLE MONTGOMERY ADJ 3/60 CLARKSVILLE
CLEVELAND BRADLEY ADJ 3/52 CLEVELAND
CLIFTON WAYNE ADJ 7/66 CLIFTON
CLINTON ANDERSON ADJ 1/57 CLINTON
COLLIERVILLE SHELBY ADJ 2/74 COLLIERVILLE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
COLUMBIA MAURY ADJ 6/60 COLUMBIA
COOKEVILLE PUTNAM ADJ 12/52 COOKEVILLE
COVINGTON TIPTON ADJ 1/57 COVINGTON
GOMAN FRANKLIN ADJ 1/53 COWAN
CKOSSVTLLE CUMBERLAND ADJ 3/53 CRQSSVILLE
DANDRIDGE JEFFERSON ADJ 10/75 DANDRIDGE
DAYTON RHEA ADJ /73 DAYTON
DECAIUR MEIGS ADJ 9/67 DECAIUR
DECHERD FRANKLIN ADJ 1/58 DECHERD
DICKSON DICKSON ADJ 1/67 DICKSON
DOVER STEWART ADJ 11/79 DOVER
DRESDEN WEAKLEY ADJ 6/55 DRESDEN
DUCKTOWN POLK ADJ 7/84 COPPER BASIN UD
DUNLAP SEQUATCHIE ADJ 12/66 DUNLAP
DYER GIBSON ADJ /79 DYER
DYERSBURG DYER ADJ 3/57 DYERSBURG
ELIZABETHTQN CARTER ADJ 6/66 EUZABETHTON
ENGLEWOOD MCMINN ADJ 7/81 ENGLEWOOD
ERIN HOUSTON ADJ 11/67 ERIN
ERIN HOUSTON ADJ 10/85 ERIN SPRING SYSTEM
ERWIN UNICOI ADJ 3/61 ERWIN
ESTILL SPRINGS FRANKLIN ADJ 10/77 ESTILL SPRINGS
ETOWAH MCMINN ADJ 6/66 ETOWAH
FAYETTEVILLE FAYETTE ADJ 6/57 FAYET1EVILLE
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FRANKLIN WILLIAMSON ADJ 5/63 FRANKLIN
GAINESBORO JACKSON ADJ 12/74 GAINESBORO
GALLATIN SUMNER ADJ 12/57 GALLATIN
GALLOWAY FAYETTE ADJ 10/83 GALLOWAY
GAIUNBURG SEVIER ADJ 8/81 GAIUNBURG
GERMANTOWN SHELBY ADJ 4/52 GERMANTOWN
GLEASON WEAKLEY ADJ /73 GLEASON
GREENBRIER ROBERTSON ADJ 4/80 GREENBRIER
GREENEVILLE GREENE ADJ 3/58 GREENEVILLE
GREENFIELD WEAKLEY ADJ 1/77 GREENFIELD
HALLS LAUDERDALE ADJ 8/73 HALLS WS
HARRIMAN UD ROANE ADJ 2/60 HARRIMAN UD
HARTSVILLE TROUSDALE ADJ 11/56 HARTSVILLE
HENDERSON CHESTER ADJ 11/67 HENDERSON
HENDERSONVILLE UD SUMNER ADJ 5/66 HENDERSONVILLE UD
HIXSON HAMILTON ADJ 3/59 HIXSON UD
HOHENWALD LEWIS ADJ 7/66 HOHENWALD
HUMBOLDT GIBSON ADJ 6/63 HUMBOLDT
HUNTINGDON CARROLL ADJ 4/75 HUNTINGDON
HUNTLAND FRANKLIN ADJ 6/81 HUNILAND
JACKSON MADISON ADJ 11/62 JACKSON
JAMESTOWN FENTRESS ADJ /74 JAMESTOWN
JASPER MARION ADJ 3/67 JASPER
JEFFERSON CITY JEFFERSON ADJ 12/66 JEFFERSON CITY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JELLIOO CAMPBELL ADJ 7/70 JELLIOO
JOHNSON CITY WASHINGTON ADJ 8/61 JOHNSON CITY
KENTON (»ION ADJ 11/84 KENTON
KINGSPORT SULLIVAN ADJ 6/55 KINGSPORT
KINGSTON ROANE ADJ 11/83 KINGSTON
KNOXVILLE KNOX ADJ 1/74 KNOXVILLE UTIL BD
LAFAYETTE MACON ADJ 10/83 LAFAYETTE WS
LAFOLLETTE CAMPBELL ADJ 8/57 LAEOLLEITE
LAWRENCEBURG LAWRENCE ADJ 2/53 LAWRENCEBURG
LEBANON WILSON ADJ 3/56 LEBANON
LENOIR CITY LOUDON ADJ 6/77 LENOIR CITY
LEWISBURG MARSHALL ADJ 7/54 LEWISBURG
LEXINGTON HENDERSON ADJ 1/69 LEXINGTON
LINDEN PERRY ADJ 10/55 LINDEN
LIVINGSTON OVERTON ADJ /63 LIVINGSTON
LOBELVILLE PERRY ADJ 5/74 LOBELVILLE
LORETO) LAWRENCE ADJ 5/68 LORETTO
L/OUDON LOUDON ADJ 5/77 I/XJD0N
LYNCHBURG MOORE ADJ 9/67 LYNCHBURG
MANCHESTER COFFEE ADJ 10/59 DUCK RIVER UHL DIST
MARTIN WEAKLEY ADJ 6/67 MARTIN
MARYVILLE BLOUNT ADJ 11/58 MARYVILLE
MASON TIPTON ADJ 7/78 MASON
MAURY CITY CROCKETT ADJ 2/82 MAURY CITY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
MCKENZIE CARROLL ADJ 2/72 MCKENZIE
MCMINNVILLE WARREN ADJ 6/62 MCMINNVILLE
MEDINA GIBSON ADJ 11/76 MEDINA
MEMPHIS SHELBY ADJ 2/70 MEMPHIS
MILAN GIBSON ADJ 3/51 MILAN
MILLINGTON SHELBY ADJ 1/57 MILLINGTON
MMEAGLE GRUNDY ADJ 10/80 M0N1EAGLE PUD
MONTEREY PUTNAM ADJ 4/78 MONTEREY
M3RRISTDWN HAMBLEN ADJ 1/76 MORRISTOWN
MOUNT PLEASANT MAURY ADJ 12/62 MOUNT PLEASANT
MLMPORD TIPTON ADJ 10/82 MUNPORD
MURFREESBORO RUTHERFORD ADJ 5/54 MURFREESBORO
NASHVILLE DAVIDSON ADJ 12/53 METTO NASHVILLE WD
NEW JOHNSONVILLE HUMPHREYS ADJ 7/66 NEW JOHNSONVILLE
NEWPORT COCKE ADJ 1/65 NEWPORT
NIOTA MCMINN CONS NIOTA HIWASSEE UC
NORRIS ANDERSON ADJ 7/69 NORRIS
OAK RIDGE ANDERSON ADJ 6/53 OAK RIDGE
CM2 DA SCOTT ADJ 2/83 ONEIDA
PARIS HENRY ADJ 10/52 PARIS
PARSONS DECATUR ADJ 4/65 PARSONS
PIGEDN PORGE SEVIER ADJ 8/65 PIGEON PORGE
PORTLAND SUMNER ADJ 8/65 PORTLAND
PULASKI GILES ADJ 11/68 PULASKI
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
PURYEAR HENRY ADJ 12/82 PURYEAR
RIDGELY LAKE ADJ 4/62 RIDGELY
RIPLEY LAUDERDALE ADJ 9/56 RIPLEY
ROCKWOOD ROANE ADJ 9/59 ROCKWOOD
ROGERSVILLE HAWKINS ADJ 1/66 ROGERSVILLE
SAVANNAH HARDIN ADJ 12/69 SAVANNAH
SOOTTS HILL HENDERSON ADJ 2/74 SOOTTS HILL
SELMER MCNAIRY ADJ 11/73 SELMER
SEVIERVILLE SEVIER ADJ 8/65 SEVIERVILLE
SEWANEE FRANKLIN ADJ 7/59 SEWANEE UD
SHARON WEAKLEY ADJ 2/67 SHARON
SHELBYVILLE BEDFORD ADJ 2/55 SHELBYVILLE
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN HAMILTON ADJ 9/52 TENNESSEE AMERICAN WC
SMITHVILLE DE KALB ADJ 1/69 SMITHVILLE
SMYRNA RUIHERF'ORD ADJ 3/64 SMYRNA
SOMERVILLE FAYETTE ADJ SOMERVILLE
SOOTU FULTON OBION ADJ 1/67 SOOTH FULTON
SOUTH PITTSBURG MARION ADJ 4/60 SOLTIH PITTSBURG
SPARTA white: ADJ 1/58 SPARTA
SPENCER VAN BUREN ADJ 9/74 SPENCER
SPRINGFIELD ROBERTS») ADJ 7/54 SPRINGFIELD
ST JOSEPH LAWRENCE ADJ 6/77 ST JOSEPH WS
SWEETWATER MDNROE ADJ 4/70 SWEEIWATER
TELLIOO PLAINS MONROE ADJ 12/83 TELLIOO PLAINS
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E N N E S S E E
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
TENNESSEE RIDGE HOUSTON ADJ 7/82 TENNESSEE RIDGE
TTFTONVILLE LAKE ADJ 4/82 TTPTONVILLE
TRENTON GIBSON ADJ 1/64 TRENTON
TREZEVANT CARROLL ADJ 8/73 TREZEVANT
TROY ADJ 8/82 TROY
TULLAHOMA ERANKUN ADJ 6/60 DUCK RIVER UTIL DIST
UNION CITY OBION ADJ 5/53 UNION CITY
WATERTOWN WILSON ADJ 1/76 WATERTOWN
WAVERLY HUMPHREYS ADJ 9/59 WAVERLY
WAYNESBORO WAYNE ADJ 5/64 WAYNESBORO
WHITEVILLE ADJ 6/82 WHITEVILLE
WHITWELL MARION ADJ 11/82 WHITWELL
WINCHESTER FRANKLIN ADJ 11/53 WINCHESTER
WOODBURY CANNON ADJ 6/54 WOODBUftY
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T E X A S
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O M M U N ITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
ABERNATHY HALE NATL ABERNATHY
ADDISON DALLAS CONS ADDISON
ALAM3 HIDALGO NATL ALAMO
ALICE! JIM WELLS ADJ 1/67 ALICE
ALLEN COLLIN CONS ALLEN
ALPINE BREWSTER NATL ALPINE
ALTO CHEROKEE NATL ALTO
ALVARADO JOHNSON NATL ALVARADO
ALVIN BRAZORIA NAIL ALVIN
AMARILLO POTTER NATL AMARILLO t-WS
AMHERST LAMB NATL AMHERST
ANDREWS ANDREWS NATL ANDREWS
ANGLETON BRAZORIA NAIL ANGLETON
ANNA COLLIN NATL ANNA
ANTON HOCKLEY NATL ANTON
ARANSAS PASS NUECES CONS ARANSAS PASS
ARLINGTON TARRANT ADJ /68 ARLINGTON
ARP SMITH ADJ 6/85 ARP
AUSTIN TRAVIS ADJ /72 AUSTIN
BAILEY FANNIN NAIL BAILEY
BALCH SPRINGS DALLAS ADJ 1/66 DALLAS
BALLINGER RUNNELS ADJ 5/85 BALLINGER
BALMDRHEA REEVES NATL BALMORHEA





T E X A S
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
C O M M UN ITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE.
SOURCE SYSTEM
BARSTOW WARD NATL BARSTOW
BARTLETT WILLIAMSON NATL BARTLETT
BARTONVILLE DENTON NAIL BARTONVILLE WSC
BAY CITY MATAGORDA ADJ 1/68 BAY CITY
BAYTOWN HARRIS ADJ 9/84 BAYTOWN AREA WA
BEAUMONT JEFFERSON ADJ 7/71 BEALM3NT
BECKVILLE PANOLA NATL BECKVILLE
BEEVILLE BEE NAIL BEEVILLE
BELLAIRE HARRIS CONS BELLAIRE
BELLVUE CLAY NATL BELLVUE
BELTON BELL CONS BELTON
BENBROOK TARRANT CONS BENBROOK
BEVERLY HILLS MCLENNAN ADJ 10/72 WACO
BIG LAKE REAGAN NAIL BIG LAKE
BISHOP NUECES NAIL BISHOP
BLOOMING GROVE NAVARRO NATL BLOOMING GROVE
BLUE MOUND TARRANT NAIL SAGINAW PK UITL
BLUE RIDGE COLLIN NATL BLUE RIDGE
BOERNE KENDALL NATL BOERNE
BONHAM FANNIN ADJ BONHAM
BOOKER LIPSCOMB NAIL BOOKER MWS
BORGER HUTCHINSON NATL BORGER MWS
BOVINA PARMER NAIL BOVINA MWS
BRADY MCCULLOCH NATL BRADY
HOUSTON
BELL COUNTY WCID #1 
TORT WORTH
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E X A S
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
BRAZORIA BRAZORIA NATL BRAZORIA CO WCID 8
BRAZORIA BRAZORIA NATL BRAZORIA
BREMM) ROBERTSON ADJ 10/84 BREMM)
BRENHAM WASHINGTON ADJ /74 BRENHAM
BROWNFIELD TERRY NAIL BROWNFIELD
BRYAN BRAZOS ADJ 1/71 BRYAN
BUFFALO LEON ADJ 9/83 BUFFALO
BULLARD SMITH ADJ 6/85 BULLARD
BUNKER HILL HARRIS NAIL BUNKER HILL
BURKBURNETT WICHITA CONS BURKBURNETT WICHITA FALLS
BURKE! ANGELINA NAIL BURKE WSC
BURLESON TARRANT CONS BURLESON FORT WORTH
BURNET BURNET ADJ 5/81 BURNET
BYERS CLAY NAIL BYERS
CACTUS MOORE NAIL CACTUS MWS
CALDWELL BURLESON ADJ 6/84 CALDWELL
CAMERON MILAM ADJ 7/81 CAMERON
CANADIAN HEMPHILL NATL CANADIAN NWS
CANTON YAN ZANEfT ADJ 10/85 CANTON
CANYON RANDALL NATL CANYON MWS
CARROLLTON DALLAS OONS CARROLLTON DALLAS
CEDAR HILL DALLAS CONS CEDAR HILL DALLAS
CEUNA COLLIN NAIL CEUNA
CENTER SHELBY ADJ 5/82 CENTER
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T E X A S
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M UN ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CHILDRESS CHILDRESS NATL CHILDRESS
CLAUDE ARMSTRONG NATL CLAUDE MWS
CLEAR LAKE SHORES GALVESTON CIQNS CLEAR LAKE HOUSTON
CLEVELAND LIBERTY NATL CLEVELAND
CUUTE BOSQUE NATL CIUTE
COCKRELL HILL DALLAS CONS COCKRELL HILL DALLAS
CDLLEYVILLE TARRANT NATL CDLLEYVILLE
COLORADO CITY MITCHELL NATL COLORADO CITY
COMBES CAMERON NATL COMBES
CONROE MONTGOMERY ADJ 12/63 CONROE
COOPER DELTA ADJ 12/80 COOPER
COPPELL DALLAS CONS COPPELL DALLAS
COPPERAS COVE CORYELL COB COPPERAS COVE BELL COUNTY WCID
CORINTH DENTON CONS CORINTH DENTON
CORPUS CHRISTT NUECES ADJ 12/53 CORPUS CHRISTI
CORSICANA NAVARRO ADJ 8/85 CORSICANA
COVINGTON HILL NATL COVINGTON WW
CRANDALL KAUFMAN CONS CRANDALL NORTH TEXAS MWD
CRAWFORD MCLENNAN NATL CRAWFORD
CROSBY HARRIS NATL CROSBY MUD
CROSBYTON CROSBY NAIL CROSBYTON
CKOWELL FOARD NATL CROWELL
(ROWLEY TARRANT CONS CROWLEY FORT WORTH
CRYSTAL CITY ZAVALA ADJ 3/82 CRYSTAL CITY
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E X A S
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM ;
CUERO DE WITT NAIL CUERO
DALHART DALLAM NATL DALHART
DALLAS DALLAS ADJ 1/66 DALLAS
DEAN CLAY NATL DEAN DALE WSC
DEER PARK HARRIS CONS DEER PARK HOUSTON
DELL CITY HUDSPETH NATL DELL CITY
DEMON DENTON ADJ 4/64 DENTON
DENVER CITY YOAKUM NAIL DENVER CITY
DESOTO DALLAS CONS DESOTO DALLAS
DETROIT RED RIVER NAIL DETROIT
DIBOLL ANGELINA ADJ 6/85 DIBOLL
DICKENS DICKENS NATL DICKENS
DICKINSON VILLAGE OF CHAMBERS ADJ 6/83 GALVESTON COUNTY WA
DimiTT hMS CASTRO NATL DIt-MITT MWS
DOT» CITY FANNIN NATL DODD CITY
DODSON COLLINGSWORTH NATL DODSON WW
DONNA HIDALGO NAIL DONNA
DOUGLASSVILLE CASS NATL DOUGLASSVILLE
DRISCOLL NUECES NAIL DRISOOLL
DUMAS MDORE NATL DIMAS MUD
DUNCANVILLE DALLAS CONS DUNCANVILLE DALLAS
EAGLE PASS MAVERICK NAIL EAGLE PASS
EARTH LAMB NAIL EARTH
ECTOR FANNIN NATL ECTOR
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T E X A S
COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
C O M M U N ITY  COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED W ATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
EDOOUCH HIDALGO NATL EDOOUCH
EDGECLIFF VILLAGE TARRANT CONS EDGECLIFF VILLAGE FORT WORTH
EDMONDSON HALE NATL EDMONDSON
EDNA JACKSON NATL EDNA
EL PASO EL PASO NATL EL PASO WATER UTIL-PSB
ELDORADO SCHLEICHER NATL ELDORADO
ELGIN BASTROP NATL ELGIN
ELMENDORF BEXAR NAIL ELMENDORF
ELSA HIDALGO NATL ELSA
ENNIS ELLIS ADJ 6/67 ENNIS
EVANT WSC CORYELL NATL EVANT WSC
EVERMAN TARRANT CONS EVERMAN PORT WORTH
FAIRFIELD FREESTONE ADJ 9/84 FAIRFIELD
FAIRVIEW COLLIN CONS FAIRVIEW NORTH TEXAS MWD
FALLS CITY KARNES NATL FALLS CITY
FARMERS BRANCH DALLAS CONS FARMERS BRANCH DALLAS
FARMERSVILLE COLLIN CONS FARMERSVILLE NORTH TEXAS MWD
FARWELL PARMER NATL FARWELL MWS
FATE ROCKWALL CONS FATE NORTH TEXAS MWD
FERRIS ELLIS NATL FERRIS
FLORENCE WILLIAMSON NATL FLORENCE
FLORESVILLE WILSON ADJ 5/82 FLORESVILLE
FLOWER MOUND DENTON CONS FLOWER MOUND DALLAS
FLOYDADA FLOYD NAIL FLOYDADA
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COMMUNITIES SERVED FLUORIDATED DRINKING WATER,
BY COUNTY AND WATER SYSTEM WITHIN STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)
T E X A S
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
POLLETT LIPSCOMB NATL POLLETT MWS
FOREST HILL TARRANT CONS FOREST HILL PORT WORTH
FORNEY KAUFMAN CONS PORNEY NORTH TEXAS MWD
PORSAN HOWARD NATL PORSAN
PORT HOC» BELL ADJ 6/63 BELL COUNTY WCID #1
PORT WORTH TARRANT ADJ 12/65 PORT WORTH
FRANKSTON ANDERSON ADJ 9/84 FRANKSTON
FREDERICKSBURG GILLESPIE ADJ 8/83 FREDERICKSBURG
FREER WCID DUVAL NATL FREER WCID
FRIENDSWOOD GALVESTON NATL FRIENDSWOOD
FRIONA PARMER NATL FRIONA MWS
FROST NAVARRO NATL FROST
FT BLISS EL PASO NATL FT1 BUSS BIGGS ARMY AIRFIELD
FT GATES WSC CORYELL NAIL FT' GATES WSC
FT SAM HOUSTON BEXAR ADJ /60 FT SAM HOUSTON
FT STOCKTON PECOS NAIL FT STOCKTON
GALVESTON GALVESTON CONS GALVESTON HOUSTON
GANADO DALLAS NATL GANADO
GARLAND DALLAS CONS GARLAND NORTH TEXAS MWD
GARRETT ELLIS ADJ 6/67 ENNIS
GARRISON NACOGDOCHES NATL GARRISON
GEORGE WEST LIVE QWC NATL GEORGE WEST
GHOLSON MCLENNAN NATL GHOLSON WSC
GIDDINGS LEE NAIL GIDOINGS
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C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
T E X A S
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM .
GLENN HEIGHTS DALLAS NAIL GLENN HEIGHTS
GOLDSMITH ECTOR NATL GOLDSMITH
GOLUmWAITE MILLS NATL GOmiHWAITE
GOLIAD GOLIAD NATL GOLIAD
GONZALES GONZALES ADJ 12/54 GONZALES
GOREE KNOX ADJ 1/81 NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS MWA
GRAND PRAIRIE DALLAS cons GRAND PRAIRIE DALLAS
GRAND SALINE VAN ZANDT NATL GRAND SALINE
GRANDFALLS WARD NATL GRANDFALLS
GRANGER WILLIAMSON NATL GRANGER
GREGORY SAN PATRICIO CCNS GREGORY CORPUS CHRIST!
GRIFFING PARK JtiKKh&SON ADJ 8/53 PORT ARTHUR
GROCM hWS CARS») NATL GROOM NWS
GROVES JEFFERSON ADJ /79 GROVES
GRUVER HANSFORD NATL GRUVER MWS
GUNTER GRAYSON NATL GUNTER
HALE CENTER HALE NATL HALE CENTER
HALTOM CITY TARRANT CONS HALTOM CITY (PART) FORT WORTH
HALTOM CITY JOHNSON NATL HALTOM CITY (PART)
HAPPY SWISHER NATL HAPPY MWS
HARKER HEIGHTS RET.T. CONS HARKER HEIGHTS BELL COUNTY WCID #1
HART CASTRO NATL HART MWS
HEMPHILL SABINE ADJ 12/84 HEMPHILL
HEREFORD MWS DEAF SMITH NATL HEREFORD MWS
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C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HEWITT MCLENNAN NAIL HEWITT WC
HICKORY CREEK HUNT NATL HICKORY CREEK WSC
HIGH SPRINGS CUSS ADJ 1/85 NORTHEAST TEXAS NWD
HIGHLAND VILLAGE DENTON NAIL HIGHLAND VILLAGE
HIGHLANDS HARRIS NAIL HOO WCID #1 HIGHLANDS
HILLCREST VILLAGE BRAZORIA NAIL HILLCREST VILLAGE
HILLSBORO HILL NAIL HILLSBORO
HITCHCOCK GALVESTON NAIL HITCHCOCK
HOLLAND BET I. NAIL HOLLAND
HOLLIDAY ARCHER CONS HOLLIDAY WICHITA FALLS
HONEY GRCWE FANNIN NAIL HONEY GROVE
HOUSTON HARRIS ADJ 2/82 HOUSTON
HOWE GRAYSON NAIL HOWE
HUNTSVILLE WALKER ADJ 10/80 HUNTSVILLE
HURST TARRANT CONS HURST PORT WORTH
HUTCHINS DALLAS CONS HUTCHINS DALLAS
HUTTO WILLIAMSON NATL HUTTO
IDALOU LUBBOCK NAIL IDALOU
INGLESIDE SAN PATRICIO CONS INGLESIDE SAN PATRICIO MWD
INGRAM KERR NAIL INGRAM WSC
IRAAN PEOOS NAIL IRAAN
IRVING DALLAS CONS IRVING DALLAS
ITALY ELLIS NAIL ITALY
ITASCA HILL NAIL ITASCA
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
JEFFERSON MARION ADJ 9/84 JEFFERSON
KARNES CITY KARNES NATL KARNES CITY
KAUFMAN KAUFMAN CONS KAUFMAN NORTH TEXAS MWD
KEENE JOHNSON NATL KEENE
KELLER TARRANT CONS KELLER PORT WORTH
KEMAH CHAMBERS NATL GALVESTON CO WCID 12
KENEDY KARNES NATL KENEDY
KENNARD HOUSTON NAIL KENNARD WSC
KENNEDÄLE TARRANT NATL KENNEDALE
KERMIT WINKLER NATL KERMIT
KERRVILLE KERR ADJ 6/82 UGRA-KERRVILLE
KILGORE GREGG ADJ 9/84 KILGORE
KILLEEN RET.T. CONS KILLEEN BELL COUNTY WCID //I
KIRBYVILLE JASPER ADJ 1/85 KIRBYVILLE
KNCK CITY KNCK CONS KNCK CITY NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS
KRESS SWISHER NATL KRESS MWS
KYLE HAYS NATL KYLE
LA VILLA HIDALGO NATL LA VTLLA
LACEY-LAKEVIEW MCLENNAN NATL LACEY-LAKEVIEW
LACKLAND AFB BEXAR ADJ /58 LACKLAND AIR FORCE BASE
LADONIA FANNIN NATL LADONIA
LAKE JACKSON BRAZORIA ADJ 3/61 LAKE JACKSON
LAKE WORTH TARRANT CONS LAKE WORTH FÜRT WORTH
LAKESIDE CITY ARCHER NATL LAKESIDE CITY
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C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVE D FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
LAKEVIEW HALL CONS LAKEVIEW WSC
LAMARQUE GALVESTON CONS LAMARQUE
LAMESA DAWSON NAIL LAMESA
LANCASTER DALLAS CONS LANCASTER
LAREDO WEBB NAIL LAREDO WWS
LAUGHLIN AFB val verm: ADJ /59 LAUGHLIN AIR FORCE BASE
LEONARD FANNIN NATL LEONARD
LEONARD FANNIN NAIL WEST LEONARD WSC
LEVELLAND HOCKLEY NAIL LEVELLAND
LEWISVILLE DEMON ADJ 10/84 LEWISVILLE
LINCOLN PARK DENTON NAIL TRAIL DUST CITY
LINDEN CASS NAIL LINDEN
LITTLEFIELD LAMB NAIL LITTLEFIELD
LIVINGSTON POLK ADJ 3/84 LIVINGSTON REG WS (IRA)
LLANO LLANO ADJ 5/81 LLANO
LOCKHART CALDWELL ADJ 9/77 LOCKHART
LCMETA LAMPASAS NAIL LOMETA
LONE STAR MDRRIS ADJ 1/85 NORTHEAST TEXAS NWD
LONGVIEW GREGG ADJ 4/70 LONGVIEW
LORAINE MITCHELL NAIL LORAINE
LORENA WC MCLENNAN NAIL DORENA WC
LORENZO CROSBY NAIL LORENZO
LOOT FALLS NAIL LOTT





T E X A S
C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVED FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
LUCAS WSC COLLIN CONS LUCAS WSC
LUELLA GRAYSON NATL LUELLA WSC
LUFKIN ANGELINA ADJ /73 LUFKIN
IDLING CALDWELL ADJ 6/85 GBRA-LULING
LYFORD WILLACY NATL LYPORD
LYTLE ATASCOSA NATL LYTLE
MAM» TRAVIS NATL MANOR
MARBLE FALLS BURNET ADJ /81 MARBLE FALLS
MARFA PRESIDIO NATL MARFA
MARQUEZ LEON NATL MARQUEZ
MARSHALL HARRIS») ADJ 4/46 MARSHALL
MATADOR MOTLEY NATL MATADOR
MAYPEARL ELLIS NATL MAYPEARL
MCALLEN HIDALGO NATL MCALLEN
MCCAMEY UPTON NAIL MCCAMEY
MCKINNEY COLLIN CONS MCKINNEY
MEADOW TERRY NATL MEADOW
MELISSA OOLUN NAIL MELISSA
MERCEDES HIDALGO NATL MERCEDES
MESQUITE DALLAS CONS MESQUITE
MIDLOTHIAN ELLIS NATL MIDLOTHIAN
MILANO MILAM NATL MILANO WSC
MILES RUNNELS NATL MILES





T E X A S
C O M M U N IT IE S  SE R VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
MISSION HIDALGO NAIL MISSION
MONAHANS WARD NATL MONAHANS
MDNT BELVIEU CHAMBERS NATL MONT BELVIEU
MONTE ALTO HIDALOO NATL MONTE ALTO W&S
MURPHY OOLLIN CONS MURPHY
NACOGDOCHES NACOGDOCHES ADJ 5/84 NACOGDOCHES
NASH ELLIS NATL NASH PORRESTON WSC
NAVASOEA GRIMES NATL NAVASOEA
NAYS NAYS ADJ /81 MARBLE FALLS
NEDERLAND JEFFERSON ADJ 1/67 NEDERLAND
NEW BRAUNFELS OCMAL ADJ 2/83 NEW BRAUNFELS UTIL
NEW DEAL LUBBOCK NAIL NEW DEAL
NEW SU*1EBFIELD WSC CHEROKEE NATL NEW SU-MERFIELD WSC
NEWTON NETWON ADJ 5/85 NEWTON
NOLANVILLE RET.T. ADJ 6/63 BELL COUNTY WCID #1
NORTH RICHLAND HILLS TARRANT CONS NORTH RICHLAND HILLS
O'BRIEN HASKELL NATL O’BRIEN
O'DONNELL LYNN NAIL O'DONNELL
ODEM SAN PATRICIO CONS ODEM
ODESSA ector NAIL ODESSA
OGLESBY OORYELL NATL OGLESBY
OLTON LAMB NAIL OLTON
ONALASKA POLK NATL ONALASKA WSC





T E X A S
C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVE D F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
PALACIOS MATAGORDA NAIL PALACIOS
PALMES ELLIS NATL PAIMER
PAMPA GRAY NATL PAMPA MWS
PANTEQO TARRANT NATL PANTEGO
PARIS LAMAR ADJ 10/52 PARIS
PARKER COLLIN ADJ 5/82 NORTH TEXAS MWD
PASADENA HARRIS OONS PASADENA
PEARLAND BRAZORIA NAIL PEARLAND
PECOS REEVES NAIL PECOS
PERRYTON OCHILTREE NATL PEBRYTON MWS
PETERSBURG HALE NAIL PETERSBURG
PFLUGERVILLE TRAVIS NATL PFLUGERVILLE
PHARR HIDALGO NAIL PHARR
PHILLIPS HUTCHINSON NAIL PHILLIPS PET-PANTEX WS
PLAINS YOAKUM NAIL PLAINS
PLAINVIEW HALE NAIL PLAINVIEW
PLANO COLLIN CONS PLANO
POINT RAINS NAIL POINT
PORT ARANSAS NUECES ADJ 5/81 SAN PATRICIO MWD
PORT ARTHUR JEFFERSON ADJ 8/53 PORT ARTHUR
PORT ISABEL CAMERON NATL CAMERON 00 EVISC #1
PORT LAVACA CALHOUN ADJ 4/83 GBRA-PORT LAVACA
PORT NECHES JEFFERSON ADJ 1/66 PORT NECHES





T E X A S
C O M M U N IT IE S  SER V E D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N TY  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12/31/85)
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
POST GARZA NAIL POST
pora WILSON NAIL POTH
pottsboro GRAYSON ADJ 6/85 POTTSBORO
PREM3NT JIM WELLS NAIL PREM3NT
PRESIDIO PRESIDIO NAIL PRESIDIO WSC
PRINCETON COLLIN CONS PRINCETON NORTH TEXAS MWD
PROSPER OOLLIN CONS PROSPER NORTH TEXAS MWD
QUITAQUE BRISCOE NAIL QUITAQUE MWS
RALLS CROSBY NAIL RALLS
RANKIN UPTON NATL RANKIN
RAYMONDVILLE WILLACY NALL RAYMONWILLE
RED OAK ELLIS NAIL RED OAK
REESE AFB LUBBOCK ADJ /62 REESE AFB
REFUGIO REFUGIO NAIL REFUGIO
RENO LAMAR NAIL RENO
RICE ELLIS ADJ 6/67 ENNIS
RICHARDSON DALLAS CONS RICHARDSON NORTH TEXAS NMD
RICHLAND HILLS TARRANT CONS RICHLAND HILLS PORT WORTH
RICHLAND HILLS TARRANT CONS RIVER OAKS PORT WORTH
RICHLAND SPRINGS SAN SABA NAIL RICHLAND SPRINGS
RIQMM) BRAZORIA NATL RICHMOND
RIESEL MCLENNAN NATL RIESEL
RIO HCMX) CAMERON NATL RIO HONDO
RIVERSILE WALKER NAIL RI VERSIDE WSC !
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ROANOKE ramai NAIL ROANOKE
ROBERT LEE COKE ADJ 8/85 ROBERT LEE
ROBINSON MCLENNAN NATL ROBINSON
ROBSTOWN NUECES ADJ 10/82 NUECES 00 WCID #3
ROBY FISHER CONS ROBY SWEETWATER
ROCKPORT NUECES CONS ROCKPORT SAN PATRICIO MWD
ROCKWALL ROCKWALL CONS ROCKWALL NORTH TEXAS MWD
ROGERS RFT.T. NATL ROGERS
ROLLINGWOOD TRAVIS NATL ROLLINGWOOD
ROMA-LOS SAENZ STARR NATL ROMA
ROSOOE NOLAN NATL ROSOOE
ROSS WSC MCLENNAN NAIL ROSS WSC
ROWLETT DALLAS CONS ROWLETT NORTH TEXAS MWD
ROYSE CITY COLLIN / ROCKWALL CONS ROYSE CITY NORTH TEXAS MWD
RUSK RUSK ADJ 9/82 RUSK
SACHSE DALLAS OONS SACHSE NORTH TEXAS MWD
SAGINAW PARK TARRANT NATL SAGINAW PK UTIL
SALADO BELT. NATL SALADO WSC
SAN LEDN GALVESTON NATL SAN LEDN MUD
SANGINAW TARRANT OONS SANGINAW EOR.T WORTH
SAVOY FANNIN NATL SAVOY
SCOTLAND ARCHER OONS SCOTLAND WICHITA FALLS
SEABROOK HARRIS NAIL SEABROOK
SEADRIFT CALHOUN NAIL SEADRIFT
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
SEAGOVILLE DALLAS CONS SEAGOVILLE
SEAGRAVES GAINES NATL SEAGRAVES
SEMINOLE GAINES NATL SEMINOLE
SEQUIN GUADALUPE ADJ /74 SEQUIN
SEYMOUR BAYLÛR NATL SEYMOUR
SHALLOWATER LUBBOCK NATL SHALLOWATER
SHERMAN GRAYSON NAIL SHERMAN
SHINER LAVACA NATL SHINER
SILVERTON brisooe NATL SILVERTON NWS
SINICIN SAN PATRICIO NATL SIMON
SLATON LUBBOCK NATL SLATON
SOMERVILLE BROOKS NATL SOMERVILLE
SOUIHLAKE TARRANT NATL SOUIHLAKE
SOUTHMAYD GRAYSON NATL SOUTHMAYD
SPEARMAN MWS HANSPORD NATL SPEARMAN MWS
SPRING VALLEY MCLENNAN NATL SPRING VALLEY WSC
SPRINGTOWN PARKER NAIL SPRINGTOWN
SPUR DICKENS NATL SPUR
STAMFORD JONES ADJ 1/84 STAMFORD
STANTON MARTIN NATL STANTON
STERLING STERLING NATL STERLING.
STINNETT HUTCHINSON NATL STINNETT Miß
STRATFORD SHERMAN NATL STRATFORD
SUDAN LAMB NATL SUDAN
DALLAS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
SULPHUR SPRINGS HOPKINS ADJ 1/67 SULPHUR SPRINGS
SUNDOWN HOCKLEY NATL SUNDOWN
SUNNYVALE DALLAS CONS SUNNYVALE NORTH TEXAS MWD
SUNRAY MDORE NAIL SUNRAY MWS
SWEETWATER NOLAN ADJ 10/51 SWEETWAIER
TAFT SAN PAIRICIO CONS TAFT CORPUS CHRISTI
TAHOKA LYNN NAIL TAHOKA
TATUM RUSK NAIL TATUM
TAYLOR WILLIAMSON NAIL TAYLOR
TEMPLE BET I. CONS TiMPLE BELL COUNTY WCID #1
TENAHA SHELBY NAIL TENAHA
TERRELL KAUEWAN ADJ 12/58 TERRELL
TEXAS CITY GALVESTON CONS TEXAS CITY GALVESTON COUNTY WA
TEXLINE DALLAM NATL TEXLINE
UMPSON SHELBY NAIL TIMPSON
TOM BEAN GRAYSON NAIL TOM BEAN
TOYAH REEVES NAIL TOYAH
TRENT TAYLOR CONS TRENT SWEETWATER
TRENTON FANNIN NAIL TRENTON
TROUP SMITH NAIL TROUP
TROY REI.T. NATL TROY
TULIA SWISHER NAIL TULIA MWS
TURKEY HALL NAIL TURKEY MJS
TYLER SMITH ADJ 1/52 TYLER
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
VALLEY MILLS BOSQUE NATL VALLEY MILLS
VAN ALSTYNE GRAY90N NATL VAN ALSTYNE
VAN HORN CULBERSON NATL VAN HORN
VICTORIA VICTORIA ADJ 5/85 VICTORIA
WACO MCLENNAN ADJ 10/72 WACO
WAXAHACHIE ELLIS ADJ 3/84 WAXAHACHIE
WEATHERFORD PARKER ADJ 3/75 WEATHERFORD
WEINERT HASKELL NATL WEINERT
WELLS CHEROKEE NATL WELLS
WEST MCLENNAN NATL WEST
WESTWER HILLS TARRANT OONS WESTOVER HILLS
WHITE DEER CARSON NATL WHITE DEER MWS
WHITE FACE COCHRAN NATL WHITE FACE
WHITE SETTLEMENT TARRANT OONS WHITE SETTLEMENT
WHITEWRIGHT GRAYS«! NATL WHITEWRIGHT
WICHITA FALLS WICHITA ADJ 7/73 WICHITA FALLS
WICKETT WARD NATL WICKETT
WILLS POINT VAN ZANDT ADJ 8/80 WILLS POINT
WIIMER DALLAS NATL WIIMER
WILSCN LYNN NAIL WILSON
WINDCM FANNIN NAIL WINDOM
WINDTHORST ARCHER OONS WINDTHORST
WINK WINKUCR NATL WINK
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WOODSBORO REFUGIO NAIL WOODSBÛRO
WOODWAY MCLENNAN NAIL WOODWAY
YANTIS WOOD NAIL YANITS
ZAPATA ZAPATA NAIL ZAPAIA CO WATERWORKS
ZAVALLA ANGELINA NAIL ZAVALLA WCID
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COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
BALLARD UNITAH CONS BALLARD UTE TRIBAL WS
BALLARD UINTAH CONS CURRAY PARK UTE TRIBAL WS
BRIGHAM CITY BOX ELDER ADJ 11/66 BRIGHAM CITY
CORNISH CACHE NATL CORNISH
GLENDALE KANE NATL GLENDALE
HELPER CARBON ADJ 8/56 HELPER
MANILA DAGGETT NATL MANILA
MARYSVILLE PIUTE NATL MARYSVILLE
MILFORD BEAVER NATL MILFORD
MINERSVILLE BEAVER NATL MINERSVILLE
SANTA CLARA (PART) washing™ NATL SANTA CLARA
SNOWVILLE BOX ELDER NATL SNOWVILLE
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C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER ,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12 /31 /85 )
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
ALBURG GRAND ISLE ADJ 6/83 ALBURG
BARRE WASHINGTON ADJ 7/67 BARRE
BELLOWS FALLS WINDHAM ADJ 7/67 BELLOWS FALLS
BRADFORD ORANGE ADJ 11/71 BRADFORD
BURLINGTON CHITTENDEN ADJ 7/52 BURLINGTON
DERBY LINE ORLEANS ADJ 7/58 DERBY LINE (INTERNATIONAL WC)
ENOSBURG FALLS FRANKLIN ADJ 9/76 ENOSBURG FALLS
ESSEX JUNCTION CHITTENDEN OONS ESSEX JUNCTION CHAMPLAIN WD
JERICHO CHITTENDEN ADJ 7/73 JERICHO
MIDDLEBURY ADDISON ADJ 1/69 MIDDLEBURY
MDNTPELIER WASHINGTON ADJ 11/67 MONTPELIER
MDRRISVILLE LAMOILLE ADJ 9/70 MORRISVILLE
NEWPORT ORLEANS ADJ 1/69 NEWPORT
N0R1HFIELD WASHINGTON ADJ 8/76 NORTHETELD
NORWICH WINDSOR ADJ 11/71 NORWICH
ORLEANS ORLEANS ADJ 1/69 ORLEANS
PANTON ADDISON ADJ 12/73 PANION
PLAINFIELD WASHINGTON ADJ 4/80 PLAINFIELD
POULTNEY RUTLAND ADJ 6/84 POULTNEY
PROCTOR RUTLAND ADJ 1/63 PROCTOR
RICHMOND CHITTENDEN ADJ 11/72 RICHMOND
RUTLAND RUTLAND ADJ /83 RUTLAND
SOUTH BURLINGTON CHITTENDEN OONS SOUTH BURLINGTON CHAMPLAIN WD
SPRINGFIELD WINDSOR ADJ 4/75 SPRINGFIELD
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VERMONT
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
START FLUORIDATED WATER 
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
ST ALBANS FRANKLIN ADJ 6/84 ST ALBANS
ST JOHNSBURY CALEDCMA ADJ 1/69 ST' JOHNSBURY
SWANION FTtANKLIN ADJ 8/50 SWANTON
UNDESHILL animiDEN ADJ 11/81 UNDERHILL
VEKGENNES ADDISON ADJ 12/73 VERGENNES
WAIERBURY WASHINGTON ADJ 11/68 WATERBURY
WINOOSKI CHITTENDEN CONS WINOOSKI CHAMPLAIN WD
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
CRQZET ALBEMARLE ADJ 1/83 CROZET
CULPEPER CULPEPER ADJ 10/65 CULPEPER
DALE CITY PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-POTOMAC
DAMASCUS WASHINGTON ADJ 12/75 WASHINGTON 00 SVC AUIH
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSLYVANIA ADJ 10/53 DANVILLE
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA CONS Ml’ CROSS ROAD DANVILLE
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA CONS MT HERMON DANVILLE
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA OONS SHERWOOD ACRES DANVILLE
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA OONS WESTOVER HILLS DANVILLE
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA NAIL GLENWOOD
DANVILLE (PART) PITTSYLVANIA NAIL WESTOVER MHP
DAYTON ROCKINGHAM ADJ 11/82 day™
DUBLIN PULASKI ADJ 4/79 PULASKI 00 SVC AUIH
DUMFRIES PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-POTOMAC
EMPORIA GREENSVILLE ADJ 10/78 EMPORIA
FAIRFAX FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX, CITY
FAIRLAWN PULASKI ADJ 4/79 PULASKI 00 SVC AUTO
FALLS CHURCH (PART) FAIRFAX OONS FALLS CHURCH (PART) FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
FALLS CHURCH (PART) FAIRFAX OONS FALLS CHURCH (PART) WASHING™ AQDT-GORPS ENG, DC
FALMOinH STAFFORD ADJ /83 ABEL LAKE
FARMVILLE PRINCE EDWARD ADJ 4/54 FARMVILLE
FRANCONIA FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
FRANKLIN (PART) SUFFOLK NATL BECK'S SUBD
FRANKLIN (PART) FRANKLIN NAIL FRANKLIN
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
FRANKLIN (PART) SOUTHAMPTON NAIL SCOITSWOOD SUB
FREDERICKSBURG SPOTSYLVANIA ADJ 2/53 FREDERICKSBURG
FRIES GRAYSON ADJ 6/52 FRIES
FRONT ROYAL (PART) WARREN ADJ 12/63 FRONT ROYAL
FRONT ROYAL (PART) WARREN OONS SHENANDOAH SHORES FRONT ROYAL
FT BELVOIR FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AU1H-OCCOQUAN
FT HUNT FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX GO WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
FT LEE PRINCE GEORGE OONS FT LEE APPOMATTOX RIVER
GALAX GALAX ADJ 9/67 GALAX
GATE CITY SOOTT ADJ 12/70 GAIE CITY
GLACE SPRING washing™ ADJ 12/75 WASHINGTON CO SVC AUIH
GLASGOW ROCKBRIDGE ADJ 6/84 GLASGOW
GLENWOOD PITTSLYVANIA ADJ 10/53 DANVILLE
QORDONSVILLE ORANGE ADJ 12/70 GORDONSVILLE
GRETNA PITTSYLVANIA ADJ 7/83 GREINA
GROVEDON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX GO WATER ALU’H-OCCOQUAN
GRUNDY BUCHANNAN ADJ 1/82 JOHN FLANNIGAN WATER AUIH
HAMPTON HAMPTON ADJ 1/53 NEWPORT NEWS
HARRISONBURG HARRISONBURG ADJ 9/55 HARRISONBURG
HAYSIC DICKENSON ADJ 1/82 JOHN FLANNIGAN WATER ALFTH
HILLSVILLE CARROLL ADJ 3/81 HILLSVILLE
HOPEWELL PRINCE GEORGE ADJ 6/68 VA AMERICAN WATERWORKS
HUNTINGTON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WAIT® ALTIH-OCOOQUAN
HURT PITTSYLVANIA NAIL HURT
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
IRVINGTON LANCASTER NAIL IRVINGTON
JEFFERSON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
KEYSVILLE CHARLOTTE ADJ 5/79 KEYSVILLE
KILMARNOCK (PART) LANCASTER NATL BLACK STUMP
KILMARNOCK (PART) LANCASTER NAIL KILMARNOCK
lake; barcraft FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
lawrenceville BRUNSWICK ADJ 3/82 LAWRENCEVILLE
LEESBURG LOUDOUN ADJ 12/78 LEESBURG
LEXINGTON ROCKBRIDGE ADJ 2/74 MAURY SERVICE AUTH
LINOOLINA FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
LORTON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER ALJTH-OCOOQUAN
LOUISA LOUISA ADJ 6/85 LOUISA
LYNCHBURG CAMPBELL ADJ 9/51 LYNCHBURG
MANASSAS PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 5/74 MANASSAS
MANASSAS PARK PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 5/74 MANASSAS
MANIUA FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
MARIO« SMYTH ADJ 3/76 MARION
MARTINSVILLE MARTINSVILLE ADJ 6/66 MARTINSVILLE
MCLEAN FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER ALTEH-OCOOQUAN
MERRIFIELD FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
MIDDLETOWN FREDERICK ADJ 12/57 WINCHESTER
MT VERNON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
NARROWS GILES ADJ 6/82 NARROWS
NEWINGTON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
NEWPORT NEWS NEWPORT NEWS ADJ 1/53 NEWPORT NEWS
NORFOLK NORFOLK ADJ 8/52 NORFOLK
NORTH PULASKI PULASKI ADJ 4/79 PULASKI 00 SVC AUIH
NORTH SPRINGFIELD FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUTH-QCOOQUAN
NORTON WISE ADJ 8/52 NORTON
OAKTON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
ORANGE ORANGE ADJ 12/70 ORANGE
PEARISBURG GILES ADJ 5/82 PEARISBURG
PETERSBURG (PART) CHESTERFIELD ADJ 11/68 APPOMATTOX RIVER AUIH (ARWA)
PETERSBURG (PART) PETERSBURG ADJ 11/68 PETERSBURG
PimiT HILLS FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
POQUOSON POQUOSON ADJ 1/53 NEWPORT NEWS
PORTSMOUTH PORTSMOUTH NATL PORTSMOUTH
POUND WISE ADJ 3/68 POUND
PULASKI PULASKI ADJ 3/57 PULASKI
QUANTIOO PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ /78 QUANTIOO
RADPORD RADPORD ADJ 6/59 RADPORD
RADFORD (PART) PULASKI OONS LAKELAND PULASKI
RESTON FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
RICHLANDS TAZEWELL ADJ 2/84 RICHLANDS
RICHMOND RICHMOND ADJ 11/52 RICHMOND
RIDGEWAY HENRY ADJ 6/82 HENRY 00 SERV AUIH
ROANOKE ROANOKE ADJ 12/55 ROANOKE CITY WA
ROCKY MOUNT FRANKLIN ADJ 9/54 ROCKY MOUNT
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V I R G I N I A
ROSE HILL LEE ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
RURAL RETREAT WYTHE ADJ 4/82 RURAL RETREAT
RUSHMERE (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL RUSHMERE
SALEM ROCKBRIDGE ADJ 9/68 SALEM
SALTVILLE SMYTH ADJ /84 SALTVILLE
SOOTTSVILLE ALBERMARLE ADJ /83 SGOTTSVILLE
SEVEN CORNER FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AUffl-OCOOQUAN
SMITHFIELD (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL CLYDES DALE MHP
SMTfflFIELD (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL OWENS SUBDIVISION
SMITHFIELD (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL SMITHFIELD
SMITHFIELD (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL SMITHFIELD MHP
SMITHFIELD (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL THOMAS PARK COMMUNITY
SOUTH BOSTON HALIFAX ADJ 2/58 SOUTH BOSTON
SOUTH HILL MECKLENBURG ADJ 3/66 SOLTIH HILL
SPRINGFIELD FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUffl-OCOOQUAN
STANLEY TOWN (PART) HENRY ADJ 8/85 UPPER SMITH RIVER WA
STAUNTON STAUNTON ADJ 3/58 STAUNTON
STEPHENS CITY FREDERICK ADJ 12/57 WINCHESTER
STERLING PARK FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX, CITY
STEWART'S DRAFT AUGUSTA ADJ 9/82 AUGUSTA 00 SYS AUfH
SIRASBURG SHENANDOAH ADJ 10/83 STRASBURG
SlliART PATRICK ADJ /82 STUART
SUFFOLK SUFFOLK NATL HOBSON ARTESIAN WELL
SUFFOLK (PART) SUFFOLK NAIL CITIZENS WA3ER LEAGUE
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DATE
SUFFOLK (PART) SUFFOLK NAIL HOBSON CIVIC
SUFFOLK (PART) SUFFOLK NATL HOLLAND WATER CD
SUFFOLK (PART) SUFFOLK NAIL SUFFOLK
SUFFOLK (PART) SUFFOLK NATL W N BUNCH SYSTEM
SUFFOLK (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NATL WINDS®
SURRY (PART) SURRY NATL BAILY TLR PK
SURRY (PART) SURRY NATL SCOTLAND HEIGHTS
TANGIER (PART) ACCOMACK NAIL SOUIH END (BLACKDYE) WIR WORKS
TAZEWELL TAZEWELL ADJ 5/67 TAZEWELL
TIMBERVILLE ROCKINGHAM ADJ /84 TIMBERVILLE
TRIANGLE PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUIH-POTOMAC
TYSON CORNER FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUTH-OCCOQUAN
URBANNA (PART) MIDDLESEX NATL BARNHARD DUCXFABM
URBANNA (PART) MIDDLESEX NATL URBANNA
VERONA AUGUSTA ADJ 9/82 AUGUSTA CD SYS AUIH
VIENNA FAIRFAX CONS FALLS CHURCH (PA FAIRFAX CO WATER AUIH-OCOOQUAN
VIMT HILL FARM STATION FAQUIER ADJ 5/62 VINT HILL FARM STATION
VINTON ROANOKE ADJ 12/55 ROANOKE CITY WA
VIRGINIA BEACH VIRGINIA BEACH ADJ 8/52 NORFOLK
WARREMDN FAUQUIER ADJ 1/64 WARRENION
WARSAW (PART) RICHMOND NAIL INDIAN FIELD SUB
WARSAW (PART) NORTHUMBERLAND NATL JETTY REACH SUB
WARSAW (PART) RICHMOND NATL WARSAW
WAYNESBORO AUGUSTA ADJ 2/57 WAYNESBORO
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE _______
WEBER CITY SCOTT ADJ 3/72 MOCCASIN GAP
WEST POINT (PART) KING WILLIAM NATL WEST POINT
WEST POINT (PART) KING WILLIAM NATL WESTMORELAND SUB
WEST SPRINGFIELD FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUTH-OCOOQUAN
WHITE STONE (PART) LANCASTER NATL WHITE STONE
WICOMICO RIDGE NORTHUMBERLAND NAIL WICOMICO RIDGE
WILLIAMSBURG JAMES CITY ADJ 7/66 WILLIAMSBURG
WILLIAMSBURG (PART) JAMES CITY NATL YORK RIVER STATE PARK
WINCHESTER WINCHESTER ADJ 12/57 WINCHESTER
WINDSOR (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NAIL OAKS TERRACE PARK
WINDSOR (PART) ISLE OF WIGHT NAIL WHITFIELD TLR PK
WISE WISE ADJ 9/65 WISE TOWN
WOLFTRAP FAIRFAX ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX 00 WATER AWH-OCOOQUAN
WOODBRIDGE PRINCE WILLIAM ADJ 6/53 FAIRFAX CO WATER AUTH-FCTOMAC
WOODSTOCK SHENANDOAH ADJ 4/79 SHENANDOAH 00 SANITATION AUTH
WYTHEVILLE WYTHE ADJ 12/63 WYTHEVILLE
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DATE
ANAOQRTES SKAGIT ADJ 4/63 ANACORTES
BATTLE GROUND CLARK ADJ 2/63 BATTLE (SOUND WD
BELLEVUE KING CONS BELLEVUE SEATTLE WD
BOTHELL KING CONS BOTHELL SEATTLE WD
BUOODA THURSTON ADJ 6/67 BUOODA WD
CAMAS CLARK ADJ 8/66 CAMAS MUN WATER & SEWER
CA3HLAMET WAHKIAKUM ADJ 10/57 CAIHLAMET WD
CENTRALIA LEWIS ADJ 7/59 CENIRALLA WD
CHEHALIS LEWIS ADJ 5/67 CHEHALIS WD
CHENEY SPOKANE ADJ 6/74 CHENEY
CLARKSTON ASOTIN NATL CLARKSTON
COULEE DAM(PART.) OKANOGAN ADJ 3/56 COULEE DAM EAST
COWLITZ CO PUD COWLITZ CONS OOWLITZ 00 PUD LONGVIEW
DAVENPORT LINCOLN NATL DAVENPORT
DUVALL KING CONS DUVALL SEATTLE WD
EDM3NDS (PART) KING OONS EDMONDS SEATTLE WD
ELECTRIC CITY GRANT NATL ELECTRIC CITY
FAIRCHILD AFB SPOKANE ADJ 6/58 FAIRCHILD AFB
ETRCREST PIERCE ADJ 10/58 FIRCREST
FORKS CLALLAM ADJ 3/56 FORKS MWD
EXRT LEWIS PIERCE ADJ 10/56 FORT LEWIS
KALAMA COWLITZ ADJ 5/64 KALAMA
KELSO COWLITZ ADJ 5/58 KELSO
m u m KING OONS NE LK WA SEWER & WATER SEATTLE WD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
KENT KING ADJ 11/64 KENT WD
KIRKLAND KING CONS KIRKLAND SEATTLE WD
LIND ADAMS NAIL LIND
LONGVIEW COWLITZ ADJ 8/56 LONGVIEW
LYNDEN WHATOCM ADJ 3/65 LYNDEN WD
MABTON YAKIMA NAIL MABTON
MGCHORD AFB PIERCE ADJ 4/61 MGCHORD AFB
MERCER ISLAND KING CONS MERCER ISLAND SEATTLE WD
MONTESANO GRAYS HARBOR ADJ 11/61 MONTESANO
HOSES LAKE GRANT NAIL MOSES LAKE
MOUNTLAKE TERRACE SNOHOMISH ADJ 12/68 MOUNTLAKE TERRACE
M3XEE CITY YAKIMA NAIL MOXEE CITY
NORMANDY PARK KING CONS NORMANDY PARK SEATTLE WD
OAK HARBOR ISLAND ADJ 11/55 OAK HARBOR
ODESSA LINCOLN NATL ODESSA
OTHELLO ADAMS NAIL OTHELLO WD
PORT ORCHARD KITSAP ADJ 1/71 PORT ORCHARD WD
PORT (»CHARD (PART) KITSAP ADJ 6/71 ANNAPOLIS WD
POULSBO KITSAP ADJ 7/59 POULSBO
PULLMAN WHITMAN ADJ 2/56 PULLMAN WD
RAYMOND PACIFIC ADJ 3/63 RAYMOND WD
REDMOND KING ADJ 1/76 REDMOND WS
RENTON KING ADJ 2/70 RENTON
RICHMOND BEACH KING CONS KING CD WD #24 SEATTLE WD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
RITZVILLE ADAMS NATL RITZVILLE
SEATTLE KING ADJ 2/70 SEATTLE WD
SHOREWOOD KING CONS SHOREWOOD APTS SEATTLE WD
TOPPENISH YAKIMA ADJ 5/82 TOPPENISH
TUKWILLA KING CONS TUKWILLA SEATTLE WD
UNION HILL VIA KING ADJ 1/76 REDMDND WS
VANCOUVER CLARK ADJ 7/63 VANOOUVER
WARDEN GRANT NATL WARDEN
WINLOCK LEWIS ADJ 8/66 WINLOCK
WOODLAND COWLITZ ADJ 12/56 WOODLAND
YAKIMA (PART.) YAKIMA NATL NOB HILL WATER ASSOC
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W E S T  V I R G I N I A
ALDERSON GREENBRIER ADJ 9/81 ALDERSON
ANHEKSTDALE-RCBINETTE LOGAN ADJ 8/84 BUFFALO CREEK PSD
AUTORE HARRISON ADJ 1/54 CLARKSBURG
ATHENS MERCER ADJ 6/71 ATHENS
BARRACK VILLE MARION ADJ 10/53 FAIRhCNT
BECKLEY RALEIGH ADJ 3/63 BECKLEY
BELLINCTON BARBOUR ADJ 9/83 BELINGTON
BELMONT PLEASANTS ADJ 10/82 BEXldNT
BEVERLY RANDOLPH ADJ 1/84 BEVERLY
BUUEFTELD MERCER ADJ 7/53 WV WATER OO-BLUEFIELD
BLUEWELL MERCER ADJ 2/67 BLUEWELL PSD
BRIDGEPORT HARRISON ADJ 1/54 BRIDGEPORT
BUCKHANNON UPSHUR ADJ 2/65 BUCKHANNON
BIFFALO PUTNAM ADJ 1/85 BUFFALO
BURNSVILLE BRAXTON ADJ 2/80 BURNSVILLE
CAMERON MARSHALL ADJ 10/85 CAMERON
CEDAR GROVE KANAWHA ADJ 11/81 CEDAR GROVE
CEREDO WAYNE ADJ 4/72 CEREDO
CHAEMANVILLE LOGAN ADJ 11/71 CHAPMANVILLE
CHARLES TOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 1/83 CHARLES TOWN
CHARLESTON KANAWHA ADJ 4/54 WV WATER CO-KANAWHA
CHESTER HANCOCK ADJ 8/58 CHESTER
CLARKSBURG HARRISON ADJ 1/54 CLARKSBURG
CLfNDENIN KANAWHA ADJ 1/60 CLENDENIN
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
OOWEN WEBSTER ADJ 9/82 OOWEN PSD
CRAIGSVILLE NICHOLAS ADJ 1/83 CRAIGSVILLE
DUNBAR KANAWHA ADJ 4/54 WV WATER OO-KANAWHA
ELIZABETH WIRT ADJ 7/84 ELIZABETH
ELKINS RANDOLPH ADJ 3/59 ELKINS
FAIRMONT MARION ADJ 10/53 FAIRMONT
FAYETTEVILLE FAYETTE ADJ 8/62 FAYETTEVILLE
FLATWOODS BRAXTON ADJ 4/74 FLATWOODS CANOE RUN PSD
GASSAWAY BRAXTON ADJ 12/79 WV WATER OO-GASSAWAY
GAULEY BRIDGE FAYETTE ADJ 12/82 KANAWHA FALLS PSD
GLEN DALE MARSHALL ADJ 9/84 GLEN DALE
GLENVILLE GILMER ADJ 9/58 GLENVILLE
GRAFDON TAYLOR ADJ 6/59 GRAFTON
GRANT TOWN MARION ADJ 10/53 FAIRMONT
GRANTSVTLLE CALHOUN ADJ 1/58 GRANTSVTLLE
GRANVILLE MONONGALIA ADJ 2/61 MORGANTOWN
HAMLIN LINCOLN ADJ 4/80 WV WATER CO-HAMLIN
HANDLEY FAYETTE ADJ 2/61 WV WATER OO-KMTOOMERY
HARRISVILLE RITCHIE ADJ 1/74 HARRISVILLE
HEDGESVILLE BERKELEY ADJ 5/83 HEDGESVILLE
HENDERSON MASON ADJ 12/62 POINT PLEASANT
HOOVERSON HIS PSD BROOKE ADJ 3/66 HOOVERSON HTS PSD
HUNTINGTON CABELL ADJ 3/53 HUNTINGTON
HURRICANE PUTNAM ADJ 11/57 HURRICANE
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
HUTTONSVILLE RANDOLPH ADJ 4/79 MILL CREEK
JANE LEW LEWIS ADJ 10/62 JANE LEW
KERMIT MINGO ADJ 11/80 KERMIT
KEYSER MINERAL ADJ 9/84 KEYSER
KEYSTONE MCDOWELL ADJ 5/55 NORTHPORK
KINGW00D PRESTON ADJ 5/67 KINGWOOD
LEWISBURG GtEENBRIER ADJ 11/65 LEWISBURG
LOGAN LOGAN ADJ 5/53 LOGAN
LÜBECK WOOD ADJ 3/63 LÜBECK PSD
MADISON BOONE ADJ 12/77 WV WATER CO-MADISON
MAN LOGAN ADJ 9/59 MAN
MANNINGTON MARION ADJ 4/84 MANNINGTON
MARLINION POCAHONTAS ADJ 5/84 MARLIMION
MARMET KANAWHA ADJ 4/54 WV WATER CD4CANAWHA
MARTINSBURG BERKELEY ADJ 2/54 MARTTNSBURG
MASON MASON ADJ /83 MASOJ
MAsarrowN PRESTON ADJ 2/82 MASONTOWN
MA1EWAN MINGO ADJ 2/53 MATEWAN
MIDDLEBOURNE TYLER ADJ 8/80 MIDDLEBOURNE
MILL CREEK RANDOLPH ADJ 4/79 MILL CREEK
MILTON CABELL ADJ 4/62 MILTON
MONONGAH MARION ADJ 11/84 MONONGAH
MONTGOMERY FAYETTE ADJ 2/61 WV WATER OO-MONTOQMERY
MORGANTOWN MONONGALIA ADJ 2/61 MORGANTOWN
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MOUNDSVILLE MARSHALL ADJ 5/84 MOUNDSVILLE
MULLENS WYCMING ADJ 6/85 MULLENS
NEW CUMBERLAND HANCOCK ADJ 3/83 NEW CUMBERLAND
NEW HAVEN MASON ADJ 3/84 NEW HAVEN
NITRO KANAWHA ADJ 4/54 WV WATER CO-KANAWHA
N0RTHP0RK MCDOWEli ADJ 5/55 NORTHEORK
nutter POST HARRISON ADJ 1/54 CLARKSBURG
OAK HILL FAYETTE ADJ 11/61 WV WATER CO-OAK HILL
OCEANA WYCMING ADJ 6/71 OCEANA
OSAGE MONONGALIA ADJ 2/61 MORGANTOWN
PARKERSBURG WOOD ADJ 1/57 PARKERSBURG
PENNSBORO ADJ 5/84 PENNSBORO
PETERSBURG GRANT ADJ 3/68 PETERSBURG
PETTERSTDWN MONROE ADJ 9/65 RED SULPHUR PSD
PHILIPPI BARBOUR ADJ 5/64 PHILIPPI
POINT PLEASANT MASON ADJ 12/62 POINT PLEASANT
FRATT KANAWHA ADJ 2/83 PRATT
PRINCETON MERCER ADJ 1/54 WV WATER OO-PRINCETICM
RAVENSWOOD JACKSON ADJ 11/80 RAVENSWOOD
RICHWOOD NICHOLAS ADJ 2/76 RICHWOOD
RIPLEY JACKSON ADJ 3/51 RIPLEY
RCHNEY HAMPSHIRE ADJ 2/71 ROMNEY
RGNCEVERTE GREENBRIER ADJ 12/67 RONCEVER'IE
SALEM HARRISON ADJ 9/84 SALEM
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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SHEPHERDSTOWN JEFFERS® ADJ 5/74 SHEPHERDSTOWN
SHINNSTON HARRISON ADJ 4/82 SHINNSTON
SISTERSVILLE TYLER ADJ 6/53 SISTERSVILLE
SPENCES ROANE ADJ 3/82 SPENCER
ST ALBANS KANAWHA ADJ 2/66 ST ALBANS
ST MARYS PLEASANTS ADJ 10/66 ST MARYS
STAR CITY MONONGALIA ADJ 2/61 MORGANTOWN
STONE/iOOD HARRISON ADJ 1/54 CLARKSBURG
SUGAR CREEK PSD BRAXTON ADJ 4/68 SUGAR CREEX PSD
SIMdERSVILLE NICHOLAS ADJ 10/62 Sll*MERSViLLE
SUTTON BRAXTON ADJ 11/79 WV WATER 00-SUTTON
UNION MDNRQE ADJ 4/70 UNION
VIENNA WO® ADJ 3/61 VIENNA
WAYNE WAYNE ADJ 4/57 WAYNE
WE2RTON BROOKE ADJ 4/51 WE3RTON
WELCH MCDOWELL ADJ 5/54 WELCH
WELLSBURG BROOKE ADJ 12/58 WELLSBURG
WEST HAMLIN LINCOLN ADJ 6/71 WEST HAMLEN
WEST UNION DODDRIDGE ADJ 10/67 WEST UNION
WESTON LEWIS ADJ 12/82 WV WA1ER/WESTON
WESTOVER MDNONGALIA ADJ 2/61 MORGANTOWN
WHEELING OHO ADJ 9/50 WHEELING
WILLIAMSON MINGO ADJ 4/53 WLLLIAMSON
WILLIAMSTOWN WOOD ADJ 7/52 WILLLAMSTOWN
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WINFIELD PUTNAM ADJ 12/85 WINFIELD
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ABBOTSFORD CLARK ADJ 10/66 ABBOTSFORD
ALBANY GREEN ADJ 2/63 ALBANY
ALQOMA KEWAUNEE NATL ALGCMA
ALQQMA (PART) KEWAUNEE NATL LAKEVIEW MH COURT
ALLOUEZ BROWN NATL ALLOUEZ
ALMA BUFFALO ADJ 3/52 ALMA
AMERY POLK ADJ 2/52 AMERY
ANTIGO LANGLADE ADJ 8/65 ANTIGO
APPLETON OUTAGAMIE ADJ 10/50 apple™
APPLETON (PART) OUTAGAMIE NATL CIRCLE ACRES
APPLETON (PART) OUTAGAMIE NATL VAN HANDELS MHP #2
APPLETON (PART) OUTAGAMIE NATL BLUEMOUND VILLA APTS #2
ARCADIA TREMPEALEAU ADJ 1/68 ARCADIA
ARLINGTON COLUMBIA ADJ 2/67 ARLINGTON
ASHLAND ASHLAND ADJ 10/49 ASHLAND
ASHWAUBENON BROWN NATL ASHWAUBENON
AIHENS MARATHON ADJ /72 AIHENS
AVOCA IOWA ADJ 3/72 AVOCA
BAILEY'S HARBOR (PART) DOC» NATL BAILEY'S HARBOR YACHT CLUB
BALSAM LAKE POLK ADJ 11/66 BALSAM LAKE
BARABOO SAUK ADJ 5/49 BARABOO
BARNEVELD IOWA ADJ 4/65 BARNEVELD
BAYSIDE (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL BAYSIDE-PELHAM HEATH
BAYSIDE (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL BAYSIDE NORTH SHORE EAST
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
BAYSIDE (PART) MILWAUKEE NAIL BAYSIDE WOODS
BAYSIDE (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL BAYSIDE VILLAGE APTS
BEAVER DAM DODGE ADJ 3/51 BEAVER DAM
BELGIUM OZAUKEE NATL BELGIUM
RKr.TJFVTT.TF. DANE ADJ 8/51 BELLEVILLE
BELMONT LAFAYETTE ADJ 12/66 BELMONT
BELOIT ROCK ADJ 4/49 BELOIT
BENTON LAFAYETTE ADJ 4/62 BENTON
BERLIN GREEN LAKE ADJ 10/51 BERLIN
BIRON woe» ADJ 2/69 BIRON
BLACK EARTH DANE ADJ 12/65 BLACK EARTH
BLACK RIVER FALLS JACKSON ADJ 5/53 BLACK RIVER FALLS
BLAIR TREMPEALEAU ADJ 6/51 BLAIR
BLANCHARDVILLE LAFAYETTE ADJ 11/62 BLANCHARDVILLE
BLUE MOUNDS DANE ADJ /78 BLUE MOUNDS
BLUE RIVER GRANT ADJ 5/63 BLUE RIVER
BONDUEL SHAWANO ADJ 6/82 BONDUEL
BOSOOBEL GRANT ADJ 3/52 BOSOOBEL
BRISTOL KENOSHA NATL BRISTOL UD
BRISTOL (PART) KENOSHA NATL RAINBOW LAKE MANOR TR CT
BRISTOL (PART) KENOSHA NAIL BRISTOL HEIGHTS MHP
BRODHEAD GREEN ADJ 12/64 BRODHEAD
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL ALLEMANDE WIR ASSN-MIDDLE
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL CONGREGATIONAL HOME
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W I S C O N S I N
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL PILGRIM MEADOWS #9
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL ST ELIZABETH NURSING HOME
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL ALLEMANDE WTR ASSN-SOUIH
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL BROOKFIELD-BROOK SQUARE
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL BROOKFIELD-DOMTNIC HEIGHTS
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL BROOKFIELD-LYNDALE
BROOKFIELD (PART) WAUKESHA NATL BROOKFIELD-MISSION HEIGHTS
BROOKLYN DANE ADJ 10/63 BROOKLYN
BROWN DEER MILWAUKEE CONS BROWN DEER MIIWAUKEE
BUTLER WAUKESHA ADJ 5/68 BUILER
CALEDONDIA RACINE CDNS CALEDONDIA U.D. RACINE
CALEDONIA (PART) RACINE NATL RACINE CADDY VISTA SAN DIST
CAMBELLSPORT JEFFERSON NATL CAMBELLSPORT
CAMBRIDGE DANE ADJ 6/51 CAMBRIDGE
CAROL BEACH KENOSHA ADJ 11/64 KENOSHA
CASCADE SHEBOYGAN NATL CASCADE
CASSVILLE GRANT ADJ 5/62 CASSVILLE
CEDAR GROVE SHEBOYGAN NAIL CEDAR GROVE
CEDARBURG OZAUKEE ADJ 1/57 CEDARBURG
CENIURIA POLK ADJ 7/70 CENIURIA
CHILTON CALUMET ADJ 8/69 CHILTON
CLINTON ROCK ADJ 2/62 CLINTON
CLINTONVILLE WAUPACA NAIL CLINTONVILLE
COCHRANE BUFFALO ADJ /81 COCHRANE
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
COLBY CLARK ADJ 3/68 OOLBY
GOLCMA WAUSHARA ADJ 8/56 GOLCMA
OOLLMBUS COLUMBIA ADJ 8/50 COLUMBUS
COMBINED LOCKS OUTAGAMIE CONS COMBINED LOCKS KIMBERLY
COMMONWEALTH (PART) FLORENCE CONS COMMONWEALTH S.D. FLORENCE
CORNELL CHIPPEWA ADJ 3/66 CORNELL
CROSS PLAINS DANE ADJ 12/74 CROSS PLAINS
CUBA CITY GRANT ADJ 5/53 CUBA CITY
CUDAHY MIIWAUKEE ADJ 11/66 CUDAHY
DARLINGTON LAFAYETTE ADJ 8/53 DARLINGTON
DE FOREST DANE ADJ 8/52 1® FOREST
DE PEEE (PART) BROWN NATL RIDGE VIEW NURSING CTR
DEERFIELD DANE ADJ 9/66 DEERFIELD
DELAVAN WALWORTH ADJ 5/65 DELAVAN
DEPERE BROWN NATL DEPERE
DICKEYVILLE GRANT ADJ 5/62 DICKEYVILLE
DODGEVILLE IOWA ADJ 5/53 DODGEVILLE
DOUSMAN WAUKESHA ADJ m DOUSMAN
DURAND PEPIN ADJ 9/63 DURAND
EAGLE RIVER VILAS ADJ 10/65 EAGLE RIVER
EAST 1ROY WALWORTH ADJ 1/64 EAST TROY
EAU CLAIRE EAU CLAIRE ADJ 1/64 EAU CLAIRE
EDGAR MARATHON ADJ 11/49 EDGAR
EDGERTON ROCK ADJ 10/50 EDGERTON
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
ELEVA TREMPEALEAU ADJ 5/70 ELEVA
ELK MDUND DUNN ADJ 6/74 ELK MDUND
ELKHORN WALWORTH ADJ 4/48 ELKHORN
ELLSWORTH PIERCE ADJ 11/69 ELLSWORTH
ELROY JUNEAU ADJ /82 ELROY
EVANSVILLE ROCK ADJ 3/50 EVANSVILLE
EXELAND SAWYER ADJ 6/80 EXELAND
FALL CREEK EAU CLAIRE ADJ /74 FALL CREEK
FALL RIVER COLUMBIA ADJ 9/62 FALL RIVER
FENNIMDRE GRANT ADJ 11/61 FENNDDRE
FITCHBURG DANE ADJ 6/68 FITCHBURG
FLORENCE FLORENCE ADJ 6/82 FLORENCE
PCM) DU LAC PCM) DU LAC ADJ 7/50 PCM) DU LAC
PORT ATKINSON JEFFERSON ADJ 12/49 PORT ATKINSON
POX LAKE DODGE ADJ 7/67 FOX LAKE
POX POINT MILWAUKEE ADJ 7/63 NORTH SHORE WER OOM-PQX
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL FRANKLIN-SECURITY ACRE
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL FRANKLIN-SECURITY ACRES
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL FRANKLIN UBILE ESTATES
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NAIL FRANKLIN MOBILE ESTATES
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL ERANKUN MOBILE ESTATES
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL DREAMLAND VILLAGE
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL BADGER MHP
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL ACRE AVE WIR TRUST
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
FRANKLIN (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL MARY ANN 1» HOME OWNERS ASSN
FREDERIC POLK ADJ 9/63 FREDERIC
GALESVILLE TREMPEALEAU ADJ 9/51 GALESVTLLE
GENOA CITY WALWORTH ADJ 11/68 GENOA CITY
GERMANTOWN WASHINGTON ADJ 1/76 GERMANTOWN
GILLETT OOCMO ADJ 11/66 GILLETT
GILMAN TAYLOR ADJ 2/69 GILMAN
GLENDALE MILWAUKEE ADJ 7/63 NORTH SHORE Wffi OOM-GLENDALE
GRAFTON OZAUKEE ADJ 8/69 GRAFION
GRAND CHUTE (PART) OUTAGAMIE CONS GRAND CHUTE SD #1 APPLETON
GRAMTSBURG BURNETT ADJ 1/65 GRANTSBURG
GREEN BAY BROUN ADJ 8/57 GREEN BAY
GREENDALE MILWAUKEE CONS GREENDALE MILWAUKEE
GREENWOOD CLARK ADJ 6/72 GREENWOOD
GRESHAM SHAWANO NAIL GRESHAM
HALES CORNER (PART) MILWAUKEE NAIL BLOSSOM HEATH #1
HALES CORNERS (PART) MILWAUKEE NAIL PARK MANOR APIS
HAMCND ST. CROIX ADJ /82 HANMOND
HARTFORD WASHINGTON ADJ 1/50 HARTFORD
HARTLAND WAUKESHA ADJ 4/69 HARTLAND
HAYWARD SAWYER ADJ /51 HAYWARD
HAZEL GREEN (SANT ADJ /61 HAZEL GREEN
HORIOON DODGE ADJ 5/52 HQRIOON
HORTONVILLE OUTAGAMIE ADJ 12/68 HORTONVILLE
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1 SYSTEM SUPPLYING 
FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
HOWARD BROWN NAIL HOWARD
HUDSON ST. CROIX ADJ 2/64 HUDSON
INDEPENDENCE TREMPEALEAU ADJ 6/73 INDEPENDENCE
JANESVILLE ROCK ADJ 2/49 JANESVILLE
JEFFERSON JEFFERSON ADJ 8/63 JEFFERSON
JOHNSON CREEK JEFFERSON ADJ 1/62 JOHNSON CREEK
JUNEAU DODGE ADJ /82 JUNEAU
KAUKAUNA OUTAGAMIE NAIL KAUKAUNA
KENOSHA KENOSHA ADJ 11/64 KENOSHA
KENOSHA (PART) KENOSHA NAIL KENOSHA MOBILE COURTS
KENOSHA (PART) KENOSHA NAIL PLEASANT PRAIRIE MHP
KENOSHA (PART) KENOSHA NAIL EAGLE CHATEAU APTS
KENOSHA (PART) KENOSHA NATL COUNTRY CHARM ESTATES #3
KENOSHA (PART) KENOSHA NAIL COUNTRY CHARM ESTATES #4
KEWASKLM WASHINGTON ADJ 11/62 KEWASKLM
KEWAUNEE KEWAUNEE NAIL KEWAUNEE
KIMBERLY OUTAGAMIE NAIL KIMBERLY
KDHLER SHOBOYGAN (JONS KDHLER SHEBOYGAN
LAC DU FLAMBEAU RES VILAS ADJ 6/79 LAC DU FLAMBEAU RES
LADYSMITH RUSK ADJ 1/66 LADYSMITH
LAKE GENEVA WALWORTH ADJ 5/51 LAKE GENEVA
LAKE MILLS JEFFERSON ADJ 7/62 LAKE MILLS
LANCASTER GRANT ADJ 2/61 LANCASTER
LAONA FOREST ADJ 9/69 LAONA
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
LITTLE CM/IE OUTAGAMIE NAIL LITTLE CHUIE
LODI COLUMBIA ADJ 6/52 IODI
LONE ROCK RICHLAND ADJ 8/72 LONE ROCK
LOYAL CLARK ADJ 1/82 LOYAL
LUCK POLK ADJ 12/69 LUCK
LUXEMBURG KEWAUNEE NAIL LUXEMBURG
MADISON DANE ADJ 6/48 MADISON
MANITOWOC MANITOWOC ADJ 11/68 MANITOWOC
MAPLE BLUFF DANE OONS MAPLE BLUFF
MARAIHON MARATHON ADJ /78 MARAIHON
MARINETTE MARINETTE ADJ 3/51 MARINETTE
MARION WAUPACA ADJ 5/66 MARION
MARSHALL DANE ADJ 1/66 MARSHALL
MARSHFIELD WOOD ADJ 10/50 MARSHFIELD
MAUSTON JUNEAU ADJ /82 MAUSTON
MAYVILLE DODGE ADJ 9/50 MAYVILLE
MAZOMANIE DANE ADJ 9/51 MAZOMANIE
MCFARLAND DANE ADJ 5/53 MCFARLAND
MEMOMONIE DUNN ADJ 6/73 MENCMONIE
MENASHA WINNEBAGO ADJ /50 MENASHA
MENASHA WINNEBAGO NAIL MENASHA S.D.
MENOMINEE MENOMINEE ADJ 6/85 MENOMINEE
MENOMONIE FALLS WAUKESHA ADJ 9/51 MENOMONEE FALLS
MEQUON OZAUKEE NAIL GREEN BRIAR APTS
MADISON
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W I S C O N S I N
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MEJQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL COUNTRY TERRACE OONDO HOMES
MBQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL APPLE ORCHARD
MEQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL MBQUON WIR TRUST
MEQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL RANGE LINE HILLS
MEQUON (PART) QZAUKEE NATL MEQUON CARE CIR INC
MBQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL LEMONI UTTLITY-WHIIMAN PL
MBQUON (PART) QZAUKEE NATL LEMONT UnLITY-LAC DU COURS
MBQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NAIL CONOORD PLACE OONDO ASSN
MBQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL HUNTINGTON PARK
MEQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL RAVINE FARMS HW OWNER'S ASSN
MBQUON (PART) QZAUKEE NATL RIVER GLEN
MBQUON (PART) OZAUKEE NATL MEQUON NORTH SHORE HEIGHTS
MERRILL LINCOLN ADJ 1/62 MERRILL
MIDDLETON DANE ADJ 6/50 MIDDLETON
MILTON ROCK ADJ 10/53 MILTON
MILWAUKEE MILWAUKEE ADJ 7/53 MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL NORTH SHORE HEALTH CARE CTO
MINERAL POINT IOWA ADJ 1/54 MINERAL POINT
MINONG WASHBURN ADJ 12/72 MINONG
MI SHIGOT MANITOWOC NATL MI SHICOT
MQNDOVI BUFFALO ADJ 2/62 MONDOVI
MONONA DANE ADJ 10/56 MONONA
MONROE GREEN ADJ 3/66 MONROE
MONTICELLO GREEN ADJ 9/64 MONnCELLO
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
COMMUNITY COUNTY STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
DATE
MOUNT HOREB DANE ADJ 2/52 MOUNT HOREB
MUKWONAGO WAUKESHA ADJ 5/49 MUKWONAGO
MUSOODA GRANT ADJ 6/65 MUSOODA
MUSKEQO (PART) WAUKESHA NATL MARLAN MEADOWS
MUSKEQO (PART) WAUKESHA NATL GUERNSEY MEADOWS WIR UTIL
MUSKEQO (PART) WAUKESHA NATL DURHAM MEADOW'S SUBDIVISION
MUSKEQO (PART) WAUKESHA NAIL LAKE MEADOWS SUBD
NEENAH WINNEBAGO ADJ 10/50 NEENAH
NEILLSVILLE CLARK ADJ 12/54 NEILLSVILLE
NEKOOSA woe» ADJ 6/59 NEKDOSA
NEOPIT MENCMINEE ADJ 1/51 NEOPIT
NEW BERLIN (PART) WAUKESHA NAIL WEWER BLAUER APTS-EAST
NEW BERLIN (PART) WAUKESHA NAIL WIM4ER BLAUER APTS-EAST
NEW BERLIN (PART) WAUKESHA NAIL NEUFELD BUILDERS APTS
NEW BERLIN (PART) WAUKESHA NAIL PARC VUE APTS (124TH ST)
NEW GLARUS GREEN ADJ 2/52 NEW GLARUS
NEW HOLSTEIN CALUMET ADJ 9/53 NEW HOLSTEIN
NEW LONDON OUTAGAMIE ADJ 9/69 NEW LONDON
NEW LONDON (PART) WAUPACA NAIL OOENENS MOBILE HOME PARK
NEW RICHMOND ST. CROIX ADJ 7/60 NEW RICHMOND
NIAGARA MARINETTE ADJ 1/51 NIAGARA
NORTH POND DU LAC POND DU LAC ADJ 3/73 NORTH PCM) DU LAC
NORTH FREEDOM SAUK ADJ 11/63 NORTH FREEDOM
NORTH HUDSON ST. CSOIX CONS NORTH HUDSON
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
START FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM 
DATE
NORTH PARK RACINE CONS NORTH PARK RACINE
OAK CREEK MILWAUKEE ADJ 4/74 OAK CREEK
OAK CREEK MILWAUKEE NATL FIETH AVEMJE MHP
OAK CREEK (PART) MILWAUKEE NATL HOWELL AVE EST
OOONOMOWOC WAUKESHA ADJ 12/53 OOONOMOWOC
OOONTO OCONTO NATL OCONTO
OCONTO FALLS OCONTO ADJ 2/67 OOONTO FALLS
OLIVER DOUGLAS NATL OLIVER
OMRO WINNEBAGO ADJ 5/59 OMRO
ONEIDA RESERVATION BROWN ADJ 6/85 ONEIDA RESERVATION
OOSTBURG SHEBOYGAN ADJ /83 OOSTBURG
OREGON DANE ADJ 2/50 OREGON
OSCEOLA POLK ADJ 8/53 OSCEOLA
OSHKOSH WINNEBAGO ADJ 1/50 OSHKOSH
PADDOCK LAKE KENOSHA NATL PADDOCK LAKE
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) OZAUKEE NATL GLENN WIR 00 #10
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WIR 00 #06
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WTR 00 #11
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WTR CO #12
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GUEN WIR GO #08
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WIR 00 #18
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WIR CO #13
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NATL GLENN WTR 00 #17
PADDOCK LAKE (PART) KENOSHA NAIL GUENN WTR 00 #09
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PALMYRA JEFFERSON ADJ 3/67 PAMYRA
PARDEEVILLE COLUMBIA ADJ 5/65 PARDEVILLE
PARK FALLS price ADJ 10/63 PARK FALLS
PESHTTQO MARINETT ADJ /82 PESHTIGO
PEWA1KEE WAUKESHA ADJ 1/54 PEEWAUKEE
PHILLIPS PRICE ADJ 11/50 PHILLIPS
PLAIN SAUK ADJ 4/63 PLAIN
PIAITEVILLE GRANT ADJ 11/64 PLAITEVILLE
PLYMDUIH SHEBOYGAN ADJ 3/66 PLYMOUTH
PORT EDWARDS woe® ADJ 7/54 PORT EDWARDS
FORI WASHINGTON OZAUKEE ADJ 9/50 PORT WASHINGTON
PORTAGE COLUMBIA ADJ 3/51 PORTAGE
POTOSI GRANT ADJ /62 POTOSI
POV SIPPI WAUSHARA NATL RIVER HILLS APTS
POYNETTE COLUMBIA ADJ 10/52 POYNETTE
PRAIRIE DU SAC SAUK ADJ 4/64 PRAIRIE DU SAC
PRESCOTT PIERCE ADJ 4/72 PRESOOTT
PULASKI BROWN ADJ 4/69 PULASKI
RACINE RACINE ADJ 3/50 RACINE
RACINE (PART) RACINE NATL MEADOW LANE SUBD
RACINE (PART) RACINE NATL SOUTH PETERSON WELL ASSN
RACINE (PART) RACINE NATL NORTH PEDERSEN WELL ASSN
RACINE (PART) RACINE NATL OOZY ACRES SUBDIVISION
RACINE (PART) RACINE NATL WILD WOOD PARK SUBD
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FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
RANDOLPH COLUMBIA ADJ 1/66 RANDOLPH
REEDSBURG SAUK ADJ 2/50 REEDSBURG
RHINELANDER ONEIDA ADJ 3/66 RHINELANDER
RICE LAKE BARRON ADJ 1/52 RICE LAKE
RICHLAND CENTER RICHLAND ADJ 12/49 RICHLAND CENTER
RIO COLUMBIA ADJ 12/61 RIO
RIPON POND DU LAC ADJ 6/51 RIPON
RIVER FALLS PIERCE ADJ 12/62 RIVER FALLS
ROTHSCHILD MARATHON ADJ 9/64 ROTHSCHILD
SAUK CITY SAUK ADJ 12/66 SAUK CITY
SAUKVILLE OZAUKEE ADJ 112 SAUKVILLE
SCHOFIELD MARAIHON ADJ 5/64 SCHOFIELD
SCOOT BROWN NATL SCOTT S.D.
SHARON WALWORTH ADJ /82 SHARON
SHAWANO SHAWANO NATL SHAWANO LAKE S.D,
SHAWANO (PART) SHAWANO NAIL SCHOENIKE MHP #1
SHAWANO (PART) SHAWANO NATL SCHOENIKE MHP #2
SHEBOYGAN SHEBOYGAN ADJ 2/46 SHEBOYGAN
SHEBOYGAN (PART) SHEBOYGAN NAIL SOWERS MHP #1
SHEBOYGAN (PART) SHEBOYGAN NATL SOMMERS MHP #2
SHEBOYGAN (PART) SHEBOYGAN NATL SOMMERS MHP #3
SHEBOYGAN FALLS SHEBOYGAN CONS SHEBOYGAN FALLS
SHELL LAKE WASHBURN ADJ 5/52 SHELL LAKE




C O M M U N IT IE S  SERVED F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS OF 12/31/85)






FLUORIDATED WATER SOURCE SYSTEM
SHOREWOOD HILLS DANE CONS SHOREWOOD HILLS MADISON
SIREN BURNETT ADJ 7/73 SIREN
SOLDIERS GROVE CRAWFORD ADJ /50 SOLDIERS GROVE
SOMERS (PART) KENOSHA NAIL OAKDALE ESTMES MHP
SOUTH MILWAUKEE MILWAUKEE ADJ 6/52 SOUTH MILWAUKEE
SPARTA MONROE ADJ 10/51 SPARTA
SPENCER MARA3H0N ADJ 9/74 SPENCER
SPENCER MARAIHON NAIL KILTYS KOUNTRY KOURT
SPOONER WASHBURN ADJ 5/52 SPOONER
SPRING (SEEN SAUK ADJ 12/51 SPRING GREEN
SPRING VALLEY PIERCE ADJ 5/73 SPRING VALLEY
ST. CROIX BURNETT ADJ 6/84 ST. CROIX RESERVATION
ST. CROIX FALLS POLK ADJ 4/67 ST. CROIX FALLS
ST. NAZIANZ MANITOWOC ADJ /81 ST. NAZIANZ
STANLEY CHIPPEWA ADJ /82 STANLEY
STEVENS POINT PORTAGE ADJ 8/72 STEVENS POINT'
STOUGHTON DANE ADJ 9/49 STOUGHTON
STRUM TREMPEALEAU ADJ 1/67 STR1M




STURTEVANT (PART) RACINE NAIL JENSENS MOBILE HOME VILLAGE
SUN PRAIRIE DANE ADJ 3/50 SUN PRAIRIE
SUPERIOR DOUGLAS ADJ /83 SUPERIOR
TACHEEDAH (PART) POND DU LAC NATL TAYCHEEDAH CORRECTIONAL INST
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TENNYSON GRANT ADJ /62 TENNYSON
THERESA DODGE ADJ 7/68 THERESA
THIENSVILLE (PART) OZAUKEE NATL RIVER GARDEN APTS
THIENSVILLE (PART) OZAUKEE NATL WILLIAMSBURG 2 15-20-25-35-40
THIENSVILLE (PART) OZAUKEE NATL THIENSVILLE-VILLAGE HEIGHTS
TTGERTON SHAWANO ADJ 6/70 TIGER10N
TOMAHAWK LINCOLN ADJ 6/51 TOMAHAWK
TREMPEALEAU TREMPEALEAU ADJ 11/52 TREMPEALEAU
TWIN LAKES (PART) KENOSHA NAIL TWIN LAKES-VAN WOODS
TWO RIVERS MANITOWOC ADJ 5/53 TOO RIVERS
TOO RIVERS (PART) MANITOWOC NAIL QUIET COUNTRY HOMES #1
UNION GROVE RACINE NATL UNION GROVE
UNION GROVE (PART) RACINE NATL HICKORY HAVEN MOBILE C l
UNION GROVE (PART) RACINE NAIL SOUTHERN WIS CNTR-DEVEL DIS
UNION GROVE (PART) RACINE NATL FUNK'S MHP
VALUERS MANITOWOC ADJ /81 VALDERS
VERONA DANE ADJ 2/68 VERONA
VESPER W0(» ADJ 1/69 VESPER
WASHBURN BAYFIELD ADJ 1/67 WASHBURN
WATERLOO JEFFERSON ADJ 12/64 WATERLOO
WATERTOWN JEFFERSON ADJ 12/50 WATERTOWN
WAUKESHA (PART) WAUKESHA ADJ 2/71 WAUKESHA
WAUKESHA (PART) WAUKESHA NATL LOOKOUT DRIVE WTR ASSN
WAUNAKEE DANE ADJ 4/51 WAUNAKEE
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WAUPACA WAUPACA ADJ 4/70 WAUPACA
WAUPUN DODGE ADJ 11/70 WAUPUN
WAUSAU MARATHON ADJ 9/52 WAUSAU
WAUWAI05A MILWAUKEE oons WAUWATOSA MILWAUKEE
WEST ALUS MIIWAUKEE CONS WEST ALUS MILWAUKEE
WEST BARABOO SAUK CONS WEST BARABOO BARABOO
WEST BEND WASHINGTON ADJ 8/50 WEST BEND
WEST MILWAUKEE MIIWAUKEE ADJ 7/53 MILWAUKEE
WEST SALEM LA CROSSE ADJ 1/67 WEST SALEM
WESTBY VERNON ADJ 8/64 WESTBY
WESTON MARATHON ADJ 3/64 WESTON SD
WEYAUWEGA WAUPACA ADJ 1/54 WEYAUWEGA
WHITEFISH BAY MILWAUKEE ADJ 7/63 NORTH SHORE WTR-WHITEFTSH BAY
WHITEHALL TREMPEALEAU ADJ 6/51 WHITEHALL
WHITEWATER WALWORTH ADJ 1/60 WHITEWATER
WILLIAMS BAY WALWORTH ADJ 10/65 WILLIAMS BAY
WILTON MONROE ADJ 6/66 WILTON
WIND POINT RACINE CONS WIND POINT RACINE
WINDSOR DANE ADJ 5/65 WINDSOR
WINNEBAGO (PART) WINNEBAGO ADJ 6/68 WINNEBAGO RESERVATION
WINNEBAGO (PART) WOC» ADJ 6/72 WINNEBAGO RESERVATION
WINNEBAGO (PART) WINNEBAGO NATL PARKVIEW HEALTH Cm
WISCONSIN DELLS COLUMBIA ADJ 3/64 WISCONSIN DELLS
WISCONSIN RAPIDS woe» ADJ 1/51 WISOONSIN RAPIDS
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FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
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WONEWOC JUNEAU ADJ 3/53 WONEWOC
WOODVILLE ST. CROIX ADJ 111 WOODVILLE
WRIGHTSTCWN BROWN NAIL WRIGHTSTOWN
C O M M U N IT IE S  SER VE D  F LU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N T Y  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F 12/31/85)
W I S C O N S I N
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WYOMING
C O M M U N IT IE S  SER VE D  FLU O R ID A T E D  D R IN K IN G  W ATER,
BY C O U N TY  A N D  W ATER SYSTEM  W IT H IN  STATE (AS O F  12/31/85)
COMMUNITY COUNTY
FLUOR SYSTEM SUPPLYING
STATUS START FLUORIDATED WATER
DATE
SOURCE SYSTEM
CHEYENNE LARAMIE ADJ /74 CHEYENNE
CLEARMDNT SHERIDAN NATL CLEARMMT
DIAMONDWILLE LINCOLN ADJ /73 KEM1ERER
EAST IHERMDPOLIS HOT SPRINGS CONS EAST THERMOPOLIS
FORT WASHAKIE FREMONT ADJ /79 FORT WASHAKIE
FRANNIE BIG HORN NATL FRANNIE
GILLETTE CAMPBELL NATL GILLETTE
HULEIT CROOK NATL HULETT
KEM4ERER LINCOLN ADJ /73 KEM'ffiHER
LARAMIE ALBANY ADJ 6/66 LARAMIE
MANDERSON BIG HORN NATL MANDERSON
PAVILLION EREMMT NATL PAVILLION
POWELL PARK NATL POWELL
RAWLINS CARBON ADJ /70 RAWLINS
SHOSHONI FREMONT NATL SHOSHONI
SINCLAIR CARBON ADJ 11/52 SINCLAIR
THERMDPOLIS HOT SPRINGS ADJ 12/54 THERMOPOLIS
UPTON WESTON NAIL UPTMJ
WAMSUTTER SWEETWATER NATL WAMSUTTER
YODER GOSHEN NATL YODER
THERIDPOLIS
*U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OfFICE :198B-535-439
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